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LARGEST PRODUCERS

IN

THIS FIELD FOR TWO

DECADES...

HIGH Q INDUCTORS

FOR EVERY APPLICATION
FROM STOCK...

ITEMS BELOW AND 650 OTHERS IN OUR CATALOGUE B.

MQ Series

Compact Hermetic
Torold Inductors
The MQ permalloy dust toroids

combine the highest Q in their
class with minimum size. Stability
is excellent under varying voltage, temperature, frequency and
vibration conditions. High permeability case plus uniform winding
affords shielding of approximately
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VIC case

_

structure

Length

Width

Height

1.1/4

1-11/32

1-7/16

MQL Low Frequency High Q Coils
The

MQL series of

high Q coils employ special
laminated Hipermalloy cores to provide very high
Q at low frequencies with exceptional stability for
changes of voltage, frequency, and temperature.
Two identical windings permit series, parallel, or
transformer type connections.
2.5/10
5/20
50/200
100/400

MQL-1
MQL-2
MQL-3
MQL-4

Mean
Hys.

Type
VIC-1
VIC-2
VIC-3
VIC-4
VIC-5
VIC-6
VIC-7
VIC-8
VIC-9
VIC-10
VIC-11

DI

.0085
013
021
.034
.053

.084
.13
.21

.34
.54
.85

Type
VIC-12
VIC-13
VIC-14
VIC-15
VIC-16
Vic -17
VIC-18
VIC-19

VIC20
VIC-21

VIC-22

X

3.4
5.4
8.5
13.

21.
33.
52.
83.
130.

1-1/16

11/16

1-7/32

1-9/32

1-5/16

2-9/16

1-23/32
2-13/16

Dl -1
Ten 10 Mhy.
Dl -2 Ten 100 Mhy.
Dl -3
Ten 1 Hy.
Dl -4
Ten 10 Hy.

Variable Inductors

VIC Inductors have represented an ideal solution to the
The

problem of tuned audio circuits.
A set screw in the side of the
case permits adjustment of the
inductance from +85% to -45%
of the mean value. Setting is
positive.
Curves shown indicate effective
Q and L with varying frequency
and applied AC voltage.

steps.
steps.
steps.
steps.

DI

Variable Inductors
A step

forward from our long
established VIC series. Hermetically sealed to MIL -T-27
extremely compact ... wider indue
tance range ... higher Q ... lower
and higher frequencies... superior voltage and temperature

...

stability.

Type

Min.

No.

HVC-5

Hys.
.002
.005
.011
.03
.07

HVC-6
HVC-7

.6
1.5

2

.5
1.1

4.0

11

HVC-1

HVC-2
HVC-3
HVC-4

HVC-8
HVC-9
HVC-10
HVC-11

HVC-12

SPECIAL UNITS

TO YOUR NEEDS

Send your

specifications
for prices.

.2

3.0
7.0
20
50

Mean
Hys.
.006
.015
.040

DECADE

Length _
_41/2"
Width ._ _ _.
......_.43/e"
Height ..........................23/e"
_

H.

HVC Hermetic

Height

Inductance Decades

Hys.
Hys.
Hys.
Hys.

2-1/2"

1.3

2.2

VIC

Width

1/2

These decades set new standards of Q, stability,
frequency range and convenience. Inductance values
laboratory adjusted to better than 1%. Units housed
in a compact die cast case with sloping panel ideal
for laboratory use.

MQL case

1.13/16 dia.

Mean
Hys.

structure.

Length

Max.
Hys.
.02
.05
.11

.1

.3

.25

.7
5

10
25
60

200

Width

Length

150

25/32

Height

500

1-1/8

1-7/32

30

70

HVC case

structure.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL PRINTED WIRING-Use of four collimated light
sources permits exposure of wiring pattern simultaneously on both sides of
plastic sheet and through ferrite cores embedded in copper -plated board after
which etching gives completely wired magnetic-core memory plane with no
need to thread wires through core holes. Technique is Lincoln Laboratory
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OPENINGS . . . A number of
readers have been impressed by the
quantity and quality of ELECTRONICS
staff, as shown in the photograph in
Shoptalk for our May 1 issue. We
collectively appreciate the bouquets.
The thought has occurred to us,
however, that some readers may
have gotten the impression that the
staff is already so large that there
could be no opening for which they
might apply if they were interested
in pursuing a career in technical
magazine publishing.
There is almost always room for
one more really promising engineer
on ELECTRONICS. Industry experience is desirable and report writing
or editing are plus values. All of us
feel that there is nothing like an
Qditing career for the right man.
If you think you are the right
man, contact our editor.
INDUSTRY MIRROR ... One of
the benchmarks of the electronics
industry is our Buyers' Guide, the
extra mid -year issue that every subscriber receives. Data on the products of about 3,000 companies in
the field appear in the issue.
Like other growth industries,
electronics is constant only in
change. To keep the Buyers' Guide
up to date with the changes it is
necessary to send questionnaires to
every company each year. Upon return, each questionnaire is reviewed
for the additional information that
was not available for the previous
Guide.
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RBP

Member ABC and ABP

TALK
to have been affected by a postal

sporadic E layer disturbance.
"It might interest you to know
that your letter to me must be a
near record breaker for miles covered.
"You sent the letter to me at my
old address in Sonoma, California.
From there it was forwarded to
Jacksonville, Florida by my parents.
"But I had left Florida for Europe. The letter returned to my parents in California, who again sent
it to me.
"I finally received it while I was
in Istanbul, Turkey."
NEXT MONTH

... Coincidental-

ly appropriate for the season, our

ELECTRONIC method of measuring speed of vertical take-off and landing of the
Convair XFY-1 Pogo plane is described on page 150 this month. Most published photos
of the plane show it in a vertical position and so does the article. The editors like the
change of pace of the shot above. (lt proves it can fly horizontally)

Companies in the field have always been very cooperative in supplying the data.
To insure complete coverage, one
questionnaire is sent out every February, and a follow-up goes out a
month later. Those few firms that
have not replied by the April deadline are contacted directly by phone,
telegram or in person.
For 16 years readers have relied
on ELECTRONICS Buyers' Guide for
specifications and data.
P. S. -A friend of ours reports that

he recently saw a man in a used
book store inquiring for and buying
our 1953 Buyers' Guide.
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Gerardi, Executive Vice President and Treasurer; John J. Cooke, Secretary;
Nelson Bond, Executive Vice President, Publications Division; Ralph B. Smith,
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Director of Advertising Sales; A. R. Venezian, Vice President and Circulation

Hill Publishing
o

Coordinator.
Single copies 75$ for Technical Edition and 500 for Business Edition in
United States and possessions, and Canada; $2.00 and $1.50 for all other foreign
countries. Buyers' Guide $3.00. Subscription rates-United States and possessions, $6.00 a year; $9.00 for two years. Canada, $10.00 a year. All other
countries $20.00 a year. Three-year rates accepted on renewals only, are double
the one-year rate. Entered as second-class matter August 29, 1936, at the Post
Office at Albany, N. Y., trader act of Mar. 3, 1879. Printed in U.S.A. Copyright
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During
SPACE P. O. NEXT
the normal course of editorial work
we handle an appreciable amount of
correspondence with subscribers in
both the U. S. and foreign countries.
Mail, like skip distance and forward scatter signals, often jumps
international boundaries unexpectedly. A recent letter sent to M.
Klemmick here in the States seems

July cover will show how an ultrasonic generator solves a problem
for brewers.
Getting the right color picture
seemed impossible for a while because of problems of composition
and lighting.
The electronic transducer is tiny,
and mounted on a large beer bottle
capping machine. It had to be
moved up abnormally close to show
in the picture.
The machine is located in a corner of a plant where suitable flash
lighting for color was difficult to
achieve.
Shots were taken on four different occasions, and by different photographers, before everyone was
satisfied.
Complete technical details of the
equipment will appear in the same
issue.

4; National Press Bldg., Washington, I). C. 4; Architects Bldg. 17th & Sanson
Sts., Philadelphia 3;X 1111 Henry W. Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh 22; 1510 Hanna
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350 Park Square Bldg., Boston 16; 1321 Rhodes Haverty Bldg., Atlanta 3; 1125
West Sixth St., Los Angeles 17. ELECTRONICS is indexed regularly in The
Engineering Index.

Subscriptions: Address correspondence to Subscription Manager, Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Allow one month for
change of address, stating old as well as new address. Subscriptions are
solicited only from persons engaged in theory, research, design, production, maintenance and use of electronic and industrial control components, parts and products.
Position and company connection must be
indicated on subscription orders.
Post master: please send form 3579 to Electronics,

36. N. Y.
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W. 42nd St., New York

3

at last

a completely
n ew
o f regulator!

kind

ACTUALLY THREE REGULATORS IN

ONE-PLUS MULTIPLE SENSING!
The APR 1010 combines many new regulation and sensing systems in one versatile package. Here's flexibility of
operation never before possible
saves space, elimi-

...

nates instrument duplication, means greater economy in

engineering operations.
RMS VOLTAGE REGULATION
AVERAGE REGULATION
PEAK REGULATION
FIVE PRINCIPAL SENSING ARRANGEMENTS
1. INTERNAL

2. EXTERNAL

3. REMOTE

4. CONSTANT CURRENT

5. DC

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Input
Output
Regulation
accuracy

(RMS, average,

or peak, switch
selected)
Distortion
Load
P.F.

range

Recovery time

95-130 VAC, 10 (50 or 60 cps 2110%)
115 VAC, adj. 110-120V
±0.1% against line
7.10.1% against load

3% max.
0-1000VA
Unity to 0.7 lagging
0.1 sec.

Write for complete technical data.

ilPIR .040

SORENSEN 8 COMPANY, INC.

STAMFORD

CONN.

In Europe, contact Sorensen-Ardag, Eichstrasse 29, Zurich, Switzerland, for all products including 50 cycle, 220 volt equipment.
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Hourly Stability Better than

0'02°`,

Low Harmonic Content
obtained by using controlled negative feedback in the oscillatory section.

Extreme Simplicity of Control
just set the frequency dials and adjust to the
required level on the output meter.
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FIGURES OF THE MONTH
Latest
Month

Previous

Month

Year
Ago

RECEIVER PRODUCTION
(Source: RETMA)

Feb. '57

Mar. '56

464,697
68,219

680,003
82,805

nr

nr

1,609,073
597,532

Auto sets

Previous

Mar. '57

Feb. '57

Mar. '56

515
126

515
123
56
3,031

488
109

2,858

133

115

303
529
23

262
536

10

1,264,765
522,859

nr

1,360,113
478,272

(Source: FCC)

4

TV stations on air
TV stations CPs-not on air
TV stations -new requests

60

air....

A -M stations on
A-M stations CPs-not on air
A -M stations -new requests

3,040
145
308
526
23

stations on air....
F -M stations CPs-not on air
F -M stations -new requests
F -M

RECEIVER SALES
(Source: RETMA)
Television sets, units .
Radio sets (except auto)

Mar. '57

Feb. '57

Mar. '56

534,115
730,584

525,437
525,029

544,411
527,649

total units

Receiv. tubes,
Recele, tubes,

Mar. '57

Feb. '57

Mar. '56

43,010,000

44,460,000
$36,631,000
728,363
$13,134,778

42,525,000
$34,849,000
848,055
$15,714,365

value.... $37,007,000

Picture tubes, total units
833,088
Picture tubes, value.... $14,847,798

INDUSTRIAL
TUBE SALES
(Source: NEMA)
Vacuum
Gas or vapor
Magnetrons and velocity

modulation tubes
Gaps and

T/R

boxes

Previous

(Source: FCC)

Aeronautical
Marine
Industrial
Land transportation
Amateur
Citizens radio
Disaster

Experimental
Common carrier

Quarter

Year
Ago

4th '56
$12,408,371
$3,223,612

3rd '56
$8,895,012
$2,936,765

4th '55
$9,967,411
$3,251,621

$15,890,681
$1,242,745

$14,948,477
$1,196,369

$13,726,323
$1,578,767

(Source: Bur. Labor Statistics)
Prod. workers, comm. equip.
Av. wkly. earnings, comm...
Av. wkly. earnings, radio...
Av. wkly. hours, comm.....
Av wkly. hours, radio

MILITARY PROCUREMENT

...

Total -Electronics

4th '56
$56,185,000
$34,210,000
$145,962,000
$236,357,000

3rd'56

4th'55

$23,107,000
$22,273,000
$84,952,000
$130,332,000

$48,477,000
$20,378,000
$131,938,000
$200,793,000

FIGURES OF THE YEAR
Television
Radio set
Television
Radio set
Receiving

set production
production

set sales
sales (except auto)
tube sales
Cathode-ray tube sales

Feb. '57

Jan. '57

Feb. '56

50,859
61,246
22,500
33,879
9,484
158,232
23,888
343
735
2,666

54,243
60,774
22,450
33,456
9,476
157,275
23,155
331
721
2,618

44,570
54,637
19,971
28,054
8,726
145,427
15,563
327
652
2,176

Jan. '57
398,700-r
$78.40-r
$75.24-r
40.0 -r

Feb. '56
389,400
$74.93
$70.84

Feb. '57

394,600-p
$80.18 -p
$76.80 -p
40.7 -p
40.0

40.5
39.8

39.6

-p

SEMICONDUCTOR SALES ESTIMATES
Transistors, Units

(Source: Defense Dept.)
Army
Navy
Air Force

12

EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS

,--Quarterly Figures-,
Latest
Quarter

17

94

COMMUNICATION AUTHORIZATIONS

Police, fire, etc.

RECEIVING TUBE SALES
(Source: RETMA)

Year
Ago

Month

BROADCAST STATIONS

Mar. '57
559,842
62,815

Television sets, total
With UHF
Color sets
Radio sets, total

Latest
Month

Mar. '57

Feb. '57

Mar. '56

1,904,000

1,785,300

708,000

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES (See p 28)
(Source: Standard and Poor's)
Radio -tv & electronics
Radio broadcasters
p -provisional

Mar. '57

Feb. '57

Mar. '56

47.26-r
63.46-r
r -revised

46.05-r
62.02-r

66.33-r
78.23-r

nr-not reported

TOTALS FOR THE FIRST THREE MONTHS
1956
1957
1956
Percent Change
Total
1,474,729
1,844,632 -20.0
7,357,029

3,959,367
1,682,911
1,81 8,976

125,041,000
2,322,311

3,532,243
1,659,178
1,513,722
120,420,000
2,638,503

6

}

+
+
+

20.2
3.8

-12.0
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13,981,800
6,804,756
8,332,077
464,186,000
10,987,021

12.1
1.4
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electronics-June

Trans -Atlantic Phone

1957

1

DEFENSE SPENDING FOR
-MISSILE ELECTRONICS

Cable Multiplies

GUIDED

Span, completed last September,
will get partner to ease phone
traffic. Cost: $22 million

and Britain have announced
plans to complete a second transatlantic telephone cable by 1961.
Officials estimate it will cost $22
million, say it may be one link in a
Commonwealth telecommunications
network.
The new transatlantic link will
consist of one cable and provide 60

600 -

628

CANADA

telephone channels, with special
British -made electronic repeaters
about 20 miles apart to amplify
voice currents. The present link,
opened last year, has two cables, one
carrying speech in each direction.
It handles 36 circuits.

Financing-Cost of

a Newfound-

land to Scotland link will be shared
by the British Post Office and the
Canadian Overseas Telecommunications Corp. The Canadian company
will finance the cable between the
mainland and Newfoundland.
Agreement on the new cable was
reached by the British Post Office,
Canadian Overseas Telecommunications Corp. and Cables and Wireless
Ltd. American Telephone & Telegraph Co., which participated in the
$42 million first cable with Britain
and Canada, is negotiating for a
third transatlantic cable.
Present weekly traffic between
Canada and Britain is 1,500 calls,
three times the number last year
when the cable was opened. Traffic
between the U. S. and Britain
amounts to about 4,100 calls a week.
ELECTRONICS

-

--

600

IN MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS

600

--

400

-

446

- 400
306

u

- 200

159

240
205

203
126

115

10
71

59

37
o

1951

'62

53

200 -

159

64

55

1
'56

o

'57

GRAPH shows the striking rise in military expenditures for guided missiles since
1951. Despite the infancy of the program, computations show
.

.

.

Missile Spending Keeps Soaring
About 30 percent of military
electronics currently goes
into guided missiles
TOTAL missile spending since fiscal
1951 through the second-quarter of
fiscal 1957 amounted to over $1.7
billions of dollars, according to
estimates recently released by the
Radio -Electronics -Television Manufacturers Association (RETMA).
Breakdown for each year shows the
tremendous growth of guided missile spending for these years, the
spending increasing almost sixfold
since fiscal 1954.

These figures were arrived at by
extracting military expenditures
from such major defense -procurement categories as aircraft, ships,
combat and support vehicles, electronics and communications, re-

search and development and guided
missiles.
The graph, derived from the
report, shows the breakdown for
guided -missile spending, applied on
a quarterly basis for each fiscal
year beginning in 1954 and for the
fiscal years 1951, 1952 and 1953.
Further breakdown of electronics
defense spending shows that 31 per 7
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cent of the total goes into airplanes,
23 percent is for communications

and nine percent goes into research
and development.
Only two percent of the total
electronics expenditures reaches
ships and harbor craft and about
the same amount goes into combat
vehicles. However trends for six
and a half years show that none of
these have the accelerated spending
rate of guided missiles.

Soviets Develop
Underwater Camera
Remote control tv units will
be handled by wireless

operators on Russian ships

ENGINEERS check amplitude -reference vertical -blanking
interval test signal in WABCTV master control room in New York as
.
.

.

A RUSSIAN scientific journal reports a new remote control under-

water television camera has been
developed by the Soviet Academy
of Science. The article says the
Soviets plan to train ships' wireless operators to handle the equip-

ment.

-

Present Use
Sets are now
being used for underwater work
on ships, bridges, harbor installations, and for biological and zoological purposes, says the article
in Westnik Academii Nauk SSSR.
A compass is attached to the
submerged camera, with shooting
direction showing up on a control
board. There are other controls
for variations of shutter speed
and lens opening. A special device registers moisture within the
camera housing to enable the gear
to be pulled out of the sea before
too much water penetrates the
cover.

Limitations-Range

of the underwater camera is said to be limited, making it necessary to use a
wide-angle lens. Additional lenses
enable detailed study of small objects like plankton.
The Laboratory for Sea Electronic Techniques within the
Academy's Institute for Oceanology has developed the underwater test gear for Russian ship

operation.

TV Networks Air Test Signals
of vertical blanking interval
permits test signals to be sent
with picture transmissions

basis to programs from any of
these points.
NBC is presently transmitting
an RCA eight -interval test and
reference signal with all color
TRANSMISSION lines and equipment
along the paths of network tele- programs originating in New
vision programs can now be York. The signal, which utilizes
checked during regular program three horizontal lines, includes
transmissions by sending a test reference -white and 50 -percent
signal simultaneously with the levels and permits checking I and
picture. By placing the test infor- Q phase, differential gain and
mation in the vertical blanking transient response.
Because of its experimental nainterval, the signal is made inture,
NBC inserts the test signal
visible to home viewers.
at
master
control. Both NBC and
Since mid -April, both the American Broadcasting Co. and the Na- ABC intend to have the signal
tional Broadcasting Co. have been eventually inserted at the output
making regular transmissions of of each camera or film chain.
Columbia Broadcasting System
experimental test signals.
is not using the blanking interval
> Signal Types-ABC uses an am- for test signal transmissions, but
plitude-reference signal that de- expects to when an industry standfines black-reference and white - ard signal is adopted.
reference levels for monochrome
FCC Authorization-All test sigtransmissions. The signal utilizes
two horizontal lines per field.
nal transmissions at the present
Currently added only to pro- time are based on the blanket
grams originating from New York authorization for experimental
and scheduled for about 6 hours transmissions issued by the FCC
every weekday, ABC expects to last fall.
have additional facilities at HollyStill to be decided are the speciwood and Chicago so the signal cations for a standard signal for
may be added on a continuous
(Continued on page
Use

10)
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CROSS-SECTION OF A HUGE SELECTION!

..

HIDDEN TREASURE!

TO,

... the

Bu-nell products incorporate the highest
standards of engineering know-how and precision manufacturing in toroids, filters and
related networks.

engineering skill in every cömponent
files contain thousands
of special designs in regular and subminiature filters.
by Burnell. Burnell

OF

THE

LADDER

Burnell has over 8,000 filter designs in
stock, including subminiature filters for aircraft and guided missiles, communications
filters for receivers, and side -band filters
for carriers ... in addition to an array of
other new, specialized components.

WHICH AD DO YOU LIKE BEST?
they all tell the same basic story

NOW ABOUT SOME ICING?

WANT JAM ON IT?

Burnell supplies the extras in service,
courtesy and sheer engineering value. Your
inquiries on toroids, filters and related networks will be handled promptly.

Burnell provides the "top layer" that makes
ail the difference. Your toroid and filter
problems are solved by the most advanced
N engineering in the field-by Burnell.

LIKE THE

GRAVY TOO?

Burnell success depends on meeting your
exact needs. If the toroidal component you
require is not already on our files, we will
make it to your exact specifications.

ç ?
45 WARBURTON AVENUE, YONKERS 2,
BEFORE YOUR WIRES GET CROSSED

TELEPHONE

...

...consult Burnell about your networks

CREAM COSTS NO EXTRA

problems. Or write for technical information
and catalog, without cost or obligation, with
details on our toroidal components in regular down to subminiature sizes.

Depend on Burnell

ELECTRONICS
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for toroids, filters and
related networks whether you require
standard components, or special, custom designed equipment.
Wont more information? Use post card on last page.

N

Y.

YOnkers 56800

PACIFIC DIVISION
720 MISSION STREET, SOUTH PASADENA. CALIF.
TELETYPE: PASADENA 7578
TELEPHONE: RYAN

12841

first in toroids. filters and raigtad net,sarks

INDUSTRY REPORT

- Continued

use by the entire television broadcasting industry. Work on establishing such a standard is being
done by an IRE committee composed of representatives of the
networks, independent stations
and the AT&T. The committee
will probably adopt a standard
signal that will provide reference
level signals. Test and remote control signals may be incorpo-

INDICATED
POLAR AXIS

INDICATED
VERTICAL

rated in the future.
Equipment Cost-The complexity of the industry -adopted signal
will, to a great extent, decide the
type and cost of equipment necessary. Telechrome is marketing a
keying unit at $1,200 that permits
insertion of the test signal; other
manufacturers have indicated they
will enter the market later.

System, Indicating Position) has
progressed at Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Company to the
point where this pure inertial navigating system has been flight tested
with favorable results in manned
and unmanned aircraft ranging
over several -hundred mile courses
in Minnesota and Wisconsin.
The three -stage Vanguard rocket
will be guided by a similar inertial
guidance system also developed by
this company.

CLOCK
CONTROL

ACCELEROMETER

Naval Report Surveys
Electronics Industry
Estimates show that 495,000

workers will produce over $8.5
billions worth of electronic
goods in 1957

GYRO

STABILIZED
PACKAGE

AN ANNUAL REPORT of

PACKAGE and gimbal configuration (left) and simplified effects of moving it
around the earth (right) graphically demonstrate system principles as
.
.
.

Inertial Guidance Wraps Take Wing
Details of jam -proof
system reveal complex technique

involved in design
NEWTON'S laws of motion

describe
physical phenomena as they would
be seen in inertial space. Forces
that depend on changes of motion
with respect to inertial space can be
measured by self-contained equipment consisting of gyros, accelerometers and a verticle pendulum, a
clock and a computer. These elements form the basic inertial
guidance system.
How it Works-Briefly, the system measures the change in angle
between the vertical that existed
at the point of vehicle departure,
as maintained by the gyros, and the
present vertical as indicated by a
"Schuler -tuned" pendulum operating in conjunction with the accelero-

meter's. The clock provides the
timing reference.
The accelerometers are initially
oriented in the N-S and E -W directions. After take-off, their outputs
are integrated twice in the computer to determine distance the
vehicle travels in these directions.
These distances are converted to
changes in latitude and longitude
and added to the starting point
coordinates to show the vehicle's
new position.
In a guidance system this information would be compared with
guidance course information set
into the computer before the vehicle
takes off and any differences would
result in changing the vehicle's
course to bring the N -S, E -W
coordinate information in correspondence.

Latest-Work

on

ISIP (Inertial

10

which $4.2 billion will be for the
military. The proportions remain
about the same as last year but the
volume will be bigger.

-

Employees The report shows
that the number of employees in the
electronics industry has gone up

from 441,000 to approximately 495,000. This year's survey is based on
returns from 561 companies; last
year's returns were from 549 companies.

Backlogs-The military backlog
as of Jan. 1, 1957 has increased to
$4.9 from approximately $4 billion
on Jan. 1, 1956, a $900 -million increase.
There is a $4 -billion backlog of
prime contracts. About $900 million
is military subcontracting. That
means about 20 percent is subcontracting as compared with about 30
percent last year.
(Continued on page 12)
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manufac-

turers of electronics equipmentfacilities data, ratings and production capabilities-has been completed by the Office of Naval
Materiel for the calendar year 1956
with industry's estimate of planned
production for 1957.
The report shows planned production for 1957 at $8.533 billion of

-
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surface barrier transistors from SPRAGUE

2N345/SB102

2N344/SB1O1

for High Gain
Amplifiers

for Medium Gain
Amplifiers
Min.

hfe

furax

11

30

23

83

-

45

Typ. Max.

Min.

Typ. Max.

hfe

25

40

110

furax

30

45

-

actual
size

2N240/SB5122

2N346/SB1 O3
for High Frequency
Oscillators
Min.

hfe

10

furax

60

for Computer
Switching
Min.

Typ. Max.

- 90

hte

16

furax

30

Ts

IN VOLUME PRODUCTION

Max.

80

»at/

For general high frequency applications, and for high
speed computer switching circuits, design around
Sprague surface barrier transistors. They are available
now in production quantities from a completely new,
scrupulously clean plant, built from the ground up especially to make high quality semi -conductor products.

The four transistor types shown are the most popular.
Orders for these units are shipped promptly. What's
more, surface barrier transistors are reasonably priced.
High quality and excellent electrical characteristics
make them an economical solution to many difficult
circuit requirements.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE ENGINEERING DATA SHEETS ON THE TYPES IN WHICH
YOU ARE INTERESTED. ADDRESS REQUEST TO THE TECHNICAL LITERATURE
SECTION, SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO.. 35 MARSHALL ST., NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

ti

`

èuxKqe

r

MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
RESISTORS
TRANSISTORS
CAPACITORS INTERFERENCE FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS
PRINTED CIRCUITS
HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE
ELECTRONICS

- June
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SPRAGUE®
the trademark of reliability

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Sales-Yearly average electronic
sales per employee for 1956 was
$14,376. The figure the previous
year was $14,537, higher because
of more subcontracting. This figure
Kvas obtained by taking the total
production output delivered or billed
and dividing by the number of employees.
The 1956 electronic sales figure
of $7.1 billion exceeds electronic
sales billings in the peak Korea year
of 1953 by about $600 million. This
is the first time since the Korean
war that the figure has topped that
of 1953.

Increases-The maximum production capability per year in one
shift has gone up to $11.3 billion, an
increase of approximately 600 million from that reported last year.
The 1956 sales of electronic products increased $700 million over
1b55 to the figure of $7.1 billion.
This is within 4 percent of what
last year's survey predicted would
be manufactured in 1956. The record shows that the forecasts have
come within 5 percent of actual production each year, sometimes as
close as two percent.
The report was compiled by Theodore Bishoff, Office of Naval Materiel with the help of Naval field
inspection offices and industry.

Business Briefs
Net profit of Eitel -McCullough for 1956 of $1.3
million is nearly double the previous year. Sales
increased 55 percent to $13.9 million

Annual report of Fairchild Camera and Instrument
includes novel glossary of business and engineering
terms. "We are no longer taking it for granted that
the average layman is a combination of Einstein and
J. P. Morgan," comments company president, Sherman M. Fairchild

Restricted stock option plan for officers and key
employees recommended to stockholders by directors
of Amphenol Electronics. The plan reserves 35,000
shares of capital stock for issuance to officers and
employees
Electronics sales of $60 million in. 1957 predicted
by Avco Manufacturing executives at meeting with
New York Society of Security Analysts. Electronics
estimate is 20 percent of total 1957 sales estimate
of $300 million

Television set sales for first quarter of

1957 set
record at Sylvania. Factory unit sales through
March nearly tripled sales in the same period of
1956. Previous first quarter record set in 1955 exceeded by 34 percent
Debenture issue of $7.9 million proposed by Collins
Radio. The debentures will be convertible into
Class B common stock. They will be offered to class
A and class B stockholders at rate of $100 principal
amount of debentures for each 19 shares of common
held by stockholders

Radar Mapping Device Reduces Distortion
Radar's usefulness increased
by new radar restitutor camera.
Military and civil markets seen

of airborne radar
minus most PPI presentations,
said to be free of all inherent
distortions and inaccuracies inherent in the scope, are possible
with Fairchild's Radar Restitutor
camera.
PHOTOGRAPHS

-

Rodar Restitutor camera rephotographs
original photographs of PPI radar presentations without the inherent distance

distortions

How it works
Normal photographs of radar presentations are
rephotographed by a camera utilizing a rotating optical element
that serves as an automatic corn-

12

puter. Slant range distances from
aircraft to ground objects are automatically converted to actual
ground ranges
the aircraft's
nadir point to the objects.
Other distortions corrected are:
sweep delay, plane motion during
one scan, non-linear electronic
sweep, lens distortion and curvature of the cathode ray tube.
Correction is said to be easy
enough for unskilled personnel to
operate equipment.

-

-

Uses
Military application includes: mapping services, reconnaisance work and survey infor(Continued on page 14)
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Component Specification: ARNOLD
SILECTRON. CORES
Types C, E and 0

1I TOROIDAL

CORES

Nylon and Aluminum cased

V. BOBBIN

CORES

The ARNOLD LINE -VP includes the TAPE CORES you need
APP[/CAT/ONS
We'll welcome your inquiries on your
Tape Wound Core requirements for
Pulse and Power Transformers, 3 -Phase

Transformers, Magnetic Amplifiers,
Current Transformers, Wide -Band
Transformers, Non -Linear Retard Coils,
Reactors, Coincident Current Matrix
Systems, Static Magnetic Memory Elements, Harmonic Generators, etc.

EA/G,INEER/NG DATA
For data on the various types of Arnold
Tape Cores, write for these Bulletins:

SC-107-Siectron Cores, Types C, E and O
TC -1 01A-Toroidal Cores, nylon and aluminum

How to be sure of tape core performance and uniformity? Just specify
and use Arnold Cores in your transformer, magnetic amplifier, reactor
and computer assemblies, etc.
Here's why!
To begin with, Arnold is a fully integrated company, controlling every manufacturing step from the raw material to
the finished core. Then, modern testing
equipment permits 100% inspection of
cores before shipment. Finally, you're
matching your requirements against the
most experienced and complete line of
tape cores in the industry. Arnold produces Types C, E and O Silectron cores,

THE ARNOLD
Re

Cores

your needs in Mo-Permalloy or iron
powder cores, and for cast or sintered permanent magnets made from
Alnico or other materials.
WfW6467

cased

TC-108-Bobbin

nylon and aluminum cased toroidal cores.
and bobbin cores to meet whatever your
designs may require in tape thickness,
material, core size or weight. Wide selections of cores are carried in stock as
standard items for quick delivery: both
for engineering prototypes to reduce the
need for special designs, and for production -quantity shipments to meet your
immediate requirements.
Let us help you solve your tape core
problems. Check Arnold, too, for

ENCANEEPING COMPANY

Main Office & Plant: Marengo,
:ate Poci°is Division !blunt: 641 E .t 61st Street,

Illinois
.os Angeles, Cali,.

District Sale: Offices:

ADDRESS DEPT. E-76
ELECTRONICS
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Esston: 2C0 3erkeley St.
New York 3.i) Fifth A,e.

Want more information? Use post cord on lost page.
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.'ngeles: 3450 Wilshire Blvc.
1001 -15th St., N.V.,.

Woshino;, D.C.:
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mation for engineers. Commercial
markets will include: map compilation companies, survey groups
for oil companies and road construction.
Researched, developed and con-

structed under a CPFF contract
with the Corps of Engineers' Map
Compilation Branch, first two
cameras cost $35,000 each. Later
production models should sell for
about $9,000.

land. Flying Fortress high -altitude
aircraft will provide shoran -controlled photography. The aircraft
will carry a profile recorder developed by Photographic Survey Co.
Ltd. of Toronto.
This survey is a continuation of

the Canadian Government's Shoran controlled survey of Canada's northlands which was begun in 1947 by
the Geodetic Survey. All of Canada
south of the Arctic coastline has
been filled in with a geodetic net
of accurate ground positions established by shoran methods. It is
necessary to establish several secondary shoran base stations within
the net to assure accurate positioning of the photographic exposures.

SNOW, ice and frigid temperatures almost cold enough to freeze gasoline fail to
stop U. S. Air Force's new propojet transport, the Lockheed C-130 Hercules while
continued developments in . .
.

Electronics Will Conquer The Poles

How Expansions
Are Financed
Electronics firms will
face greater financing
problems in the future

problem now facing a number of electronics manufacturers
is where and how to get additional
funds to carry out business expansion plans. Higher borrowing costs
are now a reality and company
funds are generally lower due to
substantial expenditures for the
record plant expansions that took
place in the industry last year.
A recent survey by the Department of Commerce shows the
sources and uses of corporate funds
in 1955 by U. S. corporations as a
whole. An analysis of the security
transactions announced by over 50
firms in the electronics field indicates how electronics manufacturers have handled financing.
ONE big

Development of equipment that
will function under adverse
conditions is important task

eight phases of
testing conducted by the Air Force,
is the all-weather test which exposes aircraft to natural and manPHASE FIVE, one of

made adverse conditions, such as
rain, thunderstorms, fog and especially icing conditions.

Problem-Conquering arctic and
sub -arctic wastes will depend upon
the ability to develop electronic
equipment that will nullify the
hazards of polar flight. At the present time, this is one of the most
important tasks confronting Air
Research and Development Command.
Important developments now
taking place, several in the classified
stages, involve air -borne radio communications that will conquer precipitation static which disables
communications when a plane flies
through ice and snow.

Radar-Reliable all-weather operation is assured the C-130 Hercules
by advance navigational radar devices. Search equipment enables the
crew to determine the nature of
surrounding terrain, detect unfavorable weather conditions and
the presence of other aircraft.
Latest feature of the radar system
used in the Hercules is a pilot's
auxiliary indicator, developed by
Sperry Gyroscope and the U. S.
Air Force.
Like that used by the navigator,
the pilot's indicator uses a 5-inch
cathode-ray tube with excellent definition for viewing targets located
up to 240 miles away. The indicator
may be held on a relative bearing
type of presentation while the navigator's is oriented to magnetic north
or some other preselected compass
setting.
Mapping the arctic-This month,

aircraft with electronic gear and
cameras are making the most
northernly commercial mapping of
some 40,000 square miles of Baffin -

14

Pocketbook-In 1955 U. S. corporations used $44.3 billion as follows $24.2 billion for plant and
equipment, $20.1 billion for increases in other assets such as inventories, receivable cash, deposits
and other assets. These funds came
from the following source. $8.8 billion from retained profits, $14.8 billion from depreciation reserves,
:

(Continued on page 16)
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WITH KAHLE'S FULLY AUTOMATIC
DIODE BEADING MACHINES
Now, every diode manufacturer can speed
up diode production. Kahle's Automatic Diode
Beading Machines deliver 1500 beaded
often, even higher rates
lead wires per hour
loading
are achieved. No operator is needed
and unloading are fully automatic ... 16 rotating heads index continuously without attention.

-

-

Kahle Diode Beading Machines are designed
to individual requirements. Specified tolerances
on O. D., length and concentricity are closely
maintained to produce uniform beaded leads.
Designed for hard use and endurance under
the most demanding production schedules,
Kahle Machines are capable of withstanding
continuous 3 -shift operation without mechanical
breakdown or deterioration of quality of
finished pieces. Practicality of design makes
all cutters easily accessible for replacement to
keep downtime to a minimum.

With its 25 years of experience, Kahle
can improve your operation and profitmaking picture too. Your guarantee of satisfactory service: the thousands of Kahle machines
now serving the electronics industry ... no
machine delivered until thoroughly tested,
accepted and approved by the purchaser.

illustrated is one of a series for
semiconductor production which include:
Glass Cutting
Encapsulating
Crystal Growing (Germanium and Silicon)
Crystal Slicing and Dicing
Mounting and Etching
Cat Whisker Production
Final Sealing
Testing

The machine

PUT AUTOMATION TO WORK FOR YOU

PROFITABLY IN YOUR PRODUCTION
LINE BY WRITING KAHLE TODAY AND

OUTLINING YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

ding Machine

KAM LE
NORTH BERGEN. N
NORTH BERGEN, N
UNION CITY, N J

1310 SEVENTH STREET
SEVENTH STREET.

PLANTS: HUDSON AVE

J.

J

E>IGNERS AND B

-

-

AUTOMATIC AND

SE.IIAUTO.IATIC EQUIPMENT FOR ALL INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS
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$7 billion from new issues; $2.5 billion from stocks and $4.5 billion

from bonds) and the remainder
$13.8 billion from mortgage loans,
bank loans and other loans.

-500

DEFENSE SPENDING, ELECTRONICS
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Comparison-Analysis of security transactions announced by over - 400
MIL L /ONS
50 firms in the electronics field durOF DOLLARS
ing the same year, 1955, indicates
267
to some extent how the industry's
253
248
244
financing compares to that of U. S.
209
-200
94
business as a whole.
178
136
In electronics, frequent use made
127
118
of security offering proceeds for
A.=
FISC ._
56
60
LI 56
additional working capital. This
YEAR
was followed in frequency by use
1951
'52
'53
'54
'55
'56
'57
for plant and equipment expansions.
This follows, in general, the pat- AMOUNT of money the government has
on electronics research since fiscal
tern of U. S. industry as a whole. 1951. The technical advances coming fromspent
research spending prove
Among other frequent uses made
of security proceeds were paying
debts, for general corporate purposes, for acquisitions of other
firms, for research and development
and for producing new products.
learning. Colleges and universities
About 90 percent of all
spent approximately $285 million
Sources
Debenture offerings military research is of the
for research and development in
accounted for the largest amount of applied type
1954, according to figures recently
capital obtained in offerings announced by electronics manufactur- AT the end of World War II, the released by the National Science
ers as was the case for U. S. in- huge government -research pro- Foundation. Of approximately $206
dustry as a whole. This was grams were dissolved, almost over- million reported for separately
followed by notes placed with pri- night. But it wasn't long before the budgeted research, about 70 percent
vate firms, such as insurance com- Department of Defense began to originated from the Federal Govpanies. Then came common and spend more money to reactivate ernment, and the balance from
preferred stock offerings of which these programs and originate new non-Federal institutions and organizations.
over 2 million shares were mar- ones.
Federal funds were the source
keted.
Creativity-The scientist and the of most of the support in the
engineer who will have the greatest physical sciences. Research CorJapan Enters Electron
effect on our national defense pro- poration distributed over $1 -milgram
will be the creative techno- lion dollars in 377 grants to aid
Microscope Market
logist. Dr. John T. Rettaliata, basic research in science during
president of Illinois Institute of 1956. These grants went to 114 colTechnology, recently made the per- leges and universities both here and
tinent statement that "The effective abroad. The foundation receives
use of the creative man requires an the bulk of its money from its
understanding and tolerant attitude wholly-owned subsidiary, Researchwhich recognizes that ideas can be Cottrell, Inc., manufacturers of
more important than facts; and electrical precipitators and other
imagination, even intuition, more gas-cleaning equipment in Bound
important than logic." He further Brook, N. J., and from patents it
stressed the need for more funda- administers for universities and individual inventors.
mental research.

I

/,

,

IH
.

.

.

Military Research Pays Off

-

Magnification of 500,000

claimed
for electron microscope displayed by
Hitachi, Ltd. of Tokyo at the recent
U. S. World Trade Show in New York.
One of three models shown, it is priced
at $26,000
is

Need-At the present time, the

Grants-Basic research in the
sciences is supplied by college and

greatest need for trained scientists

university grants. During the quarter ending March 31, 1957, a total
of over $4.3 million was spent by
the National Science Foundation.
These research grants were awarded
to some 126 institutions of higher

(Continued on page 20)
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is in the fields of rocket technology,
telemetering techniques and upperatmosphere research. Small-rocket
upper atmosphere research will investigate important high -altitude
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... for

television i -f meas-

urements, vhf receiver and
amplifier development.

...

well shielded source of

power for bridge and
slotted -line measurements
and uhf television work.

r

.filgir at
Standard-Signal
Frequency

Generator

40- 250 Mc
250- 920 Mc

1021 -AV, $680

900-2000 Mc

ut at uhf,
stable and well shielded,
low cost for high performance signal source.

G.sallator Unit
$420,

11121-P3B,

1021 -AU, $670 ... ccnsists of ...
1021-A W, $910

Io21-P2, $410k anc 1021-P1
021-P4, $650 Puree- Supply

ï260

Unique
Butterfly Circuit

-

...makes possible the unusually wide tuning range of this

sliding contacts and varying
250-920 Mc oscillator
ground currents through the bearings are avoided.
Frequency Calibration: direct reading to ±1%e
Output Voltage: continuously adjustable, 0.5µv to 1.0v,
open circuit
Output Impedance: 509 ±10%
Output Meter: voltage indications accurate to better than
20%; meter circuit can be calibrated against accurately
switching permits reading of
known 60 -cycle line
percentage modulation applied.
Amplitude Modulation: 40-250 Mc and 250-920 Mc oscillators adjustable 0-50%; Internal 1000c; External, flat
900-2000 Mc unit may be
within 3 db from 30c to 15kc
square -wave modulated over 100-5000 cycles from external modulator.
Shielding: stray fields and residual output voltage are sufficiently low for measurements on receivers of 1pv
sensitivity.

-

-

Television Picture Modulation is readily produced atany
frequency from 40 to 2000 Mc with the Type 1000-P6
Crystal -Diode Modulator ($40) and the video output
from a standard tv receiver. With the Type 1000-P7 Balanced Modulator ($200), 100% amplitude modulation is
readily obtained, and pulsing with fast rise times and
short durations is possible with a high degree of carrier
suppression.

This \% Standard -Signal Generator is built in two units for
flexibility and economy. The power supply, modulator, and
one of three readily
metering system make up one unit
interchangeable carrier -oscillator units fits in the other
side of the cabinet.
The two lower-frequency models have wide -range butterfly circuits in which tuning is achieved by simultaneous
variation of inductance and capacitance without use of
sliding contacts. These two units deliver one volt, open circuit. The highest -frequency model with an output of 0.7v
is tuned by adjustable transmission lines. Double shields
enclose the oscillator units, and power lines are well filtered.
All three instruments feature good stability and low drift.
Simplicity, economy, and reliability were important
considerations in this design, and the resulting instrument
is moderately priced, compact, light in weight, and durably
built.

-

GENERAL RADIO Company

All G -R Products

275 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts, Ill S. A.
1000 N. Seward St. LOS ANGELES 38

Broad Avenue at Linden, Ridgefield, N.J. NEW YORK AREA
8055 13th St., Silver Spring, Md. WASHINGTON, D.
1182 Los Altos Ave., Los Altos, California SAN

FRANCISCO

are now covered by a

C

1150 York Road,

Abington, Pa. PHILADELPHIA

6605 W. North Awe., Oak Park

CHICAGO
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Year Warranty

NEW PNP

SILICON
TRANSISTORS

in the approved JETEC

30

--

package

now available

designed for automation
0.200" pin circle dia.
ideal for printed circuits
Raytheon -perfected Fusion -Alloy process means extreme
reliability less than one open in 800,000 hourst
temperature range: minus 65°C to plus 160°C
low cutoff current
welded
hermetically sealed
> 2N329
new high Beta type

-

-

-

>

-

2N33O

lowest noise factor of any make silicon transistor

fbased on 20,000,000 hours of Raytheon fusion -alloy transistor life tests

RAYTHEON NEW HIGH TEMPERATURE SILICON TRANSISTORS
Reverse Current at

Type

Replaces

Collector
µA

-20V

Emitter

Beta

µA

Base
Resistance
ohms

Collector
Resistance

Noise
Factor

kilohms db(max.

Collector
Capacity

µµf

Alpha Freq.
Cutoff
KC

2N327 CK790
2N328 CK791
2N329

0.005

0.005

14

1200

500

30

35

200

0.005

0.005

25

1400

500

30

35

350

0.005

0.005

50

1500

500

30

35

500

2N33O CK793

0.005

0.005

18

1300

500

15

35

250

.at

RAYTHEON SILICON TRANSISTOR
TESTS INCLUDE:

-

Life
conducted at 135°C and 50 mW
dissipation
Temperature Cycling
116°C (Steam at
10 lbs. gauge) and minus 60°C
Temperature Aging 100 hours at 160°C
Acceleration
5000 G centrifuge
Shock
500 G

-

25°C

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION

NEWTON, MASS.:
NEW TOAIL-

Silicon and Germanium Diodes and Transistors

Silicon Rectifiers

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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I LIC ON
SRECTIFIERS
Now, your choice of

source
reliable
from oiie
quantities)
production
available
in

(All

RAYTHEON)

RECTIFIERS
Diffused junction STUD
165°C
Temperature Range, minus 65°C to plus

AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS
Type

Peak
Inverse
Volts*

CK846
CK847
CK848
CK849
CK850
CK851
1N253
1N254
1N255
1N256

100
200
300
400
500
600
95
190
380
570
t

Average
Rectified

Reverse Current
(max.) at PIV
mAdc at 25°C

Current°°
Amps.

1.0t
1.0t
1.0t
1.0t
1.0t
1.0t

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.020

1.01
0.41
0.41
0.2 t

Hex

Actual
Size

Rated at 150°C I Rated at 135°C

WIRE -IN RECTIFIERS
Diffused junction
to plus 165°C
Temperature Range, minus 65°C

AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS
Average Rectified
Current* Amps.
150°C

100°C

Volts'

Ambient

Ambient

Reverse Current
(max.) at PIV
mAdc at 25°C

100
200
300
400
500
600

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

Peak

Inverse

Type

1N537
1N538
1N539
1N540
CK844
CK845

(CK840)

(CK840
(cK842)

(0(843)

Actual
Size

POWER RECTIFIERS

aAYTN

DTemperature Range, minus 65°C to plus 165°C

MAXIMUM RATINGS
125°C Case Temperature

Peak

Average Rectified

Current"

Inverse
Volts

Type

CK774
CK775
CK775-1
CK776
CK777

Amps.

25
60
125
200
325

Peak

Current
Amps.

1.5

15
15
15
15
15

5
5

5
5
5

25°C Case Temperature
Reverse
Forward Voltage
Current
at
(max.) at PIV
5 amps.

5
5
5
5
5

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Actual
Size

®

'PIV ratings apply from -65°C to +150°C °°Average rectified current into inductive or resistive load
RAYTHEON

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
Silicon and Germanium Diodes and Transistors

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

Silicon Rectifiers

Want more information?

Use post card on

www.americanradiohistory.com

last page.

NEWTON, MASS.: 55
NEW YORK:

CHICAGO:
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9501 Grand Ave..
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Blgelow 4-7500
PLaza 9-3900

589 Fifth Ave.

Franklin Park

5236 Santa Monica Blvd.

TUxedo 9-5400

NOrmandy 5-4221
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phenomena, cosmic rays, solar radiation, micrometeors, the aurora and
magnetic storms.

Military Electronics

Research Tool-Rockets are becoming the work -horses for upper
atmosphere experiments. One of
these, the Terrapin high -altitude
sounding rocket weighing 200
pounds, was developed by the University of Maryland in collaboration
with Republic Aviation. Similar
programs are being conducted at
State Universities of Colorado,
Iowa, Michigan and Utah.

Military interest in projection television may
spawn big market. Army's Redstone Arsenal is already using GPL's PB -611A system. Navy recently
made evaluation tests. Probably shipboard application, combat briefings. On land, close observation of
rocket test firing and missile launching
USAF has ordered 50 Northrop Snarks and an
undisclosed number of new Martin PM 61C Matadors. Approximate cost of Matadors $60,000 each.
Improvements in Matador C are said to be : greater
range and accuracy, improved guidance system,
higher resistance to electronic counter measures and
greater traffic capabilities and ability to control more
than one missile in the air at one time
Air Force contract for $42 million supersedes GE's
recent $20-million letter contract for radar jamming
equipment. Purchase of spare equipment and parts
may raise total to $58 million. More than half will
be furnished by approximately 400 subcontractors

Scatter-Research at Philco Corp.
for the U. S. Air Force has culminated in the development of a
new microwave system which employs the principles of tropospheric
scatter. Operating at super -high
frequencies in the 7,125 to 8,500 -mc
band, it will permit single communication links up to 200 miles in distance.

Resistor Industry Re-

views

Its

Top four recipients of DOD prime contracts during
period ending June, 1956 are: North American with 5.2 percent ($1.34 billion) of total military
prime contracts, General Dynamics also with 5.2 percent ($1.339 billion), United Aircraft with 5 percent,
GE with 4.1 percent
18 -month

Growth

Volume and number of firms
have grown substantially. Industry could meet war needs
MANUFACTURERS

Armament -control system for Douglas' Navy F4D

of resistors for the

Skyray fleet interceptor is being supplied by Westinghouse. Called the Aero 13, the system is cylindrically packaged, consists of radar, armanentcontrol director (computer), and optical system

electronics industry in cooperation
with the U. S. government recently
reviewed and sized -up their ability
to meet estimated defense mobilization requirements in case of war.
They found that requirements for
most types probably could be met,
but cautioned that increased demand for highly reliable components could cut output severely.

HOW RESISTOR BUSINESS STACKS UP
35

Growth-A

four -fold increase in
dollar volume has been experienced
by the resistor industry since 1947.
Today, nearly 2 billion resistors are
used annually in electronic equipment compared to 500 million ten
years ago. Now annual dollar volume exceeds $100 million.

Makeup-Today, the fixed composition resistor leads in both unit
and doller volume. In 1954, 30.6
million were shipped valued at $1.4
billion. Variable composition types
rank next with 25.3 -million units

FIXED,
COMPOSITION

30--'

- -

VARIABLE,

COMPOSITION

º

25

J 20-

WIRE -WOUND
12

105

-

AND UNDER)

Firms There are about 110
manufacturers of resistors in the

nISº
W

WATTS

valued at $111.7 million.
The remaining volume of the
business is made up of wire-wound
resistors and other types. Some
56.3 million of the fixed and variable wire -wound types above two
watts were shipped in 1954.

FIXED AND

_
-

VARIABLE
WIRE -WOUND

OT

HE

(ABOVE 2WATTS)

-

U. S., a considerable increase over
about 20 in the field in 1952, according to RETMA figures. They
range in size from small loft operators to companies with multiplant
operations. It is estimated that 23
(Continued on page 22)
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Designing to total dynamic environment

..

A NEW CONCEPT in shock and vibration protection

for missiles and jets
The total dynamic environment
against which equipment must be protected in missiles and jets is so violent
that protection by conventional unit
isolators is impractical. Unit isolators
built to meet the demands of this service would be relatively huge, yet there
is no room for even admittedly inadequate present-day isolators.
10.0

I
i
I
I
I
LAUNCH ISOLATION CURVE
I

INPUT CONDITIONS

5.0

STEADY

4.0

DIRECTION

3.0

AFT

ALL 3 TESTS

-

`VIBRATION-.050"DOUBLE AMP.

\

/

2.0

;/

\

1.0

y

-

STATE"- 5.5g

`

0.5

\

\-T---

EXCITATION

M\

,

--1-

LEGEND: DIRECTION OF

LONGITUDINAL

--LATERAL

\,

\\ ,

VERTICAL

10.0

\`

FLICHT

CURVE

5.0

4.0

\

3.0

LEGEND DIRECTION

\1

A distributed system

--

A totally new design concept
a
distributed -element isolation system
not only does the necessary job but
provides substantial space savings as
well. This is how it works. A number
of small, single -degree -of -freedom.
spring -and -friction -damper elements
are so disposed about the mounted
units that spring rates are equal for all
directions of loading. This makes the
isolation characteristics the same for
every operating or installation position.

\

%

1.0

-----

\

I

\

VERTICAL
LONGITUDINAL

LATERAL

II

't\

0.5

OF

EXCITATION

2.0

ISOLATION
EFFICIENCY REQ'0

0.1

....

0.05

0.02
.036 DA

10G

0.01

ISOLATION_

10

\EFFICIENCY REQ'D

30

70
50
FREQUENCY (CPS)

90

110

Figure 2. Graph showing in-flight performance characteristics of the distributedelement mounting system.

1

compensation is needed to suit the
total dynamic environment. And because the separate elements can be located wherever space is available, this
system minimizes space requirements.

0.1

'

0.05

0.02

001
30

10

50

0

90

110

FREQUENCY (CPS)

Figure 1. Graph showing specified lim'ts
of isolation efficiency during missle
launching and the performance of distributed -element mounting system.

The total dynamic environment

Severe shock during launching, high
g values of sustained acceleration with
superimposed vibration, high -amplitude vibrations, and operation through
all flight attitudes from horizontal to
vertical
these are the elements of
the dynamic environment met in currently operational missiles and detailed
in the following specifications.

-

Effective vibration isolation under steadystate acceleration of 6 g
Shock transmissibility not over one for
15-g, 11 -millisecond half -sine -wave shock,
per Procedure I, MIL -E -5272A
No snubber contact under high -amplitude low-frequency vibration input
Low transmissibility at resonance
Effective vibration isolation for all frequencies above 50 cycles per second
Compliance with these requirements for
every mounting position or attitude
Provision of the required characteristics
in an isolation system of minimum size
and weight.

Obviously, MIL-spec isolators are inadequate to meet these stringent re-

quirements.
ELECTRONICS

Figure 3. Typical oscillogram for shock
test along vertical axis for an integral
mounting system carrying two, six pound electronic units. Upper trace:
amplitude calibration at 60 cps. Middle
trace: output from mockup of equipment. Lower trace: input to mounting
assembly.

Additional design data
Matching the environment
With this new design concept, both
the stiffness and the damping of the
individual isolation elements can be
selected so that the system is matched
to the application. Thus it becomes
feasible to provide greater shock protection in one plane, to design for different vibration inputs from different
directions, or to provide whatever

BARRY
CONTROLS
INCORPORATED

707 PLEASANT

- June

1,

1957

A further advantage of this protection system is the ability to accommodate large vibration amplitudes
without snubber contact. This is a result of the non-linear friction damping
that can be set to limit the movement
of the equipment under resonant conditions. This type of damping also
allows efficient isolation of low -amplitude, high -frequency vibration because
only slight damping occurs at the
higher frequencies.

Want more information?

Detailed information on the specifications that are being met by Barry
Integral Bases using the "distributed -

element isolation" concept of characteristic selection are available on
request. Ask for Report No. 602.
Barry's new Western Division, in Burbank, California, offers fast, on -the -spot
design and prototype service, and production of special systems.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES
IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

STREET, WATERTOWN

Use post card on last page.
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resistor makers do the lion's share
of the business.
One large maker expects its sales
to be about 7.5 percent greater in

1956 than in 1955. The firm anticipates a sales increase of about 14
percent for 1957, assuming that the
present business climate continues.

evaluation of both height -finding
and ground control interception.

-

Electronics Reeves' precision
tracking and computing radar system, located at master site is used
as range control center and for
initial acquisition of the target for
the optical tracking instruments.
Raytheon's weather -tracking -radar system predicts weather and
plots clouds that intercept radio
path of electromagnetic system
under evaluation.

TEST plane under control of guidance system is tagged by complex electronic system
installed in domes mounted on steel towers when synchronized
.

.

.

.

Tracker Evaluates Missile Worth
Systems can be tested at a
fraction of the cost of launching a missile

guidance systems are approved for installation in missiles
they are tested in jet aircraft by
Rome Air Development Center's
tracking range, ACTOR (Askania
Cine -Theodolite
Optical -tracking
BEFORE

Range).
Precise position of any airborne
test vehicle is recorded at microsecond intervals for periods up to
14 hours. End result of the missile -test system is 35-mm film, but
90 percent of the $1,330,000 installation is electronic.

Operation-Cine-theodolites are
mounted on four 25 -foot steel towers
arranged to form a trapezoid. Distances between towers vary from
7.3 to 19.7 nautical miles. Two,
three or all four synchronized cine theodolites track and film a super-

sonic jet aircraft equipped with the

guidance system under test.
Following a rigidly prescribed
flight plan, the target flies back and
forth over the test range. Visibility
and camera range determine the
radius of the range. Good conditions may permit 50 miles.
Elevation and azimuth of target
are continuously recorded on film
by two to four tower cameras.
Exact time each frame is exposed
is recorded on its lower edge by a
10 -digit binary code. With precise
azimuth and elevation from at least
two known points a fix is computed.

-

Other uses Demands on the
tracking system since it became
operational six months ago have
steadily increased. Besides testing
guidance systems, information is
valuable for testing automatic
ground control approach systems,
taxi radar, flare -out radar, RAPCON
(radar approach control center)

22

A C-131 aircraft collects atmospheric data both before flight and
after. Meterological parameters are
detected and recorded by a Kollsman
Aerograph. Electromagnetic propagation field is detected by a field
intensity measuring set. Complete
telemetering system detects and records all the aircraft's altitudes and
flight characteristics. A University
of Texas refractometer measures
and records refraction index.
An f -m link transmits synchronization pulses from the master station to all three slave stations.
Shutter return pulses are also transmitted back to the master station
from all slave stations where they
are recorded on a 4-channel hot
stylus recorder.
An uhf voice link is used for technical administration of range. Data
reduction is accomplished by an
Underwood Elecom 120 digital computer and a Reeves Reac analog
computer.

Ballistic Air Gun
Launches Targets
Electronic device measures
velocities of target disks
shot at missile or rocket

testing at the crucial
instant of target penetration by
LABORATORY

missiles can now be done using a
reverse technique. A ballastic air
gun developed by Magnavox,
launches the target toward the test
specimen instead of vice versa.

How

it works. Muzzle velocity
(200 fps to 1,250 fps) of the target

disk (diameter:

in.; weight:

8

(Continued on page 24)
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jigPER °V7

ACTUAL SIZE

-

RCA -6816 and 2CA-e 884
UHF Ceramic -Metal learn Power Tubes
6.3 -volt, 2.1 -ampere heats,
RCA -6816 has
26.= -volt, 0.52 -ampere heater'
RCA -6884 has

100

200

300

400

700

600

500

FIeEQUENCY

For extremely compact and efficient UHF transmitter designs...
RCA -6816 and RCA -6884, small size, light -weight Ceramic -Metal
beam power tubes have high power
sensitivity and high efficiency at
relatively low plate voltage.
These tubes feature low-inductance rf electrode terminals-insulated from each other by low -loss,
high -strength ceramic bushings-

-

600

and li('.A
'ftunllertiill
ri ow li(':A

(;`-d (i

(

900

1090

1100

12 30

htC

L250r3.013

l;liillt (r

S((1 ion V19(2-1, IIauriftn,
N. .I. V(tl' s21IuK illl(tl'II ilt1f111 l(tll
i11't'('Iltil1ia t tll( Il('.A I''i(I(I
tiv( u(iir(st yon.

leais"
-.080'
+040"

East: HUnboldt 5-3900
744 Broad Street
Newark 2, N. J.

Midwest: WHitehall 4-2900

are particularly well -suited for
UHF oscillator, frequency multiplier, and power amplifier applications.
Technical bulletin on the RCA-

Suite 1181
Merchandise Mast Plaza
Chicago 54, Illinois
West: RAymond 3-8361
6355 East Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 22, Calif.

TYPIICAL CCS OPERATION OF RCA -6816 AND -6984
RF

Power Amplifier, O+.cillater-Class C telegraphy
and
RF Power Amplifier-Cima C Pot Telephony

at 400 Mc
DC Plate Voltage
DC Grid -No. 2 Voltage
DC Grid -No.

1

Voltage

Plate Current
DC Gr d -No. 2 Curent
DC Gred-No.
Current
DC

OMRADIO

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Tube Division

Harrison, N. J.
www.americanradiohistory.com

1

Driver Power Output (approx.)
Useful Power Output (approx.',

at 1200 Mc

400
200
-35

900
300
-30

900 volts
300 volts

150

170

170 ma.

5

1

3

10

-22 volts
1

mo.

4 ma.

3

3

5 watts

23

80

40 watts
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oz.) is determined by timing the

flight of the disk between timing
wires. These wires are connected
through associated circuits to an
electronic counter. As a target
disk is propelled from the muzzle
of the gun, the timing wires are
broken in quick succession.
As each wire is broken, the related circuits are interrupted and
cause successive pulses to be relayed to a counter. The counter
displays the elapsed time between
the pulses and thereby indicates
the time of the target's flight
across the fixed distance between
the wires. A simple calculation
then gives the muzzle velocity of
the target disk.

FCC Actions
Proposes to scrap tv allocation table except within
areas 250 miles from Mexican and Canadian borders.
Asks that written pro and con arguments be submitted by June 3
Will use findings from its study of 25-890 me part
of radio spectrum to define its position at the International Radio Conference in 1959

Authorizes tv stations to experiment with new test
pattern techniques which allow test pattern to be
telecast simultaneously with television shows without degrading quality of picture reception. Authorization ends April

Savings-Advantages of laboratory testing with the air gun over
field testing: a test can be set up
and completed in four minutes;
test conditions are constant; rock-

ets are not fired and expended,
scattering valuable parts and data
over a wide area; cost is negligible
compared to field testing.
Data such as function time, output voltage, and switch closure
time are transmitted to recording
equipment instantaneously. Tests
can be rerun at once if additional
data are required.
By using target disks of various
configurations, obliquities from 0
to 45 degrees can be simulated
without changing the position of
the device being tested.

Mine Detector Sweeps

3, 1958

Will distribute Conelrad printed material such as
manuals and amendments to stations at time of application for, renewal of, or modification of licenses

Requires operators of industrial heating equipment

to install their gear according to manufacturers' instructions. Regular inspection is also required

Suggests that manufacturers or research firms first
check with Commission on permissible frequencies
before developing new gear. States that expensive
mistakes have happened in past because this was not
done

Scientists Review Solid State
New materials and devices
revealed at MRI-IRE symposium
point to bright future
discovery of the solid-state
MASER principle may make the
doubling of radar sensitivity possible in the near future. This and
many other applications of solidstate devices such as gyrators,
memories, switching devices and
amplifiers were discussed by leading
scientists and engineers at a symposium arranged by the Microwave
Research Institute at Brooklyn in
conjunction with the IRE, and cosponsored by the scientific branches
of the military.
RECENT

Horizontal sweeping of path ahead is
provided by Army's latest mine detector. It stops jeep automatically when
it discovers a buried mine

Materials-Each circuit application imposes new requirements for
materials and many times it has
been found that the chemical syn-

24

thesis of an improved compound can
do more to revolutionize performance than years of painstaking circuit work. One such material, discussed by T. S. Moss of the Royal
Aircraft Establishment, England,
is indium antimonide. This semiconductor may be used in magnetic,
hall -effect and optical and photoelectric applications.
Magnetics

-

Indium antimonide

can be used as a variable resistor
with no sliding contacts merely by
varying its insertion in a magnetic
field or by controlling the magnetic
field. This occurs because its resistance changes with application of
a magnetic field, about 25 to 1 for
a strength of 10,000 gauss. The
latter may be particularly useful in
servo systems.
(Continued on page 26)
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OTHER

N OW. . . 200,
8c

300, 400

P HRK,IN
STANDARD
DC POWER SUPPLIES

::-

S00 AMPERE

DC POWER SUPPLIES

28 Volt Models
Model

with wide continuously adjustable

28-5VFM

ey

28-10WX

PERKIN!

Missile Check -Out and Launching
Centralized Laboratory or Plant DC Power.
Battery Charging & Standby Service
Aircraft Engine "Soft" Starting and Testing.
... and other heavy duty 28 volt DC Power applications.

immediate delivery!

0.32

V

24-32

V

5

10

15-20%
(24-32V
range)

15

15-20%
(24-32V
range)

5-40V

30

±1

28-30WXM

24-32V

30

± 1/2%

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

MR2432300

to

±1/2%...No Tubes, Moving Parts or Vibrating

tacts...

ConRemote Voltage Sensing to Provide Regu-

1%

50

±1/2%

1%

3 phase

208!230V
24.32V

±1/2%

100

1%

3 phase

208í230V*
24-32 V

*1/2%

200

3 phase

1%

208/230V
24-32

V

+1/2%

300

24-32

V

*I/2%

500

1%

3 phase

208í230V
3 phase

1%

Also available in 460 V ±10% AC input. Will be
supplied with 230 V input unless otherwise specified.

With No Hunting or Drift...AC Line Voltage Stabilization...No Disturbing Radio Interference...
Higher Efficiency, Maintenance-Free and No WarrrUp Time as Compared to M -G Sets... MIL -Typo
Workmanship & Conservative Design.

6, 12, 115 Volt Models
Model

Volts

Amps

AC

Reg.

6-5WX

-

'

+10%

rms

1%

95-130 V
1 phase

1%

±1%

95-130 V
1 phase

1%

±

5

6

e

6-15WX

+10%

15

95.130

6

6-40WX

ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Regulation: ± 1/2% for any combination of line and load changes.
AC Input: 208, 230 or 460V, ±10%, 3 phase, 60 cps. Ripple: 1% RMS.

_

->

-I-10%

±

40

1%

1

-10%

115-5WX

±10%

5

MR15125-5

15-125

5

1%

+1/2%

1%

*1%t

95-130 V
1 phase

1%11

MR2432-400A, 400 amps

230/460

G125-25

When you require a power supply, SPECIFY PERKIN,
for a wider range of standard models and immediate delivery from stock.

1%

95-130 V
1 phase

>'

AVAILABLE MODELS:

phase

+1%

15

115

All units available with dollies for mobility.

V

95-130 V
1 phase

12

12-15WX

115-125

25

"Germanium Rectifier Unit

Ripple

Input

(60 cps)

6

There are over 15,000 Perkin units in operation
industry today.

MR2432-300A, 300 amps

100-125V
1 phase

±10%.

lation at Remote Loads ...Wide 24 to 32 Volt
Output Range to Compensate for Voltage Drop in
Output Cable...Fast Response (0.1 to 0.2 seconds)

MR2432-200A, 200 amps
MR2432-500A, 500 amps

1%

230 V*

MR2432500

1%

100.130V
1 phase

V

MR2432
100XA

115V
phase

1

%

5%

115 V
phase

1

±1 %

25

MRt040.30A

MR2432200

2%

1%

0.32

-±10%

115 V
phase

1

1%

28-15VFM

28-50WX

rms

105-125V
1 phase

+1/2%

24-32

Ripple

100-125 V
1 phase

15

0-32V

Input

(60 cps)

±1/2%

2-36V

V

AC

Reg.

Amps

Volts

MR532-15A

M60V

APPLICATIONS:

Automatic Magnetic Amplifier Regulation

t

+11/2-4%

tt Increases

f Increases to 2%

V

3 phase

to 4%

5%

@ 15V.

@ 15V.

prompt reply on your
application, write factory on your letterhead.

Wire factory collect for prices. For

a

PERK,IN

PERKIN ENGINEERING CORPORATION
OREGON 8-7215
345 KANSAS STREET, EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA

Leader in Tubeless Magnetic Amplifier Regulation
Immediate Delivery on standard models available from factory and:
New York area office: Sales and Warehousing: 1060 Broad St., Newark 2, N.J., MArket 3-1454
Chicago area: Loren F. Green & Associates, 5218 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 39, III., PAlisade 5-6824
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Want more information? Use post card on lost page.
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This material may also be used to
make a magnetically -operated relay,
a displacement gage, a microphone
and a barrier -layer rectifier. Other
applications of the hall -effect properties of InSb include flux meters,
compasses, magnetometers, modulators and a-c power meters.

posited as one electrode leaving a vised formula developed by its
matrix of nonconducting circular marketing data department, The
areas. Holes are drilled in the cen- Radio -Electronics-Television Manuter of each area and a piece of wire facturers Association (RETMA)
is attached. Photoconductive ma- extracted military expenditures for
terial such as cadmium sulphide is electronics from such major defense
then applied between each wire and procurement categories as aircraft,
the common conducting coat to com- ships, combat vehicles, guided misplete the switch. Light emanating siles, electronics and communicafrom a spot on the face of a crt tions, and research and development.

Photoconductors A bank of
switches operating by photoconductive means was described by A.
Bramley and J. E. Rosenthal of
A. B. DuMont Laboratories. The
bank consists of a glass plate on
which a conducting material is de-

-50

DEFENSE SPENDING

causes the photoconductor to change
to a low value of resistance thus
tripping the switch. It is possible at
present to obtain 100 such switches
per square inch and eventually this
figure may reach 10,000.

I.

ELECTRONICS

FOR

40.5
4

3t

'

BILLIONS
OF DOLLARS

-20

/

20.0

ó

1951

2.6

'52

'53

'54

2.8

2.4
'55

'56

ELECTRONICS portion of total defense expenditures for each fiscal year
since 1951
is shown in red. Breakdown shows
.
.
.

Electronics -For -Defense Rises
MILITARY dollars spent for electronics in fiscal 1951 represented 3.7

percent of the total defense expenditures during that year. Breakdown for the first quarter of the
current fiscal year shows that the
total amount expended for electronics represented 7.6 percent of the
total military spending for that
quarter and 9 percent during the
second quarter of fiscal 1957. In
adding to already released figures

Consolidated Edison and Detroit
Edison each have a 705. About ten
other utilities have 650's or Uni vacs installed. Between 5 and 10
more utilities are expected to have
large-scale computers installed by
the end of this year.

Market-The utility market for

w
J

3.0

of the nation's utilities
make use of some type of electronic accounting and billing device but as of today, relatively few
are operating big units. Commonwealth Edison has an IBM 702 and

'57

ó

1.9

large

III

LL

74

is

Rate-Most of the 13 large electronic computers in use today
were installed in 1956 and all have
been installed within the past two
years. Many utilities utilize electronic punch card equipment but
the bulk have yet to install large
computers.

-10

0

a handful of companies have large equipments,

NEARLY all

IM

38.8
35.E

- 30

Although only

the field's potential

43.7

-4C

Utility Market Takes
On More Computers

for the first half of fiscal 1957, these
RETMA computations indicate that
current defense-electronics spending equals, and exceeds in many
areas, the Korean level of defense electronics expenditures.

Cumulative-More than $15 billion has been spent by the Department of Defense for military
electronics during the years 1950
through 1956. Using a newly -de-

26

computers is still relatively untouched. There are nearly 300
utilities
supplying electricity
alone. Although only the larger
companies will be ultimate users
of electronic computers for accounting and billing, the increasing growth of individual utilities
bids to make the majority prospective users of the devices.
According to Edison Electric Institute, investment in privately financed electric utilities alone is
expected to gain an average of
more than $4 billion a year over
the next decade. It is estimated
that 6.7 -million kilowatts of generating capacity will be installed
in the U. S. during 1957 and that
(Continued on page 28)
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TAYLOR

Laminated Plastics
Vulcanized Fibre,

7ath

/
TAYLOR

FIBRE

Plants in Norristown, Pa. and
PHENOL

IC- M ELA M NE-SI LI CONE-EPDXY LAMINATES COMBINATION LAMINATES
I

La

CO.
Verne, Calif.

COPPER -CLAD LAMINATES

VULCANIZED FIBRE

Tips for designers

Back plate on an automobile headlight switch,
punched and machined from Taylor Grade XP
paper base laminate, has low moisture absorption

and good dielectric strength.

Vise jaw caps,made of Taylor Grade C phenolic
laminate, are easily cut and machined to shape.
Marring of precision or delicate parts is eliminated.

...

the
Time switch, made by the Tork Clock Co., uses two Taylor products
deadfront is made of vulcanized fibre for its insulating properties, shock prothe mounting panel of the clock is made of
tection and printability
Taylor laminate XP -1-231, chosen for high strength and good punchability.

...

Self -balancing servo motor

has stator case
insulator which is cold -punched from 1Ä4" thick
Taylor Paper Base Phenolic Laminate sheet.

Flippers for loose-leaf binders are made of

...

affording
economical Taylor Vulcanized Fibre
added rigidity and good protection for the paper
pages.

TAYLOR SUPERIOR
COPPER -CLAD LAMINATES

Taylor GEC (glass epoxy)
Copper-Clad and Taylor XXXP242 cold punching (paper phenolic) Copper-Clad. Taylor
uses high purity rolled copper
on base materials with outstanding electrical properties.
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

Have an Insulation Problem?
Taylor will provide the answer .. .
Select from Taylor's complete line of
materials-laminates and vulcanized fibre-to get the right combination of electrical, physical and
machining properties for your product. And, if you have a unique
problem, Taylor will develop a
special material to meet your requirements.

For example, rigid requirements for
insulation materials in the Tork
Clock Company's Time Switch were
met by two Taylor materials-a
laminate and vulcanized fibre. The
mounting panel is made of Taylor
laminate XP -1-231, especially formulated for the high strength and
good punchability requirements of
this application. In addition, Taylor
vulcanized fibre serves as the deadWant more information? Use post card on last page.

www.americanradiohistory.com

front-a shockproof

cover removed
only for installation and service.
Fibre was chosen for its insulating
properties, shock protection, and

printability.
Taylor materials are developed to
meet the need for dependable,
moisture -resistant insulation. They
have high dielectric and mechanical
strength, and maintain original
characteristics over long periods of
time, under severe operating con-

ditions. When you choose-and use
-Taylor products, you'll have performance with stability.

Taylor application engineers can
help you obtain the Taylor material
that matches the exact requirements
of your product. Contact your nearest Taylor sales office.
27
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by 1961 there will be 29.5 -million
kilowatts of station capacity on

order.

Meetings Ahead

Figures Of The Month

Changes
revision of the Standard
and Poor Stock Price Index shifts
the base period from 1935-39 to
1941-43 and affects this entry on
ELEcl'RONICs Figures of the Month
page, Stock Price Averages.
Stocks in the radio, tv and electronics and the broadcasters samples are substantially the same as
before the change. The current aggregate market value of stocks in
these groups is now compared with
the average value during the new
base years.
A further revision, giving a
value of 10 rather than 100 to the
base period, results in an index
level that closely approaches the
average price level of New York
Stock Exchange listings. The new
index is considered to be a more
accurate and flexible gage of the
market.
RECENT

Financial Roundup
of the fourteen electronics
companies which reported firstquarter earnings in the last month
showed increases for 1957 over
1956. Ten companies had larger
first quarter earnings in 1957 than
in 1956. In four cases earnings
were less.
Three companies reported highest first quarter earnings in their
history: Texas Instruments, Victoreen Instruments and Webcor:
MOST

Company
Aerovox
Century Electric
Crucible Steel

1st Quarter Net Profits
1957

$201,000
324,976
3,372,606

1956
$3,600
183,336
3,680,906

Eaton
Manufacturing
3,055,232 3,760,770
General Dynamics 8,793,767 4,322,699
IBM
18,745,607 14,988,325
Kay Lab
15,481
Servomechanisms
141,255
137,569
Stewart -Warner
1,861,212 1,718,528
Texas Instruments
790,000** 540,000
Underwood
624,978*
146,406
Victoreen
Instruments
106,000
297,537*
Webcor
354,914
65,596
Zenith
1,650,590**1,831,165
Loss, **Estimated

June 6-7: First National Symposium On Production Techniques, IRE, Willard Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 10-11: Second RETMA

Symposium On Applied Reliability, Mature Design/Reliable Design, Hotel Syracuse,
Syracuse, N. Y.
June 17-19: First National Meeting Of PGMIL of IRE, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington,
D. C.

June 19-21: Twelfth Annual
Meeting, Association For
Computing Machinery, Uni-

versity Of Houston, Houston,
Texas.
June 27-29: Thirteenth annual
meeting, Institute Of Navigation, Sheraton -Park, Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 27 -July 1: British IRE
Convention, "Electronics In
Automation", University of
Cambridge, England.
Aug. 20-24: 1957 W E SOON,
IRE, WCEMA, Cow Palace,
San Francisco, Calif.
Aug. 22 -Sept. 5: International
Scientific
Radio
Union,
Twelfth General Assembly,
Boulder, Colo.
Sept. 4-6: Special Tech. Conference On Magnetic Amplifiers,
Penn Sheraton Hotel, IRE,
AIEE, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sept. 9-13: Instrument -Automation Conference, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Industry Shorts
Cyprus will have regular television transmissions starting in
July 1958. Preliminary plans for
a television installation near Sofia,
Bulgaria were recently approved.

.

Television service is available
now to more than 90 percent of
Wales. Recent opening of a tv and
vhf station by BBC brings the tv
range to 72,000 people living along
the Cardigan Bay coast.
Nearly 60 cents of every 1956

28

Sept.

25-26:

On

RETMA, SMPTE, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Oct. 9-11: Fourth Annual Symposium on High Vacuum
Technology, Committee On
Vacuum Techniques, Hotel
Somerset, Boston, Mass.
Oct. 16-18: IRE Canadian convention, Automotive Building,
Exhibition Park, Toronto,
Canada.
Oct. 31 -Nov. 1: Professional
Group on Nuclear Science,

fourth annual meeting, Henry
Hudson Hotel,
N. Y.

New York,

Oct. 31 -Nov. 1: 1957 Electron
Devices
Meeting,
PGED,

Shoreham Hotel, Washington,

D. C.

Nov. 2-10:

1957

International

Congress of Measuring Intrumentation and Automation,
Interkama, Dusseldorf, Germany.

Nov. 4-6: Third Annual Symposium on Aeronautical Communications, PGCS, Hotel
Utica, Utica, N. Y.
Nov. 18-20: Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, AIEE, APS, IRE, ONR,
Sheraton -Park Hotel, Wash-

ington, D.

C.

sales dollar was paid last year to
some 31,500 other businesses located in 3,200 U. S. cities and
towns by Western Electric.

Three Canadian companies have
been appointed as subcontractors
for engineering services on the
electronic weapons system for the
RCAF jet AVRO CF -105 being
jointly developed by Minneapolis
Honeywell and RCA. They are
Computing Devices of Canada,
RCA Victor Ltd and Honeywell
Controls, Ltd.
June

www.americanradiohistory.com

Conference

Industrial Electronics, IRE,
AIEE, Chicago, Ill.
Oct. 7-9: National Electronics
Conference,
IRE,
AIEE,

1,

1957-ELECTRONICS

MIOutput 0.0v.

RMS into 70 ohms)

winr

UL

Raiie

(2-220 Megacycles. All At Fundamental)

eil
CONSTANT OUTPUT
(Fast Acting

A.GC)

Vari$weep
ALL -ELECTRONIC HIGH LEVEL
High Output

SWEEPING OSCILLATOR OR,

...

(with sweep off) CONTINUOUSLY
TUNED CW SIGNAL SOURCE
1.0 V RMS
INTO 70 OHMS

Operates On Fundamental Frequency,
Therefore Stable Narrow-Band Sweeps

SPECIFICATIONS

Range: Fundamental frequency 2 to 220 mc., continuously variable in 10 switched overlapping bands. Direct reading frequency dial
calibrated to ±2.0%.
RF Output: 1.0 v. RMS into 70 ohms, metered. Flat
within -±-0.5 db over widest sweep and
frequency band.
Sweep Width: Continuously variable to ±- 30%
of center frequency to maximum of at least

1.0 v. RMS (into 70 ohms) Output Flat
to -±0.5 db Over Widest Sweep

Output Automatically Held Constant
(AGC) Over Complete Range

-

Variable Sweep Width (to 30 mc. PLUS)
Variable Center Frequency

30mc.

Direct Reading Frequency Dial
Accurate To ± 2.0%

Sweep Rate: Continuously variable 10 to 40 cps.;
also locks at line frequency.

Sweep Repetition Rates Down to 10 cps

Attenuator: Switched 20, 20,

10, 6, and 3 db plus
continuously variable 6 db.
Power Supply: Electronically regulated 105 to 125
v. A. C. 50 - 60 cycles

NEW KAY

Price:

parka-Sweep

Combined Video and

IF

$695

FOB

Plant

MODEL VIDEO 50

Sweeping Oscillator with Marks

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Range: Continuously variable, 50 kc to 50 mc.
Sweep Width:
Linear, continuously
variable, 4.0 mc to 50 mc.
Sweep Rate: Variable around 60 cps;
locks to line frequency.
Amplitude: 1.0 v, peak -to -peak, into
nom. 70 ohms. Flat within ±0.5
db over widest sweep.

[r_KM\

7 ELECTRIC

_
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COMPANY

14 MAPLE AVENUE

Want more information?

Attenuators: Switched 20, 20, 10, 6
and 3 db, plus continuously variable 3 db.
Markers: Eight sharp, pulse -type, crystal positioned, internal and external
markers.
Price: $695.00 F.O.B. Factory. Substitute markers, $10.00. Additional
markers, $20.00 each.

PINE BROOK, N. J.

Use post card on

www.americanradiohistory.com

last page.

CAldwell 6-4000

Dept. - E6
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Ample Production Capacity- In this corner of the Assembly Department, spot-welding operations are performed
on relay and thermostat sub -assemblies.

Thermal Relays are encased and hermetically seated in this
section of the Assembly Department.

How Does G -V's Leadership
Today G -V Controls is recognized as the leader in the design, development,
and manufacture of thoroughly reliable thermal relays. What does this mean
to you? First, you can be sure that G-V thermal relays will operate reliably time after
time after time. The many hundreds of customers who are ordering and reordering
G-V thermal relays provide the most valid testimony to the uniformly high quality
and reliability of the G -V line. Second, you can count on getting G -V relays when
you need them. Third, G -V's leadership has enabled the company to develop a line of
thermal relays which embraces the widest scope of applications. Whatever your
requirements, they will probably be covered by existing relays, and G -V has new
ones coming along constantly.

Dependable Deliveries- G -V Controls' production volume today is ten times what it was
three years ago. Throughout this period, forward looking expansion plans have always kept
facilities ahead of customers' needs. Efficient
production control methods assure dependable
deliveries. The production control board, pictured here, is used to monitor every order from
the time it arrives through each step of manufacture to final shipment. G -V is known throughout
the industry for its exceptional delivery record.

The G -V LINE- includes over 1000 variations of Thermal Time Delay Relays, Voltage and Current
Sensing Relays, Hermetically Sealed Electrical Thermostats, and Relay Assemblies.

www.americanradiohistory.com

No. 2 of a series

Production and
Quality Control
Skilled Personnel-There is no substitute for the skirl and
experience of the people who produce G -V Relays and Thermostats. The G -V Controls organization is a group who know their
work is important, and who do it well. This is one of the prime
factors responsible for the consistently high quality off G -V
products.

In Thermal Relays Help You?
Quality Control ranks high in the G -V organization. Uniformly high reliability
of product is maintained through the most complete and modern inspection methods.
Effective statistical quality control is used. Roving Inspectors constantly check all
processes on an hourly sampling basis. Each part and material has its detailed
specification. All instruments and gauges are checked on regular schedule against
primary standards. Every relay receives its final test on automatic equipment. Complete
type tests at regular intervals are made in G -V's Environmental Laboratory on the
newest types of testing equipment. These factors, together with the care and skill of the
experienced people who build G -V products, have made G -V Controls a trusted supplier
to the country's major electronic and aircraft manufacturers.
Complete catalog data is available.

Key spots open
for engineers interested
in going places
with a young
progressive organization.

G -V CONTROLS INC.
24 Hollywood Plaza,

Quality Control- All G -V Relays are given 100% automatic time tests on this equipment developed and built by
G -V Controls.

East Orange, N. J.

Incoming inspection and hourly in -process checks on precision gauging equipment assure dimensional accuracy of
all parts and assemblies.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TEFLON
GLASS FIBER
LACING
Ben -Har Braided TAPES
New Ben -Har Braided lacing and winding tapes

...

combine two superior insulation materials
duPont
Teflon and glass fibers. Teflon, with its high heat
resistance of 500°F. has been coated directly on the
glass fibers before braiding so as to preserve a rough
texture for knottability while eliminating the abrasive
action of the glass.
Developed particularly for harnessing, lacing and
winding applications where heat is a determining
factor, Ben -Har offers these additional features:
non -shrinking
will not cut through insulated
wires.
pliable through -100°F. to 500°F.

-

-

wax -free
fungus proof.
inert to most known chemicals and oils.
non-absorbent.
knots hold tight, won't slip.
Ben -Har Braided Tapes are available in .048, .062,
.090 and .22 inch widths; in natural color (offwhite) ;
in 250 and 500 yard spools and a Universal wound 1/4
pound tube. Brown, white, yellow, orange, red, green,
blue, violet and black can be had on special order.
Write for prices and samples.
BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1.306 Barclay St.
CONSHOHOCKEN, PA. TELEPHONE: TAYLOR 8-0634

BENTLEY, HARRIS
"Fiberglas"
32

is

INSULATIONS

Reg. TM of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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... pack higher wattage
into less space with

MINIATURE

Ge TIE°
THIN -TYPE
11:fi

ACTUAL SIZE

11

power resistors
The new Ohmite miniature thin-type power resistors are now available in three wattage sizes in a
wide range of resistance values; two wattage sizes are
available from stock; also three wattage sizes available from stock in the standard thin -type resistor...
see (*) table below.
Designed especially for use in modern electronic
circuitry where space is at a premium, these new
miniature units have all the timeproven superiority
of standard Ohmite vitreous-enameled resistors.
They are only 1/e" thick and 3/&" wide, and range in
length from 3/4" to 2".
Because of their compact design, the new Ohmite
miniature thin-type resistors pack higher wattage
into less space. The stacking bracket allows mounting close to the surface and a hollow stud provides
for convenient stacking of two or more units. The
miniature thin -type rises only 11/32" above the
mounting surface; stack mounted, four units are less
than 1%" in height. Shown in photograph are:
Standard Thin -Type Resistors with Unit Brackets;
2 Standard Thin -Type Resistor with Stacking
Brackets; 3 Miniature Thin -Type Resistors.
Write on company letterhead for Bulletin 138-B.

VITREOUS -ENAMELED
COVERING holds winding

...

rigidly

in place
protects
winding from damage.

UNIFORM WINDING
prevents "hot spots" and resultant failures.

STRONG, CERAMIC CORE
provides a solid base for
winding. Core unaffected by
cold, heat, or high humidity.

INTEGRAL MOUNTING
BRACKETS distribute heat
more evenly throughout resis-

tor and conduct heat away.

MINIATURE THIN TYPE RESISTORS

Watt

Rating

Length
of Core
3/4"

s 10
15
_u

20

2"

Width of
Core

3é"
3/8"
3/8"

INTERMEDIATE THIN TYPE RESISTORS

20

1"

30

11/2"

STANDARD THIN -

2

TYPE RESISTORS

"

30
40
55
65
75

Now available
from stock...

13/16"
13/16"

11/4"

INTERMEDIATE

miniature sizes:

1.,

10 and 20 watts

1"
1"
1"

3

2"

31/2"
43/4"

standard sizes:
30, 40, and 55 watts

WATTAGE RATINGS ARE BASED ON THE RESISTOR MOUNTED ON A HORIZONTAL STEEL PANEL .040" THICK BY 10" SQUARE. RATINGS SHOULD BE
REDUCED APPROXIMATELY 15% FOR NONMETALLIC MOUNTING SURFACE.

BE

O

RIGHT WITH

RHEOSTATS RESISTORS RELAYS TAP SWITCHES TANTALUM CAPACITORS
3610 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois
OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Ohmite maintains the world's largest stock
of power -type resistance products-highquality rheostats, wire -wound resistors, and
tap switches in a factory stock bf several
million in a complete range of sizes, values,
and types.
When you need these resistance components in a hurry, Ohmite can make fast
delivery in reasonable quantities to meet
your immediate requirements.
Furthermore, by tailoring your specifications to these stock items, you can always
get speedy delivery that will help you keep
experimental and pilot production operations on a smooth -running schedule.
To assist engineers and purchasing agents
in making their selection from this huge
stock, Ohmite Stock Catalog No. 28 contains complete, up-to-date information on
all Ohmite stock items. Resistance values,
ratings, specifications, and other helpful
information are included.

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCK

WIRE -WOUND
RESISTORS

RHEOSTATS

Fixed and "Dividohm"

Ten stock sizes-25 to
1000 watts. All -ceramic
and metal.

adjustable wire -wound
types, 5 to 200 watts.

TAP SWITCHES

Rotary type. Five sizes
from 10 to 100 amps,
with from 2-1 2 taps.

Also composition type.
WRITE FO,2 STOCK CATALOG

BE RIGHT

WITH
RHEOSTATS

RESISTORS

TAP SWITCHES

TANTALUM CAPACITORS

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COM?ANY
3610 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois
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RELAYS

you can put your finger on digital voltmeter accuracy
ONLY

NLS

GIVES YOU
THE RELIABILITY OF
OIL BATH SWITCHING
The BIG difference that can't be explained away is
the exclusive NLS oil immersing principle in digital
instrument stepping switch lubrication! Sealed in a
bath of specially refined oil, these electrical contacts
as well as their driving mechanisms never need
periodic disassembly for lubrication; constant accuracy, trouble -free operation
and longer life are the results. NLS originated the automatic digital voltmeter and
now manufactures a wide line of rrelated electrical measurement instruments.
Inch -high illuminated numerals provide high speed readings easily understood
even by unskilled personnel. Automatic data recording equipment is available for
all voltage or resistance measurement units. The NLS line of digital instruments
covers the full range of engineering and scientific applications in this field. We
will meet your most exacting requirements for electrical measurement instrumentation. Please write our home office at Del Mar, California, for name of
representative nearest you; or mail coupon for information.
Originators of the Digital Voltmeter

non-linear systems, inc.
Del Mar, San Diego County, Calif.
Phone: SKyline 5-1134

MODEL 451

General Purpose Voltmeter-For display or
recording of ±0.001 to
±999.9 volts DC.

- June

Approximately 100 NLS digital instruments
are currently conserving precious engineering
time at Convair, San Diego. They are used in
conjunction with analog computors and automatic test equipment for testing electronics and
electrical parts in the receiving department
and for inspection of completed electronic
assemblies in production. They are also used
as master meters for meter and other equipment calibration in the general laboratory.
NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS, INC.
Dept.D-657, Del Mar Airport, Del Mar, Calif.

Please send technical in)ormation on:
AC or DC voltmeters D ohmmeters
analog -to-digital
automatic testing
converters
systems
NAME

Digital Ohmmeters AC-DC Converters Data Reduction
Systems Digital Readouts Peak Reader Systems
Binary Decimal Converters Digital Recording Systems
101
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1"A/uk
Flexible Shafts
Step Up
Design Efficiency

Ateetzt«
The manufacturer of this multiple spindle drill press finds that S.S. WHITE
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS allow a wide range of positions for different drilling jobs.
and freedom S.S.
This is only one example of the versatility .
efficiency
WHITE FLEXIBLE SHAFTS are bringing to hundreds of industrial designs. The restrictions imposed by rigid shafting are eliminated. With flexible shafts you position
driven members
controlled parts to better advantage. By
power sources
simplifying methods of connection and adapting, costs can be reduced. Assembly is
alignment problems are eliminated . .. and product efficiency is often
cheaper

...

...

...

...

greatly improved!
Consider your own product. Chances are, S.S. WHITE FLEXIBLE SHAFTS are the
simple, economical answer to your power drive and control problems. S.S. WHITE
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS are noted for quality, performance and dependability. For more
information and expert assistance in selecting and applying an S.S. WHITE flexible
shaft to your product, just write to

ueiyArteze
USEFUL DATA on how to select
and apply flexible shafts! Write for
Bulletin 5601.
S. S.

34

White Inaustrlal Division, Dept. E. 10 East 40th St., New York 16,

N. Y.

Western Office: 1839 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.
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Type

Type H: Standard

2 -poF: Miniature
sition, 30-60° throw, can
be mounted in 1-5/16"
circle; phenolic, Mycalex
or steatite.
1

sition;

1

2 -po-

1-7/8" diameter;

15-30-60° throw; phenolic, Mycalex or steatite.

Types J, K, N: 1-17/32"
diameter; provides for
flexibility of layout; interchangeable sections,

L or DL: Using dual
eyelet fastening; 8 -position; mounts in 2-9/32"
circle, phenolic, Mycalex.

Type

1

phenolic or steatite.

Special
Switches

Multiple Shafts

comto operate snap
switches and potentiometers; many different sec-

bined

Type MF: 24 -position
switch may be mounted
in 2-5/16" circle; in
phenolic insulation.

tion types.

an INFINITE VARIETY

from standard parts
For Printed Circuits:
Special lug design for insertion into printed circuit
boards.

Series 20: Simple switch
for tone controls, band
switching, and talk -listen
circuits

SWITCHES
CHOPPERS
ROTARY SOLENOIDS*
SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES
VIBRATORS

No matter what you need in low -current switches,
you are most sure to find it in an OAK switch design. In the
last 25 years, OAK has produced over a quarter billion
switches-rotary, slider, pushbutton, plug, and door switchesin thousands of variations. Why not take advantage of
OAK's unmatched, switch engineering background .. .
production facilities ... and huge inventory of tooling?
WRITE FOR your copy of the OAK Switch Catalog which
covers the most popular of OAK's standard switches.

AK

MFG. CO.

Dept. G 1260 Clybourn Ave., Chicago 10, Ill.

Telephone: MOhawk 4-2222
*Manufactured under License trout G. H. Leland, Inc.

Type 160 Rotary Slider: 7/8" height allows
shallow chassis; leads are
readily accessible.

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

i

Type 185: New lever -

Type 130 Pushbutton:

Type 80 Pushbutton:

operated version of the

Available with from one

Very adaptable. Used in

to 24 buttons, 32 contacts
each button.

communication

standard
switches.

Oak

rotary

equip-

ment; economical for less

complex applications.
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For positive positioning

use Brown
2 -phase motors
in your servomechanisms

up to 85 inch -ounces of torque, at low speeds-for
remote positioning in servos, computers, null circuits?
Brown 2 -phase reversible motors are ideal for these applications. They're the same design that has given years of
continuous service in thousands of Brown ElectroniK instruments throughout industry. And continuing refinements make them better than ever.
Long -life needle bearings reduce friction and maintenance.
Improved gear trains deliver a smooth flow of power.
Better seal, better lubrication, simpler and more attractive
housing ... all add to greater value in the latest models of
Brown servo motors.
Shaft speeds of 27, 54, 162, 333 or 1620 rpm are available.
Many variations in design of pinion, shaft, leads and
materials can be supplied for special applications.
Power input is 115 volts, 60 cycles ... 25 -cycle model also
available. Line field takes 11 watts; amplifier field 2.5 watts.
Motor load impedance averages 12,000 ohms.
Check the table below for the models you need. Order
single units for development work, or thousands for production runs. Prices from $42.00 (even more favorable
depending on quantity).
MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL REGULATOR Co., Industrial
Division, Wayne and Windrim Avenues, Philadelphia
44, Pa.
NEED

ElectroniK Null Indicator

Modern successor to the spotlight galvanometer. Immune to vibration
self-protected
from overloads. Needs no leveling, no special
mounting. Ideal for lab or factory. Sensitivity
0.001 microamp or 1 microvolt per mm. Price
$175.00 f.o.b. Philadelphia.

...

Brown Servo Amplifiers
For instrument and computerservo loops. Convert low-level d -c input signal to ac, and amplify
it to power level to drive a Brown servo motor.
Extremely low stray pickup, high stability,
excellent sensitivity, fast response. Four models
with gains of 1, 4, 12 or 40 x 106. Choice of 4
input impedances from 400 to 50,000 ohms.
Prices from $98.50.

No-load speed-rpm

27

54

162

333

1620

torque-in. oz.
Max torque-in. oz.

30

15

5

4

5

85

43

19

11

9

rpm for max power

15

31

92

190

900

Rated

Hóiiëÿwéll
INSTRUMENTS
BROWN

-+Zis
36
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having your ups and downs?'

... if they involve WIRE WOUND

RESISTORS

E-

--

has the answer
DALOHIM
0fta.oNM

You can depend on

-vvv,,_

All Dalohm products are carefully designed
and skillfully made to assure you of supreme

quality and dependability, plus the widest
versatility of application. Here are outstanding examples of the Dalohm line:

WIRE WOUND ENCAPSULATED PRECISION RESISTORS
Surpass MIL -R -93R

Completely impervious to penetrating effects of salt ions, humidity, moisture and corrosive gases and vapors, Dalohm's new
encapsulating material has very high di -electric strength. Its
coefficient of expansion matches that of the resistor wire itself,
eliminating the possibility of distorted wiring and shorted turns.
All are non -inductive, pi -wound.
STANDARD SIZES

NEW SUB -MINIATURE SIZES

WWL

WWA

Resistance range 10 ohm to 1 megohm
Tolerances 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.25%, 0.5%,1%, 3%
Powered at 0.1 watt to 0.8 watt
Temperature coefficient 0.00002/Deg. C
Maximum operating temperature 125° C.

Length
3/B"

WWA and WWP 22
WWL and WWR 23
WWA, WWL, WWR, WWP 24
WWA 26
WWA, WWL, WWR, WWP 34
WWA, WWL, WWR, WWP 36

WWA, WWL, WWR, WWP 38

SIZES

TERMINALS

SIZES
WWA 13

Resistance range 0.1 ohm to 5 megohms
Tolerances 0.u: -/r, 0.1ir, 0.257c, 0.5%, 1%, 3%
Powered at 0.5 watt to 2 watts
Temperature coefficient 0.00002/Deg. C
Maximum operating temperature 125° C.

1/4"

1/a

1/4"
1/4rr

1/2n

3/4"

Length

Dia.

1/4"
1/4rr

WWL-lugs;
WWA-axial leads;
WWR-radial leads;
WWP-parallel leads.

WWA
WWA
WWA
WWA
WWA

3/4rr

1957

Dia.

5/a

1/2"
1/2 u

1"

1/2"

11/2"

1/2"
1/2"

2"

WWA-axial leads; WWL-lugs.

1"

RB -09, RB -15, RB-16, RB -17, RB -18, RB -19

You are invited to write for the complete catalog of Dalohm
precision resistors, potentiometers and collet -fitting knobs. If
none of our standard line fills your need, our staff of able engineers and skilled craftsmen equipped with the most modern
equipment, is ready to help solve your problem in the realm of
development, engineering, design and production. Just outline
your specific situation.

1,

1/2rr

TERMINALS

h"

JUST ASK US:

- June

WWL 44
WWL 45
WWL 48
WWL 4-12
WWL 4.16

1/2"

Also available in MIL Types

ELECTRONICS

and
and
and
and
and
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DALE
PRODUCTS,
INC.
1300 28th Avenue
Columbus, Nebr., U.S.A.
-Mar Corp.
1270 Broadway
New York 1, N.Y.

EXPORT DEPT. Pon
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FREQUENCY STANDARDS
PRECISION FORK UNIT

FREQUENCY STANDARD

TYPE 50

TYPE 50L

Size 1" dia. x 33/4" H.* Wght., 4 oz.
Frequencies: 240 to 1000 cycles

Accuracies:-

*31/a"

400

-

high

1000 cy.

Type 50 (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)
Type R50 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required
Input, Tube heater voltage and B voltage
Output, approx. 5V into 200,000 ohms

Size 3Y4" x 4%" x 51/2" High
Weight, 2 lbs.
Frequencies: 50, 60, 75 or 100 cycles

Accuracies:-

Type 50L (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)
Type R5OL (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Output, 3V into 200,000 ohms
Input, 150 to 300V, B (6V at .6 amps.)

PRECISION FORK UNIT

FREQUENCY STANDARD

TYPE 2003

TYPE 2005

Size 11/2" dia. x 41/2" H.* Wght. 8 oz.
Frequencies: 200 to 4000 cycles

i
*31/2"

high

400 to 500 cy.

optional

Accuracies:-

Type 2003 (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)
Type R2003 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Type W2003 (±.005% at -65° to 85°C)
Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required
Input and output same as Type 50, above

FREQUENCY STANDARD
TYPE 2007T

TRANSISTORIZED
Size 11/2" dia. x 4%" H.* Wght. 7 ozs.
Frequencies: 240 to 1000 cycles
Accuracies:-Same as 2003, above
Type 2007S-Silicon type
Input, 28V.
Output, Multitap, 75 to 100,000 ohms
*31/i" in 2007S, 400 to 800 cycles.

FREQUENCY STANDARD
TYPE. 2001-2

Size 33/4" x 4%" x 6" H., Wght. 26 oz..
Frequencies: 200 to 3000 cycles
Accuracy: ±.001% at 20° to 30°C
Output: 5V. at 250,000 ohms
Input: Heater voltage, 6.3 - 12 - 28
B voltage, 100 to 00 V., at 5 to 10 ma.

ACCESSORY UNITS
for TYPE 2001-2
L -For low frequencies
multi -vibrator type, 40-200 cy.
D-For low frequencies
counter type, 40-200 cy.

H-For

high freqs, up to 20 KC.
M-Power Amplifier, 2W output.
P -Power supply.

Size, 8" x 8" x 7144" High
Weight, 14 lbs.

Frequencies: 50 to 400 cycles
(Specify)
Accuracy: ±.001% from 20° to 30°C
Output, 10 Watts at 115 Volts
Input, 115V. (50 to 400 cycles)

FREQUENCY
STANDARD
TYPE 2121A

Size

83/4" x 19"

panel

Weight, 25 lbs.

Output: 115V
60 cycles, 10 Watt
Accuracy:
±.001% from 20° to 30°C
Input, 115V (50 to 400 cycles)

FREQUENCY
STANDARD
TYPE 211 IC
Size, with cover

10"x17"x9"H.

Panel model
10" x 19" x 83/4" H.
Weight, 25 lbs.
Frequencies: 50 to 1000 cycles
Accuracy: (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Output: 115V, 75W. Input: 115V, 50 to 75

organization makes frequency standards`
within a range of 30 to 30,000 cycles. They are
used extensively by aviation, industry, govern.
ment departments, armed forces-where maximum accuracy and durability are required.

../This

\

WHEN REQUESTING INFORMATION
PLEASE SPECIFY TYPE NUMBER

Aniericai, Time Products, Inc.
580 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
38
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Within the short space of forty months,
this portion of REL's production facilities has
manufactured more kilowatt miles of tropo scatter
radio equipment than that of all other companies combined.
During this same period. REL has also designed and produced
more than 75,000 circuit miles of special radio gear for the telephone toll
services, in addition to many other types of apparatus.
By

autumn, REL will occupy three times its present floor space.
These hugely increased manufacturing facilities will
further implement REL's ability to solve your specialized radio problems and to be of increased
service to the communications industry.

Radio Engineering
36-40 37th st

laboratoriesInc.

Long Island City 1, N Y
Teletype: NY 4-2816

STillwell 6-2100

Canadian representative: AHEARN

ELECTRONICS -June

1,

1957

& SOPER CO

BOX 715

OTTAWA
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PHELPS DODGE

THERMALEZE=
A PROVEN CLASS

"B"

FILM WIRE!

Dielectric twist performance establishes Thermaleze
as Class "B".

Suitable for Class "B" insulation system designs.
Over seven years' practical experience in coils,

motors, and transformers.

Essential balance of mechanical, chemical and
electrical properties.

Any time magnet wire is your problem, consult Phelps Dodge
for the quickest, easiest answer!

FIRST FOR LASTING QUALITY -FROM MINE TO MARKET

40
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!

AGED DIELECTRIC TWISTS

"A"

Thermoleze vs. Conventional Class
AIEE Procedure

Wire

100,000

50,000

130-135°C

105°C

I

I

LI

I

I

I

-4--EQUIVALENT
.

"
CLASS "A" WIRE

`

-).

.\

\
\

<

-

\

\`

_

1

'
E-THERMALEZE
\1

N

I,

LIFE LINE

\-\\

.

N

I

'

1

`

\

\:
\

SAMPLES UNVARNISHED

90

100

110

120

130

140

150 160

180

200

220

240

260

TEMPERATURE °C

NEMA twist samples aged in oven at various
temperatures following AIEE aging procedures

PHELPS DODUE IähI'I'Eß PRUhh/ClI
CORPORATION

INCA MANUFACTURING DIVISiOI+!

immillialtAYNE.
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Looking for reliability?
Where there must be no slipups, there will
be no slipups, if you depend on CTC.
These components are guaranteed unconditionally in quantities from one to millions.
For samples, prices, write CAMBRIDGE
THERMIONIC CORPORATION, 437 Concord
Ave., Cambridge 38, Mass. West Coast
stocks maintained by E. V. Roberts &
Associates, 5068 West Washington Blvd.,
Los Angeles 16 and 988 Market St., San

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION
makers of guaranteed electronic components
custom or standard

J

Francisco, California.

CTC QUALITY SHIELDED COIL FORMS

Miniaturized. Highly shock resistant. Mechanically enclosed, completely shielded
for maximum reliability.

CTC QUALITY CAPACITORS

Miniaturized Variable Ceramic Capacitors
that outperform much bigger capacitors.
(Extreme right) : Stand-Off Capacitors with
ceramic dielectric. Rugged R -F by-pass
capacitors for high quality equipment.
Shock-, vibration-, humidity-resistant.
CTC QUALITY DIODE CLIPS

Seven different types, including spring loaded units primarily for holding fragile
diode pigtail leads from .005" to .085" in
diameter. CTC also offers lines of quality
battery clips and miniature plugs and
jacks.
CTC QUALITY TERMINAL BOARDS

--

Custom-made, standard all -sets, standard
ceramics. Variety of materials available
paper, cloth, nylon, glass laminates
phenolic, melamine, epoxy, silicone resins.
Moisture
and fungus -proofed.

-

CTC QUALITY

CTC QUALITY
KNOBS AND
PANEL HARDWARE

PERMA-TORQ
COIL FORMS

Selected materials,
carefully processed
and finished. Metal
parts polished before
plating. Hard-wearing surfaces, lasting
lusters.

Constant -tensioning
devices for tuning
cores of standard
CTC ceramic coil

Keeps coils
tuned as set despite
shock, vibration.
forms.

CTC QUALITY INSULATED TERMINALS

Wide variety of stand-off and feed through models in Teflon and ceramic. Extremely resistant to shock, vibration,

moisture and temperature. Solder terminals hold even after prolonged soldering
operations.
CTC QUALITY PRINTED CIRCUIT

COIL FORMS

Phenolic and ceramic types. Can be
soldered after mounting. Available as
forms alone or wound as specified. Two to six -terminal models.
42
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find the instrument you need here

VOLTMETERS
complete coverage
10 cps to 700 MC
is one best voltmeter for every measuring
application, and -hp- has it. You can select exactly
the popular, multi -purpose
the instrument you need
400AB, the wide range 400D, extreme accuracy

There

-

400H, the famous 41 OB which has become
industry's standard for vhf -uhf measurements.
each you find recognized -hp- accuracy, dependability,
operating ease and rugged, quality construction.
Each features high input impedance to prevent
disturbance to circuits under test, plus high stability,
good overload protection, clean, straightforward physical
arrangement, new lightweight cabinetry.
In

In short, with every -hp- voltmeter you receive
outstanding value and convenience, at moderate price.

For complete details, call your

-hp- representative or write direct.

Instrument

Primary Uses

Frequency
Range

-hp-400AB

General purpose
ac measurements

10 cps to
600 KC

Wide range
-hp-400D

ac measurements

High sensitivity

-hp-400H

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4057A Page Mill Road
Cable "HEWPACK"

Palo Alto, California, U.S.A.
DAvenport 5-4451

Field engineers in all principal areas

-hp- 410B

Extreme accuracy
measurements

Audio, rf, VHF
measurements;
dc voltages;
resistances

10 cps to
4

MC

10 cps to
4

MC

20 cps to

700 MC

Voltage
Range
0.3 my
to 300 v
11

ranges

0.1 my
to 300 v
12

ranges

0.1 my
to 300 v
12

ranges

0.1 to
300 v
7 ranges

Input
Impedance

Price

10 megohms
15 µµf shunt

$200.00

10 megohms

15µµf shunt
10 megohms

15µµt shunt

10 megohms
1.5 µµf shunt

225.00

325.00

245.00

-hp- Voltmeter Accessories (not listed) include voltage dividers, connectors,
shunts and multipliers to extend the useful range of your equipment.

unmatched value in vacuum tube voltmeters
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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New Sylvania package offers

Maximum Dissipation
in Miniature
Diodes
Cooler operation resulting from

higher dissipation of Sylvania glass to -metal miniature diode permits

closer printed board spacing for

Actual comparison of Sylvania miniature diodes
with all -glass miniatures shows that the Sylvania

maximum savings in space.

metal -to -glass package design results in greater dissipation. As a result, cooler operation can extend
diode life and improve product dependability and
performance. Diodes can be banked closer on printed
circuit boards for maximum space savings.
Metal -to -glass package offers other important advantages. The diode cartridge is assembled before
installation of the whisker and die-avoiding excessive heating. In addition, right angle bending of
the leads for printed board insertion does not result
in chipping or cracking of the diode body.
Sylvania offers a complete line of miniature diodes
in the glass -to -metal package. The package meets
the standard RETMA outline of .105" maximum
diameter and .265" maximum overall length. Write
for complete details.

Right angle bending of leads for
printed board insertion does not
affect i:he diode body since metal -to glass design avoids chipping or
cracking.
zoo

r
o

ó

O
20
30
JUNCTION TEMPERATURE

40
RISE

rC

Typical dissipation curve of the
Sylvania glass -to -metal diode.

SYLVANIA
LIGHTING
44

RADIO

-

TELEVISION

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.

ELECTRONICS
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SYLVANIA MINIATURE DIODES AT 25°

C

Maximum
Type

Minimum
Forward Current
at volt

IN67A

4 ma

IIN90

5 ma

750 ua @

20 ma

100 ua @

IN126

5 ma

850 ua @

IN127

3

ma

300 ua @

IN128

3 ma

IN98

Maximum
Reverse Current

1

.

50 ua @ -SO volts
5 ua @ -5 volts

100 volts

-50 volts

75 volts

75 volts

-50 e
@-10e
@ -10 v

125 volts

Note

5 ma

1

Stability

3.5 v

500 kohms
(Note 5)

500 co

Note 7

500 kohms
(Note 5)

800 ua

Note

500 kohms

1650 ua

1

(Note 4)

IN632

If =-7 ma

1

IN633

If

IN634

50 ma

45 ua @ -45 v
100ua@-100v

115 volts

1N635

50 ma

175 ua @

-150 v

165 volts

0

to

-70 volts of

o

The reverse recovery time will not exceed 0.5 usec at 700 ua or 3.5 usec at
87.5 ua of current when rapidly switched
(at a 60 cycle rate) from +30 ma for-

ward current to -35 volts.

Note 2: For type IN19B at 75° C the
maximum reverse current at -50 volts is
250 too and at -10 volts is 75 ua.
a) Forward current exposure =
ma. b) Reverse test voltage = 40 ±2
2000
c) DC circuit resistance
ohms.

Note 3:
5

volts.

=

-

1
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V

7

V

125 ma

(Note 6)

Note 7

Note 4: Peak measurement with half

Note 6: Minimum resistance in thou

etition frequency.
Note S: Minimum resistance in thousands of ohms when E/I characteristic

volts and resistance slope observed between -20 and -90 volts.
Note 7: Additional control measure
ments are made for reverse current hysteresis, reverse current drift, and flutter.

sine wave of 50 ma peak current, 0.1
usec pulse width, and 100 kc pulse rep-

swept at 60 cycles from 0 to -70 volts
and resistance slope observed between
-10 and -60 volts.
is

"Sylvania-synonymous with
ELECTRONICS

u sec

(Note 3)

IN631

when sweet from
60 cycle rate.

10.3

100 volts

-50 v
(Note 2)
loua@ -10v

Note 1: For ype 1N'91 at 55°C the
reverse resistance will be 400 ohms or
grecter be'ween -10 and -50 vo'ts

Reverse Recovery

qesistance

Reverse

50 volts

Note

50 ua @

4 ma
(5 ma. @ 75° C)

1N198

-50 v

50ua@-10v
IC ua

Minimum
Maximum
Forward Voltage

100v

-SOv
Sua@ -S v

25 act

IN191

Minimum
Peak Inverse Voltage
(0 dynamic impedance)

eSemiconductors"
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For your Magnetic Shielding Problems...

MUMETAL is the answer!

Write for your copy

"MAGNETIC MATERIALS"
This 32 -page book contains valuable data on all Allegheny Ludlum
magnetic materials, silicon steels
and special electrical alloys. Illustrated in full color, includes essential information on properties,
characteristics, applications, etc.
Your copy gladly sent free on
request.
ADDRESS DEPT. E-90

Mumetal shields will give instant
relief to interference caused by
extraneous magnetic fields. This
material can cure many troublessolve many a problem for you.
Use it where high permeability is
required at low flux densities, such
as in input and microphone transformers, hearing aid diaphragms,
instruments, wire and tape recorders, etc. For properly heat treating
Mumetal, we can also offer commercial hydrogen annealing facilities.
A fund of technical data on shields

and other applications for Allegheny Ludlum Mumetal is available
-let us help with your problems.
In addition to Mumetal and other
high -permeability alloys, we offer a
range of magnetic and electrical
alloys and steels that is unmatched
in its completeness. Our services
also include the most modern facili
ties for lamination fabrication and
heat treatment. Let us supply your
requirements. Allegheny Ludlum
Steel Corporation, Oliver Building,
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

STEELMAKERS to the Electrical Industry

Allegheny Ludlum
Wamhause stocks of AL Slainle« Stiels carried by all Ryerson planes
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to
Operatcrs in the foreground are trimming resistors down
close app-oximatian of their final values, girded by L&N

No. 47ö0 Bridges.

$$

L&N Bridges work

ROUND THE CLOCK
on resistor calibration
Continuous operation on production work is an exacting job for any precision instrument. But Resistance
Products Company, Harrisburg, Pa., depends on L&N
Bridges to measure precise resistors on a two and
three shift basis. Some bridges have been in operation
as long as nine years without any attention except
routine maintenance.
Low maintenance and high precision are especially
valuable, since many RPC resistors must be adjusted
to a high accuracy, for use in guided missiles, computer networks, printed circuits, etc.
If we can help you select instruments for similar
applications, from L&N's line of rugged, precise bridges,
galvanometers and potentiometers, just let us know. A
Field Engineer will either call or send printed information as yon wish. Please write us at 4979 Stanton
Avenue, Philadelphia 44, Pa., for Data Sheet Group
E-53 describing L&N Bridges.
14

1

LEEDS '
instruments

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

..._._.._.g

Ili

1957

I LII

NIDRTHRItIP
furnaces

After the resistors are annealed to stabilize their
resistance values, they are more precisely adjusted with an L&N No. 4725 Bridge.
{

If an even higher degree of accuracy is required,
the resistors are further adjusted with an L&N
No 4230 Anthony Pattern Bridge.

automatic controls

Want more information? Use post curd on Iasi page.
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GENERAL PLATE
BUTTON CONTACTS...

Help You Boost

Product Performance
Cut Product Costs

-

aCZ?mollnta
Typical General Plate clad projection welding button contacts.

Consider the outstanding features available to you in G. P. clad projection
welding contacts:
TRIPLE CLAD CONSTRUCTION. Three ply types have copper between contact face
and backing
for higher specific heat at lower cost
reduces surface temperature
prolongs operating life.
WROUGHT METAL FACES. Contact face materials in both two and three
ply types are
work hardened in manufacture
resist deformation
give more operations

-

-

better tolerance control.

-

-

-

WIDE CHOICE OF MATERIALS. Contact face materials include silver and platinum
group

metals and their alloys-silver cadmium oxides-refractory metal mixtures. Backing materials
include steel
nickel
nickel -silver and monel.

-

-

WIDE CHOICE OF SIZES. Tremendous assortment of standard sizes available
to meet all

dimensional requirements.

Back of this unusual product versatility, is General Plate Division's team of
contact experts ready to help you get
the best performance at the lowest cost.
Your inquiries are invited.

-

You Can

Profit by Using

Metals

METALS &CONTROLS

CORPORATION

General Plate Division

1306 Forest Street, Attleboro, Mass.

FIELD OFFICES: NEW YORK, CHICAGO. DETROIT

48

G. P. Clad

Want more information? Use post cord on last page.
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VG

announcing

a superior televisior, pickup tube

this tulle
may be operated
or carried in
any position

Now you can get sturdy GEC Vidicons built
for hard handling and usage. Also, you are assured
exceptionally long service life by precision
manufacture under controlled conditions in GEC's
ultra -modern new plant. Both the Industrial
6198A and Broadcasting 6326A types (improved
design with side tips eliminated) are available
for immediate delivery. See your parts distributor
or write directly to GEC.
Your GEC Vidicons will reach
you in factory condition because
of GEC-built shockproof packaging.

eee.
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

Write for new data sheet ...

GENERAL ELECTRODYNAMICS
4430 FOREST LANE
1957

I

Wont more information? Use post card on last page.
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GARLAND, TEXAS
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Original Idea!

You Can

Count On...
to Pay Off!
It's the *Original Equipment idea ... which simply
means that, when you're figuring on electrical or

mechanical counters in any new product, it pays to
design them in, when you begin.

For then Veeder-Root quite likely can save you time and
money by adapting or modifying a standard counter to
your needs, instead of a special which you might specify on
your own. This solves the counter problem
and saves
you time in engineering, purchasing and assembly.
What's more, you give your product new sales -advantages:
Direct -reading digits, instead of hard -to -read dials and
verniers
instant remote indication if needed . .
up-to-the-minute performance records that serve
as a basis for production-Countrol, and as proof
of your performance guarantee. So don't let
counters take a back seat in your new -product
plans. Design them in, when you begin .. .
it pays in many ways. Do you have the
newest Veeder-Root Catalog? Write

Series 1205
Reset Magnetic Counter

...

tufqoM1

&Mkt«,

...

Series 1380
Box-Type Counter (Ratchet,
Revolution, or Geared)

50

4 -bank Counter

Veeder-Root
INCORPORATED

Hartford, Conn.

for

Radio Transmission Equipment

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Greenville,

Chicago New York
Montreal
Offices and Agents in Principal Cities

Los Angeles

S. C.

San Francisco

360 -degree Bearing Counter
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design your pulse circuits from
pulse transformer ENCYCLOPEDIA..
39

turns ratio tables like this
12 pages of text
2 pages of blocking oscillator data
Transíar0

Mch 18,
issueá

1:2

TUgNt3

RfTIO

Op
IN ORDIR

INCRgA81NG SOURCE

$1076

141152

IN

ORDER 0p INCRRABING

yoad
pule Etdths
°2
yicTDseaÿimom

p,o4
ln

Sourceg
lmpedp1e
(Ohms)

to
to
to
to
to

0.1
0.1

0.2
0.2

10

0.04
0.06
0.08

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.5

0.08
0,08

0.5
1.0
1.0

2.0
9.0
2.0
3.6

to 0 .08
to 0.12
to 0.14
to 0.26
to 0,08
to 0.12
to 0.16
0.28
to
to

o
tto

0.40
00.Rb14

3.0

40
40
5.0
8.0

to
to
to
to

0.40
0.50
0,40
0.46

0

150
51

390
820
660
3300
330
270
470
1800
4700
330

110
430

170
82

,30

ÿ-123

122
4_133

3300

820
150
390
200

(0560)

560

1500

560

90-621
90-623
90-632

g0-623

13,040

150
150
180
200
200
200
300
390

0:055
0.080
0.130
0.200

4-126

0 .070

4_125

1ÿ-35

90-605

90_626
90 825
90

430
820
820

90_628

1200

0.130
0.200
0.250
0.200
0.230

4_126
4-125
126

90-625

to

1.1

to

to
to
to

0.3
O.5
1.0

620
620
820
1100
1500
1800
3300
3300
4200

4.0
1 O

to
to
to
to

0.1
o.6

tot

l.p

1.0

90-624

90_822

0 .030

-123

0.035

0.080
0.025
0.040

0.035
0.250
0,070

0. 10

0 .055

0.12
0.20

0.130

to
to
to
to

0.26

23
90_BR3

4_121
4_122

0.050

O'4°

4_123
4-124

.070

0.48

o

90-821
95_622

0.020

0.230

to
to

2.0
4.0

0.040

U.14

to

5.0

4-121

0.08

8 0

36.°0

0 ,055

0.06
0.08

to

0.2
0.1
0.4

4-12R
r-113

0

to

0.1

0.040

0.030

0.14
0,04
0.06
0.06
0.18

to

470

130
130

90-824
90_624
90_625
90-623
90-623

0.2

560
560
560
560
680

Aladdin
Part Numbers

4_121

0.040
0-0°
0.08
0.12
0.08
0.08

to
to
to

3.0

82
100
100
100
110

me

Ri(µeec)

ysatmumii

1. S

330
390
390
390

Ridthe

Range
In Microseconds

0.1
0.4

220
220
270
270
330

51
51
66
68
75

90_622

r-124
ÿ_l24
_125
r-123
4_123

0.055
0.070
0.130

1100

300

(Ohme)

90_821
90-622
90_621
90-621
90_622

4_122
4_121

0.630
6.040
0.035
0.040
0.035

100
200
180
890
75
68

122
4_121
4_121
4-121

0:040

390
220
560
220

51

4,_121

0.025
0.050
0.020

580
820
390
270
560

100

0,06
0.08

7100

Loadg
lmpedance

(Pe¢¢)

(0000)

130
200
100
88
130

.05
Q

Riese

Impedance

aximumgi

0.1

Aladdin
Part Numbers

Maximum

Source
Impedance

11E92RANCB

yax1T
oí Pulse

nc9pa8á°1=1

1957

00.20

0 .200

0.130
0.200

0.130
0.200

4_11+

90-621

90
96

4121

90_821

--122

4126
_724
r_136
4_122
4-124

r125

0°-'6234_12!

90-826

90,824

90
90

90-874

90-826

4_126

90-025

4-126
74-126
125
4-128

9°

814
9090-025
90-826

9'4°

90-625

7-125

A comprehensive engineering handbook of tables,
circuit diagrams and technical discussion. Easy -to OVERSHOOT
tS

100% AMPLITUDE
90% AMPLITUDE

fi

DROOP

PULSE WIDTH

10% AMPLITUDE

-

RISE TIME

100% AMPLITUDE

50% AMPLITUDE

--

-

use tables of data on pulse transformers that are

AVAILABLE. Military and commercial quality
units. Double -ended units and plug-in styles.
Available on letterhead request.

diddx.

BACKSWING

RECOVERY

TIME

Aladdin's complete manufacturing and Quality Control facilities Include
a ferrite processing plant, insuring as adequate stock et ferrite pulse
transformer cores made under the technical supervision of our Quality
Control engineers.

55

DROOP

A Division of Aladdin Industries, Inc.
717 Murfreesboro Road, Nashville 2, Tenn.
Tarrytown, N. Y.; Pasadena, Cal.
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Time Delay Timers
-1-

NO

Running Time Meters

Interv-t Timers.

ME

Re -Cycling

Timers

Timers for Automatic Control
...Standard or Special?
You'll get quick deliveries
from Industrial Timer
If slow deliveries of timers have been delaying you in your

automatic control projects, try us! True, your problem may
be different and difficult indeed, for no two automatic control jobs are exactly alike. But our record in helping out in
situations like these is excellent. For in this field we have a
valuable background, twenty years of timer experience to
be exact, that has provided us with the special knowledge
required to supply our customers with the right answers.

How do we do

it? The answer is in

what we believe to be

Rl

the largest variety of standard and combination timer units
anywhere in the industry. To fill the widely varying needs of

our customers, we manufacture a complete line of timers in
the four broad classifications illustrated above: Time Delay
Timers, Re -Cycling Timers, Interval Timers, and Running Time
Meters. From these our timer engineers have developed 20
basic types which they have so far combined in over 1000
different ways. Therefore-many jobs that would seem to
require a special timer, are in fact, a standard timer with us.
And our large stock assures you of rapid deliveries-even
when we have to create a brand new timer for your special
needs. So why not send us your specifications. You'll get n
prompt reply and you may save yourself much lost motion.

INDUS

Timers that Control
the Pulsre Beat of Industry

52

TIMEFji l

/

INDUSTRIAL TIMER CORPORATION
1409 McCARTER HIGHWAY, NEWARK 4, N. J.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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t'JusthmWtre & Cable Specs GotYou A Sea ?

PIIfiLO Will

Know The Way Home!

-

It gets pretty rough at sea sometimes
especially when they're screaming for "that

certain wire or cable". So how do you get
home with the right answer? Well, if you're
a thinking man (and we're sure you are),
you think of PHALO . . . the custom wire
and cable house who have helped more people
in your position than almost any firm in the
country.

Set the compass for home, engineer, call for PHALO and ease
the tension!

-

Here's one way to keep out of
Get This Catalog !
trouble

PLASTICS CORPORATION

-P1-111
ELECTRONICS

LO

- June

Corner of Commercial Street

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

1, 1957

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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KAY LAB products
The same company, the
same engineering and
manufacturing facilities,

the same world-wide
staff of field engineers,

but a new name more
descriptive of the Com-

pany and its products.

LOOK FOR KON

TEL ON:
..;*,,.

UNIVERSAL DC
MICROVOLTMETERS

INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION
EQUIPMENT

MICROVOLT LEVEL
BROADBAND DC
AMPLIFIERS

BROADCAST TELEVISION
EQUIPMENT

1

ABSOLUTE DC POWER
SUPPLIES AND
METER CALIBRATORS

On these and many other electronic products the name KIN TEL means outstanding instruments and television equipment.

Representatives in all major cities

KEN TEL
[

KAY LAB i

ELECTRONICS FOR COMMUNICATION

5725
54

Write, wire, phone today for demonstration

KEARNY VILLA ROAD

MEASUREMENT

SAN DIEGO 11, CALIFORNIA

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Need accurately controlled

POWER?

USE KIN TEL ABSOLUTE DC POWER
SUPPLIES AND METER CALIBRATORS

-" STANDARD CELL ACCURACY

-

0.01% STABILITY

<0.5 MILLIVOLT RIPPLE
0.002% REGULATION

- <0.2
21

MILLISEC RESPONSE TIME

MODELS: 0-2000V, 0-2 AMP

MODEL M100 -A20
KIN TEL's unique chopper stabilized circuit constantly compares
the output with an internal standard cell, providing stability,
accuracy, and dynamic characteristics without equal. Direct reading calibrated dials provide instant voltage selection. Both current and voltage regulated models available. Ideal wherever a
general purpose precision voltage or current source independent of line or load is required ...for laboratory and production

meter calibration, computer reference, secondary standard,
DC bridge supply, transistor testing, circuit design, nucleonics
instrumentation, null voltmeter...

POWER SUPPLY: Short Time Stability (several hours), ±0.005%-Long Time Stability, ±0.01%-Output
Voltage Calibration, =0.02%-Output Impedance, < 0.012 at DC, <0.05r2, to 200 kc-Output Hum and Noise,
<0.5 millivolt-Load Regulation Factor, -±0.01%-Line Regulation Factor, --0.002%:
METER CALIBRATOR: Same as Power Supplies with following exceptions for models which go to zero volts:
Calibration Tolerance, ±0.05%-Hum and Noise, < 2 millivolts-Line Regulation Factor, ±0.01% of full scale.

De
f

Representatives

TEL
KAY LAB

ELECTRONICS

- June

in all

major cities

Write, wire, phone today for demonstration

I

5725 KEARNY VILLA ROAD
1,

1957

SAN DIEGO

11.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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CCAPACITORS

SOLDER -COA

LEA)
LEAD

CCNECTOR

SOLDER

EXPOSEI FOIL

COMPR!SSION -MOLDED
PAPER AND FOIL

PHENOLIC CA

WITH SOLID
IM PREGNANT

CUTAWAY VIEW OF
PVZ C 4PACITOR

ENLARGED 13 TIMES

VOLTAGE RATING VS LIFE AT ELEVATED
-EMPERATURE FOR 95% RELIABILITY
300

I

Dotted portion indicctes
region of unreliable operni,r.

COLOR CODE

200

_- _- -- - -

150

000 HOUFS

125

d000 HOURS

100

1

90
80
70

3

YEAR
YEARS

60
50

40
85

0

95

105

115

125

DEGREES CENTIGRADE

GRAPH ABOVE shows outsts r_dil; temperature
and v ultagc characteristics for 915-'0 reliLbility.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Solve critical space and
temperature problems with
subminiature PVZ* capacitors
Low-cost molded units operate from
Now immediately available for exacting applications in commercial and military electronic
equipment, these molded paper capacitors meet
performance requirements of Characteristic " E"
for MIL -C -91A. General Electric's PVZ capacitors are priced substantially lower than comparable metal -clad tubulars. They are designed to
operate for a minimum of one year at +125 C
with no voltage derating.

Completely solid after molding, PVZ capacitors
feature the following advantages:
small size

excellent humidity resistance
high lead -strength

-

55

C

to +125

C

insulated body-solid impregnant
high shock and vibration resistance
color code for easy identification
General Electric PVZ capacitors are available
at 100, 200, 300, and 400 volts. Microfarad ratings
range from .00047 to .15.
If you need a capacitor with the characteristics
described above, ask your General Electric Apparatus Sales Engineer about PVZ tubulars. He
can give you expert application information. He
can also arrange for immediate delivery of PVZ
capacitors from factory stock in most ratings.
For descriptive data write for bulletin GEC -1452
to General Electric, Section 447-2, Schenectady
*Trademark of the General Electric Co.
5, N. Y.

ACTUAL SIZE
diameter by .625"
length to .375" diameter by 1.0625" length. Capacitance ratings
PVZ CAPACITORS range in size from .175"

t

t

t

are available with 20%, 10%, and 5 % tolerances.The color
code indicates microfarads, volts, and capacitance tolerance.

Progress /s Our Most /mporfant Product

GENERAL
www.americanradiohistory.com
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NOISE SOURCE TUBES
Offer unusual stability plus freedom from ambient
temperature corrections

Microwave test equiprneru
in calibrating all
Bendix noise source tubes.
used

As measured sources of noise power in microwave equipment,
Bendix Red Bank noise source tubes offer several distinct

advantages.
First, temperature changes and fluctuations in noise output
present no problems with these tubes, because we make them
so that no correction in noise figures is necessary over the
range from -55°C. to +85°C. Next, our precise quality
control works to close tolerances that produce unusual stability and long life-far beyond that usually found in noise
source measuring equipment.
Finally, as can be seen in the table at right, Bendix Red
Bank noise source tubes cover an extremely wide range of
frequencies, so that there is no difficulty in finding a type to
meet any specific need.
If you have any sort of application in measuring noise and
sensitivity in microwave receiving equipment, check with us
for the most efficient answer. Write RED BANK DIVISION,
BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION, EATONTOWN,

NMA

Tube
Drop
Volts

Nom.
Noise
Rating
db

Mount
Type

250

70

15.2

10°E

8.20-12.40

200

75

15.2

10°E

2.60-3.95

250

80

15.2

10'E

R553/U

18.00-26.50

200

65

15.2

10'E

RG91/U

12.40-18.00

200

70

15.2

10°E

RG69/U

1.12-1.70

250

65

15.2

90°H

RG48/U

2.60-3.95

250

45

15.2

90°H

RG52/U

8.20-12.40

200

115

18.0

10'E

WR 229

3.30-4.90

250

65

15.2

10°E

Frequency

RG49/U

3.95-5.85

RG50/U

5.85-8.20

6357

RG25/U

6358

RG48/U

TD -13

6359

TD -18

6684

RETMA

TD -10

6356

TD -11
TD -12

No.

TD -21
TD -22
TD -23
TD -24

-

Anode
Cur-

rent

Waveguide
gui

Bendix
Type

Ion

Nom.

NEW JERSEY.

West Coast Sales & Service: 117 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif.
Export Sales & Service: Bendix International Division, 205 E.42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
Canadian Distributor: Aviation Electric Ltd., P.O. Box 6102, Montreal, Quebec

58
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solenoid

contactor
extends
proven line

.

This new Size 4 A.C. solenoid contactor is ideal
for use in motor starters and controllers for main
line, accelerating and reversing purposes and
for resistance heating and lamp loads as well.

It's the new Bulletin 4454-incorporating
many advanced design features found on Ward
Leonard's Sizes 0 to 3 contactors. Check these
outstanding features
New sintered -silver-cadmium -oxide contacts
-can repeatedly handle high inrush currents
without a sign of contact welding, excessive
pitting or other damage.
Simple, compact solenoid design-excellent
for modern metal control panels using accessible front -of -board wiring, particularly useful
where panel space is limited.
Available with two or three main poles and
up to 4 side -mounted auxiliaries. Also with provision for mechanical interlocking and addition
of overload relays.
Completely described in Bulletin 4454. Write
for your copy today. The Ward Leonard Electric Co., 30 South Street, Mount Vernon, New
York. (In Canada: Ward Leonard of Canada
7.6
Ltd., Toronto.)

r, Size 4
Solenoid Conta
three-pole, without auxiliaries

:

ENGINEERING DATA
Size

4 A.C. Contactor Ratings'
8-Hour

Enclosed Power Rating

Ampere
Rating

Service
Open

Three Phase

Volts

Enclosed

Across -the -Line

Starting
Across -the -Line
Plug -Stop or

150

135

150

135

1

-Hour
Ampere
Rating

Service

Resistive
Heating

150

Load"

25
50
100

440-550

15

0

220
440 550

logging
11

H.P.

110
220

Single Phase
Volts
N.W.

30

60

Three Phase
Volts
K.W.

110

15

110

220
440
550

30
60

220
440
550

75

26
52
105
130

Tungsten Lamp

Infrared120

Lighting or

Amperes for 250 Volt Circuits or Less

Heating Load"

The ratings listed
Manufacturers

are those
Association.

"These ratings apply to

recommended by the National Electrical

LIVE BETTER

open or enclosed contactors.

ºrrcl>

Q

ARD LEONARD
'ELECTRIC COMPANY

C/lr,'

0411

MOUNT VERNON, N E W YORK

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

Electrically
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DEFINITELY DEPENDABLE!
Aerocom's Dual Automatic Radio Beacon
Reliability is built into every part of this
dual 1000 -watt aerophare unit. Ruggedly
constructed and conservatively rated, it
provides trouble -free unattended service,
and at truly low operating and maintenance cost. It operates in the frequency
range 200-415 kcs, using plug-in crystal
for desired frequency.
Uses single phase power supply, nominal 220 volts, 50 or 60 cycles. Consists of

two

1 kw transmitters with keyer (2
keyers if desired), automatic transfer unit
and weatherproof antenna tuner. Each
transmitter housed in separate standard
rack cabinet, with controls in rack cabinet
between the transmitters.

Nominal carrier power is 1000 watts.
High level plate modulation of final
amplifier is used, giving 30%-35% tone
modulation. P -T switch interrupts tone,
permitting voice operation. Operates in
ambient temperatures from -35°C to 50°C,
humidity up to 95%.

Standby transmitter is placed in operation when main transmitter suffers loss
(or low level) of carrier power or modulation, or continuous (30 sec.) tone. Audible
indication in monitoring receiver tells
when standby transmitter is in operation.

Antenna may be either vertical tower
or symmetrical T type.

Also available in
50 WATT
100 WATT

and
4 KILOWATT

models

3090
60

S.W.

37th AVENUE
Want more information?

MIAMI, FLORIDA
Use post card on

last page.
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The critical moving coil in Weston

ruggedized instruments is insured
against shock damage by these
shock absorbing springs in back
of each jewel bearing ... another
Weston ruggedized first)

The entire instrument mcvement is then cradled on a
shock mount of specially

formulated rubber...assuring continuous dependoble
operation in severest service.

WESTON
kee'"
PANEL INSTRUMENTS
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

Want more information?

Equipment builders can't afford to compromise on
instrumentation where service requirements call for
instruments that will function dependably under severe
impact, shock, moisture or temperature extremes. That's
why approved Weston ruggedized instruments are so
the extra
widely preferred. Their sound basic design
have proved their superiority under
values built-in
the most rigorous field conditions, providing unmatched
performance that more than justifies their cost.
Expanded facilities now make Weston ruggedized
instruments readily available for A -C or D -C needs in a
variety of sizes and ranges. For the complete story,
consult your local Weston representatives, or write .. .
WESTON Electrical Instrument Corp., Newark 12, N. J.

...

Use post card on last page.
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SEE WHY A FENWAL

FITS ITS TASK AND

Standard Differential Expansion Units
are tough at the same time they are sensitive. They have
these features in common: uniform sensitivity throughbuilt-in temperature anticiout the operating range
pation . .. enclosed, tamperproof assembly, direct radiant
heat reception
operating range from -100° F to
600° F.

...

...

Anthat Pin

Non-F.ponding

Well Insulotion

Midget and Miniature Differential Expansion Units
... some no larger than a sugar lump. Actual sizes %"
to 2zá2" for the Midget, and 1 " x %", Miniature. Ideal for
"tight spots" where dependability cannot be sacrificed.
Hermetically -sealed models. Midget temperature range
50° F to 500° F. Miniature
20° F to 275° F.

-

-

Here's How Differential
Expansion Units Work .. .
the control element is a single -metal shell
that expands or contracts instantaneously
with temperature changes, making or
breaking the totally -enclosed electrical
contacts. The standard size, midget and
miniature units all use this principle.

Fapanding Shell

Smut

Conical Points

G.

Stud

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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THERMOS WITCH® UNIT
YOUR DESIGN SO WELL
Positive -Action Performance in

Temperature Control Units in Many Sizes and Shapes
better answer to many a temperature control
situation is to be found on these pages.
In fact Fenwal can furnish you with over 25,000
variations to satisfy your requirements of temperature range, precise control of set point, physical size
A

and current carrying capacity.
Yes, Fenwal THERMOSWITCH units can provide the
answer to your temperature control problems. The
coupon will bring you the specific literature that will
help you most. Fenwal Incorporated, Ashland, Mass.

S.PDT. SNAP SWITCH

ADJUSTING SCREW

PIVOT PINS

OYE RTRAVEL

SPRING,

SPRING SEAT WASHER

-PIPE
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY
OUTER SHELL

ADAPTER

LOADING SPRING
BELLOWS
ACTUATING ROD

EXPANDABLE

Snap -Action Units
control loads up to 20 amps, 115-250 volts A.C., or 10
amps, 125 volts D.C. without relays. Picture shows only
two of twelve basic models available from Fenwal's
Series 20,000 (one switch) and Series 22,000 (two switch)
snap -action units. Specialized units can be assembled for
you from a selection of temperature ranges, headtypes
and mounting styles.

e

LIOUIO

FILL

Here's How Snap -Action Units Work

..

.

the control action comes from an expandable liquid acting
on a bellows assembly which actuates the switch contacts
through a push rod. In Fenwal units, the liquid is outside
the bellows, adjacent to the shell, for shorter heat transfer

path and greater sensitivity.

Fenwal Incorporated
206 Pleasant Street
Ashland, Mass.
Please send me literature and specifications on items checked.
Fenwal Standard THERMOSWITCH units (MC -135A)
Fenwal Midget and Miniature Controls (MC-124B)
Fenwal Snap -Action Temperature Controls (MC -120B and MC -143)
Name

CONTROLS TEMPERATURE

...
ELECTRONICS

PRECISELY

Company
Street
Zone

City

- June

1,

1957
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WHY DEVELOPMENT

ENGINEERS

FAVOR ALLEN -BRADLEY

NEW

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

The new Type K Allen-Bradley variable re-

sistor was developed primarily for use in high
operating temperatures-so common in
military applications. For the first time, a
variable resistor is available with a conservative
rating of 2 watts, operating in 100°C ambient
temperatures, as the graph below shows. However, the new Type K control performs reliably
at a temperature of 150°C-under "no load"
conditions
while at temperatures of 70°C,
it is ultraconservatively rated at 3 watts.
The new Type K control has all the features

hot-molded composition

ariable

...

of the old reliable workhorse-the Type J

esistors

Bradleyometer. With the hot -molded resistance
hype element, control is smooth and without
abrupt resistance changes, and "noise" characteristics are extremely low, even after long
use. Send for Bulletin 5200A.

for high temperature
applications

Allen-Bradley Co.
110 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis.

In Canada-Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd.
Galt, Ont.

----

_L

available

in

resistance values
up to 5 megohms.

Type K single unit with short
shaft and lock -type bushing.

Type K triple unit control
with plain short shaft.

Type K dual element control
with concentric shafts.

_

__

j..,.....

.....

.

_

_....

,..._...

controls exceed
require ñents of Ml`L=R=94A_ ---

«...}_..

Á

_

TYPE K

=

3

_

....

¿.

Y

4.#1

tfNTYE

Type K dual element control
with 25 v line switch.
1

Type K single unit variable
resistor with long shaft.

3

4-IpE

2

TYPE J

ALLEN -BRADLEY
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
Cpl`
64

Qtu11LiT!

=/

0

0

--

90

K

.

110

COMPARISON BETWEEN TYPE

K

130
15 0
AND TYPE J VARIABLE

RESISTOR POWER RATINGS VS. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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The tube that makes

present computer
indicator system designs

obsolete...

Amperex 6977

subminiature indicator tube
Monitors Transistorized Circuits
with higher information density
with simpler associated circuitry
without ionization- and deionization-time problem s
with increased circuit protection
with lower power requirements
with lower cost per unit
with ultra -compact assembly on printed circuit boards

The AMPEREX 6977 is a high -vacuum filamentary subminiature indicator triode which gives a bright blue-green indication when the control grid is at zero potential. It has been
developed specifically for transistorized computers, where
its high input impedance and small signal requirements
enable it to monitor the transistor circuits without loading
them and affecting their operation. It replaces the conventional and much more expensive high -voltage transistor and
neon lamp combination so far used in transistor computers
for the same purpose. Since its high input impedance permits
the use of a series grid resistor, it will not short out the
transistor circuit if it should ever fail. Manufactured with
special computer tube techniques, the 6977 is designed for
20,000 hours life.

i

\

-6
IOO.00Oß..

TRAR61YTOR CIRCUIT

TYPICAL CIRCUIT

1 volt, 30 ma, AC or DC. The anode
will draw only 0.5 ma from a 50 volt DC supply during the
zero -bias "on" condition. A 3.0 volt DC voltage is sufficient
to cut-off plate current and light. Write for data sheet to
Semiconductor and Special Purpose Tube Division, Amperex
Electronic Corp., 230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L.I., N.Y.

Heater voltage is only

"%%/

///.ye%/siiÑA.;.

%.7M.. _.r:
:
ask Amperex
\lKq7n%/
\\\itN/1//!%
about products and services for the
\\\\\\I/Ní/Jr//
www.americanradiohistory.com

computer industry

no other

transmitting tube

but the

gives you

screen grid

5.5 watts useful power in load (ICAS)
up to 500 Mc at maximum ratings
in a miniature envelope

AM»

dii

_

Mil

unsurpassed for low -power UHF
transmitter applications ... saves entire stages
in original equipment design
AMPLIFIER, CLASS C, FM

Frequency
Plate Voltage
Screen Grid Voltage
Control Grid Bias
Plate Current
Screen Grid Current
Control Grid Current
Driving Power
Plate Input Power
Plate Dissipation
Screen Grid Dissipation
Output Power
Useful Power in Load

Operating Conditions
C.C.S.

I.C.A.S.

500 Mc/s
180 V
180 V
-20 V

500 Mc/s
200 V
200 V
-20 V

2x27.5 mA
11 mA
2x1 mA
1.0 W
2x5 W
2x2.1 W

2x30 mA
13 mA
2x1 mA
1.0 W
2x6 W
2x2,25 W
2.6 W
7.5 W
5.6 W

W
5.8 W
4.5 W
2

--=----

-

The Amperex `FRAME -GRID' CONSTRUCTION insures extreme accuracy
of interelectrode spacing, the secret of
the 6939's brilliant performance. The relatively massive metal frame acts as a
heat -sink, safely limiting control -grid
temperature.

Write for detailed data sheets to Communications Tube Division, Amperex
Electronic Corporation, 230 Duffy
Avenue, Hicksville, L. I., New York.

ask Amperex
for applications engineering assistance on your communications tube problems

www.americanradiohistory.com

control grid

NEW TRANSISTOR -CURVE TRACER
obrilpuire
HIGH COLLECTOR CURRENT
PNP transistor, collector current vs
collector voltage with constant -current
base steps Collector sweep is 0 to
5 v with a 0.25 -ohm load, base current is 50 ma/step. Vertical deflection is 1000 mo/div, horizontal 0.5

has 10 -AMPERE COLLECTOR SUPPLY
2.4 -AMPERE BASE SUPPLY

Displays 4 to

12

curves per family

with input current from

r/div.

MICROAMP/STEP
to 200 MILLIAMPS/STEP
1

net frs r*assnrOn-CURvf

!RAGE*

HIGH INPUT CURRENT
PNP transistor, collector current vs
collector voltage with base grounded
and constant -current emitter steps.
Collector sweep is 0 to 1.5 v, emitter

r^---sx

current 200 ma/step. Vertical deflection is 200 ma/div, horizontal 0.1
v/div. Zero voltage is at center scale.

s*E

cenuuo*

LOW INPUT CURRENT

transistor, collector current vs
collector voltage with constant -current
base steps. Collector sweep is 0 to
1.5 r, base current
microomp/step.
Vertical deflection is 10 microamp/
div, horizontal 0.1 r/div.
NPN

1

The Tektronix Type 575 traces characteristic curves for both PNP
and NPN transistors on the face of a cathode-ray tube. Seven differ ent types of curves can be plotted. Vertical deflection is calibrated in collector current,
base voltage, base current and base source voltage. Horizontal deflection is calibrated in
collector voltage, base voltage, base current and base source voltage. Collector current
supply is capable of 10 amperes from 0 to 20 v, 1 ampere from 0 to 200 v. Constant current
or constant voltage step supply to either base or emitter is calibrated in 17 values from
1 microamp/step to 200 milliamps/step, and in 5 values from 0.01 v/step to 0.2 v/step
with 24 values of driving resistance from 1 ohm to 22 kilohms. Input steps are adjustable
from 4 to 12 per family, with repetitive or single-family display.

First shipments of the Type
575 are expected to be

made

during October,

7957, Please keep in touch
with your Tektronix Field
Engineer or Representative

for current details.

TYPE

ENGINEERS-interested

in

fur-

thering the advancement of the
oscilloscope? We have openings
for men with creative design ability. Please write Richard Ropiequet,
Vice President, Engineering.

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

575 TRANSISTOR -CURVE TRACER
f.

o b

...

$925

Portland, Oregon

Tektronix, Inc.
P. O. Box 831
Portland 7, Oregon
Phone Cypress 2-2611
TWX-PD 265
Cable: TEKTRONIX

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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VERSATILE!

for use as:
Frequency Ratio Meters
Digital Phase Meters
Nuclear Counters
Digital Flow Computers
"Slave" EPUT* or Time Interval Meters
High Speed Digital Counters

7050 (100 kc) and 7060 (1 mc) counters
offer both manual and electronic gating for extreme versatility. Gate
control signals may be of any frequency from d.c. to maximum counting
rate of the instrument, with no restrictions as to input waveform.
Measurements are presented digitally on new larger, brighter DCU
panels. Both models will operate directly into Berkeley remote in -line,
in -plane readout units, digital printers, or data converters to operate
strip chart recorders, electric typewriters, card or tape punches.
ALL -NEW Berkeley Models

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS, PRICES
Model 7050
Max. Counting Rate:
Readout Capacity:

Sensitivity:
Input Impedance:
Input Circuits:
Power Requirements:

100 kc

l

me

digit

6

digit

5

If you have high speed counting and measurement applications or
problems, it will pay you well to investigate Berkeley intruments now.
As originators of high speed digital electronic counting instrumentation, we can offer you the most thoroughly -proved instruments in the
field, plus practical engineering aid in the development of complete
measurement, data reduction or control systems. Why not drop us
a line? Please address Dept. G6

Model 7060

0.1 volt rms
10 megohm, d.c or a.c. coupled

Step attenuators with ± 1, ± 10 or
volt adjustable trigger level ranges
117 volt a.c.

±

(±10%), 200 watts

Dimensions:

(Cabinet) 101/4"H x 203/4"W x 161/"D

Price (f.o.b. factory)

(Rack)8x/4"Hx 19"Wx16"D
$645.00
I
$545.00

100

121

Beekman. Berkeley Division
Richmond 3, California
"'Trademark

66
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Isolated microwave relay installations must
be reliable and require the extra performance
factors of mechanical and electrical design
found only in ANDREW Parabolic Antennas.
Thousands of installations serving over a million channel miles of microwave have proven
their superiority.
ANDREW offers a complete range of sizes
and frequencies. Specify ANDREW Antennas for
your microwave system. Here is a representative selection of stock antennas.
TYPE NUMBERS OF STOCK PARABOLIC ANTENNAS

ANDREW Type Number

Frequency Range
(MC)

890- 920
920. 960
1700-1850
1850-1990
1990.2110
2450-2700
3750.4200
5925-6425
6575-7125
7125-7425

TYPE P4-71

freq. Barge

7125-7'25 M

Max. YeAR
Min. Gain Over.

1.10

tselrepic
ìide .obe Level

36.8 db

-24.0 lb

inputC6rnectlon UG-343A/U
Pressurized
(Max. 15 PSI)

4

ft. dia.

1004A-1
1004A-2
2004A-1
2004A-2
2004A-3

P4.59
P4-65
P4-71

6

ft. dia.

1006A-1
1006A-2
2006A-1
2006A-2
2006A-3
P6-24
P6-59
P6.65
P6.71

8

ft. dia.

10

ft. dia.

1010A-1
1010A-2
2010A-1
2010A-3
2010A-3

2008A-1
2008A-3
2008A-3

P10-24
PS8-37
P8-59
P8-65
P8-71

P10-59
P10-65

P10-71

Specifications of these and other stock antennas and special design antennas are available
by consulting theANDREW Sales Engineer in
your area or by writing to:

CORPORATION
595 EAST 75th

Offices: New York

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Boston

Los

CHICAGO 19

Angeles

Toronto

Get Sharper, Truer Color TV Pictures
New tapered -hole aperture mask reduces beam diffusion . . .
minimizes false color
can be used in present design picture tubes

...

tapered -hole aperture mask. See how electron beam
passes through hole without diffusion. Hole dimensions: .010
in. small diameter; .015 in. large diameter. There are nearly
500,000 of these holes in each mask-all controlled to
close tolerance.
NIEW

Here's another long step forward toward better color televisionone that doesn't require radical changes in circuitry or picture tube
construction. It's an improved aperture mask made by Superior Tube*
that can be used in the picture tubes you are now using.
Ideally, an aperture mask should have zero thickness. Because electrons
impinging on the walls of cylindrical holes are deflected out of the
narrow beam and sometimes strike adjacent color dots instead of the
single dot they are directed at. The result is a hazy picture or false
color. But with these new Superior Tube tapered -hole aperture masks,
beam diffusion is practically eliminated. The walls of the tapered holes
lie outside the path of beam electrons-even at the extreme edges of
the picture. The electrons see only the holes.
These new aperture masks demonstrate how accurate and to what
close tolerances Superior Tube can fabricate metal components. For
complete information, write for Data Memo No. 5. Superior Tube
Company, 2500 Germantown Ave., Norristown, Pa.
'Manufactured by Superior Tube Co. under license frorneBuckbee Mears, Co., St. Paul, Minn.
Other parts Superior Tube makes for use in 'color TV receivers include three
different types of disc cathodes (miniature, narrow neck and standard), seamless
anodes, and a complete line of sleeve-type cathodes. Superior Tube is the
world's largest independent supplier of cathodes for use its electron tubes.

eigeperWx,Zbde
The big name in small tubing
OLDstoylindrical hole aperture mask. Electrons st .
aperlthe walls are scattered over several dots.

68

NORRISTOWN, PA.
Johnson & Hoffman Mfg. Corp., Mineola, N.Y.-an affiliated company making precision metal stampin
and deep -drawn parts such as those used in the electron guns that go with this new cathode.

Want more information? Use post cord on lost page.
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Compare

LEACH before

Your own tests will prove
why so many critical buyers
specify Leach relays

1

you buy

Test any Leach relay against any comparable relay on the
market. You'll learn in your own laboratory why the aircraft,
missile and avionic industries have learned to look for the
Leach label when they're looking for:
Resistance to greater shock and vibration
Dependability at higher temperatures
Space -saving design
Outstanding reliability
That's why you find designers depending more and more
on Leach when system reliability is vital and components
must not fail!

\

jzI

/,

1.

l

Co

J

QD(0
(0

) °eL)

(°

(c)

---

Leach's family of

Solder terminals

Potted leads

Screw terminals

relays... offering

-

---

1

Plugin

the important advantages emphasized above
Send for the latest Leach Relay

¡tandbook... your hest starting point
when selecting any relay.

LEACH

CORPORATION

LEACH RELAY DIVISION
5915 AVALON BLVD., LOS ANGELES 3, CALIFORNIA

DISTRICT OFFICES AND REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U.S. AND CANADA

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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Once the data is on magnetic tape, there
still remains the job of analyzing it.
You can convert it to digital values,
manually measure and sample it, and feed
it to a digital computer on punched cards
... but that takes considerable time
and effort by skilled personnel. Rather
than limit the number of analyses taken
and the length of samples analyzed, labs
are turning to direct analog analysis,
which merits consideration by speeding
reduction ... permitting larger samples
... increasing statistical reliability.
A-

how automatic wave analyzers speed analog data reduction,
improve statistical reliability
Automatic wave analysis is probably the least complicated technique for reducing analog data.
Feed the taped data to an analyzer, flip the switch, and a complete Fouriér series is automatically plotted and printed in permanent record form. There are no

can visualize results immediately
without any further curve tracing.
Multichannel inputs permit you
to analyze as many as seven channels of data simultaneously. But
the ultimate in automation is provided by the addition of a Davies

intermediate steps, and what

which you can program for serial
analysis of up to 14 channels,
changing tape speed, bandwidth,
and output as you desire
all

little the operator has to do can
be trusted to relatively unskilled

Automatic Channel Selector,

...

personnel.
Both of the two models available from Davies can accurately
plot Fouriér series data as either
amplitude versus frequency or
power versus frequency at the flip
of a selector switch. Both are also
equipped with a "quick look"
facility. Model 9020A provides a
quick analysis across its frequency
range of 3 cps. to 2 kc in 6 minutes;
Model 9050A across its range of
3 cps. to 10 kc in just 15 minutes.
Linear or square law output, as
desired, is recorded by a Brown
ElectroniK Potentiometer as a
large, easily readable plot. You

without any further attention.
It must be conceded that,
while Davies Analyzers do provide
high amplitude accuracy across
wide frequency ranges, no analog
analysis equipment could provide
the point accuracy of manual and
digital computer methods. But too
often, that point accuracy is only
achieved at the expense of reliable
results. The speed with which
Davies Automatic Wave Analyzers can run through data-in as
little as 3% of the time required
by digital methods-permits such
large samples to be analyzed that

70
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the statistical reliability of the
overall result remains unequalled.
That's why Davies Analyzers,
first designed for aircraft studies,
have since been successfully applied to vibration, noise, shock,
and flutter analysis in vehicles,
aircraft, missiles, and ships . . .
seismic interpretation
powerline disturbance analysis ... noise
analysis
and any number of
other phenomena characterized
by randomly fluctuating data.
You'll find considerable additional information on Davies
Automatic Wave Analyzers, how
they operate, and what you can
expect from them in the way
of specific performance characteristics in Bulletin 9001. Write
Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator
Co., Davies Laboratories Division,
10721 Hanna Street, Beltsville,
Maryland, or call Webster 5-2700.

...

...

Hóiiëÿwéll
DAVIES

LABORATORIES
June

1,

1957
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- ELECTRONICS

PRECISION CERAMICS
High Strength -Low Loss
Your best buy for uses requiring rugged strength,
low dielectric loss, precision tolerances. Dependable
performance. Produced by the source offering widest
choice of specialized ceramic compositions in the
field. Withstand high temperatures. Hard. Minimize
chipping, breaking. Chemically inert. Permanently
rigid. Cannot rust, corrode or deteriorate with time.
Wide latitude of shapes and sizes. Pressed
exmachined. The right equipment for every
truded
operation, every size order . . . to improve quality,
decrease cost. Rapid delivery of uniform parts. Prototypes available
small lots for test purposes without special tooling.

...

...

...

VERSATILE AlSiMag 196 STARS
IN SUCH APPLICATIONS AS THESE:
Mounting Plates

Atomic
Applications
Appliance Parts

Spacers

Standoffs
Supports

Bobbins
Bushings

Switchbacks

Coil Forms

Terminal Boards
Transformer
Bushings

Dowels
Grommets

Trimmers

High Frequency
Insulators

Tube Parts

Why not investigate the many advantages of
AlSiMag 196 for your application? Sketch or blueprint, together with details of operation, will bring
you complete information.
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you need

Allake

w+Phfuyfo-

Mercury -to -Mercury contact of Adlake Relays gives
ideal snap-action with no pitting, sticking or burning.
Hermetically sealed at the factory so dust, dirt, moisture cannot affect them.
Time delay characteristics are fixed and nonadjustable.
Adlake Relays are quiet, chatterless and require no
maintenance whatever.
If you have a control problem, our engineers will be happy to
help you solve it. There's no obligation. Write The Adams
& Westlake Company, 1171 N. Michigan, Elkhart, Indiana.

relays

The

Adams & Westlake

Company

ELKHART, INDIANA
CHICAGO
original and largest manufacturers of plunger -type relays
NEW YORK

72

Want more information?
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Tuning Fork Resonators, the ultimate in

3

precision audio frequency control.
PHONE OR WRITE
for complete information regarding component
type Tuning Fork Resonators, and variously
packaged Frequency Standards, Oscillators,
Drivers, and Frequency Dividers.

133

PHILAMON
90

LABORATORIES

INC.

Hopper Street, Westbury, Long Island, N. Y. EDgewood 3-1700

www.americanradiohistory.com

MASS SPECTROMETER SEPARATES
ELECTRON PARTICLES

This mass spectrometer for basic
research in the petroleum industry
required an extremely stable, high intensity field which could be
varied.
This assembly, which incorporates a massive 1,300 -pound Indiana Alnico permanent magnet,
provided the answer. It has a
maximum field strength of 6,000
gauss, and stability is maintained
without the use of complex control equipment normally associated with electromagnets.

ELECTRONIC "BRAIN" SENSITIVITY
DEPENDS ON ALNICO

NUCLEAR RESONANCE RESEARCH
UNIT USES 1,000 -LB. MAGNET

This electronic computer manufacturer required a permanent magnet
housing for the magnetic tape
reader and recorder unit of the
processing machine in order to improve sensitivity.
Using Alnico for this housing
brought on immediate improvement in signal strength . . . and
better sensitivity because of the
magnet's high efficiency.

The University of Chicago, renown in the field of basic research,
required a high intensity magnetic
field to extend their research in
nuclear resonance.
This huge permanent magnet assembly, containing over 1,000
pounds of Indiana Alnico, produces a field of 6,750 gauss. The
stability
an inherent quality of
permanent magnets
is maintained without the use of costly
controls.

-

-

three unusual products use Alnico permanent
magnets plus creative design ... by Indiana
How

These dramatic examples of the use
of Alnico permanent magnets illustrate how the creative engineering
and manufacturing skill of The Indiana Steel Products Company have
combined to meet the critical re-

quirements of three unusual
products.
This same experience can be put to
work for you, too
regardless of
application. Indiana offers the larg-

...

est staff of magnet engineers and the
most complete research and production facilities in the world to assist
in the development of permanent
magnets for use in your products.
Be sure your new designs incorporate the most efficient and economical magnet! Contact Indiana, today,

for engineering assistance and recommendations--without cost or obligation, of course!

You can expect from Indiana:
Uniform, high energy

magnets
24 -hour service on
"stocked" Alnico V
magnets for your product
development work
Engineering assistance with
new magnet designs-no
cost or obligation

World's most complete
magnet production and
research facilities

For your product development work, Indiana stocks o

wide variety of standard Alnico V magnets-available immediately
in experimental quantities. Write for Catalog

THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY

I l -A6

VALPARAISO, INDIANA

World's largest manufacturer of permanent magnets
N CANADA: The

74

Indiana Steel Products Company of Canada Limited

INDIANA
PERMANENT
MAGNETS

Kitchener, Ontario

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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MAGNETIC COMPONENTS IN
PROTOTYPE OR PRODUCTION RUNS

Annediig Electronic Core:.

Moloney manufactures a line of quality components
for electronic applications that comply in detail to
or to your
ASA, RETMA, Mil -T standards
particular requirements. Moloney manufactures for
electronics the following products

...

40,000,000 watt Pulse Gener stor
for testing Electrcnic components,

Typical Dry Type
Plate Transformer.

Plate and Filament Transformers Chokes Unit
Rectifiers Modulation Transformers and Reactors
Pulse Transformers and Charging Chokes Developmental Magnetic Components HyperCores for
Magnetic Components

Typical Unit Rectifier.

Moloney utilizes industry's finest test facilities for
the testing of magnetic components in unlimited
KVA and voltage ratings.
MES]-

ELECTRIC COMPANY

M O L O N E Y

Manufacturers of Transformers for Utilities, Industry,
and Electronic Applications
SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINICPAL CITIES
FACTORIES AT ST. LOUIS 20, MO. AND TORONTO, ONT., CANADA

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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transformer-the world's most
owerful and ler,est (over 49,000 lbs.)
Pulse

Use post card on
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HyperCores far
electronic applications.
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Dependable Electrical Protection
BUSS FUSES OPERATE PROPERLY
Under all Service Conditions . . .

...

To assure unfailing
HERE'S WHY
dependability, BUSS fuses are electronically
tested. A sensitive device automatically rejects
any fuse not correctly calibrated, properly constructed and right in all physical dimensions.
Because of this careful testing, you can rely
on BUSS fuses to provide maximum protection
against damage due to electrical faults. And
just as important, BUSS fuses eliminate useless, irritating shutdowns due to faulty fuses
blowing needlessly.
As a result, BUSS fuses help to assure that
your product will operate as intended ... thus,
BUSS fuses help to maintain the reputation of

BUSS fuses are made to

your product for quality and service.
It's just good business to standardize on
BUSS fuses-the line is complete.
Save engineering time and money on spelin electrical protection. The
BUSS fuse engineers, in the world's largest
fuse research laboratory, will work with you to
find the right answer. If possible, a fuse or fuse holder already available in wholesalers' stocks
will be selected, so that your equipment can
easily be serviced.
For more information on BUSS and FUSETRON Small Dimension fuses and fuseholders
... Write for bulletin SFB. Bussmann Mfg. Co.
(Div. of McGraw-Edison Co.), University at Jeffer-

cial problems

son, St. Louis 7, Mc.

protect-not to

blow, needlessly
TRUSTWORTHY NAMES IN
f LECTRICAL PROTECTION

BUSS

65¡

76

Makers of a complete
line of fuses for home,
farm,
commercial,
electronic, automotive
soo.
and industrial

Wont more information? Use post card

cat

last page.
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in radar load isolators, too

+

CRUCIBLE PERMANENT MAGNETS
give maximum energy.

,

.

minimum size

Special applications, such as radar load isolators, demand compact but powerful
magnet assemblies. And this is but one of the many places where the consistently higher
energy product provided in Crucible Alnico magnets pays off.
These Crucible Alnico permanent magnets can be sand cast, shell molded, or
investment cast to exact size, shape or tolerance requirements ... and in any size
from a mere fraction of an ounce to hundreds of pounds.
The design and production of permanent magnets has been a Crucible specialty ever
since Alnico alloys were discovered. It's one of the good reasons why so many
people bring their magnet applications to Crucible. Why don't you? Crucible Steel
Company of America, The Oliver Building, Mellon Square, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

CRUCIBLE

first name in special purpose steels

Crucible Steel Company of America
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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Ucinite Magnetron Connectors
Ucinite manufactures a variety of special
connectors for the heater and heater cathode terminals of magnetrons. Many
of these have been adapted for special applications as to size and function to meet
the sealing and mounting requirements of

high temperature and high altitude operation and other special conditions.
Connectors are coaxial in construction
and can be supplied with built-in capaci-

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLIES

Utini e

tors for added protection. Connecting
leads of any length can be furnished to
customer's specifications.
With an experienced staff of design engineers, plus complete facilities for volume
production, Ucinite is capable of supplying
practically any need for metal or metal and-plastics assemblies. Call your nearest
Ucinite or United -Carr representative for
full information or write directly to us.

The
UCINITE CO.

Spetialis[s in
ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLIES,

Newtonville 60, Mass.
Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp.
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HOW MANY WAYS CAN

er
CUT COSTS

FOR YOU?

POLYETHYLENE
MOUNTING FOOT
No mar, no scratch

glide for

use on TV

receivers, record
changers, small appliances, etc. Assembles into round hole
in wood or metal
cabinets.

How many of your products employ
laborious, old-fashioned fastening methods where simple fasteners could do the
job and cut costs, too? How
many parts and sub -assemblies can be adapted to include a selffastening feature? How many future
products could be improved by advance
planning for fastener efficiency?

United-Carr's engineering staff offers you a wealth of experience in the design of special-purpose fasteners and
self-fastening devices. Large-scale manufacturing facilities
(including in -plant plastics molding equipment) ensure
economical, volume production and prompt deliveries.
United-Carr field representatives are ready to call on you
at your request.

NYLON SNAP -IN NUT

QUICKEY FASTENER

Snaps into square
hole stamped out of

Eliminates need for
welding or swaging
studs to sheet metal

...

sheet metal
provides secure anchorage for any sheet
metal or selftop-

stampings, facilitates nesting, elimin-

ates damage in
transit because

ping screw... highly

effective electrical

Quickey snaps in before final assembly.

insulator.

THREAD CUTTING FASTENER
Re-usable,

self-lock-

ing, vibration -proof
fastener cuts clean,
deep threads on un-

threaded chrome plated studs. Available for ''/s", 3/6" and
ria"

studs.

TRIMOUNT STUDS

PLUG BUTTONS

FISHTAIL RATCHET PLATE

Snap into 3-ö" to 3"
dia. holes. Can be
embossed with orna-

Holds on smooth,
die-cast metal or

Hold

plastic studs to anchor name plates,
trade marks etc. on
appliances, automobiles, electronic apparatus, etc.

rial together. Easily

mental or functional
various
designs
finishes, shapes and

...

sizes.

two or more
thicknesses of mateinstalled by hand. Insure vibration proof

attachment. Permanent or removable.
Many shapes and
sizes.

V -LOCK TEENUT
Re -usable,

self-locking, one-piece, all metal nut has high

SOL -A -NUT

DURABLE DOT FASTENER

Self-locking, rust -

Snap fastener for

less, heat resistant.

cloth, leather, plastics and other mate-

Sturdy, one-piece
stainless steel construction prevents
corrosion if nicked

tensile strength, is
unaffected by heat
or oils. In various
shapes, sizes and

rials. Positiveclosure, instant release.

Black, nickel or brass

finish.

or scratched.

metals.

CARR FASTENER COMPANY
Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp., Cambridge 42, Massachusetts
MAKERS OF

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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FASTENERS
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What happens to soldered joints
at "fifty. below"?
"Dutch Boy" solder specialists tell
how to make sure they hold when cold
Push temperature down and
lead's strength goes up without

-

major loss in ductility.
Not so with tin. Below 18°F,
tin may suffer allotropic transformation. Gets brittle. Changes

-

color.

Recent "Dutch Boy" research
shows, as you might expect, that
lead -tin solders tend to split this
difference in rough proportion.
A 50-50 solder, for example,
yields joints with higher tensiles
at -75°F than at room temperature. But it's more brittle. At

Increasing the lead content

lowers the temperature at which
joints retain good ductility. But
strength does not increase as
rapidly as temperatures go down.
Up to 15%, tin content has
little effect on ductility. Beyond
that, the loss in ductility (and in
impact and fatigue resistance)
that occurs as temperatures go below -18°F should be considered.

joints fail first.

Allotropic change in tin may
be inhibited with antimony
For makers of aircraft, missile
and arctic electronic equipment,
and for others whose products
meet with extreme low temperatures, a recent proposed change

80

Want more information? Use post card on

-75°F

the joined metals still
fail before the joint. Further
down the temperature scale,

Yost

page.
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in Government specs is of interest.
This proposal, which calls for
0.2 to 0.5% antimony in solders
in the 40 to 70% tin range, is
based on investigations showing
that antimony inhibits allotropic
change in tin as the thermometer
falls.
Your "Dutch Boy" Solder specialist is well informed on this
and other frontier areas of solder
technology now under investigation at National Lead Labora-

tories and elsewhere. Use his
specialized knowledge freely. Or
write National Lead Company,
111 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y.

SOLDER AND FLUXES
June 1, 1957
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Accessories for Ferrac Amplifiers
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aircraft spark plug, showing the two concentric insulating sleeves of
"Teflon." Two sleeves are used to provide extra protection against dielectric failure.

Exploded view of

Insure trouble -free design
with R/M GìÇ&» products
For thousands of electrical applications
"Teflon" has proved to be the best
material because of its combination
of properties-electrical, thermal and
mechanical. It permits compactness of

design, and because of its resiliency
and toughness, components made from
it often simplify installation. R/M
Tape handles easily, conforms well to
corners and unusual shapes, can be
readily adapted for automatic wrapping.
Here are some of the electrical
properties of R/M "Teflon":
1. Power factor
less than 0.0003 over

-

2.

entire spectrum from 60 cycles to
30,000 megacycles.
Volume resistivity
greater than 101'
ohm -cm, even after prolonged soaking in water.

-

RM
RAYBESTOS-MANHATTAN,

resistivity- 3.6 x 101' ohms
even at 100% humidity.
4. Good arc -resistance- on exposure to
an arc, the material vaporizes, leaving no carbonized path.
5. High short -time dielectric strengthvalues range from 1000 to 2000
volts per mil, depending on thickness.
6. Resists high temperatures
electrical
properties are essentially unchanged
up to at least 400°F.
Take advantage of R/M's long experience in developing the potentials
3. Surface

-

of "Teflon" for the electrical industry.
We fabricate "Teflon" to your specifications or supply it in rods, sheets,
tubes, wire and tape in all standard
color codings. Send for our bulletin
"R/M Teflon Products."
A Du Pont trademark

RAYBESTOS-MANHATTAN, INC.
PLASTIC PRODUCTS DIVISION, MANHEIM, PA.
FACTORIES:

Bridgeport, Conn.; Manheim, Pa.; No. Charleston, S.C.; Passaic, N.J.; Neenah, Wis.; Crawfordsvilte, Ind.;
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada

INC., Engineered Plastics
Asbestos Textiles
Mechanical Packings
Industrial Rubber
Sintered Metal Products
Brake Linings
Brake Blocks
Clutch Facings
Laundry Pads and Covers
Industrial Adhesives

Abrasive and Diamond Wheels

82
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Bowling Balls
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FROM TRANSISTOR CENTER, U.S.A.

Writ...a
For Reliable Per ormañce

full selection o

... Stability

o

MINIATURE LOW LEVEL AUDIO TRANSISTORS (25 mw)

general purpose micro-miniature low level transistor, typical beta of
100, 15 db maximum noise figure
10 db maximum noise figure version of 2N207
5 db maximum noise figure version of 2N207
50 volt version of 2N207
Special versions of the 2N207 to selected beta ranges are available.

2N207

2N207A
2N207B
T0031
1011111111111111»

HIGH FREQUENCY, HIGH GAIN (MICRO ALLOY) TRANSISTOR

combines high frequency response with high gain for general purpose
high frequency applications and switching circuits, typical fmax 60 mc

11166

HIGH FREQUENCY SILICON TRANSISTORS (150 mw)

general purpose, 10 mc silicon transistor
high speed silicon switch for speeds up to 5
tremely low switch resistance

T1025
TI 159

mc

characterized by ex-

HIGH FREQUENCY SURFACE BARRIER TRANSISTORS
ACTUAL
SIZE

general purpose, minimum fmax = 30 mc, beta over 10.5
general purpose, good beta control (11-33)

SB100

2N344/
SB101

general purpose, higher beta (25-110)

2N345/
SB102

2N346/

J

general purpose, higher minimum fmax (60 mc)

SB103

2N128

2N129
2N240
2N299
2N300
11050

general purpose, with military specifications, beta 19-66, minimum
fmax 45 mc
general purpose, with military specifications, beta over 11.5
switching transistor, f d b> 30 mc
for tuned amplifiers, military specifications, 20 db minimum power gain
at 10 mc, minimum fmax 90 mc
for video amplifiers, 50 mc minimum current gain bandwidth product,
fmax over 85 mc
high frequency transistor for 50 mc oscillator mixers and 10.15 mc
bandpass amplifiers, 22 db typcal power gain at 10 mc
Other types with special parameter controls are available.
MEDIUM POWER ALLOY JUNCTION AUDIO TRANSISTORS (100 mw)

2N223
T1000
11001
2N224
2N226

39-120 beta driver transistor
45-85 beta version of 2N223
70-120 beta version of 2N223
high gain output transistor, 2N225 is a matched pair
medium gain version of 2N224, 2N227 is a matched pair
Versions of the 2N224 with various beta ranges and higher betas are
available singly or in matched pairs.

11040

40 volt, 7 watt powertransistor, thermal drop 3°C/w maximum
40 volt, 10 watt power transistor, thermal drop 2.5°C/w maximum
60 volt, 12.5 watt power transistor
80 volt, 12.5 watt power trans'stor

AUDIO POWER TRANSISTORS

T1041

11167
T1168

e!

Oper

Proven performance of Philco
Hermetically Sealed Transistors
has made them the basis for
design in commercial and military applications where reliability is the major consideration.
Philco transistors range from
the world's smallest germanium
transistors now in production
to silicon transistors with excellent performance at temperatures from -60°C to +150°C.

Philco produces a wide
range of transistors designed
for special applications in accordance with customer requirements. The Philco Micro -Alloy
Transistor is in production.
Specifications and design quantities are available. New and
exciting transistor types, such
as the Philco Micro -Alloy Graded Base Transistor, are now
in development. In keeping
with our policy, specifications
will be made available as soon
as these units reach pilot production and are available in
design quantities.
Make Philco your prime source for
complete transistor application information ... write to Lansdale Tube
Company, Dept. 1-2, Lansdale, Penna.
Regional offices-Merchandise 'Mart Plaza,
Chicago 54, 111.-10589 Santa Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Calif.

PHILCO CORPORATION
LANSDALE TUBE COMPANY DIVISION
LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA
www.americanradiohistory.com

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
SCIENTISTS experienced in
RADAR

and

COUNTER MEASURES

AIR DEFENSE

MISSILE GUIDANCE DATA REDUCTION
COMMUNICATIONS UNDERWATER ORDNANCE

CHECKOUT AND GROUND SUPPORT

DFI's modern headquarters for engi-

neering research and development.

Electronic and Mechanical Personnel

For trained, experienced men (advanced degree preferred) with creative
ability,ability,.Dulcittvvslrojnchatti offers challenging work and an unusual opportunity.
We are looking for those who have grown into the systems field via the

-

equipment research and development road
and who have the ability to
conceive completely new approaches to highly difficult problems .. .
men who can spearhead major technical break-throughs
and
who can coordinate all phases of project effort.

...

In return we offer permanent career opportunities at DFI where:
You will work in an independent research and development organization
incorporated in 1935 and showing a history of steady growth serving

both military and commercial clients
the employees own the corporation (over 100 senior employee-stockholders)
a pension trust and a merit bonus return 621/2% of all profits to the employees
in a combination of annuities, cash and stock
the "fringe" benefits include such things as a very liberal paid vacation
schedule and an educational refund plan. Leading educational centers nearby
professional freedom, mutual trust, challenging work and a dynamic, growing
organization are combined into the proper atmosphere for stimulating
creative development.
If you are interested write to James E. Burnett, Vice President,
giving pertinent professional information. All information
will be treated in complete confidence.

pLANNED

IERfilt
PRODUCTS

Dull nu Ijon.,Drul ugui
incorporated 1935

4241 Fulton Parkway

Cleveland 9, Ohio
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For your

New Jersey, Madison

Arisen& Phoenix
KENNE> SHIMWAY
919 N. First S:reet

convenience ...

L.

A

LIVERA & ASSOC.

4 Green

Village Road

(Also New York City)

Calilonia,
Los Angeles 16

SUPER SERVICE

E.

New York, Binghamton

t®ER1S

V.

JAMES F. NEWLON

& AS3CCIATES
5468 V+ Washington Blvd.

New York. Buttaio 21

California,
i'edweod City

RICHARD
P. O.

.ICHABC S. BREED

HERMETIC
LS'

t

94 Henry Street

l Rera'o Cart

E.

MORAN

Box 75

New York, Jamaica 35

Coone.t cut, Canaan

EDWARD POLK

tICHAe

POWELL

144-15 Hillside Avenue

IALLIHAN

New York,

P

E.

Esor 797

0.

WILLIeAd

J.

New Hartford

Eoe 79;

DANIEL WORKMAN

1linois, Chic Igo
IERRY COLTN CO.
2750 West North Ave.
Indiana, Indianapolis

Complete "on the Spot" Engineering Service
Coast -to -Coast, in Canada and Overseas

P. 0. Box

296

New York, New York 22
1

ROBERT O. VVHITESEU

HOLLIDAYHATHAWAY
CO., INC.
120 East 56th St.

& ASSOC.

6620

Large Strategically -Located Staff Provides
Engineering Service When You Need It!

Wasiington St.

E.

Kansas, ShaYnee

WILBJE E. GOLL
1051: y. 5Eth Terrace

New York, Syracuse
DAVID S. LAUNT
0. Box 156

P.

Ohio, Madeira

Fast, Economical, Experience -Proven
Solutions to Your Sealing Problems!

Mast, Cambridge

ARNOLD JOHNSON

GLENN M. -lATHAWAY

7287 Thomas Drive

ELECLFONICS. INC.

238 Main Street

Penna., Broomall
LOUIS

E.

di CARLO

0. Box 76

P.

CONTACT
YOUR NEAREST
SALES

E -I

ENGINEER
SINGLE LEAD

Texas. Dallas
ALLIED COMPONENTS,
INC.

2517 Converse St.
P. 0 Box 10203

END SE

TERMINALS

Hundreds of Standard Types

These service -proven, extra rugged E -I hermetic
seals are the answer to the grueling environments
encountered in today's military and commercial seal
applications. Practically indestructible, E -I
compression seals provide maximum immunity to
shock, vibration and variations in temperature.

,e,

ELECTRICAL
INDUSTRIES
MURRAY

M eliean, brand Rapids

Available -

H.

243

NEW

Stag

Washington. Seattle
C.

B. PARSONS & CO.

N.W.

3028 First Avenue

4

Wisc., Milwaukee

Minaaeiota,

Minleapolis
H., M.
*Canadian Pat. 523,390;
U.

S.

Patent Pending

-

Rights Reserved

A Division of

JERSEY

www.americanradiohistory.com

RICiARDSON

& CO.

British Pat. 734.583;
All

Electronics, Inc.
P.
Philips

HILL,

ROLLER

9

Ns* 22n9 Street

E.

A. DICKINSON

& ASSOC.

744 North 4th Street

Canaea,Toronto 10,
Ontario
ATLA: RADIO CORP.,LTD.

New York, New York

50 Wtetgold Avenue

13 East

ROCKE

INTERNATIONAI

CORP.

40th St.

Extend your future in

CIRCUIT
DESIGN

At Hughes we have undertaken development of a system in which advanced
radars using array antennas and newer
traveling wave tube developments are
combined with digital data handling
and processing equipment to solve the
complex problems ofaircraft detection
and assignment.
We are already in an enviable position in the intercept and destruction
phase of defense through the Hughes
airborne radar fire control systems and
the Hughes Falcon guided missile.
Achievement of these objectives in
the very limited space and stringent
environmental conditions of the modern defense system provides an unusual challenge to the creative circuit
design engineer.
If you are interested in joining us
you should have experience in one or
more of the following circuit areas:

a

a

a

a

a

Transistor- Video-Microwave-

Pulse-IF and RF-Switching-Clamp-

ing-Phase Shift-Power SupplyModulator-Electromechanical.

a

a

VACATIONING IN
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA?
YOU ARE INVITED
TO VISIT HUGHES.

Scientific Staff Relations

r

HUGHES

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
Culver City, Los Angeles County, California

86
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FOR
RADAR PPI

that reads "like a clap"

DISPLAY

HUGHES
TONOTRON*

direct -display storage tube
The ability of the TONOTRON storage tube to cover the
complete grey scale spectrum with high resolution and exceptional
brightness provides maximum contrast for easy identification
of cloud formations, mountains, harbors and waterways,
airports, ground clutter and targets.
Brightness in excess of 1000 foot lamberts-in contrast to
less than one foot lambert for a conventional cathode ray tube
used in radar environment-permits the pilot to read the PPI
scope in full daylight without the use of a viewing hood
which would restrict his vision. Persistence may be adjusted for
maximum duration over most of the 360 degrees, fading
from black ahead of the sweep.

(-

u") makes it possible to
Over-all length of only 11á"
TONOTRON storage tube into existing radar systems for
commercial and military aircraft.
install the

For further details write to
HUGHES PRODUCTS ELECTRON TUBES
International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California

1

r-

HUGHES PRODUCTS

Creating
a new world with
ELECTRONICS

J

L_

*Trademark of Hughes Aircraft Company
® 1957. HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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Putting a voice

in

America's first man-made satellite will soon be
launched into outer space where, traveling in its own
orbit, it will circle the earth.
Deep inside will be sensitive electronic instruments
which will "observe" cosmic activity and "report" findings back to us. Scientists believe that many a mystery
of the universe may thus be solved.
Without electrical insulation of exceptional qualities,
such as CDF supplies, the equipment inside these manmade moons could never operate.
FOR SPECIFIC INFORMATION on CDF products, see
Sweet's, Electronics Buyers' Guide, and other direc88

the man-made moon
tories. Then send us your print or your problem, and
we'll return free samples and technical literature.
CDF MAKES Dilecto Laminated Plastics
Celoron
and Polyester-Glass Molded Plastics Micabond Mica
Products Diamond Vulcanized Fibre Flexible Tapes
of Teflon*, Silicone, and Micabond Resin -Impregnated
Spiral Tubing Complete Fabrication Facilities.
*duPont trademark for its tetrafluoroethylene resin

CONTINENTAL- DIAMOND FIBRE
A

SUBS.

DIARY
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MILAC ÇustO m Air Conditioflin
-i-

80°F.
Ambient Temperature (outside)

Inside Temperature

-65°F.

Coed III con:

f L..

s

5272*

Today, electronic systems can function under the most difficult
environmental conditions (MIL-E-5272*), by using highly specialized air conditioning equipment.
Custom air conditioning is our business at Ellis and Watts.
For example, we recently designed and built MIL -AC Units
for Radome installations operating in ambient temperatures
from -65°F. to +130°F. These air conditioning units maintain
temperatures within ± Y2° F., with continuous dehumidification
under varying internal load conditions. Because of operational
limitations height of unit was restricted to 36".
MIL -Ac Units are self-contained, compact, lightweight, readily
air -transportable. They can be designed to cool, heat, humidify,
dehumidify, filter, and can incorporate air-cooled or watercooled condensers. Units are manually or automatically controlled. We are staffed with specialists who will analyze your
requirements, submit a proposal, complete your installation
promptly and to your complete satisfaction.
Write for helpful load calculating Nomograph and other technical data for use in making time-saving preliminary calculations.
*Military specification dealing with the following climatic and environmental conditions : Temperature,
humidity, altitude, salt spray, vibration, fungus, sunshine, rain, sand and dust, explosive atmosphere, acceleration and shock.

Typical Mit -Ac Unit. Mit -Ac configurations, features and functions to suit your specific requirements.

ELLIS AND WAITS PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 33, Cincinnati 36, Ohio.

Ellis and Watts also design and build custom

air conditioners, liquid coolers and heaters,
dehumidifiers, wave guide dehumidifiers, laboratory

temperature and humidity control units.
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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UNIVERSAL BRIDGE Type 868/1

IO

kc

Inductance from 1µH to 100 H, Capacitance from 1µµF to
100 µF, and Resistance from 0.1 St to 10 M ít. Single direct reading LCR dial
no multiplying factors involved.
Continuously variable a.c. bridge voltage and automatic
detector sensitivity control.

-

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

2/Zeicew,6-14.frea J897
44

NEW STREET

NEW YORK

4

CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY,
6035, COTE DE LIESSE,
MONTREAL 9, CANADA.

HEAD OFFICE

:

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD

ST. ALBANS

HERTS

ENGLAND
TC9S

90
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Easiest, most economical way
to leak -test your product

i
/ie"
//
/ //r

CEC'S 24-210
LEAK DETECTOR

/Z/
iV

j%/

Unlimited applications
in leak detection
Now you can test your product for vacuum seal, or
locate leaks in any pressurized system with pinpoint
precision and practical economy. CEC's 24-210 gives
you highly sensitive leak detection and long, trouble free service. Compact and highly simplified, this lowcost, mass -spectrometer-type instrument detects leaks
so minute that 50 years would be required for 1 cc to
escape. Easy, convenient operation requires no special training or experience. Just plug into a 115 -volt,
60 -cycle line. Find out how fast the CEC 24-210 Leak
Detector pays for itself. For detailed information contact your nearby CEC field office or write for Bulletin
CEC 1830-X21.

Cons llidated Electrodynamics
300 North Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, California

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
information?
Want
1957
ELECTRONICS - June
1,

more
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British
Electronics

1

Jl

use
r

Tubes

British equipment manufacturers are making a vital contribution
to the development of electronics in all fields of application.
Their products are being exported to every corner
the world,
earning a universal reputation for advanced techniques and excellent of
performance.
The majority of these electronic equipment manufacturers
sistently use Mullard tubes. This choice is decided upon because they preferconthe
greater assurance of efficiency and dependability, and because the vast manufacturing resources of the Mullard organisation guarantee ready availability
of
Mullard tubes wherever they are needed.
Supplies of Mullard tubes for replacement in British equipments
are available from the companies mentioned below:In the U.S.A.

In Canada

International Electronics
Corporation,
Department E-6,
81, Spring Street, N.Y. 12.
New York, U.S.A.

Rogers Majestic Electronics
Limited,

Mullard
-

Electronic Tubes

Department
11-9

IF,

Brentcliffe Road,

Toronto

17,

Ontario, Canada

used throughout the world

NULLARD OVERSEAS LTD., NULLARD HOUSE, TORRINGTON PLACE, LONDON,
ENGLAND
Mullard is the Trade Mark of
Mullard Ltd. and is registered in most of the principal countries of the world

Mullard
NEV 45
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"WALES BL TOOLING SAVES US
ABOUT HALF THE COST
OF HOLE PUNCHING"

s

"WALES BL tooling is fast and accurate in our shop. Punches, dies and
stripping mechanism are all contained right in the tooling, so our presses
have a minimum of down time for change-overs. BL's are just about perfect
for punching stock up to I/8" thick and we get any type of pattern needed
with the same units."
Nothing is attached to the press ram. Alignment of punch and die is permanent.
Notching equipment may be used in the same set-up.
Inventory is kept down and. PRODUCTION UP !
A good buy for any shop.

1

1
OIMPANY

WALES
A UNIT OF

.

The complete story of BL tooling
is here for the asking.
Send for yo: r copy today.

AKRON, NEW YORK

WALES MOBILE
FIELD UNITS

WALES-STRIPPIT OF CALIF., SOUTH GATE, CALIF.
WALES-STRIPPIT OF CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT.

ELECTRONICS

- June

7,

1957

PLUS -PROFIT

Let us

www.americanradiohistory.com
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the complete job
with heavy-duty

discaps...at
no added cost!

I
RMC Type B DISCAPS are rated at 1000 V.D.C.W.
and are offered at no extra cost over
lighter constructed by-pass ceramic capacitors.
I

1

1

1

1

DISCAP
CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

They are ideal for any application where a
steady or intermittent high voltage occurs and are available
in capacities between .00015 and .02 MFD.
Type B DISCAPS exhibit a minimum capacity change
between +10° C and +65° C.
Write on your company letterhead for complete
information on RMC DISCAPS.

RADIO MATERIALS CORPORATION

GENERAL OFFICE: 3325 N. California Ave., Chicago 18, III.
Two RMC Plants Devoted Exclusively to Ceramic Capacitors

FACTORIES AT CHICAGO, ILL. AND ATTICA, IND.

94
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ABOUT VERY LOW FREQUENCY
PROPAGATION! Smaller antennas,

lower transmitter power, and relative freedom from
atmospheric noise are reasons behind our communication
services' gradual migration to the upper end of the
frequency spectrum. Lying fallow and awaiting rediscovery
has been the very low frequency band below 30 kc.
Now, because VLF offers a reliable means of communicating over vast global distances, there is a
marked revival of interest. It is now known that

VLF has highly stable propagation characteristics
which make it possible to transmit data to distant

points with unusual fidelity and precision. Where
greater accuracy is required, such as very long
range radio navigation systems and international
transmission of frequency standards, VLF promises
to open doors to many new and important uses.

June Proceedings of the IRE gives you the facts about VLF
This year, the Boulder Laboratories of the National Bureau of Standards and the IRE
Professional Group on Antennas and Propagation co -sponsored a Symposium at Boulder, Colorado, on- the propagation of very low frequency radio waves. From the
papers given at this important meeting the editors of Proceedings have chosen those
of broadest interest for publication in the June, 1957, issue.
to be used now
Typical of the service offered members of IRE is this VLF report
and referred to for years to come. If you are not a member of The Institute of Radio
Engineers be sure to reserve a copy of the June Proceedings of the IRE, today!

-

Partial Contents of this VLF issue:
"A Technique for the Rapid Analysis of Whistlers," by

J. K.

Grierson, Defense

PROCEEDINGS OF THE IRE

Reserve Board, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

"VLF Radiation from Lightning Strokes," by

E. L.

Hill, School of Physics, Univer-

1

sity of Minnesota.
"Some Recent Measurements of Atmospheric Noise in Canada," by C. A. McKerrow, Defense Reserve Board, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

East 79th Street, New York 21, New York

Enclosed is $3.00

E Enclosed is company purchase order for

"Intercontinental Frequency Comparison by Very Low Frequency Radio Transmission," by J. A. Pierce, Croft Laboratory, Harvard.
"The Mode Theory of VLF Ionospheric Propagation for Finite Ground Conductivity,"

the June, 1957, issue on VERY LOW
FREQUENCY.

James R. Wait, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder,
Colorado.
"The Geometrical Optics of VLF Sky Wave Propagation," by J. R. Wait & A.
Murphy, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.
"Characteristics of Atmospheric Noise from 1 to 100 Kc/s," by A. D. Watt &
E. L. Maxwell, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.
"The Present State of Knowledge Concerning the Lower Ionosphere," by A. H.
Waynick, The Pennsylvania State University.
"Noise Investigation at VLF by the National Bureau of Standards," by W. Q.
Crichlow, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.
"Reflection at a Shapely -Bounded Ionosphere," by I. W. Yebroff, Stanford Uniby

Name
Company

Address
City & State

All IRE members will receive this June
issue as usual. Extra copies to members,
$1.25 each (only one to a member).

versity.
"The Attenuation Versus Frequency Characteristics of VLF Radio Waves," by
J. R. Wait, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado.
"The Waveguide Mode Theory of the Propagation of VLF Radio Waves," by K. G.
Budden, University of Cambridge, England.

The
1
ELECTRONICS
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New copper -clad MICARTA®
is easy to cold punch-no cracking, no chipping!

-

All holes in new H-3032 copper clad MICARTA can be cold punched
right on the assembly line in one
operation, and there's no cracking,
breaking or chipping. That is one
of the reasons why this new laminate cuts costs and production time

High bond strength
from 10
to 13 pounds versus an industry
is restandard of six pounds
tained even after heating and cooling are repeated many times, due
to a new adhesive process.

of printed circuits.

problem, copper-clad MICARTA may
be the answer. For further information and for technical data, write
to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, MICARTA Division, Hampton,
J-06626
South Carolina.

In addition, copper -clad MICARTA
speeds up soldering, without the
normal accompaniment of an in-

crease in rejects and missed
connections.

YOU CAN BE
96

If you have a circuit assembly

SURE...IF

CAN BE DIP SOLDEREDI
MICARTA will not blistereven when dip soldered for
10 seconds at 500° F. A spe-

cial adhesive actually increases adhesive strength
during soldering.

IT'sWestinghouse

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Since 1922, industry's
No. 1 source of
standard and special
electronic components
VARIABLE RESISTORS

ee*

Miniature

tabRadio

Saves Space!

Combines a high -quality ceramic capacitor
and a built-in fixed resistor in the space of
a tubular capacitor alone.

and TV

Saves Initial Cost!
Costs you less than an equivalent combination of individual resistor and capacitor.

Transistor Circuits

Saves Handling Costs!
Wirewound

Military

.

)111h

ELECTRONIC SWITCHES

ACTUAL SIZE
Miniature Rotary

0004

Only one piece to insert, instead of two; only
one piece to carry on inventory.
Provides any normal capacitor specification
through 4700 mmf. and any resistance value
from 100 ohms through 3 megohms (with
±20% tolerance up through 1 megohm ....
±30% or wider above 1 megohm)
6,000,000 Tube -R -Caps are now in use, in
antenna -line and many other applications.
Lead spacings provided for any printed -circuit board. (See illustration below.)
Write us for further information. Or have
the nearby Centralab representative tell you
more. If you don't know who he is, ask us
for his name.
TYPICAL EXAMPLES

7

Rotary-Action Flat

470

vZ

Rotary Power

Lever -Action

Slide

MEG.

DA620
Max. length, .530" -max. diam., .260"
20%, 500V
470 mf.,
20%
470 K ohms,

t t

DA625
max. diam., .260"
Max. length, .810"
20%, 500V
1000 mmf.,
20%
330 K ohms,

t

-

DA632
Max. length,.900"- max. diam., .280"
470 mmf., GMV, 1500 VAC (UL rated)
.3 to 1 megohm

Available with crimped leads,
for printed wiring board insertion

HANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS

DIVISION OF
GLOBE -UNION INC.
914 E. Keefe Ave.

Single -stage

Milwaukee

1,

Wis.

In Canada:

Four -stage

804 Mt.

Pleasant Road

Toronto, Ontario

Continued
on next page
www.americanradiohistory.com
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... continued from
preceding page

In transistor applications
where size and cost are
primary factors
Regular disc
capacitor

Centralab
Ultra -Kap

High -voltage

2,

New Centralab
ULTRA -MAP*
outperforms much larger
and higher -priced components
radically new approach to a ceramic disc capacitor that combines
unusually high capacity with small physical size.
Has stable capacity curve over wide temperature range. Capacity vs.
temperature: ±25% over+10°C to +85°C.
Ideal for by-pass in transistorized applications.
Costs far less than electrolytic and tantalytic capacitors of equal or
greater capacity.
A

DIAM.

MAX. THICKNESS

CAPACITY MFD.

TOLERANCE

1/4"
3/8"
9/16"
3/4"

.156"
.156"
.156"
.156"

.22

GMV

.56
1.0

GMV

2.2

GMV

ENGINEERED CERAMICS

Extruded Parts

GMV
Pressed Parts

Write us for further information. Or have the nearby Centralab
representative tell you more. If you don't know who he is, ask us

for his name.

Metallized Parts

A DIVISION OF
GLOBE -UNION INC.
914 E. Keefe Ave.
Milwaukee 1, Wis.
*Trademark

In Canada:
804 Mt. Pleasant Road
Toronto, Ontario

D-2255

www.americanradiohistory.com

Hundreds of standard camnents are carried in stock
y your nearby Centralab
distributors.
Discuss your special requirements with the Centralab representative.

now there are two
com3letc lines

of Drecision
scrvo-mechanical
Darts 3y

"packaged precision"
for prototype or
production assemblies
Complementing and expanding Reeves' well-known line of
STANDARD Servo -Mechanical Parts, a comprehensive
new series of MINIATURIZED Components is now available.
This new line will be of special interest to engineers
working on 400 -cycle servo applications,
and offers the following features:
Low inertia for 400 -cycle systems.

Includes a very complete selection of components,
slotted mounting plates, hangers, dial assemblies,
couplings, differentials, and mechanical
and electrical stop assemblies, produced to
high precision standards.

-

A wide range of Class Il precision gears
20° pressure angle; 64, 96, 120 diametral pitches.
Unique "T" nut assembly for ease in hanger mounting
provides continuous adjustment parallel
and perpendicular to mounting plate slots.
Parts are designed for Ye" shafting.

REEVES INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
A

subsidiary of Dynamics Corporation of America
201 East 91st Street, New York 28, New York

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

Reeves' new complete Servo -Mechanical Parts
Catalog illustrates and lists the new MINIATURE line, as well as the full line of

STANDARD parts for use with

/" shafting.

REEVES INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
A subsidiary of Dynamics

201

Corp. of America

East 91st St., New York 28, N.Y.

Fill in and mail the coupon now fo receive your copy of
the new catalog.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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an

engineer
who has
all the answers

This engineer is fully equipped, with his Heiland Dynamic
Recording System, to record a complete range of phenomena
strain, vibration, pressure, acceleration, temperature, impact
and many others.

...

The 700-C Series Recording Oscillographs can put up to 60 tras
on 12" wide recording paper at speeds from .03 to 144 in. per sec.,
with frequency response from DC to 3,000 cyc:es per second.
Power supply is 28 volts DC or 115 volts AC. Both the
oscillograph and the amplifier system (either carrier or
linear/integrate) may be bench, shock, or vibration mounted,
or installed in a standard relay rack without modification.
Whether your measuring and recording needs are for dynamic
testing of guided missiles or aircraft; structural tests of buildings,
bridges or ships; performance teas of heavy machinery or
electrical equipment; riding qual*o evaluation of automobiles,
trucks, or railroad coaches; physiólogical or medical research;
or similar applications in all field 3 of industry, science and
engineering-it will pay you to kt a Honeywell Industrial Engineer
show you why the Heiland System is unmatched for sensitivity,
stability, and dependable performance. Call your nearest
Minneapolis -Honeywell Industrial Sales Office today ... and
write for Bulletins 101K and 701E.

HMINNEAPOLIS

oneywe
HEILAND
98

H

HONEYWELL

INSTRUMENTS

5200

E.

EVANS AVENUE

Want more information? Use post card on last paye.
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What goes on inside the potentiometers
you buy? The working parts look
simple enough but only rigid testing
can predict how they will perform in
service. Fairchild's comprehensive
quality control program assures you of
dependable performance. At the left,
a typical continuous recorder trace
shows how the linearity of Fairchild
potentiometers is verified. Every
Fairchild unit is also tested for noise,
voltage breakdown and total resistance.
And every type is completely tested in our
own environmental testing laboratories.

-

LOWEST ULTIMATE COST
How potentiometer and system
costs depend on performance
The lowest ultimate cost of your electronic system can hinge on your
selection of reliable potentiometers from a dependable manufacturer.
You want to design the system to take full advantage of the
potentiometer's capabilities. But you can't do this if potentiometer
performance is variable. Consistent performance means meeting your

specifications, whether you're buying samples or production
quantities. It also means standing up to the environmental
and life factors of your application.

Reliability is the key to lowest ultimate cost and you can only get
that with quality design, manufacturing skill and quality control.
That's why Fairchild insists on incoming materials inspection,
sub -assembly and final inspection, plus performance testing, and
environmental testing to destruction of random samples. Thus, no
matter what factors govern your choice of potentiometers, you'll
find the lowest ultimate cost in Fairchild's complete line.

Write for catalog to Dept. 140-84A, Fairchild Controls Corporation,
Components Division:
EAST COAST

WEST COAST

225 Park Avenue
Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.

6111 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,
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PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
and COMPONENTS
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JOIN WITH

HANDY & HARMAN SILVER

BRAZING FOR

PERMANENT PROFIT

Honeywell Control Solves Complex
Joining Problems Simply and Speedily
Reliability is taken for granted wherever the name Honeywell appears on
a temperature control. An important contributing factor is their method
of joining control assemblies, for joints must withstand oxidation, corrosion, pressure, heat and moisture in operation. Typical of quality manufacturers, Honeywell is a seasoned user of Handy & Harman EASY-FLO
and SIL -Fos low-temperature silver brazing alloys. Here are two typical

examples:
MOD U T R O L MOTOR-used for two-position control of ventilating dampers in
manufacturing plants and farm storage buildings. This simple copper -to copper assembly requires two preplaced rings of Handy & Harman
SIL -Fos, one at either end, and is self-fluxing. One operator runs two

electric induction units and, jigging four at a time in each machine, brazes
433 rotors an hour.

BOBBIN ASSEMBLY F O R GAS VALVE-This complex four-part assembly is
an excellent example of brazing versatility in joining dissimilar metals. The
plug is made of leaded copper, the screw of Type 446 stainless steel, the
tubing of Ambrac (4% zinc, 22% nickel, remainder of copper) and the
base is made of Type 303 stainless steel. Two rings of EASY-FLO 3 join the
entire assembly; one preplaced ring joins the screw and plug to the top of
the tubing, the other ring joins the tubing and the base. HANDY FLUX is
used in all operations. One operator brazes 141 assemblies an hour.
This same metal joining speed and economy can be applied to your own
production if you will call in Handy & Harman. We are prepared to help
you design for silver brazed construction and aid you every step of the
way in creating a highly mechanized brazing setup that will be tops in
operating efficiency.

TAKE A LOOK
20. This concise
. at Bulletin
introduction to silver alloy brazing talks about joining methods,
as well as joint design and economies that can be enjoyed with

Your NO.

Source

of Supply and Authority on Brazing Alloys

O.NCeS

.., .IANIf

1LANrA

G

111410O4N0!I. CON..

HANDY & HARMAN
General Offices: 82 Fulton SI., New York 38, N.Y.
DISTRIBUTORS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

PfOVIDtNCL

P

CHICAGO. ILL
CLevEIAND. ONiO
DeiMN, MICH

IOS ANO4e1

cU.

DANZANO CALIF

[NONeO CANADA
NO

CNAOA

We'll send you
a copy whenever you request it.
EASY-FLO brazing.

100
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for the

SPACECONSCIOUS

capatitors

E ,

INEER

17:1EXTENDED LIFE

Capacitors

617 Series

Check list for Military engineers

J Smaller than MIL-C -25A

Low voltage range for transistors

J Available to close tolerances
500 -hour accelerated life test
J Mylar* dielectric Inherently high IR

Full rating to 125°C

Metal enclosed hermetically sealed
1f Excellent stability with life
Good -All Types 616 and 617 were developed in anticipation of the new specifications on
film dielectric capacitors now being prepared by various military agencies.

-

616
Cap. In

.0047
.01

.047

DuPont's trademark for polyester film.

617 (Both

173x%
.193x%
193x%..._...233x''1g
312x%
233x%
6

312 x'i¡6........400 x 1%
562 x 1%
400 x %

400 x %

.1

-

Insulation Resistance vs. Temperature
D

Leads Insulated From Case)

100 V

200 V

400V

.173x%
.173 x%
.193x%

.173x%
.193 x %
.233x%

.193x%
233x%
312x%

400 V

200 V

.173x%
.173x''/6
.193x%
.312x%

.001

See curve below
Capacitance Change with Temp.
for typical performance
Meet all requirements of
Mechanical Properties
MI L -C -25A
Meet requirements of MIL Temperature Immersion
C -25A for 125°C (Characteristic K)

(One Lead Grounded to Case)
100 V

Mfd.

-

SPECIFI CATIONS

-

See curve below for typical
Insulation Resistance
performance.
500 hours at 125°C and 125% of rated
Life Test
voltage
Extensive test ng indicates
Long Term Stability
capacitance change 1s less than 1% afte- 5000 hours
operation at rated voltage and 125°C

400 x
.562 x 1'4

312 x %
400 x %6

.312 x %
.400 x %

1

1

Capacitance

vs. Temperature

C

Degrees centigrade

centigrade

m+12.5

ú+ 75
i+ 50
=t2.5

ao,000
E
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GOOD -ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
A leading manufacturer
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OGALLALA. NEBRASKA

Disc Capacitors
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FROM THE SMALLEST TO THE LARGEST UNITS...
the most desirable characteristics
ever offered in selenium rectifiers!

c

RADIO RECEPTOR

PETTI -SEL
*high current density

INDUSTRIAL TYPE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Made possible by the improved new vacuum process requiring no artificial barrier layer
Developed by Siemens Organization of West Germany, used extensively throughout
Europe
and now manufactured exclusively in the U.S.A. by Radio Receptor
Company.

...

the complete line ranges from .. .

Better performance

Estimated life 100,000 hours
Lower forward voltage drop

Suitable for high temperature
applications
Plastic units, 746' X (6" X 31j2",
single phase, center tap,
30V AC, 150 MA DC

Conveniently smaller cell sizes
than conventional units of the
same ratings

Flat metal rectifiers,
1146"

X

1

16"

x

3",

bridge, 30V AC,
200 MA DC

...to the large space -saving
GOO

500

.GO

TYPICAL FORWARD
CHARACTERISTICS
500

z

Other American
rectifiers
now available
200

half wave,
fan cooled rectifiers,
8" x 16" x 24",
26V AC, 4500 amperes DC
3 phase,

Also available: Very high voltage rectifiers up to
296,000 peak inverse volts at 30 MA; Dwarfs
MA
up to 125v AC with resistive load; Cartridge types up
to 17,000 peak inverse volts at 5 M4.

a

-5

D

OS

FORWARD VOLTAGE 1AC RY51

For complete

information, submit your requirements today to Section

E

-6R

Semiconductor Division

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, INC.
Subsidiary of General Instrument Corporation
240 Wythe Avenue, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
EVergreen 8-6000
Radio Receptor Products for Industry and Government: Selenium Rectifiers
Germanium Diodes
Thermatron Dielectric Heating Generators & Presses
Communications, Radar & Navigation Equipment

102
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Allied's New MXJ Relay

Built for Shock and Vibration
10-55 cps at 0.125 inch double-amplitude 55-2000 cps at 20g

Here are the facts:
Contact Ratings:
Low level up to 2 amperes non -

inductive or 1 ampere inductive
at 29 volts d -c or 115 volts a -c

Contact Arrangement:
MHJ-12D:
MHJ-18D:

4 PDT

6 PDT

Temperature:
Minus 65°C to plus 125°C

ACTUAL
SIZE

Vibration:
10-55 cps at 0.125

Type

inch

MHJ

double -amplitude

55-2000

cps at 20g

Operating Shock: 100g

Altitude:
Sea level to 80,000 feet

Weight:
MHJ-12D:
MHJ-18D:

3.0 ounces
4.2 ounces

Insulation:
1000 megohms minimum

Dielectric Stress:
1000 volts rms at sea level;
450 volts rms at 70,000 feet

Initial Contact Resistance:
.03 ohms maximum at .01 to 2 amps

Operate Time:

A

MOUNTING #6-32 NC -2A THD. (2) STUDS

15 milliseconds or less

at rated voltage at 25°C

Release Time:
5 milliseconds or less

at rated voltage at 25°C

MHJ-12D (4 Pole)
MHJ-18D (6 Pole)

ALLIED CONTROL
ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC., 2 EAST END AVENUE, NEW YORK 21. N. Y.
AL 177
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SELECT CLOSURE HARDWARE TO IMPROVE
UTILITY, APPEARANCE, AND TO LOWER COST
PRE -ASSEMBLED
PAWL ADJUSTS TO
DESIRED THICKNESS
AND PRESSURE

QUICKLY INSTALLED
SOUTHCO CAPTIVE
PANEL SCREWS END
MISALIGNMENT
PROBLEM ..

.

FAST, HAMMER DRIVEN BLIND RIVETS
CUT INSTALLATION
TIME

_._--P---

..
40.

Simplicity of design contributes to
clean, distinctive appearance and fast,
low-cost installation. Stand-off is
slipped into panel hole and secured by
flaring. Screw is passed through standoff and made captive by vinyl o -ring.
"Floating" screw design eliminates
costly close tolerance manufacture and
permits easy engagement regardless of
panel distortion encountered under
adverse use conditions.

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Screw is brass, chrome plated;
can be supplied in stainless steel.
O-ring is vinyl plastic.
Overall length of screw: ids"
Depth of screw head: %It
Sizes:
SCREW HEAD DIAMETER

THREAD SIZE

+/a-20

n

This neat, compact South co panel and
door fastener is supplied assembled, requires but two rivets or bolts for low cost
installation. It is available in three models-large, intermediate and midget.
The unique feature of Southco Pawl
Fasteners is the fact that, by merely
turning the knob, the pawl is adjusted
to a wide range of frame thicknesses.
This assures a tight grip without precision setting regardless of variations
in frame or door dimensions or changes
that are produced by wear or warping
of sheets.
Pressure exerted by the pawl on the
frame is controlled in the same way, by
merely turning the knob. Against
gasketed frames, pressure can be easily
applied to compress the gasket.

Fastener

Handbook
SPECIFICATIONS
Knob: Cadmium or chromium plated

steel.
Head Styles: Protruding ribbed or knurled
knob; flush screw driver
slotted for large size only.
LARGE

10-24,10-32

3isn

Length of thread: 3/s'
Screw head is supplied plain, as
shown, or slotted for screw driver.

Knob diameter
Total width
Total height
Back of panel
depth
Knob length

et)

:
BLIND
RIVETS

104

/

TURN

FASTENERS

7¡7,777J._

FREE!

3/4-20, 12-24

71n

You "hit -the -pin" and the rivet's in.
No special tools to limit production or
require maintenance, no bucking, no
finishing. For blind or open applications, Southco Drive Rivets save time,
reduce costs.
Automatic "pull-up" action assures
uniform, tight grip.
Southco Rivets are made ofaluminum
or cadmium plated steel with cadmium
plated or stainless steel pins. Diameters
are from %" to %", grip range is from
1 "to%a".
Increased widespread use is due to
low installed cost and elimination of
down time and maintenance associated
with fasteners requiring special tools.

ri

%++

INTERMEDIATE

MIDGET

N"

+'

"

21/2"

13/4"

13/4H

1N"

3/e°

3s44n

123n
13/4"

13/4

"

tin

3/en

Send for your free copy of
Handbook No. 7, just released.
Gives complete data for designers on these and many other

specialty fasteners. 52 pages, in
two colors.

Write on your letterhead
to Southco Division, South

Chester Corporation, 233
Industrial Highway, Lester,
Pa.

ºkn

:'U

1111

ADJ. PAWL

DOOR

RETAINING

ANCHOR

FASTENERS

LATCHES

SPRINGS

NUTS
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OF VARIABLE RESISTORS
MILLIONS
for every commercial and military need
..

plant area devoted to variable resistors.
Exceptionally good delivery cycle ... on both commercial and
military orders.
Write for complete 62 page catalog today.
315,000 sq. ft. of

. for economical uniform high
A world-wide reputation
quality assembly
on a precision mass production basis .. .
by 1500 skilled, trained -on-the-job specialists ... to your exact
individual specification.

...

Typical Mütary Controle

Typical Printed Circuit Controls

Typical Ear-Meunt-.=

Typical Bushing Mounted Controls

Miniaturized 3/4" diameter 1/2 watt Com-

Molded shaft twist ear mounted 15/16"
diameter comport®n

Miniaturized 3/4"

position

Bushing mounted 15/16" diameter concentric tandem composition with SPST
switch

Hollow shalt tw

s ear mounted 15/16"
diameter corrpc.i ion for screwdriver
adjustment

15/16" diameter composition

15/16" diameter

1

sett composition

Ilk

ism- diameter composition

with SPST

switch

Twist ear mounted 15/16" ciameter composition with Netted shaft for push-on

Self-supporting snap -in mounted 15/16'
diameter compoa fion

knobs

Self-supporting snap -in bracket mounted

'nposition with waterseal between shaft and bushing and
bushing and panel
15116" diameter c

1-1/8" diameter concentric tandem tone
switch and composition variable resistor
with SPST on -off switch

Twist ear mointoc 15/16" clameter composition with SP£T switc'

composition with SPST

Twist ear manned 15/18" diameter preset tandem

Sell -supporting snap -In mounted corn.
pact 3 -section multiple composition

1-1/8" diameter 2 watt composition

Miniaturized clm:h ear mounted composition

Miniaturized bushing mounted 3/4" diameter composition

1-17/64" diameter 2 watt wirewoend +vif1

1-t/ó diameter
switch

1-17/64" diameter

2

watt wirewound

15/16" diameter composition with SPST

1-116" diameter

I

cmposition

switch

locking type bussing

For Miro Wrapping

11.17/32" diameter

4

watt wirewm:ne

Bushing mounted 15/16" diameter composition with SPST switch.

Miniaturized cirn:h ear mounted composition with S'+7 switch

Many types of variable resistors now in production
at our South Pasadena plant. Your coil, transformer and compression molding
business also invited. Prompt delivery. Modern versatile equipment. L. A. phone
Clinton 5-7186.
WEST COAST MANUFACTURERS:

WEST COAST SUBSIDIARY

Chicago Telephone of
California, Inc.
105 Pasadena Avenue
South Pasadena, Calif.
L.A. Phone: Clinton 5-7186
TWX LA 1105
CANADIAN SUBSIDIARY
C. C. Meredith & Co., Lto.

Streetsville, Ontario
Phone: 310

EAST COAST OFFICE
130 N. Broadway

SOUTH AMERICA

Camden 2, New Jersey
Phone: Woodlawn 6-1668
TWX No. Camden NJ 380
Phila. Phone: Market 7-3129
SOUTHWESTERN U.S.A.
John A. Green Company
137 Parkhouse
Dallas 7, Texas
Phone: Riverside 3266

Buenos Aires, Argentina

1-17/32" diameter

4

watt wirewp:md

Variable resistors shown 1/3 actcral size

Jose Luis Pontet

Montevideo, Uruguay
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Sao Paulo, Brazil
OTHER EXPORT

Sylvan Ginsbury
8 West 40th Street
New York 18, New York
Phone: Pennsylvania 6-8239

She" exe>lttaitae tecúxlis4 in eTºeecáion eitlaaa

49zoaltuel`ion
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CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

L9110424.aliaw,
ELKHART * INDIANA

o Voertiale XealáCat4

ouded 1896

Rigidity! At

equal weight, magnesium is

Magnesium's unique combination of strength and ligE_
weight gives it some outstanding abilities as a structural
metal. Take rigidity, for example. A magnesium bar has
22% the stiffness of a steel bar of the same dimensions.
But stiffness increases as the cube of section thickness. So, if
thickness of the magnesium is increased to twice that of the
steel, the magnesium bar will be over 70% more rigid-yet
weigh only half as much. And if thickness is further increased
until the bars are of equal weight, the magnesium bar will be
1878%-or over 18 times-more rigid!

18

times stiffer than steel

Similarly, a magnesium bar of equal rigidity to an aluminum
bar will weigh only 75% as much as the aluminum bar. At
equal weight, the magnesium bar will be over twice as stiff.

From these facts it's easy to see that magnesium can do a
structural job equal to or better than steel and aluminumand with appreciable savings in weight-whenever it's practical to increase section thickness. For more information
contact the nearest Dow sales office or write to us. THE
DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Midland, Michigan, Magnesium
Department, MA 1402M.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON
106
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AVOID
PROTOTYPE DELAYS!

CTR4

takes only 10 DAYS!
it's ENGINEERED

it's BUILT

it's TESTED...
SPECTROL IS FIRST TO MEET
INDUSTRY'S FAST PROTOTYPE DEMANDS
Even Ezcugt Spectrol's regular 30 to 45 day delivery is only
half the :ime you often wait for a prototype potentiometerwe r.ow caer special service to meet urgent nerds with 10 day
deiitr ry from our new prototype development center. And (just
as impor -.sot) Spectrol backs this unprecedented service with
dependable 3elivery against your follow-up production -run
orders in 33 days.
A COMPLETE UNE OF
PRECISION POTENTIOMETERSER
MA ItLturn

fill

Miniature

Single -turn

SPECTROL PORENTIO

That means, with Spectrol you can actually
be in production long before you would receive your first prototype elsewhere: Remember Spectrol-for any of your potentiometer
requirements-standard or special!

SAVE
WEEKS

WHEN EVERY DAY
OUNTS r

SPECTROL ELECTRONICS
SPECTROI

DIVISION OF CARRIER CORPORATION

1704 South Del Mar, San Gabriel, Calif.
Brooks. Feriae' &

:

Malone
Knoblock
SPaulding 29892
CHICAGO
Thomson Engineering Service
FLeetwood 77885
DALLAS
Thomco Electronics
HE 4734
DAYTON
Brooks, FeeDer & Morrow
Alpine 51196
DENVER

MSrtw

Dino
nacdc flat, Inc

ALBUOU TRCUF

Samuel K.
BALTIMORE

Gerber

Clil or 4S906

Sale Company

BROOKL NE MASS.

Beacon 22425

A. B M

Jerry Vrbik
CEDAR RAPIDS

ELECTRONICS

DETROIT

10.33

-June

1,

1957

Sales Company

UNivesíty 21300

Spectrol Sales

C

ept.

SAN GABRIEL. CALIF.

AT. 91478

Fred B. Hill Company
West 96727
MINNEAPOLIS
Gerber Sales Compeny
Spruce 76279
NEW HAVEN
Macdonald. Inc.
Kingsley 52105
Brooks. reeger 8 Morrow
AMnurst 50274
PHOENIX
Samuel

NEARBY

J .PRESENTATIVE

K.

Samuel

K

4acdonald, Inc.

PITTSBURG-4

D. R.

Bitten Company

VALLEY STREAM, L. I., NEW YORK

Atlantic 12_53

Locust 12444

Sea Iron ícs

Samuel K. Macdonald. Inc.
COLUMBIA 53938
WASHINGTON, D.C.

SEATTLE

Main 5046

PHILADELPHIA

A.

Hote

SYRACUSE

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Uni -Office, Ltd.
ROTTERDAM. HOLLAND
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL

Pioneers in Guidance Systems
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory
is a stable research and development center located to the north
of Pasadena in the foothills of

the San Gabriel mountains.
Covering an area of 80 acres and
employing l550 people, it is close
to attractive residential areas.
The Laboratory is staffed by the

California Institute of Technology and develops its many
projects in basic research under
contract with the U. S. Gov't.
Qualified personnel employment
inquiries now invited

For many years the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has pioneered in the design and

available to designers of complex missile
systems.

guidance systems, utilizing the most advanced types of gyroscopes, accelerometers
and other precision electro -mechanical devices. These supply the reference information necessary to achieve the hitherto unattainable target accuracies sought today.
The eminent success of the early "Corporal" missile flights shortly after World
War II firmly established the Laboratory as
a leader in the field of missile guidance.
These flights also initiated experiments involving both inertial and radio -command
systems employing new concepts of radar
communication. Because of this research
and experimentation JPL has been able to
add materially to the fund of knowledge

This development activity is supported
by basic research in all phases of electronics, including microwaves and antennas,
new circuit elements, communications and
reliability in addition to other branches of
science necessary to maintain a fully integrated missile research organization.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, therefore, provides many challenging opportunities to creative engineers wishing to actively apply their abilities to the vital technical problems that require immediate anc

development of highly accurate missile

future solution.
We want to hear from men of proven ability. If you are interested please send us
your qualifications now.

INSTRUMENTATION
JOB OPPORTUNITIES

IN

THESE FIELDS

NOW

APPLIED PHYSICS
DATA HANDLING
COMPUTERS
RADIO AND INERTIAL GUIDANCE
GUIDANCE ANALYSIS
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
MICROWAVES
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
PACKAGING

TELEMETERING

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
À

DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
PASADENA
CALIFORNIA

108
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SOLDERING
TROUBLES

Here!
7

Then, as an EXTRA protective step,

all leads are hot -solder dipped after the
resistors have

been formed and color -

coded. Any tarnish that may have formed
on the original tin -lead coating is nullified.

Wire leads of Stackpole resistors first
receive the conventional tin-lead coat-

ing before being inserted in the molds.

The

effects of soldering heat on

Stackpole resistors is negligible. Resistance change due to normal

recommended soldering

order of

1

e/a

...

is

or

on the

far less than the

amount of change permitted, even
by the most stringent specifications.

CIRCUITRY...

PACKAGED FOR
AUTOMATION ..

Ease of soldering is a "must"
in printed circuitry applications.
Stackpole fixed composition resistors provide it in full measure!

Stackpole fixed composition resistors in 1/2-, 1- and 2 -watt types are
supplied either in reel, stack or
strip packs as required.

TOPS FOR PRINTED

.

Division

Electronic Components

COMPANY St. Marys, Pa.
STACKPOLE CARBON Ave.,
Etobicoke, Toronto 14, Ont.
In Canada: CANADIAN STACKPOLE LTD.,

550 Evans

Ins

FIXE
COMP051T
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY

Collins Radio Company
LAST NAME

Confidential Application for Technical Employment

FIRST NAME

STREET ADDRESS

BIRTH
DATE

MIDDLE NAME

CITY

PLACE

STATE

EMPLOYMENT RECORD*
FROM

MO.

I

TO
YR.

MO.

YR.

EMPLOYER'S NAME, BUSINESS, LOCATION

SALARY

POSITION AND NATURE OF DUTIES

PRESENT OR LAST EMPLOYER

FORMER EMPLOYER

STATE NATURE OF YOUR MOST RESPONSIBLE POSITION

EDUCATIONAL RECORD
COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

MAJOR

DEGREE

GRACE

AV.

PT.

MILITARI» SERVICE RECORD
BRANCH OF SERVICE

RANK OR RATING

ACTIVE SERVICE ENTRY DATE

DISCHARGE DATE

Signature

COLLINS in

COLLINS in
Ground Communication

Aviation

Collins completely oufits airline, military and business aircraft with the most advanced
communication, navigation, flight control and instrumentation
systems in aviation. Many new lightweight; reduced
size versions are now being delivered.
Collins
designed the original Integrated Flight System, leads
in combining comm/nav/ident units
into a single
compact "CNI" package for new military aircraft,
and continues to pace the industry in developments
in airborne radar, ADF, ILS, VOR, HF
and VHF
communication.

Collins engineers, designs and supplies the equipment, installs, and puts into operation integrated
point-to-point communication systems of any scope.
The Collins system engineering staff is backed by
the finest equipment in the world, whether standard
MF, HF or VHF, Transhorizon "scatter," microwave
relay and multiplex or single sideband HF. Typical
of Collins communication progress is "Kineplex"
a high speed data transmission system doubling
communication capacity.

-

Send your application to:
L. R. Nuss
Collins Radio Co.
Cedar Rapids,
Iowa

Fred Aiken
Collins Radio Co.
2700 W. Olive Ave.
Burbank, California

www.americanradiohistory.com

Harold McDaniel
Collins Radio Co.
1930 Hi -Line Drive
Dallas, Texas

/I
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Collins engineer ?

as a

You've got to be good to
Command highest salary
"/Advance rapidly in a strong, growing company
Work with highest caliber development groups
"/Use the world's finest engineering facilities

',Maintain Collins creative reputation
Collins depends on its engineers. That's why
you have to be good to earn a place on a
Research and Development team.
Collins
Collins hard earned reputation was built on
a solid foundation of engineering talent. The
sales growth of the Company has justified
Collins emphasis on engineering. Sales have
increased 10 fold in the last 10 years. And
employment of research and development personnel has more than kept pace. Collins growth

growth.
Send the application form printed on the opposite
page as an expression of your interest in knowing
more about the opportunities at Collins. Your
application will be held in the strictest confidence
and will be answered immediately by a personal
letter. Take only a few minutes now to fill out the
application and mail to one of the addresses listed.
This can be the turning point in your career.

COLLINS i n

COLLINS in

Broadcast

Amateur Radio

Collins supplies a complete new AM station from
mike to antenna or modernizes existing facilities.
Besides the superior line of transmitters, Collins
supplies the broadcaster's needs with such advanced
additions as TV-STL microwave relay system, the
lightest 4 -channel remote amplifier on the market,
phasing equipment and audio consoles. Collins
field service organization has built an enviable
reputation in assisting the broadcaster in installation or in times of emergency.

standard in
Amateur radio and, through continuous design and
development, has raised this standard to its present
the most honored and
single sideband station
prized in the Amateur fraternity. This station is the
top performing rig on the air with its kilowatt
KWS-I transmitter and highly selective 75A-4
receiver. Many of the leaders in the electronics
industry became acquainted with Collins through
the Company's superior Amateur equipment.
In the early

will continue, and you can be a part of this

1930's Collins

set the

-

CREATIVE LEADER IN ELECTRONICS

Collins Radio Company

-

Cedar Rapids

www.americanradiohistory.com

Dallas

Burbank
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS

COMMUNICATIONS AND MARITIME RADIO
EQUIPMENT AND NAVIGATIONAL AIDS,
ON LAND, SEA, AND IN THE AIR
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SYSTEM PLANNERS AND MAKERS OF
AERONAUTICAL, BROADCASTING,
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MARCONI'S HAND IN THE HISTORY OF ELECTRONICS

In 1896, at the age of 22, Marconi demonstrated the wireless telegraph'
equipment he
had invented in his family home near Bologna to British
Post Office and Forces chiefs.
The initial possibilities of his enterprise were grasped. ' Radio'
had arrived.
In 1897 a company, headed by him, now known as
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Company, Ltd., was founded in England to develop his ideas.
Over the past 6o years
that company has remained in the forefront of both the practical
application of electronic
principles and further pure research into them. It has
been a pioneer in Radio and
icadio/Telephone Communications, in Maritime Radio,
Airborne and Airport Radio,
Broadcasting and Television, Radio Aids to Navigation and
Radar.
The achievements of the engineers and physicists whom Marconi
gathered about him,
and of their successors, have laid a foundation of unsurpassed
experience on which to
base future activities. A tradition of resourcefulness, enterprise,
foresight and persistence
characterises the Marconi Company today.
Information about the Marconi Company's latest equipment is
available to American
radio and electronic engineers for the asking from:

The bust of Guglielmo Marconi
unveiled in the Hall of Fame of

the Institute of Electrical Engineers,
by his daughter in October, 1955.

L

-----------_J

J. S. V. Walton, Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Limited, 23-25
Beaver Street, New York City 4.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company Limited, Chelmsford, Essex, England.
LG 13

112
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EIMAC Powers Pants Reinforcer
10 kw dielectric heating system uses Eimac 3X2500F3
power triode is used in a conventional tuned grid, tuned -plate 27 me circuit, that welds
patches permanently at the rate of 225 dozen
pairs daily. The opera$or reinforces six pant
legs at a time, at an average time interval of
30 seconds for each operation.

Industry has turned to the versatile electron to
speed up mass production techniques. Shown
above is the Radio Frequency Company 1OKW
patch press now in use at the Levi Strauss Company factory in Santa Cruz, California.

literally "weld" strengthening rubberized patches into the knees of children's jeans,
the speed and uniform heating of this modern
dielectric heater does the job six times as fast
as the old-fashioned all -steam press system.
Used to

Eimac has a complete line of rugged "tubes
that can take it" for electronic heating in food,
plastics, plywood, rubber and other industries.
ConsulIt our Application

A single, sturdy, long-lived Eimac 3X25O0F3

Engineering Department

for further information.

INC.
EITEL-McCULLOUGH,
CALIFORNIA
AN HRUNO

S

EGpitelG 9G'tdrf for industrial electronic heating
Typical
Class
D -C

D -C
D -C

Plate Voltage
Plate Current
Grid Voltage

5000 volts
2,08 amps
-500 volts

D -C

C

o-

eration 3X2500F3

Power Amplifier or Oscillator

Grid Current

Peak

12F.

Grid Input Voltage

Driving Power (approx.)
Grid Dissipation

180 ma

765 volts

volts
46 watts

136
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Plate Power Input
Plate Dissipation
Plate Power Output

12,500 watts

2,500 watts

I0,000 watts

N30

1

MEGOHM RESISTORS

40-

CONDITIONS
Typical test lot ... 100 pieces
Load
40 Milliwatts
Ambient Temp.
25-27° C.
Humidity
90-95% R.H.
Duration
10 Days
TEST

...

30-

20TYPE N30.
Wattage: 2.
Resistance in ohms: Min. 30;
.

.

Max. 4.2 Meg. Voltage: 750

10-

0.2

0.1
RESISTANCE CHANGE

0.3

(%)

TYPE N25.
Wattage: 1.
Resistance in ohms: Min. 10;
.

Why Corning's Film -type Glass
Resistors are unaffected by moisture
This graph gives some idea of the
unusual properties that result when you
fire a tin oxide film to a glass core.
Since film and core are fused into
a single structure, you have a resistor
that stands up under extreme humidity
and moisture conditions.
Tin oxide reacts chemically with
glass under heat; it actually becomes
part of the glass.
So you have an integrated unit. One
that's physically inseparable. Catastrophic failure is no problem with
these rugged precision -film resistors.
You get exceptional stability. Less
than 1.0% average change in resistance
after 10,000 hours' operation at rated

dissipation.
Long shelf life. Less than 0.2% resistance change after a whole year's
aging under the most adverse conditions.
Low TC. Guaranteed ±300 ppm1°C.
referred to 25°C. over a range of -55
to +105°C.

A last fact to shorten the long story
we have to tell on our TYPE N FIXED FILM RESISTORS:

They are guaranteed to meet, and
the majority of characteristics of these
resistors exceed, the requirements of
MIL -R -10509B and comparable specs.
If you'd like the complete story on
these amazing resistors, write for Data
Sheet CD -2.00.

.

Max. .5 Meg. Voltage: 500
1

TYPE N20.
Wattage: 1/2.
Resistance in ohms: Min. 10;

Max. 500,000. Voltage: 350

Keep your file up-to-date with data on
these other electronic components made
by Corning: Resistors: Low Power,
Types S, R, H, HP, and WC -5; Capaci-

tors: Fixed Glass*, Transmitting,
Canned High-Capacitance, Subminiature Tab -Lead, Special Combination.
Direct Traverse* and Midget-Rotary*

Trimmers. Metallized Glass Inductances;

Electrolytic Level Switches;

Attenuator Plates; Fotoform Glass.
*Distributed by Erie Resistor Corporation

nteaedRedeafel ue 62441

(fil CORNING GLASS WORKS, 94-6 Crystal Street, Corning, N.Y.
Electronic Components Soles Department
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Pacific Automation Products' systems engineering service, based
on broad missile, aircraft, radiation, communication, computer
and allied electronic experience, is available to assist you in
your military and commercial projects.
This comprehensive service integrates and coordinates the
cabling responsibility for a system in one facility.
PROGRESSIVE STEPS TO RELIABLE CABLING SYSTEMS
ANALYZE overall system
PROPOSE

ENGINEERING

MANUFACTURE
INSTALL
CHECK-OUT

DOCUMENT

engineering concept of cable requirements conceived by the
following criteria: combining circuits; minimizing total number
of cables; establishing re -usable standard types
liaison team supplied to function with customer's engineering
staff, designing cables concurrently with development of the
overall system
ready -to -install cables to be available as required
prefabricated cable and connect to terminal hardware in schedule with project activities
the cable system to guarantee compatibility of cable installation
with the overall function of the system
the complete cable system, including drawings, broken down
into components covering consideration to segregation of elements that may be used as building blocks for future addition
to the system

Reliability is the product of this comprehensive systems engineer
achieved only through the thoroughness of the
ing service
above procedure. For additional information regarding Pacific
Automation Products' systems engineering service, write for
Bulletin 158.

...

Pacific Automation Products, inc.
10 0 0 AIR WAY, G L

E

N D A L E 1,

CALIFORNIA

Engineers and technicians are invited) te Investigate
career opportunities +With us. Submit resume for an

interview.
TWX: GLN 7371
CHapman 5-6871
2-5806
Texas
Dallas,
Fleetwood
Hill
Village,
137 Walnut

ELECTRONICS
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A versatile DC supply

for men who design
or test electrical and
electronic equipment
prototypes
Do you design or test "prototypes?" If so, and you're
seeking a laboratory source of high -current DC voltage,
it will pay you to use the "DC Solavolt." It's a moderately -priced, adjustable, regulated do power supply that
provides unusual stability with intermittent, variable,
or pulse loads. Output voltage is regulated to within
±1% though supply voltage may vary as much as
-±--10%. Ripple is held to 0.1% or less.

Electrical specifications of the six stock "DC Sola volts" available appear in the table below:
All Inputs 100-130 volts, 60 cps

COMPACT, CONVENIENT three -high stacking of the new adjustable
Sola Constant Voltage DC Power Supply is shown in the typical
laboratory bench setup above. Below, engineer "dials" specific
test voltage desired front each of the three standard models of

"DC Solavolts" shown.

Catalog
Number
of
Stock
Units

Rated Loadings
in Amperes

Regulated
Adjustable
Output
Voltage

At max.
Voltage

At min.
Voltage

Range

Setting

Setting

5-35
25-60
30-90
60-180
150-250
250-400

7.0
4.0
2.8

28510
28520
28530
28540
28550
28560

Ripple*

Voltage-

7.0
6.0
4.0
2.0

% of
Total
Output

1.0

1.5

0.10
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02

0.6

0.75

0.02

1.4

*Figures in this column cover ripple voltages measured at full rated load
and input of 115 volts.

Along with these laboratory standards of performance, the DC Solavolt offers compactness, low weight,
high efficiency, and high short -time overload capacity.
All stock models occupy only 7" of height and 121/4" of
depth on a standard 19" relay rack frame. There are
no tubes to replace, no compensating adjustments are
needed, and no maintenance is required. Carrying handles, available as accessory equipment, provide "oneman" portability and self-stacking. Your local electronic
distributor, who stocks the DC Solavolt, will be happy
to give you further information.

Write for Bulletin

7F -DC -245

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.
4633 W. 16th Street, Chicago 50

A

Eix//

DC

POWER SUPPLIES

LIGHTING '4ANSFORMERS
CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS
CONSTANT VOLTAGE
SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 4633 West 16th street, Chicago 50, Illinois, Bishop 2-1414
NEW YORK 35: 103 E.

DC

POWER

SUPPLIES

125th St., TRafalgar 6.6464
NN11LADELPHiA: Ccwr,-=rd,ol T+ust Bldg., Rittenhouse 6-4988
BO:i-ON: 272 Centre Street, Newton 58, Mass., Bigelow 4.3354
CLEVELAND 16:
KANSAS CITY 2, MO.: 406 W. 34th St., Jefferson 4382
19115 Detroit Rd., ECison 3-2223
LOS ANGELES 23: 3138 E. Olympic Blvd., ANgelus
9-9431
SOLA faCTRIC (CANADA) LTD., TORONTO 77, ONTARIO: 102 Laird Drive, Mayfair 4554
Representatives in Other Principal Cities
.4
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Attention.' All Users of Nickel Alloys...

New Driver -Harris
Vacuum Melting Service
Now in Operation
After many years of experience with

vacuum

melting programs, Driver -Harris now offers a
complete vacuum melting service for almost all
of the 132 special purpose alloys made by this
company.
The specific benefits gained by vacuum melting in the production of nickel -chrome alloys
are today clearly established. They are:
7 Much closer control of analysis-particularly
in alloying with the highly reactive elements,
Titanium, Aluminum, Columbium, Calcium,
and Zirconium. The normally high affinity for
nitrogen and oxygen these elements have is completely eliminated in vacuum melting, thereby
opening new avenues in alloy production.

cal and analytical control show improvement in
one or more of the above ways. If you are seeking further improvements in the D -H Alloys
you use, inquire now for information on how

Driver -Harris Vacuum Melting Service can
help you. Address your inquiry to Dept. VMS.

2.

Great reduction in inclusions, especially
oxides and nitrides, results in higher ductility
and tensile properties. In fine wires, the improvement in properties is frequently so great
that wire sizes may be reduced without sacrifice
of strength. An example of the greatly improved microstructure is illustrated in the
metallographs shown.

Polished and debed sample of .fir \felted
NICHROME" V in annealed condition.

elimination of gas, not from the
3surfaceComplete
only but from the entire mass. Alloys so

produced are therefore more desirable in the
manufacture of electron tubes.

4

General improvement in electronic, electrical, and mechanical properties to meet specifications. Because closer control of analysis is a
primary advantage of vacuum melting, we can
now achieve these specific improvements with
remarkable certainty.
Almost all of the Driver -Harris Alloys now
vacuum melted and processed under close physi*

T.

M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

i

Vacuum melted NICHROME 6', annealed. Note
that reduced inclusions result in much larger r,' rai p/
size for the same annealing treatment.

Driver-Harris

HARRISON, NEW JERSEY

COMPANY

BRANCHES: Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Louisville, Los Angeles, San Francisco

In

Canada: The

B.

GREENING WIRE COMPANY, Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

MAKERS OF THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF ALLOYS FOR THE ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, AND HEAT -TREATING INDUSTRIES
ELECTRONICS
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STOP

WISHING...START GROWING
... we

think the right job for you

is here at Western Electric
What do we mean by "the right job?" Well, mostly we
mean there's a bonafide chance for you to grow at Western
Electric.
It figures ... in both the work we do and the status of
the engineer in our company. Fully 55% of the college
graduates in Western Electric's upper level of management
have engineering degrees.

Keep in mind, too, that we follow a policy of promotion
from within. And present indications are that at least
8,000 of our people will be promoted to management jobs
in the next ten years.
Now, about our work. The wide range of functions at
Western Electric includes production, merchandising, purchasing, installation and other aspects of the overall job.
To make their technical work effective, many engineers
participate in these broad managerial functions.

To keep pace with the ever increasing demand for more
and better telephone service there's a constant need here
for new products, new processes, new ideas. And for young
engineers and scientists to help with the job.

Perhaps you'd work in the exciting world of transistors

... automation ... electronic switching ... printed circuitry
or one of our many other fields with a future. Or you might
help with one of the defense contracts the government has
asked us to take over major projects like SAGE, the
continental air defense system, the DEW Line arctic radar
network, the Nike guided missile system-to which Western
Electric engineering has made indispensable contributions.

-

Whatever your assignment with us

- whatever

your

field-you'd be encouraged to move to positions of increas-

ing responsibilities and rewards ... to grow. A full-time
graduate engineering education program is given new engineers during working hours to aid them to more easily
assume a full engineering role in the company. Also, a
tuition refund plan is provided for out -of-hours study at
nearby colleges at company expense.

Certainly you'll want to learn of the specific opportunities available to you. To apply, send resume of your education and experience to Engineering Personnel, Room
1066, Western Electric Co., 195 Broadway, New York 7.
N. Y. In confidence, if you wish.

W?gre ru EkctriC
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY

UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

Manufacturing plants in Chiccgo, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Burlington,
Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn.
Distributing Centers in 30 cities and Installation headquarters in 16 cities. Also, Teletype Corporation, Chicago 14, Illinois.
118
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New 20kw Klystron

for important

L

band

Exclusive Space -Charge Focus

assures long life and reliability
Specify the SAL -81 when you are looking for a reliable tube
in L band hich will have extremely long service life.

,

Exclusive Sperry Space -Charge Focusing design eliminates
heavy magnets-the SAL -81 is a complete microwave

unit requiring no external equipment. This pulsed klystron
amplifier features high gain and rugged construction to
withstand shocks and vibrations.
Available for immediate delivery, the SAL-81 can be used as
a driver for higher -powered klystrons in radar and linear
accelerator systems, as a power source in laboratory work

or in airborne navigation systems. Its unusually long
service life and reliability make it the choice for systems'
work in L band. Write or phone your nearest Sperry
district office for details.
Ft

6rrP(?KIr ro/RF nIVISIOH

GYROSCOPE COMPI #Y
Great Neck, New York

ßm3

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
BROOKLYN
IN

CLEVELAND

NEW ORLEANS

LOS ANGELES

CANAL,: SPERRT GYROSCOPE COMPANY

SAL -81 SPECIFICATIONS

OF

CANADA,

SEATTLE

SAN FRANCISCO

LTD., MONTREAL, QUEBEC

Sperry's Space -Charge Focus principle of
beam control eliminates need for heavy,
unwieldy magnetic structures. New Sperry

Frequency Range

1215-1365mc

Power Output

20kw

Gain

30db

tube design using this principle cuts
weight, size, power consumption and

Voltage Requirements

18kv

cooling requirements.

ELECTRONICS

- Ju,ie

1,

1957
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Clope -up of a diode

Actua

size

Cross section
of a Hughes
germanium diode
photographed at 18
diameters to show

structural detail.

Inside, where it counts, a Hughes germanium diode is rigid,

".......»sturdy-well able to stand up under conditions of severe shock and

vibration.With a microscope, you can see why clearly ... the germanium
crystal permanently bonded to one lead
the whisker firmly welded to
the second lead
the point of the whisker welded to the crystal
the fusion-sealed
glass envelope. Such positive mechanical stability (basic to every Hughes diode type)
is vital to the achievement of electrical stability-and reliablity. Hughes diodes are
manufactured, first of all, for reliability. So specify Hughes, and be sure of successful
application to your electronics and communications equipment.

...

...

For descriptive literature please write:
HUGHES PRODUCTS
SEMICONDUCTORS
International Airport Station
Los Angeles qs, California

...

r

-1

HUGHES PRODUCTS
J
Creating a neu' world with ELECTRONICS
HUGHES

©
120
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FOUR NEW G -E

TRANSISTORS
Operation below zero
and up to 150°C

25 me alpha cutoff
Low leakage current

TYPES

Easy automatic insertion

4JD4A2
4J D4A3
4J D4A4

in printed circuit board

4J D4A5

DESIGN FEATURES
High Temperature Performance
maximum ambient operating temperature 150° C, storage temperature up
to 200° C
.

.

.

New Package Design ...for automatic
insertion in printed circuit boards
Package Hermetically Sealed ... no
moisture seepage from outside air

just a few typical applications for
the NPN silicon triode transistors: wide
Here are

band and d -c amplifiers, oscillator circuits,
computer switching.
And now all General Electric transistors
are a better buy than ever. Because of mechanized production lines, G -E transistors are
made in less time and at a lower cost than
before. Thus you benefit from lower prices.
Besides, machine methods used on the
General Electric production lines promote
the strictest adherence to top quality stand-

e

Package Seams Are Welded
great strength, long wear

...

for

Long Life and Stable Performance
when used within specified ratings
.

Small Size

.

.

.

.

extremely compact

design provides added flexibility for
most applications

ards. As a result, characteristics are controlled and narrow limits are built into the
production transistor for a more uniform
product. Therefore, General Electric is able
to give a one-year written warranty.
For specifications and application engineering assistance, call your G -E Semiconductor
District Sales Manager, your G -E Semiconductor distributor, or write the General
Electric Company, Semiconductor Products,
Section S2567, Electronics Park, Syracuse,
N. Y.

Pjogress /s Our Most important Product

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
EGG22a

ELECTRONICS
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col FM -AM

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

Designed for bench use or rack mounting
Type 202-E 54 to 216 MC

Type 202-E

with cabinet end bells attached for BENCH

Type 202-1: with cabinet end bells removed for mounting
in a standard 19" RELAY RACK

USE

Power Supply used with Type 202-E for BENCH USE

RF

Power Supply used with Type 202-E for 19" RACK MOUNTING

OUTPUT VOLTAGE:

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Max. open circuit voltage at front panel jack is
approx. 0.4 volts. With output cable attached 0.2 volts
nominal. Output impedance 50 ohms resistive at front

panel jack. Minimum output 0.1 microvolts.
FREQUENCY MODULATION:

Three deviation ranges, 0-24 KC., 0-80 KC., and 0-240
KC., each continuously adjustable. FM distortion at
75 KC is less than 2% and at 240 KC less than 10%.

Incremental frequency range: The A F switch permits tuning in increments of ± 5, ± 10, ± 15, ± 20,
± 25, ± 30, ± 50, ± 60 KC in the 108 to 216 MC
range
half these values in the 54 to 108 MC range.
A fine tuning control permits continuous tuning over
a range of approximately ± 20 KC in the 108 to 216
MC range, and ± 10 KC in the 54 to 108 MC range.

-

FREQUENCY:
- 216 MC. may be extended down to 100 KC by
using the Univerter Type 207-E below.

54

FIDELITY CHARACTERISTICS:

Deviation sensitivity of FM modulation system as a
function of frequency is flat within ± 1 DB from
30 cps to 200 KC.

AMPLITUDE MODULATION:

Internal AM available from 0-50% with meter calibrations at 30 /i and 50% points. External modulation
may be used over the range from 0-50%. A front
panel jack connects to the screen of the final stage
for pulse and square wave modulation.

This Univerter can be used, as above, for bench or rack mounting.

PRICES:

OONTON

FM -AM

Signal Generator Type 202-E
with power supply
$1090.00
Univerter Type 207-E
$390.00
F.O.B. Boonton, New Jersey

ADIO
ORPORATION

Boonton, New Jersey
122
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MAGNETIC
TAPE

Now to use the recorder that chases its tail

APPLICATIONS
BY AMPEX

The continuous loop solves a variety of tricky problems

4

At first glance the tape -loop recorder is rather

like a puppydog chasing its tail. But don't be
fooled electronically, it is as interesting as a reinvention of the wheel. And you can share the
challenge of its practical uses.
Are you waiting for lightning to strike? Let a
tape -loop recorder stand the watch. It has infinite
patience and a perfect sense of anticipation. The
tape loop continuously records and erases until an
important event takes place. At that moment
everything is on the loop even the important
instants before. The tape loop either stops at the
end of a cycle or it starts up a reel-to-reel recorder
to copy the data. This scheme is used to study
natural phenomena, to handle intermittent communications, and to collect data on abrupt mechanical or electrical failures.

-

-

Record head

Erase head
Reproduce head

Series

FR -100

The new Ampex FL-100 Tape -Loop Recorder being used
with an Ampex FR -100 Reel -to -Reel Recorder. Interchangeable plug-in units make the two compatible with
any combination of track characteristics.

of data repeatedly until it has been scanned for
all significant frequencies by a succession of filters. Even a short transient can be analyzed.
For processing or simulation devices, the tape
loop provides a program -control cycle of great
sensitivity. Tape-controlled repetitions are as identical in pattern as the successive cycles of a mechanical cam but have advantages of electrical

Series 800 Mobile

and Airborne

-

control and infinite variations possible with tape.
Newest of Ampex's tape -loop recorders is the
FL -100. It shares the styling and features of
Ampex's FR -100 and FR -1100 recorders. The
FL-100 uses their same interchangeable plug-in
amplifiers, hence each track can be used with any

Adjustable idlers

Fixed idlers

,iod equai . loop
length divided by tape speed. Movable idlers
plus use of varying numbers of fixed idlers accommodate any loop length from minimum to
maximum. Data can be repeated indefinitely
or can be continuously erased.
era

irl

<,

,

For time -delay applications, the tape loop is
like a conveyor belt for information. The tape
continually receives data at the record head. Data
rides the tape around the loop to the reproduce
head and is withdrawn at a predetermined time
delay. The interval is determined by length of
tape loop and tape speed. Uses are machine and
process control, communications memory, and

handling of computer data.
The tape -loop recorder also has a talent for
repetition. A short loop synchronized with the
sweep rate of an oscilloscope provides a repeating
signal that makes transient data stand still. For
wave analysis, the tape loop reproduces a sample

of three recording characteristics. Frequencies
from DC to 100,000 cycles can be recorded.
Loop length on the Ampex FL -100 is continually variable from a minimum of 33í feet up to
one of three optional maximums 25, 50 or 75
feet. Tape widths are quarter, half and one inch.
Up to eight tape speeds are available on the same
machine. Overall speed ratios can be as high as
128 to 1.

Model FR-200
Digital

-

Series FL -100
Loop Recorders

If you would like further information on
Ampex's new FL -100 Tape -Loop Recorder or if
you have a special problem to which it is applicable, Ampex's application engineers will be pleased
to provide added details. Also, would you like to
have this informative ad series mailed to you

-

direct? Write Dept. E -!r

Series
INSTRUMENTATION
DIVISION

AMPEX
CORPORATION

FIRST IN MAGNETIC TAPE INSTRUMENTATION
9,34 CHARTER STREET

REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

Representatives in countries around the tvorld.
District offices serving all areas of the United States and Canada; Foreign

www.americanradiohistory.com

FR -1100

INTERNATIONAL

R.FCTIFIER

POWER
International Rectifier Corporation also produces over 600 silicon rectifier types for all DC requirements.

Silicon Power Diodes
Hundreds of types in three basic styles
in voltages from 50 to 1,000 PIV. Hermetically scaled, all -welded construc-

tion. Send your application for

recommendations.

Silicon "Cartridge" Rectifiers
Palings from 300 volts PIV at 100 ma
half -wave DC output to 16,000 volts
NV at 45 ma. Hermetically sealed,
metallized ceramic housings.

Silicon Rectifier Stacks
Hermetically sealed junction diodes
mounted on copper cooling fins,
stacked to include interconnections
required for specific circuits. Inquire
about wide range of ratings.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Engineered to excel in Industrial Power Applications!
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CONSERVATIVE RATINGS MEAN

COOLER OPERATION...LONGER LIFE!
Comparative temperature rise tests show the approximate ratio of conservatism in ratings of International
Rectifier medium power silicon diodes and units of
comparable ratings available from other manufacturers. Note that at the 100% point, the diode from
Manufacturer A had a temperature rise approximately
75% higher than the International diode, while Manufacturer B's diode exhibited a temperature rise approximately 16.6% greater than the International unit.
Cooler operation results from conservative ratings -means greater reliability to you!

If you are considering silicon rectifiers in your ,text application, consider International rectifiers first! The high forward
conductance and thw extremely low reverse leakage of these
rectifiers provide rectification efficiency up to 99;, at power
frequencies. The rectifier junction is formed by an International Rectifier Corporation process which has resulted in
silicon diodes of outstanding electrical performance and
thermo stability. They may be operated at temperatures up
to 150°C, and can withstand exposure to temperatures from
--55`C to +170°C. These units are subjected to rigorous
100% production and quality control test procedures. To
assure performance under the most adverse conditions, the
reverse or blocking characteristics are tested at 1.50°C, and
all units are pulse-tested at approximately 300% of the output current rating, to prove their ability to withstand high

surge currents. Write, wire or telephone our Application
Advisory Department. This group of experienced rectifier
engineering specialists will be happy to supply specific
can fit into your project.
TYPES NOW

enstics"0 the silicon
ass chance for field

tailur'

2AALL WELDED CONSTRUCTION
ing of International
construction reduces
et

3 ,LOWER

CURRENT DENSITY IN THE CRYSTAL

Iyp:c41
Forward Oros,
Vohs RMS
,a Fen -Cooled
Rating

lo

a

withstand greater surge overloads than other available units.
In one laboratory lest an International medium power silicon
diode was pulse -tested at 300 amps. rectified output current
at a rate of three pulses per minute for a total exceeding 3,000

4

4

STUD TYPES TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS

ma sr rated V
RMS and 150°C
nase Temp,

75

65

305441
301M1

1.10

30uM1
3OVM1

68.0551
68.1051
68.1551
68-2051
68.3051

1.12

55
42
35
25
75
65
55
42
35
25

68-0591

75

68-0791
68-1091

65

68.1591
68.2091
68-3091

1.05

M..,_,.,,,AC.
Input Volrs

55
42

for

sec.
AMPS,

Ply

RMS

35
52
70

300

50
75
100
150

3

240

140

Convection
Cooled"

Fan Cooled
@1000 UM*

30

70

24

56

14

33

los

200
300

210

50
75
100
150
200

35
52
70
105
140

300

210

50
75
100
ISO

35
52
70

200
300

35
25

a

Rectified Output
Amperes

Surge Curren,

MA

300Mí

'Mounted on

IIIZZAhLi%ecÿAZt*T4-4 u 11l

lyp--al leeles9e

301M1

68.0751
-

RATINGS AT 25` C

SINGLE-PHAS

HERMETICALLY SEALED... GLASS TO METAL
nants to
crystet'

IN FULL PRODUCTION

140

cos
140
210

properly designed heat exchanger

Mesfnton, opeitaring tetnplrrel.arc 150'C
Meuinuc» 4tOc4
femperetut4 110' C

s

SILICON IIODES
leirirTh..=...

t

rite notional Silicon medium power diodes, equest

u

ètnS
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Rectifier
International
TI ON
COR POR
A

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA
NEW YORK: 132 E. 70TH ST., TRAFALGAR 9-3330

CHICAGO: 205 W. WACKER DR., FRANKLIN 2-3888

PHONE OREGON 8-6281

CAMBRIDGE, MASS., 17 DUNSTER ST., UNIVERSITY 4.6520

IN CANADA: ATLAS RADIO CORP., LTD., 50 WINGOLD AVE. W., TORONTO, ONTARIO, RU

1.6174

The World's Largest Supplier of Industrial Metallic Rectifiers
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SYSTEM ARMS NEWEST NUCLEAR SUB

Regulus II-Massive Air Power
For Navy's "Undersea Satellite"
Chance Vought has weapon systems responsibility
for mating its missile with the atomic sub. Today,
Vought engineers are designing the Halibut's missile
support equipment. They'll help train submariners for
Regulus II operation, and they'll be on board for
check-outs of the entire missile system.
Vought engineers introduced missile power to the
Undersea Fleet with Regulus I. In the process,
they traveled a new and exciting development route .. .
from test range to shipyard to shakedown cruise.
Join them this time and share their adventure.
Help forge from sea and air power an ultimate weapon.

Construction has begun on the USS Halibut, world's
first missile -carrying nuclear submarine. Meantime,
the Halibut's primary weapon
Vought's Regulus II
missile
is being flown repeatedly as a supersonic
flight test vehicle.
Before long the two will be joined
true submarine with unlimited undersea range and a far-flying
missile, ready to deliver a nuclear strike. You'll hear
more about this "undersea satellite" when it begins its
stealthy orbit through the deep waters of the world.
Right now
as a Vought engineer
you can
help bring it into being.

-

-

-a

-

4

-

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR ENGINEERS

Senior Flight Test Analysis Engineer
For Research Assignments. To integrate automatic computation methods
into flight test data reduction and
analysis methods, and to develop new
methods of flight test and data analysis.
Requires engineering degree and 3 to 4
years experience with flight test data
reduction and analysis methods.

Development Engineer. For weapon
and tactical analysis. To plan optimum
weapon systems prior to preliminary design, and to evaluate the military worth
of new aircraft and missiles in preliminary design.
Electronic Development Instrumentation Engineer. To conceive, design,
laboratory-evaluate and test intricate
components and assemblies aimed at
automation of data acquisition and

Propulsion Engineer. For assignment
installed turbojet and rocket performance; thermal control; inlet duct and
nozzle design; aerothermodynamics.
in

CHANCE

analysis. Requires Electronics or Physics
degree and
to 4 years experience in
electronics design.
1

OZLGHT

/ N C O R P O R A T E D
To

arrange for

a

personal interview,
or for a prompt
report on these

other current
openings, return
or

USS Halibut symbolizes advanced capabilities of the Navy's 57 year -old submarine force
and signals a broad new
frontier for weapon systems engineering at
Chance Vought.

FT

DALLAS, TEXAS

Mr. C. A. Besio
Supervisor Engineering Personnel
Chance Vought Aircraft, Dept. E-4

Dallas, Texas
I am interested in a detailed report

personal interview

on opening for

coupon to:
Address

Name
City
11=4/9

Me

State

ura meäai IBM
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MECHANICAL MONSTER OR MODERN MARVEL?
Select the P&B

Relay

which

helps make the difference
ENGINEERING DATA

AG Series

MW Series

Enclosed Power Relay
Shock -Proof and Dust Proof

Appliance Type Relay
with above Average
Performance and Life.

SERIES: AG. Enclosed power relay
for use in dusty or dirty applications.

AB Series
Appliance Type Relay,
Heavy Duty Construction.

Proper controls turn monsters into marvels ... and controls are only as good
as their components, such as relays. Without controls, this massive press, or
any automated equipment, becomes a nightmare of disorganized force.
P&B AG Series relays are particularly suited to automation. They are
ruggedly constructed for excellent shock resistance, withstanding 100 G
shock without mechanical damage. The AG is a tough relay designed for
rough jobs.
A metal enclosure keeps out shop dust and dirt. The phenolic base meets
all U/L requirements for spacing and creepage distances ... and the DPDT
contact arrangement permits a wide variety of circuit variations.
For over 25 years, P&B has been building relays, and modifying existing
types, to suit specific applications. Write for new catalog or engineering
consultation.

CONTACTS: 3/16" dia. fine silver.
Rated 5 amps., single break,115 V.
AC resistive. Rated 8 amps., double
break, 115 V. AC resistive.
CONTACT ARRANGEMENTS: SPST
NO -DM, SPST NC-DB, DPST-NO,
DPST-NC, DPDT.

VOLTAGE RANGE: DC: 6 to 220 V.
AC: 6 to 230 V.
COIL RESISTANCE: 30,000 ohm
maximum.

POWER REQUIRED: 1.5 W. minimum DC at 25° ambient. 6 W.
maximum.

AMBIENT TEMP. RANGE: -55°
to +85' C.
TERMINALS: Screw type molded

C.

in

phenolic base.
ENCLOSURE: Special dust cover.

DIMENSIONS: 234' L x 2 11/32"
W. x 3

5/32"

H.

P&B STANDARD RELAYS ARE AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL AND REFRIGERATION DISTRIBUTORS

Fottt & B lausfield, ii.

Subsidiary of AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY

128

PRINCETON, INDIANA

See our catalog in
Sweet's Product Design File.

Manufacturing Divisions also in Franklin, Ky. and Laconia, N.H.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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marion
MEDALISTS
where electronics
meets the eye

marion electrical instrument company
GRENIER FIELD

MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

V D
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SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

MODEL 21258
GENERAL PURPOSE PULSE GENERATOR

COMPONENT TEST
V=

e

-S T

33

STANDARD ELECTRO -PULSE
INSTRUMENTS to SIMPLIFY YOUR
PULSE INSTRUMENTATION PROBLEM
digital or analog systems, from sub -sonic rep
rates to megacycles, pulse widths from milli microseconds to seconds, in general or special
purpose equipment -Electro-Pulse offers a comFor

MODEL 5020A

MAGNETIC CORE TESTER

plete and integrated line, designed for your
applications by pulse instrumentation specialists.
e=

-

s

Ñfedt

Pulse Generators

Precision
General Purpose
Low Speed
Megacycle

addition to the wide range of complete instruments, combinations cf standard `block -units"
quickly and economically provide ready-made
special instrumentation.
Advanced engineering, low -maintenance hard
tube circuitry, and flexible wide -range operation
typical in Electro -Pulse equipment offers
unmatched instrument value for the protection of
your project budget and time schedule.
In

Multi -pulse Generators
Pulse Code Generators

Beacon Simulators

Clock Generators

Factory representatives will be pleased to discuss your
requirements and recommend applicable equipment.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG No. 1-57/E

Time Delay Generators
Core Testing Equipment
Pulse Voltage Calibrators

Gate Generators

Representatives in Major Cities

Electronic Counters

Jeectna- ;4u(4e, 7Kc.
11861 TEALE STREET, CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

Telephones: EXmont 8-6764 and TExas 0-8006

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Miniature Multipole

R -B -M

EE

Relays of Proven Reliability

other outstanding
*ESSEX ENGINEERED
production prii ven products

WIRE AND CABLE
full "Extra Test" line of lead, appliance,

A

automotive and refrigeration wires, plus submersible pump cable and 200° C. Sil -X insulations are examples of the versatility of
"Essex Engineering".
Wire and Cable Division

Fort Wayne, Ind

Light weight, Small Size Open and Hermetically Sealed Types
for Electronic and Communication Application
APPLICATION:

R -B -M Miniature Multipole Relays are used where the
prime factors in switching electronic circuits are small size, light weight and
reliability. These proven designs are produced for switching low power
circuits, low capacitance circuits and power circuits. 125° C insulation now
available on some versions. Coils can also be designed for plate circuit.
CONSTRUCTION:
Magnet Frame-Four sizes available on open type relays and three sizes
on hermetically sealed type.
Contacts-Cross-bar palladium welded to nickel silver springs or button
contacts on Beryllium copper springs.
Terminals and Mountings-Glass headers provided with either solder
or plug-in type terminals with many various types of mountings available.
Octal type plug-in headers can be provided on the HL enclosure. Plug-in
terminals to fit either 9 or 14 pin standard sockets. Maximum of 14
pins for solder connections.

MINIATURE RELAYS
The Type MS Miniature Sensitive Relay is
ideal for any application requiring a compact, highly reliable single pole D. C. device,
where a low cost solution is required because

of volume usage and competitive problems.
Request Bulletin No. MS -1.
R -B -M

"Control" Division
Logansport, Ind.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS*
Minimum

Maximum

Power
Maximum Contact Form With
Requirements rated current at 32 V.D.C. or 115
Per pole at
V.A.C. (non -inductive load)
25'C(WATTS)

Coil
Resistance
(OHMS)

Open

9,000

SM

SMD -2

4 PDT 5 Amps. or 3
6 PST 3 Amps.

.2

SPNO

9,000

1.0

Make
Amps.

Amps.

Contacts
80 Amps. Break 20
at 32 V.D.C.
5 Amps. or 3 Amps.
3 Amps.
5 Amps. or 3 Amps.
3 Amps.

SC

18,500

.16

SA

18,500

.14

4 PDT

.2

SPNO, SPDT, DPNC, SPNC,

SAD -2

-

9,000
18,500

6 PST

DPNO
SPNO

Parallel Contacts.
Make 80 Amps. Break 20
Amps. at 32 V.D.C.
er ratings and specifications available.
1.0

'Ot

Coil Watts

Enclosed

3.75

HSM

3.75

HSMD-2

4.5

HPSC

Parallel

4 PDT
6 PST

SM -RF

Maximum

4.5

HLSA

375

HSM-RF
HLSM-RF

4.5

'HLSAD-2

For additional information write for Bulletin No. 1050

REIM

DIVISION

Manufacturers of Magnetic
L
Controls and Devices

130
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COILED CORDS
"spring" in Coiled Cords automatically

The

synchronizes with moving components that
are electrically powered. There are no looping, tangling cords in the way
because
Coiled Cords extend and retract as needed.
Write for new literature.

...

Cords Limited Division
DeKalb, III.

ESSEX
WIRE CORPORATION

June 1, 1957

-

ELECTRONICS

-

Variable width
width of each of 5
pulses can be adjusted independently,

Variable delay-delay between each of
5 pulses can be adjusted independently.

CODE MODULATED
MULTIPLE -PULSE
MICROWAVE
SIGNAL GENERATOR
950-10,750 mc

Model B

Generates multi-pulse modulated carrier

for beacons, missiles, radar... provides 5 independently
adjustable pulse channels, 4 interchangeable r -f oscillator
heads, precision oscilloscope, self-contained power supplies
...all in one integrated mobile instrument.
The Polarad Model B is an essential instrument for testing beacons, missiles, radar, navigational
systems such as DME, Tacan, H. F. Loran, etc., where multi -pulse modulated, microwave frequency
energy with accurately controlled pulse width, delay, and repetition rate is required for coding.
A

fully integrated self-contained equipment with these features:

Four Interchangeable Microwave Oscillator
each
Units
all stored in the instrument
with UNI -DIAL control ...precision power
monitor circuit to maintain 1 mw power output
keying circuit to assure
reference level
rapid rise time of modulated r-f output
non -contacting chokes.

-

...

...

...

Five Independently Adjustable Pulse Channels
-each channel features variable pulse width
and delay; has provisions for external pulse -

time modulation.
Precision Oscilloscope with Built -In Wide Band
RF Detector for viewing the modulation en CODE MODULATED MULTIPLE-PULSE
MICROWAVE SIGNAL GENERATOR

Model

I

.-JI

velope and accurately calibrating the r -f pulse

width, delay, and group repetition rate.
Equipped with built-in calibration markers.

Self -Contained Power Supplies-Model

B

operates directly from an AC line through an
internal voltage regulator. The coded multi pulse generator is equipped with an electronically regulated low voltage DC supply.
Klystron power unit adjusts to proper voltage
automatically for each interchangeable band.
Contact your Polarad representative or write
to the factory for detailed information.

SPECIFICATIONS I

B

Frequency Range:
950 to 2400 me
Band 1
Band 2
2150 to 4600 me
Band 3
4450 to 8000 me
Band 4
7850 to 10,750 me
±1%
Frequency Accuracy
RF Power Output .
1 m III iwattmaximum (0 DBM)

...
...
...
...

I
I

L.

Pulse -time modulation-input provided
in each of 5 pulse channels for external
ul e- ime modulation.

...

Attenuator:
0 to -127 DBM
Output Range
±2db
Output Accuracy
50 ohms nominal
Output Impedance
RF Pulse Characteristics:
Better than 0.1 microsecond
a. Rise Time
as measured between 10 and 90% of maximum amplitude of the initial rise.

...
...
...

...

...

Variable repetition rate-repetition rate
of each group of pulses can be varied.

Less than 0.1 microsecond
b. Decay Time
as measured between 10 and 90% of maximum amplitude of the final decay.
Less than 10% of maximum
c. Overshoot

...

amplitude of the Initial rise.

AVAILABLE ON EQUIPMENT LEASE PLAN

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Internal Pulse Modulation:

...
...

1 to 5 Independently on,
or off
40 to 4000 pps
Repetition Rate
Pulse Width
0.2 to 2.0 microseconds
Pulse Delay
to 30 microseconds
0.1 microsecond
Accuracy of Pulse Setting
Minimum Pulse Separation ...0.3 microsecond
Initial Channel Delay... 2 microseconds from
sync. pulse
40-4000 pps (sepaInternal Square Wave
rate output)
Pulse Time Modulation:
40-400 cps any or all channels
Frequency
Required Ext. Mod.... 1 volt rms min.
±0.5 microsecond
Maximum deviation
Power Input (built -In power supply) 105/125 v.
60 cps 1200 watts.

No. of Channels

...

....0

...

...

...

...

FIELD MAINTENANCE SERVICE AVAILABLE
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

43-20 34th STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY 1. N. v.

REPRESENTATIVES: Albany, Albuquerque, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton, Denver, Englewood, Fort Worth, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York,
Philadelphia, Portland, Rochester, St. Louis, San Francisco, Schenectady, Stamford, Syracuse, Washington, D. C., Winston-Salem, Canada: Arnprier, Ontario.

Resident Representatives in Principal Foreign Cities

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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1

KW Transistor Switching

Industry's Highest Power Transistor
Eliminate arcing at switch points. Stop switch deterioration
while increasing the efficiency and reliability of all electronic
control equipment!
transistor can switch
kw with one watt of control power.

A single Delco 2N174
1

Because transistor switching eliminates arcing,
switch life is longer and more reliable.

regardless of age, are currently being produced
by the thousands every day. Write for

engineering data.
Power Switching Characteristics
Switching Power
1000 watts
Current in "on"
position
13 amperes
Input Control Power 1 watt
Power Gain
30 db
Dissipation in "on"
position
8 watts
60 microseconds
Switching time

This switching performance is possible because
of the excellent electrical characteristics of the
2N174; in particular, the high collector breakdown voltage, extremely high maximum collector current, and very low input impedance.
You may employ Delco 2N174 high -power
transistors with confidence in their reliability
and uniformity. These transistors, normalized
to retain better performance characteristics

DELCO RADIO
132

_

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
KOKOMO, INDIANA

Want mere information* Use post card on last page.
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not just "new"

but

a new
KIND of
IIII

IIII

IIII

III

--

IIIIOSCILLOSCOPE

III!

High sensitivity, dc to 300 KC
direct reading sweep times
µsec/cm to 15 sec/cm

21

Sweeps

1

II

-hp- 130A Low Frequency Oscilloscope
IIII

Ills

IIII

totally new production and laboratory
instrument obsoletes previous concepts of
oscilloscope convenience, usefulness
and reliability.
Horizontal and vertical amplifiers are similar.
Sensitivity is mv/cm or 10 my full scale
deflection. Amplifiers have wide pass bands,
dc to 300 KC. Input circuits are balanced
on 5 most sensitive ranges. Single -ended
input may be dc or ac coupled. Amplifiers
are stable; gain may be standardized by an
internal 1,000 cycle square wave. Sweep
times are highly linear, may be set and read
directly. In most cases -hp- 30A needs no
preamplification to present transducer signals
as a brilliant, high resolution trace.
This

-7-

Easy to use

1

"Universal" automatic triggering
5% voltmeter, millivoltmeter

1

A special feature is the "universal" automatic
triggering system where one preset

condition provides optimum triggering
on almost all input signals.

Brief Specifications
Input Amplifiers: (Similar Vert. and Horiz. Amps.). Sensitivity

For the complete story on a really new oscilloscope,
call your -hp- representative, or write direct.

1

HEWLETT- PACKARD COMPANY
4054A Page Mill Road
Cable "HEWPACK"

mv/cm to 50 v/cm; 14 calibrated ranges, 1-2-5-10
sequence plus continuous vernier. Pass band dc to 300
KC; ac or dc coupling. Balanced input on 1, 2, 5, 10
and 20 mv/cm ranges.
Sweep Range: 1 µsec/cm to 15 sec/cm. 21 sweeps: 1-2-5-10
sequence, 5% accuracy.
Triggering: Internal, line voltage or external 0.5 v or more.
Pos. or neg. slope, +30 to -30 v trigger range.
Preset Trigger: Optimum setting for automatic stable

Palo Alto, CaBfornia, U.S.A.

DAvenport 5-4451

triggering.

Amplitude Calibration:

1

KC square wave.

5% accuracy.

Price: $650.00

Field engineers in all principal areas

also offers -hp- 150A High Frequency Oscilloscope, dc to 10 MC,
sweeps 0.02 psec/cm to 15 sec/cm. Rise time 0.035 ,usec.
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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Eimac X676 Modulating Anode Klystron

Eimac X676 Meets
CAA Air Navigational Requirements
Designed for air navigation systems, the Eimac X676 three cavity, air cooled
klystron will deliver 30 KW peak power output in the 955 to 1220 me range. With
a power gain of 35 db, this tube has an efficiency of 40 per cent.
A typical air navigation systems requirement is a shaped RF pulse output to
eliminate spectrum interference in adjacent channels. The Eimac X676 conservatively meets the 6Odb requirement of the CAA's air navigational system without
using critically tuned, expensive filters in the RF output transmission line. The
modulating anode permits pulsing the beam current while keeping the accelerating
voltage constant. Also, the modulator circuit for this application is quite simple.
The RF cavities are external to the vacuum system and detachable from the
klystron. The user may purchase spare tubes without buying additional tuning
and focusing assemblies.
For the design engineer, the features of the X676 simplify circuitry for
the equipment operators the X676 provides reliable, long-lived performance at
moderate cost.
For further information about the Eimac X676 Modulating Anode
Klystron, consult our Application Engineering Department. Also
available are two highly informative booklets; "The Care and
Feeding of Klystrons" and "Klystron Facts ... Case Four".

-

INC.
McCULLOUGH,
EITELCALIFORNIA
SAN BRUNO
EilrstaC 9vadt in high power amplifier klystrons

Typical Pulse Operation X676
Voltage
Current
Power Input
DC Beam
DC Beam

24 KV
3 3 Amps
80 KW

Power Output
Driving Power

32 KW

Efficiency

40%

10

watts

www.americanradiohistory.com

Power Gain
Average Power

35 db
1

KW

wr FM Telemetering

uitnu-4tublie

Discriminator*

`Epsco Model FM -108
FM -to -Volta , e Converter.

MODEL FM -108 crystal-cont lled ultra stable, all-channel discriminator presents a n w standard
of accuracy
better than an order of mag tude more
accurate and stable than any other commercia available
equipment . . . and with absolutely no adjust ents! This
new standard of FM data processing features:
EPSCO'S

...

Absolute accuracy is better than 0.05%. and the dynamic
of
the
accuracy
equipment from input to
associated bandpass filter through the
low-pass output filter is better than 0.2%.
LONG-TERM STABILITY: 0.2% for life of
equipment with no adjustments for zero
drift, gain and line voltage variations, etc.
VERSATILITYaConverter operates on any of
23 standard IRTWG telemetering sub -carrier frequencies from 400 cps to 70kc.
Band switching may be accomplished remotely or by selector switch on front panel.

b. HIGH DYNAMIC ACCURACY:

automatic compensation for variation of
transmitting sub-carrier oscillator frequency and gain by a transistorized electromechanical servo feature.

FM -106

DYNAMICALLY CCURATE SELECTABLE LOWPASS FILTERS:
5 -pole
r utilizing pre-

b.

f

10.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SIZE:10W' of space of standard 19"cabinet.
WEIGHT: 291/2 pounds.
CONSTRUCTION: Constructed of 8 separate
plug-in chassis assemblies containing
electronic and magnetic components. All
components are accessible on the standard
layout forms.

Engineering data sheet available on request.

In the West, contact:
Epsco Service Corporation of California

7

1722 Westwood Boulevard

tos Angeles

24,

California
411111111111111

- June

1,
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Delay
Compensation

ttandler

Distributor

Epsco

Digital
Output

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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DATRAC
Voltage -to-digital
Converter

Signal
Separator

Remote Selector

and Control

Epsco Model BF -601 Signal Separator
units, each of which contains 23 band-pass
filters, are available for separating the composite sub -carrier signal prior to input to
FM Converter.
Complete FM telemetering receiving stations are available with or without wow and
flutter compensation and zero and 100 percent
correction features. Also available is the Epsco
Model VCO-718 All -Channel Voltage -Controlled
Oscillator for FM Discriminator calibration ..
which occupies only 3 1 inches of panel space
including power supply.
.

esco
588 COMMONWEALTH AVE.,

ELECTRONICS

Tele metering
Tape

-

cision wire-woun resi
s and ultra -stable
polystyrene capa - s in combination with
chopper -stabilized c amplifiers provides:
Phase linearity d ation not exceeding
0.25 degrees ove 90% of bandwidth.
Pass band flat with
±0.1% (O.Oldb)
to Fo.
Minimum attenuation o 54 db of near:st
beat frequency betw.en sub-carr er
channels.
A total of 62 different
ter
w -pass
bandwidths selectable fro
to
11 c
3490 cps.

AUTOMATIC WOW and FLUTTER COMPENSA-

TIONrWith Epsco FM -106 Velocity Deviation
Detector and Epsco CD601 Velocity Deviation Compensation Distributor, errors from
tape speed variations are reduced by a
minimum of 35 db.
b. ZERO and 100% DATA CORRECTION Produces

Epsco

Velocity Deviation
Detector

rT

",otad
BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS
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VoltsMicrofarads and
Miniaturization
sistor Circuitry
The daily progress of transistor usage is calling for
smaller, yet better components. Mallory is proud of
their continuous contribution to miniaturizationsmaller components without sacrifice of reliability.

In the power supply field, Mallory is a pioneer in
the development and production of mercury cells.
Their techniques have made possible mass production at highest quality levels. The constant voltage
discharge characteristic is ideally suited for transistor operation.
Mallory subminiature capacitors, in four types, offer
wide choice of ratings and characteristics.
TAW-an ultra -miniature tantalum capacitor-from 1
mfd/24 V to 6 mfd/4 V.
TAP-a tantalum capacitor with -55° to +80° C ratings,
from 2 mfd/90 V to 30 mfd/6 V.
TNT-the smallest tantalum ever for its ratings-from
8 mfd/50 V to 80 mfd/3 V.
TT-a commercially priced miniature aluminum electrolytic-from 1 to 110 mfd at from 1 to 50 V.

Mallory will be glad to consult with you on specific
problems of miniaturization and transistor application components, or supply full technical data on
battery, capacitor and other Mallory products. Write
us, or contact the Mallory representative-today.

Expect more ,
MALLORYP.

R.

,

get more from

MALLORY & CO-Inc.

Serving Industry with These Products:

-

Electromechanical

Resistors

Switches

Tuning

Devices

Vibrators

Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries
Electrochemical Capacitors
Materials
Metals
Welding
Metallurgical
Contacts
Special

-

Parts distributors in

136

P.

R.

MALLORY & CO., inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

all major cities stock Mallory standard components for your convenience.
Want more information?

Use post card on last page.
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W. W. MacDONALD, Editor

electronics
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1

1957

CROSS

TALK

YOUNG IDEAS . . . Judged
high-school junior and senior physics exhibits at a local Science Fair
the other night. Four of the five
awards went for work in electronics; a digital computer, a servo controlled "dog" that followed right
at our heels, a high-speed counter
and a light-beam communicator.
Co -judge, who was a prominent
M. E. holding no brief for tubes or
transistors, independently made the
same selections so the awards were
a pretty good indication of the extent to which scientifically inclined
youngsters are interested in our

art.
These boys nearing college age
are smart. So smart, in fact, that
our advice to full-fledged engineers
who might judge similar contests
next year is not to under -rate them
when asking questions. Like the
youngsters on the quiz programs,
these boys have a great deal of
highly specialized knowledge and
fire back answers in depth and detail that are positively astounding
and can be downright embarrassing.

...

From time
ON THE FENCE
to time over the past several years
we have commented upon the position of color television in the
market. In all these instances we
have tried to reflect the feeling
of the industry itself, an area
which is more or less comfortable
because of our many day-to-day
business contacts.
ELECTRONICS

-June

In dealing with the attitude of to kites and captive balloons and
the ultimate consumer there is ceased for economic reasons at the
of
less competence. We are getting point where we were dreaming
beam
light
of
vertical
kind
some
it
that
however,
the impression,
wave
now would take very little to push that would accept a standing
antenna.
an
as
and serve
the public over the line.
Now, out in New Mexico, StanColor television could easily be
University and the Air Force
ford
an important factor in the industo fire off some rockets
about
are
try by fall.
that will ionize the upper air when
Most men who they explode. Amateurs within a
SKYHOOK
try to
have worked with high -frequency radius of 700 miles will
layers
reflective
artificial
the
utilize
communications apparatus since
all
frequencies
on
communicate
to
about
the early days still dream
mc.
the ideal "skyhook" ... some means the way from 14 to 148
All this dreaming, it seems, may
of radiating line -of -sight signals
from a higher point above the shack, soon bear fruit.
or bouncing them off a controllable
"Systems EnDEFINITION
heaviside layer, or both. Our own
the
work progressed through towers gineering is when you have
that raised neighborhood eyebrows prime contract."

...

...

LOOKING AHEAD . . .
Glass stronger than steel may be just around the corner, if
adaptable to aircraft and missile construction could further step
up importance of infrared detection systems.

Continuing intense investigation of such phenomena as semi conduction and superconductivity is bringing electrical, metallurgical and chemical engineers into closer and closer contact
As demand for component miniaturization increases, more
and more design engineers are remembering that one way to
achieve it is by increasing the output frequency of power supplies
Extension of submarine operating ranges, among other things.
is bringing about more widespread study of radio propagation
at extremely low frequencies
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Captain of Navy's USS Compass Island, engaged
guided missile program, checks operation of Gyrofin
by monitor meters that indicate ordered -lift and both
Other controls adapt stabilizers to varying weather

Polaris
stabilizers
fin angles.
conditions

Out -rigged fin is inspected while Navy's experimental ship USS
Compass Island is in drydock. Stabilizers will allow forerunner

in

fleet of nuclear -powered, ballistic missile -launching ships to
roll a degree and a half while sister ships roll 15 degrees
of

By RICHARD SCHEIB, Jr.
Marine Division
Sperry Gyroscope Company
Division of Sperry Rand Corporation
Garden City, New York

TRANSISTORS STABILIZE
are again being
equipped with stabilizers to attenuate their rolling motion. They
have been installed on the SS Mariposa and SS Monterey in Pacific
cruise service and on the Navy's
AMERICAN SHIPS

STABILIZING

-

gram.
To the commercial ship owner,
stabilization offers improved pas -

STARBOARD FIN AND FIN -TILT SERVO SYSTEM

MOMENT COMPUTER
ORDERED FIN
LIFT COMPUTER

USS Compass Island, a missile ship
now in service in connection with
the US Navy's Polaris missile pro-

ORDERED

LIFT

PUMP STROKE
CONTROL
SYSTEM

HYDRAULIC
VARIABLE
DELI VERY PUMP

75 -HP
POWER
MOTOR

t
PORT FIN
AND FIN -TILT
SERVO SYSTEM

SHIP MOTION
SENSING
INSTRUMENTS

ACTUAL
FIN - LIFT
TRANSDUCER
4

t
SHIPSTABILIZING
MOMENT

STARBOARD

FIN

HYDRAULIC
FIN TILTING
CYLINDER

WAVE DISTURBANCE

MOMENTS

1-Complete ship stabilizer system consists of port and starboard fin -tilt servos
and stabilizing -moment compute. Hydraulic system provides huge torque
FIG.
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senger comfort and safety as well
as economies afforded by maintaining speed and schedule in rough
weather. To the Navy, ship stabilization also offers improved missile
launching conditions and navigation accuracy under adverse sea

conditions.
Computer studies facilitated the
development of the new stabilizer,
called the Gyrofin Ship Stabilizer.
The dominant role played by the
application of electronic and servo
techniques to the stabilizer control
system will be discussed in this
article.

Stabilization Problem
Frequency and amplitude of a
ship's rolling motion depend on the
frequency spectrum of the waves
as well as the ship's natural roll
frequency and damping character June
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i
Relative size of fin machinery and hydraulic servo ready for
shipboard installation can be gleaned by comparison with man

Fin model shows how belowdecks machinery is installed on
ship. Vertical hydraulic cylinder tilts fin to stabilize ship

Measuring, computing and servo techniques are combined
SUMMARY
to control underwater fins. Up to 90 percent of ship's roll is eliminated thus
providing stable platform for missile launching. Servos combine transistor
and magnetic amplifiers obtaining 15 -watts output for fin orders. Automatic
overload protection of fins in heavy seas also is provided

MISSILE SHIPS
istics. The largest amplitude and
greatest regularity of roll motion
occurs at frequencies near resonance, typically 4 cpm for a 20,000
ton ocean liner.
Reduced but more random amplitudes occur at frequencies below and above the resonant frequency. An ocean liner stabilizer
must, therefore, cope with this
wide range of roll frequencies,
typically from 1 to 10 cpm. A stabilizer theoretically capable of
maintaining a 5 -degree list reduces
rolling to negligible amplitudes in
all but most violent seas.
Of the many methods available,
ships are stabilized most effectively
by actively controlled underwater
fins. Typically, two fins only 7 by
14 feet in size will stabilize a 550 foot, 20,000 ton ship. Fins such
as these are capable of applying
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

stabilizing moments indefinitely to
cope with low -frequency wave disturbances. By making the fin operate rapidly enough, the stabilizer
is able to counteract the highest
frequencies of wave disturbance
to which the ship will respond.

FROM

SENSITIVITY,
CONTROL

VARIABLE

400CPS

When operated within the capacity of its fins, the Gyrofin stabilizer is capable of attenuating the
roll amplitude by as much as 90
percent, reducing a roll of ±20
deg to less than ±2 deg.
Two 100-sq ft fins, located about

RATE

TACHOMETER

GYRO

LIST-ANGL
CONTROL

LINEAR
ACCELEROMETER

ROTARY

ACCELEROMETER

ORDERED

FIN -LIFT
TRANS

ORDERED -LIFT
COMPUTER
AMP

FROM

--

SERVO
MOTOR

TACHOMETE

-

TO
PORT

FIN

MECH

LIMIT

ORDERED
FIN -LIFT
TRANS

TO

-STARBOARD
FIN

FIG. 2-Stabilizingmoment computer is located In control console on ship's bridge
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the middle of the ship, 20 feet below the water line, provide the
stabilization. When not in use they
are folded back into recesses in the
hull. The fins cooperate, one by
tilting downward, the other upward, to apply a stabilizing moment
to the ship. They are capable of
lift forces up to 70 tons each, resulting in a maximum stabilizing
moment of 6,000 ton -ft. The fins
operate rapidly at speeds up to 30
degrees per second and are capable
of accelerating to that speed in 0.3
second. Thus a fin may travel between the 25 degree extremes of
its travel in less than 2 seconds.
Hydraulics
To impart these accelerations
and speeds to a 20 -ton fin moving
in water at 20 knots, hydraulic
servo controls are used to apply
torques up to 100,000 lb -ft to the
fin shaft. The hydraulic piston and
cylinder that operates the fin shaft
through a simple crank arrangement, is controlled by a variable delivery, reversible -flow pump that
can transfer oil from one side of
the cylinder to the other at rates
up to 100 gpm. This pump, with
a peak output of 100 hp, incorporates a hydraulic pump stroke amplifier which requires a mechanical input control power level of
only 2 watts.
Since this heavy fin actuating
machinery can be controlled by only
a few watts of power, small electro -magnetic transducers are used
to obtain signals indicating the
ship's motion as well as fin action,
low-level transistor and magnetic
amplifiers are used in computation
and special electronic circuits were

ROLL ANGLE
SIGNAL

120 K

ROLL VELOCITY
SIG

1

10K

75K
22

0.1
II

ROLL
ACCELLERATION
SIGNAL
SERVO POSITION

SIGNAL

K

r

Operating Principles

Basic principles of stabilizer operation are illustrated in Fig. 1.
The stabilization system has two
major divisions, the stabilizing
moment computer which detects the
roll motion and orders the proper
stabilizing moment and two identical fin tilt servo systems which
cause the fins to apply the ordered
stabilizing moment to the ship.
The stabilizing moment computer
deduces the disturbing moment
being applied to the ship by wave
action from measurements of the
ship's response to these disturbances. Sensing instruments detect
and measure several functions of
the ship's roll motion from which
the stabilizing moment is computed. The fin -lift computer orders
both fin servos to apply equal fin lift forces to the ship which cooperate to produce a stabilizing moment
equal and opposite to the wave -disturbing moment.
The desirable equality of fin -lift
forces is assured first by the equality of fin -lift orders to each fin
servo and second by the unique lift control feature of the fin servo system. As shown in Fig. 1 the hydraulic servo system responds to
the difference between the ordered
and actual fin -lift signals; the

0.015

904
4,700

Li9F

904

I0K

Computer Servo

The sensing instrument signals
are combined by a servo system
that continuously computes fin lift
orders proportional to the combination of the three roll motion
functions. As shown in Fig. 2, the
computer servo system consists of
a resolver measuring the servo
position and two transmitters that
send ordered lift signals to the fin
servo units. Mechanical limits on
the computer servo prevent the
ordering of a fin lift exceeding 70
tons.
The servo amplifier combines the
400 -cps signals linearly to control

the servo motor. In response to signals from the sensing instruments

0022

953

.1

IOK
GAIN

30
22

MAGNETIC
AMPLIFIER

10

i

10

10K

force exerted by the fin.
The stabilizing -moment computer system, located in the control
console on the ship's bridge, is illustrated in Fig. 2. The ship's roll
motion is measured by a linear acceletometer that senses the ship's
roll angle, a conventional rate gyro
that senses the roll velocity and a
rotary accelerometer that senses
the roll acceleration. Each instrument incorporates a small electromagnetic pickoff that supplies a
400 -cps signal proportional to the
function being measured.
The linear accelerometer can be
tilted physically to compensate for
any steady list of the ship so that
stabilizer capacity will not be
wasted in combating small list
angles. Excitation of the roll -velocity transducer can be varied to adjust the stabilizer for optimum performance as sea conditions vary.

nents.

K

0K

latter derived from a strain gage
which measures the actual lift

developed to assure the efficiency
and safety of stabilizer operation.
A 400 -cps power frequency is
used exclusively in the control system to take advantage of the high
signal gradient characteristic of
400 -cps transducers and the availability of standard 400 -cps magnetic amplifier and servo compo-
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transistor stage assures accurate signal mixing at input
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Local control panel houses overload limiter circuits fed by strain
gage and also hydraulic servo amplifier to monitor fin stow

the servo nulls when the feedback
signal cancels the sensing instrument signals. The tachometer signal attenuates the servo response
to high frequencies from the ship's
vibrations.

Stabilizing fin bolts to shaft. Fin-tilting servo is controlled
by fin lift as measured by strain gage located inside shaft

STROKE
VELOCITY FEEDBACK

ORDERED
FIN -LIFT
SIGNAL

ORDERED-LIFT
OVERLOAD

ELECTRONICS
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STROKE
SERVO
MOTOR

LPUMP STROKE
SERVO

AMPLIFIER

LIMITER

Computer Amplifier

The computer servo amplifier
shown in Fig. 3 combines transistor and magnetic amplifiers. The
five input signals are attenuated,
phase shifted and mixed by a network of resistors and capacitors.
The low input impedance of the
grounded -base input transistor is
used to assure accurate signal mixing. The three -stage transistor
amplifier section features local degeneration in each stage, transformer coupling between stages,
tuning of interstage transformers
to the 400 -cps signal frequency and
adjustable gain control in the
negative feedback loop around
two stages.
The rectifier in the input circuit
limits input signals to avoid exceeding the peak rating of the first
transistor. The balance control
cancels any in -phase residual null
signals from the sensing instruments.
The transistor amplifier section
supplies about 0.3 watt to drive a
half -wave magnetic amplifier that
can supply 15 watts to the control
field of the two-phase servo motor.
The servo motor fixed -field excitation is obtained from the supply
line through a phase -shift network.

POWER
MOTOR
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SHIPS SPEED

STROKE -POSITION
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400

PUMP
STROKE
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STROKE POS TION
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f
1
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FIN
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TRANSDUCER
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HYDRAULIC

ACTUAL FIN -LIFT
SIGNAL

TILT CYLINDER

AMPLIFIER
LIFT

FIN-.

-N*11,

ACTUAL FIN -LIFT
TRANSDUCER

FLAP

4-Strain gage in shaft supporting fin provides actual fin -lift signal that is compared with ordered fin lift to determine lift error to drive pump -stroke servo
FIG.

Two identical fin -tilt servo sys-

tems receive equal ordered fin -lift
signals from the computer system.
A schematic of one complete fin -tilt
servo system is shown in Fig. 4.
Each fin is protected from overloading itself by the ordered lift
limiter.
The ordered lift signal is supplied to the pump -stroke servo amplifier which is identical to the lift
computer servo amplifier except for
the input mixing circuitry. This
amplifier is controlled by the lift
error or difference between the
ordered -lift signal and the actual
fin lift signal.

The pump -stroke servo system is
operated by the same type servo
motor used in the ordered -lift computer. A resolver, geared to the
servo motor, feeds a signal proportional to pump stroke (fin speed)
back to the stroke servo amplifier.
Thus, for small values of lift
error, pump stroke is proportional
to lift error up to 15 tons.
Hydraulic Stability
To maintain hydraulic system
stability the excitation of the
stroke -position resolver must be
varied with ship's speed to compensate for the variation of the
141
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Control console panal located on bridge of ship allows complete
control and monitoring of stabilizers. Hinged panel conceals ship
speed, list angle and sensitivity adjustments

Compact stroke control amplifier, typical of transistor -magnetic
amplifier chassis used throughout system, provides 2 watts to
control hydraulic pump with peak output of 100 hp

actual fin lift. The tachometer size and to assure safety of the for a fin angle of 18 deg when
geared to the servo motor stabilizes ship and its stabilization equip- moving at 20 knots in calm water.
the stroke servo and the overall hy- ment under the most adverse sea Figure 6 shows the maximum aldraulic servo system.
conditions the ordered -lift limiter lowable lift as a function of speed.
An auxiliary mechanical coupling system is employed.
One function of the lift limiter is
to the fin-tilt cylinder automatito keep lift orders within the apFin Lift Limitation
cally returns the pump stroke to
propriate boundaries of Fig. 6.
zero as the mechanical angular
The characteristics of the fin
The fins rarely operate in undislimits of fin motion are ap- must be considered to understand turbed water. The angle of water
proached. This prevents the pump the need for fin -lift limitation. At flow with respect to the fin differs
from driving the fin beyond the a given speed in calm water, the from the angle of the fin with relimits of its angular motion.
typical fin -lift against fin -angle re- spect to the ship by the so-called
As the fin -tilt cylinder applies a lationship is linear out to about false angle of attack. False angles
fin angle and a lift force is ob- 20 deg of fin angle, after that the
arise from the penetration of wave
tained, the stub shaft supporting lift peaks and then decreases for action to the fin depth and from
the fin bends slightly. The bending larger fin angles.
various ship motions including
of this 4 -ton shaft amounts to only
For efficient stabilizer operation, pitching, heaving (vertical trans0.012 inch for the maximum lift of it is necessary to stay in the linear latory motion) and residual ship
70 tons. This small motion is meas- region to avoid the cavitation, ob- rolling. In the extreme, false anured by the fin -lift transducer that jectionable noise and the excessive gles of 15 to 20 deg are possible.
supplies a 400 -cps signal of 0.4 mil- drag that is encountered beyond The fins are permitted an angular
livolt per ton of lift.
this region. In keeping with this travel of ±25 deg so that maximum
To bring this signal to a level criterion, the stabilizing fin has a permissible lift forces may be obcomparable to the ordered -lift sig- maximum allowable lift of 70 tons tained in spite of false angles.
nal it is amplified by the fin lift transducer amplifier shown in
MEG
Fig. 5. Grounded -emitter transistor
stages are used to obtain high gain.
0015
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953
A11F
Gain stability is assured by local
30
22
904
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back around the entire amplifier.
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gain is adjusted by varying the
amount of feedback around the
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three stages.
FUSE
To achieve the most efficient opFIG. 5-Fin-lift transducer amplifier supplies actual -lift signal to stroke servo amplifier
eration from a stabilizer of given and
also to ordered-lift limiter circuit which assures safety of the ship
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FIG. 7-Ordered-lift limiter circuit determines false angle of attack of fins and
uses this to modify ordered -lift signals

z

The false -angle amplifier receives
the fin -lift signal and a fin -angle
signal. The latter is corrected for
- 60
-10° FALSE ANGLE
FALSE ANGLE
ship's speed so the two signals can+ 10°°A
10° FALSE ANGLE'
cel each other when no false angle
-80
is present. Output of the false -angle amplifier is proportional to the
FIG. 6 --Curves show maximum allowfalse angle while its phase indicates
able lift as a function of speed. Lift orders
the direction of the false angle.
must remain within boundaries shown
The false angle of attack ampliAt 20 knots and with a false an- fier shown in Fig. 7 is a single gle of +10 deg, the linear region stage transistor amplifier. The aclimits are +56 tons and -84 tons. tual fin -lift and fin -angle signals are
The second function of the lift - mixed in the primary of the input
limiter system is to recognize the transformer. The push-pull tranmagnitude and direction of false. sistor stage with transformer outangles and to limit the lift orders put supplies the signal proportional
asymmetrically in accordance with to the false angle of attack.
The ordered -lift signal input to
the curves of Fig. 6.
the limiter section of this circuit
False -Angle Determination
is a 400 -cps sine wave. But for
The false angle of attack of a fin the attenuation of the 10,000 -ohm
at any given instant may be found series resistor and the shunting
with reasonable accuracy from the effect of the biased back-to-back
algebraic difference between the diodes, the output or limited -lift
actual fin lift and the lift expected signal would follow the input sigfrom the fin based on its angle with nal. The variation of the lift limit
respect to the ship. The ordered - with ship's speed is accomplished
lift limiter system shown in Fig. 4 by the back-to-back diodes which
consists of a false -angle amplifier shunt the ordered -lift signal. Their
and the overload limiter proper. biasing voltage is full -wave rectiea

-40

`9

lift signal waveform
distortion.
The common connection of the
160 -ohm resistors in the limiter
circuit is connected to ground
through the output transformer of
the false -angle amplifier. The faiseangle signal now biases the entire
limiter circuit by an amount proportional to the magnitude of the
false -angle signal. This bias is
asymmetrical as required by fin
characteristics and is in a direction
which depends on the relative
phases of the false -angle signal and
ordered -lift signal. Thus this circuit achieves the ordered -lift limitation as a function of ship speed,
modified asymmetrically by the
magnitude and direction of the
false angle of attack experienced
by the fin.
Fin lift is prevented from exceeding limits of efficient operation
and the fin is protected against
damage by sea action for all operating speeds of the ship. A separate limiter system is required for
each fin since each fin generally
experiences different false angles of
attack.

fled to avoid

Performance

Typical stabilizer performance is
illustrated in Fig. 8. These records
were obtained from an analog computer investigation conducted under accurately simulated sea conditions. In the unstabilized portion
of the record, wave disturbances
are causing near resonant rolling
with amplitudes up to 13 deg. Ordered stabilizing moments, expressed as equivalent steady list of
the ship, are limited to 4 deg. The
stabilizing moment is constantly
zero although there is appreciable
UN STAB ILIZED
fin motion as required by the lift
control feature to maintain zero
SHIP ROLL
actual lift in the presence of false
angles of attack caused by the
J, ti)V\AM, M
/b-,.tinn-1(flr,r nNV
\tv
ship's roll.
WAVES LOPE
The average characteristics of
the
disturbing wave slopes are con71/20
STABILIZING MOMENT
tinued through the stabilized porAS DEGREES OF
WAVESLOPE
tion of the record. The ship's roll
M, i,J1N,,(lrAi rV11 l
motion averages less than 1 deg.
tilillf7,1 TAM Th' 1fl
ORDERED MOMENT AS
The ordered and actual disturbing
DEGREES OF WAVESLOPE
wave
slopes are within stabilizer
nn-.are-.r,-nNvvV
300,FIN-TILT ANGLE
capacity.
The record shows the
STABILIZED
effect of an occasional disturbing
wave slope which exceeds the staFIG. 8-Curves obtained from analog computer investigation under accurately simulated
sea conditions show system response to ship's roll when unstabilized and stabilized bilizing capacity.
J1
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Radio Transmitter For
SUMMARY
Unit utilizes existing high -frequency transmitter with
radio -frequency portion redesigned especially for ionospheric communications. Neutralized triode drives grounded grids of two triodes to deliver 8 to
12 kw to an 8 -tube grid -separation power amplifier. Output power is 60 kw
from 30 to 65 me
of frequencies between 30 and 60 me for
long-distance communications requires transmitting equipment of
exceptional reliability with power
in excess of 20 kw. The inherent
reliability now accepted for highfrequency communication,
has
progressed in most cases up into the
high 90. This transmitter has been
designed specifically to cover a

range of 30 to 65 me and to develop 60-kw output. Reliability, or
the ability to stay on the air and
perform its normal function, has
been a guiding principle throughout the design.

UTILIZATION

Modified Transmitter

The equipment utilizes certain
portions of a high -frequency transmitter, the 40 -kw AN/FRT-6,
P. A

50

OHM OUTPUT
60 KW

6g"COAXIAL
C6

C7

L

originally designed to cover 4 to
26 -mc. Actually, much of the field
experience with this transmitter
has been on 30 to 50 -mc operation
for scatter communications circuits. For this use it has been
modified to operate at a fixed frequency within that range.
The transmitter has proved to be
of a practical size with reliable
control circuit and power components. Field tests revealed several sources of difficulty and provided reliable solutions within this
portion of the equipment. The entire radio -frequency portion of the
AN/FRT-6 has been redesigned
specifically for ionospheric communications.
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FIG. 2-Lumped-constant equivalent circuit of the
shown to represent the entire assembly
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PA

final amplifier. One tube is
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R -F

Circuit

Input of 60 to 80 watt is ampli60-kw output by eleven
identical air-cooled triode tubes.
The first two stages use one and
two tubes respectively and utilize
lumped -constant tank circuits. The
final power amplifier utilizes eight
tubes in a grid separation circuit,
with coaxial input and output
circuits.
Figure 1 is a simplified schematic
illustrating the three r -f stages. A
neutralized triode driver operates
as a linear amplifier to provide 2
kw, driving a pair of triodes in
the grounded grid ipa circuit.
These in turn deliver 8 to 12 kw to
the 50 -ohm input of the 8 -tube
power amplifier circuit. The power
amplifier is a grid separation,
coaxial tank design in which driving voltage is impressed between
the grid and cathodes, while output
fied to
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IONOSPHERIC SCATTER
By J. L. HOLLIS,
W. H. COLLINS
Page Communications Engineers, Inc.,
Washington, D. C.

and A. R. SCHMIDT
Rixon Electronics, Inc.,
Silver Spring, Maryland

power is extracted from the voltage existing between the grid and
anodes.
Power Amplifier
The power amplifier is patterned
after a commercially available 50 kw f -m final amplifier. It differs

however in that the lower frequency operation is accomplished
by folding back the output coaxial
circuit and loading both input and
output circuits with fixed capacitance. Variable vacuum capacitors
are used throughout for tuning purposes so that sliding shorting bars
are completely eliminated. The output coaxial circuit consists of two
concentric cylinders, the outer of
which is the folded -back portion.
Major frequency adjustments are
accomplished by moving the indicated shorts while minor or tuning
adjustments are accomplished by
the variable capacitors. The coaxial

Operator is shown replacing a power amplifier tube of the 60 -kw transmitter. Radiofrequency current-carrying contacts are replaceable with the tube

tank employs 6k -inch input for
mechanical ecmvenience only.
Maximum effective coaxial cylinder length occurs when the shorting bars are at the top of the outer
cylinder. When the shorting bars
are moved to the bottom of the
outer cylinder, the effective length
of the coaxial cylinder is reduced
materially. Parameters are so

The 60 -kw transmitter consists of four bays. From left to right are: power supply and
control for intermediate and driver amplifiers, the intermediate and driver amplifiers,
power amplifier and power supply and control for the power amplifier

ELECTRONICS-June

chosen that the highest design frequency is obtained with the shorts
at the bottom of the outer cylinder.
Since practical mechanical consid-

erations established the physical
length of these coaxial circuits, the
characteristic impedance of each
was chosen to produce the required
susceptance for resonance. Thus
the inner coaxial section is spaced
close and has a very low Z,. The
outer coaxial section has much
greater spacing and a higher Z,.
Figure 2 shows a lumped -constant equivalent circuit of this
power amplifier with one tube envelope used to represent the entire
assembly. This is a grid-separation or more commonly termed
grounded-grid circuit. The input
impedance of such an amplifier is
low, being in the order of 15 to 25
ohms in this case. The combination
of L2, C9 and C, are resonant at
the operating frequency so a resistive load is presented to the pi
network consisting of L, and C1,
plus C2, which transforms the low
impedance to 50 ohms at the input
145
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of the amplifier. In ,actual practice, L, is a section of coaxial line.
Capacitors C. and C. are adjustable
vacuum types.
The eight tubes that comprise
this amplifier are symmetrically
placed around the axis of the
coaxial circuits so they are equally
affected by it. Eight small vacuum

variable capacitors shunted across
the plate grid circuit of each tube
and driven by a common drive,
provide the means for vernier tuning of the tank circuit. These
capacitors vary from 3 to 30 µµf
each and tune the output circuit.
Coil L, in connection with C.
and C,, shunted by the reactance of
the load circuit, constitute the plate
tuned circuit. Inductance L, is
physically accomplished by the

FIG. 3-Power-amplifier cooling system.
Cross section shows two of the eight
tubes. Blower draws air into lower com-

partment and forces air upward through
the tube radiators

coaxial circuit previously described.
The 5e -ohm output load resistor is
coupled to the amplifier by a simple
series capacitor, C7. Such coupling
arrangements are generally avoided
because they tend to couple harmonic voltages to the output circuit,
which is undesirable. Several factors influence this choice however.
First, it is extremely simple and
easy to understand and operate.
Second, because of the nature of
the final tank circuit, the operating Q can be high with the result
that the harmonic voltage developed at the plate of the tube is
many db below the fundamental.
Furthermore, since design ; objectives are reliability and simplicity,
it is more practical to provide additional rejection to undesired
harmonics by means of filters in the
50 -ohm transmission line. Such
circuits are readily available,
highly practical and completely
fixed in adjustment.
Cooling the Tubes
Reliable operation of air-cooled
tubes depends on efficient cooling.
This is possibly the one single factor that affects tube life most.
Figure 3 shows the cooling employed in this design. The amplifier is mounted in a cabinet, divided
into an upper and lower compartment. The lower compartment is
pressurized by a blower that draws
air from the outside, while the
upper compartment is exhausted to
atmospheric pressure either in the

room or into an air system.
Air escapes from the lower compartment by entering openings in
the lower rim of the coaxial circuit
and flowing upwards between the
walls to exhaust through the radiators of the tubes. These passages
are relatively large and unimpeded
so essentially the full blower pressure is available to force the air
through the cooling radiators.
Furthermore, there is adequate
room above the tubes for free and
unrestricted pasasge of the air.
Two more cooling circuits will
be noted. Some of the air that
would tend to go through the anode
cooler passes downward past the
grid contact surface and into the
area between the grid and filament
connections. This area has been
intentionally evacuated by connecting it to the suction side of the
blower. Additionally, air is directed
over the filament seals in a similar
manner. In this case the full
blower pressure forces air past the
filament contacts.
Although the intermediate and
driver amplifiers employ lumped
constants in their tank circuits,
similar consideration has been
given to their cooling circuits.
This development resulted from
the confidence of responsible personnel of MIT Lincoln Laboratory
who recognized both the need for
such equipment and the inherent
practicability of such a design. The
support of A. J. Poté and William
Radford is particularly appreciated.

BOTTOM

TVP

The power amplifier assembly has eight tubes, symmetrically placed around the axis of the coaxial circuits. The top view shows the
assembly with plates removed and the grid by-pass capacitors appsar as cylinders. The filament contact sleeve and chuck are seen
through each of the grid contact cylinders. The holes up the sides are for the fixed positioning of the shorting conductor which changes
the length of a plate coaxial circuit. In top position shown, operation is at the lowest frequency
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Miniature strobe lamp, magnetic pickup and amplifier, shaper and pulser chassis (left) measure dynamic shaft twist (right)

Transistorized Strobe
Measures Shaft Torque
By JOHN PATRAIKO
Electrical Department
Scientific Laboratories
Ford Motor Co.
Dearborn, Mich.

SUMMARY
Magnetic pickup for reference pulses feeds transistorized
amplifier and shaper that triggers pulser circuit for strobe lamp. Miniature
unit has peak light intensity of 2,000 c -p which is equal to average intensity
of 10 c-p at 60,000 flashes a minute. One-microsecond pulses at rates between
3,000 and 60,000 fpm are produced by unit designed to determine torque
by measuring dynamic shaft twist
STUDY

of modern high-speed

turbines requires a stroboscope having higher flashing rates,
smaller flash durations and reduced jitter than are usually available. Using the unit to be described, an engraved scale can be
read indicating shaft twist on a
shaft rotating at 60,000 rpm. The
shaft twist is used to measure the
transmitter torque.
System

Figure lA shows the physical
setup. A block diagram of the
strobe system is shown in Fig. 1B.
ELECTRONICS
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The reference -pulse pickup, shown
in Fig. 1C, is a 1,000-turn magnetic
pickup with a permanent -magnet
field. A signal of about one volt is
generated when the radially -protruding steel pin on the rotating
shaft passes through the pickup
field. The slope of the signal just
as the pin passes through the center of the magnetic field is about
0.2 volt per µsec.
The circuit shown in Fig. 2
amplifies and shapes the pickup signal into a 250 volt, one -µsec positive pulse with an initial slope of
600 volts per µsec.,

1957

The output pulse is applied to
the pulser and triggers a VC-1258
thyratron within 0.2 µsec from the
start of the pulse. The thyratron
is employed as a switch to apply a
pulse of energy to the strobe lamp.
The strobe lamp begins to conduct
within 1 µsec of the thyratron
firing time.
Pulser Unit

1

The circuit employed in the
pulser is also shown in Fig. 2. A
single pulse controlled by the thyratron is used both to trigger and
activate the strobe lamp. One ad 7

4
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STROBE
LAMP

REF
PICKUP

REF PULSE

AMP
AND
SHAPER

OR OSC

PICKUP

STROBE

ANGLE SCALE

PULSER

DRIVER

(A)

(B)

(C)

FIG. I-- Test setup to measure shaft twist (A) uses magnetic pickLip (B) to provide pulses for strobe circuits (C)

vantage of this circuit is the common ground for the thyratron and
strobe lamp. This permits convenient remote operation of the
strobe lamp through a single conductor coaxial cable without danger
to the operating personnel.
Thyraton Characteristics

Figure 3A shows the idealized
waveform of thyratron plate voltage with emphasis on the four
phases of pulser operation. Voltages ET and E, and times t5, t2 and
t, have been exaggerated. Normally
ET and E, are a few percent of
2B volts and t, is a few µsec compared to a millisec for TR.
With the thyratron open circuited, capacitor C and line N will
become charged through resistors
RN, the diode and inductor L. Application of an input pulse at time
to drops the thyratron anode to
near ground potential ET and the
charged capacitor C is essentially

connected across the strobe lamp.
Because of inherent lamp delay,
conduction will not occur until
time t,. When the lamp conducts,
capacitor C discharges according to
the time constant of C and the
resistance of the conducting strobe
lamp. For circuit values given, the
discharge time is about one µsec.
Delay line N in conjunction with
RN produces an inverse voltage E,
at time t2 by line reflection. The
length of line determines the occurance of time, t2 after the discharge of capacitor C. For this delay line, t2 is about three µsec.
The inverse voltage present from
t2 to t, permits partial thyratron
deionization and aids in the prevention of subsequent thyratron reignition. The longer the time t, to t,
the more rapid the subsequent thyratron voltage rise may be without
reignition. Thus higher flashing
rates can be had with larger values
of t,
t5.

-

+300-9

However for this charging circuit the line time constant (T =
t2
t, = t,
t2) must be kept
much less than the charging circuit
time TR to achieve the required
charging circuit isolation during
the time the thyratron conducts and
the start of cutoff. Also, the line
time constant should be slightly
larger than the time to discharge C
and charging time TR must necessarily be less than the period of the
maximum flashing rate.
Because of charging -circuit resonance the discharge -capacitor voltage attains a value approximately
twice the supply voltage at time TR
and retains this value up to the
triggering time to, by the unidirectional action of diode D.

-

-

Parameter Selection
The flash lamp was selected primarily on the basis of size but
certain minimum requirements of
firing delay, light output, and dis -
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2-Amplifier and shaper provide 250-v oneµsec pulse to pulser that acts like radar modulator by discharging stored energy in
through strobe lamp. Common ground for thyratron and strobe lamp permits convenient remote operation
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(A) shows four phases of pulses operation. Other curves show firing delay of strobe
instantaneous strobe voltage, current and power (C) and light output (D)

3-Idealised thyratron plate waveform

as a function

of

applied voltage

(B),

charge time were necessary. Krypton lamp 1677-2A satisfied these
requirements. The curves of Fig. 3

show the results of tests on this
lamp. These tests were conducted
to aid in selecting some of the

operating parameters.
In Fig. 3B the delay is less than
one microsecond for voltages
greater than 1,500 volts The jitter
in firing as indicated by the vertical lines in the figure is also less
than a microsec above 1,500 volts.
Strobe Voltage

The curves of Fig. 3C show the
instantaneous strobe lamp voltage,
current and power using a 0.02 µf
capacitor charged to 2,000 volts in
series with a hydrogen thyratron
acting as a switch. The energy per
flash is 26 milliwatt-sec. This
value together with the 18 -watts
rated power input of the lamp permits determination of the maximum flashing rate as 41,000 fpm.
A higher flashing rate may be
permitted by lowering the charge
voltage or capacitance. The voltage
decrease is proportional to the
square root of the flashing -rate
ratio while capacitance decrease is
directly proportional. Lamp dissipation is kept within the rating up
to 60,000 fpm by lowering the voltage and maintaining the capaci-

tance.
This is done by inserting a 10,000-ohm resistor Ra in series with
the power supply. As power supply
current increases because of increased flashing rate the charging capacitor voltage is reduced by the
drop to 1,660 volts at 60,000 fpm.
Light Intensity

FIG. 4-Waveforms taken at 500 fps
show input test pulse (A), thyratron plate
voltage on scale of one µsec/div (B) and
100 sec div (C) delay network current
(D) and light pulse output (E)
ELECTRONICS

- lune

1,

Figure 3D shows the shape and
width of the light intensity with
respect to the instantaneous power
curve of Fig. 3C for the same voltage and capacitance. The one-third
intensity points are separated by

Use of pulser circuit enables operator to
use strobe without danger of shock from

accidental contact with work surface

one microsecond. The delay in light
with respect to instantaneous
power is of little consequence since
the delay is free of jitter.

Results

Photographs of waveforms at the
test points shown in Fig. 4 were
taken for a typical flashing rate of
500 fps. These waveforms show
that the delay in the firing of the
thyratron is negligible and the current for forceful thyratron conduction exists for three microseconds as required. The remaining
cycle of current exists as a result
of circuit losses, such as an equivalent shunt resistance across inductor L and deionization effects.
The last waveform shows that
the light has reached its peak one
microsecond after triggering.
Although this article pertains to
a particular strobe light system
is can be applied to other types of
thyratron control devices with increased repetition rates.
REFERENCE

(1) J. Patraiko, A Miniature Strobe Light
For a 60,000 RPM Bearing Tester, IRE
Trans on Industrial Electronics, PGIE-3,

March 1956.
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RATE -OF-CLIMB METER
By STANLEY H. LOGUE
A

Senior Electronics Engineer
Convair
Division of General Dynamics Corp.,
San Diego, California

Direct -reading indicator for vertical -takeoff aircraft uses
continuous -wave Doppler radar operating at 10,000 mc to determine plane
velocity during vertical -landing and hovering maneuvers. Ground below aircraft is reflecting surface. Dual -channel receiving and gating resolve frequencies ambiguities and noise interference. Tests reveal performance from
zero altitude up to 2,300 feet for vertical velocities up to 10 fps going up and
30 fps coming down
UMMARY

aircraft, such
as the Navy XFY-1 Pogo Stick
built by Convair, require accurate
determination of vertical velocity,
both magnitude and direction.
At altitudes above 100 feet the
pilot's ability to estimate his velocity by observing the ground is
insufficient to allow safe operation
of the aircraft during landing and
hovering maneuvers. Conventional
barometric rate -of -climb indicators
are sluggish in response and suffer
from misleading fluctuations in
turbulent air. To solve this problem, a compact all -electronic system
was developed to provide the deVERTICAL-TAKEOFF

sired instrumentation.

per -second of velocity produces a
20 -cycle -per -second Doppler fre-

Doppler Radar

rate -of -climb
The
electronic
meter, is a cw Doppler radar operating at 10,000 mc, using the
ground below the aircraft as a
reflecting surface. The frequency
of reflected energy is compared
with transmitted energy and any
difference, the Doppler resulting
from vertical velocity, is measured. Since there are 10 wavelengths per foot at 10,000 mc, each
foot change in altitude changes the
radar path length by two feet, or
20 wavelengths. Thus each foot-

quency.
Since the same Doppler frequency
results for a given velocity regardless of whether ascending or de sending, two channels are used
to sense the direction of the velocity. The dual channel microwave receiving system used can
be understood with the aid of the
block diagram in Figure 1.
The klystron generates one watt
that enters the H arm of a waveguide magic tee where it divides
between the two side arms. One
half of the power is transmitted

METER

DOPPLER

LIMITER

AMPLIFIER

A

DOPPLER
AMPLIFIER

LIMITER

L

PULSE
COUNTER

PULSE
COUNTER

UP GATE

DOWN GATE

B

INVERTING
AMPLIFIER

Rate -of -climb chassis at left consists of three lay -in units. Left unit
containing limiters, gates, inverting amplifier and pulse counters,
and the regulated high -voltage power supply. Microwave
assembly is separate

FIG. 1-Block diagram of rate -of -climb meter. One watt from klysIron is distributed to magic tee. Half the power is transmitted
through the dielectric -rod antenna, the other half enters the two

crystal mixers
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USES DOPPLER RADAR
out through a dielectric -rod antenna, while the other half goes
into a 30 -db attenuator pad and
then to the H arm of a second magic
tee where it divides again and
enters two crystal mixers.
The unavoidable cross -coupling
between the H and E arm of the
first magic tee is adjusted to -33
db and used to provide a signal to
the E arm of the second magic tee.
This signal also divides between
the two crystal mixers. Thus 0.5
milliwatt of local oscillator power
is supplied to each crystal.
The phase relationship between
these signals is shown in Fig. 2.
The E and H -arm local oscillator
voltages are of equal amplitude and
differ in phase by 90 deg. This
phase difference is obtained by
proper choice of wave -guide path
lengths. The H -arm voltages between the two crystals are in phase
while the E-arm voltages differ in
phase by 180 deg, a basic property
of the magic tee.
Reception
The weak ground -reflected signal
is received by the antenna. It divides between the E and H arms
of the first magic tee and the E
arm output then enters the E arm
of the second magic tee where it
divides between the two mixers.
This signal voltage is shown in
Fig. 2 at S. Since S differs from
the two local oscillator signals by
the Doppler frequency, its vector
representation will rotate relative
to the E and H vectors at the
Doppler rate. Vector R is the sum
of these three signals, S, E and H.
The tip R traverses a circle and
equal time intervals on the circle
are numbered in sequence, one

through four.
A plot is also shown on the amplitudes of R at each mixer crystal
as a function of time. These amplitudes correspond to the mixer out ELECTRONICS

- June

The Pogo-Stick, Navy XFY-1, ready to
make a vertical landing. The c-w Dop-

pler radar system that determines ver
tical -landing velocity is housed in lower
portion of wing -tip pod. Indicators are
at cockpit

2-Phase difference between Input
signals of crystal mixers A and B is obtained by proper choice of waveguid
path lengths. The H -arm voltages are in
phase, the E -arm voltages differ by 180
degrees
FIG.
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3-Identical Doppler amplifiers increase the mixer voltage outputs to operate
bistable multivibrators. The 2.000 of capacitors reduce the noise output above 1,000 cps.
Series grid resistors prevent shifts in zero -axis crossings when large signals overload
the amplifiers
FIG.

put voltages. The output from amplifier interstage coupling time
mixer B leads mixer A by 90 de- constants are arranged to give
grees. As shown the ground return rapid signal fall -off below 20 cps,
signal, S, is higher in frequency thus preventing the indicating
than E or H, which is the case for meter from vibrating visibly at
a descending aircraft. On ascent very low velocities. Since high
the frequency of S is lower than Doppler frequencies are not exE and H, and would then rotate pected, 2,000 µµf capacitors are
clockwise. For this case, mixer shunted across the outputs of each
A wculd lead mixer B by 90 de- stage to rapidly reduce the noise
grees. Thus the phase between the output above 1,000 cps. Series grid
two signal channels indicates the resistors prevent shifts in zero -axis
direction of the aircraft velocity. crossings when large signals overTwo identical Doppler amplifiers, load the amplifiers.
The amplifiers outputs operate
shown in the circuit of Fig. 3, increase the mixer voltage outputs the frequency counting circuit,
by 100 db to suitable levels to op- shown in Figure 4. Bistable multi erate the amplitude limiters. The vibrators are used to provide limit 151
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4-Signals from the two Doppler amplifiers operate the rate -of -climb frequency circuit. Limiters A and B are bistable multivibrators, with output switch between two fixed output voltages, Independent of input. Triggering is set to eliminate thermal noise in
absence of ground -receiving signal
FIG.

ing. A basic property of multivibrators is that their outputs switch
between two fixed voltage levels,
independent of the input, which
provides a high degree of immunity
from changes in signal level. Their
triggering levels are set to prevent
spurious meter indications due to
thermal noise when no ground return signal is present, a disadvantage of more conventional

limiters.
Sorting The Cycles
Crystal diodes help limit the
signals that trigger the multivibrators and prevent zero -axis crossing shifts. The limiters operate a
set of gates that sort the up cycles
of Doppler frequency from the
down cycles. Each gate consists of
a cathode follower in which the
cathode current is kept at zero
in two ways; the grid is biased
negatively below cutoff and the
plate is negative with respect to
the cathode. Both grid and plate
voltages must increase in the positive directions to produce an output from the gate.
Figure 5 shows typical voltage
wave forms associated with the
gates. The square -wave output
from limiter A is connected to the
plates of both gates. The output
of limiter B is differetiated by an
R -C network to produce narrow
pulses which go to the grid of the
up gate. These pulses are also in-

verted in polarity and applied to
the grid of the down gate. Only
when the outputs from limiter A
and the differentiator are in the
positive direction do pulses come
through the up gate. Also, the outputs from limiter A and the inverter be in the positive direction
for pulses to pass through the down
gate.
Pulse counting is achieved by
rectifying the gate outputs to produce direct current proportional to
the number of pulses per second.
The cathode time constants of the
diode rectifiers are adjusted so that
peak clipping at higher Doppler

LIMITER

A

LIMITER

B

DIFFE RE N TIA TOR

INVERTER

UP GATE

DOWN GATE

5-Typical voltage waveforms of
rate -of -climb indicator
FIG.

152

frequencies produces a compression
of the indicating meter scale at the
high velocity ranges. This results
in a desirable expansion of the
meter scale in the low velocity
region. A zero -center -scale micro ammeter mounted in the cockpit
indicates the rate of climb. The
cockpit meter is driven by a balanced cathode follower connected
between the counters and measures
the difference between their outputs.
Gate

Pulses

Up Kate pulses then deflect the
meter upward, while down gate
pulses deflect it downward. The
waveforms shown in Fig. 5 then
correspond to the case where the
aircraft is ascending, since pulses
are coming from the up gate (ignoring for a moment the effects of
noise pulses). The case for descent,
where the output limiter B leads
limiter A by 90 deg, can be pictured by inverting the limiter B
waveform. This then inverts the
differentiator and inverter waveforms and thus interchanges the
up-gate and down -gate waveforms.
Pulses then come from the down
gate, deflecting the meter downward.
The effects of noise on the gating
action is also shown in Fig. 5.
Should a noise pulse trigger the
limiter A multivibrator, it does
not result in pulses from the gates.
June 7, 7957
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By S. K. ALTES

and H. E. REED
General Electric Company
Syracuse, New York

Author views check displayed on slow -scan monitor from converted video signal

Slow -Scan Adapter for

Conventional

TV

Signals

Video signal from standard television pickup source, such
as camera or flying -spot scanner, is sampled to obtain slow -scan signal with
bandwidth compression of 800 to one. Narrow -bandwidth signal can be used
to transmit picture information to distant paints over voice-communication
facilities while standard signal can be sent simultaneously to nearby points

(UMMARY

MANY CASES

occur where most

of the monitors used with
an industrial camera are located in
the same building and a few other
viewing places are required in
other parts of the city. In such
cases, a combined system is highly
desirable in which the standard
television signal is used locally and
converted to a slow television signal to be sent over telephone wires.
This article describes a simple converter that is necessary to make
such a system practical.
The ideal combined system is
shown in Fig. 1. For local use,
there is a standard television
ELECTRONICS

- June

camera and monitor. The converter is attached to this system
with a short cable. The slow -video
output signal is transmitted over
a long wire to the remote slow scan monitor.

Sampling Converter
An ordinary television signal can
be converted into a slow -scan signal, without the use of storage devices, if the two standards are interrelated.
The line frequency in the slow
system must be equal to the field
frequency of the conventional system. The two rasters must also be

orthogonal. This means that the
direction of the scanning lines in
the slow system is vertical for horizontal lines in the original raster,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The block diagram of the video
sampling converter is shown in
Fig. 3. The gating pulses are sufficiently narrow to gate out only one
picture element during each line.
Gated elements lie on a vertical
line, since the repetition rate of
the pulses is close to the 15,750 -cps
line rate.
The sampling rate differs by a
small amount from 15,750 cps
causing the sampled vertical line
153
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H=15750 CPS

LINE SCAN

STANDARD
CAMERA
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SCAN

SCAN

V=60 CPS

CONVERTER

FRAME SCAN

5

=

94 CPS

V=60 CPS

SLOW
MONITOR

FAST - SCAN RASTER

FIG. 1-Simplified representation of basic
conversion system

to scan slowly over the raster, left
to right if the sampling frequency
is slightly lower than 15,750 cps.
Each scan takes a few seconds.
The sampled pulses represent the
picture elements scanned at the
new slow rates. A low-pass filter
changes the pulses into a continuously varying signal which is not
distinguishable from a signal obtained from a slow -scan camera.

2-Sampling conventional -video signal at rate close to line frequency results In
vertical line scan for slow -scan raster
FIG.

would require negative light energy.
In an unfiltered sampled signal,
frequencies up to approximately

one-third the sampling frequency
can be obtained. In this way, at
least three samples are available
for each period of the signal frequency. Three samples are sufficient to determine a wave both in
amplitude and in phase. The Kell
factor is used for the same reason
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FIG. 3-Video gate in converter is pulsed
at 15,749.75 -cps H-S repetition rate
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in determining the vertical resolution in a conventional television
system.
Normal television uses a horizontal line system; this produces a
vertical line system with the slow speed monitor. The present use of
vertical lines on the slow -speed

monitor appears quite satisfactory.
If, however, a horizontal line system is desired on the slow -speed
presentation, a vertical line system
on the camera will be required.
The direction of scan has an
effect on the nature of the image
distortion with motion in the scene.
Objects appear contracted or expanded if they move in the direction of the frame scan. They are
subject to skew distortions if they
move perpendicular to this scan.
The latter type of distortions are
more confusing than the former.
For this reason, it is generally
more desirable to have a vertical
line slow -scan system since there
are more horizontal than vertical
movements in nature. A system
built to watch an elevator would be
an obvious exception.

Frame Rate

Horizontal resolution will be poor
if the new slow -scan system frame
rate is too fast because of the limited number of scanning lines per
frame. It does not serve a useful
purpose to make the frame repetition rate slower than needed to
resolve the detail in the incoming
video signal.
If the standard system has a field
rate of 60 cps, there are 60 lines
per frame for each second of slow frame time. A slow -frame repetition rate of once every four seconds
is a good compromise.
Vertical resolution of the system
is determined by the low-pass filter; useful frequencies do not go
much beyond five kc, which is (4)
(15.75) kc.
According to the sampling theorem, frequencies up to half the
repetition frequency can be used.
This is, however, true only if the
sample is taken from an ideally
filtered signal. This ideal sharp
cutoff low-pass filter would have to
be placed in the optical path before
the image is scanned by the fast
television raster. Sharp optical lowpass filters are fundamentally impossible since they require an
equivalent impulse response with
negative lobes.
These cannot exist since they

SLOW - SCAN RASTER

I

OUTPUT DIFFERENTIATOR

OUTPUT CLIPPER

FIG. 4-Line-rate sawtooth modulates
1/4 -cps S -rate sawtooth
to produce 15,749.75 -cps H-S sampling pulse
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The frequency difference between
the sampling frequency and the line
frequency must be kept constant,
since it determines the uniformity
of the slow horizontal scan. Random variations in the incoming
horizontal line frequency are often
large in comparison to this difference frequency.
The required uniformity can be
obtained by deriving the sampling
frequency from the horizontal line
frequency by a uniformly increasing phase advance. A sawtooth at
the slow-scan frame frequency is
used to modulate the pulse width in
lunp
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FIG.

a 15,750 -cps delay multivibrator.
The slow sawtooth can also be
used to change the clipping level
on a 15,750 sawtooth as in Fig. 4.

The trailing edge of the clipped
sawtooth recurs at the sampling
rate; this trailing édge is converted into a pulse by using a bottom clipper, a differentiator and
another clipper.
Experimental Version

laboratory setup was built to
prove the feasibility of the conversion scheme. Use was made of available equipment, which was in some
cases designed for previous experiments. The circuit (Fig. 5) should,
therefore, in no way be considered
to be an optimum economical design.
A conventional television receiver
was used as a signal source. Though
the off -the -air broadcast signal is
not representative of an itv camera
signal this was not considered a
disadvantage since it is more difficult to reproduce on a slow-scan
monitor.
No attempt was made to design an all -electronic difference .frequency generator, as illustrated
in Fig. 3, since a motor -driven
phase shifter was available'. This
A

ELECTRONICS

- lune

unit converts the incoming pulsed
horizontal -sync signal to a sinusoidal wave of ten times this frequency. This sinusoidal wave is
split into three phases and applied
to a phase -shift capacitor. The
output signal is divided by ten and
the output pulse position is shifted
by turning the rotor of the capacitor.
Width of the sampling frequency
pulse must be shorter than the
time :required for one picture element to preserve the horizontal
resolution.
The short pulse is derived, in
the video gate section, from a
blocking oscillator with a 0.1-i,sec
transformer, synchronized by the
phase shifter.
The composite synchronizing signal is stripped from the incoming
video signal in the video preamplifier clipper and sound trap section. The H -sweep gate generates
the synchronizing pulse for the
slow horizontal sweep by gating the
fast horizontal pulse with the sampling pulse.
-

is needed to discharge the large

capacitors. The positive synchronizing pulse is fed to the grid of
the thyratron. The circuit will behave as a free -running sawtooth
generator if the pulse is absent
since breakdown of the thyratron
is also initiated if the plate voltage
rises above a certain value. This
effect protects the sweep circuit
and the phosphor from overload.
Transistor Output

The low frequency makes it impossible to use a step-down transformer to match an output tube to
a conventional yoke. A high -impedance yoke could have solved this
problem. However, it was simpler
to derive the required high currents from a power transistor.
The low horizontal frequency
makes it impossible to use capacitors to bypass screen grids. Glow -

tube voltage regulators are therefore extensively used.
The picture was displayed on a
10 -inch tube with a P7 long -decay
phosphor.

Slow -H Sweep

The slow-horizontal-sawtooth gen-

erator uses a thyratron as a discharge tube, since a large current

REFERENCE

(1) I. C. Abrahams and R. C. Thor A
Precision Line Selector for Television Use,
IRE Cony Roc, 1963.
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Vortac Beacons for
SUMMARY
Short -distance navigation system gives azimuth continuously and distance when challenged by beacon equipment in aircraft within
range. Transition from earlier VOR-DME system, never completely implemented, retains VOR azimuth but adds Tacan distance information

is a short -distance radio
aid to navigation of the rho theta type. It is ground based, requiring airborne co-operation and is
unique in the large class of aids of
this type in that the ground facilities disseminate azimuthal information in two distinctly different ways
to accommodate two different classes
of users. Distance information, is
not so generously dispensed and requires the same co-operation from
all users.
The name Vortac is condensed
from the addition of the names
VOR (vhf omnirange) and Tacan
(tactical air navigation) and rather
literally describes the ground facility. The latter is a combination of
VoRTAC

VOR and uhf Tacan, each retaining intact its own identity. With

this combination, azimuth information is available on vhf from VOR
and on uhf from Tacan; distance
is available on uhf from Tacan.

Vortac Components
The VOR broadcasts a signal
comprising a carrier (between 108
and 118 mc) modulated by two lowfrequency (30 cps) tones. These

modulations are so arranged that
the phase difference between them,
as measured at any point in the
service area of the station, is essentially equal to the azimuthal displacement of the observer from a
fixed arbitary azimuth.

This fixed direction is north and
along this radial the two modulation
tones are in phase. As the observer
moves clockwise around the compass, one of the modulation tones
changes in phase while the other,
serving as a reference, does not.
This effect is achieved by radiating
the carrier with the sidebands of
the reference tone in a nondirectional, horizontal pattern, whereas
the sidebands of the variable -phase
tone are radiated in a rotating multi lobar pattern like a figure 8.
Heretofore two separate antennas
have been used for these two patterns, four elements at the corners
of a horizontal square for the rotating pattern and a single element

FIG. 1-Information available from Vortac
facility shown in simplified form

Complete Vortac installation shown at left
has the VOR antenna beneath Tacan

antenna
June
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Rho -Theta Navigation
By PETER CAPORALE
Deputy Director
Navigation Facilities
Civil Aeronautics Administration
Washington, D. C.
Office of Air

at the center for the nondirectional
pattern. The latter antenna is now
being removed, and the nondirectional pattern is obtained from the
four sideband antennas by feeding
the carrier to all of them in phase.
The antenna elements themselves
are magnetic dipoles in the form of
horizontal loops designed to have
fairly constant current throughout
the periphery. The signals radiated
by these elements are horizontally
polarized.

One of 220 existing VOR stations equipped for DME distance determination

provides azimuth information by dielectric material with vertical
radiating a nondirectional and a parasitic elements imbedded in their
rotating directional signal with the surfaces.
The inner cylinder carries one
phase difference between the two
Tacan Technique
proportional or equal to azimuthal element and produces the 15 -cps
cardioid; the outer has nine eleThe Tacan system uses pulse displacement from north.
is
in
the
1,000
ments producing the 135 -cps modThe Tacan carrier
techniques and therefore quite difwhereulation. The reference pulses are
It
is
a
pulse
system
mc
band.
ferent circuitry from the VOR, but
involve
by small electromagnetic
measurements
controlled
in
the
phase
It
also
the
same.
it is essentially
modulated envelopes of series of units rotating with the concentric
pulses. Rotation of the variable cylinder.
Distance information is obtained
phase signal is achieved by mechanical rotation of some antenna ele- from the same equipment. The
CENTRAL
FI%ED
ments. The antenna has been same pulses that are amplitude modROTATING
designed with vertical directivity ulated by the antenna to provide
CYLINDE
to reduce illumination of the sur- bearing data, are time -modulated
rounding terrain and thus reduce to provide distance. This function,
untoward effects of nearby obstruc- unlike that of providing azimuth
data, is operative only on request.
tions and site irregularities.
INSULATING
In addition to these differences, An aircraft desires distance inforthe variable phase cardioid rotating mation from a certain station and
at 15 cps is further modulated at interrogates it. Upon receipt of
135 cps and the phase of this latter this interrogation the station replies
is itself compared to a reference and the aircraft automatically calsignal. The effect of this synchro- culates its distance from the time
nism is to provide a nine -fold mag- taken to receive the reply.
When there is no interrogation,
nification of the observed azimuth.
the station continually emits pulses
Rotating Antenna
that provide bearing data. If inThe antenna used to obtain these terrogating pulses are received, the
results consists of a stationary cen- station synchronizes some of its
COUNTERPOISE LEVEL
tral vertical stack of 7 dipoles pulses with the received pulses and
surrounded by two concentric, rotat- it is this synchronized group that
FIG. 2-Vortac antenna system combines
ing
cylinders. These cylinders are is selectively received by the air loops with rotating Tacan antenna
ARRAY

RS

TACÁ

ANTENN NA

SUPPORT

VOR
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craft and used to calculate distance.
The bearing function is thus practically unaffected.
Present Use

About 220 existing VOR's are
already equipped with distance
measuring equipment (DME) in
full operation. This DME functions
exactly as described except for
channeling. Each Tacan occupies a
1 -mc segment of the radio -frequency
spectrum. Existing DME uses ten
radio-frequency channels 2.5 me
wide (actually 20 channels since ten
are required for interrogation and
ten for reply) and ten pulse spacings
or modes resulting in 100 effective
channels. This is essentially the
only difference, althoagh it is
enough that airborne equipment
designed for one system cannot be
used with the other.
One way of summarizing Vortac
is to describe it as a combination of
two rho -theta systems with a common rho as shown in Fig. 1.

Implementation Problems
The fact that a Vortac ground
station combines two different techniques and operates on two entirely
different frequency bands, presents
problems from a technical as well
as a programming standpoint. The
problems derive chiefly from the
mutual proximity effects of the two
antenna systems and the difference
in propagation characteristics of the
two frequency bands.
Early tests showed that the two
antennas could not be placed near
each other without serious mutual
ill effects unless the separation was
greater than 1,000 feet (for antennas at heights of 10 to 20 feet).
This separation raises difficulties of
siting and land acquisitions.
Since the vertical axis of each
antenna is the axis of substantial
conical nulls, it is possible to mount
the two antenna systems one above
the other with little or no mutual
effects. This, in fact, is done in the
Vortac station, the uhf system
being placed above the vhf system.
Figure 2 shows a cross section of
this arrangement.
The difference between the frequency bands (the higher being
roughly 10 time the lower) is helpful insofar as direct mutual interference is concerned. The siting

requirements are not quite the same
and this immediately presents a
conflict the extent of which cannot
be intelligently evaluated until a
considerable number of Vortac stations has been installed and tested.
The fundamental aspects of siting
are fairly simple: service area and
quality of information. Site characteristics affecting the service
area can be evaluated by observing
the terrain profile along all directions and determining the extent to
which this profile screens the antenna. All functions of Vortac are

those that cause the null structure
of the vertical pattern to change
and result from reflections in a
vertical plane. This effect may result
in nulls at wrong angles, deep
enough to reduce the signal-to-noise
ratio in the airborne equipment below a critical level.
When this occurs, the noise in
the receiver may make the azimuth
indications uncertain or may produce erroneous indications.
High Counterpoise

For VOR's using a counterpoise
feet above ground level, the
vertical pattern from about 10 deg
up to the zenith is dependent primarily on the counterpoise itself
and irregularities of terrain are not
important. For angles below 10 deg,
which are an important part of the
pattern, the counterpoise is no
longer important but the surround10
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FIG. 3-Phillipsburg error curves for VOR
at 4,500 feet at 30 miles
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4-Error curves from Phillipsburg
Tacan comparable to Fig. 3
FIG.

thereby affected though the VOR
is slightly less sensitive than Tacan
owing to the lówer frequency of
the former.
The effects of siting on the data
transmitted result chiefly from distortion of the radiation patterns by
reflections from obstructions or
irregularities of terrain. The distance information is in a nondirectional pattern and is not particularly subject to siting. The azimuth
information, however, is sensitive
to siting. Effects result from horizontal reflections and effects of vertical reflections.
The first are those that cause
information in one portion of the
horizontal pattern to be superimposed on that of another portion.
This effect generally results from
reflections in a horizontal plane and
tends to produce erroneous azimuth
information along certain radials.
The second type reflections are
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ing terrain is.
Rises of terrain will reduce the
null structure and are therefore not
objectionable, while dips will increase the number of nulls and may
cause difficulties. In general, terrain
irregularities beyond the immediate
vicinity of the facility have only a
local effect.
For the Tacan portion of Vortac,
the main half of the vertical pattern is roughly 15 degrees wide at
the half -amplitude points and the
maximum occurs at about 5 or &
degrees above the horizon. The
antenna is mounted at a height of
thirty feet above the ground and
the counterpoise has practically no
effect on its performance, owing
partly to its small size and partly
to the intrinsic vertical directivity
of the antenna.
Vertical Pattern
Almost the entire vertical pattern of the facility is dependent on
the surrounding terrain to a radius
twice that for VOR, because of the
Tacan antenna height. This greater
height helps reduce the intensity
of illumination thus compensating
somewhat for the greater area
illuminated.
The problem of siting is almost
wholly a problem of geometrical
optics and the effects are therefore
an inverse linear function of wavelength. Thus all physical dimensions, such as height, terrain,
June
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elevation and obstructions are electrically ten times larger for Tacan

II

i,`,

2111120,.-1140°

than for VOR.
In any actual case, the site con-
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_-VOR-__1410220°.

320°
figuration including obstructions
320°'7.
comand terrain is mathematically
140°
plex. The larger aspects of this
w_2
configuration can be evaluated and
140°
so-called site criteria are issued to
4
6
8
2
field personnel on this basis. But
ELEVATION IN DEGREES
the lesser deviations are less tractable and in practice are evaluated FIG. 5-Variation of error with elevation
by an actual flight check using port- angle at Phillipsburg Vortac
able ground equipment.
azimuth. The counterpoise measureFacility Evaluation
ments are probably not equally apTheta information is available plicable to Tacan owing to the
continuously around 360 deg of position of its antenna relative to
azimuth and at all vertical angles the counterpoise.
Performance of any facility can
to within 35 deg of the zenith for
described usefully only in stabe
VOR and 55 deg for Tacan. For
terms. However, the volume
tistical
the
altitude
any given azimuth and
involved would render a
of
data
vary
may
information
the
quality of
with distance. There are thus three more determinate presentation not
orders of infinity of information only useless but impractical.
required for a full description of
Error Probability
the station.
Probability of occurrence of a
It is therefore a matter of
sampling judiciously and extrapo- given error is information prolating with care. The technique de- viding a basis to the users for
veloped for VOR consists of two making operational decisions. What
parts. First check is upon per- is more, the user need not be conformance of the equipment itself cerned about any single facility,
including the antenna by accurate providing the agency having refield measurements on the rim of sponsibility insures that the facility
the counterpoise. In this manner operates within tolerances that
the effects of siting and terrain are lead to the published probability
eliminated. The second part in- figures.
This discussion generally applies
volves flying a horizontal orbit of
fixed radius within 6 to 10 miles of to the azimuth portion of Vortac
the station, another at approxi- whether it be derived from the VOR
mately 20 miles and constant alti- or the Tacan equipments. In the
tude flights along selected radials. VOR's the equipment is adjusted
On all these flights the accuracy so the most probable error is zero
of the indicated azimuths is re- and the distribution curve is symcorded continuously and the orbital metrical. Probability of a positive
recordings provide error curves error is essentially equal to that of
shown in Fig. 3 and 4. Figure 5
shows variation of accuracy with
vertical angle. Indices of a satisfactory station are: azimuth error
ú 0.15
less than a prescribed maximum at
w
any azimuth ; smooth transitions
when flying across a preset azimuth ;
ó 0.10
proper width of the course (this
o
refers to the required angular dism 0.05
placement from the true course to
ó
obtain full-scale deflection of the
á
omnibearing indicator) ; adequate
4
3
2
1- 0*
2
3
4
5
minat
coverage
distance
usable
ERROR IN DEGREES
imum altitudes.
These flight -checking techniques FIG. 6-Probability distribution of errors
are equally applicable to Tacan in VOR radials
I

I
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negative error that might occur.
Fig. 6 shows the probability distribution of the network (not just
one station) based on data from
276 stations taken at random from
a total of some 400. The data were
taken at 1 -deg intervals on each
station. As shown in the histogram,
deg.
the error was measured to
old
year
a
about
is
analysis
This
and there were no Vortac facilities
then but the VOR portion of Vortac
will have a similar distribution,
reflecting any improvements that
may have occurred since the last
analysis.
There is no corresponding data
yet on Tacan azimuth. The only
such is that obtained on limited
experimental installations, but the
Vortac program will provide the
source of such data as facilities are
commissioned.
The distance portion of Vortac
presents somewhat different and
simpler problems. The radiated pattern is nondirectional in the horizontal plane and a whole infinity of
observations is thus avoided. The
major source of error lies not ix. the
ground facility but in the airborne
equipment, particularly in the indicator. The total system error for
the best airborne equipment is - 2
percent or ± mile, whichever is
the greater. Less than 500 feet of
this is contributed by the ground
station.
a

2

14

Program Status

At the present time there is only
one Vortac facility in existence: at

Phillipsburg, Pennsylvania. There
are 280 additional programmed for
completion by July 1, 1959 and 87
more by July 1, 1960. Of these,
about 60 percent represent conversions of existing VOR's. Eventually more complete coverage will
be provided in an orderly program
over three to five years.
In the meanwhile, until adequate
distance information can be obtained from Vortac, existing DME
installations will be retained chiefly
for use by aircraft already equipped
with multiplex type DME (mostly
executive type of aircraft) and by
CAA flight inspection aircraft.
These installations gill be phased
out as adequate service from Vortac
becomes available or as they cause
interference to Vortac facilities.
159
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Prototype 4 x 4 memory plane produced by print-wired
technique, showing how etched conductors on one side of board
go
through holes in embedded ferrite memory cores to
join wiring pattern on other side of board. Four conductors thread through right
each
core. Technique permits mass production of memory planes
with absolute uniformity of wiring and no core breakage

THREE-DIMENSIONAL
SUMMARY
Use of four collimated light sources for exposing acid
resist permits production of etched wiring which goes through
holes in
ferrite cores of memory planes. Technique eliminates need for
threading
delicate wires through the millions of such cores used in large computers,
holds promise that all wiring for a 64 x 64 plane can be produced in
one
etching operation. Extension of method may permit print-wiring of windings directly on toroid cores
MODULAR

MEMORY

PLANES

using ferrite cores can be
connected to form huge memory
arrays. The MIT Lincoln Laboratory computer TX -2, for example,
stores 2.5 -million binary digits in
a 256 x 256 x 38 stack of ferrite
cores.
Each standard 64 x 64 modular
plane requires one man -day to assemble, because four insulated
wires must be individually threaded through each of 4,096 cores.
Core damage and consequent re -

By E. A. GUDITZ
Staff Member
Lincoln Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lexington, Mass.

placement during the wiring operation represent a significant time
and cost factor in the assembly
operation.
Three-dimensional printed wiring now appears to be a solution to
the problems of assembly time and
core damage. Collimated light is the
basis of a new technique which

160

produces, in a single exposure, a

latent image of the complete wiring
pattern for a memory plane. With
ordinary light, the negative mask
must be in intimate contact with
the photosensitized surface, as in
Fig. 1A. With collimated (parallel) light, the mask and the photosensitive surface can be separated
as in Fig. 1B.
If the beam of parallel light is
directed through an aperture mask
at an angle to a photosensitive
panel as in Fig. 1C and 1D, the pro June
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COVER-Final four -lamp setup used for exposing memory -plane board
positioned between two precision masks in vacuum holder designed to give precise
register. Light sources each produce parallel light rays

Single -lamp setup illustrates how collimated light projects wiring pattern
through ferrite core

THE FRONT

PRINTED WIRING
jetted image follows the contour
of the panel. The image of any
apert.ire can thus be projected with
fidelity onto any surface, regardless of its irregularity, for exposure of the resist pattern.
Rearranging Wiring

Before this technique could be
applied to the production of print wired memory planes, the intricate

wiring pattern of conventionally wired planes had to be rearranged. Four wires must pass
through each core-X and Y coordinate selection windings, a sense
winding for reading out stored information and a digit -plane winding to determine the information
to be stored. The coordinate -selection windings were planned as
shown in Fig. 2A. A given core

is selected by the coincidence of

two current pulses, each one-half
the minimum value required for

switching.
The coordinate -selection wiring
is conventional in that it threads
successively through the cores to
form rows and columns. The sense
winding, as a whole, is cancelling
with respect to half -select signal
outputs and air-flux voltages. It

COLLIMATED
LIGHT
ORDINARY

MASK

LIGHT

MASK

MASK
WIRING
BOARD

OBJECT,
BEING
EXPOSED

(B)

(A)

(C)

(D)

FIG. 1-Divergent nature of ordinary light makes it necessary to usa contact printing, whereas use of parallel or collimated ligh
permits projecting image without change in size, for exposing shaped objects
ELECTRONICS
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Step 1-Holes are jig -punched in paper base phenolic laminate for ferrite cores
and registration pins

2-Tiny doughnut -shaped cores are
dropped into holes and entire board is
coated with plastic to anchor them
Step

Step 3-Entire board is copper -coated,
first by chemical deposition, then by electroplating to give 0.002 inch of copper

consists of quadrants of noncan ceiling
windings appropriately
print -wired in series. This configuration avoids the difficult problem of designing a sense winding
which cancels half -select signals on
a core -to -core basis without crossing wires.
The digit (inhibit) winding is
similar to the sense winding and
links all the cores in series. A quadrant sense winding is shown in
Fig. 2B and a companion digit
winding in Fig. 2C. Windings of
this type, hand -wired into a 4,096 core memory plane, were found to
be electrically equivalent to conventional sense and digit windings.

Opened masks used for exposing resist to produce wiring for prototype 16 -core memory
plane. Three positioning pegs on left-hand mask holder go through register holes
in memory plane board and in other mask, to provide required high precision of alignment for printing wiring pattern simultaneously through cores and on both sides of
board. When masks are together in printing position, vacuum line pulls masks tightly
up against photo -sensitized copper -plated board

Making Accurate Masks
A second major problem was that
of producing a pair of accurate
masks which could be held in close
registration to connect the front
and back surface wiring patterns
with four connecting paths through
the 0.050 -inch hole in each of the

2-Rearrangement of coordinate -selection windings of memory plane as at A, quadrant-cancelling sense winding as at
quadrant -cancelling inhibit winding as at C eliminates crossovers, to permit printing four wires through each core
FIG.
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Step 4-Board is sensitized with Kodak
acid resist. exposed. developed and dyed
to give resist pattern on both sides

Step
type

of protomemory plane after etching is
ready for external connections

Step 6 Rear of finished board; all wiring is continuous from one side of board
to the other through the cores

cores. A set of satisfactory masks
was prepared by photoengraving
methods, though cost was high.
Further study resulted in the development of a selective masking
technique capable of economically
producing masks with a line -center
0.001 inch
position accuracy of
from an outside reference line.
Selective masking is based on the
fact that it is possible to rule a
single pair of parallel lines to great
accuracy. These two lines can be
used to form appropriate segments
of a wiring pattern by repeated exposures on a step and repeat table.
The finished masks are mounted
in a vacuum holding fixture. The
memory plane to be exposed is
placed between them, with its
photosensitized surfaces held in intimate contact with the masks.
Registration is maintained by three
pilot pins.
Before exposure, the entire
memory plane assembly must be
coated with copper. The board is

first covered with a clear plastic
solution which, when set, anchors
the cores firmly in the holes and
covers any gaps. The plastic provides a smooth unbroken surface on
which to deposit copper chemically.
This initial layer of copper adheres
firmly to the plastic as a highly conductive base on which to electroplate another layer approximately
0.002 inch thick. Conventional
photo -etching techniques begin
with the application of Kodak acid
resist to the entire assembly.
Photographic exposure of the
sensitized plane through the masks
is made with four projection lamps
having collimating lenses. These
form the contact images of the
surface wiring on both sides of the
panel and the projection images of
the lines connecting the surfaces
through each core. Placement of
the lamps is not critical, nor is the
exposure time.
The two parallel apertures
needed to print the conductors
within each core are extensions of
the same lines which produce the
surface wiring. The cores are only
0.050 inch in inside diameter and
are located on 0.100 -inch centers.
After exposure and etching the
wiring pattern on one surface of
the plane extends through each of
the cores and connects to a similar
wiring pattern on the opposite face.
The finished wiring is 0.002 inch
thick, 0.010 inch wide and spaced
0.010 inch at the points of least
separation. This spacing is adequate for the signal voltages impressed between the windings,
which are operated at d -c ground
voltage level.

Except for the use of collimated
light sources, the production of
completely print -wired memory
planes is based on present com-

Example of 64 ! 64 ferrite -core memory
plane wired by conventional methods
(ELECTRONICS. p 214, Feb. 1956)
ELECTRONICS

- -une

5-Front wiring pattern

4 x 4

mercial methods. Yields of two
planes per hour are achieved in the
laboratory by this method, which
is adapted to completely automatic
production. Because the cores are
almost completely protected by the
phenolic panel, there is negligible
danger of core damage during the
processing operation.
Conclusions

At the present stage of development, 16-core (4 X 4) planes have
been successfully produced to
verify and refine the method. These
planes have been the electrical
equivalent of conventionally wired
planes of the same size.
Masks are now being prepared
for 16 X 16 arrays. The practicality of the method has been demonstrated. Its appeal rests on the fact
that it is, even on a laboratory
basis, about 20 times faster than
current production methods for
memory arrays.
Ultimate speed is much greater
than this because the method is
completely amenable to current

automatic production techniques.
It is reasonable to expect that automatic production will result in
further improvement in the quality
of memory planes because of accuracy and uniformity inherent in
the basic method.
Sincere appreciation is expressed
to Frank Hazel, staff member of
Lincoln Laboratory, for his efforts
in the organization and preparation of this material.
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1-All sections of telemetering buoy
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FIG.

Transistor receiver is given final check before buoy is sealed for launching. Receiver
is used to turn on transmitter when propagation conditions are favorable

Buoy Telemeters Ocean
SUMMARY
Temperature measuring telemetering system in buoy is
triggered by audio modulated r-f signal received by transistor receiver. Cycle
of transmission includes two standard tones and thermistor temperature data
together with identifying code signal. Data can be obtained at distances up to
600 miles by triggering at favorable propagation times
By ROBERT G. WALDEN, DAVID D. KETCHUM and DAVID N. FRANTZ,
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole, Massachusetts

cost of operating
oceanographic vessels emphasizes the need for a method of making semicontinuous measurements
at many different locations independently of the ship. Telemetering anchored buoys can provide
measurement of surface or deep
temperatures, or when allowed to
drift can provide ocean current and
circulation data.
The buoy shown in the photographs can be triggered remotely
by a radio signal modulated with a
distinctive tone or may be triggered
by an internal clock at regular intervals. A signal from the buoy,
modulated by a thermistor-controlled R -C oscillator, transmits
INCREASING

water temperature data in terms of

the modulation frequency.
The buoy has been reliably triggered and read at ranges up to 300
miles at frequencies between 2 and
3 mc. This range has been increased to as much as 600 miles by
triggering at times of optimum
propagation.

Operation
In operation, a number of buoys
are anchored at locations determined by the physical problem to
be investigated. The buoys transmit and receive on the same frequency, but each buoy responds to
an interrogating signal only if the
signal is modulated with a tone of

164

particular frequency.
Vibrating -reed relays are used
in the output of the buoy receivers
to obtain a narrow audio -frequency
response that almost entirely eliminates accidental transmissions
caused by noise and interference.
The interrogating transmitter is
modulated by tones derived from a
resonant reed -controlled oscillator
with a separate resonant reed for
each tone.
The reception of the proper tone
by the buoy receiver actuates a
time -delay relay which allows
quick -heating transmitter filaments
five seconds warmup time. The
transmitter is then keyed with the
call sign followed by three consecuJune
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are transmitter, modulator, receiver, timing unit,
Electronic components for buoy removed from housing. Six chassis from left to right
relay switching unit and clock. All units are powered by battery pack

Temperature Data
tive tones. The frequencies of the
three tones are controlled by: a

standard resistor representing a
point at the low end of the temperaaudio -frequency curve, a
ture
standard resistor representing a
point at the high end of this curve
and the thermistor, which measures the water temperature.
The total transmission lasts 15
seconds. At two transmissions per
day the estimated battery life is
about two months. This f-m/a-m
signal is received on a standard
communications receiver and recorded on magnetic tape. The tone
frequencies are then measured with
an eput meter. In the event of
garbled reception the buoy may be
triggered again at a more favorable time.
The electronic equipment is contained in six aluminum chassis
which plug into a cylindrical
aluminum and bakelite rack. A
two-inch aluminum channel, which
forms the backbone of the rack,
carries the receptacles and interconnecting wiring. The entire rack
fits snugly into the tubing that
forms the buoy. A glass fiber
center -loaded marine antenna, supported by the end cap, effectively
withstands the salt atmosphere and

-
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the force of moderate seas that occasionally break over the buoy. The
cylindrical battery stack consists
of 18 45 -volt B batteries and 17
No. 6 1.5 -volt cells.
Timing

Figure 1 shows a block diagram
of the electronic circuits. The electrically wound clock and a tran-

sistor receiver operate continuously
with relatively low battery drain.
The clock may be set to operate a
switch once or twice daily at any
desired time. The clock switch actuates a sequential circuit in the
relay switching unit that applies
filament power to the modulator
and transmitter, allows about five
seconds warm-up time and then operates the antenna relay and timing
unit. The timing unit then keys the
modulator to transmit call signal
and temperature data.
At the end of the thermistor
tone, power is removed from the
transmitter and modulator, the antenna is switched back to the receiver, and the device is ready for
another cycle. The same sequence
of events may also be initiated
through the receiver by reception
of the proper signal from a remote
ship or shore station.

Since the receiver must run continuously during the life of the
buoy, the most important design
consideration is low battery drain.
The receiver, shown in Fig. 2, employs nine transistors in a conventional superheterodyne circuit. To
achieve the high sensitivity required for long-range operation, a
stage of r-f preselection and two
i -f amplifiers are included.
All stages through the second
detector are surface -barrier transistors, chosen for their high -frequency response and low power
consumption. The local oscillator
is crystal controlled. Stable operation of the r -f and i -f stages is effected by not bypassing a portion
of the emitter resistor in each
stage.
The push-pull, class -B output
stage drives a resonant -reed relay.
No forward emitter bias is used in
this amplifier, since distortion of
the output signal does not materially affect operation of the relay.
Power consumption of the output
stage is thus negligible in the absence of an input signal. The resonant -reed relay contacts are in
series with a sensitive d -c relay
shunted by a capacitor.
The discharge time constant of
165
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lay contacts closed. An r -f generator, 100 -percent modulated with
the appropriate audio-frequency
signal, provides the test voltage.
The measured generator impedance
and the calculated receiver input
impedance are used to arrive at the
sensitivity figure. A typical value
is 2 to 5 microvolts.
Overall bandwidth of the r -f and
i -f sections was found to be about
five kilocycles between half -power
points. The actual bandwidth of
the receiver, however, is determined by the resonant-reed relay,
whose bandwidth increases somewhat with the amplitude of the
driving current.

easily overcome by reducing the
power of the interrogating transmitter when the buoy is nearby.
The operation of the relay
switching unit shown in Fig. 3 is as
follows: When the switch SI is operated capacitor C1 discharges
through the coil of the high -resistance relay REI, closing the contacts
and holding them long enough to
actuate RE,. Relay RE, turns on
the transmitter and modulator filaments and locks up RE, through
RE,. At this time capacitors C, and
C2 charge to the voltage across the
coil of RE,.
After five seconds, the time -delay relay RE, operates starting the
timing motor, which closes S, and
operates RE, and RE.. As the contacts of RE, break, RE, holds due
to the charge on C, and C holding
in RE, and RE,. Then RED and RE,
close, holding in RE, and RE
switching the antenna, and energizing the voltage-regulator tube
for the multivibrator power supply. After one revolution of the
timing motor S, opens, and the circuit returns to its original state.
Closure of the receiver relay contacts initiates the same train of
events, except that RE, operates
first, causing RE, to close and lock.

Relay Response

The usable response of the relay
is at most only a few cycles wide.
The result is an excellent overall

s/n ratio and almost complete
elimination of response to unwanted signals.
Total receiver power consumption with no signal present is 40
milliwatts. With full audio output
the batteries must supply about 150
milliwatts.

Complete assembly consists of (I to r) battery pack, electronic unit and buoy case

Because an efficient avc system
is not easy to achieve in a tran-

the combination is long enough to
hold the contacts closed during the
intervals when the vibrating contacts of the relay are open. An input signal with a duration of about
one second is sufficient to set the
relay switching unit in operation.
Receiver sensitivity is defined as
the minimum value of r -f voltage
appearing across the antenna terminals required to hold the d -c re-

sistor receiver, this feature, for

simplicity, was omitted. This defect, particularly in the high -gain
circuit described, results in overloading with a moderately strong
input signal. If the signal is not
100 -percent modulated, the entire
modulation envelope may be clipped
off in the i -f stages, causing loss of
audio output. This disadvantage is

Timing Unit

The 4 -rpm timing motor is directly coupled to a commutator. A
code wheel is also coupled to the
motor through a 1 -to -3 gear train.
The teeth on the code wheel correspond to the buoy's call sign in
International Morse code and oper-
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FIG. 2- -Transistor superheterodyne receiver turns on transmitter when interrogated with signal
modulated with proper audio tone
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ate a keying switch.
The commutator is shown as it
would appear at the start of a
cycle. For the first 120 degrees of
rotation RE, is energized through
the keying switch contacts, thus
keying the multivibrator by completing its grid return circuits
through the precision 50,000 -ohm
resistors. During 120 degrees of
commutator rotation the code
wheel makes one revolution.
At the end of the first 120 degrees the commutator operates
RE which inserts the 150,000 -ohm
precision resistors in the multi vibrator grid circuits to generate
the first standard tone. After 60
degrees of travel RE, is again operated. The 50,000 -ohm resistors
are now in the multivibrator grid
circuits, resulting in the generation
of the second standard tone.
This tone continues for another
60 degrees of rotation, followed by
the operation of RE which substitutes the thermistor for the
multivibrator grid resistors. The
frequency of this final tone is a
function of water temperature. At
the end of one revolution a cam on
the commutator opens S2, the relays
in the relay switching unit drop
out and the timing motor stops.
Modulator Unit
The modulator unit consists of
a multivibrator, driver and pushpull modulator, all of conventional

design. The frequency of oscillation of the multivibrator is controlled by the grid resistors.
Precision, low temperature coefficient resistors are used to establish the two standard tones, whose
frequencies correspond to the upper
and lower extremes of the thermistor range. Thus a means is provided to detect frequency drift
caused by decay of the battery supply voltages. Both plate voltage and
filament current of the multivibrator are regulated to insure
maximum frequency stability with
supply voltage variation.
A plot of frequency against
thermistor temperature is made
while the batteries are fresh, and
the frequencies of the two standard tones are noted at the same
time. When the buoy is in operation, a rough correction may be applied to this curve by noting the
ELECTRONICS
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FIG. 3-Relay switching unit and timing motor control operation of telemetering
mitter to broadcast standard tones, temperature tone and identifying code signal

deviation of the standard tones
from their original values. A typical plot is shown in Fig. 4.
Transmitter Unit
A crystal oscillator designed to
operate in the 2 -to -3 megacycle
range drives a single-ended plate modulated power amplifier in the
transmitter unit. Fast -heating filament-type tubes are used to minimize warm-up time and consequent
battery drain. Input power to the
final is approximately 30 watts.
The accuracy of temperature
measurement is almost wholly dependent upon the frequency stability of the multivibrator. Although
a resolution of 0.1 C is obtainable,
the maximum error is -± 0.2 C.
This error was determined by com28
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4-Typical plot of temperature
against frequency of multivibrator
FIG.

parisons with measurements taken
with a precision thermometer.
The frequency of the multivibrator is sensitive to changes in
both plate voltage and filament current. Regulation of these quantities and the use of precision resistors to generate standard tones
reduces the error to the amount
stated. Unfortunately, the simple
regulators do not completely eliminate the effects of battery decay.
More development is needed to produce a frequency -stable oscillator
requiring minimum power.
Although a system has been described which was designed specifically for the remote measurement
of ocean temperature, it is obvious
that the device is easily adaptable
to the measurement of other quantities by the substitution of different transducers for the thermistor.
Modulation schemes other than
the resistance-controlled oscillator
could also be profitably investigated. Within the limitations of
battery life it appears feasible that
a number of quantities could be
measured with the data transmitted in sequence.
The authors acknowledge the assistance of Elmer Barstow, Edward Chute and Paul Dingwell,
who constructed and tested much of
the original equipment. The development work was supported by the
Office of Naval Research. Contribution No. 895 from the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution.
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SUMMARY
Portable instrument uses pulsed klystron operating in X
band to provide artificial echo to radar. Range rates from 200 to 1,000 mph
in either direction can be simulated between 800 to 24,000 yards of radar
range. Unit provides a variable delay simulating aircraft's straight-in approach but by supplying various sweep waveforms from external sources,
other aircraft approaches may be created
By DONALD L. BeMYER
Development Engineer

AC Spark Plug Division
General Mators Corp.

Flint, Michigan

Flight Simulator Tests
radar systems or training personnel in
the operation of such systems has
long called for the use of moving
aircraft or corner reflectors. The
flight simulator to be described is
a compact, portable transponder
that can be used in place of aircraft and operates remote from the
ESTING FIRE -CONTROL

radar.

The simulator can also be con -

nected to the radar directional coupler through a coaxial cable and
can be triggered by connecting a
transmitter trigger signal into its
video jack.
Basic System
Figure 1 shows a block diagram
of the flight simulator and the direction of information flow.
The radar r -f pulse is received

through the horn, detected and fed
through the video amplifier and
pulse forming section to produce a
trigger pulse for the voltage -controlled delay circuit. The delay
circuit has a range from 5 to 150
µsec, which corresponds to 800 to
24,000 yards of radar range.
The control voltage for the delay
circuit is produced by a sweep section that has limit and direction
controls and rate -of-change controls. Thus, the variation in delay
as a function of rate of change and
direction of change can be controlled through the use of panel -

mounted potentiometers and

During tuning, a sawtooth frequency -modulates the klystron to cover approximately
100 me making the location of the radar frequency simpler
168

switches. The rate of change of
delay can be controlled over the
range of 0.6 µsec per sec to 3 µsee
per sec to simulate target speeds of
200 to 1,000 mph.
The delayed pulse triggers a
blocking oscillator that produces a
signal of proper amplitude and
duration to pulse modulate a 2K25
klystron that is tuned to the radar
frequency by mechanically tuning
the cavity for coarse tuning and
adjusting the repeller voltage for
fine tuning. An r -f attenuator controls the power fed to the horn.
A waveguide magic -tee isolates
the r-f detector section from the
klystron section. This insures that
the delayed pulse will not retrigger
the system.
The incoming signal detected at
June 1, 1957-ELECTRONICS
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FIG. 1-Block diagram of system shows signal flow. Magic -tee
allows horn to be used for both receiving and transmitting

Front panel of simulator has minimum controls that occupies
by 18:5 by 14.5 inches and weighs just over 50 lb
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FIRE -CONTROL RADARS
grid of the normally -conducting oscillator removes any modulation
stage is tied back to B+; hence it from the video pulse. to avoid this
will start raising the cathode volt- jitter.
An isolation diode between the
age as determined by the circuit
constants in the feedback path blocking oscillator and the linear
around the multivibrator. This delay multivibrator eliminates the
charging is based on the, Miller loading effect of the coupling cirintegrator action and is essentially cuit from the blocking oscillator
during the integrator action.
Pulse Forming
linear from 5 to 150 µsec.
When the cathode voltage reaches
A two-stage amplifier increases
Sweep Section
d -c level on the grid of the
the
proto
pulse
video
incoming
the
The delay of the system is provide a stable trigger for the pulse - normally cutoff stage, the circuit
to the voltage applied to
portional
outmultivibrator
The
regenerates.
forming blocking oscillator. The
the multivibrator. This
of
combination of the gain of the put is differentiated and amplified the grid
from a sweep
is
obtained
voltage
amplifier and the bias on the block- so that a positive pulse correspondautomatic
accomplish
to
circuit
is
generated.
ing oscillator are such that the r -f ing to the delay point
variation.
range
the
start
at
voltage
The
cathode
signal will trigger the system when
Sweep generator operation is
operating up to 600 ft from the of the linear rise is determined by
that the cathode
radar but will not trigger on the the magnitude of the trigger and based on the afact
follower is
cathode
of
potential
will
radar antenna side lobes when the any variation in this trigger
potential.
the
grid
than
greater
pulse.
delayed
the
of
cause jittering
radar is searching.
con capacitor
with
a
Therefore,
blocking
-forming
the
pulse
Thus
The blocking oscillator is used
because of its inherent characteristics as a threshold device for the
video signal and constant pulse
amplitude and pulse width output.

the crystal mount is converted into
a viedo pulse coincident with the
zero time base of the radar plus the
delay resulting from the simulated
target distance from the radar.
Figure 2 shows the complete
schematic.

Variable Delay
The linear delay multivibrator
has a delay proportional to the d -c
voltage applied to the grid of the
normally -cutoff stage.
A negative pulse from the pulse forming blocking oscillator triggers the circuit causing a reduction
of cathode bias. The normally -cutoff stage is now in command since
the circuit is bistable. However, the
ELECTRONICS

-

Internal view shows mounting
Klystron tracking potentiometer

of hybrid -tee waveguide
is located at lower left

components.

Gearing for
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nected between grid and ground of fed into the d -c amplifier that has
the stage and the potentiometer a manually controlled bias. When
connected between cathode and the sweep voltage is increasing, the
grid, the cathode voltage will rise d -c amplifier is biased below cutoff
as a function of the difference in causing a positive voltage to be appotential and the time constant of plied to the relay driver, energizing
the r -c network. This bootstrap the relay. As the sweep voltage inaction will continue until the tube creases, the d -c amplifier grid bias
reaches saturation.
decreases until the stage conducts.
If the grid potentiometer is con- This causes the relay driver to cut
nected to the wiper of a potentiom- off and switch the direction of the
eter in the cathode circuit, this sweep voltage. The switching point
cathode potentiometer can be ad- is varied by the maximum range
justed until the wiper is at the adjustment that controls the bias
same potential below the grid as on the d -c amplifier during the
the cathode is above the grid. This range -out action.
causes the cathode voltage to deWhen the sweep direction switchcrease at the same rate as it in- ing is accomplished, the sweep voltcreased when the r -c network was age will start decreasing and will
tied back to the cathode. Thus the continue to do so until the bias on
potentiometer used in the feedback the d -c amplifier goes negative at
network is the range speed control which time the opposite action
and the cathode potentiometer is takes place. This switching point is
the sweep balance control.
varied by the minimum range adjustment that controls the bias durSweep Reversal
ing the range -in action.
The direction change of the
The sweep direction may be
sweep generator is accomplished changed at any point by using the
through the use of a d -c amplifier range direction in switch that
and a biased relay driver. This opens the cathode circuit of the
circuit has predetermined, adjust- relay driver causing the relay to
able limits for reversing the sweep. de -energize, or the range direction
The output of the sweep stage is out switch that opens the cathode

circuit of the d -c amplifier causing
the relay driver to energize the
relay.
In addition, the sweep may be
held at any point by using the
range sweep start and stop switch
that breaks the sweep generator
feedback path when the switch is
in the off position.
Section

R -F

The r -f section of the flight
simulator consists of a blocking
oscillator, a sawtooth generator and
the klystron.
The blocking oscillator produces
a l -µsec, 50-v negative pulse to
modulate the klystron.
Tuning the klystron to the radar
frequency is accomplished by adjusting the coarse tuning control
while watching the radar ppi indicator.
Once the radar frequency is located, the mode switch is turned to
the b.o. position where the blocking
oscillator pulse is introduced to the
klystron. The fine tuning control is
then adjusted for the best target.
A tracking potentiometer is
geared to the coarse tuning control
to vary the repeller voltage as a
function of the cavity tuning.
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FIG. 2-Complete schematic of simulator showing details of linear delay multivibrator
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Printed -circuit techniques permit compact packaging of counter

FIG.

1

Indicator system for counter uses NE -2A neon lamps

By H. C. CHISHOLM
Development Engineer
Berkeley Division of Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Richmond, California

HIGH -RELIABILITY

Transistorized Counter
Cascaded silicon -junction transistor binary stages energize
SUMMARY
neon -lamp indicators for digital frequency meter at counting rates up to
100,000 per second. Step-by-step calculations are shown for design of binary
stages. Counter has logged 14,600 hours of continuous operation with no
component failures or waveform deterioration
TRANSISTOR

COUNTING CIRCUITS

are readily designed, but systems for count indication have led
to considerable complexity. However, owing to the unique transistor characteristic of minute saturation resistance evident in switching
applications, it is practical to cascade binary circuits to obtain a
decade counter. Such a system, as
described in this article, provides
potentials sufficient to reliably operate neon lamps by direct near conventional methods.
Readout Indicators

Experience has shown that longterm repeated operation of the
NE -2A neon lamp requires ionization potentials of at least 85 v and
ELECTRONICS
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extinguishing potentials must be
less than 55 v. For a decade counter, it is possible to operate the
lamps with an effective 50-v bias
and a superposed 40-v swing.
The basic counter is shown in
Fig. 1. input is at binary 1, which
triggers binary 2 once for every
two input pulses. In turn, binary
2 triggers binary 3 once for every
two of its own input pulses and
similarly, binary 3 triggers binary 4.
The resistor matrix for only four
lamps is shown to simplify the
illustration. The matrix terminations at the blocks are, by implication, directed to the left and
right-hand collectors of the two
transistors composing each binary.

The upper voltage indicates d -c collector potential at zero count, while
the lower voltage indicates the potential of the second stable state of
the binary. The output voltage of
each binary swings 40 v. The neon
lamps are operated at 0.2 ma by
potentials which vary at both of

their terminations.
Binary 1 operates to select the
odd or even numbered lamp, while
the other binaries select pairs of
lamps through the resistor matrix.
The system can best be understood
by considering the situation at
zero count.
Binary I. applies a five -volt potential to the even -numbered lamps
and a 45-v potential to the oddnumbered lamps. The potential at
171
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the junction between pairs of lamps
is an average of the potential existing at the binary ends of the resistors. The resistors connecting
the zero -one lamp pair are each
terminated at potentials of 95 v.
Therefore, before ionization occurs
the zero lamp has 90 applied and
the one lamp has 50 IT applied; the
zero lamp will ionize while the one
lamp cannot.
Current flow through the zero
lamp is limited by the series
resistors. The resistor matrix is
arranged such that for the indicated voltages, a 90-v potential cannot exist across any of the other
lamps.
A single pulse input to the counter triggers binary 1 to its second
stable state and reverses the potentials applied to the even and
odd -numbered lamps. The zero lamp
is extinguished while the one lamp
is ionized. Succeeding pulses cause
the binaries to assume combinations of steady state voltages which
ionize the lamp corresponding to
the count stored in the decade
counter.
AT

30 v, but the collector junction has

a breakdown voltage in excess of
50 v.

Binary Design

Since the binaries are of the
saturating type, it is particularly
important to know the base current requirements for the conditions of lowest gain and poorest
operating conditions. The 903
transistor has a beta range of 9 to
19. Of more significance in binary
circuit design is the large signal
gain, B, which varies for this type
from 7.5 to approximately 17. For
complete interchangeability of transistors the binary is required to
function with all values of B;
therefore, it was necessary to design with the lowest value.

Operating temperatures include
the range from -20 C to +50 C.
The former requires that the selected transistor retain a practical
value of large signal gain at the
coldest temperature. The high temperature requires that transistor
leakage current
not increase to
a large value and cause loss in output amplitude. Such a loss would
seriously affect the neon lamp Oper
ating potentials.
The requirements of high operating voltage and high alpha cut-off
frequency are met by the type 903
silicon-junction transistor. Maximum rated voltage for this unit is

I

V,/I, =

16,000 ohms.

Assuming transistor Q, on and Q,
off : IBI = Ic,/B,,,, = 333 /,ca at
25 C ambient. At -20 C, I, =
(333) (150%) = 500 µa.
Assuming IRI = 50 µa, IRI = IBI +
1R, = 550 µa; RI = Vo/IRI
75,000
(assumes VBI = V,, on) ; R, =
VBI/IR, = 4/50
82,000 where
VBI = ERR +VOR (sat) and Vo8 at
current saturation is 1 v. Neglecting minor leakage currents of the
cut-off transistor: IB = lei + IB, =
3.0 ma; RE = EBB/I,, = 1,000 ohms
and RE is adequately bypassed when

-

-

Resistor R2 establishes a reverse
bias at the base of the transistor
in a cut-off condition. Neglecting
leakage currents, the reverse bias
potential can be computed as follows : VR, = R, (ERR + V 0R) / (RI +
R2) = 2.1 y; reverse bias = VB,

-

As the counting rate expressed
as a frequency is 100 kc, it is

cies.

The design procedure begins
with a required output voltage, V
and establishes a supply voltage as
the last step. Collector load R, =

CE=0.01µf.

Transistor Requirements

desirable to have pulse rise times
on the order of 1 µsec. In order that
the transistor not be a limiting
factor, its alpha cut-off frequency
must then be 2 or 3 mc.
High current gain is not necessary and, in fact, would require
larger binary crossover resistances
to limit base current. This would
increase waveform decay time and
limit maximum counting frequen-

in Fig. 2. The design calculations
are based on the following values :
V. = 40v; ERR = 3v; 10 = 2.5 ma
(assumed) ; B = 7.5 min.

FIG.

2-Basic binary counter circuit

From the actual characteristic
curves for many 903 transistors
operated at -20 C, it was determined that the base current must
be increased by 50 percent over
the current value at 25 C to insure
stability. Under this condition, a
transistor with a B of 7.5 would
saturate to a minor degree and
transistors of higher gain would
saturate in proportion to their
large signal B.
Emperical data indicated that the
transistors would exhibit a change
in current gain of two to one over
the specified temperature range.
This data, when related to the
normal two -to -one spread of beta,
demanded that the binary circuit
accommodate a total gain change of
at least four to one.
The binary circuit is illustrated

172

ERR

=2.1-3=-0.9v.

The supply voltage is computed
as a summation of the common
emitter level, the output voltage
swing, and the product of the collector load and the base driving
current. The crossover capacitances
improve the rise time characteristics of the binary waveforms.
Larger values sharpen the rise
time, but also increase the time
constant for the decay characteristic.
With C, = 100 µµf rise times
on the order of 1 µsec were obtained
with fall times of approximately 3
µsec.
Complete Circuit

The complete schematic of the
decade counter is given in Fig. 3.
The grouping of the four binaries
is the same as that indicated in
Fig. 1; the binaries are identical
with only minor differences existing in their drive circuits. The resistors of the indicator lamp matrix
shunt the 18-kilchm collector load
resistors to an effective value of 16
kilohms.
The upper value of potential for
each collector is for the zero count
June 1, 1957-ELECTRONICS
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state and the lower potential is the
value to which the binary switches
in proper sequence.
A basic four -binary counter
scales to a count of 16. To scale to
a count of 10, the counter is gated
after the eighth input pulse and
then, after the tenth pulse, returned to the zero count conditions.
The first three binaries scale in a
normal manner up to the eighth
input pulse.
After the eighth input pulse
binary 4 is triggered to its second
stable state. The collector potential
of transistor Q. rises to 95 v and is
applied through RI to the juncture
of the steering diodes in binary
No. 2. The diodes are hereafter
reverse biased by approximately 40
v and input pulses from binary 1
through coupling capacitor Cl are
effectively blocked. With these conditions, lamp 8 is ionized.
The ninth counter input triggers
binary 1 and switches the ionizing
potential from lamp 8 to lamp 9.
The tenth input pulse resets binary
1 to its normal steady state. During this regenerative switching, a
pulse is applied through capacitor
C. to the base drive circuit of transistor Q. in the fourth binary,
which returns to its normal steady
state and completes the cycle of 10
counts. An output pulse may be
taken from the fourth binary to

- June
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3-Decade counter for digital frequency meter has fous cascaded stages
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of two -transistor

drive a second decade counter
which will then indicate the tens
count.
D -C

Gating

The d-c gating method of the
counter is simple and reliable. The
two steering diodes in binary 2 are
special only in that their reverse
impedance and breakdown voltage
are sufficiently high to withstand
the 40-v reverse bias.
Relatively large leakage current
here is sufficient, under certain
counting conditions, to trigger
binary 2 and nullify the gating
function. Silicon junction diodes at
this circuit point are unsatisfactory
because the diode -junction capacitance is large enough to transfer
triggering pulses under certain operating conditions.
At zero count the even numbered transistors, or right-hand
units, are in the on condition and
lamp 0 is ionized. On count 8, the
right-hand transistors of the first
three binaries return to the on
condition. Two high potentials
now exist attempting to ionize
lamps 0 and 8. Lamp 0 is prevented
from ionizing by the application
of a 55-v potential at transistor Q.
through diode CR. and R. to the 0-1
lamp junction.
In addition, a current -limiting
resistor is omitted in the path

binary counters

from the collector of Q. to the 8-9
lamp junction. These two lamps
then operate at a 300-µa current
level, as limited by the matrix resistors connected to binary 1. The
result is a rise in the potentials
applied to the lower side of the odd
and even numbered lamps and an
assist in preventing lamp 0 from
ionizing.
Reset
The reset circuit is composed of
two networks performing identical
functions. The desired condition at
reset is 0 count in which the righthand transistors are conducting.
This is accomplished by application
of a pulse which will switch -off the
left-hand transistors should they
happen to be conducting. In the
base return circuit corresponding
to R. of the computations, a diode
is inserted.
A negative pulse applied to the
anode of the diode drives the
transistor to a nonconducting
state. The base return resistors of
binaries 2, 3 and 4 are returned together through common diode CR,
to the common bias potential. The
reset pulse must be of 50-v amplitude and 40 -µsec duration.
The developments were supported
by contract with the Frequency
Control Branch of the Army Signal
SunDly Agency.
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Operator sets fault -protector controls to fix cutoff bias and establish maximum permissible
load current. Excess current caused by tube fault is removed from high -voltage circuit
rapidly enough to protect tube electrode supports from spontaneous breakdown. The
20 -kv chassis -support insulators are visible behind the grounded control panel

Photograph shows the results of a shortcircuit at 5,000 -volt operation. Here the
fault protector was not incorporated as a
part of the circuit

ELECTRONIC CROWBAR
Electronic switch guards high -power c -w transmitting
p.UMMARY
tubes against flash -arc destruction. Self-protective circuit uses grid -cutoff of
power triode to remove excessive voltage within four microseconds. after
fault occurs. Wide -range time control permits tube recovery and continuity
of operation for extended period. Tube -processing use features high -power
beam -voltage pulser for gas cleanup as well as high-level beam -voltage modulator for high -power backward -wave oscillator applications
ARC, commonly
called
Rocky Point effect, appears to
be the result of a spontaneous
breakdown of the insulation normally afforded by the high vacuum
within an electron tube.
Currents resulting from flash arc
may approach several thousand amperes during initial transient conditions and with the available
energy inherent in conventional

LASH

power-supply systems, severe damage may result. In some cases the
arc contains sufficient energy to
vaporize segments of electrode sup-

port members, rendering the tube
useless.
Milder effects of flash arc, may
manifest themselves in the form of
cathode poisoning which will determine the useful life of the tube.
Until a better understanding of
flash arc and its causes is available,
the power tube must be protected.
A circuit known as the electronic
crowbar was introduced to provide
this protection. Its function, in the
event of a fault, was to remove instantly the available energy from
the protected tube by short circuit-

ing the power supply with a device,
such as a thyratron or ignitron,
which would dissipate the power.
Installation of this device in highpower transmitter installations has
markedly increased the operating
life of the power tube and reportedly has reduced out-of -service
time.
Protection Circuit

In the event of a fault, the available energy is removed from the
protected tube within microseconds.
In addition, a wide range of time
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1-Incipient breakdown

high
voltage transmitting tube V, produces
unwanted voltage rise which activates
the fault detector. Bias switch drives grid
of Vi beyond cutoff and removes supply
voltage from V, before irreparable damage occurs. The entire chain of events
occurs rapidly enough to prevent damage
to the tube

R14

of

500V

c,

C2

5µµF
2

250V

FAULT
TRIGGER

K. XI,000

FIG. 2-Bias switching circuit, shown with power triode V, protecting high -voltage transmitting tube V,. Resistor R,:: establishes grid voltage for V1 and RR determines bias

By ROGER G. WENNER
Federal Telecommunication Laboratories
Div. of International Tel. and Tel. Corp.
Nutley, N. J.

PROTECTS TRANSMITTER
control permits tube recovery or
provides automatic operation for
extended periods during unattended
operation.
A high -power beam -voltage pulse,
with duty cycles to unify, is used
for gas clean-up while the tube is
on exhaust. A high level beam voltage modulator is incorporated
for high -power backward -wave oscillator applications.
The modified electronic crowbar
is shown in Fig. 1. When a fault
occurs, current increase through R,
produces an undesirable voltage
rise which actuates the fault detector. The bias -switching circuit
then applies a negative bias to the
normally positive grid of switching
tube V,.
The automatic reset and operation circuit shuts the system off in
the event of a recurrent fault.
For operation as a beam -voltage
pulser switch S, is closed.
This allows pulses of predetermined width and repetition rate,
produced by the modulator, to conELECTRONICS
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trol the grid of V, through the bias
switching circuit.
Although not incorporated in the
present working model, a shaped
pulse of low magnitude could be
applied to the switching circuit
to provide large voltage variations
across V a valuable feature for
backward -wave oscillator applications. The thyrite arc suppressor
shown connected across L, was not
used in the original circuit. No
adverse effects were noticed in handling load powers up to 20 kw
with average load currents of 2}
amperes.
The entire system operates above
ground and is completely isolated
from attending personnel. Insulated
phenolic shafts are used to make
operating adjustments. The system
can be operated at ground potential
by inserting it between ground and
the positive return of the high -voltage supply.

Fault -sensing resistor R can be
eliminated by using transformer
T,. The fault may be sensed at the

ground return of the protected
tube. Tube -current variation appears across the T, winding.
Bias Switching
The bias switching circuit, together with switching tube V, and
protected tube V., are shown in Fig.
2.

Switching tube V, normally conducts with about 2 percent of the
load voltage appearing as a plate to -cathode voltage drop. This relationship is maintained throughout
normal operation by varying the
positive grid bias on V.. As the
load supply voltage is raised and
more current is required, the positive grid bias increases proportionally.
As the load current through R,

increases, a larger negative bias
voltage is applied to the grid of V4
which decreases the plate current
and causes a reduced voltage drop
across the plate load resistor R,.
The control grid voltage of V, decreases the voltage drop across V.
175
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3-Reset circuit returns the tube protection system to normal operation.
Relay K, shorts terminals A and B, while
potentiometer R,6 establishes the time

FIG. 4-Modulator allows predetermined
pulses to control the grid of switching
tube V1 (shown in Fig. 3) through the
bids switching circuit

and places a larger percentage of
the available -I- 250 volts across R,.
Resistors R,, R. and R. are parasitic
suppressors.
Potentiometer R1,
establishes the potential grid voltage for V1, the value being determined by the grid characteristics
of V1.
Power -handling capabilities of V1
are determined by the voltage and
current of load V,. For a load of 10
kv at 2 amperes, V1 dissipates a
minimum of 2 percent of the load
power, or 400 watts. A safety;
factor of two or three is used.
Switching tube V1 withstands maximum no-load plate -to -cathode voltage which occurs under cutoff conditions.
When a fault begins, a positive
triggering pulse of short duration
is applied to the control grid of
switching thyratron V,. This trigger pulse is obtained from the fault
detector. Positive triggering overcomes the normally high -negative bias which holds V, at cutoff
and V. conducts. This fixed bias
voltage is determined by R. When
V. fires, V, is driven to cutoff. A
portion of the negative voltages
from the
500 -volt supply appears
across R,. Its value is proportional
to R, divided by (R, + R.). This
valve is chosen to drive the grid of
V1 well beyond cutoff, starving the
arc.

lay operates in the m -sec range.
Variable potentiometer R. establishes the time required for the
voltage to rise exponentially across
Ca to a value sufficient to actuate
relay K1. Tube V, conducts only
when the grid of Vi is negative at
the incipience of a fault. If the
fault is recurrent, V. (Fig. 2) conducts immediately and the cycle
is repeated.
The fault-counting circuit may
shut off the entire system if the
fault recurs beyond a predetermined number of cycles.

FIG.

-

Modulator
The fault protector operates as a
beam-voltage pulser by shorting
terminals A and B in Fig. 3. As
shown in Fig. 4 the pulse control
tube V. is normally conducting and
E. is zero. A negative pulse of predetermined width determines the
on time of E. and is applied to the
control grid of V. through C. by a
multivibrator. The duty cycle is
varied by changing the multi vibrator frequency, pulse width or
both. Clamping diode V, establishes
a reference level.
The basic fault detector responds
to the load current exceeding a predetermined value. The degree of

protection this circuit affords is
determined by the maximum allowable current and by the time -delay
'response of the circuit. A typical
circuit is shown in Fig. 5.

Peak Current Limit
As the load current increases,
the negative voltage across R1 increases, causing the current
through V10 to decrease. Voltage
distribution across network R. R1
R. and V1, reduce the initial negative bias on the control grid of V.
and fires thyratron Vu. A large
positive pulse is developed across
R which is applied through blocking capacitor. C1 to the switching
circuit shown in Figure 2. Potentiometer R. fixes the required
cutoff bias for Vn. The peak current limit control R1 establishes
maximum permissible load current
beyond which V11 will fire.
The value of C, is sufficiently low

that its discharge time through
V. and Ra, is appreciably less than
one-half cycle of the half -wave voltage applied to the plate of V. This
extinguishes V.
Sensitivity may be increased by
employing a slope detector which
consists of a high gain a -c amplifier
in conjunction with a differentiation network. Network time
constants are adjusted so that a
gradual variation of load current
receives little amplification. However, a low-level excursion having a
short rise-time is amplified to a
value sufficient to fire V.
Where the protected tube is to be
used at radio-frequencies, a differential fault detector may be used.
Here the fault produces a rapid decline in r -f output. A differential
amplifier compares a portion of the
rectified r -f output voltage with a
portion of the load voltage. Voltage
unbalance resulting from a decrease
in r -f output allows this differential
so

Reset Relay

amplifier to fire V11.
This project was developed in
connection with work sponsored by
the Signal Corps.

The system is returned to normal
operation after the fault is removed
by momentarily extinguishing V1,
using relay K1 in Fig. 3 which
shorts terminals A and B. The reset time can be adjusted manually
to any value greater than the actuation time of the relay. This re -

Flash Arc in High
Power Valves, Proc IRE, Mar. 1932.
H. J. Dailey, The Surge Testing of High vacuum Tubes Proc NEC, Nov. 1948.
L. P. Garner, U. S. Patent No. 2,571,027,
1951.
W. N. Parker and M. V. Hoover Gas
Tubes Protect High -Power Transmitters,
Erecrxoxres, p 144, Jan. 1956.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
B. S. Gossling, The

FIG. 5-Thyratron V in fault detector
circuit will fire only above the peak current limit set by R,. Cutoff bias for thyratron is fixed at R1 -
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Mounted tetrode before capping (left) and complete in housing (right) after capping
while enveloped in a dry inert atmosphere

Germanium pellet before (left) and after
(right) meltback

High -Frequency Circuit s
Use Meltback Tetrodes
By D. W. BAKER
Design Engineer
Semiconductor Products Department
General Electric Company
Syracuse, New York

Application of transverse vias to pnp germanium transistor through second base lead enhances intermediate and high -frequency
power gain. Design, construction and evaluation of tetrode unit are covered
along with applications to tv receiver, pulse-amplifier and oscillator circuits
UMMARY

of junction transistors have been a
deterrent to the wide application
of transistors in the vhf range.
Several types of devices have shown
possibilities for the improvement
in high -frequency performance of
transistors. The tetrode type' has
been developed in production quantities specifically for applications
up to 100 megacycles. Developmental units have produced maximum oscillating frequencies up to
FREQUENCY LIMITATIONS

1,000 mc.

Several companies have been
working independently on tetrode
design and development in various
sections of the country. This article covers design, techniques of
fabrication, evaluation and application of one of these tetrodes.
Construction

This particular tetrode is made
from germanium which contains
ELECTRONICS
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donor and acceptor impurities
added in specific predetermined
amounts to the single crystal melt.
The single crystal is processed into
pellets approximately 0.020 by 0.020
by 0.120 in. cross section and
length, respectively.
After cutting, the pellets are
cleaned and prepared for meltingback. The individual units are fed
automatically into a meltback furnace that has conditions of controlled atmosphere, time, and heat.
The doping ratio existing within
the initial pellet allows the impurities to segregate out under controlled conditions. When the melted
portion of the pellet solidifies, a
greater number of acceptor impurities separate out first, thus producing a p-type doped base. The
width of this base may be varied
to a considerable degree by using
different doping ratios, impurities
and heating and cooling combi-

nations to obtain desired results.
The entire melting -back operation is carefully programmed to insure a high yield of pellets possessing a base width under 0.0005
of an inch, which are suitable
for high-frequency use. Individual
pellets are cleaned and evaluated
prior to fabrication to determine
their high -frequency potentialities.
Pellet Mounting

Headers are prepared for pellet
mounting by welding, cutting and
joining the end leads for pellet support. The melt -back pellets are
attached to the end leads of the
header mount, while the device is
elevated to a high temperature in
an inert atmosphere. The pellet
after mounting on the header
is step -etched. All units are
thoroughly washed and dried after
the etch.
Base and end leads must make
177
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A

contact to their respective areas. A poor emitter contact,
for example, would seriously reduce the ratio of output to input
impedance, limiting gain.
In the attachment of leads to the
base region, it is important to have
not only a good ohmic contact but
negligible emitter and collector
overlap. Base one, the active base
of the tetrode, must be secured to
the pellet along its entire base
depth by a low -resistance ohmic
contact with minimum overlap.
Lack of a good ohmic contact or a
small area contact would increase
the base resistance.
Emitter overlap capacity C,b at
high frequencies might shunt the
input terminals of the transistor
causing a reduction in alpha. Additional collector capacity produced
by overlap will also reduce gain;
however, overlap on the collector is
not as serious as overlap on the
emitter. Another disadvantage of
overlap is the reduction of barrier
breakdown voltage.
At certain frequencies hu may
be inductive reactive; which in
some cases could produce an alpha
greater than unity, due to the formation of an antiresonant circuit
of low Q with the input circuit of
the inherent transistor'
The second base -lead contact, the
tetrode-bias lead, must have qualities similar to the active base; however, it is not as critical. Increased
contact resistance may be overcome
by a corresponding increase in tetrode bias in some cases, but the
collector breakdown voltage must
exceed the sum of the transverse
bias voltage and collector bias voltage. Overlap capacity can seriously
limit, if not prohibit, the measurement of certain high-frequency
parameters.
After both base leads are attached to the pellet, the other ends
are welded to the header leads.
Surface conditioning consists of
two operations, final etch and surface stabilization. The tetrode is
then capped while enveloped in a
dry inert atmosphere. The cap is
welded to the header and provides
a tight hermetic seal. Header leads
spaced 0.100 in. off center permit
easy adaption to printed circuit
applications. An extra lead is pro gooçl ohmic

FIG. 1-Thirty-megacycle amplifier has
10 -db power gain with 2 -mc bandwidth
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FIG. 2-Tetrode power -gain characteristics for grounded -base and grounded -

emitter configurations

eventually exceed grounded -emitter
power gain between 10 to 20 mc.
Useful power gain can be obtained up to and beyond frequencies of 60 mc. If the bandwidth is
not restricted to 2 mc, these same
15 to 20 -db power gain units will
readily produce nonoscillating gains
of 30 to 50 db at bandwidths around
0.5 mc at 30 mc. Power gain does
not decrease 3 db over the temperature range -55 C to +85 C.
Substantial variation in bias conditions is permissible with only a
slight reduction in power gain.
Variations of 6 v, 2 v and 5 ma on
the collector, base 2 and emitter,
respectively, will not cause a drop
of 3 db in grounded -base matched
power gain.
Application of a transverse bias
to a transistor not only enhances
high -frequency power gain but intermediate-frequency gain as well.
Better than 10 db of power gain
can be added to transistors over
the range of 445 kc to 30 mc.
Parameters

FIG. 3-Three-stage 25-mc tv i-f amplifier
has 57 -db gain with 4 -mc bandwidth

vided for grounding the case when
the device is used at high frequencies.
Evaluation
A number of device characteristics have been measured. The resulting information should not be
construed as final specifications for
the device. However, all units will
operate under the same bias condition and may be easily substituted
for one another.
While objective specifications call
for a 10 -db power gain at 30 me
with a 2 -mc bandwidth, in a circuit similar to that of Fig. 1, the
actual device exceeds this requirement quite readily. As shown in
Fig. 2, grounded -base power gains
average around 15 to 20 db at 30
mc and a 2 -mc bandwidth, with a
number of units having gains in
excess of 30 db. Though grounded emitter power gain is greater
at low frequencies, grounded-base
power gain begins to equal and
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The h or hybrid parameters of
the tetrode have been measured up
to 50 mc. Since parameters are
complex at high frequencies all
quantities are presented in the conjugate form, R -- j x or
O.
At 30 mc, the short-circuit input
impedance h11 has a resistive component which varies from 20 to 40
ohms and a reactive component
which is 10 to 20 ohms. The reactive portion becomes inductive
reactive in this frequency range.
Open -circuit output admittance
hn (g22 -i- jec.) contains a conductive component which varies from
10 to 60 ohms and a capacitive component which varies from 5 to 12
µµf over the frequency range of
to 30 mc.
Both the magnitude and phase,
(I al L B), of -hn the short-circuit
current -transfer function, drop
gradually with frequency. At 30
mc, alpha averages around 0.75 to
0.85 with a phase angle of approximately 40 degrees. The frequency
of alpha cutoff, fa. varies from
40 to 60 mc. The units may be subjected to fairly substantial emitter
currents with no change in alpha.
The application of tetrode bias
produces a reduction in the
1
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product. Usually rb Cn drops from
several -thousand ohm-micromicrofarads to a few -hundred ohmmicrofarads or less.
The noise figure of these tetrodes
at 30 me is in the 10 to 15 -db range.
It varies from approximately 8 db
to 21 db over the frequency range
from 10 to 50 mc. Only slight variations in noise figure are produced
by changes in bias, the greatest
change being caused by transverse
bias.
Thus far the tetrode has successfully completed JAN 193, 20,000 g's
centrifuge and 1,000 g's shock tests.
Video Amplifiers

In television circuitry, several of
the earlier tetrodes were designed
into the tv-if amplifier shown in
Fig. 38. This amplifier consists of
six stages and operates at a center
frequency of 25 mc. Gain is 57 db
with a 4 -mc bandwidth.
To utilize the maximum bandwidth from each stage, the tank
circuit of each transistor consists
of a variable inductance only. This
inductance resonates with the output capacitance of the transistor
plus the stray circuit capacitance.

The driven blocking oscillator in
Fig. 5 can be used as a regenerative pulse amplifier.` The transformer simultaneously supplies regenerative current feedback from
the collector to emitter and matches
the output of the transistor to the
load impedance. The damping diode
across the transformer primary
provides a path for the rapid discharge of the energy stored in the
magnetizing inductance of the

transformer.
This oscillator has a peak -pulse
power gain of 32 db; peak power
of the trigger pulse is 50 µw with
a pulse width of 1 µsec. The repetition rate is 30 kc, with a rise and
fall time of 0.3 µsec.
A variation of this circuit contained an additional feedback path
from the output of the transformer
to the auxiliary base. This feedback path introduced a degenerative signal at the auxiliary base
so current amplification of the

F

IN

Ills

r

'

1,

Fig. 5.
A minor variation in the processing of the tetrode controls to
some degree the magnitude of internal feedback parameter h,..
Units possessing high values of h,.
are ideally suited as high -frequency
oscillators. Other types, designed
with values of low h., operate well
as high -stability amplifiers.
Pulse Amplifier

Excellent results are obtained
when tetrodes are used as linear
pulse amplifiers. In the circuit of
Fig. 6, a pulse transformer couples
the output to a resistive load. However, some distortion is produced
by the transformer's magnetic
properties. The diode in parallel
with the transformer primary
dampens the transient response of
the output circuit.
Pulse -repetition rate is 1 mc with
a peak pulse power gain of 10 db.
Output pulse rise and fall times
are 0.025 sec and pulse width is
0.07 µsec.

matches the input and output impedances approximately at 25 me
for all stages. The stages are, tuned
4-Video preamplifier has 32 -db
away from 25 mc to give three FIG.
power gain over range of 30 cps to 10 mc
staggered pairs. Two series -reso1,000 µµ
nant traps, one a sound trap at
10.0
21.9 me and the other an adjacent 5µµF
3
channel sound trap at 27.9 mc, were
Mi103'
TRIGGER
inserted in the input circuit.
n 5,000
560
No neutralization is used in the
IN63
is
adbias
transverse
amplifier and
+
Z=25/I
10v
justed to give optimum gain. The
bias points used are I. = -1.5 ma,
5-Driven blocking oscillator has
V, = +10 IT and Vb, = -2 to 3 V. FIG.
0.3-µsec rise and fall times at 30-mc
in
The two -stage video amplifier
repetition rate
Fig. 4 was designed for low-level
input preamplifier applications. The
5,100
INPUT
frequency response compensates
6V
3N29
for the effect of a constant -current
signal source. This circuit produces
a power gain of 32 db -+-0.4 db
OUTPUT
from 30 cps to 10 mc, which is
10,000
510
equivalent to vacuum -tube perIN63
4.5V
formance.
+
Several types of oscillator cir+
-II1h
their
in
used
tetrodes
cuits have
10v
operation, one an oscillator operating at 108 me produced 10 -mw FIG. 6-Linear pulse amplifier has 10-db
power gain at 1 -mc pulse repetition rate
output power.

- lune

The experimental performance of
this second driven blocking oscillator circuit was similar to that of

.

The coupling transformer

ELECTRONICS

transistor was increased as the
pulse built up across the output.

Tetrodes can be used in f ree running Eccles -Jordan multivibrator circuits with the same coupling
as conventional transistor triode
circuits.
Appreciation is expressed to associates within the General Electric
Company for their helpful suggestions, with particular thanks to
R. L. Pritchard, R. N. Hall, I. A.
Lesk, S. O. Johnson and W. P. Barnett for their guidance and encouragement.
All work done on this project has
been supported by the USAF Air
Research and Development Command under contract AF 33 (600)
38956.
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SELECTIVE AF
By L. E. PHILIPPS
Director of Research
Auth Electric Co., Inc.
Long Island City, N. Y.

SUMMARY
One-way signals are transmitted on any one of seven audio
frequencies from 6 to 20 kc. Pulses at various preselected rates energize
an inductive loop tuned for each of the frequencies. Pocket receivers in
the field of the loop convert audio bursts to d -c pulses and amplify the
pulses as low -frequency audio that drives a tuned -reed striking a diaphragm

RACTICAL

selective

Individuals moving about the
area carry small pocket -sized receivers that pick up the signal, amplify it, convert the audio bursts to
d -c pulses and amplify the pulses
as low -frequency audio, which is
then used to drive a piezoelectric
tuned -reed driver.
At the resonant frequency of the
tuned reed, the amplitude of the
reed excursions causes it to strike
a diaphragm thereby alerting the
bearer who can go to the nearest
telephone and get his message.
In addition to simple key-operated transmitting equipment, an
automatic transmitter is available
for use in large installations where
it is often necessary to place several calls at the same time. This
transmitter is remotely operated by
a plug board, located adjacent to
the telephone switchboard.
The board is equipped with a
miniature jack for each receiver in
the system. The jacks are arranged
in rows designated by letters horizontally and numbers vertically.

one-way

signaling has been achieved by
the use of audio induction rather
than r -f as a means of signal propagation. The system described here
employs audio frequencies in the
range from 6,000 to 20,000 cps.
Within this range, 175 channels can
be accommodated. One hospital installation is currently using 60 receivers and provides signal over an
area of approximately 400,000 sq
ft.
Signal Region

The area to be covered with signal is encompassed by a loop of
No. 14 wire. A multifrequency
oscillator produces any one of seven
audio frequencies. The selected frequency is amplified and released
into the loop in bursts at various
preselected rates. The loop is inductive and tuning it by means of
fixed capacitors for each of the
various frequencies permits considerable current to flow in the loop
greatly increasing its radiation.
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1

of

modulating

audio -

The receivers are designated by
individual combinations of a letter
and a number. Insertion of a plug
in any jack acts as a switch connecting the vertical and horizontal
rows. A small diode in the sleeve
of the plug provides a low resistance circuit in one direction and a
high resistance in the other to prevent back -circuits when three or
more plugs are in the board.
A pushbutton, a panel lamp and
a neon glow-lamp complete the
panel. To place a call, the operator
first determines the letter and number of the receiver she wants to
call, inserts one of the plugs in the
proper jack and presses the pushbutton.

0.02

/

0.02470K L2

2-Method

frequency carrier

Automatic Calling

ó
II

170-780
pPF

TUNED REED

V4

CK6419IÓ Ó

FIG.

Circuit of the induction -type receiver showing on -off switch
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A call finder, consisting of three
switches each driven by a small
clutch -type motor, is located in the
rack that contains the multifrequency oscillator, a number of
vibrators and a power amplifier.
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Induction Signaling
VIBRATOR SELECTOR
SWITCH
2
o

--Awe

0

VOLTAGE

TO

REGULATED
POWER
SUPPLY

12AU7
CATHODE

3-Vibrator frequency
determined by voltage
FIG.

is

partially

Interior view of induction receiver at right.
Subchassis has been turned over to show
tubes

The first motor -driven switch scans
the numbered rows and, when positioned, selects the correct audio frequency for the receiver being
called, as well as the correct capacitor to tune the loop to that particular frequency.
The second motor -driven switch
then scans the lettered rows and,
when positioned, selects a vibrator
whose rate of closure is the same
as the resonant frequency of the
tuned reed in the receiver being
called. When the first two switches
have been positioned, the third
motor-driven switch energizes the
vibrator, passes the pulsed audio to
the power amplifier for a two second interval, disconnects the
vibrator and then permits the other
two switches to resume scanning
the circuits in quest of other calls.
A simple timing device activates
the call finder when the pushbutton
on the plug -board has been operated and permits the mechanism to
operate continuously, placing calls
in sequence as long as a plug re-

mains in the board. When the last
plug has been removed from the
board the timing device switches
the mechanism to a stand-by state.
Receivers are 5¡ in. high, 2* in.
wide, 1* in. thick and weigh 9i
ounces, complete with batteries.
The A battery has a filament drain
of 120 milliamperes, while the B
battery supplies a drain of 120
microamperes. The carrier frequency is amplified by Vi and V,
in Fig. 1.
Carrier Pickup

Pick-up coil L, and L, are tuned
to the carrier frequency. Type
1N295 germanium diodes Dl and D,
are arranged as a voltage -doubling
detector. Tubes Vg and V. amplify
the resulting d -c pulses as low -frequency audio, which is used to
drive a bimorph twister plate to
which a tuned reed has been affixed.
At resonance, the reed excursions
become great enough to cause it to
strike a small adjustable screw
mounted in the apex of a plastic

Table I-Values of Capacitance for Receiver
Carrier frequency in kc

C,
Cz

ELECTRONICS

6.4

8

10

12

14

16.5

0.005
0.005

0.0045
0.004

0.003
0.0022

0.002
0.002

0.001
0.002

0.001

- June

1,

None

diaphragm cone, thus sounding an
alert signal.
Adjustment of this screw has a
marked effect on the reed's selectivity, which is normally set for 5 percent spacings. A mercury
switch is used to open and close
the filament circuit. Placing the receiver in an inverted position in a
storage rack assures battery shutoff.

Table I shows the values of capacitors Cl and C2 for various carrier frequencies Figure 2 shows
the modulating portion of the circuit that switches the carrier on
and off in bursts at rates to match
the various tuned reeds in the receivers. The 12AU7 is transformer -coupled to the oscillator and
the reed of a vibrator connects the
cathodes to ground at twice the
vibrator frequency. The 470,000 ohm resistor reduces contact arcing
by biasing the tube to cutoff when
the circuit is not grounded through
the vibrator.
The vibrators are tuned by the
addition of weights to the reed and
by the application of different drive
voltages. One vibrator is used to
generate two burst rates as shown
in Fig. 3. The voltage -regulated
power supply employs a control of
plus or minus 1 percent and as a
result the vibrator frequencies are
held to the same tolerance.
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Digital Printer Boosts
By H. W. GETTINGS
Radiation, Inc.
Melbourne. Florida

SUMMARY
High-speed numeric printer for digital computer uses
standard electronic circuits to help break readout bottleneck. Breadboard
model prints 180 lines of twelve characters per line in one second. With
modifications, recorder design is expected to attain almost unlimited speeds.
Speed and capacity of system are made possible by fixed -styli recorder that
contains no moving parts other than the chart -drive mechanism
mechanical or
printers,
electromechanical
used to provide a tabulated readout of the computer output, can
handle only about 500 lines a minute, a snail's pace compared to the
speed of a digital computer. Even
if present speeds could be doubled
or tripled, this would still leave
much to be desired. The only
answer for more efficient output lay
in converting the entire system to
electronic operation.
CONVENTIONAL
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FIG. 1-Supplied by signals from the timer and function generator, twelve character element circuits trigger the writing circuits and signal the recorder styli to print out the
characters. Overall-system design is entirely new
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Using conventional electronic
circuits in unique applications, a
system has been designed that can
print 10,800 lines per minute, or
180 lines per second, on an electrosensitive direct -reading paper
chart. This is at least 20 times
faster than the usual printers.
Since this is only the developmental
model, however, much higher
speeds are expected to be attained.
The basic system prints lines of
12 characters each. This same configuration will handle up to 102
characters per line and further
modifications in recorded design
will allow almost unlimited speeds.
The 102 -character line provides
1,101,600 characters per minute,
the equivalent of an average book
every minute. Further, if a place
can be found to store the enormous
quantity of tape, this speed can
easily be doubled to provide twice
the capacity.
A block diagram of the basic system is shown in Fig. 1. The overall
design and application are entirely
June
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READOUT TIME

Twenty times faster than conventional printers, the recorder is shown here printing lines
of twelve characters. Direct readout is accomplished by current, passing through fixed
styli, which breaks down the electrosensitive paper coating. The same basic configuration
will handle 102 characters per line and attain a readout speed of over a million characters a minute

new, however no new or unique
circuits are used in the system.
This printer is used with the ERA
1103 computer, employing a con-

ventional electric typewriter code,
but the unit is not limited to any
particular computer.
The timer, serving as a programmer and source of basic frequencies, provides gating, writing, and
reset pulses. The numeric function
generator generates the basic
numerical format of the various
characters and provides the input
to the character gates and a sync
pulse to the timer. Each of the 12
character elemerits contains input
gates, a 6 -bit register or memory,
a 6 x 12 matrix which serves as
a decoder, character gates and the
writing circuits.
Basic -Pulse Timer

The timer shown in Fig. 2 provides the basic 1,440 -cps pulse to
the numeric generator and the
writing circuits. It also provides a
resume -and -clear pulse to the computer, gate pulses to the input gates
ELECTRONICS

-June

1,

and a reset pulse to the 6-bit
register. These outputs are shown
in Fig. 3.
The number 7 pulse provides a
single reset signal to clear all the
6 -bit registers of the character elements. The 2 -to -1 binary counters
supply first gate 1, then gate 2
through the 3 x 6 matrix. Gate 1
allows 36 bits of information from
the computer to enter character elements 1 through 6. After a 10 -µsec
delay, the computer is cleared and
signaled to resume. After 90 µsec,
the gate 2 pulse is triggered and

7

40

PULSE

0

JI

y SEC DELAY

BISTABLE

J

BASIC OUTPUT

Il

BO DELAY

GATE
GATE

1

II

I

II

2

RESET

FIG.

3-Tuner output pulses

Complete assembly of the high-speed
digital printer showing arrangement of
the character-element circuits, which
energize the styli of the recorder in proper
time relation

the second group of 36 bits enters
the character elements. Again the
computer clears and resumes. Since,
in this particular application, only
12 characters are used per line, the
gate -2 pulse goes to the reset generator, which stops the 2 -to-1
binary counters and bistable multi vibrator. This section of the timer
then remains dormant until the
next number-7 pulse.

All -Electronic Generator
During the early work on this
device a mechanical type of function generator, using light beams
and a cylinder with punched characters, was at first considered. It
was found, however, that an all electronic unit could be built. This
was desirable since speed and the
elimination of mechanical components were important to the design
of the system.
The all-electronic function generator is the heart of the system.
As seen in Fig. 4, the character

networks actually delineate the
twelve characters. Figure 5 shows
183
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St

The function generator supplies the line element pulses to the twelve networks that delineate the numeric characters
CHARACTER NETWORK

5

4
3
2

---I 1--

in Fig. 1, this basic system uses 12
such units, one for each character
column. Using the signals from the
timer and the function generator,
the character elements trace out the
various characters in the proper
form, trigger the writing circuits
and actually write the number on
the chart.

695 ,sec

Gating the Information

LINE -ELEMENT
PULSES

COLUMN

ELEMENT
PULSES
TO CHARACTER GATES

the timer. As the computer delivers
a positive signal for 1 and a negative signal for 0, only a 1 can be
transmitted beyond this point. However, the -20 volts bias in the output circuit will supply a minus signal equivalent to zero. As there are
six gates per character, six output
pulses per character are passed on
to the next stage.

2

3

4

5-This diagram of the second network shows the arrangement of the crystal diodes to form the number 2. Each
line-element pulse is fed across the horizontal lines of the network and to the
diodes, feeding the signal vertically
downward in proper time sequences to
each of the five cathode followers. Column-element pulses describe the number
FIG.

The 6 -bit register, so called, is a
memory that stores the information
from the input gates and supplies
continuous readout to the 6 x 12
matrix. The unit is composed of
six bistable multivibrators fed by
the 6 -bit code from the input gates.
The bistable multivibrators are set
at 0 where one side of the tube is
not conducting. If the input signal
is negative, as in the case of a 0

6%12 MATRIX

an enlarged view of one of the networks with the crystal diodes and
their positions. The line element
pulses are shown with their proper
time relation tracing out the figure
2. Following the line element pulses
through the network, we see that
the first pulse passes through the
character network and through the
diodes and is fed onto all five vertical lines of the network. Similarly,
the second line element pulse signals the second line and so on
through the others, feeding the signal with the proper time relation
to each of the five cathode followers. The outputs of the cathode followers then form the column element pulses as shown.
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Character Elements

The input gates, the 6 -bit register, the 6 X 12 matrix, character
gates and the writing circuits are
grouped together in one unit called
the character elements. As shown

Storing the Information

The input gates are conventional
two -diode gates that function to
gate the computer information into
the balance of the character elements and to keep new information in the computer until the rest
of the system is ready for it. This
is accomplished by keeping a point
in the gate circuitry sufficiently
negative so no information will
pass this point until driven positive
by a change in the gate pulse from
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CHARACTER GATES

6 --For each character to be printed, the 6 X 12 matrix receives one of the twelve
binary signals from the 6 -bit register. In this case, positive polarity is supplied by the
second cathode follower and the signal for number 2 passes on to the character gates

FIG.
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from the input gates, this side of
the tube will still remain cut off and
the condition will remain the same.
If, however, the input is positive, as
in the case of a 1, the multivibrator
flips and the 1 reads into the 6 X
12 matrix. On receipt of the positive reset signal from the timer,
the multivibrator returns to or
stays in its original state.
Information Output

FROM NUMERIC FUNCTION GENERATOR (SEE FIG. 4)
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The 6 x 12 matrix, shown in
Fig. 6, receives the twelve output
signals from the 6 -bit register and
sends out eleven negative signals
and one positive signal, the positive
signal defining the character to be
written. The input is binary in
form, as a 1 produces a negative positive sequence and a 0 produces
a positive -negative sequence. If, as
in this case, the digit 2 (binary
111100) is written, the sequence of
pulses to the 6 x 12 matrix is as
shown in Fir. 6. Thus. since the
diode conducts in only one direction, there will be eleven negative
outputs and one positive output.
The positive polarity will be supplied by the particular cathode follower to occur, in this case, on the
second, or digit 2, line.
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7-Here the second character gate receives the positive signal from the 6 X 12
matrix and the output from the function generator passes the number -2 signal to the
writing circuits
F'IG.
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CHARACTER +ZION
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FROM CHARACTER GATES

+400V
OUT

Gating the Signals

The block diagram of the character gates, with an enlarged drawing of a typical gate block, is
shown in Fig. 7. These gates pass
on to the writing circuits a single
set of five signals necessary to write
a character. If the input, as in the
example, is for writing the digit
2, all signals will be negative except the one for the actual digit
desired. Point A of the gate will
then be negative and no signal will
pass. If however, the signal is positive, the five outputs from the
numeric function generator for
that digit will pass on to the writing circuits. Fig. 7 shows that if
the digit 2 is to be written, the five

outputs from the numeric function
generator will pass on to the writing circuits owing to a positive
signal from the 6 X 12 matrix
along the line marked 2.
Writing Pulse
The writing circuits supply a
high -voltage pulse to the recorder

styli to write the desired character.
ELECTRONICS
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8-Activated by the character gate, the positive write pulses pass into the writing
circuit at point A and then out to the recorder styles

FIG

The five outputs per character from
the character gates are received at
the writing circuits and held at
point A of Fig. 8 by a negative
voltage applied to the write -pulse
bus. When activated by the positive
write pulse, the inputs are passed
into the actual writing circuit.
These circuits consist of a gate,
an amplifier, and a cathode follower.
The five output pulses from the
writing circuits are similar to the
outputs from the cathode followers
as shown in Fig. 4. The write pulse
determines the width of the actual
writing dot at 275 µ sec. Every

1, 1957

695 µ sec a new line element is
written so the first line element

will be a blank -dot -dot-dot -blank

signal from the accompanying five
writing circuits. The other line
elements are as shown.
The speed and capacity of the
system are made possible by the
fixed-styli recorder.
Certain portions of the work described were done under Air Force
Contract No. AF 33 (616) -3660 for
Wright Air Development Center.
Basic circuit research was carried
out by C. A. Campbell and R. P.
Bishop.
185
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Transmission Line
Impedance Measurement
By H. F. MATHIS
Goodyear Aircraft Corp
Akron, Ohio

UMMARY
Graphic procedure provides convenient and simple method
for determining the impedance and propagation constant values of three
different lengths of a lossless transmission line terminating in a reactive load
A MOVABLE SHORT and a
slotted line are used to determine the characteristic impedance Z. and the propagation
constant ß of a transmission
line, their ranges may be too
small to obtain the required data
and it is inconvenient to use the
formula Z.2= Z.,Z,,. The following procedure eliminates this
disadvantage.

IF

ular to the X = O line and continue through chart.
From B, draw BD perpendicular to Z2C.
From Z draw Z,E parallel to
line X = O.
From C, draw CE perpendicular to Z,Z,. Draw DE.
From Z.,, draw Z,F parallel to
DE.
Draw FG perpendicular to FC.

Measuring Impedance

Input impedance Z, is measured for any convenient length
of the transmission line terminated in a reactive load. A
length d is removed from the
line and input impedance Z2 is
measured using the same or an
equivalent reactive termination.
The word remove may mean
moving a movable short nearer
to the input end of the line.
Length d is removed again and
the input impedance Z, is measured in the same way. In the
example given here, d= 2 inches.
Impedance
Z, and Z, are
normalized with respect to any
Z,' and plotted on a circular
transmission chart as shown in
Fig. 1.
For this example : Z1 = 5200,
Z,= j60, Z2 j22.7 and Z,, =

Z

186

= Z,, IZ,'j. For the construction shown in Fig. 1, Zó'
-j0.5 and Z. = 50.

Z.

Propagation Constant
Normalize Z1, Z and Z. with
respect to Z. and plot on a circular transmission chart as
shown in Fig. 2. Angle 0, should
equal 02. The value of ß is obtained from the equation 01 = 0,
= 2 ß d -n X 360 deg, where
n = 0, 1, 2,
If d is measured
in inches and 0, is measured in
degrees, then ß is the phase
change in degrees per inch.
The value of n must be determined by considering other information which may be available. Ofter only one of the
values of n gives a value of ß
which could possibly be used. If
this is not the case, the procedure should be repeated using a
smaller value of d. For the example, ß = 12.88 deg per in.
This procedure was derived by
writing equations for Z1, Z and
Z, as functions of
ß, d, and
the original length of the transmission line. These three equations were solved for Z. as a
function of Z1,
and Z,. A
graphical procedure for solving
this equation was found. The
procedure for determining ß follows from the rotational properties of circular transmission
line charts.

...

Fig. 1-Construction to determine characteristic impedance

Z

Z

100.

Construct the impedance plot
as follows:
Draw Z1 Z, and Z, to center C
of chart.
From C, draw AC perpendic-

Read impedance Zá' at G.
The value of Z. is given by

Fig. 2-Construction to determine prop-

agation constant
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DB -25S

CANNON

CONNECTORS

D SUB -MINIATURE

DPA AND DPX SERIES

More than thirty years experience in the design and manufacture of
standard electronic components insure Cannon Connectors by CINCH
to be of the highest quality materials, fabricated to specifications to
maintain consistent quality of product; highest standards throughout all
operations.

DB -25P

D SUB -MINIATURES:
STANDARD PIN AND SOCKET
INSERTS:

DPA 32-34P

DPA CONNECTORS:

32-335

DPA

Shell with retaining plate. Pin and Socket Inserts.
size

r-

DA -15P

0*0

w00

0

300

(

7 In0os3o4

0011

C4

wan 00s30ur

A
1

144

C

D

R

S

1544

2344

1%
i43

1.31 2

3144

3i16

117h2

3144

2344

2544

1.312
1.852
1.852

3144

11144

2.500
2.500
2.406
2.406
.984

11744

.984

L

DA -15S

134e12

1544

DB -25P

19/6

1.164

DB-255

13344

1544

DC -37P

21344

1s44

2344

DC -37S

21144

1544

5/16

223/n

DD -SOP

2744

1544

11/23

2%

DD -505

2344

1544

274.4

25/a

544

2344

-9P

4544

DE -95

4144

DE

2344

5/S6

1444

237h2

5/16

FRACTIONS +114 Tolerance

DECIMALS

X

.013
.014

7144

3/16

.023

3144

5A6

.031

3144

5/16
5/16

DPX

23-34P

DPX

5/16

3944

5/16

.035
.040

7144

3/56

.011

7144

5/S6

.012

±0.005 Tolerance

-

23-33S

DPX CONNECTORS:

-

Insert arrangements
37 and 50 contacts.

xa

Insulation material

-

Polarization

150

-

5 plus

cooxials in 9, 15, 25,

Zytel 101 or DIALL.

Keystone cornered shell.

Operating temperature
Y

-

steel or brass; Finish
Shell, including flange
No. 20, 5
Cadmium plate or lrridite. Contacts
Copper base alloy, gold plate finish.
ampere rating

Split shell. Pin and Socket Inserts.

O

.035
.035

1944

D SUB -MINIATURE SPECIFICATIONS:

-

weight

3/16

5/16

-67'

to

+310°F.

042

Send for illustrated Catalog No. 157
with details of "D" Sub -Miniature,
"DPA" and "DPX" Series.

For your connector requirements-you can depend
on CINCH.

Centrally located plants at Chicago, Illinois; Shelbyville, Indiana; LaPuente, California; St. Louis, Missouri.

Manufactjred by Agreement with
Cannon Electric Company

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois
Subsidiary of United -Corr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
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Heater Surge Chart
By M. P. FEYERHERM
Defense Electronic Products
Radio Corp. of America
Camden, N. J.

UMMARY
Effect of heater current surges when voltage is applied to
cold tube and efficiency of surge -restricting arrangements can be evaluated
with chart. Hot and cold characteristic curves are typical for most tubes
MINIMIZE damaging effects of high initial current
when heater voltage is applied
to a cold tube starting current
surges should be restricted.
The magnitude of heater current surges under various conditions may be calculated by use
of the accompanying graph,
which consists basically of two
curves plotted on coordinates of
heater current and voltage relative to normal full -voltage conditions. The first curve, a
straight line, represents the resistance of a cold heater. It represents a resistance which is
0.15 of the normal operating resistance. This is typical of most
receiving tubes. The second
curve shows the locus of points
at which thermal equilibrium is
obtained for steadily-applied
voltages. Deviations from this
curve are relatively small for
common receiving -type tubes.
The results of applying heater
voltage in steps may be shown
by simple constructions. By constructing a line at a chosen value
of initial voltage, the magnitude
of the initial cold -resistance
surge is shown by point A, and
thermal equilibrium occurs at
point B. A line through the
origin and point B represents
the heater resistance attained in
the partially -heated equilibrium
condition. If 100 -percent voltage is then applied, a current
surge of magnitude indicated by
point C occurs, and final equilibrium is attained at the normal
operating point D.
The effect of applying 100 -percent rated voltage through a
T0

188

series resistor may be shown by
the construction of a line having a slope based on the ratio
of the series resistance to the
normal hot resistance of the
tube. The cold -tube surge is indicated by point E, and equilibrium occurs at F. Construction
of a line from the origin through

point F then represents this
equilibrium heater resistance. If
the resistor is then shorted out,
100 -percent voltage will be applied and will result in a momentary current indicated by
point G. Final equilibrium will
occur at the normal operating
point D.

350

COLD CONDITION

250

200

i
i
i

150

\\

/7

loo

----

N

HOT EQUILIBRIUM

i iF
50

\
1

o

20

40

l

I

I

60

80

N
I

\

1
100

RATED VOLTAGE IN PERCENT

Current-voltago plot for hot and cold tube conditions used to evaluate surge
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New

MALLORY
Vibrator
Designs
Give More and Better Service
No matter how heavy or light the load-or what the class of duty, there's a Mallory
vibrator designed for maximum service to your specific requirements.

Mallory vibrators use a new concept in contact design to improve the contacts, reduce
arcing, give faster starts, quiet mechanical noise, and give up to 100% more life.
Spacing changes and erosion are greatly reduced. Contact transfer is virtually nonexistent-heat dissipation is greatly improved.
INTERRUPTER TYPES

1600
1500
1700
1750

series-light to medium duty-shunt drive-automotive and electronics
series-medium to heavy duty-separate drive-communications and electronics
series-heavy duty-separate drive-split reed-communications and electronics
series-heavy duty-separate drive-duplex operation-communications and
electronics

SELF -RECTIFYING TYPES

1800
1850

series-nominal duty-shunt drive-for high efficiency and low space requirements
series-nominal duty-separate drive-for high efficiency and low space requirements

Check the Mallory line for your vibrator requirements-or consult a Mallory engineer
with your application details. Complete technical data is available.

Expect more.., Get more from
Serving Industry with These Products:

Electromechanical

-

Resistors

Switches

Tuning Devices

Vibrators

P. R.

Electrochemical-Capacitors Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries
Metallurgical Contacts
Special Metals
Welding Materials

-

MALLORY

Parts distributors in all major cities stock Mallory

standard

components

for

your

convenience.
P. R.

ELECTRONICS
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MALLORY ß CQ.Inc.

Want more information?

MALLORY & CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Use post card on last page.
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Electrons At Work

Edited by DAVID A. FINDLAY

Airborne Searchlight Uses Electronic Controls
80V

D

-C

CARBON

28V

D

-C

SPARK

CARBON

SUPPRESSION
NETWORK

MOTOR
D

-C

PHOTO
DIODE

INPE

NPR
TRANSISTOR

ONCE

RELAY

BRIDGE

400
CPS

28

V

D-

C

Schematic of the positive carbon drive

Searchlight in wing nacelle of a fleet plane standing guard against enemy submarines

methods are ultimately
needed in nighttime operations of
Navy patrol aircraft that initially
make contact with targets by radar.
A new carbon -arc searchlight has
recently been developed by American Bosch Arma Corp. that employs transistors.
Typical of the newer approach
is the positive carbon drive mechanism for which a simplified schematic diagram is shown. This is
essentially a focus control system
in which a photodiode feeds a
single transistor stage to operate
a sensitive relay. The relay contacts normally shunt a field -control

resistor in the drive motor.
Mechanically, the system comprises a small rhodium -plated mirror set at 45 degrees to the carbon
axis so the image of the crater is
reflected through the center hole of
the main reflector to the photo-

OPTICAL

diode.

Speed Change-Gearing between
motor and positive carbon normally moves the carbon forward
at a fixed rate. When the crater is
at the focal point, the small
reflector is set such that the reflected beam strikes the photodiode at a point just off its sensi -

tive area. As the carbon burns
back from the focal point, the
reflected beam moves onto the
sensitive area of the photodiode,
changing its impedance and unbalancing the bridge circuit.
A small signal applied to the
collector of the transistor is amplified to a level sufficient to operate
the relay. Contacts of the relay remove the shunt across the field resistor, decreasing field current and
increasing motor speed. The carbon then moves forward at greater
than the burning rate and the projected beam is thus removed from
the photodiode.

Phototube Checks Razor Blades in Production
inspection of mass-produced units, such as strips of razor
blades, can be accomplished photoelectrically.
AUTOMATIC

In this particular application, it
was desired to inspect razor blades
at a rate of six a second. The blades
are formed from a continuous strip
of spring steel. After being punched
in the required outline and hardened, the blades are ground and
honed on each edge. Individual
blades are then broken out of the

strip.
In the equipment illustrated a
representative band of blades is

Composite oscillogram showing two good
blades with space between. Superimposed
are traces formed by defective blades
with broken edges, uneven edges or other
deformities. Scale of 0.007 in. represents
2

in. on crt

190

moved past a strong light. The
illuminated edge of the blade is magnified by the microscope and an
enlarged image is formed in the
plane of a slit that is at right angles
to the edge.
A type 931-A phototube receives
all the light passing through the
slit and applies a signal to the vertical d -c amplifier of a cathode-ray
oscilloscope. The sweep is synchronized to obtain a repetitive outline
of the blade edge. Any deviations
from the set pattern indicate defective blades. Vertical deflection of
the crt beam can be made directly
June 1, 7957
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R»114
adO

KM 236.15

VOLTAGE
REGULATED
POWER SUPPLI
POWER REQUIREMENTS:

Output voltage within 0.5% during
recovery time for line transients
105-125 volts.
Short circuit will not damage supply.
Full current may be drawn at any
voltage from 2-36 volts.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE DC; 2-36

volts continuously variable.

OUTPUT CURRENT DC: 0.15 amperes

continuous duty.

REGULATION: In the range 2-36 volts the output voltage variation
is less than 0.5% for line fluctuation from 105-125 volts, and

less than 0.5% or 25 millivolts, whichever is greater, for load

variations from minimum to maximum current.
RIPPLE VOLTAGE: Less than 0.5% or 25
ever is greater.
FUSE PROTECTION:

millivolts

RMS, which-

Input fuses on front panel.

An automatic current limiting device
allows direct shorting of the output terminals without damage
to the supply.

OVERLOAD PROTECTION:

105.125 volts, 57-63 cycles.

OUTPUT TERMINATIONS: DC terminals are clearly marked on the
front panel. Either positive or negative terminal of the supply
may be grounded. OC terminals are isolated from the chassis.

binding post is available for connecting to the chassis. All
terminals are also brought out at the rear of the chassis. Two
terminals are mounted at the rear of the chassis to provide for
picking up the error signal directly at the load. This connection
compensates for the voltage drop in the wires connecting the
A

power supply to the load.

rectangular
Voltmeter: 0-15 volts, 4" rectangular

METERS: Ammeter: 0-15 amperes, 4"

CONTROL Power on -off switch, DC on -off switch, remote error
signal on -off switch, coarse and fine voltage controls.
PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS Rack panel construction. Panel
height 121/4", width 19", depth 17" Color Kepco standard gray
hammertone. This unit is designed for relay rack mounting or
bench use. Carry handles are provided.

This regulated unit consists
of a ferro -resonant line regulator followed by a magnetic amplifier regulator The ferro -resonant line regulator furnishes well
regulated transient free AC power. The high gain magnetic
amplifier is used to regulate the DC output voltage to compensate for voltage changes in the power unit for varying load currents. The response time for pulse loads is less than 0.2 seconds.
OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

WRITE FOR SPECIFICATIONS ON 30
AND 50 AMP. MAGNETIC SUPPLIES.

KEPCO LABORATORIES, INC.
131-38 SANFORD AVENUE
ELECTRONICS
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FLUSHING 55, N.Y.

Want mare information? We post card on last page.
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Experimental inspection setup used in development of technique

proportional to distances at the
blade edge and tolerances can then
be marked on the tube.
The same general technique, together with suitable automatic rejection equipment, could be used
with gears and pinions, circular
and band saws, zippers, wire mesh
and other similar materials.

Closeup of light source (right rear) blade
guide, optical system and phototube

Driving Simulator Shows Crash Hazards
BY HARRY H. SCHWARTZ
ACCELERATOR

Electrodesign
Montreal, P. Q., Canada

S2

WARNING

100V=

car, the driver must
at all times be aware of his stopping characteristics. In fact, he
must solve a complex mathematical
equation involving a number of
variables to determine the safe
stopping distance.
There exists no simple instrument that will actually solve these
equations properly. However a
simulator that is effectively an electronic computer will solve these
equations.
The variables that the driver
must consider are velocity of the
car, distance to the hazard and the
condition of the road. The instrument described takes these factors
into account and indicates clearly
OPERATING a

SPEED DIETER

DISTANCE
M2

BRAKE
SI

1000=

POLARIZED
RELAY

100K
ROAD

CONDITIONS

Demonstration setup of simulator in use
by Mayor of Montreal

FIG. 1-Simplied diagram of the automobile driving simulator

whether there would have been a
crash under the given conditions
and if so, what the amount of
damage or whether the driver had
calculated correctly and by what
margin he was safe.

ing drive at u mph and the distance
to the hazard is S. Let the road
condition permit a deceleration of a
ft per sec per sec. Let the distance covered during the human
reaction time T be s,; therefore the

distance available for braking is

Example-Assume the car is be -

Metal Detector Checks Fabrics

s_=S

- si.

In the circuit shown the potentiometer R, is connected to the
gas pedal. The voltage from the
potentiometer is fed into an integrating operational amplifier. The
output from amplifier A, is then
the velocity, which is shown on
meter M,.
Speed of the car can be varied
up or down by moving R, as the
potentiometer is tapped and a
negative voltage will slow the car
down.
When a predetermined warning
signal is given, either by a light
or a bell, switch S_ is closed. The
output of
the velocity, is applied to operational amplifier
which integrates this and therefore
the output of A, is the distance
covered by the car. This output is
shown on meter M2. As soon as the
brake is depressed, switch S, is
closed. A negative voltage is applied to A, thus reducing the speed
(M,) but allowing the continued

A

Textile inspector developed by RCA will spot metallic pieces as small as 0.39 in. in
diameter in fabric strip traveling at speeds from 10 to 1.000 ft per min. Machine will take

fabrics up to 60 inches in width
192
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100

MV
PULL

SENSITIVIT

-

plf
e715

LWb

O)

Now there's no need to weigh feature

against feature when it comes to vacuum tube
voltmeters
the new Du Mont 405 has everything!

-

first

millivolt
full scale sensitivity, either AC or DC, with
dual and differential inputs. Besides, it features
DC performance from 2 millivolts to 1000 volts
with 120 megohm input. It doesn't stop there, for
it also offers highly accurate AC performance
from below 50 cps up into the UHF range. As an
ohmmeter, the Type 405 is calibrated from
0 to 500 megohms, in eight ranges.
The 405 is the

VTVM to combine 100

FEATURING

Another in the outstanding Du Mont 400 Series,
the 405 is "human engineered" for ease and
convenience of operation, reliability, and
precision. Its rugged construction is backed by
the exclusive Du Mont 5 -year guarantee offered
with all instruments of the 400 Series.

Price

ACCURACY: 2%.

Illuminated 4" mirror -backed scale for accurate
readings.
STABILITY: Very low drift. Less than ± 3 millivolts
SCALE:

on any range.
VERSATILITY: Designed for safe
to 1000 volts DC.

$26500

REGULATED: Regulated DC and

off -ground operation up

filament supply.

AMPLIFIER OUTPUT: Amplifier output available with power
gain over 60 db.
SIZE: Compact, weighs only 12 pounds.
PROBE STORAGE: Built-in probe storage compartment.

Slightly higher in 50 -cycle areas.

Wit,e 604- öImpge

Ofrteo6-eite

110 MONt`
ELECTRONICS
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Technical

Sales

Department, ELLEN

Want more information?

Use post

B.

DU MONT

tard on last page.
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INC., Clifton,
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integration of A2.
At this point, one of two events
will occur. Either the output of A,
will increase to such an extent that
the needle indicator will reach the
set point of the instrument or the

ing high frequencies.
The device to be described is
small enough to be always handy
and easy to use for performing all
the above services. In addition, it
has many uses, such as its use as a
calibration signal source for alignment of radio receivers.

velocity Ml will reduce to zero.
In either case, the computer will
be stopped and the results will be
held. In the first case, the value
shown on Ml will be the velocity
of impact; in the second case, the
value on M., will be the distance
covered by the car.

SET DRIVINCTCONDITIONS

Circuit-A low-priced pnp ti ansistor in common base configura -

Visual signals and operating controls show
test driver his effective reaction time

Portable Transistor Frequency Standard
BY DONALD S. BEYER

General Electric Co.
Syracuse, N. Y.

IN EVERY PHASE of electronics, the

need often arises for a convenient
signal source of known frequency,
voltage and waveform. When using
an oscilloscope, for instance, it
would be most useful to have a
reference -frequency signal source
to connect to the vertical input
terminals with the object of establishing an accurate time base on
the X axis.
Sometimes an electrical signal
having high rise time components
must be observed on an oscilloscope. If the true waveform of
such a signal is to be interpreted,
the operator of the oscilloscope
must first be certain exactly how

his oscilloscope will respond to this
complex signal. Were some substitute signal available with waveform and rise time known to be
constant, it could supply the missing information to the operator.
The oscilloscope cannot always be
relied upon to give the correct reading of complex-signal voltage even
within an accuracy of several hundred percent because of a fall -off
in response for high frequency phenomena. This might not seem a
problem except that oscilloscope
voltage calibrators utilize 60 -cps
clipped sine waves having frequency components no higher than
1,000 cps. Lack of an adequate
built-in device requires a high -frequency source for the calibration
when measuring waveforms involv-

OUTPUT
WAVEFORM

200 -KC CRYSTAL

1900

1,000- 2,000µH

820µµF

2NI01

OSCILLATOR

!1

BUFFER
211101

4T0µµ

CLIPPER

F

820µµF

0.001

22K

-4.5V
3,500

-1.5

V

Schematic circuit diagram of the portable frequency standcrd

Bottom view of the transistor standard

tion is used in a modified Colpitts
oscillator. It is frequency stabilized
by a 200-kc crystal in a parallel
resonant circuit. For battery economy, only 4 v of collector bias is
used. For the same reason, emitter
bias is obtained without a resistor
voltage -dividing network by deriving this bias directly from one cell
of the battery.
Common emitter configuration is
used for the other pnp transistor.
This stage is overdriven by output
from the oscillator so the output
will be rich in harmonics owing to
the clipping that results. This stage
also serves as a buffer, to prevent
loading by external circuits.
Output signal obtained is 3.5 v
peak -to-peak of clipped sine wave
at 220 kc, having a rise time of
approx. 0.1 µsec. The output impedance is 1,000 ohms. Harmonics
are present to over 10 mc. Stability
is such that when the output is
shorted, the oscillator does not shift
more than 5 cps..
The oscillator is adjusted as follows. Move the slug so it is nearly
out of the coil (low-inductance end)
and loosely couple the output to a
broadcast receiver tuned to 600 kc.
Correct adjustment is obtained
June 1, 1957 -ELECTRONICS
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Tran%itron

Fast Switching

SILICON DIODES
Featuring
Recovery times under .3 /is
High conductance
High voltage ratings
Operation to 150° C
Transitron's fast switching silicon diodes are intended for
medium and high speed circuits in which diode recovery characteristics are important. These new types are considerably faster
in recovery time than other silicon and germanium diodes. They
are particularly useful in computer and similar applications.
In addition to excellent static and dynamic properties, reliable
performance is assured through close process control and all
glass encapsulation.

Type

Minimum
Forward
Current
at 1.5V
(ma)

Maximum
Inverse
Current
(µa)

Maximum
Inverse
Voltage
(Volts)

SG228
SG226

100
100

.25 @ 175V
.25 @ 60V

200
80

SG223
SG221

30
30

.25 @ 175V
.25 @ 60V

200

SG213
SG211

5

.25 @ 175V
.25 @ 60V

200

5

Maximum

1N252

5 @ 1V
10 @ 1V

.1

.1

'Measured in the 256

@
@

(µsec)
1
1

.5
.5

80

.3
.3

80

- JAN

30

5V

20

6

.15
.15

Recovery Circuit

for Bulletin TE 1350C

Send

Tra nS i t ro n

electronic corporation

INVERSE RECOVERY
256 JAN CIRCUIT
5 ma to 10V

-

10V

w

a ke

f

i

e

l

d,

m ass ac h u setts

-S1D
Germanium Diodes

Transistors

(microseconds)

Time'

Low Capacitance Types
1N251

TIME

Recovery

Silicon Diodes
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Silicon Rectifiers

ELECTRONS AT WORK

(continued)

when the S meter or tuning eye

indicates the strongest harmonic
signal of 200 kc.
For more precise adjustment,
couple the output to a short-wave
receiver tuned to standard -frequency station WWV on 5 mc. Adjust the slug until zero beat is
heard.

1 Use-In aligning radio receivers,

The MICRO-MATIC

precision wafering

machine-fully automatic
model-WMA

SLICES
to extremely
close tolerances

Viand otherdifficult -to -cut

every 200-kc point on the dial can
be marked. When connected to the
horizontal or vertical inputs of an
oscilloscope, a convenient frequency
reference is available for measuring signals of unknown frequency.
By counting the number of 200kc square waves that appear with
a given horizontal sweep -frequency
setting and then by counting the
number of cycles of unknown input
signal when using the same sweep

BY C. W. PEDERSON
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Lie.
Whippany, N. J.

PRODUCTION MODELS
Write for descriptive
literature

MICROMECH
Want more information?

1

JUAC

the transistorized airborne
digtal computer developed at Bell
Telephone Laboratories, is a system designed to take full advantage
of the desirable features offered
by transistors. One device required
in this system is a timing clock
operating at a frequency of 1 mc
±0.05 percent. This clock must
provide sine -wave output of 25 mw
±10 percent into a 500 -ohm load

Transistor and crystal unit lead are soldered into the package after the rest of the
oscillator Is encapsulated

C3

11

71-Y

32µµF

MC

01

L,

2E6FÁi

130µ

I L

C,

TRADIC,

ON FULLY AUTOMATIC

Union, N. J.

r,

SI

AUTOMATIC INDEXING

1020 Commerce Ave.

frequency, the frequency of the unknown input signal can be determined. It can be used as a complex
waveform reference signal to indicate oscilloscope amplifier response,
and rise time errors.

Crystal Clock for Airborne Computer

crystalline materials

MANUFACTURING CO.

Top view shows chassis layout. Crystal is
left rear beyond transistors

C

C6

A,

t2

Cs

RO'
F

C9

35µN

2511M

0.1

Cy

240

240

µµE

ser

tOK

3

C

A+ 105

V 08
150V 0-C

17,800

Schematic circuit diagram

of

the oscillator

over a temperature range of 0 to 50
C and must fit into a space no
larger than 1?c x 2?« X -« in. The
oscillator described below was designed to meet these rigid requirements.
A single -transistor, grounded emitter circuit was selected. The
frequency of oscillation is determined primarily by the quartz
crystal Y,. Capacitors C C. and
inductor L, form a low-pass pi network that provides the required
phase shift to sustain oscillations at

the operating frequency.
To provide a nearly constant output over the temperature range
stated above, output limiting obtained by diode CR, and capacitor
C. was employed. The limiting introduced some distortion, so an output filter was added to provide a
sine -wave output. This filter is

Use post card on last page.
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ANOTHER VARIAN FIRST

2

!

kW SHF Varian Klystron

The heart of the new Canadian Westinghouse SHF scatter
transmitter, now being operated in a "proving ground" circuit
between Hamilton and Kinmount, Ontario, is the Varian VA -804
klystron amplifier, designed specifically for forward scatter communication service. The now familiar qualities of all Varian klystrons remarkable efficiency (see below), economy, reliability,
and proved performance made this tube the logical choice for

-

-

Westinghouse.

--

Frequency 4.4 to 5 kMc
Power 2 kW minimum
Gain 50 db
Efficiency 40% nominal
For a complete description of this and other Varian klystrons contact
your local Varian Representative or write Varian Associates, ApplicaCalifornia.
tion Engineering Department, Palo Alto,
I

Electrical Characteristics:

THE

MARK OF

The VA -804D (4.85-5.0 kMc) mounted in its focusing magnet, the VA -1504.

LEADERSHIP

VARIAN
PALO ALTO

1

associates
,

CALIFORNIA

KLYSTRONS, TRAVELING WAVE TUBES, BACKWARD WAVE OSCILLATORS, LINEAR ACCELERATORS, MICROWAVE SYSTEM COMPONENTS,
AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
R. F. SPECTROMETERS, MAGNETS, MAGNETOMETERS, STALOS, POWER AMPLIFIERS, GRAPHIC RECORDERS, RESEARCH

ELECTRONICS

-
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ANALOG COMPUTER
MODEL 3000
Simplified analog computer solves wide variety of engineering problems. Detachable
problem boards and plug-in components facilitate rapid problem set-up. Function gen-

erator, multiplier, chopper stabilizer, and
other accessories available. Write for complete data. Model 3000, $1150 FOB Factory.
Problem board $95

-10

0

10
20
30
40
TEMPERATURE IN MCC

50

60

70

BO

Frequency -temperature curve (top) and
output voltage vs temperature (below) for
several laboratory models of the oscillator

composed of the low-pass pi network Cu C, L,.
Resistors
R., and R3 are nec-

resistor equalizes to a certain extent the output of transistors with
different gains. The d -c input power

essary for current stabilization. to the oscillator is about
watt.
Shunt feed is employed in the
The curves show typical oscillatransistor collector circuit, with tor output voltage versus temperaisolation from B+ being provided ture for several laboratory models
by L_. Capacitors C, and CA serve and also the typical frequency as r -f bypasses and Cs couples the temperature relation. While output
1 -mc output to the load.
voltage depends upon the characCapacitor C3 permits fine fre- teristics of the particular transistor
quency control and is adjusted so in the circuit, in general, this voltthe output frequency has a nominal age was found to fall between 3.8
value of 1 mc. Resistor R4 provides and 4.05 v at room temperature.
circuit protection by preventing a
Performance of the laboratory
high current surge in the event models indicates that the circuit
that a loose connection should occur will provide the desired sine-wave
at the ground terminal when the output over a temperature range
supply voltage is on.
from -20 to 85 C. While the frePower for the oscillator is taken quency deviation is well within the
from a d -c supply of either 105 or specified ±0.05 percent, even better
150 volts. Since only 40 to 55 frequency stability may be obtained
volts is needed for the oscillator by using a thermistor network in
circuit, a series dropping resistor place of Ce to compensate for temR, has been added. This dropping perature effects.

Demonstration Neon Multivibrator
BY LYMAN W. ORR
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.

USING neon lamps, a

demonstration

device can be built to show three
forms of multivibrator operation.
The unit pictured is a portable

multivibrator
808 Galindo Street
Concord, California

-20

Internal construction of transistor crystal controlled oscillator showing printed wiring and encapsulating techniques

R

.,

-30

demonstrator.

Its

small physical size and visual output makes it convenient for lecture
hall demonstration. It performs
three types of multivibrator operation : flip-flop, or bistable multi vibrator, one-shot, or monostable
multivibrator and free -running or

astable multivibrator.
A built-in trigger generator fur -

Three neon pilot lamps are mounted on
folded plastic sheet that also supports
other circuit elements

niches the automatic triggering for
flip-flop and one-shot operations.
All important nodes in the circuit

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Peak -reading and average -reading

WATTMETERS-POWER MONITORS

TERMINATE
MEASURE

COAX SYSTEMS

RF

RF

POWERS

MEASURE INCIDENT, REFLECTED
POWERS

MATCH ANTENNAS, LOADS

MODEL 195A PEAK -READING WATTMETERS
Sierra 195A -Z Termination Wattmeter

SIERRA TERMINATION WATTMETERS
Sierra 195A series Peak -Reading Termination Wattmeters are rugged, conservatively rated instruments specifically
designed for measuring peak powers and terminating rf coaxial
systems in testing and adjusting pulse transmitters and oscillators. They are designed for maximum reliability and minimum rf leakage. Three basic models cover 250 MC to 1000
MC and have characteristics given alongside. All require a
110 v 60 cps power source.

Peak Power,

Model

Frequency

195A-Z

250.1000 MC

0-1/3/10

195A -X

250-1000 MC

195A-Y

250-1000 MC

Kw

15 watts

N

0-10/30/100

100 watts

LC

0-100/300/1000

500 watts

LC

Power Range,
Watts

Model

Frequency

185A-15FN

20-1000 MC

0-5/15

185A-100FN

20-1000 MC
20-1000 MC

185A-500FN

Max. Power
Dissipation

Connector

watts

N

0-30/100

100 watts

N

0.150/500

500 watts

N

15

± 5% full scale maximum VSWR 1.2 195A serie
0% full scale, pulse width 1.0 µsec minimum, repetition rate

Note: 185A series accuracy
accuracy

BI-DIRECTIONAL POWER MONITORS

±

400 pps minimum. Female connectors standard.
Sierra also manufactures calorimeter wattmeters; details on request.
to change without notice.

Sierra Power Monitors are convenient, versatile instruments
for measuring incident or reflected power, or precise matching
of loads to lines. A twist of the wrist selects incident or reflected power, or any power range. Compact, rugged construction makes these instruments ideal for portable field applications or laboratory use.
Peak -Reading Sierra 194A -A Bi -Directional Peak Power
Monitor reads 0-1/3/10/30 Kw from 200 MC to 1215 MC.
Minimum pulse width 1.0 µsec, minimum repetition rate 400
pps, accuracy ±10% full scale. Insertion VSWR 1.10 maximum. Requires 110 y 60 cps power source.

Data subject

Monitors cover 25 MC to 1000 MC with as few as two plugin elements. Each plug-in covers broad frequency range and
has full scale power ranges of 1, 5, 10
and 50 watts or 10, 50, 100 and 500 watts.
Power is read direct on linear scale within + 5 r"; full scale. Insertion VSWR less
than 1.08 (Type N connectors) except on
1 watt ranges. 50 ohm impedance available with Type N or UHF connectors. No
auxiliary power required.
Sierra 194A -A

Average -Reading Sierra 164 series Bi-Directional Power

Sierra Electronic Corporation
A

Power

MODEL 185A AVERAGE READING WATTMETERS

Sierra 185A series Average -Reading Termination Wattmeters are also offered for average -power measurement or termination on rf coaxial systems. The table at right gives models,
frequency coverage, etc. No auxiliary power is required.

3885 Bohannon Drive

Max. Average Connector

Subsidiary of Philco Corporation

DAvenport 6-2060

Menlo Park, California, U.S.A.

SI

Sales Representatives in Major Cities
Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation, Ltd., Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, Winnipeg
Export: Frazar & Hansen, Ltd., Son Francisco, New York, Los Angeles

ELECTRONICS
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SUB -MIN

(continued)

COAXIAL
CONNECTORS
-.

,

EB=67.5V
..

S0 k

aer-

`e¡'

Unit Engineered
to fit
all available
sub -miniature cables

---

ES

=

62.V
;

EMe=49V---)

FIG. 1-Typical voltage -current relations
for one type of neon tube

FIG. 2-Distribution of minimum running
and striking voltages for one type of neon
pilot lamp used in demonstrator

Available in two types:
1.

BAYONET LOCK

for sturdy

are brought out to access terminals
on the front panel and the Lucite
construction permits easy inspection of the wiring.

for very fast and
multiple unit application.

Special receptacles available
for printed circuit
coaxial applications.
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
No special tools required
for assembly.

Foolproof clamping insures
accurate alignment ... positive
contact ... extra strong grip.
Exclusive internal -parts design
allows outside dimensions of
connectors to remain constant
regardless of cable dimensions.
Our engineers are always ready to
discuss your special requirements.
WRITE, WIRE, OR PHONE FOR
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

317 Berry Street, Brooklyn 11, N.

Y.

FREE

EVergreen 8.0364

One-Shot-If the anode load of
tube B is changed to 430 kilohms,
as shown parenthetically in Fig. 3,
the circuit will be stable only when
tube A is conducting. The application of a 10-v trigger pulse to point
K causes A to extinguish and B to
conduct. However, the current
through B is reduced by the larger
load resistor, and the voltage
across A during the recovery period is now allowed to rise above
A's striking voltage. When A
strikes, B is extinguished because
of the capacitive coupling, and the
circuit again becomes stable. When

-

and positive mating.
2. PUSH -ON

ing the conducting tube, (in this
case tube A) to be extinguished.
At the end of the trigger pulse,
tube B will strike by virtue of the
retained 7.5-v charge on capacitor
C, which favors tube B with a
larger applied voltage. When tube
B conducts, the charge on capacitor C reverses its polarity during
a short recovery period. A subsequent trigger pulse on point K will
extinguish B and cause A to go into
conduction.

Lamp Characteristics The basis of circuit operation lies in the
characteristics of the neon lamp.
Figure 1 shows a typical E-I characteristic for the NE51 lamp. In
this case the minimum running
voltage E5,,. is 49 volts, while the
striking voltage E, is 62 volts. The
250-kilohm load line indicates an
operating point of 74 microamperes
when operated with a 67.5 volt battery and a 250-kilohm load. Figure
2 shows the distribution of minimum running voltage E.,. and
striking voltage E, for a small
number of lamps.

For satisfactory multivibrator
operation with a 67.5-v battery, it
is necessary to select lamps.

-

Flip -Flop The basic flip-flop
circuit in a stable state is shown
in Fig. 3 with tube A conducting
and maintaining a tube drop of 49
volts. At this time tube B cannot
conduct since the voltage across it
is 56.5 volts, which is below the
striking voltage.
The circuit is triggered by applying a 10-v positive pulse to the
common cathode junction K caus-

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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74yA
+67.5 V
I

+60V

+67.5V

67.5V=
(0N)

(0FF)

150K

0V

FIG. 3-Basic one-shot multivibrator circuit used in demonstrator

capacitor C is 1µf, the duration of
B's conduction is about 0.25 second.

Free Running-When the original circuit of Fig. 3 is altered by
changing the common cathode load
to 27 kilohms, and tube A is conducting, a voltage will build up
across B in excess of its striking
voltage, causing B to conduct. At
this point, A is extinguished by
the capacitive coupling and the re June

www.americanradiohistory.com
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NO METERS?
NO METERS ON THIS PRECISION TEST STATION

... only electrical counters? That's

right and there is
a very good reason. This crystal diode tester is automated and meters could not keep pace with its speed,
up to 1500 diodes an hour.
Matched to CBS-Hytron's completely mechanized
diode production, the versatile unit tests the output
of six integrated machines. Its five positions check
continuity, accidentally reversed polarity, and a
variety of electrical measurements. Accuracy, with
the element of human error eliminated, surpasses that
of manual testing and assures you of a minimum of
line rejects.
You can depend upon this modern equipment to put
your crystal diode quality control on CBS-Hytron's
and to double-check for you the
production line
quality built-in by CBS automation. Take advantage of
Advanced -Engineering like this. Specify CBS glass
automatically
dependable
diodes for uniform

...

...

...

controlled quality.
CBS AUTOMATIC DIODE TESTER. Panels (top to
one -volt reverse power
bottom) are for: sensing detector
relay switching circuits
supply bridge testing networks (3)
for electrical tests (pass and reject counters) reverse polarity
continuity tester (pass and
indicator (reject counter)
reverse and relay power supplies.
reject counters)

CBS

semiconductors

CBS-HYTRON
Semiconductor Operations, Lowell, Mass.
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

ELECTRONICS

- June
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67.5V

rl1

1.

g

I00K

100K

10 MEG

2

N,-51

have you taken a

330K

g

0
6

NEV,-5I
3

10

I

NV3510

7

0.1

150K

47K
4

8

CLOSE LOOK ?
CONNECTIONS

5-9

33K

12

OPERATION

FLIP-FLOP

I-5; 3-7;

5-9

TRIGGER DRIVEN FLIP-FLOP

NO CONN

ONE-SHOT MULTIVIBRATOR

I-5; 3-7

TRIGGER DRIVEN ONE-SHOT
SYMMETRIC FREE -RUNNING MULTI
ASYMMETRIC FREE -RUNNING MULTI

5-9; 8-12
8-12

FIG. 4-Demonstration multivibrator circuit with connections given

verse

operating process begins.

Asymmetric-To obtain

a free running multivibrator with asymmetric periods, the 27-kilohm resistor is retained in the common

Connectors

TEFLON Cable

&

In a recently prepared paper*, AMPHENOL presents
useful data on Subminax cables and connectors that will
be of interest to anyone working with miniaturized
RF equipment. Send for your copy today!
Subminax cables are now available with Teflon
jackets and dielectrics as well as in polyethylene
types. Thirty different Subminax connectors are
now standard-new types are constantly being
added as new applications arise.

*'Clj

iz-atu-e Coaxial Cade RF Power
Ratir_gs crd Cc-i-tector Characteristics"-

FIF'II-I ANYLIAL SYMPOSIUM ON TEC:NICAL FROGRFSS
IN 2CI NU} ATIJN WIRES AND CAEKLES.

PHEN3L ELEC,
#:cgo 5@. itiinDis-,

A

LIMIiED

a r>rsr
www.americanradiohistory.com

cathode and 430,000 ohms is placed
in the anode load of tube B. The
period of conduction of tube A is
then increased to about 0.5 second,
while that of tube B remains at
0.15 second.
The complete circuit of the multi vibrator demonstrator is shown in
Fig. 4. The numbers refer to the
front panel connections. The shorting bars have been omitted for
clarity, but the table shows the operations obtained when shorting
bars are placed as indicated in the
connections column. The multivibrator proper consists of V2, V. and
associated components. Tube V,
and its associated circuit is a relaxation oscillator arranged to produce a positive trigger pulse at
pin 3, with a repetition rate of one
pulse per second.

Cardiac Analysis
SPARE TIME duty of Lockheed's
IBM 650 computers is analysis for
Nash Cardiovascular Foundation in
Los Angeles. The heart's total activity is made up of many contractions, flutters, valve actions and
other motions. Harmonic content
comprises combined frequencies
and amplitudes of these motions.
Oscillograms of the heartbeat
wave are segmented into about 80
points from which harmonic content is determined. This technique

KEEP UP-TO-DATE ON MAGNETICS

How will tape wound core users be affected
by new size standards?
If toroidal core winding is a familiar sight in your plant,
you'll welcome news that standard sizes for tape wound
cores have been proposed by the A.I.E.E.* You are going
to benefit from a high in consistency of core performance,
brought about by our being able to concentrate on your
most important sizes.
Magnetics, Inc. is now stocking all of the proposed standard
core sizes in both aluminum and phenolic core boxes for
immediate delivery. Consistency of core performance is
increased because each size is made in large lots taken from
the same alloy batch and dry hydrogen anneal. They all
bear our exclusive Performance-Guarantee.
You can find all specifications for these AIEE-standardized
tape wound cores in Catalog TWC-200, a new publication
ELECTRONICS

-

June 1, 1957

Wart mors information?

which, incidentally, is the most comprehensive tape wound
core text published anywhere by anybody. Your copy of
this Catalog-Design Manual may be obtained by writing on
your letterhead to Magnetics, Inc., Dept. E-37, Butter, Pa.

17111c/IETICs inc.
-*N.&,.

*Paper 57-206, Proposed Size Standards for Toroidal Magnetic
Tape Wound Cores. Report of the Magnetic Amplifiers Material
Sub -Committee, at the 1257 Winter General Meeting,
Use post card on last pape..
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G

target bearing 095°
.
rang 1,300...
,

replaces customary electrocardiograms, which do not furnish precise definition between normal and
abnormal heart conditions. Compilation of the data is performed
through the medium of punched
cards that are fed into the computers.

.

speed270,000
m.p.h.!

Guided missiles of the future are on
our scopes today-thanks to the agile
brain of an amazing new ECM Simulator developed for the Air Force
by Hallicrafters RDA. *
Designed for advanced study of
jamming, deception and counter-

Decoupling Between
Microwave Antennas
BY E.

F.

HARRIS

Chief Engineer
Mark Products Co.
Morton (Trove, Ill.
INFORMATION on the amount of de coupling available between parabolas that must operate close
together on the same tower, particularly as repeaters, is important
when planning microwave systems.
The multielement grid parabola
illustrated closely reproduces the
pattern and gain properties of a
solid dish of the same size. De coupling in operation at 920 me
has been measured. Tests were
performed using two 6 -foot parabolas.
Measurements were made in an
open field with the parabolas lying
on the ground facing up to simu-

measures techniques, the device
furnishes to the PPI scope exact

simulations of moving targets, and
jamming, in infinite variation.
Programming may be generated
according to predetermined plan, or
targets may be controlled manually.
Speeds as fantastic as 270,000 m.p.h.,
as well as radical directional changes,
now can be simulated for planning
tomorrow's countermeasures.
ECM Simulator is another example of electronic design leadership
that has made Hallicrafters a prime
mover of key military projects for
over 22 years.
The tough jobs get off the ground in
a hurry at

hallicrafters
*Rapid Development Assistance

Typical grid parabola type antenna

late side -tower mounts with both
parabolas facing in the same direction. A 0 -db reference level was
established by feeding signal generator output directly to the test
receiver through the complete cable
assembly used to connect to the
two antenna so the cable losses
were eliminated in the measurement.

Decoupling-Difference in levels
between reference and that measured through the antennas as
204
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TEST INSTRUMENTS

INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT

HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT

INTERCOM SETS

RADIO SETS

TELEVISION SETS

ASTRON'S NEW SUPER-TIGHT STEATITE CONSTRUCTED
CERAMIC CASED PAPER CAPACITORS

for economy and dependability
New Astron Ceramic Cased Paper Capacitors, Type AP, are designed to
needs for high performance
capacitors at competitive prices.
Non -melting cement compound end -seals and wire terminals are firmly
leads are safely locked in place
bonded to tough steatite ceramic tubing
a completely impregnable shield against humidity and temperature.
These non -inductively precision -wound paper tubulars are oil impregnated
and operate continuously with exceptionally long life and minimum capacitance
change. Low power factor and high insulation resistance over the entire
range of -40° C to +85° C, and extreme stability make Astron Type AP
a dependable unit for the most critical operation. Ten separate production
tests plus a 100% final inspection guard against costly rejects.
Available in standard voltage ratings from 200 to 1600 WVDC.

fill electronic equipment manufacturers'

-

-

-

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING DATA
ASTRON BULLETIN AP -100.

ASTBON
CORPORATION
255 GRANT AVENUE

EAST NEWARK. N. J.

oronoM
OIT IE,I,...o.,r,
PECKVILLE,
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TYPICAL CAPACITANCE
VS. TEMPERATURE
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coupling medium is taken as the de coupling. Three orientations were
used. Parallel polarization indicates
that antennas were oriented so feed
dipoles were parallel. In -line polarization implies that feed dipoles
are collinear while cross polariza-

PANELSCOPE
by

6

d5

PARALLEL -POLARIZATION

40

0 0
`S'

45

_S,

AUTOMATIC
OR MULTI -PURPOSE

PORTRAYAL

ó

O LINFPOLARQATION

e
.2-50

a

I,

ANOTHER EXAMPLE

OF-

PIONEERING...

The Waterman PANELSCOPE is a new concept in miniaturized built-in
cathode ray tube oscilloscope gaining wide use as an integral part of electronic equipment. A unique design has permitted its use in commercial
products, factory test stands, field trouble shooting kits, system monitors
and many other applications.
The PANELSCOPE, compactness (5'4" x 5-3/16" and 10" depth at
5 lbs.) is coupled with the following features:
SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION
Can be supplied so that a twist
of a single rotary switch provides a synchronized pattern of desired incoming signal (up to 9 circuits) against proper linear time base. This
is ideal for monitoring and trouble shooting, as it removes the need of
fiddling with knobs as is clone now on general purpose oscilloscopes.
The static controls, such as beam, focus, positioning, and graticule
brightness, are located in tube escutcheon.
AVAILABLE CIRCUITS
wide variety of
signal amplifiers
with response from do to megacycles and sensitivities from 5 millivolts
synchronized or triggered linear time base generators from 1/2 -cycle
(and lower if need be) to 2 microseconds
can be specified by you to
fit your needs for any particular equipment.
FLEXIBLE DESIGN
The basic PANELSCOPE consists of the
cathode ray tube and high voltage supply packaged in the standard
case without the panel mounted controls. The PANELSCOPE can also
be supplied fully wired and tested with chosen signal amplifier, linear
time base generator and attendant sync. amplifier.
POWER REQUIREMENT
Less than 10 watts of line power for
built-in high voltage supply
The required B+ and heater current
is determined by your requirements. For those cases where B+ and
heater power is not available, auxiliary PANELPACK can be supplied.
There is a place in your equipment for Waterman PANELSCOPE, a
custom built oscilloscope at production prices, although
although7r=needs may
he for but one or many. A Waterman representative will help you fit a
Panelscope to your requirements.

-

-A

-

-

-

-

--

WATERMAN PRODUCTS CO., INC.
PHILADELPHIA 25, PA.
CABLE ADDRESS

POKETSCOPE

MANUFACTURERS OF
POCKETSCOPE *
PULSESCOPE *

RAKSCOPE*

RAYONIC* Cathode Ray Tubes
and Other Associated Equipment

WATERMAN PRODUCTS
206
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Graphical results of antenna decoupling
tests at 920 megacycles

tion means that feed dipoles are
cross polarized.
With parallel polarization de coupling remains constant within
2 db for all spacings from 8 to 20
feet as shown in the graph. In -line
polarization provides more de coupling with some discontinuities.
A maximum of decoupling was
measured at 16 feet for this condition.
At close spacings, cross polarization is most effective but with
greater spacings, there is little
choice between the two.

Electrostyl Writer
France comes word of an
electronic typewriter that is actuated by contact between a metal
stylus and the contact studs of a
plastic keyboard. The equipment
comprises an electric typewriter,
an electronic brain and the stylus stud combination.
FROM

Phrases-Each stud corresponds
to a sound or word and by brushing
June

1,

7957
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VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS for
MGR FREQUENCY APPLICATIONS
HS SERIES

-1/3 the weight

-'/z

the size of 60 cycle units

Designed for use in high frequency control systems where weight
and space must be minimized, these POWERSTATS are ideal for ship,
aircraft, guided missile and other 400/800 cycle applications.

Listed are some of the standard line of POWERSTATS for high frequency applications. However, many high frequency requirements
necessitate designing to individual needs. The Superior Electric Company will be pleased to work with you on the design of POWERSTATS
to satisfy new or unusual needs.
INPUT

MANUALLY -OPERATED MODELS

OUTPUT

MAX.
I MUM

QUENCY
CYCLES
PER

VOLTS

SECOND

MOTOR -DRIVEN MODELS

VOLTS

WE GHT

AM.

MAX.
!MUM

PERES

KVA

TYPE
OF CONSTRUCTION

METHOD
OF

TYPE

TURNING

PING

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MOTORDRIVES

TRAVEL
IN
SECONDS

OMIHMS03U

28 Voll D -C

60

1.5

5.1

AMIHMSO3U

120 Volt A -C,
400 Cycles

60

4.5

5.1

DMIHMS070

28 Volt

60

5.5

6.1

60

5.5

6.I

60

13.2

16.2

60

13.2

16.2

60

5.5

6.1

60

5.5

6.1

60

14.6

17.6

60

14.6

17.6

60

9.3

10.5

60

9.3

(POUNDS)
SHIP.
NET

HM SERIES

SPEED
OF

APPROX.

FRE-

STANDARD
TYPE

1

(POUNDS)

ISHIP.
NET

PING

SINGLE PHASE
28

400/800

0-28

2.0

.056

Open

3HS021/K

Knob

0.5

0.9

28

400/800

0-28

4.0

.112

Open

3HSO4UK

Knob

0.8

1.2

120

400/800

0-120 or
0-140

1.0

.11

Open

1HSOIUK

Knob

0.9

1.3

120

400/800

0-28

2.6

.073

Open

1RHS030K

Knob

0.6

120

400/800

0-120 or
0-140

3.0

.42

Open

1HMS03OK

Knob

2.4

400/B00

120

0-120 or
0-140

1.0

2.8

Square
Frame
7.5

1.0

Open

THMSO7UK

Knob

3.4

3.8

AMIHMS07U

rame

400/800

120

0-120 or
0-140

15.0

2.1

Open

D -C

120 Volt A -C,

400 Cycles

1HL15UK

Knob

11.4

14.0

OM NU

SU

AMMON'

28

Volt D.0

120 Volt A.C.

400 Cycles

400/800

240

400/800

240

0-240
0-280

or

0-240 or
0-280

.84

3.0

Open

2450032K

Knob

3.8

3 4

Square
Frame
9.0

2.5

Open

DM2HMSO3U

AM2HMS03U

28 Volt

D.0

120 Volt A.C.

400 Cycles

2HLOSUK

Knob

128

15.4

DM211L09U

AM2HL09U

28

Volt

D -C

120 Volt A -C,

400 Cycles
THREE

PHASE

240

400/800

0-240 or
0-280

3.0

1.5

Open

2HMS03UK4Y

Knob

8.5

7.6

DM2RMSO3U4Y

28

AM2HMS03U4Y

120

Volt

D -C

Volt A -C,

-IL SERIES

10.5

400 Cycles
240

240

400/800

400/800

0-240 or
0-280

0-240 or
0-280

7.5

15.0

3.6

7.3

Open

Open

2HMS07UK4Y

2HLI5UK-3Y

Knob

Knob

10.6

34.5

11.6

41.0

Volt

OM2NMS07U-3Y

28

AMMIMS07U-3Y

120 Volt A -C,
400 Cycles

DM2HL15U4Y

28

AM2HL151.1-37

120

Volt

D -C

D -C

Volt A -C,

pvw.@'irSrwr

136

60

12.3

60

12.3

13.6

60

38.0

45.0

60

38.0

45.0

60

12.3

13.6

60

12.3

13.6

60

42.5

49.5

60

42.5

49.5

400 Cycles
480

400/800

0-480 or
0.560

3.0

2.9

Open

4HMS03UK-37

Knob

10.6

11.6

DM4HMS03U4Y
AM4HMS03U-3Y

28 Volt D -C
120 Volt A -C.

400 Cycles
480

400/800

0-480 or
0.560

9.0

8.7

Open

4HLA9UK3Y

Knob

39.0

45.5

Volt

DM4HLO9U-3Y

28

AMMO/014Y

120 Volt A -C.

D -C

400 Cycles

Be sure to see
SUPERIOR ELECTRIC'S
Mobile Display
when it is in your area
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

(continued)

them with the stylus the electronic
system responds by typing characters on a sheet of paper. In effect,
the machine eliminates the stage of
stenography between dictation and
the finished letter or report.
It is claimed that a typist can
easily learn to type at a speed of
12 signs a second. Sentences containing as many as 56 letter units
can be written by touching the appropriate stud only once.
The brain contains 57 tubes, 10
relays and 45 coils as well as capacitors and resistors.

Rectangular
Dark -Trace Tube
BY K. H. J. ROTTGARDT and
G. HELLER
C.

Lorenz AG

Stuttgart, Germany
DEVELOPMENT of dark -trace tubes
was treated as a classified subject
in Germany in World War II. After
several years of inactivity, a tube
has been commercially produced
designed to serve the following
main purposes:
(1) To display on the tube
screen for any convenient period
an image produced by a single scan
of the electron beam.
(2) To be applied to industrial
television with raster frequencies

EMBOSSED WIRING BOARD
WITH COPPER EMBOSSED
CIRCUIT ON THE
REVERSE SIDE
EXCELLENT
SOLDER JOINTS

ERIE

CERAMIC CAPACITORS IN A
WIDE RANGE OF VALUES

RESISTORS IN A WIDE RANGE
OF VALUES

OFFSET WEDGE TYPE TERMINALS WITH
HEAVY COATING OF SOLDER

WAX IMPREGNATED THERMOSETTING
PHENOLIC MOISTURE SEAL

-

SILVER CONTACT

-- -

ACL-SCREEN
AOUADAC

*PRE -ASSEMBLED CIRCUITS
The ERIE Pre -Assembled Circuits system presents an
entirely new approach to packaging electronic components.
This new modular system is now being used by many large
radio and TV manufacturers in their 1957 models. PAC has
proven itself to be technically sound as well as economical
and easy to handle on the assembly line.
Leading producers choose PAC-because PAC reduces
labor costs ... requires fewer component insertions ... needs
less assembly equipment
uses a smaller printed wiring
board area ... means fewer punched holes ... reduces overhead costs ... keeps inventory down.
For further information write for Engineering

...

Bulletin 450-1 or contact your ERIE representative.

ERIE

ERIE ELECTRONICS
ERIE

MOM OH,ce, cnd Fuclonrs ERIE, PA.
Mono loc luring Subs,,!ones

/

HOLLY SPRINGS, MISSISSIPPI
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ANODE TERMINAL

TRANSPARENT CONDUCTIVE COAT (ERASING COATI

FIG. 1-Sectional view of dark -trace tube

around 0.1 cs, that is, where a picture is only displayed every ten
seconds.
(3) To operate in radar ppi display units.
Figure 1 shows a section through
the tube. Close to the faceplate, a
mica plate is mounted; a potassium -chloride coating evaporated
upon this plate on the gun side is
the actual tube screen. On the
other side of the mica plate is a
transparent, conductive layer con June 1, 1957-ELECTRONICS

Encapsulated Inductances
Millen DESIGNED for APPLICATION encapsulated coils provide another advance
in the r -f inductor field. Modern application requires miniature, heat and cold resistant, hermetically sealed, and abrasion resistant r -f inductor assemblies. The James
haspioneered many advances in the r -f inductor
Millen ManufacturingCompany
P'
field, including the now standard 4 pi r -f choke, the axial lead r -f choke, and the ministurc r -f choke. Developments have now made possible another advance, the No. 34301
and No. 1301 encapsulated inductors-hermetically sealed-miniature size. Ambient
temperature minus 55 degrees to plus 100 degrees C.

NO. .1301 MINIATURE ENCAPSULATED

COIL
NUMBER

J301-25

25
33

J301-47
1301-50

47
50

'Ai

82

'is

.1301-82

1301-100
1301-120
J301-150

Jáói-220
J301-250
1301-300

DESIGNED for APPLICA'T'ION miniature inductances arc: extremely small (see
table at right)-hermetically sealed-wound on axial lead Carbonyl cores-color
coded. Coils are available in RETMA standard values plus 25, 50, 150, 250, 350, 500,

.1301-330
.1301-350
.1301-360
.1301-390
.1301-430

NO. 34301 STANDARD ENCAPSULATED

INDUCY'ANCES
Encapsulated DESIGNED for APPLICATION axial lead phenolic form r -f induct :MCC,. hermetically sealed-heat resistant-abrasion proof-color coded. 1 to 350
microhenries available in ItE.'l'MA standard values plus 23, 50, 150, 250, and 350
5'7o. Values available in same progression as .1301 coils
nticrottenri,-. Inductance
listed in the table at the right. Solenoid winding for to IS microhenries. t niversal
pi winding from 20 microhenries to 350 microhenries. Current rating 250 to 1500
milliamperes, depending on coil size. Ambient temperature range-minus 55 degrees
to plus 100 degrees Centigrade. Size: % inches diameter X s inches long. Special
I

coils on order.

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

DIAMETER
INCHES

.1301-33

INDUC'I'ANCES
and 2500 microhenries. Coils are three layer solenoids up to 350 microhenries. From
360 to 2500 microhenries coils are pi -wound. Current rating 50 to 600 milliamperes
depending on coil size. Inductance * 5%. Special coils on order.

INDUCTANCE
MICROHENRIES

J301-470
1301-500

.1301-510
.1301-560
.1301-620
.1301-750
.1301-820
.1301-910
.1301-1000
.1301-1200

1301-1300
.1301-1500
.1301-1800
.1301-2000
.1301-2200
J301-2400
J301-2500
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100
120
150

LENGTH
INCHES

Ms

ºBSc

Vic

Ms

'/n
sii,

ºAy

'As
ºAc

220'As
250
300
330
350
360

390

430
470
500
510
560
620
750
820
910
1000
1200
1300
1500
1800

ºAs

Vii

º/u

'As
'As

°/s

'AS

º/u
º/u

'he

º/u

?1a

3/4
5/4

?is
?hi
es

34

'A
IA

t

Ws

%

Vs

"AK

"As
3e

°42
94

3

542

3

sñs

l'AAs

5iú

''Arc

20004
2200
2400
2500

º/u

2/u

3/4

5-i6

15Au

3ú

13/4

34

'A

r/6

ei
Ye

514
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AUTOMATIC CONTROL NEWS
by Dynamics Research Associates

operational magnetic amplifiers are
widely used for signal amplification
tant dynamag characteristic. Zero
Drift

0.2% of full scale for a tem-

or frequency.
Its linearity is 1% of reading in
linear range. Highly sensitive, the
dynamag has a small signal power
drain. No D -C power supply is
required. Power gains up to 300
are practical.

Many important features contribute to the wide acceptance of

Extremely reliable,

magnetic toroidal cores and silicon diodes replace vacuum tubes
in the dynamag. It is rugged, requires no maintenance, and needs
no warm-up time. Models are
available to meet MIL-E -5272A
and MIL -T-27A requirements.
High stability is another impor-

t

I

Ir

VALVE e
ACTUATOR

211131Ynamo111111E R

1.1

INPUT
SIGNAL

I

d

E,

THERMOCOUPLE

-FEEDBACK

ELEMENT

POT

il, + Itl

Amplifier for an Electro -Hydraulic

EA
VOLTAGEI
(O

Provides an output current through
the torque motor coils of the electrohydraulic valve. Mixes input and feedback signals.

dynamag
SPECIFICATIONS
Power Supply (1.5 watts):
CPS

VRMS

F.,,

RI+R2

El

R2

Amplification of a Low Level,
Low Impedance Signal
Voltage feedback makes input impedance of amplifier high to signal source
such as a thermocouple or a low impedance bridge circuit.

Servo -System

Type Number

MA 61

MA 41

MA 101

MA 501

60
115

400
115
62

1000

5000

20
160
12

20
160
12

Max. Output, Milliwatts
Mox. Output, Volts

21

5.5
10
Internal Impedance, Ohms
400
400
300
Input Coil Resistance, Ohms
140
100
50
Voltage Range of Linear Operation
3
8
10
Approx. Band Width, CPS
6
40
100
WE DESIGN SPECIAL MODELS TO MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS

300
50
10

500

dynamag PRODUCTS

OTHER

DRA also manufactures Differential and Servo Motor Magnetic
Amplifiers, as well as saturable reactors, transistorized inverters,
transistorized frequency converters, D -C regulated power supplies,
and line voltage regulators.

dynateq

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
DRA engineers design, develop and install dynateq automatic
control systems to meet individual requirements in all fields of
application. If you have an automatic control problem, call on DRA
for its solution. No obligation for proposals.

For complete information, write:

DYNAMICS RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
A
4 3 4

Designers of

210

Division of Universal Match Corporation

AVENUE
dynateq Automatic Control

FERGUSON, MISSOURI

PAUL

Systems

o10.SNV
10

2

I

CHARGE

RI

FIG.

SERVO VALVE

10-_

eer

µC

3

4

DENSITY
PER

2-Screen sensitivity

SC

Chi

of tube

Ynarnag

()ROUE MOTOR COILS OF
ELECTRO - HYDRAULIC

R2

é 30

The versatile dynamag can be used
as a lead -lag, summing or integrating element in servomechanisms; also as a D -C variable gain
current mixing amplifier or D -C
voltage amplifier for low level,
low impedance signal source.

TYPICAL dynamag APPLICATIONS
Rr

minals, the transparent coating
will heat, causing the image written on the screen to be erased. The
mica plate is flexibly mounted to
compensate for thermal expansion.
The tube has magnetic focusing, a

perature range of zero to 170° F.
Zero Error is 1% of full scale for a
10% variation in supply voltage

involved.
dynamag.

is

(continued)

netted to two terminals of which
one is also the anode contact. When
a voltage is applied to these ter-

dynamag

The highly stable dynamag D -C
Operational Magnetic Amplifier
has linear, reversible polarity output and variable gain features. It
has wide application in automatic
feedback control systems and D -C
instrumentation where amplifying
and mixing low level signals are

ELECTRONS AT WORK

Manufacturers of dynamag Control Components

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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angle and can be
operated with anode voltages between 7 and 14 kilovolts.
Sensitivity of the screen is
shown in Fig. 2. The curve represents the contrast measured
three seconds after a single scan
with a rectangular raster, as a
function of the charge density applied to the screen by the electron
beam and expressed in micro coulombs per sq cm. Curve A denotes the minimum sensitivity of
this tube type, curve B is the average curve for 50 tubes and curve
C the average of the four most
sensitive tubes produced to-date.
When these measurements are
taken, the tube is illuminated by an
external light source producing a
radiant intensity of 1,200 lux on
the tube screen. The light reflected
from the screen is measured after
conversion in a photocell. The
spectrum of the light source, the
photocell and a filter inserted in
front of the photocell is so selected
that the measured light corresponds in its spectrum to the absorption curve of the color centers
in a potassium -chloridecrystal.
To erase the picture written on
the screen, 75 watts is applied to
70 -deg deflection

June

1,

7957
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2MFD - 100V
85°C
1-3/16

PRINTED
CIRCUIT
.27MFD
50V
5/16 x 3/4 x

PLUG
IN

.1MFD
100V

5/8

x

1-5/16

x

1-1/4

x

11/16

.01MFD - 100V
85°C
3/16 x 3/4

1MFD - 100V
85°C
11/16 x 1-3/4

3/4

1-1/16

x

Derated at 125°C as follows:
100 volts

At last!
Mycon Plastic
Capacitors

200
300
400
500
600

- 50%

- 50%
- 331/2%

- 331%
- 20%
- 16%

Tested and proved! Only
Southern Electronics Corporation
has developed a test procedure
which Insures built-In reliability!
For your most exacting

requirements-be surealways specify

up to 150° C!
.

volts
volts
volts
volts
volts

Reliability proved
. Rated for infinite long life
Insulation resistance 1 x 10" OHMS

SUPER MYCON

S.E.C.

CAPACITORS

Tolerance to 1%-lowest
temperature coefficient. Superior
insulation resistance at high
ambient temp. Good stability
compatible with material.

Ili.

Fief
POLYCON

MYCON
catalog today!
WIre, write or phone for complete

SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS
150

West

Cypress

Avenue,

Burbank,

California

PIONEERS IN CUSTOM CAPACITOR ENGINEERING

ELECTRONICS
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BIG PLUS in PRECISION POTS

-270A-134 Precision Poten... one of five sizes from
11/4"
to 5" diameter. Non-

RL

tiometer

RL -270B-2 shows ganging which
is
available on all RI -2708

metallic housing has high dimensional stability, withstands -70F
to +300F.

models. Gamewell design requires only eV' per section, and
external clamps provide unlimited
phasing.

ELECTRONS AT WORK

(continued)

the conductive erasing coat on the
mica plate. This causes the written information to fade away within ten seconds. Figure 3 shows the
contrast 10 seconds after a single
scan at a charge density of one
microcoulomb per sq cm as a function of the power applied to the
erasing coat. At 75 watts, contrast
drops to zero. When the erasing
voltage is switched off, the tube re-

gains its original state within 15
seconds.
The duration of a dark -trace picture depends on the radiant intensity of light applied to the

12

10
041µC/cm2
8

8

í;

4

2

0

RL -270A-5 is the largest in the
Blue Line series. As with others, it

20

RL -270A-5 with 48
shows maximum number.

Special
taps,

usually supplied with 3 -hole
mounting. Servo and threaded bushing type mountings are available. Also many special features
... send us your requirements.

Allows 47

is

90

ERASURE

equal resistance

POSER

60

It

WATTS

FIG. 3-Contrast 10 sec after switching
off dark -trace writing beam

sections, while maintaining guar-

anteed linearity of ±0.1%.
Total resistance of 500,000
ohms, resolution of 0.0075%.

40

That Extra Margin of Reliability ..

dNI.S

Exclusive Gamewell

offers
these exclusive advantages:
Proven and guaranteed linearity affords extreme accuracy, ±0.1 is best
standard available.
Terminal and Tap Design* uses positive precious -metal spring contacts with
unit pressure over 10,000 psi. Assures
permanent low -resistance contact without linearity distortion at taps.
Shaft and Wiper Assembly* uses contoured slip -ring surface plated with
noble metal, operating with noble metal
brushes. Has excellent insulation to
ground, high temperature resistance and
zero moisture absorption.
THE GAMEWELL COMPANY
Newton Upper Falls 64, Mass.

RL -270A

and

available

in many special

B

Series

variations. Write for
catalog and specifications
and prices on your
specific requirements.

212

GA7

'Pat. applied for

2
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I

ILLUMINATION

1,200 LUX

^= 30

ie

RL -270A Blue Line series

Terminal, Tap and Wiper Design

NY

e
1
1

20

1

\

0.5µC/cm2

\

00.5µt/cm2

10

%.,...0
o

25

0
TIME

IN

75

IOO

SECONDS

4-Decay of contrast at room temperature (solid) and with 15 -watt erasing
power applied (dashed)
FIG.

screen temperature and
initial contrast, that is, on the
charge density Q of the electron
screen,

beam.
The solid curves in Fig. 4 show
the decay in room temperature of
two rasters of which one was written with a charge density of 0.5
and the other with one of 5 micro coulombs per sq cm. These curves
were plotted while the screen was
illuminated by 1,200 lux, referred
to the screen area. Without any
change in the illumination, rasters
written with the same two charge
densities Q were measured while
June

1, 1957
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Waldes Truarc Retaining Rings Eliminate Machining
and Parts-Cut Assembly Time on Drill and Tapper

TRUARC DESIGN

ALTERNATE DESIGN

Beco Model 410

Drill and Tapper

Clamp Cylinder Rod Stop Assembly
Truarc"E"

The Batchelder Engineering Co., Inc., Springf ield, Vermont uses
4 different sizes of 2 different type Waldes Truarc rings in
their new BECO Model 410 Automatic Drill and Tapper. Truorc
rings speed assembly, reduce machining, improve design.

Rings (Series 5133) replace stop nuts in the Clamp

Cylinder assembly. They eliminate need for threading 2 rods
...the danger of cross -threading nuts...and costly rejects.
Truarc Rings cut assembly time and cost.

ALTERNATE DESIGN

Bell Crank Pivot Assembly

Hopper Cylinder Anchor Pin Assembly
Truarc Rings (Series 5100) secure and position end of verti
cal air cylinder. Rings eliminate extra cost of machining 3
diameter pin, threading and undercutting ... plus nut and
washer. Assembly is quick and sure.

Truarc Rings (Series 5100) in Bell Crank Pivot assembly permit grease hole not possible with cotter pin fastener. Use of
nuts would have increased machining and assembly costs

2

considerably.

Whatever you make,

there's a Waldes Truarc Retaining Ring designed to improve your product ... to
save you material, machining and labor costs. They're
quick and easy to assemble and disassemble, and they
do a better job of holding parts together. Truarc rings
are precision engineered and precision made, quality
controlled from raw material to finished ring.

36 functionally different types...as many

(

TRUARC DESIGN

as 97

different sizes within a type ... 5 metal specifications
and 14 different finishes. Truarc rings are available from
90 stocking points throughout the U. S. A. and Canada.

More than 30 engineering -minded factory representatives and 700 field men are available to you on
call. Send us your blueprints today... let our Truarc
engineers help you solve design, assembly and production problems... without obligation.

For precision internal grooving and undercutting ...Waldes Truarc Grooving Tool!

-

WALDES

1

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., 47-16 Austel Place,

L. I. C. 1,

N.Y.

which
Please send the new supplement No.
brings Truarc Catalog RR 9-52 up to date.
(Please print)
1

Name
Title

RETAINING RINGS
WALDES KOHINOOR, INC.
47-16 AUSTEL PLACE, L. I. C. 1, N. Y.

Company
Business Address

City

Zone

State

EI

protected by one or more of the following U. S. Patents: 2,382,948; 2,411,426;
2,411,761; 2,416,852; 2,420,921; 2,428,341; 2,439,785; 2,441,846; 2,455,165; 2,483,379; 2,483,380; 2,483,383; 2,487,802; 2,487,803; 2,491,306; 2,491,310; 2,509,081;
2.544.631; 2,546,616; 2,547,263; 2,558,704; 2,574,034; 2,577,319; 2,595,787, and other U. S. Patents pending. Equal patent protection established in foreign countries.
WALDES TRUARC Retaining Rings, Grooving Tools, Pliers, Applicators and Dispensers are
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

RELIABLE

mu
5-1

high gain

g preamplifier

their contrast decayed under the
thermal effect of 15 watts constantly applied to the erasing coat.
Measurements of the decaying contrast are given by the dashed
curves. Duration of a picture, or of
its decay, can be arbitrarily varied
by varying either the charge density Q or the erasing power constantly applied to the screen or
both.
Brightness gradation is also essential in some industrial applications and radar display units. As
shown in Fig. 5, twelve gradation
steps are available in the dark trace tube when the information
written on the screen has an initial
contrast of 40 percent, while only

12

10

N-e
6

ó

4

2

o
10

CONTRAST

FIG.

20
IN

30

40

PERCENT

5-Brightness characteristic

four steps can be discerned by the
eye when the initial contrast is 20
percent. The contrast gradation
from step to step must amount to
at least 3 percent to discern each
step.

Combines high gain with a low noise figure and relatively
wide bandwidth. Designed specifically as a telemetering preamplifier to operate over a wide range of environmental
conditions. The Model 1104-1 provides a gain of 35 db at
band center and the 1104-2 50 db, both with a maximum
noise figure of 3.5 db.
Write Box 37, Melbourne, Florida for complete data and prices.

Del RADIATION
INC.
MELBOURNE
ELECTRONICS

AND ORLANDO, FLORIDA
AVIONICS
INSTRUMENTATION

Personne! Inquiries Invited.
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Writing speed depends on the desired persistence of the picture,
which can be adjusted from a few
seconds with constant erasing voltage to many hours at room temperature. The writing speed can
be increased by increasing beam
current, resulting in an increased
charge density, for any given persistence.
Since an increased beam current
will impair the picture resolution,
the writing speed depends also on
the resolution that is required.
Figure 6 shows the writing speed
as a function of picture persistence
for a beam current of 100 microamperes, obtained by a single scan
with sinusoidal deflection currents
of various frequencies. At a beam
current of 500 microamperes with
a persistence of about 30 seconds,
June 1, 1957
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new design freedom for your miniature

high voltage power supplies with ..

NEW TI 1500 V,

300 mA

RECTIFIERS

You can replace 5R4 and 5U4 rectifiers with TI's
new single junction rectifiers in many applications.
In a fraction of the space, you will get instant

age insulation between stud and chassis can be
eliminated by proper choice of either 1N1130 or
1N1131.

6peration at high temperatures with zero filament
power. Here are some significant ratings of these
new Texas Instruments Types 1N1130 and 1N1131
(differing only in polarity):

400 V, 750 mA

VALUE

PIV
If
(at max. riv
with heat sink)

.

T I

TYPE

1N540

diffused

RECTIFIER
ECONOMICAL
FORWARD VOLTAGE DROP

lower

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

25°C

150°C

1500 V

1000 V

300 mA

150 mA

Designed to meet stringent military requirements,
these TI rectifiers give you the ultimate in hermetic
seal protection. The standard RETMA stud is of
copper for optimum performance and the hex base
assures high -torque chassis mounting. High volt-

www.americanradiohistory.com

Reliability of your power supplies
is assured by this rectifier ... giving you cooler operation. Typically,
at 150° C, they give you 0.64 V voltage drop at 250 mA and 0.20 mA
reverse current at 250 V.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPOR

6000 LEMMON AVENUE

A

TED

DALLAS

9.

TEXAS

ELECTRONS AT WORK

BALLANTINE

8Battery

pe

(continued)

writing speed of 650 meters per
second is available.
To test the effects of noise, a
line -frequency controlled pulse signal was mixed with noise (20 cs to
a

Vo/tn1eer

400

6IeCtt°nic

300

I0=I00µa
Ea -10.5 KV

200

ILLUMINATION 1,000 LUX

100

3
00

VOLTAGE RANGE:

at a ratio 1 to 0.5 of the peak
value of the useful signal to the
effective value of the noise signal
in a mixer stage. The pulse duration of the useful signal was 10
µsec. This mixture was fed to the
control grid of the dark-trace tube.
Besides the vertical line produced
on the screen by the signal, the
rest of the screen area showed irregularly distributed dots originating from the noise peaks.
This effect was brought about by
one scan. The signal was now
switched off and during the next
18 complete scans, repeated in intervals of 10 seconds, only the noise
peaks were allowed to be written
on the screen. However, at the end
of this test the useful signal was
still clearly visible.
20 kc)

ranges and 25 mmfd on
low ranges.

FREQUENCY RANGE:
cps to 150,000 cps.

ACCURACY:
3% except 5% below 5
cps and above 100,000
cps and

for any point on
meter scale.

1932
1957

MODEL 302C-Price $245.

Available accessories increase the voltage range from 20 microvolts
to 10,000 volts.

Available precision shunt resistors permit the measurement of AC
currents from 10 amperes down to one -tenth of a microampere.
Features the well-known Ballantine logarithm
DB scales.

c

voltage and uniform

Battery life over 100 hours.
Can also be used as a flot pre -amplifier with a maximum gain of
60 DB. Because of the complete absence of AC hum, the amplifier
section will be found extremely useful for improving the sensitivity

of oscilloscopes.

For further information on this and other Ballantine instruments
write for our new catalog.

BALLIt1TIE LABORATORIES,

INC

100 FANNY ROAD, BOONTON: NEW JERSEY
216

SO

IN MIN

6-Writing speed as function of required persistence

INPUT IMPEDANCE:
2 megohms shunted
by 10 mmfd on high

tä
25T¡
"//rrltl(jF/Wcoy

PERSISTENCE

FIG.

100 microvolts to 1000
volts rms of a sine wave
in 7 decade ranges.

2

40

20
PICTURE
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Attenuator Box Errors
By RICHARD BISHOP
Arenberg Ultrasonic Laboratory, Inc.

Jamaica Plain, Mass.

what error
there is in the gain and impedance
of a ladder of ir -network resulting
from errors in the individual components. These errors can be given
IT IS DESIRED to know

in percentages since the accuracy
of the components is thus specified.
It is assumed the errors are
small enough that second -order
terms may be dropped. The results
work equally well for sufficiently
small complex errors, such as stray

capacitances might introduce.
To make the computations feasible, one section was isolated at a
June

1, 1957 -ELECTRONICS

now...
Clevite announces
a new diode

GERMANIUM
ALLOYED WIT

SILICON!
New Clevite Germanium - Silicon Alloy
Gold Bonded Glass Diodes, now available

for immediate delivery.
Better high temperature performance than
V germanium.

CLEVITE

Higher forward conductance at lower voltages than silicon.

All germanium P.ETMA specifications can
now be met at higher temperatures with
these new Germanium -Silicon alloy diodes...
plus increased reliability at all temperatures.
For complete information write or phone for
Engineering Bulletin B-215.

CLEVITE

TRANSISTOR PRODUCT
TWinbrook 4-933C
241 Crescent St.,

Waltham 54. Mass.

17971
......
.

Brush

Electronics Co.

Cleveland Graphite
Bronze Co.

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

evite Harris
Products Inc.

Clevite

C

1957

Clevite Ltd.

Research Center

Want more information?

.

-

...1 _...

A Division of Clevite
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

(continued)

Representative section of attenuator

Now You CAN specify a Waters pot for miniaturized designs
that require potentiometers up to 250K. In the reliability -proved
construction of the AP -1/2, these new, higher values give you:
10 ohms to 250 kilohms
Resistances
up to four units
Ganging
Three mounting styles
plain -bushing,
split -bushing, or servo
Three terminal styles
radial, axial, or wire -lead
Automation models
for printed circuits
General specifications: Centerless-ground, stainless -steel shaft can
be sealed with 0 -ring; gold-plated, fork -type terminals standard; 2%
5% for lower values; temstandard linearity for 50K and above
perature range -55 to +105C, to 125C on order; 2 watts at 80C;
s/8" long for
anodized aluminum body 1/2" diameter X 1/2" long
100K and 250K; corrosion -resistant -alloy bushing; all electrical connections spot-welded or soldered; furnished with stops or for
continuous rotation. Write for data sheet on these dependable 1/2"
potentiometers.

--

--

-

-

COMING SOON!

Complete new family of
Waters precision potentiometers

time as indicated in the circuit
drawing. The resistors are determined theoretically by the attenuation desired, the requirements that
the IT be symmetric and that the
input and output impedance be
equal.
In practice, the resistors can be
obtained with values at best within
±1 percent of the desired values.
The actual gain and input impedance are given by equations,
derived from circuit analysis, involving the actual resistances and
output impedance. Hence the errors
in the gain and the input impedance
are functions of the errors in the
three resistors and the output impedance.
By expanding the formulas in a
Taylor's series in many variables
and retaining only the linear terms,
the errors in the gain and the input impedance may be expressed
approximately as a linear sum of
the errors in the resistors and the
output impedance. The coefficients
of the linear sums will be functions
of the theoretical values of the gain
and impedance. The errors for several stages may then be combined
by substitution and simplification
of the linear formulas.
When this is done, it is found
that the error in the impedance
cannot be great; generally the percentage error will not exceed the
percentage error in the individual
resistors used.
In the linear form expressing the
error in the gain it was found that
the coefficients of errors of resistors in a particular stage depend

Table I-Coefficient Values
1

ttenua-

IIOn

MANUFACTURING,

WATER
APPLICATION

218

ENGINEERING

inc.

SWayland, Massachusetts
Mail address. P.O. Bo,, 368, So. Sudbury, Mass.

OFFICES IN

PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Iakl

In.

db
20
10
6

3
2
1

ak(k$1)
0.409
0.260
0.166
0.086
0.058
0.029

June

6k

Ck

0.859
0.602
0.416
0.232
0.161
0.083

0.409
0.260
0.166
0.086
0.058
0.029

1,

7957

+

I6kI+ICI
1.677
1.122
0.748
0.404
0.277
0.131

- ELECTRONICS

AMP -EDGE

HAS THE EDGE ON

PRINTED CIRCUITS

Design -Engineered with

Positive Wiping Contact
and
Frictional Grippage

The new

Connector gives you

..

.

greater flexibility-your printed

circuit area and cornpleted unit are not limited by the
size of connection, as found in
alternate methods of edge connection.

...greater

can be applied in any or
rangement to any section of the
perimeter of the printed circuit.

design versatility-they

... two-way

cost reduction-production time and labor
are

costs

reduced

through solderless
termination of the connector to
the wire (4,000 terminations per
hour) and the ease of applying
the Edge Connector to the printed

amrvCnAvwedt
TO BETTER WIRING

circuit.

For more information on
AMP -Edge Connectors, contact:

Another of the many unique designs
made available by the AMP -Edge
technique is the new, low-cost, compact AMP -Edge Connector Block. It
allows freedom of arrangement,
with small area displacement.

open construction
provides aeration to
prevent moisture entrapment.
Its

A -MP

of Canada, Ltd., Toraura, Canada

ELECTRONICS

-June

1,

1957

A- MP-Notlind

Want more information?
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(continued;

ELECTRONS AT WORK

mainly on the gain of that stage
and to a considerably lesser degree
on the position of the stage in the
ladder. For practical use, the latter
effect may be conveniently neglected.
If percentage error in the total
gain is denoted by e, the errors in
the resistors R,,., R.,k, R:;,,, of the kth
stage by e,,:, e,,:, e::,., respectively,
and the error in the final impedance
by e,,, then the linear form is

ELGIN

,= E (ak ,,:

NEW ADVANCE

or plastic enclosed

Elgin's new GH series combines the high efficiency required of general purpose relays with low cost. Their midget size suits them for
installations where space is a problem (see specifications below)
Open relays in 5 and 10 ampere ratings and clear plastic dust -tight
enclosed 5 ampere relays are immediately available from stock.
Specify dependable ELGIN performance ... specify GH from your
electronic parts distributor!
.

SPECIFICATIONS
GHA SERIES,

NOMINAL POWER REQ.-DC relays,

amp. open relay

5

Contact rating, 5 amps. resistive, 2 amps.
inductive at 115 volts AC or 26.5 volts DC.
Contact material is fine silver, 1C,2C,3C
arrangements only. Relay is 1.1" high,
1.732" long and .937" wide. Contact terminals can be used as solder lugs or for

printed circuitry.
(Also available: GHB series, 10 amp. open
relay.)

GHP SERIES,
closed relay.

5

amp, clear plastic en-

plug-in. Contact rating, 5 amps.
resistive, 2 amps. inductive at 115 volts
AC or 26.5 volts DC. Contact material is
fine silver, available in 1C or 2C arrangex 1132'
ments only. Enclosure is 2t
overall. 21/4" overall length above chassis.
Dust -tight

s"

1

volt amperes.
NOMINAL VOLTAGE-DC relays, 6 to
120 volts; AC relays, 6 to 220 volts. (On
specification, DC voltage coil up to 220
volts or AC voltage coil up to 440 volts
can be supplied.)
DC relays, 25 to 8,000
RESISTANCE
ohms; AC relays, 4 to 5,000 ohms.
PULL-IN CURRENT VALUES -7.2 Milli amps max. at 2,500 ohms; 5.0 milliamps
max. at 5,000 ohms.
DUTY CYCLE-continuous.
to

2

watts; AC relays,

2

to

+

r'cr'x,:)

+'1e

-

TEMPERATURE RANGE- -55° to
+85°C when specified.
100 megINSULATION RESISTANCE
ohms min.
standard: 500
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
volts RMS. (When specified, 1,000 volts
RMS can be met.)
MAXIMUM WEIGHT -2 ounces.

-

-

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
2435 N. Naomi Street, Burbank,

Want more information?

Use post card on

Computations yield the following
values for the coefficients ai is always 0, d is approximately 0.5. The
remaining depend on the attenuation of the corresponding stage,
according to Table I.
When all stages are used in a
typical unit of ten stages totaling
122 -db attenuation, if all the individual errors have the worst possible values of -±1 percent, then
the error in the gain would be
±11.2 percent, which is about -±-1
db. Since this would be a rare occurence indeed, it is best to handle
the situation statistically.
Considering the manner in which
the resistors are manufactured and
selected, it is best to assume that
they are equally likely to occur anywhere in the -1 percent to +1
percent range. This is certainly as
bad as any other likely distribution.

3
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Table II-Error Probabilities
Condition
in Percent,
e
e
e
e
e

< 1.2';
< 2.9%
<3.5%
< 4.6:
<5.9 ¿,

Bound on
error in db l'robability
0.11
0.5
0.26
0.9
0.32
0.95
0.12
0.99
0.54
0.999

Under this assumption it is desired to find the distribution of e
for the worst possible case with
the typical unit, which would be
the full attenuation of 122 db. It
was found that this distribution
was nearly normal with a standard
deviation of 2.52 percent. Hence,
the probabilities for certain errors
may be found from a table of the
error function. A part of that information yields the data in Table
II.
June

1,

1957
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Introducing ..
BELL AIRCRAFT'S NEW

mc

RECEIVER

where Modular Packaging Conquers
Vibration Problems

I. F.

Modular Package before potting.

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Type: FM 300 KC Deviation
Tuning Range: 406 to 420 megacycles
Plug-in assemblies to extend range to 500
mcs available
Oscillator: Crystal controlled
Sensitivity: 5 microvolts or better for 10 db

quieting
Input Impedance: 50 ohms
Bandwidth: 1.15 mcs +.1 at 3 db
Image and Spurious Response: Better than
60 db
Output: +0.5 db 40 cps to 40 kc
3 db at
100 kc
3.5 volts RMS
500 ohms
closed circuit
Squelch: Adjustable squelch relay from 10
to 100 microvolts input
Power Input: Less than 50 watts. Power supplies available for 400 cycles per second
115V or 28VDC

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Dimension: 3.6 x 5.5 x 15.25 inches.
Volume 300 cubic inches
Weight: 10 pounds
Mounting: Solid mounting
9 mounting

Bell Aircraft's recent breakthrough in Modular Packaging Techniques
was utilized in this rugged, 400 megacycle receiver designed to meet the

exacting vibration requirements of Bell's own missiles and guidance systems. It is immediately available for commercial or military applications
where demodulated control signals for the activation of any communications system requiring a high signai -to -noise ratio, high sensitivity, high
stability, and a wide audio bandwidth with low harmonic and phase distortion are needed. The receiver is equally efficient as a radio controlled
receiver for guided missiles...as a ground telemetering instrument...or as
either a ground or airborne communications receiver.
The modular construction of the plug-in units in this revolutionary new
400 megacycle receiver also facilitates fast, easy servicing. A comparable
500 megacycle receiver is in the final stages of development.
This is but another example of the engineering imagination of Bell Aircraft's Avionics Specialists in solving tomorrow's
complex problems today.
For complete information on these receivers or
any other avionic units, systems or components
write, wire or phone: Sales Manager, Avionics
Division, BELL AIRCRAFT CORP., Post Office
Box One, Buffalo 5, N. Y.

screws

Operating Environments: 15g's
cycles -55° to +72°C

5

to 2000
Avionics Division

BUFFALO,
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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Production Techniques

Edited by JOHN MARKUS

Sound Booth Reduces Shaker Noise During Vibration Tests
SOUNDS associated
of a Cali sweeping
frequency
with
dyne Model C44 shaker during vibration tests of servo motors are
effectively suppressed by sliding a
simple sound booth over the shaker.
Tests can be run now well up into
the audio range without stopping
production in the vicinity as workers hold their hands over their
ears.
EAR-SPLITTING

-

Placing servo motor on shaker in preparation for severe vibration test over wide
frequency range, using driving power supplied by frequency sweep cycler on
Calidyne M64 control console. Many tests can be run without closing up the fourth
side, particularly if this is arranged to face a wall on which the fourth side is resting
with the tile facing out. Booth is easily moved away from shaker

The booth deConstruction
signed for this purpose in the
Mechatrol Division of Servomechanisms, Inc., Westbury, N. Y., uses
ordinary -inch plywood nailed together for the three sides and the
top. The fourth side is left loose,
and held in position by hooks and
eyes after equipment has been set
up for a test. Ordinary acoustic
tile is nailed to all inside surfaces
of the booth. Small windows cut
into two sides permit watching the
test. Handles screwed to the sides
of the booth serve as grips.

Transformer Turns -Ratio Tester Has Digital Read -Out
AN

AUTOMATIC

turns -ratio tester

checks the electrical relationship
between the number of turns in
multiple windings of any transformer in the Baltimore Air Arm
Division plant of Westinghouse
Electric Corp. This machine was
designed for high -volume one-type
test, with some variations of parameters. It consists of an automatic turns -ratio bridge and card controlled programmer, displaying
a digital read out.
One loading accommodates 24
transformers of the same type,
with up to five windings each. The
machine will step ahead as long as

the turns -ratio falls within limits
programmed into the punched
cards. If the turns -ratio does not
fall within the allowable tolerance,
the machine will stop, indicating
the actual turns -ratio on the digital
display. One indicator lamp shows

Ratio of turns between primary winding and each secondary winding of each transformer in turn appears as three -digit number in windows of box at rear. Curved prods
on test leads hook over transformer terminals quickly and easily

June
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Get More Information

...

Write for your copy
of the 78-nage
Kester book, "Solder
Its Fundamentals
and Usage:" Free!
.

v

KE STErS O[D ER

4204 Wrightwood Avenue Chicago 39, Illinois
Newark 5, New Jersey Brantford, Canada

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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the operator which transformer
failed, and another indicator lamp
shows which winding of that transformer failed.
The basic accuracy of the a -c
ratiometer in the unit is ±0.01
percent of full scale. Since only

three digits are read, this gives an
operating accuracy of better than
±0.05 percent for normal transformer use. The transformers can
be loaded onto the test instrument,
tested and unloaded in 6 minutes.
The automatic turns -ratio test

set enables an operator to perform
turns -ratio testing ten times as
fast, much more accurately and
much more reliably than present
manual equipment. This machine
reduced the labor content of the
operation by 90 percent.

Winding Servo Motor Coils On Aluminum Take -Apart Mandrel
for the
stator of a servo motor are wound
EIGHT CONNECTED COILS

on a special ten -piece metal man-

drel in the Mechatrol Division plant
of Servomechanisms, Inc., Westbury, L. I., N. Y. The design per-

mits taping the coils before they
are removed from the mandrel.
The first step in the winding
operation is placing lengths of selfadhesive Teflon tape on opposite
sides of the assembled mandrel,

Design of the Month: SOLDER FEED

Winding a set of coils on take -apart mandrel. Wire is pulled through overhead
tensioning pulley over end of spool at
right rear on bench

adhesive side out with the ends held
by spring clips. The mandrel is
then inserted in the winding machine, the magnet wire is secured
to the mandrel at the starting end
to anchor it and winding of the
first coil is started. When the attached counter indicates the correct
number of turns, the drive motor
stops. The wire is then shifted
to the next guide pulley and moved
into the next section of the mandrel by looping through slots that
give the required wire length between coil sections. After resetting
the counter, the operator proceeds
to wind the second coil. The procedure is repeated until all eight
coils have been wound.

-

Solder-matic attachment for soldering guns feeds solder from spool through
guide tube to tip of gun, in response to pull on trigger located alongside
operating trigger of gun. Arrangement leaves other hand of operator free to
hold work, thereby speeding soldering operations and improving quality of
joints. Attachment is held in place by two long bolts which replace regular
housing bolts of the approximately 4 million Weller and Wen guns now in use.
Solder is furnished on throw -away spools, each holding Vs lb o' 50-50 or 60-40
rosin -core solder. Spools can be rewound if desired. To change spool, snap off
cover, remove empty spool, put on new spool, and feed solder through guide hole
and trigger ratchet into guide tube; pull trigger a few times until solder emerges
inch. Attachfrom tube, to complete loading. Each pull advances solder about
ment is made by Atlas Mfg. Co.. Inc., Montgomery, Ala.
11/2

After taking the
Unloading
mandrel out of the winder, the operator quickly and cleanly slits the
tape between coils on each side.
With a flat -blade tool, she then
presses the tape tightly over each
With a flat-bladed tool, she then
coil to provide insulation between
the coils and the sides of the stator
slots.
Loosening a wing nut now permits disassembly of the ten -piece
mandrel to release the group of
eight connected coils. The operator
June
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Ey reacting ammonia with air in the presence of
a

specially developed catalyst, BAKER's Nitro -seal Gas

Generator produces pure nitrogen with

a

controllable

hydrogen content, completely free of oxygen, fay furnace

FORMING GAS

brazing anc bright annealing of stainless steel. The
hydrogen content contained in the generated gas can be
varied to meet the changing requirements of the electronics field, and can be maintained, within close tolerances,

ATMOSPHERE

at any desired percentage between 0.25% and 25%. Economy is one of the major factors of this equipment. The cost

of the nitrogen produced by the Nitroneal Generator is

found to be many times cheaper than an equal amount of

cylinder nitrogen.

FOR BRIGHT

B-iefly, the other salient features of the Nitroneal

Gererator are: Safety-all danger of explosion s eliminated, high concentrations of hydrogen are never present;
Fully Automatic-no Jperating personnel required,changes

ANNEALING

in pressure or load aie automatically compensated Uniform

Analysis-gas composition remains constant withii 0.25%

Starting-the catalytic resction is
no heating elements to pre'ent im-

of the set point; Quick

exothermal, there are

OF

mediate action; Flow Range-operation anywhere in the
range of from 25% to 100% of rated capacity without

change in gas composition; Portability-a single twit, con-

nections to

110 volt line, water, air and ammonia lines

a

drin are all that are required; Minimum Mairtenance
-the catalyst lasts indefinitely, maintenance costs are

TUBE PARTS

and

practically nil.
Write for complete catalog material and dent Ils.

PRECIOUS

PURIFIER provides
low-cost catalytic purification of gases. DEOXO®
PURIDRYER dries as well as
purifes the gases.

SU'EIR -SENSITIVE

DEOXO®

METAL RUPTURE

resist corrosion and
provide adequateopemings
to protect and relieve aressurized apparatus.
DISCS

DEOXO'

INDICATOR measures the

faintest traces of oxygen
hydrogen

or

present

as

impu*ities in other gases.

PRECIOUS
METALS

BAKER

Typical steel mill installation
of three Model 3000G Nitroneal
Generators.

113 ASTAR
NEW YORK

(E
RESEARCH
ELECTRONICS
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continued,

To the
ENGINEER

of high

ability
Through the

efforts of engineers.
Method of folding tape over completed
coil. Operator uses flat blade to lift end
of tape up from mandrel and push it
smoothly and tightly over coil.

Sections of màndrel are taken apart one
by one to allow finished coils to drop out,
after removing bolt which holds sections

separates the sections one by one
and allows the completed coils to
drop out. Each section has two
guide pins on one side and mating
holes on the other side, to facilitate
reassembly in preparation for
winding the next set of coils.
The winding machine, made by
Automatic Coil Winder & Elec-

trical Equipment Co., Ltd., Winder
House, London SW1, England, is
equipped with a variable -speed motor controlled by a rheostat. The
motor drives a disk and rubber wheel speed reducer for the reciprocating mechanism that moves the
guide pulleys back and forth at the
rear of the winding machine.

togsther

Cable Tester for Fire Control Systems
COMPLEX CABLE ASSEMBLIES

in air-

borne electronic equipment are
checked out automatically in the
Westinghouse Air Arm Division
plant in Baltimore, with a 95 percent reduction in labor as compared
to conventional methods. Each wire
is tested, making sure it is connected to the correct point. The
machine then proceeds to hi -pot
every wire in the harness.

This machine uses two test voltages; 28 volts d-c serves for continuity tests, and 500 volts d -c for
leakage tests. An electronic detector approves or rejects circuits and
notifies the operator with lights.

Indicators-A matrix chart containing the circuit identification is
placed directly on the analyzer.
Vertical and horizontal reference

The Garrett Corporation
has become a leader in many
outstanding aircraft component
and system fields..
Among them are:
air-conditioning
pressurization
heat transfer
pneumatic valves and
controls
electronic computers.
and controls
turbomachinery
The Garrett Corporation is also
applying this engineering skill to the
vitally important missile system
fields, and has made important
advances in prime engine
development and in design of
turbochargers and other
industrial products,
Our engineers work on the very
frontiers of present day scientific
knowledge. We need your creative
talents and offer you the opportunity
to progress by making full use of
your scientific ability. Positions
are now open for aerodynamicists
... mechanical engineers
... mathematicians ... specialists in
engineering mechanics ... electrical
engineers ... electronics engineers.
For further information regarding
opportunities in the Los Angeles,
Phoenix and New York areas,
write today, including a resume
of your education and experience.
Address Mr. G. D. Bradley
-Nor

GARRETT CORPORATION
9851 So. Sepulveda Blvd.
Los Angeles 45, Calif.
DIVISIONS

AiResearch Manufacturing,
Los Angeles
AiResearch Manufacturing,
Phoenix
AiResearch Industrial
Rex Aero Engineering
Airsupply Air Cruisers
AiResearch Aviation
Service

- -

Automatic cable harness tester, mounted on dolly, is easily moved along bench for
checking chassis and cable harnesses for large airborne equipment
Want more information?

June
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Complete AIResearch pneumatic,
pressurization and air conditioning
systems for jet transports
35

35

--3

934

11

10

36

37

5

32

33

25

20
19
16

12

28

23
.s.c

29

31

17
18

310

i.7

AIR CONDITIONING
14. Cabin Air Conditioning and Pressuriza-

PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
1. Gas Turbine Compressor Unit

Starter Air Bottle
Starter Shut-off and Control Valve
Line Combustor
Turbo Starter
Empennage Anti -icing or GTC Starting
Shut-off Valve
7. Load Control Valve
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Air Conditioning Shut-off Valve
Primary Heat Exchanger
Bootstrap Refrigeration Unit
Secondary Heat Exchanger
Primary Heat Exchanger Cooling
GTC

Turbo Compressor Check Valve

Emergency Pressurization Valve
Cabin Pressure Controller
Cabin Outflow Valves

23. Turbine By-pass Valve
24. Cabin Hot By-pass Valve

8. Turbo Compressor Shut-off Valve
9. Turbo Compressor

Cabin Recirculating Fan
Cabin Recirculating Fan Check Valve
Cabin Electric Heater
Flight Station Electric Heater
Flight Station Recirculating Fan
Flight Station Recirculating Fan
Check Valve
31. Flight Station Hot By-pass Valve
32. Auxiliary Ventilation Control Valve
33. Ground Conditioning Valve

tion Shut-off Valve

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Air Fan
20. Secondary Heat Exchanger Cooling
Air Fan
21. Water Separator
22. Water Separator Anti -icing Control

PRESSURIZATION

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

MISCELLANEOUS
34. Bleed Air Control Valve
35. Anti -icing Shut-off and Control Valve
36. Oil Cooler
37. Fuel Heater

Valve

All components proved compatible by millions of
hours of operation with similar type equipment in both piston -powered
transports and military turbine -powered aircraft
Outstanding opportunities for qualified engineers

TN E OAR RETI" CORPORATION
AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angeles 45, California ... Phoenix, Arizona

Designers and manufacturers of aircraft and missile systems and components:
CABIN AIR COMPRESSORS

ELECTRONICS

TURBINE MOTORS

- June

1,

1957

GAS

TURBINE

ENGINES

CABIN

PRESSURE CONTROLS

Want more information?
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TRANSFER

REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
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ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
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EQUIPMENT

TEMPERATURE CONTROLS

ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS ANO CONTROLS
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(continued)

lights border the matrix and keep
the operator informed of the circuit under test as the machine steps
automatically through the circuits.
If an error exists, the machine
stops. The reference lights pinpoint the circuit in error. The operator observes the open and short
lights and marks the error on the
matrix, then pushes the reset button which allows the machine to
function. At the end of the test,
the matrix shows the complete fault
pattern.

Capability-The machine is capable of testing 200 circuits for

continuity, shorts and leakage simultaneously. Adapters can bt
added to increase the number of
tests to 400, 800 or 1,200. The machine is capable of testing multiple
circuits with as many as 56 common circuits.
This machine can be set to stop
on continuity currents from 0.1 ampere to 2.0 amperes in five steps. It
can be set to stop on leakage resistances from 200 megohms to 1 megohm in seven ranges.
The use of this machine has resulted in a 95 percent labor reduction when compared to conventional
methods of checking.

Board Vibrator for Dip Soldering Machine

Type MR Rack Mounted

DIRECT WRITING OSCILLOGRAPH
unequalled for versatility and performance!

... rectilinear recording
... curvilinear recording
... heat sensitive recording
.

...
...

electric recording
Ink recording
15/Mv/mm d-c sensitivity
zero drift
load machine, operator pushes handle on top with left hand to spread out fingers of
holding fixture so wiring board can be inserted with right hand. Fingers grip board when
handle is released. Vibrator shakes board as it comes out of molten solder
To

IN A SINGLE

RECORDER!
12 page, 2 color cataloggives details and specifications.

Write for

OFFNER
ELECTRONICS
5324 N. KEDZIE AVE.
CHICAGO 25, ILL.
Want more information? Use post card on lost page.

printed
circuit assemblies are being obtained with a new semiautomatic
dip soldering machine developed by
Electronic Products Corp. of Santa
Barbara, Calif. The circuit boards
are dipped into dross -free molten
MORE UNIFORM DIP -SOLDERED

228

solder which is maintained at a
constant temperature. The boards
enter and leave the solder bath at
an angle with a progressive rolling
action. The depth and length of
immersion are controlled to close
tolerances and excess solder is
June
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Ill
ComputerMeasurements
electronic counting,
timing and controlling
instruments
triversal counter -timers

Iree,fte-

frequency and period counters
tile -'unction transla:ors
preset controllers
tctall? ng counters
tile interval meters
de:a:e counting units
preset decade countiig units

eket2.-

r4-rite

SF fort

for all-new 1957
Form Catalog T9DAY

!

!

Measurements Corporation
Sub:jai:in of Hancock Manufacturing
.

ELECTRONICS

- Line

1, 1957

Want more infoemation?

Use post card on last page.
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Your product benefits
3 ways from the use
of a DIALCO Pilot Light:

á

(continued)

shaken from the work after being
dipped.
Solder temperature is adjustable
from the beginning solder melting
point to 650 F and is held at the
present temperature to within 3 F.
Dwell time is adjustable in 0.5 -second increments from 0 to 57
seconds. Production rate with a
single operator and with dwell
time set at 12 seconds is 120 pieces
per hour.
Board in solder bath. Operator normally

Enhanced appearance:
The glow of light and
sparkle of a lens add
colorful visual attraction.
Greater safety: A timely
warning flashed by a
pilot light can prevent

stands at left, where she can easily pull
back cover to initiate soldering cycle

Operating Procedures-The operator attaches the first circuit

damage to equipment.
Added service: Discs
inserted behind lenses
can be used to deliver
specific messages, such

as "FUEL LOW",
"ON", "OFF", etc.
Let the Dialco engineering department assist you in selecting

the right lamp and
the most suitable pilot
light for your needs.
Dialco offers the com-

plete line of pilot
lights, from sub -mini-

ature types to giant
units with 11/2' lenses.

is availwith lamp.

Every assembly
able complete

SAMPLES
QUEST
NO

ON

AT

-

RE-

ONCE

CHARGE

Illustrations are approx. 70% actual size
. (A) No. 8-1930111 sub -miniature
pilot light ... (B) No.
521308-991, with multivue cap... (C) No.

922210-111, dimmer
No. 47901
with light shield cap.
Write for latest cato
loam's and Design Bro-

lï'ttil1111111111111111111

type...(D)

chure.

Method of adjusting depth to which board
is lowered into molten solder

board to be dip -soldered to the
spring -loaded holding fixture. She
then pulls back the lid which normally covers the solder bath, exposing the solder and starting the
cycle. Protection from solder splatter is assured since the operator
must step back away from the machine when drawing back the lid.
A skimmer automatically scrapes
the surface of the solder to remove
dross.
The circuit board approaches the
solder at an angle and with a progressive rolling action. It remains
in contact with the solder for the
predetermined dwell time and then
disengages itself from the solder,
again at an angle.
During its upward travel, the
circuit board is shaken in a vertical plane by an electromagnetic
vibrator to remove loose solder.
When the board reaches the upward
limit of its travel, the operator
closes the lid and reloads.

Universal Etched Circuit for Plug -In Units
Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Lights

DIALIGHT
CORPORATION

60 STEWART AVE.
HYACINTH

BROOKLYN

37,

N. Y.

7-7600

a2

and

Dystac lee., Palo Alto, Calif.

A UNIVERSAL etched circuit plug-in
package can be used to cut engineering and production time on
small lots of electronic equipment.
Once a standard set of the com-

ponents for building such packages
is made up, no further design or
production time need be spent on
etched circuits or complicated sheet

PLANT AT
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Want more information?

BY WILLIAM L. WISE
FRANK BEQUAERT

Use post cord on

metal parts. If the design engineer
builds his circuits directly in these
packages, the job of transferring
a breadboard into a production design is eliminated.

-

Plug -In Design Two standard
sizes of these packages suffice for
most circuits. The plug-in units
are made up of a universal etched
circuit board, a tube mounting
bracket and a metal U frame and
base plate. A standard 8 -pin or

last page.
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ten million on -off cycles
at full load
demonstrate
Burndy Scrulug
dependability
on Ebert
heavy-duty
Mercury
Relays

SCRULUG

This compact terminal is especially
suited for terminating cables at
safety switches, relays, electric control equipment, signal equipment,
test blocks, and other highly sensitive installations. Tin-plated to resist corrosion.

"With us, quality in every detail is an absolute must.
Each Ebert relay design is tested for 10 million
on -off cycles at full load.
"We standardized on BURNDY SCRULUGS five years ago,
and field experience has proved it was a wise decision.
Customers benefit from the compactness of design that SCRULUGS
permit and the superior dependability of the terminations.
They also appreciate the easier, more accessible terminations
that SCRULUGS make possible."
Irving L. Mitchell, PRESIDENT

-

EBERT ELECTRONICS COMPANY
QUEENS VILLAGE, NEW YORK

su

f you have connector problems, Burndy's thirty years of experience

,n connector engineering

NORWALK,

are at your service. Write or call

CONNECT.

-

TORONTO,

- June
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CANADA

Factories:

NEW YORK, CALIF., TORONTO

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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(continued)

Parts of plug-in packages are, left to
right: Tube mounting bracket, large metal
U frame, large universal etched circuit
board, small metal U frame, small etched
circuit board and bottom plate
UNION

HIGA LOADS end LOW LOADS

Miniature Relay,
actual size.

can

be handled at the same time and
with consistent reliability by one

UNI)N Miniature Relay with HILO contacts. (Photo enlarged
times.)

21/z

plug mounts on one end of
the metal frame. The packages are
plugged into sockets mounted on a
regular instrument chassis.
The universal circuit board is an
ordinary phenolic board with the
wiring configuration etched on one
side by the usual drawing and
photographic processes. The busses
and terminals on the board allow
for the neat vertical mounting of
up to forty components on the
larger board. The small terminals
are arranged with three holes
12 -pin

New NI -LO Contacts
make one UNION Relay
do two jobs!
Now you can use one UNION Miniature Relay for both high-level and
low-level circuits. A new contact
material handles high loads of two
amperes or low dry -circuitry loads
with consistent reliability. Formerly,
two separate relays were required for
these applications.
The new HI -LO contact material
provides optimum contact resistance
for both high-level and low-level

loads. This means you can frequently
save the cost of buying two different
types of relays
and inventory
expenses are much less.
You can get all standard UNION
6 -pole and 4 -pole Miniature Relays
with HI-LO contacts. They meet or
exceed specification Mil -5757-C and
are available in DC or AC models.
Write for Bulletin 1012 on UNION
Miniature Relays.

Typical plug-in package ready for final
assembly. Twelve-pin plug fits into circular hole in metal U frame

...

GENERAL APPARATUS SALES

UNION SWITCH & SIGNAL
DIVISION OF WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COMPANY
PITTSBURGH 18, PENNSYLVANIA
232

Want more information?

Use post card on lost page.
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Example of completed plug-in package,
holding two cathode followers, Schmitt
trigger and triode gate circuit
June

1,
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MagHelics, lAc. makes the

pert ,maoceivarnleed
permaIIi

pOdOF core

We have taken the guesswork out of using molybdenum permalloy'powder
cores, for Magnetics, Inc. Powder Cores are Performance -Guaranteed.
What's more you can specify as an extra, Magnetics' exclusive feature .. .
color -coding. Color -coding tells your assemblers, without special testing,
how many turns to put on these cores, for they are graded and coded according to inductance before they reach you.

Bulletin PC -103 gives you detailed information, and the Powder Core
Color -Coding Card guides your assemblers and others with production
responsibility. Why not write for your copies today? Magnetics, Inc., Dept.
E-30, Butler, Pennsylvania. *Manufactured under a license with Western Electric Co..
ELECTRONICS
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TuliA

GOLD
BONDED
GERMANIUM COMPUTER

o,o

You

can
bend

the
leads
like
this,

without
cracking
the
glass!
Here's the answer to the problem of how to
make computer diodes so the lead wires can
be sharply bent close to the glass body without cracking the end seal. It's the "ring seal"
design, an exclusive Tung -Sol construction
feature embodying a metal collar fused into
the end -seal. The collar absorbs the strain
of lead wire bends, thereby preventing damage to the diode enclosure.
During its more than fifty years of lamp,
electron tube and semiconductor manufacturing experience, Tung -Sol has had to overcome countless problems in glass to metal
bonding. Almost every new product development and design improvement thru the years
has presented new technological challenges.
The resulting stockpile of experience in sealing glass to metal is one of the reasons for the

234

IT'S THE EXCLUSIVE TUNG-SOL

"RING SEAL" CONSTRUCTION!

TYPICAL DIODE CHARACTERISTICS:
Peak Inverse Voltage 75 volts
Forward Current At 1.0 volt 75MA
Reverse Currents At -50.0 volts 50 Microamperes
Recovery Time Less Than 1.0 Microsecond

high quality standards enjoyed by Tung -Sol
tubes and semiconductor products.
Tung -Sol Diodes with "ring seal" construction will be supplied in the standard RETMA
or JAN types. The Tung -Sol junction -forming technique features an electronically controlled bonding cycle. The result is a consistently accurate bond which assures maximum uniformity of electrical characteristics.
ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO:
DIVISION, Tung -Sol Electric Inc.,
95 Eighth Avenue, Newark 4, New Jersey.
SALES OFFICES:
SEMICONDUCTOR

Atlanta, Ga.; Columbus, Ohio; Culver City, Calif.;
Da11as,Texas; Denver, Colo.; Detroit, Mich.; Irvington,
N.J.; Melrose Park, Ill.; Newark, N.J.; Seattle, Wash.
SPECIAL INFORMATION SERVICE:

Your name will be added to our Special Mailing List to
automatically receive new data as it becomes available.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

1 and 2 watt
spaced such that
resistors mount equally well. Holes
may be drilled in the board only
where needed for jumpers or component mounting.
A flat metal plate serves as the
tube mounting bracket. Holes for
mounting tube sockets or other
components such as crystals, potentiometers or tubular capacitors are
easily punched in it with hand
tools. If tube clamps are needed,
the edges of the plate are drilled
,

TUNG-SOL
HERMETICALLY SEALED
ALLOY JUNCTION PNP
GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS

ENGINEERS
MOVE

up
NOT

AWAY

HIGH POWER TRANSISTORS
Ratings (25°C)

Vc

TS611
TS613
TS614

Pc

0 V.

15 W.

v.
0V.

15 W.

0

15 W.

AT

Typical Switching Application (25°C)

Switching

load

Power

torrent

Ecc

-14 V.
-28 V.
-28 V.

26 W.

2

52 W.

2

54 W.

2

Switching

Amps.
Amps.
Amps.

war Gain

23 db

29 db

These POWER SWITCH types are designed and tested for low speed switching
applications where high power handling
capacity is required. Emphasis is given to
efficient thermal design and close control
of characteristics significant to "on -off"
pulsed operation.
Type TS176 is a high POWER AUDIO
transistor designed for Class "A" or Class
"B" service in power amplifiers. Emphasis
is given to efficient thermal design, high
power sensitivity and low distortion at high
current levels.
MEDIUM POWER TRANSISTORS
(Ratings 25°C)

Vc

Pc

(Typical Class 8 Operation 25°C)

Ecc

TS616 -25 V. 150 MW -12 V.
TS611 -25 V.
50 MW -12 V.
TS618 -25 V.
50 MW -12 V.

Power

Distortion

Output

Max.

Gain

00 MW

5%
5%
5%

28 db

00 MW

00 MW

Power

31

db

34 db

These 150 milliwatt Transistors are designed
and tested for medium power Class "A" or
Class "B" audio applications. Close parameter control, particularly at high collector
currents, makes special matching within
type classification unnecessary. The units
are also suitable for industrial control and
switching applications.
The Tung-Sol Transistor product line includes a wide variety of general purpose
types such as 2N63, 2N64 and 2N65. Special purpose types are also available with
specifications directed toward particular applications. Improved high frequency transistors for computer and radio use will be
available soon.
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
Tung -Sol Electric Inc., 95 Eighth Avenue
Newark 4, N. J.

(9 TUNG-SOL
actron Tubes

TUNG-SOL

24 db

Semiconductor Products

Two views of 300-v, 150 -ma regulated

power supply. Etched wiring may be
hand soldered or dip soldered

and bent up to provide mounting
holes for wire clamps. Otherwise
the plate is left flat.

Applications-Use of these packages has simplified final equipment
layout and eliminated much of the
usual work of production engineering. Usually, one plug-in unit is
used for each block on an instrument block diagram. This cuts to
a minimum the number of connecting wires and components necessary on the main chassis. The universal etched circuit eliminates the
usual delays for drawings, photographs and etching when a separate custom circuit board is made
for each circuit. Circuit changes
can be made quickly, yet the board
maintains the neatness and ease of
wiring of custom boards.
To build up a plug-in unit, a
production worker first attaches
components and jumpers to the circuit board. The number of jumpers needed is usually only a few
greater than when a custom board
is used. The board is then dip
or hand soldered. The tube sockets
and other components are installed
on the punched tube mounting
bracket, the bracket is riveted or

Want more information?

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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- June

1,

Records show that the engineer turnover
rate at Tung-Sol is among the lowest in
the electronics industry. This simple fact
speaks volumes, we feel, about the responsible positions, stimulating associations and rewarding career opportunities
an engineer receives at Tung -Sol.
This fact, too, is ample contradiction of
all the reams of lovely poetry and prose
about barbeques and beaches, country
clubs and cruises that is bait offered in so
many of today's recruiting programs.
We are firmly convinced that engineers
are primarily interested in engineering.
(Naturally, the Tung-Sol pay, benefits
and profit-sharing program are commensurate with any in the industry). At
Tung-Sol, engineers handle challenging
assignments in design, development, production, research and applications of electron tubes, cathode ray tubes, semiconductors and electro -mechanical switches.
We have attractive openings for a
limited number of engineers who will fit
into our steadily expanding program.
They include electronic, electrical, mechanical, chemical and sales engineers;
metallurgists, physicists and scientists.
If you have had two to five years experience and feel we're the company you're
looking for, please contact us.
Write to David O. Bellat, Tung -Sol
Electric Inc., 95 Eighth Avenue, Newark 4,
N. J. Phone Pllgrim 8-8700.

Use post card on last page.
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(continued)

bolted to the metal U frame, and a
plug is installed in the frame. Fitting and wiring the etched circuit

board into the unit and attaching
the bottom plate complete the assembly.

Air Shipment Pack for Large Magnetrons
BY N. V. SUTHERLAND

W. D. MAITLAND

and

Industrial Engineers

Raytheon ?Il«nnlaetrrrinq Co.
Waltham. .7lavs.
COSSOR (Canada) are now sup-

plying precision deflection yokes
to many of the largest laboratories and defence project industries in the U.S.A. Yokes are
available to customer's specification. in Nickel Iron, Ferrite,
Class A, Class H insulation.

Linearity

±

standard

1%, cus-

tom build to ±.1%.

ALL LARGE MAGNETRONS must be
packed with elaborate shielding for
air shipment, since the powerful
Alnico magnets throw out fields
which can affect the accuracy of

navigation instruments.

Old Pack-Air Force specifications dictate the maximum gauss
permissible outside the crates, as
well as the packing procedure. The
standard pack, which contractors

1.011133.- Orthogonality
1411131113.- Half-axis

Cutaway view showing magnetron in
new light -weight pack providing adequate shielding for air shipment without
degaussing tube magnets

netron, with a crated volume of

colinearity

35.3 cu ft.
Mutual interaxis coupling
as

41111111133.-

or

Differential capacity unbalance
3.5

113111.11110.--

.0025

specified by customer.

uuf max.

Altitude Performance Is
limited only by flashover point of
the terminals, which can be
High

specified by customer.
Temperature Range

Cutaway view of old pock, which used
six layers of wrapped -on shielding foil

-

Standard deflection yokes will
operate as specified from -10°C to

+ 60°C.
Class H insulated deflection yokes
will operate from -50°C to -H
160°C.

411111101w-

Humidity: The yoke Is unaffected
by humidity.
Meet JAN and MIL Specs.

For further information write:

COSSOR
(CANADA) LIMITED
301 Windsor Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Want more information?

Use post card on

used for several years, meets these
requirements but is heavy and

bulky.
It involves wrapping 0.003 -inch
steel foil shielding repeatedly

around a cardboard unit pack-first
three times lengthwise (in the
direction of the field) and then
three times crosswise. The wrapped
cardboard pack is placed in an intermediate wooden container which
is nailed tight and wrapped again
-twice lengthwise and twice crosswise. Each shielding wrap is sealed
with pressure -sensitive tape. The
wrapped wooden pack is then
placed in a padded shipping crate
and the cover is nailed on. This
shielded pack gave a shipping
weight of 277 lb for the 50 -lb mag-

lost page.

236

Drawbacks-The former shield
material was limited in width to
approximately 12µ inches. The required 180 feet of this strip had to
be cut in four different lengths (up
to 21 feet long) and taped together
in four different widths. These
pieces could not be handled in the
shipping area without interfering
with other shipping operations,
hence a special area had to be set
aside for the job.
An arbor had to be designed for
unrolling the strip because the
heavy rolls (500-700 lb) would
crease and tear if rolled along the
floor. Even with this, the men cut
their hands on the razor-sharp
edges of the strip. Gloves were provided but proved so awkward that
they were discarded after a brief
trial. Four men could package only
four tubes per day.

-A

New Material
search was
initiated for a new shielding material that would permit use of two
inexpensive metal boxes with

covers in place of the wrapping.
The required properties were found
in 0.02 -inch uncoated Netic steel,
supplied by Perfection Mica Co.
This material, like mu -metal, has a
June 1, 1957
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THIS
CLARE RELAY

IS ratt"
FOREVER'
In many applications the right kind of relay
will outlast and outperform any other circuit
elements.
Even the most eager advocates of static
switching systems-where static -magnetic
and solid-state elements are used to accomplish functions usually performed by relays
and other contact -making devices-now
recognize this fact.
The Clare Mercury -Wetted -Contact Re-

lay, for example, has a life of billions* of
faultless operations. It requires no maintenance. It can switch from 250 volt-amperes
down to a faint whisper of voltage and current. It is the best dry circuit relay in existence. More than that-it is completely free
from contact bounce.
THIS is the relay that has become the main
reliance of hundreds of leading designers
of computing, data-processing and control
equipment. For complete information write
for Bulletins 120 and 122, C. P. Clare & Co.,
3101 Pratt Blvd., Chicago 45, Illinois. In
Canada: 659 Bayview Avenue, Toronto 17.
Cable Address: CLARELAY.

CAPILLARY

/SUPPLY

*More than two years ago
life test was started on
a group of these relays
carrying a full contact
load of 5 amperes at 50
volts d -c with suitable
spark suppression. They
have been operating continuously ever since at
5,184,000 operations a day.
a

RELAYS
FIRST in the

industrial field

they are now approach4 -billion mark

ing the

and the end is not yet in
sight.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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(continued)

ALUMINUM BARS
12

REQUIRED

TUBE

MAGNETRON

TO

FOR

FRAME

BOLTIN.

I

1

-

TUBE

ALUMINUM

INNER

MAGNETIC

FRAME

INNER MAGNETIC

SHIELD COVER

SHIELD BOX

SCORED

TAPED

CO

A SLOTTED

SLEEVE.,

FOLD-OVER

CORRUGATED PADS
FOR

TOP

lIP

voe

BOTTOMi

OUTER MAGNETIC

OUTER MAGNETIC

''a

SHIELD#R::E:°

N000

CASE

COVER

No matter how

large or

small

your order

. .

FIBER

LABEL
CAUTION MAGNETIC

SHIELDED FOR

No matter what kind of transformer you need

LABEL

..

LFE's Special Products Division will deliver perfect

magnetic components every time;
Here's why. This Division specializes in manufacturing to new
and unusual customer specifications in rigid commercial and
MIL-T -27A grades. All division engineers are thoroughly experienced in every phase of prototype work and are available daily
to help solve your most intricate design problems. Below are a
few of the many transformers now produced at LFE. For specialized orders of any quantity, send your specifications. All orders
from design through full-scale production receive immediate
attention.

-

-

Electrical Types In Any Physical Form
High Power Pulse
Low Level Pulse
Power
Magnetic Amplifiers
Charging Chokes
Radio Transformers
Filter Chokes
High "Q" Inductors
I.F. and R.F. Coils
Computer Pulse
Computer Storage Coils
Transistors

Open and Cased Toroids
Standard Hermetically
Sealed Military
Subminiature Hermetically
Sealed Military
Standard and Subminiature
Cased Commercial
Open Type Commercial
Aircraft Open and Cased
Class A (or R), Class H
(or U)

Winding Equipment
Toroids: 1/16" I.D. to 5" O.D.
#10 to #22 AWG, hand wound
#23 to #46 AWG, machine wound
Standard: multiple automatic
hand winding
honeycomb winding
Get full details now. Write for Bulletin TR 500 today. (LFE's
Special Products Division also produces magnetic, binary, miniaturized a -c power supplies. Ask for detailed power supply information along with your Transformer bulletin.)
LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS, INC.
75 Pitts St.
Boston, Mass.

Phone Richmond 2-3200 TWX BS574
manufacturers of oscilloscopes, digital test instruments, decade scalers,
delay lines, transformers, radar sets, business machines and other types
of complex electronic equipment.
238
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_k'er10AIR

SNIPMEXi

CAUTION HANDLING

No matter what physical requirements you specify

COILS

Use post card on last page.
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STORING

/

13E
l,iEEL
'O

LAB

FRAGILE

.

WOOD CASE

STRAPPING

Details of new magnetron pack

much lower magnetic retentivity
than cold -rolled steel but is inexpensive.
Sample shield boxes of Netic
steel were designed and fabricated,

using lock joints throughout to
eliminate welding. To keep size to
a minimum, magnet proximity
charts were used to plot the minimum distance permissible between
magnetron and shield in each plane
without danger of degaussing the
magnet.
New Pack-To support the magnetron, an aluminum bolt-on frame
was devised to replace the clamp board formerly used. The weight
of the tube was thus distributed as
effectively as before, but the total
weight and bulk were reduced. It
was then possible to redesign the
cushioning pads to reduce the cube
still further yet maintain proper
cushioning.
The magnetron in its frame is
placed in the first shield box and
the shield cover is taped to the box.
Sleeves and pads of corrugated
cardboard go over this to provide
an air gap. The package now goes
into the second shield box. After
taping on its cover, the box is set
into the wood shipping crate, where
it rests against rubberized tula
fiber coils glued to each inside surface of the box. Nailing, strapping
and labeling complete packaging.
A sample pack sent to Wright
June

1,

1957
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To engineers whose

creative energies are being
cramped by routine duties ..

.

DOUGLAS GIVES YOU
PLENTY OF "ELBOW ROOM"
TO USE YOUR FULL TALENTS!
part of a crack engineering team building for
tomorrow ... yet enjoying the rewards of accomplishment
today. If you're tired of the routine, let your creative energies
express themselves at Douglas. Whatever your engineering field,
you will assure yourself a rewarding career by taking advantage
Become a

of the many opportunities Douglas offers, such as

er
00

OOUG\L

...

KEY OPENINGS FOR AERODYNAMICISTS! Aeronautical
Engineers with undergraduate and graduate degrees
and Physicists with advanced degrees work on
supersonic aircraft now in production ... and on
hypersonic aircraft in all phases of development
from design to ultimate delivery.
For important career opportunities in your field, write :
C. C. LaVENE

FIRST IN AVIATION

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, BOX F-620
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
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Are you interested in

low-cost, high quality

CERAMIC TUBING?

Air Development Center met all
specifications for gauss leakage and
drop testing. As a result, the Air
Force issued a waiver permitting
use of the new pack for the remainder of the magnetron contract.
Since the layers are assembled
telescopically without the use of
wrapping, the new pack may be
opened and resealed repeatedly for
inspection without destroying the
shielding.
Four men can now pack 25 tubes
per day as against four tubes by
the old method. The new prefabricated materials give a total saving of 60 percent in packing cost.
Weight has been reduced from 277
lb to 139 lb and volume from 35.3
cu ft to 12 cu ft, which means a
substantial saving to the Government in air shipping and warehousing costs.

Impregnating Toroids
for High Temperatures
BY ERWIN O. DEIMEL

General Electric Co.
Light Military Electronic Equipment
Departniend
Utica, New York

of magnetic amplifiers, toroids and similar devices at
INCREASING USE

STUPAKOFF offers attractive selection
of standard sizes and lengths

high temperature brings with it the
need for impregnating materials
having extraordinary properties.

-A

Requirements
satisfactory
impregnating material for high
temperatures is frequently required
to withstand vibration as well, over

Illustrated above are a few typical samples of Stupakoff
steatite tubing, available from stock in a wide variety of
sizes, from .015 to 5.125 -in. 011, .006 ID to 2.625 -in.
ID, and any length up to 15 inches. These are top
quality products, accurately formed, having a superior
smooth finish.
The high quality and low cost of Stupakoff standard
steatite tubing offer many opportunities to improve
products and make attractive cost savings. May we send
samples for examination?

STUPAKOFF

DIVISION OF

The CARBORUNDUM Company
WRITE DEPT.

E

LATROBE, PENNSYLVANIA

New silicone rubber as it comes from can.
Uncured shelf life is 6 to 8 weeks
240
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TV SETS

-

TELEPHONE CONTROL PANELS-Small "Wire Wrap" tool tip gets into tight places.

"Wire -Wrap" tool makes stable solder -

less connections.

CONTROL DEVICES

-

Connections
COMPUTERS
Wrap" tool are uniform.

"Wire -Wrap" tool speeds

intricate electrical connection work.

made

with

"Wire -

EVERY DAY MORE SOLDERLESS CONNECTIONS
t

ARE MADE WITH KELLER
Five years ago Keller "Wire-Wrap" tools began
saving time and materials in the assembly of electrical connections. The electronic industry was quick
to see the advantages of a solderless, metal-to metal connection that resisted vibration failure and
corrosion. Today, "Wire -Wrap" tools have made
well over 700 million connections without a reject.

®

TOOLS

ADVANTAGES

SPEED -2 seconds total time per connection.
NO OPERATOR FATIGUE-"Wire-Wrap"
tool weighs only one pound.

AIR OR ELECTRIC POWER TOOL-straight
or pistoll-grip handles.

WRITE FOR INFORMATIVE BOOKLET

(.eINGARnNE R- DENVER
ENGINEERING FORESIGHT-PROVED ON THE JOB
GENERAL INDUSTRY, CONSTRUCTION, PETROLEUM AND MINING

Gardner -Denver Company, Quincy, Illinois
(Canada), Ltd., 14 Curify Ave., Toronto 16, Ontario

In Canada: Gardner -Denver Company

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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(continued)

for economy

simplicity

fast delivery

design with STANCOR
stock transformers
You avoid costly delays and special engi-

neering charges by using the wide range of
Stancor stock transformers available to you.

units-for almost any
electronic application-are as close as your
Six hundred different

nearest Stancor distributor. Whether you
need one transformer or one hundred,
you can get immediate delivery through your

Stancor distributor.

Write for the latest Stancor catalog, with
detailed electrical and physical specifications
on all Stancor transformers.

CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
3519 ADDISON STREET

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
Export Soles: Roburn Agencies, Inc., 431 Greenwich St., New York 13, N.Y.

242
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Following vacuum impregnation of magnetic amplifiers in silicone rubber, units
are allowed to drip over can for short
period, then placed on table to drain (as
toroids are doing) before curing in cven

the full temperature range down to
subzero temperatures. It must have
a low vapor pressure, so that
thorough evacuation prior to filling
is possible. Viscosity must be such
as to give good penetration, as required when filling toroids where
openings through which the material must flow are small.
Shrinkage during curing must be
small. If too great, the impregnant
will crack. Even if cracking does
not occur, high shrinkage may apply strains to the core, which is
often strain -sensitive.
The coefficient of thermal expansion must be fairly close to that of
the embedded material if there is
to be no spalling or cracking over
the required temperature range.
The impregnant must have no
effect on the magnet wire insulation. For example, epoxy resins
with amine hardeners will damage
polyester insulation unless a precise filling and curing technique is
followed.

Finally, the impregnating material must have adequate electrical
properties over the temperature
range, especially under humid conditions, and must be practical for
use on a production basis.

Silicone Rubber- One material
currently being used, capable of
withstanding 500 F continuously,
is Dow Corning S-2007 silicone rubber. Ordinarily uncured silicone
rubbers are stiff, putty -like materials which require dilution with a
volatile solvent such as xylene to
lune

1,

1957-ELECTRONICS

BEAM SWITCHING TUBES
WHERE
Megacycle Decade Counter
Transfer Storage Counter
Time Base Generator
Frequency Divider
Events Per Unit Time
Preset Counter
Beamplexer
Pulse Height Analyzer
Automation Systems
Beacon Transponder
Teletype Decoder
Microsecond Delay Generator
Machine Control
Sorter
Sampler
Computers
Analog to Digital Converter
Memory Core Matrix Addressor
Radar
Loran
Data Handling

WHY
Only device with 10 individual

constant current outputs.
May perform the functions of 20
or more tubes or transistors.

Achieves performance not
practical by other techniques.

Reliability and performance
at all speeds.
Compatable with tubes,
transistors, cores, thyratrons,
relays, Nixie numerical indicator
6844, and other devices.

PLUS
375g

Shock:

Temperature:
Vibration:

-60°

-150'

91V1 -1-V1 1

20g

Speed:

Life:

to

up to

Power: minimum input

up to 20 me
50,000 hours
useful output

FOR

FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE

1

O

S O

...

Electronic Tube Division
BURROUGHS

CORPORATION

Plainlielci, New Jersey

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Why do it
Yourself '

(continued)

make them fluid. This new rubber
will flow without the addition of a
solvent, however. The entire mass
cures to a firm rubbery consistency
without loss of weight or volume.
Before curing the viscosity is quite
high, but this has not hindered the
complete impregnation of closely
wound toroids even through a layer
of interwinding tape.
The procedure for impregnation
is quite simple. A new batch of
material must first be vacuum de aerated at an absolute pressure of
about 1 inch of mercury for 1 hour.
The toroids are then submerged in
the rubber and pumping is continued for 2 hours. The vacuum

It Pays to

-

The shelf life of the uncured silicone rubber is about six to eight
weeks. This disadvantage is offset
by the good electrical properties,

Jeffers

Toroid with inner layers cut away after

R.F.

encapsulating in silicone rubber, to show
how rubber penetrates through tape
wrapping over windings

Choke Coils

You can save time, labor, and.
money by stocking the wide range
of Jeffers R.F. choke coils just as
you do resistors, capacitors, and
other similar components. You can

forget tedious, expensive hand
assembly from miscellaneous

forms, wires, and coatings by using

standardized Teffers coils, com-

pletely assembled for use.
Jeffers coils are well made, using
insulated copper wire windings ...
husky molded jackets. All windings
are soldered to leads ... shorted end
turns are completely eliminated.
Put these advantages to work in
your circuits! Jeffers Electronics
offers you
ready for delivery
a complete line of R.F. choke
coils with a complete range of
inductance values. Write today for
our specification sheets.

.

...

...

Other Jeffers Products
fixed composition capacitors
Other Speer Products
for the Electronics Industry
anodes contacts
resistors
discs brushes molded notched coil forms
battery carbon graphite plates and rods

Patented
JEFFERS

UM 0M"

JEFFERS

ELECTRONICS

DIVISION
CARBON COMPANY
Du Bois, Pennsylvania

SPEER

Other Speer Divisions:
Speer Resistor, Speer Carbon Products,
International Graphite & Electrode

Want more information?

gave any trouble. Vibration at low
temperature has also been satisfactory. No difficulty has been encountered in a 15 -day humidity test
nor in a high -altitude arc -over test.
To find the insulation breakdown
potential, a series of one hundred
individually wound and impregnated toroids was subjected to a
high potential test. The majority
failed near 3,000 v, with the lowest
near 1,000 v and the highest near
5,000 v.

Standardize on

:

Components of new epoxy resin. Once
mixed, shelf life is about 5 hours at room
temperature

Use post card on

is released slowly and filling of the
toroid is allowed to take place at
atmospheric pressure for 16 hours.
On removing the impregnated
toroids from the silicone rubber,
they may be drained for a few
minutes and then cured at 300-350
F for 4 hours.
From a vibration standpoint, the
resilience of silicone rubber can
be troublesome. At 15 g acceleration there is no difficulty, but at 25
g there is enough motion in the
rubber to cause fatigue failures in
fine magnet wires in a span between the toroid and nearby solder
pins. The failures occur after about
5 hours vibration.
This difficulty
apparently has been solved by encasing the magnetic amplifier assembly in a suitable perforated
metal case, which arrests the motion of the silicone rubber. Except
for this one trouble area, good results have been achieved with the
silicone rubber. Magnetic amplifier stacks impregnated with it
have withstood vibration of 27 g
for 8 hours at 200 C. Failure of
other components ended the test
before the impregnated amplifiers

the very high and low temperature
limits and the relative ease of handling.
New Epoxy-Four difficulties ordinarily encountered with epoxy
impregnating resins are the temperature limitation, need for relatively volatile hardeners which
limit vacuum impregnation, high
shrinkage on curing and, in some
cases, chemical reaction with the
magnet wire insulation. A new
rigid filled epoxy resin avoids all
of these. Its maximum continuous
operating temperature is 165 C and
it does not shatter in vibration at
-55 C. Its shrinkage on curing is
less than 0.5 percent.
Although cost is only about one tenth that of the silicone rubber,
the new epoxy is somewhat more
awkward to handle. First, 100 parts
by weight of Bakelite ERL 2774 or
Shell Epon 828 epoxy resin is
heated to 60 C and mixed with 300
parts by weight of Alcoa T-60 325 mesh alumina filler. The mixture is
deaerated for 15 minutes at 1 inch
of mercury absolute pressure. Now
28.5 parts by weight of stripped
grade of Dow Chemical's 4-4'
methylene dianiline hardener are
melted at 60 C and stirred into the
resin and filler mixture. Evacuation is continued for 5 minutes,
after which the resin is removed

last page.
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LIQUID
COOLING

liquid for maintaining within safe operating
temperature limits liquid coded electronic tubes or similar devices. The units are catapleMly self-contained one usual comprise such components as heat exchangers, fans
or blowers, liquid pumps, reservoirs, flow switch, thermostat, etc.
Cooling units can be moeifled as required for varying condilons encountered in land
or sea as well as aircraft service. Almost all units are designed to nnet such specifico.
eon as MIL -E-5400 and MILE -5172.
The units shown below cre intended only to illustrate the varying requirements which
can be satisfied. 3y utilizing fairly standard components and designs based on broad
experience in this field, Eastern is able to provide at minimum cost equipment exactly
suiting a specific /requirement.
Eastern welcomes your censultat6on on liquid cooling problems ranging from 200 to
20,000 watts dissipation.
Eas+ern Cooling Units provide coolant

r

MODEL 1611-175, TYPE 200 DISSIPATION: 2,000 watt.. ALTIT'JDE RANGE:
sea Isvel to 50,000 feet. POWER REQUIRED: 28 volts D.C. WEIGHT: 25
pounces. SIZE: 10" x 15-15.16' x 103/4"
high.

MODEL E/11T-205, TYPE

SIPATION:

200A

DIS-

1600 watts. ALTITUDE

RANGE: sea level to 5,000 feet. POWER
REQUIRED: 28 volts D C. WEIGHT: 25
pounds. SIZE: IC" x 21" x 10" high.

wiTH(461044°
COOLING UNITS
sustained program of research,
Eastern continuously extends the uses
of the latest units in electronic tube
cooliing, pressurizing electronic equipment, and pumping fuels and hydraulic
fluids. Research and testing laboratories,
a model shop, and three manufacturing
plants provide the specialized equipment
and manpower to turn out fully qualified
units to meet appropriate government
specifications.
By

a

MODEL Mß-177, TYPE 202 DISSIPATION: 1703 watts. ALTITUDE RANGE:
sea level ro 50,003 feet. POWEI REQUIRED: V 0 volt, 400 cyde, 3 phase.
WEIGHT: 27 pounds. SIZE. 19" x 19
15/32" x 71/4" high, per JAN-C -1720A,

MODEL E/HT-210, TYPE 200 DISSIPATION: 15C0 warts. ALTITUDE
RANGE: sea level to 10,000 feet. POWER
REQUIRED: 208 volts, 400 cycle, 3 phase.
WEIGHT: 35 pounds. SIZE: 113/4" x 191/2"
x

121/2"

high.

size B1-01.

From our extensive line of existing units,
adaptations of these units, or completely
new designs, Eastern can provide equipment to handle your project well. Your
inquiry is welcomed.

1

0 0

SKIFF

HAMDEN

ELECTRONICS

- June

14,

1,

STREET

MODEL E/111T-200, TYPE 201 DISSI PATION: 1,000 watts. ALTITUDE RANGE:
sea level to 50,000 feet. POWER RE.
QUIRE> 28 volts D .C. WEIIGhT: ';41h
pounds. SIZE: 10" x 10" x 6" high.

MODEL NO. 5-A DISSIPATION: 1,000
watts. ALTITUDE RANGE sea level to
5,000 feet. POWER REQUIRED:: 100 to
110 voll D.C. WEIGHT: 10 pounds. SIZE
VA" x 1314' x 9-1/16" high.

CONNECTICUT

1957
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LEADERS IN THE

AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY

s,cci/ç
N

E

M

S-

C

A

L

R

K

E

SPECIAL PURPOSE
RECEIVERS

HUGHES

NEMS-CLARKEspecial purpose receivers ore designed to
provide optimum performance for applications such as
telemetering, guided -missile monitoring, radiosonde reception and numerous other applications where receivers of
superior performance with high sensitivity and low noise
ore required.

MA fftT/ /V

Pouring epoxy resin in mold to encapsulate toroid

TYPE 1401-A RECEIVER

BELL

SPECIFICATIONS
__....FM/FM and PWM/FM
216-245 Megacycles determined
by plug-in crystals.
Less than 7 db.
Wide band -500 KC bandwidth
at 3 db points. Attenuation +
500 KC from center frequency
greater than 60 db.
Narrow band -100 KC bandwidth 4t 3 db points.
Attenuation ±250 KC from
center frequency greater than
60 db.
....Sensitivity-40.16, volts peak -to.
peak per KO,of deviation.
Frequency ehsponse within 3
db. AC coupled -10 CPS to
100 KC per second. Adjustable
output control on front panel.

Type of Reception
Frequency Range _

Noise Figure
IF Bandwidth

1.1G//T

000
Video Output

BOE/A,C
Meter in Video
Outupt Circuit

VU

Frequency
flat0es
frequency range of 400 cycles
to 80,000 cycles.
Provided
with front panel adjustable
reference level
trot.

Spectrum Display

Output

Provisions for
necting a 30
MC Spectrum''"Óisplay Unit
(NOEMS-CLARKE,` Inc.,
SDI!.
20

Frequency Monitor

Output

30

Frequency Deviation
Meter

MC

reading over frequency
range
' 400 to 80,000 CPS.
Three":
es 25,
75 and
150
Peak
KGs

"..

NEMS-CLARKE
INCORPORATED
9

1

9

J E S U

P-

B L

A

I

R

DRIVE

SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND
Write Dept. N-1 for further information
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from the vacuum. The preheated
components in their molds are
placed in the vacuum chamber and
held at 1 inch of mercury for 15
minutes. The resin, still at 60 C,
is poured into the mold through a
dropping funnel and the vacuum
is released. Impregnation and curing are allowed to proceed at 60 C
for 2 hours, followed by a 2 -hour
cure at 100 C.
The material has been found to
give excellent results in vibration
at -55 C and at room temperature.
It has not yet been vibrated at
high temperature, but static tests
at 325 F seem to indicate that no
difficulty will be encountered. The

-

Conclusions
The choice between these two materials is largely
one of application. The silicone
rubber offers a higher continuous
operating temperature and somewhat greater ease of handling. On
the other hand, the rigid epoxy
offers greater protection in vibration and shock and has a lower
material cost.
For encapsulation of complete
tube circuits, a combination of both
materials gives high resistance to
mechanical shock. In one test, tubes
were dipped twice in the silicone
rubber and cured, then wired into
a multivibrator circuit. After complete encapsulation in the new
epoxy and curing, the unit was
dropped onto concrete from a
height of 30 feet with no mechanical or electrical damage.
June

1,

1957
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another example of exciting work at los alamos...

FAST PHD7DGRAP.

/5,000,000
P/CTUHES/SECONO'"
Here at Los Alamos, the development of high
speed photography has produced framing
cameras of unprecedented framing rates and
exposure times. These cameras are capable of
taking as many as 90 frames at rates as high
as 15 million frames a second. They employ
the technique of sweeping the image, reflected
from a rapidly rotating mirror, over a set of
correcting lenses onto the recording film.
This results in the effective stopping of image
motion within the frame. In addition to the
creation of new optical components, the construction of these cameras has involved the
development of techniques for rotating mirrors of substantial size at speeds as high as
22,000 revolutions per second.
Used in a wide variety of research programs
as well as in the Laboratory's weapon investigations, instruments such as these typify the
excellent resources, in facilities and in the
capability for creating wholly new experimental methods, enjoyed by the scientists of
Los Alamos.
For an illustrated brochure about Los Alamos
write to:
Director of Personnel
Division 1803

.\alam 0 s

Tile enlarged frame above shows the collision of a steel ball and an aluminum
plate at an approximate velocity of 4
millimeters/microsecond, illustrative of
studies of interaction of metals at high
impact velocity. The cutaway drawing
shows some of the features of one of the
Laboratory's high speed framing cameras.

scientific laboratory

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

247
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New Products

Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN

91 New Products and 76 Manufacturers' Bulletins Are Reviewed

..

Control, Testing and Measuring Equipment Described and
Illustrated . . . Recent Tubes and Components Are Covered
.

VARIABLE DELAY LINES

with application flexibility
ESC CORP., 534 Bergen Blvd., Palisades Park, N. J., announces the

A single control shaft, in ten
turns, covers the entire delay
range from zero to the maximum

delay. A locking device can be
supplied to lock the unit at the
desired delay.
Resolution is better than 1/1,000
of maximum delay. Termination is
external. Outside dimensions are
71 by 1 by 12 in. The new units
meet all applicable Mil -Specs.
Circle Pl inside back cover.

design, development and availability of five new continuously
variable delay lines for use as
components or as test equipment
in the facilitation of the design
and development of advanced computer and radar systems.

MULTIPURPOSE RELAY

for industrial

uses

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.. El-

gin, Ill., has developed a new general purpose relay for commercial
and industrial use. The Gil series
relay is available either in open
construction or with a clear plastic dust -tight cover and octal or
11 -pin base. It is adaptable to
printed circuit and chassis mount-

TRANSFORMER LINE

for transistorized circuits
GRAMER HALLDORSON TRANSFORMER
CORP., 2734 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago

ing, taking up slightly more than
1 cu in. of space. The unit is available with both 5 -ampere and 10 ampere contact ratings as an open
relay and operates over a temperature range of from -55 C to
+85 C. The general purpose
midget-class relays are engineered
for high efficiency and low price
in all standard a -c and d -c voltage
ratings. Circle P2 inside back
cover.

taneous selection of the proper
transformer for the specific application. Circle P3 inside back
cover.

39, Ill., announces a complete line

of miniature audio transformers

for transistorized circuit applications. It consists of 32 items comprising two series. A 150 -mw
series is 3i in. high by 12/16 in.
wide by in. deep with mounting
tab centers H in. The weight of
the 150 -mw series is 0.6 oz. A 300 mw series } in. high by 111 in.
wide by Ian in. deep with mounting
centers 1 ii in., has a weight of 1.1
oz.

The units

come

individually

PREAMPLIFIER
telemetering accessory

Silver Spring,
Type PR -200 preamplifer
was designed as an accessory unit
for any of the company's receivers
used for telemetering. Completely
weatherproof, it can be located at
the antenna and connected to a
receiver or multicoupler in a remote location using transmission
NEMS-CLARKE, INC.,

Md.,

packaged in plastic containers
complete with installation instructions. Available upon request are
two charts which allow instan -
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Leadership is hard to achieve and even harder to maintain.
A stroke of genius or a lucky break may put you on top, but
it takes stability of organization and persistent product
dependability to keep you there. More C -D capacitors are sold
because C -D capacitors are made better-not just in one big
order, but n every order every year. Our leadership is added
insurance for yours, because it is based on the high quality of every CORNELL-DUBILIER capacitor since 1910.
Write for catalog to Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation,
South Plainfield, New Jersey.

Two of Thousands of

C -D's

Mica Types:

Built to handle efficiently
and economically the high kva requirements of transmitters,
induction heaters, Loren circuits and a variety of other
high -current equipment for military, communications and
industrial applications.
CERAMIC -CASED HIGH -POWER MICAS:

"SUPER MICADONS*": An entirely new concept in quality
midget mica capacitor construction. Greatly increased capacitance over that of conventional units of the same case size.

CORNELL-DUBILIER CAPACITORS
J.. NEW BEDFORD, WORCESTER @ CAMBRIDGE. MASS.; PROVIDENCE
HOPE
R. I.; INDIANAPOLIS. IND., SANFORD, FUOUAY SPRINGS & VARINA, N. C.; VENICE. CALIF.;
SUB.: THE RADIANT CORP., CLEVELAND. OHIO; CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL, N. Y.

SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N.

VALLEY,
@

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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line such as RG -8/U. Line losses
as high as 6 db (175 ft of RG -8/U)
will not decrease the sensitivity
of the receiving system more than
a few tenths of a db. The preamplifier is completely self-contained except for the 1% -in.

power control panel designed for
mounting in a relay rack with
other receiving equipment. This
panel, containing a switch, pilot
light and fuse, supplies 117-v, 60 cycle power to the preamplifier
through a two -conductor cable.

ROTARY SWITCH
used in

computers
UNISON

PRODUCTS

Co., Box 125,

Clifton, N. J.
The computer
switch illustrated operates under
environmental specification MILE -5400 with two output signals :
60 pulses per revolution and one
pulse per revolution. Impact volt -

The PR-200 will improve the noise
figure of the 1400 receiver by approximately 1 db and the 1670-E
receiver by approximately 3 db
assuming lossless connecting cable. Full specifications are available. Circle P4 inside back cover.

age is 28 v d -c. Accuracy on
degrees is better than ± 10 sec.
The complete unit is mounted in
a number 10 synchro case for easy
assembly along with a screwdriver slotted shaft for simple
setup adjustments. For further
information write on company
letterhead to Mr. Edward Ward
at the company.

FREQUENCY METER

fully transistorized
Kearny Villa Rd.,
San Diego 11, Calif., announces a
rugged, lightweight, fully tran-

either battery or a -c powered.
For tachometry and vibration
indications, an output connector
sistorized frequency meter that on the model 503 provides all opprovides accurate direct frequency erating voltages for the model
measurements from 3 to 100,000 A-503-1 and A-503-2 phototransiscps in nine ranges. Accuracy is tor pickups. These pickups allow
independent of input voltage the speed of rotating machinery
waveform and amplitude. The in- or the frequency of vibrating
strument's excellent sensitivity to parts to be sensed using intershort pulses minimizes lost counts rupted light.
when measuring the average freFor applications where tachoquency of random events. It is metry is the primary requirement,
CUBIC CORP., 5575

deck. The switch panel can be
made with either XXXP phenolic
or silicone fiberglass (GSG). All

SHALLOW SWITCH

for airborne equipment
THE DAVEN CO., 530 W. Mt. Pleasant Ave., Livingston, N. J., announces a new version of their
standard switch line, series SH,

with much shallower depth than
heretofore available. The series
may be adapted to any of the
standard single pole per deck, two
pole per deck, up to 15 positions
shorting per pole or 8 positions,
nonshorting per pole catalog
items.
The unit illustrated is type SH 13 -DM -48 and is 2t in. square by
only itl in. in depth. In new designs of airborne, radar and missile equipments, depth is extremely important and the series

the model 503 tachometer provides
calibration from 60 to 6,000,000
rpm. Circle P5 inside back cover.

parts are plated to withstand
200 -hr salt spray. Rotors, contacts
and slip rings are solid silver
alloy. Shaft material is stainless
steel. Circle P6 inside back cover.

CROSSBAR SCANNER
for data handling and reduction
JAMES CUNNINGHAM, SON & CO.,
INC., Rochester 8, N. Y., brings to

SH is designed specifically for

these

applications.

Additional

decks may be added with an increase of only i in. in depth per

the field of data handling and reduction, an integrated monitoring
device capable of rapid sequential
or programmed scanning of data
points. Inherent are the funcJune I, 1957
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PRECISIDN MACHINED
ONE-PIECE CONSTRUCTION
Diameters of multi -ring

--,
.:.

assemblies 'rom .035" to 36"

..--

*.

An Unmatched Record of Performance
Today, Electro Tec Slip Ring and Commutator Assemblies
are the choice of leading aircraft, instrument, and component
manufacturers throughout the world. Our units are selected
for Gyro and Servo applications, for Telemetering and Radar
devices, for Guidance systems, and Automation equipment..
where sustained and reliable performance is a requisite.

Individual components
or complete assemblies
to precise electrical,

mechanical,
and environmental speci-

fications.

Facilities Available to Serve You

e

Uniformly hard rings,'
low noise, minimum
friction and dimensional stability.

Plants in South Hackensack, N. J., Blacksburg, Va., and
Ormond Beach, Fla., are currently producing a wide variety
of Slip Ring, Commutator, and Brush Block Assemblies,
Precision Selector Switches, and Miniature Relays. Complete
Engineering Facilities and Branch Sales Offices in Los
Angeles, Minneapolis, Chicago, and Waltham, Mass. are
geared to service your requirements.
Write for fully illustrated literature.,

ELECTRO TEC CORP.
SOUTH

HACKENSACK,

NIEW

'PATENT No.

2,696,570

JERSEY

PRODUCTS OF PRECISION CRAFTSMANSHIP,
ELECTRONICS

-
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TI MIL -Line Precision

Resistors

HOLD TOLERANCE

..

EVEN WHEN DRIPPING WET!

Soaking wet, dried out, or 'shook TI MIL -Line deposited carbon
resistors still far exceed MIL -R
10509B ... emerge from one acceptance test after another by major
electronics manufacturers with performance records that have not been
equalled. It's the seal that makes the
difference... an exclusive Texas

up'

-

-

Instruments process that snugly
wraps these precision resistors in

tough jackets of a special coating
with high dialectric strength.
For ease in design, production, and
maintenance ... for improving the
reliability and saleability of your
products, the moisture resistance of
TI deposited carbon MIL -Line resistors is just one field-proven factor.
You also get a choice of 1, 2, or 5%

tolerances

... high

stability over

wide temperature ranges and under
full load ... low negative temperature
coefficients ... negligible voltage coefficient and noise levels ... long shelf
life ... wide selection of sizes and
resistance values ... reasonable prices
... and, if desired, reel -type packaging for automation.

(continued)

tional advantages of the corn pany's crossbar switch: low contact resistance (0.02 ohm) ; low
thermoelectric potentials, (less
than 0.01 µv in the range 25 to 50
C) ;
high leakage resistance
(where necessary units with not
less than 10" -ohms leakage may
be supplied) and excellent h -f
performance (crosstalk is 65 db
down at 10 mc).
First of the units is model
200SC1A, a self-contained instrument capable of scanning in response to a contact closure 200
points in sequence, one point per
control pulse. The 200 points are
arranged in 10 groups of 20 points
each. Facilities are provided to
automatically skip any group on
command, to start at the beginning of any of the 10 groups, on
command and to automatically
stop at the end of any of the 10
groups.
The scanner utilizes the threedimensional conductor arrangement of the crossbar switch to
make selections in three coordinates. This feature results in
considerable saving in space and
cost. Circle P7 inside back cover.

Here is a typical It reel pack
designed to speed production.
TI precision deposited carbon
resistors are mass produced and
packaged in five sizes from 1/2
watt to 2 watts with resistance
values from 25 ohms to 30

megohms.
For complete data,

Bulletin

DL -C

CRYSTAL OVENS
for new military CR types

write for
539.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORA TED

252

For

BULOVA WATCH CO.,

Woodside 77,

introduces its BHC-18 crystal oven series, specifically deN. Y.,

signed for the new military CR
types utilizing the subminiature
HC -18/U holder. The BHC-18
units will conform to the military
warmup requirement of 3 minutes.
The 10 and 15 -crystal ovens will.
stabilize within ±2 C over an
ambient of -55 C to below reference temperature.
This series is available in units
capable of housing a single crystal, 2 crystals, 10 crystals and 15
crystals. Operating voltage for the
10 and 15 crystal units is 6 v to
115 v a -c or d -c. The single unit
oven is available from 6 v to 24 e
a -c or d -c. Circle P8 inside back
cover.

MINIATURE RELAY
sensitive down to 6 mw
IRON

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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FIREMAN

MFG.

CO.,

Elec-

tronics Div., 2838 S.E. Ninth Ave.,
Portland 2, Oregon, has announced
a miniature relay with sensitivity
down to 6 mw. Available in four
header styles, the balanced armature relays operate where little
power is available, as in v -t circuits. Relays are available either
as spdt or dpdt. Lab tests have
shown reliability in excess of a
million operational cycles. In vibration tests dependability remained at 10 times gravity from
5 to 500 cps. Shock tests were delivered at 50 times gravity while
the relays were in operation and
they were found satisfactory at
ambient temperatures from -65 C
to +125 C. Relays qualify to meet
or exceed military specs MIL -E5272 and MIL -R -5757B. All pass
a complete functional test in accordance with MIL -Q -5923B.
The relay's vital elements are
June

1,

1957

- ELECTRONICS

for
airborne
radar

Du Mont Miniaturized Radar Tubes
Du Mont compact, high -resolution radar tubes save
space and weight, and permit full use of miniaturization
techniques in airborne and other portable radar receivers.

Available in 3" to 12" screen sizes. Magnetic or electrostatic
focus and deflection. Nine -pin miniature base.

DUMONT®
1957
ELECTRONICS - June
1,

Industrial Tube Sales, ALLEN

B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.,

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

hermetically sealed in inert gas
to protect them from adverse environmental conditions. Standard
contact material for the product is
silver, rated at 2 amperes for
either 28 v d -c or 115 v a -c. Contacts comply with military specs
on overload test at four times the
rated current.
The four styles available include a standard dual four -pin
loop header, standard eight -pin
loop header, standard octal tube
socket header and standard ninepin plug-in header for use in
printed -circuit applications. Circle
P9 inside back cover.

BROADBAND ATTENUATOR
continuously variable
DOUGLAS MICROWAVE CO., INC.,

252
E. Third St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,
has developed a new coaxial con-

HOLLOW -PINNED PRECISION MINIATURES
For Printed Circuits. Shown above are several new Triad "Tri -Seal" Transformers especially developed for printed circuits. Epoxy molding provides all the
advantages of hermetic sealing, plus rugged support for the gold-plated, accurately spaced pins. Rivet type terminal pins plug in easily for fast riveting and/or soldering.
These miniature transformers are designed and built to exceed MIL -T -27A requirements. Estimates of cost and size for your specifications supplied on request.

m

tinuously variable broadband attenuator. The insertion loss is
1 db maximum for a 40 -db unit
and A db maximum for a 20 -db
unit. Operating range is any 100 percent bandwidth from the frequencies 100 to 3,300 mc. Accuracy is ±0.25 db for 100 percent
frequency range and is available
in type N-(á in.) or (A in.) line.
The essentially linear scale is 7
in. long. Circle P10 inside back
cover.

(Reduced Inspection Quality Assurance Plan) Your
own incoming inspection and field service requirements
are reduced to a minimum when you specify Triad. All
Triad Transformers are manufactured under this Signal
Corps approved plan for quality assurance. The system
includes approved procedures for incoming inspection of
material, in -plant process controls, preliminary and patrol
inspection, and final inspection in the plant. Transformers
passed are approved for shipment for military use.

4055 REDWOOD AVENUE, VENICE, CALIFORNIA
812 E. STATE STREET, HUNTINGTON, INDIANA

FIXED DELAY LINES
many sizes and ratings
DELTIME, INC., 608

A

254

SUBSIDIARY

OF
For

LITTON INDUSTRIES
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Mamaroneck, N. Y., has announced
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DOW

CORNING

CORPORATION

Silicone News
No.12

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC NEWS

Blind Workers Build Silicone SILICONE -GLASS LAMINATES-NEW SOLUTION
Insulated Canned Motor -Pumps TO HIGH TEMPERATURE INSULATING PROBLEMS

While many manufacturers are making
imaginative use of Dow Corning Silicones to improve product performance,
other progressive companies are also

using these versatile materials to
simplify design and assembly. A striking example of this trend is provided
by Nuclear Pump, Inc.

Nuclear has licensed the Philadelphia
branch of the Pennsylvania Institute for
the Blind to build silicone insulated canned
motor -pumps ranging in capacity from 40
to. 310 gpm. In addition to assembling the
pumps, the blind workers also build the 1/3
to 10 hp silicone insulated motors which
power the units.
The motor production and assembly operations performed by these workers include
uncrating, weighing, stacking, riveting and
grinding laminations, cutting and inserting
slot insulation, winding and inserting coils,
insulating top sticks, wrapping, connecting,
dipping and baking.

The finished units, used primarily in the
chemical and food industries, have only

Faced with a need
for electrical or
electronic insulating parts that retain high physical
and dielectric properties at elevated
temperatures, more
and more designers are specifying

laminated

glass

parts bonded with
Dow Corning silicone resins. Typical is Stromberg-

Carlson's use of
silicone -glass laminates for coil spacers and insulators
in military field -type telephone switches.
While the cellulose acetate spacers previously employed proved durable enough
under normal conditions, they didn't stand
up in high temperature use. They failed
quickly, for example, when continuing oper-

Stromberg -Carlson solved the problem
once and for all by replacing the acetate
spacers with single -ply silicone -glass laminates supplied by Mica Insulator Company.

According to Stromberg -Carlson engineers,
the use of silicone bonded glass laminates
ation with faulty circuits sometimes raised has "increased the service life and dependNo.47
ability of the telephone switch."
coil temperatures to 320 C (680 F).

Boost Insulation Resistance With Silicone Fluids
Because Dow Corning 200 Fluid has
better electrical resistance than wax at
elevated temperatures, many designers
use this high temperature liquid dielectric to increase the life and reliability
of capacitors, small transformers and
other electronic assemblies.
Gudeman Company of Chicago, for
example, impregnate their special line of
miniature tubular paper capacitors for

one moving part and can be disassembled
in two minutes with a screw driver. An
exceptionally low rejection rate highlights
the fact that handicapped people are very
capable workers, and proves again that
electrical insulating components made with
Dow Corning Silicones are easy to handle.

The reliability of the motors proves that
silicone insulation is the most dependable
motor protection money can buy. No.49
ATLANTA

CHICAGO

BOSTON

Canada: Dow Corning Silicones Ltd.,
ELECTRONICS

-June

1,

1957

filter, by-pass and blocking service with
Dow Corning 200 Fluid.
Only about half as
big as comparable

conventional units,
these silicone -impregnated capacitors
are designed to meet
all the electrical and
environmental requirements for Characteristic "K", MIL -C -25A.
While the insulation resistance of corn-

CLEVELAND

DALLAS

DETROIT

wax -impregnated capacitors at
85 C (185 F) is only about 15 megohmmicrofarads, the new silicone fluid impregnated units register 150 megohm-microfarads at the same temperature. That's
approximately ten times the insulating
No.48
efficiency of conventional units.

parable

Send Coupon for More

Information

DOW CORNING CORPORATION

Please send me

Use post card on

www.americanradiohistory.com

49

NAME
TITLE

COMPANY
STREET

CITY

LOS ANGELES

last page.

48

47

ZONE_STATF
NEW YORK

Toronto; Great Britain: Midland Silicones Ltd., London; France:
Want more information?

Dept. 4818

Midland, Michigan

WASHINGTON,
St.

D. C.

Gobain, Paris
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magnetostrictive fixed delay lines
in a wide range of different sizes
and ratings. These model 104
units are available in fixed delays
from 2 µsec to 200 µsec or more.
Electrical characteristics may be
specified by the user. Intermediate
outputs may be incorporated.
These tubular units are suitable
for incorporation in computer
equipment and other commercial
assemblies. They are resistant to
shock and vibration. Terminal
blocks measure only 11 in. by 1i
in., while the tubular casing, dependent upon the delay factor, can
be up to several feet long. Circle
Pll inside back cover.

from design through

production...

ELECTRONIC

CONllt ois
FOR AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES

Today some of the toughest
electronic problems are being solved by
Thompson's task force of engineers.
For example: Thompson has designed
and is manufacturing control subsystems and components for aircraft
and missiles. Thompson also is a
leader in development and production
of countermeasures equipment and
microwave components.
MISSILE CONTROLS

auxiliary power
supply controls

BOBBIN WINDER
cam operated

Pulaski Road at Peterson, Chicago 30,
Ill. A new cam operated heavy
duty bobbin winder with oil -bath lubricated internal gears has been
announced. Model 516 -AM winds
field coils as well as heavy duty
bobbin coils for use in solenoids,
contractors, relays and the like.
Maximum coil length is 4/ in.,
maximum coil o -d 7i in. if round
and 51 in. if square, maximum
loading distance for multiple
windings 181 in., wire sizes wound
16 to 38 and output end of spindle
$ in. flatted shaft.
High -torque
slow -speed winding range is up to
1,125 rpm. For finer wire, speed
is up to 1,800 rpm.
Positive drive and effortless return of winding arm to starting
position is insured by one-way
clutch. True alignment between
GEO. STEVENS MFG. Co., INC.,

AIRCRAFT CONTROLS

electronic controls
and components

You can count on THOMPSON

Thompson experience, skills and
facilities-from design through
production-are ready to go to
work for you. We're anxious to
demonstrate that "you can count on
Thompson" in the field of electronics.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Thompson Products, Mc.
2196 CLARKWOOD ROAD

CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

Career opportunities available for qualified engineers
256
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MISSILES

to

ELECTROGRAPH

MACHINERY

covers the oscillograph recording field

'

\e\
,

r-

,,1A

r

420

MODEL

I\_ica

>4,

3

rr

III

l

TELEMETRY

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS
QUICK -LOOK monitoring in the
telemetry ground station permits continuous observation of
missile in-flight programing re-

STRESS -STRAIN RECORDING

sults.

of future data reduction.

PERMANENT record obtained at test site
may be stored indefinitely for purpose

ON -THE -SPOT monitoring permits making in-flight
function corrections in controlled missiles or piloted
aircraft.

-

extremely useful for field
PORTABLE
test applications where a "multiplicity"
of data must be collected with the least

A NATURAL for mobile telemetry vans . . . compact,
rugged, low power consumption, record is PERMANENT, no fading or fogging when exposed to direct
sunlight.

ENGINEERS

with "first-

hand" read-out during test.

amount of instrumentation.
No amplifiers required for many applications.
USES a variety of tubular mirror
galvanometers pioneered by Century

...

Check your requirements against

these FEATURES!

As many as 24 intelligence channels may be recorded on the 8 -inch x 200 -foot record roll.

Permanent continuous record produced within recorder.
Developed record may be viewed an INSTANT
after exposure.
. black
HIGH CONTRAST photographic qualities .
intelligence traces are recorded on light colored

is REPRODUCIBLE without
Ozalid, Bruning, etc., processes
tion due to ultra-violet exposure.

loss of contrast by

Record

.

.

.

.

NO deteriora-

Eliminates need for costly darkroom facilities.

background.

COSTS NO MORE THAN OLD-FASHIONED METHODS

Century Electronics & Instruments, Inc.
1333 NO. UTICA, TULSA, OKLAHOMA
For further information, call on our nearest representative:
EXPORT OFFICE:

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Test Equipment Sales Co.
4447 N. Bodine St.
Tel.: Michigan 4-1822

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
Test Equipment Sales Co.
29-46 Northern Blvd.
Tel.: Stillwell 4-7120

SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

DENVER, COLORADO

Marshall Co.
3525 5th Avenue
Tel.: Cyprus 8-8234
G. S.

Barnhill Associates
6520 West 62nd Ave.
Tel.: Harrison 4-7733

E.

149 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

-

TEL.: BARCLAY 7-0562

DALLAS, TEXAS
Arnold Barnes Co.
5526 Dyer St.
Tel.: Emerson 6716

TUCSON, ARIZONA
G. S. Marshall Co.
3686 Baker Place
Tel.: East 7-1501

REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Electra Sales Associates

DAYTON, OHIO
Electro Sales Associates
512 Orangewood Drive
Tel.: Walnut 5426

Holmes & Associates
309 Pharr Road, N. E.
Tel.: Cedar 7-7801
G.

216th St.
Tel.: Redwood 2-7444
281

E.

www.americanradiohistory.com

G. S.

SAN MARINO, CALIF.
G. S. Marshall Co.
2065 Huntington Drive
Tel.: Ryan 1-6781

Marshall Co.

2015 El Camino Real
Tel.: Emerson 6-8214

E.

ORLANDO, FLORIDA
G. Holmes & Associates
56 W. Columbia St.
Tel.: 3-3524

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

tailstock and main spindle is assured by unique construction
which prevents any runout. Even
heavy or out -of -balance mandrels
cannot fly out of machine during
operation. Special triple ball bearing arrangement assures long
life and smooth running even
under exceptional thrust at high
speeds. Supplied with the machine
are tension, winding setup, motor,
automatic counter, magnetic brake,
tailstock, clutch and gear chart.
Circle P12 inside back cover.

WRAP IT UP
WITH TRANSCO ANTENNAS
TRANSCO

offers a single, competent

source for all-or any part
of your antenna program

ELECTRONIC TUBE

Here is a technical staff and producing facilities. Here,
too, are 10 years' experience in supplying a wide variety of approved antennas. We can serve you in Design,
Development, Production Engineering and Manufacturing-all, or any combination.
STUDY AND DESIGN. We have experienced engineers who
draw on broad knowledge. Their designs reflect a firm
grasp of practical applications.
DEVELOPMENT. Once a satisfactory approach has been
chosen, a test sample is "wrung out" in TRANSCO'S radiation lab, RF lab and environmental lab.
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING- often the missing link-eliminates production delays. We're after design producibility,
with a staff of liaison people that keeps design and production on the same track.
PRODUCTION. TRANSCO has the capability to support your
own requirements. We maintain the highest standards
of quality.
Transco is an active contributor to
the ICBM and IRBM programs.

I

-17

F

sco PRODUCTS, INC.

the finest in RF system components

12210 NEBRASKA AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 25, CALIFORNIA
REPRESENTATIVES IN MAJOR AREAS
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TWO -CHANNEL SCOPE
has d -c to 15 me range
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CORP., 1200 E.

Mermaid Lane, Philadelphia 18,
Pa. Equipped with vertical amplifiers capable of handling any
frequency from d -c to 15 mc, the
model K-215 two -channel oscilloscope provides accurate triggering, viewing or recording of
simultaneous phenomena on a
wide range of test or laboratory
procedures. Accurately calibrated
sweep speeds and increased vertical deflection sensitivity permit
quantitative time and amplitude
measurements with accuracy comparable to that of indicating
meters.
Features include 10 -kv acceleration potential and transistorized
multivibrator providing
1-kc
square -wave calibrator. Frequency
range of horizontal amplifiers is
d -c to 2 me with deflection
sensitivity of 1 v d -c per cm. Two
variable sweep generators have
expanded ranges from 0.1 sec
per cm to 1 sec per cm. Time base is
separate or common as selected by
front panel control. Triggering may
be either internal or external.
The K-215 dual -channel oscillo June

1, 1957
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Bell Laboratories researchers Henry S. McDonald, Dr. Eng. from
Johns Hopkins, and Max V. Mathews, Sc.D. from M.I.T., examine
magnetic tape used in new research technique. Voice waves are con-

verted into sequences of numbers by periodic sampling of amplitudes,
8000 samples per second. General purpose electronic computers
act on these numbers as a proposed transmitting device might.

They send real voices on imaginary journeys
In their quest for better telephone service, Bell Laboratories researchers must explore many new devices proposed
for the transmission of speech signals. For example, apparatus can be made to transmit speech in the form of pulses.
But researchers must always answer the crucial question:
how would a voice sent through a proposed device sound
to the listener?

In the past it often has been necessary to construct
costly apparatus to find out. Now the researchers have
devised a way to make a high-speed electronic computer
perfectly imitate the behavior of the device, no matter how
complicated it may be. The answer is obtained without
building any apparatus at all.

The researchers set up a "program" to be followed by
the computer. Actual voice waves are converted into a
sequence of numbers by sampling the waves 8000 times
per second. Numbers and program are then fed into the
computer which performs the calculations and "writes out"
a new sequence of numbers. This new sequence is converted back into real speech. Listeners hear exactly how
well the non-existent device could transmit a real voice.

With this novel technique, new transmission ideas are
screened in only a fraction of the time formerly required.
Thus valuable time and scientific manpower are saved in
Bell Laboratories' constant search to provide still better
service for telephone customers.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
World center of communications research and development

www.americanradiohistory.com
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scope is 21 in. wide by 17 in. high
by 23 in. long and weighs 91 lb.
Circle P13 inside back cover.

for the DS -109, 750 to 10,000 mc.
The matching range in respect to
50 ohms is limited to a maximum
vswr of 7 for impedances above
50 ohms, while any impedance below 50 ohms can be matched.
Circle P15 inside back cover.

For long life

under extreme conditions of
shock, vibration, corrosion,

humidity and temperature

AMPLIFIER PACKAGE

for galvanometers
ALLEGANY INSTRUMENT CO., INC.,

1091 Wills Mountain, Cumberland,
Md. System D is a four-channel,

HEAVY-DUTY

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR
Intended for use with jacketed cable
and not requiring ground return
through mating surfaces, this connector incorporates sealing gaskets at all
mating joints.
W -Type Bendix* Connectors also
incorporate standard Scinflex resilient
inserts in established AN contact arrangements. Shell components are
thick sectioned high-grade aluminum
for maximum strength. All aluminum
surfaces are grey anodized for protection against corrosion.
It will pay you to remember that for
the really tough jobs where ordinary
electrical connectors just won't do, he
sure to specify the W -Type Connector.
Complete specifications and details
on request.
*TRADEMARK

SIDNEY, NEW YORK

'Zoe/
1Y10TIOM G0RIORATION

Export Sales and Service: Bendix International Division, 205
East 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y.
FACTORY BRANCH OFFICES:
117 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif.
Paterson Building,
18038 Mack Ave., Detroit 24, Mich.
545 Cedar Lane, Teaneck,
N.J. 5906 North Port Washington Rd., Milwaukee 17, Wisc.
Hulman Building, 120 W. Second St., Dayton 2, Ohio
2608
Inwood Road, Dallas 19, Texas
Boeing Field, Seattle 8,
Washington
1701 "K" Street, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
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DOUBLE STUB TUNERS

available
WEINSCHEL

77endi,r
SCINTILLA DIVISION of

I

trouble -free galvanometer ampli- high G type
fier package which includes power
supply, and is used with wire LEL, INC., 380 Oak St., Copiague,
strain gages, transducers, thermo- N. Y., has announced an addition
couples and the like. It will drive to its line of radar and missle i -f
even low-sensitivity, h -f galva- amplifiers. Developed to withstand
nometers and provides excellent 20 g vibration at 2,000 cps, these
linearity over a wide range of units utilize ruggedized subminiature tubes in special castings
input voltages.
Features include balanced in- designed for high heat conduction
put, high output (± 60 ma), phase and minimum chassis resonance.
Specifications of the IF64D are
sensitivity, high stability, low
60
-mc center frequency, 65 -db
noise level, overload indication
gain
and 10 -mc bandwidth. The
and protection and no operational
delay when overloaded. It gives amplifiers can be supplied with
fine resolution with a 20 -step other gain or bandwidth specificaattenuator and a unique gain tions. Circle P16 inside back
control which permits full-scale cover.
galvanometer deflection for input
voltages between adjacent attenuator settings. Circle P14 inside
back cover.
MHRf_tiHk1T

in

13,0

I,<Y1

% Cy.NT7CRADf

three models
ENGINEERING,

.,,

S1M'PLY-1ROt

10503

Metropolitan Ave., Kensington,
Md. Three models of double stub
tuners have the following new
design features: (1) lengthened
travel of stubs; (2) large instruction plates added showing which
of six possible combinations of
taps provide greatest ease of convergence for rapid matching.
Frequency range for the model
DS-109LL is 200 to 2,000 mc; for
the DS -109L, 400 to 4,000 me and

PYROMETERS
in 21 standard

ASSEMBLY PRODUCTS, INC.,

Chester land, Ohio. The company's indicating pyrometers may now be
read more accurately from all

For additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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To voice the world's newest submersibles
The shipboard and battle -announcing needs of a
submarine pose problems that just "standard"
equipment can't meet.
Exceptional ruggedness is required, both to
withstand shock and to resist heat, humidity, and
salt moisture.
Power must be adequate, yet compressed into
the smallest possible space.
Dependability is relative to such factors as
cruise distances never before attempted by underwater craft.
An example of products meeting such prob-

$-C

Boat, and "voiced" by Stromberg -Carlson. Here
standard components were re-designed to the
special conditions involved. On the Nautilus, to
date, our equipment has logged more than 60,000
nautical miles without difficulty of any sort.
Similar equipments also serve the land and air
arms of our country's military forces and give
evidence of equal dependability under the special
conditions for which they were designed.

GD
STROMBERG-CARLSON
CORPORATION
A

C'

lems is found in the announcing equipment
aboard the atomic-powered Nautilus and Sea wolf, built by our associate division, Electric

DIVISION

C F

GENERAL

D

Y NAM

I

C S

General Off ces and Factories at Racfester, N. Y.-West Coast plants at San Diego and Los Angeles, Calif.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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(continued)

angles because they have been redesigned with mirror scales to cut
down parallax effect.
These medium resistance units
(4 ohms per mv) are available in
21 standard ranges. Maximum
sensitivity for a pyrometer connected to one thermocouple is
300 F for full scale deflection.
Standard ranges begin with -400
to +100 F, with 3,000 F as maximum range limit.
Full scale accuracy of 2 percent
is standard, although 1 percent
may be obained at extra cost.
These pyrometers may be thermistor-compensated to maintain accuracy in spite of ambient
changes. They are furnished with
compensation for changes in cold
junction.
Styles available include panel
mounting, portable and bench
models. Meters are 3% and 4'/2
in. wide. Circle P17 inside back
cover.
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covers 4,200 to 11,000 mc
13OLARAD ELECTRONICS CORP.,

Whether it's a complex 10 winding magnetic
amplifier or a simple choke
at Celco each toroid
is precision -made. New core materials are used in
Toroidal magnetic amplifiers, reactors and transformers to achieve maximum performance.
At Celco, the proper matching of cores, winding,
handling, impregnation, encapsulation and electrical
history of the final assembly is carefully controlled
to maintain the original design characteristics.
Our years of design, development, and production know-how are available for application to your
specific TOROIDAL problems.

...

I

I

i,í

'

*+'
eit

I

I

meow
I

* For immediate attention,
call DAvis 7-1123
or write today.

-

eaateacctúce SwAseetuag .Lfattrca:eonded ea,
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43-20

34th St., Long Island City 1, N. Y.
The MSG -34 ultrabroad-band microwave signal generator covers
C and X band frequencies -4,200
to 11,000 mc- with a power output of 1 mw. It is equipped with
Uni -Dial construction which provides complete integration and
simple operation. Large, direct reading dials indicate frequency
and attenuation.
Other features of the microwave
signal generator are: provision
for external modulation by multiple pulses; automatically tracked
power monitor and noncontacting
oscillator choke.
The modulator, utilizing printed circuit techniques, permits internal pulse and square -wave
June 1, 7957 -ELECTRONICS

JUST

51/4

OUNCES BUT IT KEEPS

A HUGE GUIDED MISSILE

"ON TARGET"

WESTNGHOUSE SILICON RECTIFIER INN -5082, modified as shown,
with maximum peak inverse voltage
ratings of 50-400 y (300 to 5000 am-

peres

ii

bridge assemblies).

Westinghouse SILICON5 RECTI FI ERS add
striking power to U.S. Air Force
THE SHARK-America's first intercontinental pilotless missile
cruises at fighter speeds-has a 5,000 mile -plus range. 74 feet long
with warhead, its flight must be accurate-components and equipment must not fail.
Electronic equipment guides The Snark ... failure-free performance
is a must even under stresses and strains of severe shocks, vibration
and excessive heat. Component size and weight has been drastically
reduced-without sacrificing operational efficiency.
WESTINGHOUSE SILICON RECTIFIERS supply the DC
power. Reliable yet smaller and lighter transformer -rectifier units
were specially designed to convert 400 -cycle three-phase AC power
into 28 volts DC power. Regulated units use 12 -phase self-saturating

YOU CAN BE

SURE...IF

ITS

- June

1,

1957

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Box 868,

Pittsburgh

30, Pa.

Please send me data on the new Westinghouse WN-5082 Silicon Diode.
Please send me data on other Westinghouse Silicon Diodes. (Describe
types or applications)

Name

Westinghouse
ELECTRONICS

magnetic amplifiers to regulate voltage supplied to the silicon
rectifiers. In this application, WN-5082 diodes are used.
Learn how new Westinghouse Silicon Diodes can provide greater
reliability, higher efficiency, and save space and weight in your
application. Fill in the coupon today.

Title

Firm

Address

City

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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(continued)

modulation from 10 to 10,000 pps
at pulse widths of from 0.2 to 10
µsec. Circle P18 inside back cover.

Now... shake -test to
5000 cps with 1150 lbs force!
is an electrodynamic
vibration exciter with highest operating frequency in its
force range. The Model C10 VB

for complex motion testing where
specimens are subjected to the
actual "noise" spectrum of the

vibration testing systems to 5000
cps with no table diaphragming
or disturbing resonances under
5000 cps. Liquid cooled, it delivers up to 1750 lbs force output
for continuous sinusoidal testing
... and extends the range of random motion testing to 5000 cps.
This exciter can be used with
the MB Model T666 amplifier
and TEMC control cabinet to
subject specimens such as relays,
electronic and control components through a wide range of
vibratory frequencies to as high
as 58 "g". Also, by the addition
of the MB Model T88 complex
motion console, it can be used

DESIGN ADVANCES

HERE

environment.

exciter extends the range of

A UNIMODE

QUARTZ CRYSTALS
shock -mounted units

rocker system

(pat. pend.) restrains the 30 lb.
moving table on its suspension.
It assures linear motion over the
total stroke of 1" (D.A.) continuous duty. A packaged oil
system and heat exchanger cool
this equipment and permit its
use in environmental chambers.

-

FOR OTHER NEEDS

Present MB exciter ratings range
up to 25,000 pounds force. Remember, too, that MB has a field
service organization, including a
Western office, ready to help you.
Send for Bulletin 420-C.

manufacturing company
A DIVISION OF TEXTRON

INC.

1075 State Street, New Haven 11, Conn.
HEADQUARTERS FOR PRODUCTS TO ISOLATE

...

EXCITE

.

..

Electronic Division, Woodside 77, N. Y., introduces a rugged, extremely stable,
frequency determining element for
missiles, aircraft and other applications involving extreme environmental conditions.
The ST -73X has a frequency
range of 16 kc through 350 kc,
with lower frequencies possible in
holders of different configurations.
Shock tests of 100 g and dynamic
vibrations tests per MIL -T-5422,
MIL -E-5272
MIL -E-5400
and
standards were met without adverse results. Storage temperatures over a range of -65 C to
+135 C can be coupled with an
operation temperature range of
-55 C to +100 C. Circle P19 inside back cover.
BULOVA WATCH Co.,

AND MEASURE VIBRATION

SWEEPING OSCILLATOR
with six switched bands
KAY ELECTRIC Co., 14

Maple Ave.,

Pine Brook, N. J. A board -band,
all electronic fundamental sweeping oscillator with six switched
bands, the new Rada -Sweep Sr.
has 24 precise crystal markers
set at customer specified fre264

For

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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The Research Laboratory in Palo Alto
is particularly _r_terested in electronic
scientists and engineers who can plan today
for major achievement in the future.
Inquiries are invited from those possessing
a high level of aoility. Please address
the Research and Development Staff,
Sunnyvale 18, California.
Left to right:
Dr. S. B. Batdarf 3lectronics Division Head,
discusses trends in the application of electronics :c
mirsile system niih Dr. R.J. Burke, telemetering..

MISSILE SISTEMS DIVISION
LOCKHEED A:LCRAFT CORPORATION
PALO ALTO SUNNYVALE VAN NUYS

CALIFORNIA

www.americanradiohistory.com
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When to specify

VULCAN ELECTRIC
IMMERSION
HEATERS

1.

When application is for: Heat

-

transfer to liquids
water, oil, wax,
paraffin, asphalts, tars, solvent vapors, Dowtherm, Prestone, etc.; in
tanks, boilers, urns, kettles, etc.

2. When specifications call for:
Threaded bushing or flange type
mounting; bayonet type, side or bottom outlet; copper, steel, stainless or
alloy sheath; single or three phase;
500 to 10,000 watts; 15, 230, 460,
or 550 volts; pressures up to 3500 psi.
3. When you have "hot" problems: Vulcan Engineers are ready to
supply special heating units
engineered to your needs.

(continued)

quencies. Center frequencies are
from 1 to 260 mc. The unit is designed and built for sweeping
radar i-f's up to 280 mc. It is extremely stable, has low harmonic
content and is free of spurious
output.
Frequency range is 1 to 260 mc
center. Sweep width is 70 percent
of center frequency to 100 mc; 60
to 70 mc from 100 to 250 mc.
Sweep rate is variable around 60
cps; locks to line. The r -f output
is 0.5 v rms into nominal 70 or 50
ohms; higher for lower frequency
units. Output is held constant to
within ± 0.5 db over widest sweep
by age circuit.
Also featured are up to 24
pulse -type
crystal - controlled
markers at customer specified frequencies, accurate to 0.05 percent.
Weight of the unit is approximately 45 lb. Circle P20 inside
back cover.

1

-

NEW TUBULAR TANK
IMMERSION HEATERS

o_x

r

GASKET

w[1.1.

=CABLE TERMINATIONS

I

and stand-off insulators

/

Ì

/

COMPONENTS FOR RESEARCH, INC.,

Industrial Road, Palo Alto,
Calif. New epoxy h -v cable termination, bushings and stand-off
insulators are designed to meet specific space, mounting and operating conditions. The cable -to -air
and
cable-to -oil
terminations
shown are rated at 150 kv d -c with
a flashover of more than 185 kv
rms (260 kv peak). The stand-off
insulators, which are 15, 10, 7?
and 54 in. long are rated at 50,
40, 30 and 20 kv rms in air and
100, 90, 75 and 60 kv rms in oil
with a flashover of at least 24
times rated voltage. Special bases
and caps can be provided for use at
higher voltages and for special
937

Vulcan's new Tubular Tank Immersion
Heaters are especially recommended
for use in electroplating tanks, alkali
heating tanks and similar applications. Tubular elements are formed to
shape as shown, and uprights are
brazed into gosketed, liquid -tight

terminal box.

Write for free catalog.

ELECTRIC COMPANY
DANVERS 10, MASS.
Cartridge
Heaters

Strip

Tubular
Solderin

Immersion Electric
and Brandingts Irons

Solder andGgluePo

266

For

mounting requirements.
P21 inside back cover.

VARIABLE DELAY LINE
with 120 positions
ADVANCE ELECTRONICS LAB., INC.,

249 Terhune Ave., Passaic, N. J.
Type 606 series variable delay line

features a time delay accuracy of
± 1 percent at any point. It may
be driven by motor for automatic
time tracking, has a rise time less
than 4 percent and negligible
overshoot. The unit consists of

120 sections of L-C m -derived networks and a 1 -pole, 120 -position
rotary switch. The rotary switch
is used to change the amount of
time delay between the input and
output by connecting the output
terminal to any one of the 120
sections of LC networks.
The cutoff frequency in mc is
equal to 38.4/D where D is the
total time delay in µ sec. The time
delay per step is 1/120 of the total
time delay; attenuation is about 4-6
db maximum. There are 14 different models available with maximum time delay 1.2 µsec to 1,200
µsec; impedance varies from 75 to
1,000 ohms. Circle P22 inside back
cover.

PHASE STANDARD
has a variety of uses
ACTON LABORATORIES, INC.,

Acton,

Designed for calibrating
phase meters and other phase Mass.

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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THE CURTAIN OF FIRE

Air protection for whole cities and strategic areas is no longer in the
"talking" stage. It is now being installed-a combination of the deadly fire of NIKE anti-aircraft weapon batteries
and the U.S. Army Signal Corps' new Martin MISSILE MASTER. As the country's first electronic system designed
to provide an integrated screen of radar surveillance, target detection and fire coordination, MISSILE MASTER
makes possible peak effectiveness of anti-aircraft missile battery operation. A measure of the critical importance of
MISSILE MASTER is the fact that the system already has been designated for a number of our most vital civilian

and military areas. It is one of the most significant defense developments of our time.

Afflr

T/ N

BALT/MORE OE/V 1/ER ORLA/VOO
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,
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(continued)

measuring instruments, this phase
standard can also be used with an
oscilloscope to measure the phase
shift in electronic circuits or to
calibrate precision phase shifters.
It converts an externally supplied
signal (20 cps to 20 kc) into two
sinusoidal signals whose phase
relationship can be varied from 0
to 360 deg in four revolutions of
a single control. Phase angle accuracy is ±1 deg from 20 cps to
10 kc ±3 deg from 10 kc to 20 kc.
Inherent distortion is less than 1
percent; overall distortion is dependent upon the externally supplied signal. The 0.5 to 5-v output
of the instrument varies less than
±2 percent with phase shift. A
self-contained regulated power
supply can accept 105-125 v, 50-60
cps. Circle P23 inside back cover.
;

air with
relays?

Look to NORTH
Designed to meet MIL -R -5757C, the NORTH
IR -226 is being widely used in many airborne
applications that require a vibration -proof, shock resistant, hermetically sealed, sensitive relay.

IR -226 is being specified as a component
in plate circuits for power amplification.
NORTH

Where low-level switching requirements are
highly critical the IR -226 contacts have been
tested at 8 micro -amps and 30 milli -volts.

The IR -226 has demonstrated complete reliability
at 40 milli-watt sensitivity.

IR -226

Actual Size

Whether your requirements include relays for
production runs or for relay engineering and
design for prototype development, NORTH'S 72
years of experience in engineering, design,
and precision manufacture of relays for
commercial and military applications can be
applied to meet your demands.
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

NORTH ELECTRIC COMPANY
776 SOUTH MARKET

STREET

GALION, OHIO

Available in Canada through Ericsson Telephone Sales of Canada, Ltd., Montreal 8,

:268

For

P. Q.

additional information on all items on this page,

HARD -TUBE MODULATOR
has wide applications

Greenwich Ave., Stamford, Conn. Capable of operating a variety of
MANSON LABORATORIES. 207

magnetrons, twt's, klystrons and
vacuum transmitting tubes, the
new model 240 pulse modulator
produces pulse voltages up to 17
kv peak at 20 -amperes pulse current. Because hard tubes (two,
in parallel) are used as the switch,
any combination of pulse width
and repetition frequency consistent with a maximum average
power rating of 1,400 w is obtainable. Both the pulse width and the
pulse repetition frequency are continuously variable from 1 to 10
µsec and from 20 to 10,000 pps
respectively. A built-in audio
oscillator provides internal control of the repetition rate, but

use post card on last page.
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.YOU SHOULD KNOW
THERE IS A MORE ACCURATE

VOM
11/2% accuracy . . .

mirror scale
to eliminate any possible parallax
and give you readings with the same
laboratory accuracy that is built
into the instrument.

20

111

11111111

A''',$54.50'2"2,
111:;111.1...

u!numuuu:,a::r:;:

/1/111.1/1/111,

This VOM is truly what laboratories
buy when they must have the best.
Model 630-A is prized in

laboratories
laboratories
237 development laboratories
and is owned by over 300 engineering
consultants and used for critical production
line testing and in the maintenance of
automation equipment by over 1100
manufacturers of all types of products.
782 industrial
115 research

TRIPLETT FEATURES:
and shunts
for

resistors
1/2% resistors-molded mounting
allows direct connections without cabling. (No chance for
shorts-longer life and easy -to-replace resistors in their
marked positions.) King sized recessed knob for the single
selector switch for both circuit and range-just turn and
make reading.
Resistance ranges are compensated for greatest accuracy
over wide battery voltage variation.

TRIPLETT
ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT

33 RANGES:

COMPANY
Bluffton, Ohio

ohms per volt DC, 5000 ohms per
volt AC.) 5 Current Ranges; Resistance from .1 Ohms to
100 Megohms; Decibel and Output readings.
12 D.C.-A.C. Volts (20,000
;

r

T

T

631
Combination

V-O-M-VTVM

ELECTRONICS

630 -NA

630

For Best Testing

The Popular

Around the Lab,
Production Line
or Bench

AlI-Purpose
V -O -M

- June

1,

1957

630-A

A Good Lab and
Production Line
V -O -M

j
I
I
,

Burton broient advertising

-------T

310
The Smallest
Complete V -O -M
with Switch

j

630-T

I

For Telephone

I

T-------1

T

Service

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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666 -HH

625 -NA

666-R

Medium Size

The First V -O -M

Medium Size

for
Field Testing

with 10,000
Ohms/Volt AC

630 Features

with
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EXPAND YOUR

PORTABLE TV
SALES

INVERTERS
for changing your storage
battery current to
A.

l

HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY

C.

(continued)

provision is also included to allow
running the modulator from an
external sine wave or trigger
source. The output pulse is capacity coupled to the load. A jack
for monitoring the grid -drive of
the final amplifier tube is also
provided.
The unit is fully self-contained,
including a 15-v, 10 -amperes a -c
filament supply for the tube under
test, and is ready for operation
upon the introduction of 115-v,
1 -phase, 60 -cycle power. Complete
details are available. Circle P24
inside back cover.

tures up to 450 F with no temperature compensation and no external cooling required. Each amplifier and cathode follower is individually potted with a plastic
compound to insure performance
under extreme conditions. The
filament in the amplifier may be
set for operation at either 6.3 or
26 v.

Four systems are available, the
AD -1, AD -5, AD -10 and AD -14
with the AD -5 and AD -14 systems

having a wider acceleration range
and higher frequency response.
Glennite connectors and cables
are supplied. Circle P26 inside
back cover.

NPN TRANSISTORS
three new types

in your own car!

GENERAL

ENJOY TV IN
CAR, Boat or Plane
mounted out of sight under
dash or in trunk
compartment!

TRANSISTOR

CORP.,

Jamaica, N. Y., has available three
new npn germanium alloy transistors intended primarily for computer applications where high
speed, high current switching is
of paramount importance. These
new transistors are RETMA registered as 2N356, 2N357 and 2N358. They are complementary to
GT's pnp types 2N315, 2N316 and
2N317. Circle P25 inside back
cover.

COMMUNICATIONS
ANTENNA
for central station uses
Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove, Ill., announces production of the new
Sleeve Monopole antenna for central station applications in the communications services. The design
provides an impedance bandwidth
MARK PRODUCTS CO., 6412 W.

characteristic unattainable with
other commercially available antennas. Model SM -150 maintains
a vswr of 1.5 to 1 or better on a
50 -ohm line from 148 through 174
mc.

Models are also available for
the 108 to 132 -mc aircraft frequencies and the 400 to 470 -mc
range. Circle P27 inside back
cover.

ATR INVERTERS
especially designed for operating
standard 110 volt A.C. portable TV sets

also
TAPE RECORDERS

DICTATING MACHINES

WIRE RECORDERS

ELECTRIC RAZORS

for

ACCELEROMETER SYSTEMS
for high temperature use

EXECUTIVES

OUTDOOR MEN

SALESMEN

REPORTERS

PUBLIC

FIELD INSPECTORS

OFFICIALS

POLICEMEN

DOCTORS

FIREMEN

LAWYERS, ETC.

See r/ouz fo6ez se unite daeteu,
u/NEW

"A"

YNEW

MODELS

Battery ElIminabrs,

N/NEW

DESIGNS

DC AC

Inverters,

Auto

AMERICAN TELEVISION

AIR
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LITERATURE

Rea Vibrates

t RADIO CO.

See« 1931

SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA, U.

S.

For

A.

GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC., 212 Durham Ave., Metuchen, N. J. The
Glennite AD series of high tem-

perature accelerometer systems
will operate under severe environmental conditions encountered in
missile and high speed aircraft
applications.
Precision
engineered, the units are designed for
continuous operation at tempera-

COMPACT SWITCH
acceleration -time integrator
THE MAGNAVOX Co., 2131 Bueter

Road, Fort Wayne, Ind., has developed an inexpensive, rugged
acceleration -time
integrating

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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ANOTHER FIRST FOR EA!
AN ELECTRONIC DIGITAL VOLTMETER
The new electronic Digital Voltme.e-, Model 26-16B from Electronic Associates, Inc., enables readouts at speed formerly thought impossible.
A unique transistor zed digital con ara -or converts acalag inputs to the
binary coded decimal system in an aTerage time of '.05 seconds. Delays in
readout time are reduced by a factor .f le.). Readout accuracy is maintained
at ('.01 Volts.
These advances are made possible by cruse of this Ligital Voltmeter's rempletely electronic and transistorized cesiga. The progressive measuring and
digitizing circuitry requires no wo,img parts st al:. This results in extreme speeds, ncise:ess operation, arc the grec est reliability.
The Digital Voltmeter is another first in EAI's Program of PACE. For complete details on this., and on any of Ike Ccmputa:ion Centers maintained by
Electronic Associates, Inc. in Princeton, N. J., Los Angeles, California, or
Brussels, Belgium, 'write to: Electronic Associates, lac., Long Branch, New
Jersey, Dept. EL ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

E

A

I

SETS THE

LONG BRANC-i

ELECTRONICS-June

1,

7957

P

A

C

NEW JERSEY
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switch for missile and rocket applications. The unit is completely
self-contained and actuates when
sustained accelerations in excess
of the internal bias are applied.
It is hermetically sealed and conforms to Air Force environmental
specifications. An observation
window and a unique reset fea-

ture facilitate laboratory testing.
The switch can be adapted to a
wide range of acceleration and
time parameters to satisfy specific
requirements.
Contact closure occurs in the
presently available unit when the
missile or rocket has reached a
velocity of approximately 460 ft
per sec under conditions of sustained accelerations between 4
and 15 gravities. The pictured
unit is approximately 3 cu in., and
weighs approximately 9 oz. Circle
P28 inside back cover.

MINIATURE MAGNETIC CLUTCHES

at t/loth the usual cost!
Now . . . design single and multiple clutching into your
electronic equipment at low cost. The HYCOR line of
miniature magnetic clutches is designed around a common
clutch body assembly, keeping unit costs low and performance standards high.
Only 1 watt of power develops up to 15 oz. in. of torque
with a response time of 5 milliseconds. Zero clutch slip
within rated operating conditions. No maintenance-only
2 moving parts. Ideally compact.

Nine precision -manufactured single and multi -turn models
for gear, cable and direct-in -line drives. Also available in
multi -shaft drive units.
Write for Bulletin C-2

...

or for special design help from a
HYCOR systems engineer.

DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
12970 Bradley Ave., Sylmar, California

272
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VOLTMETER
covers from 0.2 to 500 me
R -F

BOONTON ELECTRONICS CORP.,

levels as low as 400 µv.
Two probes are supplied with
each meter, one for general purpose high -impedance work, the
other a low vswr 50 -ohm probe for
attaining maximum accuracy in

use post card on last page.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Mor-

ris Plains, N. J. The new 91B
sensitive r -f voltmeter features
improved frequency range, sensitivity and stability. The instrument now covers from 0.2 me to
500 me and is useful up to 1,000
me with reduced accuracy. Although the voltage calibration extends from 0.001 v to 3 v, the high
order of zero stability and sensitivity permits detection of signal

June 1, 7957

- ELECTRONICS

NEW IRC ì33PLy LAMINATE

Now electronic designers can forget about the performance
limitations that have restricted the use of foil -clad plastic
laminates under severe temperature, moisture and electrical conditions.

In FLUOROPLY Laminate Type F, IRC has succeeded in
bonding copper foil to a plastic base with superior insulating qualities and unsurpassed resistance to heat and
moisture. This base, a special fluorocarbon plastic, offers a
combination of properties not found in any other laminate.
Because it absorbs no water, it also solves the problem of
humidity and surface leakage. FLUOROPLY offers all this
at a low cost for the advantages provided.

EXCELLENT ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
-High surface and volume resistivities,

high dielectric strength and good
high frequency characteristics.

FLUOROPLY is now available in 12" x 12" sheets with
copper on one or both sides. Standard thicknesses are
.031" to %" for the base, 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 oz. for copper
foil. Special thicknesses can be supplied. Write today
for complete details.
SUPERIOR ARC

RESISTANCE-Arc

resistance of more than 360 sec. makes
FLUOROPLY superior in high voltage and
high humidity applications.

Insulated Composition Resistors
Deposited Carbon Precistors
Power Resistors Voltmeter Multipliers Ultra HF and Hi -Voltage
Resistors Attenuators

Ulirnwe tGr, Gnw:t S
Low Wattage Wire Wounds
Resistance Strips and Discs
Selenium Rectifiers and Diodes

Hermetic Sealing Terminals

lated Chokes

ZERO WATER ABSC-IRPTION-

Wounds

absorption and humidity surface leakage.

SEND

FLUOROPLY's special fluorocarbon plastic
base eliminates the problems of water

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO., Dept.
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,
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Precision

Insu-

Wire

Potentiometers

FOR TECHNICAL

DATA BULLETIN

235, 401 N. Broad St., Philo. 8, Pa. In Canada, International Resistance Co., Ltd.,Toronto, Licensee
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Get Shortest

Etching Time

with

Il/iVI

aeiw,vrç

HUNT R.C.E.
(Rapid Circuit Etch)
FOR PRINTED

CIRCUIT BOARDS

Hunt R. C. E. is a proprietary etchant, formulated to etch printed
circuits fast and to speed up production. It offers these 6 big advantages:
1. 15% increase in etching speed
4. Easily removed by washing
2. Fast action over entire circuit
5. Substantial increase in capacity
3. Uniformly smooth etching
6. Freedom from fumes
HUNT S.C.E. (Solder Circuit Etch) FOR SOLDER -PLATED CIRCUIT BOARDS

This ready -prepared product is designed to etch solder -plated circuit
boards more easily, more effectively than it has ever been done before.
You'll find that Hunt S. C. E..
1. Etches rapidly at room temper- 4. Has guaranteed uniformity, and
atures
is of the highest quality because
2. Has a high capacity for copper
3. Never attacks the circuit
of rigid laboratory control

Hunt S. C. E. is essentially an oxidizing solution with the capacity to
keep the oxidized copper permanently in solution. Although many acids
will etch copper, S. C. E. solution has the peculiar property of not attacking the solder
but giving fast, odorless etching of the copper.

...

Write to nearest Hunt Branch for:

1."The Etching of Copper by Hunt

Technical Bulletin No.
R. C. E. Solution"

HUNT R.C.E. SOLUTION

HUNT S.C.E. SOLUTION

rubber drums
600 lb. poly drums

125 lb. carboys
530 lb. poly drums

145 lb.

Manufacturing
Chemists

Technical Bulletin No. 3-"the
Etching of Solder Plated Circuit
Boards by Hunt S. C. E. Solution"

Established
1909

PHILIP A. HUNT COMPANY
PALISADES PARK. N. J.

Chicago

274

Cleveland

Cambridge

Brooklyn
For

Atlanta

Dallas

additional information

Los .Angeles
on

San Francis°.

all items on this page,

monitoring h-f coaxial systems.
Each probe contains a full -wave
diode detector approaching rms response at levels below 0.1 v.
The combination of wide frequency response, high sensitivity,
stability and ruggedness, plus
ease of operation, permits application where expensive tuned amplifier or bolometer-type instruments would normally be required.
Circle P29 inside back cover.

TEFLON MAGNET WIRE
in

multipurpose kit

TENSOLITE SPECIALTIES, INC., 198

Main St., Tarrytown, N. Y., now
offers a wide variety of gage sizes
in class HT Teflon coated magnet
wire in a single kit. This Teflon
magnet wire kit was designed
specifically for use in research
and development projects where
small quantities of different gage
sizes are needed for prototypes
and experimentation.
The kit contains an assortment
of 12 miniature spools of Teflon coated magnet wire in gage sizes
20 through 42 Awg. This wire
conforms to type III, MIL -W19583
(Navy)
specifications.
Circle P30 inside back cover.
TUBE TESTER
uses punched card system

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 10527 Dupont Ave.,
Cleveland 8, Ohio. A new concept

of automatic, high-speed tube testing has been produced in model
123A Cardmatic tube testing
machine. The new tester utilizes
a punched card system to automatically set and test to a user's
specific circuit requirements.
Preselected voltages on screen,

use post card on last page.
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dew line

pinetree line

sage

These may never sight the enemy.
But if they do

...

and if they fail

who will promise us

a

...

second chance?

The reliability of every component
is

crucial.

That's why Sprague Hyrel Capacitors
are specified in critical military

electronic equipment.

Write for Engineering Bulletin 2900 and
Specification PV -100. Sprague Electric Company,
35 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass.

RqGUE®
the trademark of reliability

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS:
INTERFERENCE
TRANSISTORS
MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
RESISTORS
CAPACITORS
CIRCUITS
PRINTED
NETWORKS
PULSE
WIRE
MAGNET
TEMPERATURE
HIGH
FILTERS
ELECTRONICS

- June

1, 1957
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here's another
ENGINE GENERATOR SET

designed and built by
ROMELITE

This lightweight, gasoline -engine -driven generator is another
example of how Homelite met and solved a particular power supply problem. Designed and built to the most exacting MIL specifications, this generator has a military rating of 3 KW*, 120/208
volt, 400 cycle, single and 3 phase AC at 0.8 P.F. and has been
supplied fully winterized for starting and operation at temperatures down to 65°F.
If you have a need for light, compact, gasoline -engine or
electric -motor -driven generators that must meet stringent MIL
specifications, call Homelite first. With over 30 years' experience
in designing and building hundreds of thousands of generator sets
from .15 KW to 5 KW in a variety of voltages and frequencies,
Homelite will be first with the best solution to your power supply
problems.
*This military rating must be met at 5000 ft.,
after 500 hours of operation, and at an ambient

plate, grid or filament are tabulated on vinyl type cards which
are inserted into the machine.
These cards trip an automation
mechanism to make all electrical
connections necessary for testing
of any receiver tube. An extremely large number of exactly
controlled voltages are furnished
for testing tubes in special purpose circuits. The low 0.22-v rms
signal used on the grid permits
testing of the newer sensitive tube
types without distortion.
Tubes are checked within seconds and the simplified operation
permits even unskilled personnel
to run laboratory -accuracy tests
on a production line basis. Literature and full information are
available. Circle P31 inside back
cover.

-

temperature of 107°F. Under average conditions this unit is capable of producing close to
5

KW.

SERVO AMPLIFIER

full story, write for Homelite's new booklet,
"Generators for Military Use."
For the

OMELITE

HA

DIVISION OF TEXTRON INC.

6806 RIVERDALE AVENUE, PORT CHESTER, NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS OF CARRYABLE PUMPS
GENERATORS BLOWERS CHAIN SAWS
Canadian Distributors: Terry Machinery Co., Ltd.
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transistorized type
M. TEN BOSCH, INC.,

Pleasantville,

N. Y. Model 1800-0500 is a high

temperature, miniaturized, hermetically -sealed, plug-in transistor servo amplifier. It is primarily intended to receive signals
from a synchro control transformer and to operate a size 15,
on last page.
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"I'M WITH

UNIVAC"

"I'M WITH UNIVAC"®... your password to a new and exciting world of opportunity. A career with Univac takes you behind the scenes of important developments
in national defense, scientific research, business and industry. The tremendous advances made by Univac in automatic data processing and automation vitally affect
all of these fields.
Become a member of the team that designs and builds the world-famous Univac
electronic computers. Build a future for yourself in the most fascinating, fastest growing industry of our times. Investigate the outstanding opportunities now open
to you at Univac world leader in this industry.
You'll be proud to say: "I'M WITH UNIVAC."

-

.iAmhigt.Y »rand.
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

Check the

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Electronic Engineers, Logical Designers,
Physicists, Programmers, Mathematicians.
Send complete resumé to Mr. James
Drumm, Dept. PMy-2, 1900 W. Allegheny
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

C Registered

following openings at any of these three locations
SO. NORWALK, CONN.
Mechanical Engineers (graduates

ST.
BS

and MS levels), Design Engineers, with
or without formal degree, if qualified.
Send complete resumé to Mr. Robert
Martin, Dept. NMy-2, Wilson Ave., South
Norwalk, Conn.

in U. S. Patent Office.

www.americanradiohistory.com

i

PAUL, MINN.

Electronics Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, Electronic Design Engineers, Engineering Writers, Physicists, Mathematicians. Send complete resumé to Mr.
R. K. Patterson, Dept. SMy-2, Univac
Park, St. Paul 16, Minn.

Standard types of
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400 -cycle,

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
Radio Engineering Products

is

(continued)

6.1-w

servo

motor

(Kearfott type R110-2) or equiva-

currently producing a number

of types of equipment, electrically and mechanically interchangeable with standard Bell System apparatus. Complete
equipments of the following types, and components for these
equipments are available for early delivery.
CARRIER -TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
C5 Carrier-Telephone Terminal (J68756). A kit for adding
a fourth standard toll -grade channel to existing C
systems is available.
Cl Carrier -Telephone Repeater (J68757)

lent. The amplifier is designed to
exceed the environmental requirements of specification MIL -E 5400A.

The company has available a
data sheet giving complete physical and electrical specifications,
outline drawings and characteristics chart. Circle P32 inside
back cover.

121A C Carrier Line Filter and Balancing Panel
Carrier Line Filter and Balancing Panel (X66217C)

H

CARRIER -TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT
40C1 Carrier -Telegraph Channel Terminal (J70047C)
140A1 Carrier Supply (J70036A1, etc.)
40AC1 Carrier -Telegraph Terminal
Grid Emission Test Set (J70047D1)

VOICE -FREQUENCY EQUIPMENT
VI Telephone Repeater (J68368F)
Power Supply (J68638A1)
Vl Amplifiers (J68635E2 and J68635A2)
V3 Amplifier (J68649A)
V -F Ringers (J68602, etc.)
Four Wire Terminating Set (J68625G1)

R -F CHOKE COILS
subminiatures in 23 values

1C Volume Limiter (J68736C)

East
Aurora, N. Y., is now producing
a standardized series of molded
r -f choke coils that are more than
50 percent smaller than similar
coils. The subminiature line is
DELEVAN ELECTRONICS CORP.,

D-C TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT
1681 Telegraph Repeater (J70037B)

Telegraph Repeater (J70021A)
128B2 Teletypewriter Subscriber Set (J70027A)
Composite Sets, several types
10E1

TEST EQUIPMENT
2A Toll Test Unit (X63699A)
12B, 13A, 30A (J64030A), and 32A (J64032A)
Transmission Measuring Sets
1 A2 Relay Test Panel (J661 18E)
118C2 Telegraph Transmission Measuring Set (J70069K)
163A2 Test Unit (J70045B)
163C1 Test Unit (J70045D)

il

COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
255A and 209FG Polar Relays
Repeating Coils, several types
Retard Coils, several types
184, 185, 230A and 230B Jack Mountings

VACUUM TUBES

101D,F&L
102D,
104D
205D

F

&

323A &
328A
329A
336A
350A &
355A
393A
394A

L

274A & B
281A
305A
310A &B

B

396A
398A
399B

B

400A
408A
120A Ballast Lamp
121A Ballast Lamp

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080

UNIVERSITY

ST.,

TELEPHONE

3,

CANADA

CABLES
RADENPRO, MONTREAL

UNiversity 6-6887
278

MONTREAL

For

available in 23 items with inductance values from 0.15 to 22.0 All.
Coils measure 0.156 diameter by
0.375 length.
This series is one of six standardized r -f choke coil series available for off-the -shelf delivery. All
are hermetically encapsulated in
molded alkyd to provide the ultimate in environmental protection.
There are 150 coils in the six
series-each has exactingly defined electrical parameters. All
coils conform to MIL -C -15305A.
Designers will find that by in-

corporating these standardized
coils in their circuits, they can
save up to 75 percent of the engineering time formerly spent in r -f
choke coil design. A fully descriptive bulletin is available. Circle
P33 inside back cover.
CERAMIC TETRODES
two, 250-w types
EITEL-MCCULLOUGH,

INC.,

Bruno,

new

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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as AC magnet relays go

..

e

... the

Sigma Series 41 is surprisingly sensitive,
and even remarkably quiet. And like other shaded
pole types, it is also inexpensive and reasonably
indestructible. To wit, in order, 0.06 to 1.0 voltampere; useful in electric blanket controls; $3.501 -19, after which quantity discounts apply; undamaged by shocks and constant
acceleration up to 100 g, and contact life of
many million operations in normal use and with
adequate arc -suppression.

$9.45 in quantities

ceramic and metal tetrodes have
been added to the Eimac line. Designated the 4CX250K and 4CX250M, each of these new external
anode radial beam power tetrodes
employ concentric uhf terminals,
and represent the continued emphasis being placed on ceramic and
metal construction in new tube design.
The 4CX250M has a 26.5 v filament, while the 4CX250K has a 6 v
filament. Both tubes have a 250-w
plate dissipation rating. Circle
P34 inside back cover.

Such a combination of characteristics can be quite useful, as illustrated (illus.) by the Sigma CdS Photorelay,
Model 1. Here a broad area cadmium sulfide cell has
been connected to the coil of a 41, with the SPDT
connections conveniently brought out to a 5 -pin base,
on which a 112 square aluminum dust cover sits
snugly. In "light-no light" applications, such as light
beam interruptions, 3 amp. (resistive) 120 VAC loads
can thus be switched quite handily. Much of the
credit (in fact, all) for no tubes, rectifiers, buzz, etc.,
belongs to the 41. This paragraph was not meant to
sell the Photorelay, but if it has, it should be stated

that the price

is

$12.00.

An application of the above application is also presented, as additional support for the AC versions of

the 41, in the new Nitelighter® lighting control (a
product of our wholly owned parent company**).
Aimed toward the daylight, and connected to a light
(300 watts max.) of your choice (and plugged into a
wall outlet), the Nitelighter can protect your home,

LATTICE NETWORK
for digital memory stores
FERRANTI ELECTRIC, INC., 30 Rocke-

feller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.,
has announced lumped constant
electromagnetic networks specifically developed and designed for
digital storage, using only 1.2 elements per bit, and providing
highly stable characteristics without extreme tolerances on the individual elements.
Hermetically sealed units can
be supplied for any capacity up to
30 bits at digit rates up to 5 mc,
for satisfactory operation over a
temperature range of -20 C to
+70 C. The units provide an extremely economical and compact
ELECTRONICS

- June

1, 1957

For

your shins on otherwise dark stairs, the production
rate of your business (if you sell
eggs), and generally you against
nyctaphobia*. Logically enough,
this is also for sale** for $15.95.
There are many sensible jobs the 41 can do, some
of them with exculsive merit. Bulletin on request.
*Authority for origin doubtful.
**The Fisher -Pierce Co., Inc.,
40 Pearl St., So. Braintree 85, Mass.

¡CM

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC.
62

Pearl St., South Braintree 85, Mass.

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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form of storage in this capacity
range, and can readily be grouped
for serial or parallel operation
with rapid access. Circle P35 inside back cover.

adjustable value, with the same
current applied to both. A
unique four -terminal arrangement,
wherein current and voltage terminals are provided for the unknown impedance, nullifies the
effect of lead impedance and in-

LABORATORY SIZE

VACUUM TUBE
Volt Ohm Milliammeter

TUBULAR CAPACITOR

for printed circuitry
PYRAMID ELECTRIC CO.,

North Bergen, N. J., has announced a new

'f

**
*

MODEL

209A

Large 9" Meter Scale
Zero -Center DC Scale
Polarity Reversing Switch

RANGES
Volts, AC -DC and mils DC: 0-1200 in 6
ranges.
Volts, AC, Peak -to -Peak: 0-300 in 5
ranges.
Resistance: 0.1 ohm to 10,000 meg. in
8

plastic tubular capacitor for
printed circuits. Known as type
BTS, it is designed to withstand
the most exacting requirements
for minimum board space, close
mechanical tolerances and reduced space allowances as demanded by modern electronic assemblies. Ideally suited to present
day and future electronic equipment the BTS is also recommended for operation under the
most severe conditions. Circle
P36 inside back cover.

ranges.

Capacity:

mmf to 1000 mf in 7 ranges.
Current, DC: 5 microamps to 1200 milli.
amps.
1

Input Impedance: AC,

LINEAR AMPLIFIER

double

3 meg. on 1200

VAC scale.

1200 meg. (shunted by
6 mmf). DC, 12 megohms.
Inductance: 50 mh to 100 henries.
Frequency: 30 cps to 300 megacycles.

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10527

Dupont Ave.

Cleveland 8, O.

For

-C

differentiation
LABORA-

6055 S. Ashland Ave., Chicago 36, Ill. Model A-100 linear
TORY,

-20 to +25, in 3 ranges.
131/4" H. x 161/4" W. x 7" D. 181/2 lbs.
net wgt.
The versatile Model 209A is a laboratory instrument of highest quality, accuracy and dependability. Ideal for the
radio -television manufacturer or service
engineer. Designed to meet the large
number of applications in the electronic
or industrial laboratory. Provides the
sensitivity and range for quick and accurate measurements of sine or complex
waves of TV or industrial devices.
Write today for complete information,
or see your nearest HICKOK jobber.

R

TULLAMORE ELECTRONICS

Decibels:

280

sures accurate measurement.
The instrument has two dials
from which results are read. One
is calibrated in absolute magnitude of impedance in ohms; the
other, in phase angle and dissipation factors. Operating over a
frequency range of 30 to 1,000 cps,
the type 314 has an impedance
magnitude range of 0.001 to 1,000
ohms in six steps with an accuracy of -±1 percent, a phase -angle
range of 0 to 90 deg (lead or lag)
with an accuracy of ±1 deg and
a dissipation -factor range of 0
to infinity. External oscillator input voltage can be 0 to 10 V;
input impedance is 0.5 megohm.
Circle P37 inside back cover.

Z ANGLE METER

low impedance unit
ACTON LABORATORIES, INC.,

Acton,
Type 314 low -impedance
Z -angle meter, featuring wide
range and ease of operation, is
designed for measuring low values
of complex impedances in polar
form. Impedance and phase angle
of the unknown are determined by
equating its voltage drop to that
across a standard impedance of
Mass.

additional information on oll items

pulse amplifier features double
R -C differentiation. The differentiation after the last stage of
amplification incorporates a diode
restorer to prevent base line shift.
Wire -wound resistors are used
throughout in stabilization and attenuator circuits. The built-in
pulse generator uses a mercury wetted contact relay to produce
exponential pulses similar to
pulses from associated nuclear detectors.
Pulse generator amplitude is
controlled from a 10 -turn helical
pot. Amplifier output is linear
from 0 to 100 v. A built-in amplitude discriminator, continuously

on this page, use post card on last page.
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Model 295X

variable throughout the range of
the amplifier, is front -panel controlled by a 10 -turn helical pot.
The unit is available with preamplifiers for use with scintillation, pulse chamber, BF3, fission
or special purpose counting applications. Circle P38 inside back

all -band microvolt

GENERATOR

cover.

DIP SOLDERER

Model 295X Microvolt and Crystal Controlled

a semiautomatic machine
ELECTRONIC

Generator meets military requirements and is

PRODUCTS CORP., 322

State St., Santa Barbara, Calif.
The new version of the dip soldering machine facilitates semiautomatic production of electrical and
electronic assemblies and circuit
boards using printed and etched
circuit techniques. The machine
has a capacity of 120 units per hr
and requires only one operator.
Angle and depth immersion of
the work in the molten solder are
adjustable. Dwell time may be set
at any value from 0 to 57 sec in
0.5 -sec increments. Solder temperature, after adjustment, is
automatically maintained at the
desired temperature.
The machine is equipped with
an automatic dross skimmer and a
vibrator unit which removes excess solder from the work. The
unit is 24 in. wide and 32i in.
deep. Cabinet surface is 39 in.
above the floor while overall
height of the machine is 61 in.
Weight is 350 lb.
Single phase electrical power at
220-240 v, 60 cps is required.
Power consumption depends upon
ELECTRONICS

-
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Attenuation down to 0.1 microvolt
No external pad required
of proper shielding (silver pl ,'(1 over copper).
Direct reading of the output .evel results from
precision attenuation and monitoring.

125 KC to 175 MC continuous on fundamentals
Output of 0.1 to 100,000 microvolts on all ranges

For

designed primarily to service receivers in the mobile and aircraft field. Sensitivity, selectivity and
frequency of a receiver can be readily determined
with extreme accuracy, and without use of correction factors or reference tables. Features an
unusually wide range of frequencies both variable
and crystal controlled, wide range of output voltage accurately metered, exceptional stability of
frequency and amplitude adjustment and calibrated RF output level as low as 0.1 microvolt.
This equipment combines features generally available only in two separate generators:
MICROVOLT GENERATOR-An accurate, known
microvolt source covering frequencies from 125
KC to 175 MC continuous on fundamentals.
Metered output from 0.1 microvolt to 100,000
microvolt on all ranges. No external attenuator
pad required. Extremely low leagage is the result

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR

- Separate

crystal controlled RF oscillator... 400 KC to 20
MC ... on fundamentals and controlled harmonics up to 250 MC provides crystal accuracy for
frequency checks. Crystals with .01 and .005%
accuracy are available as optional equipment.
Measurement of
threshold sensitivity of squelch circuits .. Checking noise quieting performance of FM, mobile
and aircraft receivers... Measurement of gain
per stage and overall gain of RF and IF sections
Alignment and adjustment of RF and IF
stages of communication equipment, to 175 MC
... Measurement of sensitivity and selectivity of
radio receivers... Tuning and alignment of discriminator ... Adjustment of AGC circuits.
APPLICATION FEATURES INCLUDE:

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Variable
Ranges:

RF

A-125 to 325 KC
B-325 to 890 KC
C-890 to 2400 KC
D-2.4 to 6.9 MC
RF

Fundamental frequency range: 400

Oscillator:

E-6.9 to 20 MC
F-20 to 70 MC

G-70 to 120 MC
H-120 to 175 MC

Frequency accuracy: 1%
Output Level: Metered in microvolts adjusted
by a precision decade multiplier and vernier
control.
XI Step, 0.1 to
X 10 Step,

1

1

to 10

X100 Step, 10 to 100

KC to

20 MC

X1K Step, 100 to 1,000
X10K Step, 1,000 to 10,000
X100K Step, 10,000 to 100,000

Output Impedance: 50 ohms
Maculation: 400 cycles, 30%
Crystal Controlled RF Oscillator:

Crystal harmonic frequency range: 20 MC
up to 200 MC
RF Output Level: Variable from a maximum of
approximately 2 volts
Modulation: 400 cycles, 30%
Audio Oscillator:
Frequency: 400 cycles
Output Level: Variable to a maximum of
approximately 1 volt
Outputs:
Unmodulated RF
Modulated RF (400 cycles, 30%)
Crystal -modulated or unmodulated
Audio -400 cycles

Complete technical details available at your request.

HICKOK ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT COMPANY
THE

10527 Dupont Avenue

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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(continued)

size of solder pot used. A typical
load is 2,400 w. Circle P39 inside
back cover.

time:

1/io,000
of a second
Wedding time to space and velocity is a neat
exercise for the armchair strategist, but it's a
real -life problem for the modern weaponeer. To
develop effective weapons control systems, he
must know the exact location of projectiles in
time and space.

RESISTOR CAPPER
is

HALM INSTRUMENT CO., INC., Glen

Head Road, Glen Head, L. I., N. Y.,
has announced a fully automatic
resistor capping machine. Designed for high production capping of resistor bodies with press
fitted terminal caps, this machine
may be tooled for a variety of
resistor bodies ranging in size
from Au in. to
in. in diameter.
The machine features vibratory
hopper feeds which automatically
maintain full chutes for uninterrupted operation. Caps are fed at
100 per minute so that 3,000 resistors are assembled per hour.
One machine may be tooled to
handle several sizes by a simple
change procedure. Also available
is a machine to fit end leads internally, thereby making the entire o -d of the body available for
the resistance element. Circle
P40 inside back cover.

Vitro Laboratories solved this problem by developing the Time Signal Generator-illustrated
here-as the heart of a range control system
accurate to I/10,000th of a second in locating
projectiles in time from known positions in
space.

Vitro's unique experience in electronic and
electromechanical equipment includes the development of complete missile launching and range
control systems, Its resultant experience in data
processing and metric electronics, in operations
and mathematical analysis, and in product development and engineering, can make Vitro
Laboratories a valuable member of your research and development team. Or, it can take
over complete electronic or electromechanical
research and development for groups whose
major interests lie in related fields.

Write for brochure to VITRO LABORATORIES DIVISION, West Orange,

Wro

Research, development, weapons systems

2e Nuclear

and

process engineering,

design

ARefinery engineering, design, construction

et
282

Uranium mining, milling,

and processing

fully automatic

N.J.

CORPORATION of AMERICA
261 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.Y.
Thorium, rare earths, and heavy minerals

e Recovery of rare metals

and fine chemicals

PULSE GENERATOR

easily accessible

Aircraft components and ordnance systems

Teale
St., Culver City, Calif. An easily

.'tj
' Ceramic colors, pigments, and chemicals

accessible internal design corn -

ELECTRO -PULSE, INC., 11861

For additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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bined with simplified circuitry
providing fast rise time pulses at
high repetition rates, make the
model 2125B pulse generator an
economical instrument for use in
a wide range of laboratory and
test applications.
Repetition rates from 10 cps to
100 kc, variable advance or delay
operation 0 to 100 µsec, variable
pulse width from less than 0.1 to
100 µsec and variable amplitude
low impedance output are provided.
Snap -off top and bottom plates
provide complete accessibility and
overhanging light shield minimizes instrument panel glare. Circle P41 inside back cover.

look what

S2422

buys

in test equipment!
HEATHKITS
GIVE YOU
TWICE AS MUCH

equipment for
every dollar
invested
Thefamous model V -7A Vacuum Tube -Voltmeter is a perfect
example of the high -quality
instruments available from Heath

at'/, the price you would expect
to pay! Complete
only

Get the most out of your test equipment budget by utilizing HEATHKIT
instruments in your laboratory or on your production line. Get high
quality equipment, without paying the usual premium price, by dealing
directly with the manufacturer, and by letting engineers or technicians

PHOTO -CONTACT RELAY
has many applications
HUNTER MFG. Co., 108 South

$2450

Linn

St., Iowa City, Iowa. Model 330
photo -contact relay is a dpdt relay
which will open or close any desired external circuit. It may be
made to operate either by the in-

assemble Heathkits between rush periods. Comprehensive instructions
insure minimum construction time. You'll get more equipment for the
same investment, and be able to fill your needs by choosing from the
more than 100 different electronic kits by Heath. These are the most
popular "do-it-yourself' kits in the world, so why not investigate their
possibilities in your particular area of activity! Write for the free
Heath kit catalog now!

terruption of a light beam directed at a photoelectric cell or
by the closing of a pair of contacts which may have resistance
as high as 1 megohm. Thus, it is
dual control relay for one
many possible experimental,
search, production control
safety applications. Circle P42
side back cover.
a

of
reor
in-

FREE catalog

Contains detailed descriptions
of Heathkit models available,
including VTVM's, scopes,
generators, testers, bridges,
power supplies, etc.

Mail coupon below for

your copy-Now!

HEATH COMPANY

A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM, INC,

BENTON HARBOR 14, MICHIGAN

WWV RECEIVER
has six individual crystals
SHASTA DIVISION, Beckman Instruments, Inc., P. 0. Box 296, Station
Richmond, Calif. Model 905
WWV receiver is designed to conveniently and accurately utilize
the standard time and frequency
A,

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

7957

For

Name

Address

Also describes Heathkit ham
gear and hi-fi equipment in
kit form. 100 interesting and
.profitable "do-it-yourself"
projects!

City

&

Zone

State

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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Photo courtesy of Aviation Age

New control for jets
...and industry!
Precise control of every operating pressure is a must for
the jet engines that power our modem military aircraft.
To make matters tough for the design engineer, this control must often be automatic or semi -automatic, function
reliably under many diverse conditions. And, last but not
least, the pressure -sensing element must often be as linear
as it's possible to make it.
Engineers at the Hamilton Standard Division of United
Aircraft selected Bristol's capsular pressure sensing elements for the fuel control systems soon to go into planes
like the Navy F8U Crusader, above.
For Bristol has built up a backlog of 67 years experience
in manufacturing pressure -sensing elements for use in our
own Bristol instruments under the most diverse operating
conditions.
We've found out how to build them to take punishment
-for example, they'll take 200,000 flexings at 30 cpm with
no more than 1% change in characteristics. And we believe the linearity of Bristol elements can't be equalled
anywhere in standard units.
Because of expansion of our facilities, Bristol pressure sensing elements are now available to industry. They come
in a wide variety of stock characteristics between the extremes listed below. Ask us for Bulletin AV 2001 for complete data. The Bristol Company, 152 Bristol Road, Waterbury 20, Connecticut.
6.69

RANGE OF CHARACTERISTICS
(Stock Capsules)
Range

Characteristic

Min.
5/16

Outer diameter (in.)
Effective area (square in.)
Travel (in./psi)
Pressure span (psi)

1

0.40
0.0004

Expansion
Compression
Deviation from linearity (max %)
Hysteresis effect (max %)
Allowable overpressure
(max % to maintain linearity)
Temperature range
(normal)
Temperature for 2% travel change
Spring rate (p/in., ±10%)

BRISTOL

Max.
2

11'32

1.67

0.015
100

2
2

100

1/4
1/4

1

1,

4

20

20

-65 to

-65

300F
550F

300F
550F
1875

24

to

FINE PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
FOR OVER 67 YEARS
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For

broadcasts of the National Bureau of Standards radio stations
WWV and WWVH. Features are:
(1) all six frequencies selectable
by a front panel switch; (2) all
three audio filters selectable by
front panel switch; (3) 1-gv sensitivity on all bands; (4) rugged
modular construction; (5) blower
cooled; (6) available in either
cabinet or rack mounting. A logarithmic signal strength meter is
provided for precise tuning. Price
is $525 without cabinet, $550 with
cabinet. Circle P43 inside back
cover.

CURRENT STABILIZER
has varied applications

NORTH HILLS ELECTRIC
402

CO.,

INC.,

Sagamore Ave., Mineola, L. I.,

N. Y. Model CG -1 current governor is a two -terminal current

stabilizer and programmable electronic load. Current levels at voltages from 0 to +3,000 v d -c are
selected by front panel controls
in 1 -ma steps from 1 to 600 ma.
The stabilized current may be
modulated 0 to 100 percent by an
internal 60-cps sine wave or by
external signals including sine
wave, complex waveforms and d -c.
Applications include constant current generation, programmable
electronic load, transistor and
tube testing, magnetic core investigation, generation of high
voltage, long period sawtooth
waveforms, instrument calibration, solenoid and clutch testing

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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i

and power supply for magnetron
and other microwave tubes.
Further technical data are given
in bulletin E-1. Circle P44 inside
back cover.

Sub -Miniature

Potentiometers
80d

Trimmers
l/2 size, precision wire -wound,
up to 250K,

±.30/0 linearity

HIGH TORQUE SERVO
60 cps, two-phase unit

Aviollic Div.,
Racine, Wise., has available a new
size 15 115-v 60 -cps two-phase
servo with exceptionally high
torque for its size and weight. It
weighs 7.6 oz and delivers 1.45
in. -oz minimum stall torque. Phase
1 is 115 v and phase 2, 115/57.5 v.
Speed is 3,200 rpm at no load. At
stall, current is 0.060 ampere per
phase and power 6.1 w per phase.
The unit comes housed in stainless steel and can be built to meet
MIL -E -5272A. Circle P45 inside
back cover.
JOHN OSTER MFG. CO.,

setting new standards
for dependability
in sub -miniaturization
Let the facts speak for themselves! ACE Sub -Miniature Precision Wire Wound Potentiometers and Potentiometer Trimmers are the result of 4 years
development and over a year of successful use by leading electronic equipment
manufacturers. Users have conclusively proved that ACEPOTS and ACE TRIMS meet requirements for space and weight saving compactness, while at
the same time meeting MIL specs' most stringent qualifications for performance and dependability. Why invite trouble with untested components when
you can protect your reputation with ACEPOT and ACETRIM . . . the
subminiature potentiometers and trimmers proved in actual use.

Condensed Engineering Data
ACEPOT

ACETRIM

(potentiometer)

±

Resistance Range

200

Linearity

±.3 %
extremely high
55° C to 125° C°
low or high

Resolution
Ambient Temperature
Torque

to 250K

-

The above specifications are standard

-

(trimmer)
10

to150K±3%a

±3%,
excellent
- 55° C to 125° C
low or high

other values on special order.

DEFLECTION YOKE

Available in threaded bushing, servo, flush tapped hole or flange mounting, and
ganged units. All units sealed, moistureproofed, and anti -fungus treated. Meet
applicable portions of JAN specs and MIL -E -5272A standards.

miniature, encapsulated

*New X-500 ACEPOT operates to a new high of 150°

C.

SYNTRONIC INSTRUMENTS, INC., 170

Industrial Road, Addison, Ill. A
new miniature epoxy encapsulated
push-pull magnetic deflection
yoke, type Y57 -P, fits all standard
in. neck diameter c -r tubes with
deflection angles up to 70 deg. It
is also ideal for use with transistors and withstands extreme
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

For

Expedited delivery on prototypes; prompt servicing of production orders.
Send for Fact File and application data sheets.
*trademarks applied for

<.....

ACEPOT*
CETRIM*

ACE ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATES
Dept.

additional information on all items

E. 101

Dover St.

Somerville 44, Massachusetts

on this page, use post card on last page.
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NEW PRODUCTS

environmental conditions. Pushpull windings with separate B+
leads permit greater circuit flexibility. Low geometric distortions
are achieved by accurately formed
wound coils.
The yoke is available in impedances and winding configurations suitable for transistor drive
and in higher impedances for v-t
circuits. Overall length is 1e in.,
o -d 2i in. and i -d 1 in. Residual
is 0.5 percent maximum, radial
error 1 percent maximum, angular
error 0.5 deg maximum, horizontal
coil capacity 11 µµf, vertical coil
capacity 15 µµf and temperature
rating 105 C maximum. Circle P46
inside back cover.

WHAT...
we'll show you HOW!

You fell us

Here at Plastoid you will
find the qualifications,
equipment and engi-

neering know-how
requisite to the production of faultless, high quality, multi -conductor
wire and cable to meet the most
exacting specifications. Our engineers will convert your "brain -child"
to practical realization.

Meet our engineers

during the

IRE CONVENTION
at our hospitality suite
in the Park Sheraton Hotel.

They'll be glad to discuss

your problems.

SPECIFY

Plant: HAMBURG, N.
286

Whether the application be
industrial, electronic, aeronautical,

VIDEO DUMMY LOAD
uses tap water as coolant

marine, communication, public
utility or atomic energy ...

LEVINTHAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS,
INC., 760 Stanford Industrial Park,

FOR SURE PERFORMANCE.

J.

Offices: 42.61 24th Street, Long Island City 1, New York
For

Palo Alto, Calif. Available with
fixed resistances from 5 to 200
ohms, the model G6A dummy load
can also be supplied with tapped
resistances as illustrated. A 0.1 ohm noninductive monitoring resistor is included for measuring
pulse current. Time constant of
the unit is less than 0.05 µsec.
Using ordinary tap water as a
coolant, the load can dissipate up
to 50 -kw average power with 9
gpm of water flow and a 21 C

water-temperature rise. Peak
power capacity is 100 megawatts
and maximum energy per pulse

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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watt -seconds.
Weighing approximately 30 lb
(exclusive of cabinet), the unit
has the following dimensions: 49
in. overall length, 3 in. o -d glass
tube with 5 in. diameter flanges.
Circle P47 inside back cover.
550

s

MARS outstanding design SERIES

SQ-WAVE GENERATOR
center frequency
kc
1

D. C. BROCKER LABORATORIES, P. 0.
Box 967, Sunnyvale, Calif. Com-

pact and stable this variable amplitude direct -coupled square wave generator finds use as a
modulator of signal generators
and twt amplifiers. It delivers
60 v maximum peak to peak and
has positive ground, 0.4 -µsec rise
time, 5-percent overshoot and
zero to 5-kilohms internal impedance. Circle P48 inside back
cover.

TV SYNC GENERATOR
uses magnetic binary scalers
WANG LABORATORIES, INC., 37

Hur-

ley St., Cambridge 41, Mass. Model
No. 1011 packaged to synchronizer unit will automatically generate 31.5 kc and 60 -cps pulses
locked to the line frequency. It
will track ±2 -cps variations in
power line frequency and can be
adjusted with a single control
to track power line frequencies
from 40 to 70 cps.

Utilizing the magnetic binary
ELECTRONICS-June

1,

1957

For

21st century city
The shallow, plastic -faced, Geodesic dome makes
this city of the future look strange to loth century
eyes. But designer Philip H. Seligson has combined
practical economics with creative thinking in committing his concept to paper. Industries are located at
the outer circumference of the city; discharge their
smoke through stacks that pierce the dome. Central
air conditioning controls the temperature-winter or
summer the climate is perfect. Instead of building
their own four weather walls and roof, insulating
them, heating and cooling them, people can build
their walls merely as grilles and curtains.
No matter which of today's ideas become reality,
it will be as important tomorrow as it is today to use
the best of tools when pencil and paper translate a
dream into a project. And then, as now, there will be
no finer tool than Mars-from sketch to working
drawing.
Mars has long been the standard of professionals.
To the famous line of Mars-Technico push-button
holders and leads, Mars-Lumograph pencils, and Tradition -Aquarell painting pencils, have recently been
added these new products: the Mars Pocket-Technico
for field use; the efficient Mars lead sharpener and
"Draftsman's" Pencil Sharpener with the adjustable
point -length feature; and-last but not least-the MarsLumochrom, the new colored drafting pencil which
offers revolutionary drafting advantages. The fact that
it blueprints perfectly is just one of its many important
features.
The 2886 Mars-Lumograph drawing pencil, 19
degrees, EXEXB to 9H. The 1001 Mars-Technico
push-button lead holder. 1904 Mars-lumograph
imported leads, 18 degrees, EXB to 9H. MarsLumochrom colored drafting pencil, 24 colors.

J.S.

TAEDTLER, INC.
HACKENSACK, NEW JERSEY

at all good engineering and drawing material suppliers

additional information on all items on this page,

use post card on last page.
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scaler principle, the unit draws
only a few ma off 160 v supply
and occupies a panel or chassis
space of only 7i in. by 2} in.
Price is $225. Circle P49 inside
back cover.

In

LINEAR ACCELEROMETERS
two new series

INDIUM

TECHNOLOGY

INSTRUMENT

CORP.,

531 Main St., Acton, Mass., offers
a new line of accurate linear accelerometers. The 11000 series
features a standard voltage output
of 10 v with a 26-v, 400-cycle

INDIUM
INDIUM
INDIUM

(continued)

INDIUM

INDIUM

input. Null voltages are less than
10 my for the voltage output.
The 12000 series features a precision potentiometer output with
a resolution of 500. Linearity is
better than percent and hysteresis less than
percent. Thresholds lower than 0.001 percent can
be achieved. These units have
been designed to surpass all
phases of the military specifications. Circle P50 inside back

j
5á 5p
ORBITS

3\

cover.

-M18
8

K2Ì
ELEMENT OF SUCCESS
in revolutionary industrial and
engineering advances
QUALITY
at the Indium Corp. of
America means: purity
of metals, and strict
adherence to specifications.
SERVICE
means prompt delivery
to customers, and technical help in specific
uses of Indium.
RESEARCH

"forward looking" with respect to
means

Our files contain an imposing list of prominent metallurgists and engineers credited with startling achievements through use of Indium ... the metal of unlimited
possibilities.
INDIUM may have significant applications
own product development.

in

ACCELERATOR CURRENT
INTEGRATOR

wide range, high accuracy

your

EL DORADO ELECTRONICS CO., 1401
Middle Harbor Road, Oakland 20,
Calif. Model CI -100 accelerator
current integrator employs a true

COMMERCIAL QUANTITIES AVAILABLE
Indium metal (specially refined 99.999% pure)
Indium metal (99.97+% pure)
Indium wire
Indium
foil and ribbon
"Indalloy" intermediate solders
Indium pellets
Indium spheres
Indium powders
Also other high -purity metals

new products and new
techniques.

current sampling technique which
eliminates high -impedance input
circuits and resulting leakage -insulation problems. Current measurements of 1 millimicroampere to
1 ma and charge measurements of

WRITE TODAY

-

for new Indium Bulletin, "Nomographic Charts of Pellets and Spheres
Weights per Thousand in Grams
with Alloy Analysis Equation."

THE

INDIUM

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
1676 LINCOLN AVENUE
Since 1934

...

UTICA, NEW YORK

Pioneers in the Development and

Applications of Indium for Industry.
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from 15 millimicrocoulombs to 29
coulombs can be made with an
accuracy of 1 percent through
the use of analog computer -type
operational amplifiers.
Other features include a charge preset feature used to stop the
June
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accelerator beam when a predetermined charge has been
reached; provision of an output
voltage, proportional to accumulated charge, which may be used
to operate control circuitry or
data reduction equipment; and a
self-contained variable decay coefficient to stimulate the decay of
short-lived isotopes during beam
off -target periods.
The unit contains its own power
supply and is rack -mounted, 19 in.
wide, 8f in. high and 2k in. deep
with a weight of 301b. Power requirements are 110-130 v, 60 cps,
100 w. Circle P51 inside back

a

modern
method of
maintaining

cover.

ACCURACY

MODEL

829

ses

Superior and sustained quality control,

through frequent calibration of test instruments, can be achieved by semi-skilled personnel using these self-contained standards.
Portable Model 829 calibrates both AC and
DC meters over ranges from 0.25 millivolt to
'2000 volts and 2 microamperes to 20 amperes.
Direct reading accuracy of 1% (0.5% using
charts supplied). Output frequency from 50
m 400 cps depending on line frequency used.
Net price $2,650.

ELECTRONIC FLASHERS
in miniaturized design
ELECTRONIC

SPECIALTY CO.,

MODEL 231B

5121

San Fernando Road, Los Angeles
39, Calif., has developed a line of
patented miniaturized electronic
flashers designed to meet the most
demanding requirements of vibration, shock, temperature stability
and radio noise suppression, and
qualified to all applicable military
specifications. The resistance capacitance oscillators used offer performance advantages over
thermal devices and motor-driven
switches as they have excellent
frequency stability over as much
as a 14 to 30 v range, are easily
temperature compensated and are
maintenance free. The output
contact arrangement and flasher
circuit is readily adapted to any
type of warning system. Standard
units are available with and without radio noise suppression.
Maximum miniaturization is obtained by the company's own relay
specifically designed for flasher

circuits.

á ;

4

Console Model 261B calibrates all types of
AC meters to direct reading accuracies of
0.5% (0.25% using calibration charts) over
frequency range of 50 to 1600 cps. Current
range from 1.5 milliamperes to 200 amperes; voltage range from 75 millivolts to
1500 volts. Output of electronic power oscillator has less than 5% total harmonic
content at 60 cycles.
Net price $9,250.

MODEL 262B

Model 262B Dual Potentiometer Standard calibrates DC electrical measuring
instruments to direct reading accuracies
of 0.1%(0.05% using calibration charts)
through voltages ranging from 1 millivolt to 1500 volts and currents ranging
from 1 microampere to 150 amperes.
Employs Weston instruments and standard cells.
Net price $15,600.
Prices are f.o.b. Boonton, N.J. IL
subject to change without notice.

1d a 3plicaTechnical a
six
jota for our

tion

a1e

fitly

basic models
4'
described in a. rew for
Send

paye catab9
it

today

Flashing rates, output

ELECTRONICS

- June

1, 1957
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arrangements and load capacities
can be made to meet any requirement. Circle P52 inside back
cover.

CYCLING TIMER
with wide range of speeds

Center brook, Conn. A new cam timer
features small size, design simplicity, low cost, and a wide range
of speeds.
With contacts for 30 -ampere reistive loads (and hp) at 115 v
a -c, speeds of 1 rpm to 1 rev in
8 days are offered. Faster speeds
can be obtained with lower switch
ratings. Switches are open blade,
either spst or spdt. Three -level
cams and a neutral position in the
spdt switches can be supplied to
permit control of up to eight load
circuits with a four -pole timer.
Type 571 timer is a cycling device which operates continuously
as long as power is supplied to the
high -torque motor. Overall dimenHere's a distinguished member of the sions are approximately 2i in. sq
Royal Family of Fine Factory Seating- by 24 in.
deep including motor.
the popular Model 515, used in hundreds Two -hole
mounting
is standard
of laboratories and industrial plants for
with one -hole center mounting opcomfort, convenience, endurance.
tionally available. Output shaft
Rust -resisting, telescopic legs lock at 1" can be supplied.
Wiring terminals
intervals for 17" to 25" or 24" to 32" seat are
quick
-disconnect
spade type.
height adjustment. Back rest adjusts four
ways-up, down, forward, backward- The timer is available for opto give the 515 many healthful qualities eration on all standard voltages,
of the finest office posture -type seating. 60 and 50 cps frequencies. It is
Here's a chair really built to serve the designed for UL approval. Circle
sitter, speed work, save you money.
P53 inside back cover.
CRAMER CONTROLS CORP.,

washers and bolts, model 4920-AN
replaces model 4920 hollow coil
which did not have the detachable
cable feature. As a high -frequency, carrier -operated transducer, it works on a principle
similar to the military mine detector. It senses aluminum, brass
or copper as well as iron and
steel.
The coil can be used as part of
a chute or tube carrying metal
parts which can either slide or
drop through. Connected by a
cable to a control unit, it causes
the control unit to generate d -c
voltages or operate relays. The
control unit can be used to actuate electromechanical or electronic counters and automatic
machinery.
When
electronic
counters are used, counting rates
in excess of 60,000 per minute
may be obtained.
The new pickup is available in
15 sizes from
in. to over 3 in. in
diameter. Circle P54 inside back
cover.

Mail ye coupon for fu/
information on Roya)

-BAND DUMMY LOAD
in water -tight transit case
L

Seating for Modern
Industry.

WACLINE, INC., 35 S. St. Clair St.,
Dayton 2, Ohio, announces a new

Model

515

Model 625

Model 624

Model

511

ROYAL METAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III., Dept. 30-G
Please send me free 24 -page Catalog No. 7001,
"Royal Seating for Modern Industry;" Complete information on Royal Verti -File Vertical Filing.
175 N.

Individual

Street
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ELECTRO

PRODUCTS LABORATORIES,

INC., 4500 Ravenswood Ave., Chi-

cago 40, Ill. A new hollow coil
proximity pickup featuring a connector located on the coil is now
offered. Ideal for counting small
metal parts such as screws, nuts,

Company

City

PROXIMITY PICKUP
hollow coil type

State

For

high -power L-band dummy load
with direct indicating calorimetric wattmeter. The lightweight load element is composed
of two tapered fluid elements of
molded fiberglass construction
which is centered inside of a fourft long section of aluminum waveguide. A remote heat-exchanger
unit pumps a constant volume of
lossy liquid through the tapered
fiberglass elements. The lossy
liquid absorbs the microwave energy and the heat is then dissipated by the heat -exchanger unit.
The entire unit is stored in a

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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(continued)

water -tight transit case which is
constructed of light weight laminated aluminum -bound plywood.
It operates in a frequency range
from 1,150 me to 1,750 me with
a vswr of less than 1.15 and is
rated at 1,500 w maximum average power and 5 -megawatts peak
pulse power. Circle P55 inside
back cover.

TOWER FOOTING
INSULATORS FOR

SELFSUPPORTI NG
RADIATORS
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ROTARY POT

.

features hermetic seal
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en,

TECHNOLOGY

V9

INSTRUMENT

I,a
CORP.,

t2g

Main St., Acton, Mass., has
announced a new rotary metal film potentiometer featuring hermetic seal and providing essentially infinite resolution.
Resistance ranges are as follows: Type MFR -1 (1 in. diameter 700 ohms to 25,000 ohms;
MFR -2 (2 in. diameter), 1,000
ohms to 50,000 ohms; MFR -3 (3 in.
diameter), 1,000 ohms to 75,000
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LINEAR ACCELEROMETER
for aircraft and missile uses

RADIO GUY
INSULATOR

,,1,

Lec

This new pot provides high accuracy; linearity less than 0.5
percent independent; less than
100 -ohms equivalent noise resistance and temperature coefficient
less than 0.0003 ohm per deg C.
Excellent results have been
achieved in extensive environmental testing. Circle P56 inside
back cover.

MAST BASE
INSULATORS

li.

We at Lapp are mighty
proud of our record in the
field of tower insulators.
Over 30 years ago, the first
insulated broadcasting tower
was erected-on Lapp insulators. Since then, most of the
large radio towers in the
world have been insulated
and supported by Lapp insulators. Single base
insulator units for structures of this type have
been design -tested to over 3,500,000 pounds.
A thorough knowledge of the properties of porcelain, of insulator mechanics and electrical qualities has been responsible for Lapp's success in
becoming such an important source of radio insulators. Write for description and specification
data on units for any antenna structure insulating
requirement. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., Radio Specialties Division, 131 Sumner Street, LeRoy, N. Y

,

%¡

DONNER SCIENTIFIC Co., Concord,

Calif., announces its new model
4112 linear servo accelerometer.
Incorporating a high -gain electromechanical amplifier in closed loop operation, it is designed for
precise measurement or control
ELECTRONICS-June

1, 1957

For

L PP
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Engineering Careers
at Curtiss-Wright
Curtiss-Wright's planned expansion and product diversification program creates requirements in 1957, 58, 59, for engineers and scientists in a number of different technical fields
and at almost every level of experience. These are permanent,
career positions, for this is a carefully planned program. Starting salaries are excellent and are related directly to your
education and experience. Company benefits are outstanding
and there are adequate provisions for Advanced Study Assistance to those who qualify.
Positions are available in plants located in several states, giving
you a choice of geographical location. Work assignments range
from pure research in specialized fields to production control
of current manufacturing. Products range from plastics for
the consumer market to new concepts in powerplants and
propulsion systems. Especially interesting to the scientist or
engineer are the opportunities offered in the following fields.

of linear acceleration over a frequency range from 0 to 25 cps,
even under severe environmental
conditions. It is especially suited
to aircraft and missile applications

where rugged construction and a
high degree of accuracy are
needed.
The internal servo system of
the model 4112 provides resolution of better than 0.001 percent
and linearity within 0.1 percent
of full range. It will withstand
shocks of hundreds of g and can
be compensated within 0.1 percent
of full scale over a temperature
range of 100 C. High output levels
are obtainable, thus eliminating
the need for further amplification. Standard input ranges from
±0.1 g to ±20 g are available,
each having a high overload capacity. Circle P57 inside back
cover.

AERODYNAMICS
HEAT TRANSFER
FUELS & LUBRICANTS
METALLURGY

ROCKET PROPULSION
THERMODYNAMICS
COMBUSTION
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
NUCLEAR PHYSICS
INSTRUMENTATION
ANALOG COMPUTERS
CHEMISTRY
FLIGHT SIMULATION
AIRBORNE RADAR
JET PROPULSION
PLASTICS
SUPERSONIC AIRFLOW
GUIDED MISSILES
STRESS AND VIBRATION
ULTRASONICS
These are some of the important activities going on in the 17
Divisions of Curtiss-Wright. In such an environment engineering and scientific skills grow and the individual has opportunity
to demonstrate his professional ability.
If you are interested in associating yourself with a company
which recognizes your individual progress, if you want the
stability that comes with diversification of products, then you
should send a resume, giving your preference in type of work,
as well as your education and experience to:
R. G. Conrad,
Manager, Engineering Recruiting, Dept.G11
Curtiss-Wright Corporation, Wood -Ridge, N. J.
ALL REPLIES CONFIDENTIAL

CORTISG»WRIGHT
CORPORATION

WOOD -RIDGE, N. J.
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HERMETIC TERMINAL

for electronic components
LUNDEY ASSOCIATES, 694

Main St.,

Waltham 54, Mass., announces the
new series 399 hermetic terminal
for electronic components such as
transformers and capacitors in
the intermediate voltage range,
1,500 v operating. These are
rugged, simply constructed terminals utilizing the superior properties of Teflon and silicone rubber for improved performance.
Designed to meet MIL-T -27A
specifications, the terminals have
an operating voltage of 1,500, test
voltage of 4,000 and current rating
of 10 amperes. Assembly of the
terminal needs only simple tooling.
Depending upon the electrode, the
assembly is accomplished by
clinching in a press with rudimentary jigging or by a drive fit
of the electrode with a press. As
June
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an added service, Lundey Associates will install the terminals
in the customers' covers. The
hermetic seal is completed at the
time internal leads are attached.
The series 399 is available in
three electrode styles: hollow
electrode with lug for minimum
clearance; solid electrode with
single turret; solid electrode with
double turret. Circle P58 inside
back cover.

USE

DIAMOND H'
SERIES R

RELAYS

Where the temperature hits 200°C. or the dry circuit is downright arid, your best bet for reliability is a "Diamond H" Series
R miniature, hermetically sealed, aircraft type relay. Their
shock and vibration resistance you may take for granted.
On the other hand, Series R relays (4 PDT) also give excellent reliability at -65°C. and will carry up to 10 amperes
in power circuits ... or even 20 amperes for short life requirements. In other words, they offer an extremely wide
range of performance characteristics from which "Diamond
H" engineers will be happy to work out a variation to meet
your specific requirements. Just ask.
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Vibration Resistance:

V -R POWER SUPPLY
for photomultiplier tubes

Temperature Range:

J. APPLEGATE & CO., 1816 Grove
St., Boulder, Col. Model 223 Uni plug is a voltage regulated power
C.

Insulation Resistance:
Dielectric Strength:
Operating Time:
Contacts:

Shock Resistance:

DUO -TRIODE
for 110 -deg vertical deflection

Mechanical
Shock Resistance:

Mounting:

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,

1740 Broadway, New York 19,
N. Y., has developed a new 9 -pin

Size:

Weight:

miniature duo -triode designed to
fill the need of a miniature tube
for 110-deg vertical deflection
service in tv receivers. Type
10DE7, featuring a 600 -ma heater
for series -string operation, contains two dissimilar triode sec -

- June

1,

1957

two independent coils, either or both of
which will operate unit
1,000 megohms at room temperature
100 megohms at 200°C.
450 to 1,000 V., RMS
24 V. models 10 ms. or less; dropout less
than 3 ms.
30 V., D.C.; 115 V., A.C.; 2, 5, 71/2 and
10 A., resistive; 2 and 5 A. inductive.
Minimum 100,000 cycles life.
Low interelectrode capacitance-less than 5
mmf. contacts to case; less than 21 mmf.
between contacts.
Special Ratings: to 350 V., D.C., 400 MA.,
or other combinations including very low
voltages and amperages or amperages to
20.

Operational

ELECTRONICS

55-500 cycles at 15 "G"
55-1,000 cycles at 15 "G"
55-2,000 cycles at 20 "G"
-55° to +85°C.
-65° to +125°C.
-65° to +200°C.
ohm to 50,000 ohms
Resistances
Arrangements-single coil;

-1

Coils:

supply for photomultiplier tubes.
Output voltage is 1,500 ± 25 v.
Voltage adjustment is by a slotted
shaft potentiometer in the rear of
the unit. Maximum allowable current drain is 1.5 ma. Line regulation is less than 0.1 percent for a
line voltage shift of 10 v. Line
voltage limits are 105 v to 125 v
a -c 60 cps. Ripple voltage is less
than 50 mv. Circle P59 inside
back cover.

10-55 cycles at 1/16" double amplitude

30, 40 and 50 "G" plus

up to 1,000 "G"
9 standard arrangements to meet all needs
-plus ceramic plug-in socket.
1.6 cu. in.
4 oz. or less

Bulletin R-250 gives more complete data. Send for a copy.

THE

HARTMANUFACTURING COMPANY
202 Bartholomew Avenue, Hartford, Conn.

For

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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Look no furtherif you're looking for
"HIGH PURITY"

(continued)

tions. The smaller section is a
medium -mu triode with typical oscillator characteristics. The output section is a low -mu, highperveance triode rated at a plate
current of 80 ma at zero bias, a
maximum plate dissipation of
7.0 w, a peak positive plate voltage of 1,000 v absolute maximum
and a peak cathode current rating
of 160 ma maximum.
The dual purpose 10DE7 vertical oscillator -amplifier provides
the high current required for 110 deg vertical service-a characteristic not normally available from
other T6t amplifiers. Its small
size also conforms readily to
printed circuitry and techniques
of automation. Circle P60 inside
back cover.

LABORATORY WARE
The world's largest producer of fused quartz products can help you with your
most critical and exacting
needs for your laboratory
D -C POWER SUPPLY

high accuracy unit
KINTEL, 5725 Kearny Villa Road,

TRANSPARENT VITREOSIL

For ultra-violet applications, metallurgical investigations, chemical research
and analysis, photochemistry, spectroscopy and physical, optical and electrical
research.

Send specifications for
your requirements. Please
use coupon below.

THERMAL AMERICAN
FUSED QUARTZ CO., INC.
18-20 Salem Street, Dover, New Jersey
Please send technical data on

I

III

I.

Company
Name

&

Title

Street
City

Zone-State

111.1111111.11.1111.111
294
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SNAP -IN VISE
for printed circuit assembly
WESTERN

San Diego, Calif. The improved
model 30B-25 power supply provides d -c from 1.02 to 302 v at up
to 250 ma with ±100 parts per
million long time stability, 0.01 percent load -regulation factor,
0.002 -percent line -regulation factor, and less than 0.5-mv hum and
noise. Direct -reading calibrated
dials provide instant selection of
the desired output voltage to an
accuracy of 0.02 percent or 5 mv.
The d -c output impedance is less
than 0.01 ohm and a -c output impedance is less than 0.5 ohm to
200 kc. Response time is less than
0.2 millisec. The unit fits standard 19 -in. rack mounts.
Front panel connectors provide
variable bias from 0 to -150 v
at 10 ma and 6.3-v a -c filament
voltage at 5 amperes.
The 30B-25 is excellent for use
in the design of complex electronic circuitry or wherever a

additional information on all items

on this page, use post card ors last page.
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Altadena,
Calif., has announced a new
snap -in vise for securely holding
printed-circuit
and
terminal
boards during assembly operations. The vise requires no adjustment after it has been set for
a particular board size. Slight
pressure on the spring -loaded jaw
by one edge of a board allows it
to become engaged in the vise. A
similar operation disengages the
board. Positive grip is assured by
a tough cork and synthetic rubber
compound on both jaws. With
controlled pressure exerted by the
vise, there is no possibility of
cracked circuit boards.
The vise has jaws 16 in. in
length and is capable of holding
boards up to 24 in. or longer.
Width range is from 1 to 6 in.
Price is $16.95. Circle P62 inside
back cover.
Co.,

fused quartz

ware.
Vitreosil® products can
be supplied in an unusually
large variety of types and
sizes. Also fabricated to specification to meet semi -conductor requirements for the
production of silicon metal.

precision voltage source independent of load current is required. Circle P61 inside back
cover.

655

Colman

St.,

BATTERIES

for microwave applications
& D BATTERIES, INC., Washington & Cherry Streets, Conshohocken, Pa. The same features
which have made C & D PlastiCell
and PlastiCal batteries a reliable
source of power in telephone installations are now available in
batteries being used for microwave communication applications.
PlastiCell is the company's
standard -type lead -antimony battery, while PlastiCal represents
the long -life lead-calcium battery
C

June

1,

1957
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(continued)

that is built to last for

years.
In actual microwave station
service, PlastiCal batteries have
required no water additions for
more than a year. Plates are
extra -thick (0.250 in. and 0.266
in.), with strong, uniformly cast,
high -tensile lead-calcium alloy
grid structure and maximum
cross-sectional area bars. Exposed
surface is held to a minimum to
reduce wear and corrosion and increase life.
Other handy features of both
transparent microwave batteries
include high -low level lines for
instant indication of electrolyte
level; ball cage indicator (in sizes
from 6 to 100 ampere hours) to
show state of charge at a glance
and patented Saftee-Vent to protect personnel from the danger of
accidental explosions. Circle P63
inside back cover.
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LIFE IS NO PROBLEM
WITH
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Take for instance a recent test report on the
TIC Type ST20, a 2 -inch, low -torque, ball bearing precision potentiometer. The life
test was conducted on a standard 6500 ohm
unit. At 30RPM the ST20 was subjected to
700,000 cycles, reversing direction every 30
minutes. The linearity graphs shown above
show the before and after of the ST20's
independent linearity. As can be seen, the
linearity change is imperceptible.

H -V POWER SUPPLY

silicon rectifier type

Iowa
Ave., Paterson 3, N. J., has developed a new h -v silicon rectifier power supply for large radar
sets. The unit measures 5 in. by
6 in. by 7 in. and replaces 6 type
3B24 vacuum tubes.
The power supply delivers over
3 kw at 16,000 v d -c over an operating range from -20 C to +85 C.
ft is hermetically sealed and has
an efficiency of 98.4 percent. It increases the efficiency of the radar
set since it saves a heat loss of
approximately 350 w which normally would radiate to neighboring
BOGUE ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 52

components.
Life of the new unit is rated at
20,000 hours thus reducing maintenance problems normally ex ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957
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Some of the change in linearity after the life cycling can
be atwtributed to change in effective resolution due to
contact wear. Other results from the life test indicate less
than 100 ohm equivalent noise resistance except for one
spot, where it was less than 1000 ohms. The 1000 ohm spot
was of such short duration that the linearity recording
did not pick it up. Test Summary: The ST20 will

perform with only infinitesimal degradation
for over 700,000 cycles. If it's long life at full

precision performance, that you want, specify precision
potentiometers by TIC.

TECHNOLOGY

INSTRUMENT

CORP.

569 Main Street, Acton, Mass. COlonial 3-7711
West Coast Mail Address, Box 3941, No. Hollywood, Calif. POplar 5-8620

additional information on all items

on this page, use post card on last page.
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perienced with vacuum tubes.
Circle P64 inside back cover.

... proves

Johnson
tube sockets are
built to take it!

OPTICAL SCOPE
for printed circuit puncher
WALES-STRIPPIT CORP., 345

Payne

Ave., North Tonawanda, N. Y.

newly developed optical pickup
device has been added to the
company's
fabricator -duplicator
punching press for printed -circuit
A

fabrication.
Termed the Dupi-O-Scope, the
device is mounted in the stylus
bracket of the duplicator to optically sight -in on a master circuit while the fabricator punches

3 grades for every tube socket

means greater

reliability...Iower cost!

Pick the tube socket that meets your specifications from
Johnson's 3 basic grades for every socket type! Check Johnson's standardization program ... you'll find that selection is
simplified, delivery cycles are shorter-and many times you'll
find that you will get superior quality sockets at lower cost
due to the elimination of special set-up and tooling charges.
Johnson's tube socket standardization program provides you
with complete specifications for standard, industrial and
military socket requirements. For complete information,
write for your copy of Standardization Booklet 536, today!
STANDARD-These are commercial grade
sockets for general requirements. Bayonet
Sockets equipped with porcelain bases,
glazed top and sides. Phosphor bronze contacts .0002 cadmium plated. Nickel -plated
hardware. Bayonet shells are etched aluminum. Wafer Sockets equipped with glazed
steatite base-DC200 treated.
Contacts are plated brass with steel
springs. Shielded types equipped with etched aluminum shields.

INDUSTRIAL-Superior in quality to "Standard" types, equipped with glazed steatite
bases, DC200 treated. Phosphor bronze or
beryllium copper contacts and springs, .0005
silver-plated. Fungus resistant cushion washers
under contacts.
Aluminum bayonet shells and shields for
wafer types, iridite No.14 treated.

MILITARY-Top quality for military requirements. Glazed 14 steatite bases, DC200

treated. Bayonet Sockets equipped with
beryllium copper contacts .0005 silverplated. Hot tin -dipped solder terminalsbrass bayonet shells, .0003 nickel -plated.

Threaded hardware .0002 nickel platedunthreaded hardware .0003. With fungus
resistant cushion washers under contacts.
Wafer Sockets equipped with phosphor
bronze contacts and beryllium copper springs,
silver-plated .001. Hot tin -dipped solder terminals. Fungus resistant, glass base melamine
cushion washers under contacts. Aluminum
shields on shielded types, No. 14 iridite
treated. Entire socket protected for 200
hour salt spray test.

CAPACITORS

296

INDUCTORS

SECOND AVENUE S.W.

SOCKETS

INSULATORS

For

punching all subsequent production printed circuit boards.
The Dupl-O-Scope is a precision
casting with fixed -focus, four power lens and prism. A standard
multiring, single -cross -hair reticule permits positive centering
for punching both round and
shaped holes.
The new device eliminates the
need for expensive layout and
drilling of templates, an especially
costly function for the short to
medium run production plant or
printed circuit user. Circle P65
inside back cover.
PAPER CAPACITOR
is ceramic cased

Grant Ave., East
Newark, N. J. Utilizing the principle of mechanical fusion, the
type AP capacitor combines a
tough Steatite case with cement
compound endseals forming a
completely impregnable barrier
against all environmental conditions. Leads will not come loose
or pull out even under soldering
ASTRON CORP., 255

Complete specifications...
Write for your copy of
Socket Standardization
Booklet 536, today!

.Tohiisozi Company2315

a corresponding master template.
The template is then available for

PLUGS

WASECA, MINNESOTA

JACKS

KNOBS

DIALS

PILOT LIGHTS

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page
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heat and stress. Type AP capacitors are noninductive, precision wound, paper tubulars with high
insulation resistance.
The new capacitors are manufactured to insure long shelf-life
and minimum capacitance change
over the -40 to +85 C operating
range. Small in size and weight,
the AP's exceed RETMA specifications and 100 -percent final inspection assures a dependable
unit for the most critical applications. Circle P66 inside back

miniature

encapsulated

PULSE

cover.

TRANSFORMERS
by TECHNITROL

/'<\4

ULTRASONIC TEST SET

o

measures absorption, velocity
RADIONICS, INC., Burlington, Mass.
Model UT -1 ultrasonic transmission test set will measure ultrasound attenuation and velocity of
propagation in liquid or solid
samples at frequencies from 900
kc to 6 mc. Radio -frequency
pulses of variable width, repetition rate and carrier frequency
excite a suitable transducer. After
transmission through a coupling
liquid and the sample, the sound
pulses pass through a second
transducer and calibrated receiver
system to a special synchroscope.
In the sample the sound pulse will
be attenuated and will travel at a
velocity which is different from
that in the coupling liquid. The
differential time delay is meas ured, which provides a simple cor relation to measurement of velocity.

Variable sweep -trigger delays
and a wide range of sweep dura tions allow very -versatile pulse
displays on the screen. Attenuation may be measured from zero to
ELECTRONICS
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PIN

KEY

ol

NO

'S
50TTOM VICE)

TYPE MP -4

INS

0.020" DIA *0.002"

Wound on ferrite cores, the Type M series is available in a variety of
windings to cover pulse widths from 2 microseconds down to .05 microsecond, wound inverting or non -inverting.
While the M series is particularly adapted to subminiature and transistor
circuits, we design and build pulse transformers to fit specific circuits or
to meet definite mechanical or thermal requirements, including MIL-T -27A.

Additionally, Technitrol makes a complete line of lumped and distributed
parameter Delay Lines and a variety of electronic test equipment.
For additional

information,
write today for
our bulletin

additional information on all items on this page,

ECH
ENGINEE

1952

use post card on last page.
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1 -db steps.
Various forms of transducer arrangement for specific uses are
available. Other frequency ranges
are likewise available. Circle P67
inside back cover.

81 db in
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STABLE LOCAL OSCILLATOR

for radar equipment
Lafayette St., New York 12, N. Y., has
developed an improved stable
local oscillator (stato) which is
tunable from 1,200 mc to 1,350 mc.
Frequency and phase references
are provided, with short term stabilities in the order of five parts
in a billion. The r -f power available is w or more. These units,
conforming with military environmental specifications, were developed for use in moving target
indicator radars and in test equipment. Stalos covering other frequency bands are also available.
Circle P68 inside back cover.
PITOMETER LOG CORP., 237

14,000 G -E GLOW LAMPS KEEP

2,000,000

PEOPLE PER YEAR

ON TIME!
Cleveland, Ohio-The flight information board at Hopkins Airport contains more than 14,000 G -E Glow Lamps that are turned
on and off from a master control panel to form letters and numbers
in lights. And although glow lamps are not primarily designed for
lumen output, this board is easily readable from any spot in the
spacious terminal. But-functional as this application might be .. .
General Electric Glow Lamps have many
and dramatic as it is
electrical characteristics that are stirring real enthusiasm in the
electronic design field. So, consider G -E Glow Lamps for every live
circuit in your design plans. General Electric Co., Miniature Lamp
Dept., Nela Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio.

...

A Single G -E Glow Lamp May Serve As A:
LEAKAGE INDICATOR
RELAXATION OSCILLATOR
VOLTAGE REGULATOR
VOLTAGE INDICATOR
SWITCH

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER
for aircraft cabins
TRANSVAL ENGINEERING CORP., Cul-

Progress /s Our Most /mpor/ant Product

GENERAL
298

For

ELECTRIC

ver City, Calif., has announced the
TCA-10 aircraft cabin amplifier
weighing less than 3 lb and
measuring only 3 by 7 by 3 in. The
unit is completely transistorized,

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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uses printed circuitry and operates, without power supply,
directly from the aircraft primary
source. Provision has been made
for two isolated inputs of 500 or
125 ohms. By the use of a simple
external resistance network up
to 20 isolated inputs may be used.
The unit is conservatively rated
at 10 w with extremely low distortion from 100 to 8,000 cps. The
output matches speaker impedances of 16, 8 or 4 ohms.
Compactness and lightweight
make it convenient to mount in
the nose, back of the instrument
panel or any other desirable position. The' electronic components
are sealed against moisture and
dust. Circle P69 inside back
cover.

electro ti'c
count =

NO.

CAT.

COLLECTOR RING
is resin -bonded

ACCURATE

- NE

14.20 FM

SIMPLE

DIRECT READING

THE B. A. WESCHE ELECTRIC CO.,
1622 Vine St., Cincinnati 10, Ohio,
is now manufacturing a new type

INSTANTANEOUS
RELIABLE

resin -bonded collector ring. Resin
bonding eliminates the need for
screw fastening, providing an unbroken backing plate surface. Collector ring weight and thickness
is reduced by this method.
The company also manufactures
a complete line of standard collector rings ranging from 3i'« in.
to 5 in. o -d with capacity from 15
to 100 amperes. Circle P70 inside
back cover.

10

built-in quadrant switching
AMERICAN ELECTRONIC LABORATO-

to

CPS

INTERVAL
PULSE

1

Manchester

220 MC;
to

MS

LENGTH, REP,

FREQUENCY

northeastern

VERSATILE SCOPE

MEASUREMENTS

FREQUENCY

TIME
100

DAYS;

RATES,

DRIFT

engineering
New Hampshire

North 7th St., PhiladelPa., is now offering a ver -

RIES, 121

phia

6,
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the specs are the proof ..
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BEST BUYS

for COLOR & Monochrome TV servicing

"COLOR
and Monochrome
to 5 MC LAB & TV

DC

i

5"

i1

OSCILLOSCOPE

=460
Factory -wired
and tested

.1?
4i

'

Also available as kit

Features

DC

$1995

Amplifiers!

Flat from DC -4.5 mc, usable to 10 mc.
VERT. AMPL.: sens. 26 rms my/in; input Z 3
megs; direct -coupled & push-pull thruout;
K -follower coupling bet. stages; 4 -step freqcompensated attenuator up to 1000:1.
SWEEP: perfectly linear 10 cps -100 kc (ext.
cap. for range to 1 cps); pre-set TV V & A
positions; auto. sync. ampi. & lim. PLUS:
direct or cap. coupling; bal. or unbal. inputs;
edge-lit engraved lucite graph screen; dimmer; filter: bezel fits std photo equipt. High
intensity trace CRT. 0.06 usec rise time. Pushpull bor. am pl., flat to 400 Ice, sens. 0.6 rms
my/in. Built-in volt. calib. Z-axis mod. Saw tooth & 60 cps outputs. Astig. control. Retrace blanking, Phasing control.

NEW

TV-FM

SWEEP GENERATOR

& MARKER

:36e

Factory -wired 811995
and tested

Also available

86995

as kit

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no mechanical devices) with accurately -biased Inereductor for excellent linearity. Extremely
flat RF output: new AGe circuit automatically adjusts ose. for max, output on each band
with min. ampi. variations. Exceptional tuning accuracy: edge -lit hairlines eliminate
parallax. Swept Ose. Range 3-216 me in 5
fund. bands. Variable Marker Range 2-76 mc
in S fund. bands; 60-226 mc on harmonic
band. 4.5 me Xtal Marker Ose., xtal supplied.
Ext. Marker provision. Sweep Width 0-8 me
lowest max. deviation to 0-30 me highest max.
dev. 2 -way blanking. Narrow range phasing,
Attenuators: Marker Size, RF Fine, RF Coarse
(4 -step decade). Cables: output. 'scope horiz.,
'scope vertical.

i

.
.:

NEW DYNAMIC

i.

CONDUCTANCE

ttttttttttlt !
COMPLETE with

Tube &

t

Transistor Tester
=666

^

Factorywlred
1
OO95
and tested 8I DJ
Also available
as kit
$6995

steel cover and handle.

SPEED, ease, unexcelled accuracy & thoroughness. Tests all receiving tubes (and
picture tubes with adapter). Composite indication of Gm, Gp & peak emission. Simultaneous sel, of any 1 of 4 combinations of 3 plate
voltages, 3 screen voltages, 3 rangea of continuously variable grid voltage (with 5% accurate pot). New series -string voltages: for
600, 450, 300 ma types. Sensitive 200 ua
meter. S ranges meter sensitivity (1% shunts
& 5% pot.) 10 SIX -position lever switches;
free -point connection of each tube pin. 10
push-buttons; rapid insert of any tube element in leakage test circuit & speedy sel. of
Individual sections of multi -section tubes in
merit teste. Direct -reading of Inter -element
leakage in ohms. New gear -driven rollchart.
Checks n -p -n & p-n-p transistors: separate
meter readings of collecter leakage current
& Beta using internal dc power supply. CRA

Adapter $4.50

See the 50 FICO models IN
STOCK at your neighbor.
hood distributor. Write fox
FREE Catalog i;-6

i -7E/CO 7 BROOKLYN
300

Prices 5%

higher on

West Coast

11, N. Y.

(continued)
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.

satile oscilloscope (No. 140) with
built-in quadrant switching identical vertical and horizontal d -c
to 50-kc amplifiers and low noise
and drift, for use as output indicator with analog computers,
characteristic curve generating
devices and the like. The unit will
operate from 105 to 125 or 210 to
250-v, 50 or 60 -cps lines. Further
information is available from the
company. Circle P71 inside back
cover.
MINIATURE RELAY
for military and industry
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA,

critical laboratory and field work
in communications, telemetry,
radar and monitoring systems.
The UHC-R consists of a radio frequency amplifier and a converter unit. The equipment may
be operated remotely if desired.
They are available separately or
can be obtained completely assembled on a standard 19 -in. panel
for rack mounting, with or without a regulated power supply.
The converters are also available at other frequencies and to
customer specifications, with r-f
bandwidths up to 50 mc. Circle
P73 inside back cover.

Camden,

N. J., has developed a new high -

temperature airborne electronic
relay. The 204W1 features an active getter for absorption of residual gas and organic vapors. This

assures dependable operation over
an ambient temperature range of
-65 C to +125 C and under low current, low-voltage as well as
full load conditions.
A six-pole, double -throw, hermetically -sealed, miniaturized-type,
the 204W1 utilizes palladium contacts and is compactly constructed
to meet the electrical and mechanical requirements of MIL -R-5757.
Design features include a onepiece extruded can with two integral mounting flanges safeguarding against h -f vibration, shock and RUGGEDIZED RECTIFIER
cold cathode type
salt spray.
Overall height of the 204W1 is RAYTHEON MFG. Co., 55 Chapel
St.,
14 in. Its diameter is 113e in. and
Newton 58, Mass., announces the
it weighs less than 3 oz. Circle type CK6763 improved and ruggedP72 inside back cover.
ized cold -cathode rectifier of
miniature construction and with
electrical characteristics like
those of type CK5517. This type
will stand a 96 -hr 35-g vibration
test at 320 cps without change,
whereas conventional designs are
destroyed after only a few hours.
UHF CONVERTER
The tube will handle 2,800 v peak
high gain, low noise
inverse at a rectified current of
12 ma and requires no heater
APPLIED RESEARCH INC., 163-07
Depot Road, Flushing, L. I., N. Y., power. Circle P74 inside back
has developed a new uhf con- cover.
verter. It has a noise figure of
from 5.5 to 8.5 db in the 400-900 PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
me region and has a minimum
feature high linearity
overall gain of 50 db.
The converters have been speci- TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP.,
fically designed to present opti- 531 Main St., Acton, Mass. Standmum performance for the most ard pressure ranges of the 22000

For additional information on all items on this

page, use post card on last page.
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NEW PRODUCTS

series pressure transducers are
from 0 to 1 up to 0 to 100 psi absolute, gage or differential. Linearity is better than percent and
hysteresis and repeatability each
are less than percent. These instruments feature one or two
potentiometer outputs with a minimum resolution of 750. Resolutions as high as 7,000 can be
offered. Nonlinear functions can
be achieved with ease. These
units have been designed to surpass all phases of military specifications. Circle P75 inside back
cover.

/
SILICON DIODES

available in four classes
TRANSI'T'RON

ELECTRONIC

CORP.,

etedican
T-12

Melrose 76, Mass. Now in production are fast -switching silicon
diodes with recovery times under
0.3 µsec and inverse operating
voltages up to 200 v. They are
available in four classes that provide recovery and forward characteristics that range from recoveries under 0.3 µsec with a minimum
forward of 5 ma at 1.5 v to 1
sec with a minimum forward of
100 ma at 1.5 v. All classes have
types that can operate at 200 v
with low inverse leakages.
Specifications, ratings and applications are found in bulletin
TE -1350. Circle P76 inside back

tt.

TRANSFORMER TYPE ELECTRIC SOLDERING
IRON FOR PRECISION SOLDERING

T-12 has its own 12 -volt transformer that plugs into any 110 -

volt outlet. Quick, ample heat at the tip of this ultra -slim,
pencil type iron for dependable, precision soldering on delicate or miniature electrical components. Super-flexible,7-foot
cord. Cool, comfortable handle, made of high -impact
thermo-setting material. One-piece tip -elements -1/16",
1 /8"
and 1 /4" tip diameters-interchangeable, made of
stainless steel and Armco ingot iron, permanently tinned.
17 or 20

watts input.

cover.

Low voltage means extra long tip -element life and complete
safety. Model T-12 will give a lifetime of service.

FILTER SECTION

Try this NEWEST addition to the American Beauty line-the
complete line that has a correct wattage, tip -size, and model

used with d -c power supply
PERKIN

ENGINEERING CORP., 345

Kansas St., El Segundo, Calif., announces the model M-709 filter
section for use in conjunction
with the model MR532-15A d-c
power supply, to provide a ripple
of 8 my or less. This filter section
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

For

for every job.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER COMPANY
DETROIT 2, MICHIGAN

163-H

additional information on all items on this page,
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CAPACITORS

is supplied on a standard 19 -in.
width rack mount panel, and overall dimensions of the unit are 19
in. wide by 10 in. deep by 81 in.
high. Circle P77 inside back
cover.

SMALL
SIZE

100

VDC

CAPACITORS
FOR
HIGH VACUUM RECTIFIER
for special applications

TEMPERATURES
OF

125°C and

EITEL-MCCULLOUGH,

150°C

IMPREGNATION: Epoxy Resin (150°C only)
TEMPERATURE RANGE:

INC.,

San

Bruno, Calif. The 2-450A high vacuum rectifier is intended for
use in rectifier units or special applications whenever conditions of
extreme ambient temperatures,
high operating frequency, or high
peak inverse voltages prevent the
use of gas -filled tubes.
It has a maximum d -c current
rating of 1 ampere and a maximum peak inverse rating of 25,000
v. Maximum peak plate current
rating is 8 amperes. Overall
height of the 2-450A is 14 3/32 in.
and the diameter is 4i in. Maximum plate dissipation is 450 w.
Circle P78 inside back cover.

-70°C to +150°C.

SEAL: Hermetic.

CONTAINER: Hot tinned steel can for extra
protection against humidity.
TOLERANCE: ±10%. (Other tolerances available upon request.)

with standard solder lug terminals. Side terminals
standard; also available with top or bottom
terminals.

TERMINALS: Silicone bushings

WINDINGS: Non -inductive to insure efficient
operation over a wide frequency range.
TESTING: Tested at twice the rated voltage.
+

"Mylar" is a

THE

registered DuPont trademark for its brand of polyester film

HIPOT TESTER
simple to operate

otter COMPANY

Specialists in Layer Wound Capacitors Since
1

302

9 5

0

For

1925

SHERIDAN ROAD, NORTH CHICAGO, ILL.

additional information on all items on this page,
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NEW PRODUCTS

Beach, Calif. Very rapid production line testing of insulation in
electrical equipment such as connectors, transformers, coils, relays, wire harnesses and the like,
is now made possible by the use
of the model 1004 simply operated
Hipot tester.
A green indicator lamp on the

front of the panel indicates that
the unit is on and ready to operate. The test probes are touched to
the device under test. If the insulation under test has a high
leakage or if a voltage breakdown
occurs, the high voltage is instantly and automatically cut off
and the red indicator light remains on until reset by the
operator.
A potentiometer is provided on
the rear of the panel for the tri pout adjustment of the high voltage within a range of 3 to 50 -ma
leakage current in the device
under test. Circle P79 inside back

HOURS
(OR MORE)

of trouble -free performance
WITH

Watchmaker's precision is combined
with proved principles of electrical design to give you superior performance
in high-speed multi -circuit commutation. Inherent ruggedness and strength
of construction assure long, service -free
life. All IDL switches are hermetically

NEW
HIGH-SPEED

ROTARY
SWITCHES
FOR AIRBORNE

production assures
delivery in quantity.
Current

sealed.

APPLICATIONS

cover.
One of IDL's growing family of

high-speed rotary switches for
missile and aircraft applications.
3

Poles

30 Contacts per pole, BBM
10, 15 or 30 RPS

Weight 2 lbs.
Overall Length 5%á'

Power 7W or 15W
115V, 400C, single phase

Other specifications and units for other
switching applications are also available.

Can your circuits use switching

INTERVAL TIMER
new in design and operation

Center brook, Conn., has announced an
interval timer incorporating many
effective design and operational
innovations. For built-in applications, type 271 can be two -hole
mounted or one -hole center
mounted.
A durable, molded Bakelite case
houses one or two spdt or spst
open blade switches rated at 30
amperes, 115 v a -c resistive and
hp at 115 v a -c.
The permanent -magnet synchronous motor drives precision
cut cams which actuate the 30 ampere switches at full scale in CRAMER

CONTROLS

ELECTRONICS

- June

CORP.,
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For

performance
like this ... ?

7.10,1111(.1311121111111.nq

N<,

For 1000 or more service -free hours
At 900 samples per second

-67°

to +200° F
After being subjected to 2000 cps

At

F

10

7
fillIC
!_JLr

y

_3211111111111»

Bounc,

Rise Time
less than

%

micro -secs.

vibrations 12 "g"
Under 75 g continuous acceleration
Into loads varying from 25 ohms to megohms
my to 200 volts dc
With input signals from
With up to 50 ma current
With high production rates

r..EZz.il111111

1

To

Noise Free

,6

MV or
200 Vol,
1

No Bounce

[o 10 MS

learn more about IDL's family of switches, send us your
specifications or write for our complete brochure.
INSTRUMENT

DEVELOPMENT

LABORATORIES,

An Affiliate of Royal McBee

INC.

Corporation

67 Mechanic Street, Attleboro, Massachusetts, U. S. A.
In Canada: Measurement Engineering, Ltd., Arnprior, Ontario

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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Better solders, fluxes and alloys
for better electronic components

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

tervals ranging in duration from
45 sec to 6 days. Ranges shorter
than 45 -sec are available with
lower contact ratings. Designed
for high volume production, type
271 provides accurate timing and
reliable operation at an economy
price. Circle P80 inside back
cover.

DECADE AMPLIFIER
low output impedance
For volume production components, Federated supplies these
quality-controlled alloys and non-ferrous supplies:
1.

Counter -electrode alloys that are spectrographically
or quantometrically tested. Samples from each heat
meet exacting specifications to assure proper
performance.

2.

Rosin Core and Activated Rosin Core Solders of
uniform quality for high-speed production, competitively tested to assure maximum efficiency and noncorrosive characteristics.
Liquid fluxes that surpass government corrosion -free
requirements.

3.

High -fluidity Castomatic®' Solder for printed circuits,
in air -tight
machines to minimize dross formation, gives better
results in the dipping pans.
All Federated products are produced under the strictest quality
control procedures, developed by ASARCO's Central Research
Laboratory, where spectrographically pure metals are refined for
4.

automatically cast under pressure

-

electronic experimentation.

No other producer of non-ferrous materials gives you such
assurance of constant quality. Try Federated products. It will pay you well.

.9edf,rav,e' 7/teed_
Division of

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY
120 Broadway

New York 5, N.Y.

in Canada: Federated Metals Canada, Ltd.,

304

For

Toronto and Montreal

additional information on all items on this page,

ZACHARIAS ELECTRONICS CORP.,

P.O.
Box 172, Livingston, N. J. Model

transistor decade amplifier provides a 10-megohm input impedance and an output impedance
of less than 5 ohms. Voltage gains
of 10 and 100 are stabilized to
within 0.2 db from 7 cps to 400 kc.
Response is down 3 db at 2 cps
and 700 kc. The maximum output
capabilities are 4 v rms and 25
mw. Broadband noise referred to
the input terminals is approximately 10 µv. The self-contained
battery power supply is metered
at the front panel and permits
continuous operation in excess of
500 hours.
The rugged instrument measures 7i in. by 4A in. by 5 in. Circle
P81 inside back cover.
40

THERMISTOR MOUNTS
broadband devices

F -R MACHINE WORKS, INC., 26-12
Borough Place, Woodside 77, N. Y.
Series 216 broadband thermistor
mounts now cover the full wave guide frequency range from 1,120'
to 40,000 me providing an excellent
match without the necessity for adjustable tuning elements. Ideal for
either c -w or pulsed power meas -

use post card on last page.
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THIS IS Westinghouse
BALTIMORE
An Engineer's Company Where Pioneering Progress
Pays Off for Engineers Able to Meet the Challenge
At Westinghouse -Baltimore, Engineers are making history in the
electronics field. In the seven operations that comprise the Baltimore
Divisions, excellent opportunities are available for engineers interested
in research, design, development and production work-on airborne,
ground and shipboard electronic systems, Ordnance, X -Ray, Carrier
Microwave, and Induction Heating equipment. Write today and find
out where your engineering experience and talents can be best put to
work on tomorrow's new dimensions.

urements, they can withstand overload without burnout and have an
efficiency rating approaching 100
percent.
versatile
broadband
These
mounts utilize a thermistor bead
mounted inside a section of ridged
waveguide which features a constant characteristic impedance over
a broad frequency range.
The FXR thermistor mounts are
designed for use in conjunction
with power meters or other bridge
circuits. The nominal sensitivity
of 10 ohms per mw is sufficient to
detect powers as low as 10 µw.
are
Complete specifications
available. Circle P82 inside back
cover.

projects, including the Aero -13 Armament Control System and advanced concepts
in Fixed Fire Control Systems,
Bomber Defense Systems, Missiles
Sub -Systems, and Surveillance Radar.
AIR ARM offers exciting

ELECTRONIC

SERVICE

DEPARTMENT

Field Engineers service Westinghouse
Air Arm and Electronics products
around the world.

VTVM
accurate and durable
GENERAL RADIO Co., 275

X-RAY DEPARTMENT
specializes in creative

Massachu-

setts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
Type 1800-B vtvm has an accuracy better than ±2 percent on
all a -c and d -c voltage ranges.
Its completely shielded diode
probe is designed for use into the
uhf range. Other features in elude high input impedance, d -c
polarity switch, illuminated meter
scale with mirror, knife-edge
pointer and all input terminals
ELECTRONICS

- lune

1,

1957

engineering, as exemplified in the unique
Cine-Fluorex Machine.

engineers revolutionized radar with the amazing Paraballoon. The Electronics Engineering Department is engaged in Communications, Missile Ground Control
Engineering, Advanced Development, and Radar Engineering.
ELECTRONICS

...

maintains a field site at Key West,
Florida for testing underwater ordnance devices.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT

CARRIER MICROWAVE
PARTMENT engineers

DE-

INDUSTRIAL ELEC-

de-

TRONICS

signed and developed the
small K -R All -Transistor

Carrier Relaying set.

DEPARTMENT

specialists in Induction Heating equipment for the metal
working industry.
.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS "ENGINEER'S COMPANY"
SEND FOR THE ENGINEER'S CAREER BOOK-"NIEW DIMENSIONS".

Write to Dr. J. A. Medwin, Dept. 681, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 746 Baltimore 3, Md. Please indicate your degree, year
of graduation and field of interest. For a confidential interview, include
a resume of your education and experience.

Westinhouse - BALTIMORE
Ordnance, X -Ray,
Advanced Electronics Systems,
Carrier Microwave, and Induction Heating Equipment
for Military, Industrial, and Commercial Purposes.

An Engineer's Company

9ZmX eú-ee

sv-
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(continued)

insulated from the panel allowing
panel to be grounded at all times.
Stability has been achieved
through advanced circuit design,
power -supply regulation and the
use of long-term stable precision

variable permeance force or load
transducers offers reduced sensitivity to temperature changes. The
electrical sensing elements are
variable permeance rectilinear
transducers which are less afcomponents. Type 1800-B vtvm is fected by temperature changes
priced at $415 complete with than linear variable differential
probe. Circle P83 inside back transformers or strain gages.
cover.
Repeatability is nearly 100 percent and resolution is limited only
by external circuitry. When the
transducer is used with a Crescent
model 67 control system, full scale
readout can be set for less than
one -tenth of the transducer full
range. Thus one instrument can
be used for many different force
or load ranges. The transducer
senses either compression or tension force without mechanical adjustment. Circle P85 inside back

.000175"
THIN

HYBRID T's
for wide range of frequencies
MICROWAVE DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES,
INC., 92 Broad St.,

Now available
in production
quantities

Wellesley 57, Mass., has made
available in production quantities
the H-plane folded hybrid T's.
They feature high performance
and are available for a wide range
of frequencies from 2,700 to 36,000 me for most waveguides from
3 in. by 1 in. to 0.360 in. by 0.220
in. o -d. They are precision cast
in either aluminum or beryllium
copper. Normally supplied terminated ' in flat flanges, they are
available on request with special

Keeping pace with the advanced
design of transistors and other electronic components, Somers Brass
Company has installed a unique mill
for the production of ultra -thin strip.
Brass, copper and nickel are now
being rolled down to .000175", up
to 4" wide, in footages to satisfy
mass production requirements.

adapters. Operational characteristics include broad bandwidth,
low swr and high isolation. Circle
P84 inside back cover.

You can rely on Somers, specialists

for nearly 50 years, for the

experience to solve your thin strip

problems, whether in design or
manufacturing.

Write for Confidential Data Blank
and a complete analysis of your
present or proposed application at
no cost or obligation.
EXACTING STAN DARDS ONLY

Somers

FORCE TRANSDUCER

variable permeance type

Somers Brass Company, Inc.
112 BALDWIN AVE., WATERBURY, CONN.
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cover.
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CRESCENT ENGINEERING
& RESEARCH Co., 5440 North Peck Road,

El Monte, Calif. A new line of

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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D -C POWER SUPPLY

a new 50 -ampere, 28-v type
SOLA ELECTRIC

CO.,

Chicago, Ill.,

has designed a powerful static
d -c power supply for military application. It has an operating load
range of 10 to 50 amperes at 26
to 28 v from a 60 -cps line of 100
to 130 v or 200 to 260 v; ripple
voltage less than 3 percent and automatic overload protection with
automatic recovery upon resumption of normal load. It fits a
standard 19 -in. rack, 18i in. high
by 10I in. deep.
The power supply and its regulation system is centered around
a special Sola constant voltage
transformer, with a balanced cen-

ter -tapped secondary delivering
practically a square wave form to
two pair of 50 -ampere paralleled
June

1,

1957
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silicon rectifiers. Brute force filtering, employing eight 20,000-µf
30-v electrolytic capacitors, holds
ripple to 0.68 v rms maximum at
full load.
Upon short circuit, the high reactance type transformer automatically limits current to 80 amperes and the secondary voltage
collapses, reducing primary power
consumption to less than 250 w.
Recovery is accomplished in less
sec upon removal of the
than

short circuit.
Net weight of the assembly is
134 lb. Catalog number is 28312.
Circle P86 inside back cover.

PRECISION

POTENTIOMETERS

SUB -MINIATURE, MINIATURE AND STANDARD

Potentiometers of all basic types are designed for maximum reliability
and broad application. Production
series are just part of the story
though. Special, custom designs
are available to meet "unusual"
0.500"
specifications.
0.375"-0-1

The MODEL 304-00,

(+

of the Miniature

Single Turns group.

4

MINIATURE SINGLE TURNS-Only 0.375
inch body length by 0.500 inch diameter,
10 to 50K ohms, wire wound; linearity
from 3 to 0.3%; 2 watts at 50°C, 0 watts
at 125°C.

TRIMMING POTENTIOMETERS-Worm
gear adjustment design produces maximum
stability under extreme environmental conditions; 10 ohms to 150 K ohms, wire
wound; up to 1.5 watts at 50°C, 0 watts
at 150°C; as small as 0.050 cubic inch.

Manufactured with leads or printed
circuit terminals.

0.500"

H0.500'=1.-1

MODEL 300-00, one of the many

Trimming Potentiometers

MINIATURE MULTITURNS-The smallest
precision, ballbearing, 10 -turn pots offer
maximum reliability with unique zero backlash construction and double wipers; 20
G's to 2000 cyc; to 250K ohms; 2.5 watts
at 40°C, 0 watts at 140°C; panel or
servo mount.

0.550'
-r

1..4.1.0153

Typical Miniature Multiturn

-

the MODEL 341-60

GENERAL PURPOSE MULTITURNS-To
500K ohms, wirewound, to 4 watts at 40°C,
0 at 100°C; as small as 1.0 inch diameter,
sleeve or ball bearing, excellent resolution,
designed to fit ALL applications.

SWEEP GENERATOR

high -power, broadband type

s

1.296'.MODEL 400, typical of the General

Purpose Multiturns

43-20
34th St., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORP.,

Model ESG electronic sweep generator provides complete coverage
from 1,000 to 15,000 me at 60 cps
with a power output of from 10
mw to 1 w, with seven interchangeable microwave oscillator

units.
The new instrument is designed
for rapid, dynamic testing of
broad and narrow-band microwave systems and components
such as receivers, amplifiers, pre selectors, hybrid junction jammers, intercept equipment, beacons, antennas, T/R tubes, crystal
mounts, fixed and tunable filters
and complete radar and microwave systems.
Used in conjunction with the
Polarad rapid scan ratio-scope,
the instrument can make direct
and instantaneous measurements
of reflection or transmission coefficients, directly viewable on an
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

For

0.875"

111111.

11111

0.245" o(3

GANGED SINGLE TURNS-Unique screwdriver phasing, no clamp rings or movable
cups; minimum depth "per cup"; from 0.875
to 3.0 inch diameter; to 500K ohms, wire

wound with exceptional linearity and
resolution.

Gang)k-0.959"

Representative of the Ganged Single
Turns-the MODEL 319-60

HIGH TEMPERATURE DESIGNS-Special
designs are available, offering all of the
features listed for separate groups above
PLUS stability at elevated temperatures.
Emphasis on 200°C to 500°C range.

o.sóa'

11111

0.500"-+1

-

Typical of High Temperature Designs
MODEL 314

-

r
CORPORATION
DAYSTROM PACIFIC
A
subsidiary of Daystrom,

Inc.

POTENTIOMETER DIVISION
3030 NEBRASKA AVENUE

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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Thtuline

Directional
Wattmeter
for

HIGH POWER
RIGID LINES

Model 460
3

8

1

Lie

oscilloscope as a go no-go device,
eliminating the need for point-by point measurements or for maintaining a constant power input to
the device under test. Circle P87
inside back cover.

non

S,

A most accurate
instrument for measuring and/or con-

stantly monitoring

forward and

re-

flected power in
rigid 50 or 51.5 ohm

transmission lines. In
addition, it may be
used as the detecting element of trans-

Model 490

6-1/8"
Line Section

mission alarm systems; for measuring
power being dissipated by a compat-

ible load resistor,
and; for remote
reading of forward
and reflected power
by using line section

Model 4712

with provisions for
inserting two directional couplers in the

1.5/8"
Line Section

POWER RESISTORS

same cross-sectional

plane.

tndicating Meter is standard for all
;models in High Parer Rigid Une Series.

with less temperature rise

Complete specifications are available in Bird's New Bulletin T 406.

ELECTRONICS CORP., 302 N.
Goodman St., Rochester, N. Y.,
SAGE

ELECTRONIC CORP.
EXpress 1-3535

1800 E. 38 St., Cleveland
Wesrem Representatives VAN GROSS COMPANY

Model 480

14, Ohio

3-

1

8

line Section

Sherman Oaks, California

has announced improved miniature metal -clad chassis -mounted
precision power resistors, in
which internal temperature rise
is 25 percent less than in previous
models. Reduced hot-spot temperature is achieved by the use of a
filling material between the pre coated resistor and the black
anodized aluminum case.
Available in nominal power
ratings of 25 and 50 w, these resistors will dissipate 80 percent
of rated power at 40 C ambient
while maintaining an internal
hot -spot of only 260 C. This contrasts with the MIL -R-18546 requirement of 60 percent of rated
power at 275 C hot -spot.
The company recommends de rating its new units to zero wattage at 260 C ambient, insuring
longer life, greater stability and
increased reliability. After 1,000cycled hours (1 hr on,
hr off)
at recommended load, resistance
shift averages only 0.4 percent as
compared with a 2 -percent to
3 -percent shift in previously available units.
The new resistors also offer
dielectric strength obtainable up
to 2,500 v rms and meet all the
electrical, physical and environmental requirements of MIL-R,

INSI, .ATION

AT

800°F.

HIGH DIELECTRIC COATING

.0008" TO .030" DIAM.

To fill a need for high

temperature

insulation in a high conductivity wire.
Precision drawn to close resistance

control

in the

smaller sizes.

Write for List of Products

Specialists in the Unusual

SIGMUND COHN CORP.
308

For

SINCE
¡901

l.2l So.

Columbus

Avenue Mount Vernon,N.t,

additional information on all items

on this page, use post card on last page.
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NEW PRODUCTS

for your
measurement
problems... in
the laboratory

18546 and MIL -R -26B. Circle P88

Iside back cover.

or on the
production line

you need
THYRATRON AMPLIFIERS
for power control devices
85
Hazel St., Glen Cove, L. I., N. Y.,

HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN,

INC.,

THE GRAPHIC PRESENTATION...

a

THE WIDE INPUT
VOLTAGE RANGE...

has announced a new line of pack-

aged thyratron amplifiers for use
in power control devices. These
Thyraline amplifiers are offered
with tube ratings of 2.5 through
18 amperes output current, single
phase, two phase and three phase
in power control devices. They can
be connected for back-to-back, one,
two or three halfwave operation
and bridge circuits. The units
meet all requirements for industrial operation and are designed
for vertical panel board mounting.
Any type of motor drive positional servo, lighting or heating
controller can easily be put in
operation by connecting control
elements, control voltages or currents, load and feedback transducers.
Thyraline amplifiers are shipped
complete with Thyrapulse packaged grid circuits, circuit breakers, warmup time delays, spare
plug-in sockets, power transformers and tubes. Circle P89 inside
back cover.

THE CONTINUOUSLY

VARIABLE LINEAR
SCANNING WIDTH...
THE CONTINUOUSLY ADJUSTABLE RESOLUTION
A scanning heterodyne receiver which

of

automatically measures the frequency and
tunes
.
amplitude of ultrasonic signals
repetitively 6.7 times per second through a
kc to 300 kc
200 kc range in any part of the
.

.

PANORAM IC'S
ULTRA -SONIC
(WAVEFORM)
ANALYZER

1

band covered.

Critically

designed for

laboratory operations

levels, the
instrument provides driftless displays, constant
linearity, and stabilized scanning widths yet
the graphic display is easily readable by
production line personnel. Both linear and log
amplitude scales are provided, making it
possible to compare simultaneously signals
having amplitude ratios as high as 100:1.
Detailed examination of signals separated by
as liltle as 100 cps may be made due to the
The speed, accuracy and versatility of the SB-7aZ is
highly selective special control features of the farther magnified with Panoramic accessory equipment.
instrument.
Panoramic's Ultrasonic Response Indicator
Model G-3 converts the SB-7aZ into a single line
The SB-7aZ provides a unique and rapid
against
. discriminates
response curve tracer
method of analyzing ultrasonic vibrations . .
shows response to fundamental
noise and hum
for checking the effects of load changes,
frequency
accurate
.
assures
only
frequency
component variations, shock, humidity and
response measurement.
thermal changes upon frequency stability . .
Panoramic's Triangular Wave Generator
for monitoring communications carrier systems TW-1 generates a continuously variable linear
for off -frequency transmissions, interference
bidirectional swept frequency enabling the
due to spillover, spurious modulation, parasitic establishment of the proper rate of scan to insure
the presentation of true response.
oscillations, etc. . . for Fourier analyses of
complex ultrasonic waveforms.
Panoramic's Signal Alternator SW -1 presents
intervals
*era signals to the Analyzer at alternate
making possible comparison of signal
being analyzed with a standard.
Variations are instantly visible.
on the research and development

SB-7aZ
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SIGNAL GENERATOR
for the 10 to 420 me range
NUCLEAR -ELECTRONICS

CORP., 2632

W. Cumberland St., Philadelphia
32, Pa. Model TS -510/U is a vhf
signal generator covering 10 to
420 me in five bands. Design and
construction comply with military
specifications. It is available with
or without transit case. Circle
P90 inside back cover.
ELECTRONICS
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the pioneer
is the,leadl r

PANORAMIC
RADIO PRODUCTS; INC.

Panoramic Radio Products, Inc., 10

all types of measurement problems,
Panoramic instruments are proved performers. Write, wire or phone TODAY
for complete details and catalog sheets.
There is a Panoramic (Waveform)
Analyzer to cover frequency ranges from
Subsonic through Microwave.
For

S

Second Street, Mount Vernon, New York

Phone: MOunt Vernon 4-3970. Cables: Panoramic, Mt. Vernon, New York State

For

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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Copper -Mandrel Pots. Beckman/
Helipot Corp., Newport Beach,
Calif. Technical paper 552 discusses a practical approach to
predicting, measuring and compensating for quadrature voltage
and phase shift in copper-mandrel
potentiometers used in a -c circuits.
The text of the 30 -page, 2 -color
book is thoroughly supported by
schematics, tables, graphs and detailed equations. Circle Li inside
back cover.

I

2.5 ms.

How to move
a plunger
at 900 g's
Problem: Design an assembly to
release a gate on the sorting mechanism of a business machine.
The assembly must actuate a
plunger, getting it out of the way
in 2.5 milliseconds.
It must be reliable over a long
life. Keep it small. Keep cost low.
Our solution: A marriage of pulse
circuit techniques and electromagnetic plunger techniques in an
electromechanical transducer.
The final unit develops an acceleration of 950 g's and a peak
velocity of 183 inches per second.
A force of 74 pounds moves the
1.25 ounce plunger .051 inches.
The plunger moves 90% of this
distance in only 0.5 millisecondonly 1/5th of the time allowed.
If you want an electronic assembly, designed and produced in
large or small quantities, contact...

CALEDONIA
El,(CLRONICS AND TRANSFORMER CORPORATION

Dept. E-6,

Caledonia, N.

Y.

- In Canada: Hackbusch Electronics, Ltd.

23 Primrose Ave., Toronto 4
310

For

Lansing, Mich. The four -page bulletin AIC-1007 illustrates and describes the company's intervalometers, a line of adjustable
precision timed pulsing devices
for control systems. General specifications and functional diagram
are included. Circle L5 inside
back cover.

Magnet Wire Trade Names. Magnet Wire Division, Essex Wire
Corp., Ft. Wayne 6, Ind., is offering a 16-page directory of current
magnet
wire trade names. InFacilities Brochure. Cook Electric
cluded
are
the various trade name
Co., 2700 Southport Ave., Chicago
14, Ill. The Electronic Systems designations as used and subDivision of the company has is- mitted by 20 magnet wire manusued a new brochure (No. 1-57) on facturers. The directory also
electronic control assemblies and gives a brief general description
complex electronic gear that can of the physical, chemical and elecbe produced in large scale through trical characteristics and applicathis Division, and the associated tions common to the ten general
classifications of magnet wire.
activities of the company.
The classifications included are
The new two-color, 22 -page
enamel,
Formvar, self-bonding
brochure contains photographs
and illustrations of typical proj- Formvar Nylon, combinations of
ects undertaken by E.S.D. Circle Formvar-Nylon, solderable films,
Silicone class H, hermetic insulaL2 inside back cover.
tions and textile insulations.
An easy-to -read chart is also inSilicon Iron Magnetic Tapes.
Thomas & Skinner, Inc., 1122 E. cluded in the back of this book
23rd St., Indianapolis, Ind., has giving a complete resume of trade
released a new bulletin (DMF-4) names by magnet wire types, and
giving descriptive data on silicon manufacturer. Circle L6 inside
back cover.
iron magnetic tapes.
The Si Fe Mag tapes discussed
are available in thicknesses of 1, Spaghetti Tubing. The Polymer
2, 4, 5 and 7 mils, in less than mill
Corp. of Pennsylvania, 2140 Fairquantities and in narrow widths. mont Ave., Reading, Pa. A conThey are slit to customer specifi- cise story on engineering thin wall
cations.
Teflon tubing as an insulation
The bulletin also provides such sleeving for electric and elecinformation as applications, size, tronic components is told in bulweights, tolerances, insulation, letin BR -48. The dielectric,
fabrications,
mechanical
and handling and performance advanphysical properties,
magnetic tages of Polypenco Teflon spaproperties, core losses and other ghetti tubing are listed along with
helpful data. Circle L3 inside proven applications to demonback cover.
strate its qualities. Electrical and
physical property data are listed.
VTVM. Acton Laboratories, Inc.,
Acton, Mass. Volume II, Number A specification table of 26 different sizes in 10 different colors is
1 of Laboratory Report is a fourpage bulletin describing the new also included. Circle L7 inside
type 810 vacuum -tube voltmeter. back cover.
Circle L4 inside back cover.
Power Supplies. Harrison LaboraIntervalometers. Abrams Instru- tories, Inc., 45 Industrial Rd.,
ment Corp., 606 E. Shiawassee St., Berkeley Heights, N. J. An eight-

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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page folder illustrates and describes four series of power supplies-the 700 series with variable
voltage, high current; the transistorized 800 series with low voltage, high current; the 200 series
plug-in, high current; and the 400
series rack mounted, high current
types. Specifications and prices
are included. Circle L8 inside
back cover.

SILVER PAINT
AND

SILVER PASTE
Take the "bugs" out of the application of conductive silver coatings. Use Drakenfeld silver
paint and silver paste tailored to meet your
needs. We formulate special compositions for
glass and ceramic bodies and other materials.
Let us know your specific requirements. Samples will be supplied to fit them. Your inquiry
will receive prompt attention.

Subminiature Ceramic Capacitors.
Mucon Corp., 9 St. Francis St.,
Newark 5, N. J. Bulletin G-1 contains technical data on a wide
range of subminiature ceramic capacitors. Included are Thinlines,
uhf types, transistor circuit types
and voltage-sensitive ceramic capacitors. Circle L9 inside back
cover.
Cold Punching

Laminate.

B. F. DRAKENFELD & CO., INC.
Box 519,

Úraken%/d

The

Richardson Co., 2750 Lake St.,

Melrose Park, Ill., has published
a single -page bulletin containing
a description and tentative data
concerning the new Insurok XT 896 copper clad laminate for use
in the radio, tv and electronic industries. Tabular material lists
properties and test conditions.
Circle L10 inside back cover.

Automation Cables. Pacific Automation Products, Inc., 1000 Air
Way, Glendale 1, Calif. A four page illustrated folder deals with
electronic cable as a systems component. Topics covered include:
automation and the missing link,
description of a cable, quality control and testing and optimizing
your system. Ordering information is given. Circle L11 inside
back cover.

Transistorized Plug-In Counting
Circuits. The Walkirt Co., 141 W.

Hazel St., Inglewood 3, Calif. Catalog No. 11447 describes a new
achievement in subminiaturization, the company's transistorized
plug-in counting circuits. Two
types are discussed: the plug-in
P series and the cartridge configuration C series.
The literature contains actual size photos and a visual diagram
of physical data. Design and construction details point up the
ELECTRONICS
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Washington, Pennsylvania

YOUR PARTNER IN SOLVING CONDUCTIVE COATING PROBLEMS

Electronic
Engineers

DEVELOPMENT

CAREER FULFILLMENT
IS

A MAXSON TRADITION

ability and ambition go unrecognized simply
because an engineer is associated with an organization
whose scope is too shallow
to permit complete expression. We sincerely believe
that the currently expanding
activities of The W. L. Maxson
Corporation offer the creaengineer a limitless
tive
range of assignments for career fulfillment.
Too often

THE

W.

L.

Responsible positions now available in the fields of research and
development. Kindly send resume
and salary requirements to:
Mr. L. W. Albright
Technical Placement Manager

MAXSON

CORPORATION
460 W. 34th St.,
New York 1, N. Y.
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HIGH

4)

DIELECTRIC

STRENGTH

9a 6.2

Kv/mil

with NATURAL

MICA

Onemil dielectric mica barrier

used in

microwave trimmer capacitors.

Natural mineral MICA pro-

vides high dielectric with
excellent compressive and
flexural properties: coil thin
films around 1/8" mandrels-

without damage. Add 1000°F.
stability, low thermal conductivity, expansion.
And only FORD can shape
and fabricate MICA into the
precise form you need. Write
for MICA BULLETIN and

details.

.. Discuss it with FORD
MICA engineers, backed
by 40 -year -plus leadership in mica insulation
precision -stamping and
fabrication.

FORD'RADIO

&

MICA

CORP.

536-540 63rd Street
Brooklyn, N.Y.
GEdney 9-8300

(continued)

rugged resin embedment -type construction. Circuits set in this
thermosetting epoxy resin make
them practically impervious to
shock, moisture, vibration and
other environmental hazards.
Also stressed are simplicity of
hook-up and typical circuit applications (with full specification
charts and schematic).
The four -page publication should
interest those concerned with
telemetering, frequency determination, time interval origination,
sequencing, counting and scaling.
Circle L12 inside back cover.

Precision Pots. Beckman/Helipot
Corp., Newport Beach, Calif.
Latest modifications in specifications for the series AN and CN
precision potentiometers are included in data sheet 54-12.
Physical changes pointed out
are as follows: terminals are
formed from heat -treated beryllium instead of being machined
from brass; the rear lid is phenolic instead of Bakelite; the slider
block is precision machined from
laminated phenolic instead of
fiber; the length of series CN pots
is 1s7-4 in. instead of 1a'a in.
Extensive tests have resulted in
the establishment of a life expectancy of 2,000,000 shaft revolutions for each series and the maximum noise rating has been set for
100 my at 100 rpm with 1 -ma
slider current. Circle L13 inside
back cover.

ing moderately stabilized d -c voltage.
Bulletin BC -A-57-1 describes the
Stavolt automatic battery charger.
This precision controlled unit has
proved effective in prolonging the
life of batteries in industrial and
military use. Circle L14 inside
back cover.

Printed -Circuit Lacquer. Chemical Products Corp., King Philip
Road, East Providence, R. I. Now
available is a data sheet on a
newly-developed acid -resist stop off lacquer (R501& blue silk-screen
stop -off lacquer), which details
properties and application methods indicating that a much higher
percentage of continuous silkscreen printed circuits can now be
obtained. Circle L15 inside back

cover.

Magnetic Engineering. General
Electric Co., Detroit 32, Mich., has
released a new brochure describing the three vital functions of
its magnetic engineering laboratory. The publication, in pointing
out how a user can get more for
his money with permanent magnets, covers the engineering activities required in evaluating
magnetic circuit designs, establishing test methods and standards and investigating basic magnetic phenomena.
It also illustrates the facilities
involved in accomplishing the
above engineering tasks and describes how the engineering work
D -C Power Rectifiers. The Christie and
facilities
Electric Corp., 3410 W. 67th St., assisting usersare put to work in
of magnetic maLos Angeles 43, Calif., has an- terials.
Circle L16 inside back
nounced three new bulletins.
cover.
Bulletin AC -57-A contains a
complete cataloging of the Stavolt Pulse Forming
automatically regulated power rec- Inc., Harrisburg, Network. AMP
Pa., has comtifiers of either selenium or sili- pleted a new
Capitron
pulse formcon. The units discussed, avail- ing network
reliability report. For
able in 72 standard models with the technical
information of elecup to 15 amperes continuous ca- tronic
engineers interested in h -v
pacity, are proving particularly pulse forming
networks, the comuseful as d -c sources for ground pany has reproduced
verbatim the
support equipment and missile data and results
of a 10,000 -hr retesting. Models are available for liability report as
uses requiring outputs from 1.5 test on a productionpart of a life
unit.
kw to 45 kw.
The report, indicating the perBulletin AC -57-R covers the formance to be five
times the rated
Rectodyne, a manually controlled life of the network,
rectifier, for applications requir- use of AMPli-FILM suggests the
dielectric
in

12

For
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pulse systems to insure stability, reliability and long life.
Circle L17 inside back cover.
A -MP

Pulse Generator. Electro -Pulse,
Inc., 11861 Teale St., Culver City,
Calif., has announced a revised
two -page bulletin on the model
2125B pulse generator featuring
(0.02 -µsec rise time, optional delayed or advanced -pulse operation
and direct -coupled output. The instrument described is designed for
checking circuit transient response, development of fuses and
relays, pulse condition tube characteristic studies, pulse driver for
klystrons, drive for magnetic
cores and the like. Circle L18 inside back cover.
Frequency Indicator & Printing
Electro -Pulse, Inc.,
Recorder.
11861 Teale St., Culver City, Calif.
A single-page bulletin describes
the model 7341B frequency indicator and printing recorder.
The unit discussed is designed
for continuous monitoring with
printed readings for frequency,
velocity, rpm measurement and related applications. Circle L19 inside back cover.
Time Delay Relays. The A. W.
Haydon Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Bulletin TD406 illustrates and describes basic hermetically sealed
time delay relays-series 6400,
11400 and 24300. Dimensional diagrams are included for the fourstud and bracket mounting types.
Circle L20 inside back cover.

Electronic Counter. Northeastern
Engineering, Inc., Manchester,
N. H. A four -page folder covers
the electronic counter No. 1420FM (basic units). General characteristics, information on auxiliary plug-in units, and technical
specifications are included. Circle
L21 inside back cover.

Resistor Catalog. General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. Bulletin GEA -6592 is a 36 -page publication covering the company's
full line of vitreous enameled
stock resistors-both fixed and
slide -wire, a wide variety of tailormade units, vitreous enameled re ELECTRONICS
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PLYMOUTH

RUBBER

COMPANY'S

PLASTIC ELECTRICAL TAPE RULED
NOT

TO

INFRINGE MINNESOTA

MINING

Following two years of court action in a patent suit
brought by Minnesota Mining & Mfg Co., the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit has ruled
that Plymouth Rubber Company's PLYMOUTH PLASTIC ELECTRICAL TAPE does not infringe the 3M
Patent No. 2559990, and further ruled invalid the added
claims on reissued Patent No. RE23843, if construed to
cover such Plymouth tape.
To our many friends in the electrical and allied industries, we wish to express our thanks for their confidence and enccuragement during these arduous court
proceedings, and we pledge to continue manufacturing
the finest plastic electrical tapes made.

PLYMOUTH RUBBER COMPANY, INC.
Manufacturers since 1896
CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS

BEEDE
ELECTRIC METERS
VOLTMETERS
AMMETERS
COMPENSATED PYROME
POWER LEVEL METERS
VOLUME LEVEL METERS
DB-METERS (Wide Frequency Band)
RECTIFIER TYPE METERS
THERMO COUPLE METERS ti
MICRO -AMMETERS
MILLIAMMETERS
MILLIVOLT METERS
CATALOG OR INFORMATION ON REQUEST

BEED E

CO., INC.

ELECTRIPENI.

additional information on all items on this page,
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ARNOLD

/

sistors ranging from 5 to 200 w
and high -capacity resistors rated
up to 1,200 w. The bulletin provides extensive selection data, ordering instructions, full product
descriptions, photographs of representative resistors, ratings and
other pertinent technical data.
Also included is full information on the company's wire and
ribbon-wound high -capacity resistors. Circle L22 inside back

TOROIDAL COIL WINDER

sets up quickly ... easy to operate
takes wide range of wire sizes

(continued)

...

cover.
SPECIFICATIONS:

Time -Rate Indicator. Laboratory
for Electronics, Inc., 75 Pitts St.,
Boston 14, Mass., has released a
four-page brochure describing the
model 501 time -rate indicator. The
instrument discussed is a 10 -mc
digital type frequency meter also
useable for measuring period, time
interval, total and ratio. The bro-

Min. finished hole size: .18 in.
Max. finished toroid O.D.: 4.0 in.
Winding speed: 1500 turns/min.
Wire ronge: AWG 44 to AWG 26
Dual, self -checking turns counting system
Loading (wire length) counter
Core range: 1/4" I.D. to 4" O.D. to 11/2" high

LABORATORY USE
Change wire and core size in 45 sec.

PRODUCTION USE

chure lists the specifications and
suggests uses for the instrument.
Circle L23 inside back cover.

per minute
Insert core and load in 20 sec.
1500 turns

write or telephone for literature

ARNOLD MAGNETICS CORP.
4615 W. Jefferson Blvd.,
REpublic 1-6344

Los

I -F Amplifiers. LEL, Inc., 380 Oak
St., Copiague, L. I., N. Y., has
released a new six-page catalog

Angeles 16, Calif.

describing an expanded line of
i -f amplifiers for radar and missile applications. Illustrations and
specifications are included. Circle
L24 inside back cover.

YOKE

two interchangeable

for every Military and Special purpose.
Yokes for 7/8", 1.1/8", 1-1/2", 2-1/8" neck diameter CR tubes.

COMPLETE LINE

-0.1%,

Serles aiding
field and parallel (bucking)
field designs.

Consult Dr. Henry Marcy on your new applications today.

syntron2c
170 Industrial Road

Addison, Ill.

INSTRUMENTS, INC.

Phone: Terrace 4-6103

62-8511
314

For

designs-the

axial -lead series and the axial radial -lead series. Ordering information is included. Circle L25 inside back cover.

Rotating and fixed coil designs.
Core material to suit your requirements.

Special test instruments can establish your yoke deflection parameters
to an accuracy of

Rugged Capacitors. Vitramon, Inc.,
P. O. Box 544, Bridgeport 1, Conn.
Catalog 57-1 illustrates and describes a line of stable, rugged,
low-loss, miniature, low -noise, vaporproof, low temperature range
Vitramon capacitors. It covers

Digitizer Kit. Coleman Engineering Co., Inc., 6040 W. Jefferson
Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif. Technical bulletin No. CR -186 illustrates and describes the company's digitizer kit. It includes
data on installation, operation,
reliability, and digitizers on other
servo instruments, as well as ordering information and price.
Circle L26 inside back cover.

Precision Pots. Beckman/Helipot
Corp., Newport Beach, Calif. Lin -

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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earity tolerances as accurate as
±0.01 percent are specified for
series D and E precision potentiometers in data sheet 54-23.
In the D series, best practical
linearity tolerances are as follows

:

jJiifI/iVC11
the
DYNAMIC

below 1,000 ohms, ±0.05

percent; from 1,000 to 4,999 ohms,
±0.025 percent; 5,000 ohms and
above, ±0.01 percent. Best practical linearity tolerances in the E
series are ±0.05 percent below
1,000 ohms and ±0.01 percent for
1,000 ohms and above.
As an added specification, the
data sheet now lists a life expectancy of 2,000,000 shaft revolutions for each series. Circle L27
inside back cover.
Repeat Cycle Timers. The A. W.
Haydon Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Bulletin AWH RC201 contains details on the function of the three
basic -miniature repeat cycle timers, along with dimensions for a -c,
d -c and 400 -cycle units. The sheet,
replacing page 3 of the current
catalog, covers timers available
with cycling times from 1 to 24
hr depending on the motor used.
The new bulletin sheet is
clearly blocked out, with readable
size type and illustrations, including a photograph of the d -c model
and dimensional drawings, with
overall and mounting dimensions
tabulated in charts for the three
series. The bulletin becomes a
part of the company's catalog. The
entire catalog will be supplied if
requested on firm's letterhead.

Proximity Switch. Micro Switch,
a Division of Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co., Freeport, Ill.
Data sheet 119 covers the 1FA1
proximity switch, a magnetic device with no moving parts for use
in applications where it is desirable to detect the presence of a
ferrous object without requiring
physical contact. Application information, installation data and
performance specifications are included. Circle L28 inside back
cover.

Modular Digital Instruments.
Electro Instruments, Inc., 3794
Rosecrans, San Diego, Calif. A
new, four -page illustrated catalog
giving brief specifications of a
ELECTRONICS
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DIODE
TESTER

by TECHNITROL
This moderate -price instrument provides
an invaluable means for the rapid, accurate checking of semiconductor diodes
for instability and irregularities. The dynamic curve, far more revealing than
static testing, is quickly apparent on a
scope screen, and is readily adapted to
volume testing. In addition the easy portability of this 16 -pound instrument makes

it ideal for field work as well as bench
or rack installation.

Designed for use with a D.C.-coupled
oscilloscope, the Technitrol Diode Tester
provides for a variety of back and forward voltages, as well as independentlycontrolled ranges for back and forward
currents.

CALIBRATED RANGES:

Write today to:

f
///

ECHNITROI.
ENGINEERING COMPANY

1952

E.

Allegheny Ave., Phila. 34,

0-5 v.

Forward voltage
Back voltage

0-100 v.

Forward current
Reverse current

0-50 ma.
0-1 ma.

Pa.
N

QVALITY is not an

accident

It cannot be copied.
It is not attained
over night.
Quality is built into E -A Recorders
by specialists-workmen whose
livelihood depends upon quality and
who have spent their lives making

just this one product.
For over 50 years, E -A has made
the best for those who want only the
best in recorders.

Product Representatives in
Most Principal Cities

Ask for Catalog CC854A

The ESTERLINE-ANGUS Company, Inc.
Pioneers in the Manufacture of Graphic Instruments
Dept. E4, P. O. Box 596, INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

315
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THE REACH IS RIGHT

AND TIGHT

with KRAEUTER
LONG NOSE PLIERS

(continued)

new line of modular digital instru- dolly for monochrome or color
ments is now available. The cata- equipment. Chief features, specilog describes the units available fications and prices are included.
and how they can be combined Circle L33 inside back cover.
into single -purpose instruments
such as digital voltmeters, digital Analog Computer. Donner Scienohmmeters, digital ratiometers tific Co., 888 Galindo St., Concord,
and the like, or complete check- Calif., announces its new four out systems. Circle L29 inside page engineering data sheet for
back cover.
the model 3000 analog computer.
The computer's building-block deDual -Channel Oscilloscope. Elec- sign, problem -handling capacity
tronic Tube Corp., 1200 E. Mer- and accessories are discussed in a
maid Lane, Philadelphia 18, Pa. comprehensive, easy-to -read manA single -sheet bulletin illustrates ner.
Complete prices, typical
and describes the model K-215 module combinations, and recomdual -channel oscilloscope for d -c mended computing facilities are
to 15 mc. Complete technical also included. Circle L34 inside
specifications are given. Circle back cover.
L30 inside back cover.
Delay Line Data. Deltime, Inc.,
Transistorized Computer. Philco 608 Fayette Ave., Mamaroneck,
Corp., 4700 Wissahickon Ave., N. Y., has issued a collection of
Philadelphia 44, Pa. A 12 -page technical literature presenting a
descriptive brochure covers the selection of time delay lines based.
new completely transistorized on the magnetostrictive principle_
computer Transac type S-2000. Among the models discussed are
The booklet features many illus- laboratory and rack-mounted units.
trations including a 20 by 25 ft with adjustable pickup coils, semi
typical installation which incor- adjustable tubular units and fixed
porates the extremely compact ba- delay lines with delays from 2
sic unit containing the arithmetic,
sec to 200 µsec or more. Circle
control and memory sections and L35 inside back cover.
also the supplemental equipment
that can be added to accomplish A -C D -C Voltmeters. Helipot
any desired result. Circle L31 Corp., a division of Beckman Ininside back cover.
struments, Inc., Newport Beach,
Calif. One hundred and twentyPrecision Wire -Wound Resistors. six standard models of expanded
Kelvin Electric Co., 5907 Noble scale a -c and d -c voltmeters are
Ave., Van Nuys, Calif. Bulletin listed and described in data sheet.
CB-2 describes a new line of pre- 875. Specifications, photos, dimencision wire -wound resistors fea- sional drawings and a convenient
turing tension-free windings. The order table are included in the
relaxed winding technique dis- four -page two-color data sheet..
cussed practically eliminates re- Circle L36 inside back cover.
sistance drift with age and shorts
or opens due to thermal shock, Coaxial Switches and Relays. Danthus providing exceptional relia- bury -Knudsen, Inc., P. O. Box 170,
bility and long-term accuracy. Danbury, Conn. The company's
Resistance values range from extensive line of coaxial relays.
150,000 to 8 megohms. Complete and switches are listed in detail
specifications, dimensional draw- in Catalog 3. Selecting and orderings and descriptive information ing have been facilitated by the
are provided. Circle L32 inside listing of schematics, mechanical
back cover.
dimensions and electrical characteristics. Circle L37 inside back
Pneumatic -Balance Camera Dollys. cover.
Studio Television Products Sales
Corp., 342 W. 40th St., New York VHF ADF. Olympic Radio & Tele18, N. Y. A four-page folder illusvision Inc., 34-01 38th Ave., Long
trates and describes the model Island City 1, N. Y. A loose-leaf
PN6 pneumatic -balance camera catalog page illustrates and de -

/

You can depend on reachability
and cutting power with Kraeuter's #1781 Long Chain Nose
Pliers. And your reach will be
tight and sure for those hard to -get -at jobs with the extra
long milled jaws of these pliers.

Buy the right line. It's the
Kraeuter line for electronic and
electrical work. Kraeuter tools
are unreservedly guaranteed.
Send for catalog #25 illustrating
complete Kraeuter line.
I

BUY THE FINEST
BUY KRAEUTER
BUY AMERICAN
AS MODERN AS TOMORNO.

»aeuter & co., inc
FOR

I00 YEARS THE FINEST IN HAND TOOLS 1060.1960
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scribes the model AS -111 vhf automatic direction finder. Chief
features and specifications are
listed. Circle L38 inside back
cover.
Bushings. Thor Ceramics, Inc.,
225 Belleville Ave., Bloomfield,
N. J. A two -page catalog sheet
illustrates and describes both the
miniature feed -through bushings
and transformer and condenser
bushings with a wide range of
sizes and types. The devices discussed are intended for efficient
low and high -frequency service.
Dimensional data are included in
catalog No. 152 and 153. Circle
L39 inside back cover.

Wires and Cables. Chester Cable
Corp., A Subsidiary of Miami Copper Co., Chester, N. Y. A six -page
folder covers quality constructions of wires and cables for commercial and military service. Plasticord and Plasticote insulations,
standard and 'custom-made, are
discussed. The folder is fully illustrated with tabular material.
Circle L40 inside back cover.

Laboratory Induction Generator.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
Research Laboratories, Bayside
60, N. Y. A four -page bulletin
deals with the 5 -kw laboratory induction generator. Illustrations,
complete description and specifications are given. Circle L41 inside back cover.
Hand Coil Winders. Geo. Stevens
Mfg. Co., Inc., Pulaski Road at
Peterson, Chicago 30, Ill. Four
new high-speed direct-drive hand
coil winders are described and two
of the machines illustrated in a
catalog page now available. Technical details are given on types
of windings, maximum coil o -d,
maximum loading distance between winding centers, wire sizes
wound, tension equipment, winding speeds, motor equipment, dial
and automatic counters, magnetic
brake, mounting, output end of
spindle and other features. Circle
L42 inside back cover.

PRODUCTS CORPORATION
P.

0. Box 88, Kendall Branch, Miami, Florida
1

PRECISION CARBON DEPOSITED RESISTORS
.1% to +30%, dependTolerance ranges from

ing upon resistor type. Brochure supplied upon
request.
STANDARD RESISTOR, AND RESISTOR INSULATED
TO WITHSTAND 100°ó RELATIVE HUMIDITY.

VALUES and SIZES
RESISTOR

Typical temper. tore coefficient
characterftics fo Allies' Products

OHMS

WATTS

carbon deposit resistors.

meg. ±1%

APT -5

5

50

ohms to

5

APT -2
APLT-1
APT -1

2

20

ohms to

20

meg.

±1%

1

50

ohms to 100 meg.

±15

1

5

ohms to

10

meg.

±1%

meg. ±1%<

1

10

ohms to

10

APBT-0.6
APZT-1/10
APST-1/2**

1/2

10

ohms to

20 meg.

1/10

10

1/2

1

±1%
ohms to 100 K.
ohm to 10 meg. ±1ofc;

APXT-t/2

1/2

5

ohms to

2

meg. ±1%

APYT-t/4

Y4

5

ohms to

1

meg.

APCT-1

A.

CURVE

.:

.u.

±1%

±1%

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IN

C.

Typical derating curve for 1 watt Allies'
Products carbon deposit resistors.

*Distributor Stock, RMA Values
**Soles Office & Distributor stock, RMA values.

A RELAY
Limited quantity
of model shop

cavo

that flies with

NIKE

15 G UP TO

samples available.

Submit your speci-

fications and requirements with
your inquiry.

2000 CPS

DIMENSIONS

15/32" dia.

x

1-3/4"

long

WEIGHT

7/8

oz.

OPERATING POWER
Photo
Nike installations,

courtesy Western

Electric Company

500 MW Max. (This relay is
available for power requirements as low as 100 MW but

with slightly less vibration
resistance./
VIBRATION RESISTANCE
15G up to 2000 CPS

Microwave Parabolic Antenna
System. Pickard & Burns, Inc.,
240 Highland Ave., Needham 94,
'ELECTRONICS

-
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Using
Thermistors

Mass. A single -sheet bulletin illustrates and lists chief features

Edited by

FENWAL ELECTRONICS

-

Here's more news on thermistors the
tiny, highly temperature -sensitive, semiconductors that are being used in more
and more applications in all types of industry.
Let's look at just three ways thermistors are now being used
Time Delay,
Remote Control and Switching.
A thermistor placed with a variable resistor in series with a battery and a relay
(Fig. 1) makes an excellent time delay
relay. The high resistance of the thermistor limits the current flow when the switch
is closed. The delay time may be in-

...

creased or decreased by increasing or decreasing the series resistance.
By selecting a thermistor with the same
constant as the tube filament it will be
in series with, you can keep the current
constant during the initial warm-up and
prevent an initial current surge.
Bead thermistors are available with attached heaters and mounted in a vacuum
bulb. (Fig. 2) The thermistors' resistance
is reduced when power is applied to the
heater. When placed in the input of a
vacuum tube amplifier these thermistors
make smooth, noiseless remote gain controls, because there are no moving parts
or controls in the grid circuit.

FIG.

FIG. 2

1

When several low voltage light bulbs
are connected in series with a suitable
thermistor connected in parallel with each
unit, (Fig. 3) very little current will pass
through the thermistors. Thermistors are
not appreciably heated by the small voltage drop across the bulb. If one bulb
burns out, the other bulbs remain lighted
the thermistor continues to carry the
load of the extinguished bulb. When the
bulb is replaced it takes the current from
the thermistor. The thermistor then cools
off and returns to its idle condition of high
resistance and low current.

-

FIG. 3

Engineers: these and other thermistor
applications are discussed in 12 -page
catalog EMC -1. Write for your copy to
FENWAL ELECTRONICS, INC., 25 Mellen
St., Framingham, Massachusetts.

Flactronic.t
Makers of Precision Thermistors
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manded by chemical and petroleum companies for processcontrol instrumentation. Complete
specifications are listed. Circle
L47 inside back cover.

and performance characteristics
for a six-foot parabolic antenna
system designed and developed for
use in the 1,700-2,400 mc range in
conjunction with mobile radio relay equipment terminals and relay
stations. Circle L43 inside back
cover.

Permanent Magnets. General Electric Co., Detroit 32, Mich. A new
12-page catalog covers both cast
and sintered permanent magnets.
Publication PM -121 supersedes
the former catalog, PM -100. It includes information on magnetic
and mechanical properties, approximate tolerances, magnet as-

H -F Inductor Alternator.

American Electric Motors, Inc., division
of American Electronics Inc., 2112
N. Chico Ave., El Monte, Calif.
Bulletin 3011.3 illustrates and
gives characteristics and data for
the models 275 motor alternator
and 250 exciter -regulator. Dimensional diagrams and suggested applications are included. Circle L44
inside back cover.

Pulse Calibrator. Burroughs Corp.,
1209 Vine St., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
Type 1810 pulse calibrator, a new
instrument designed for accurately measuring current and voltage pulse amplitudes, pulse durations and rise time, is now fully
described in a technical brochure.
The four -page brochure shows
how the calibrator operates, illustrating and explaining actual
waveforms obtained from different
applications of the unit. Complete
theory of operation of the two
sections of the calibrator (chopper
section and calibration section)
and specifications are included.
Circle L45 inside back cover.
Signal Generator. Northeastern
Engineering, Inc., Manchester,
N. H. A four-page folder illustrates and describes the type NE 12 -20 -SG signal generator which
is capable of producing continuous -wave or pulse -modulated signals throughout the band of frequencies from 900 to 2,100 mc.
Data on applications and equipment supplied, as well as technical
specifications, are included. Circle
L46 inside back cover.
All -Transistor Amplifier. Beckman
Instruments, Inc., 325 N. Muller
Ave., Anaheim, Calif.. Bulletin
3002 covers the model WN, a general - purpose, chopper - stabilized
d -c amplifier designed to meet the

high

reliability

standards

de-

semblies, sales and service as well
as how-to -order cast Alnico 5 and
sintered Alnico 2 permanent magnets. Illustrations and engineering data provide the user with
required information for various
shapes available. Circle L48 inside back cover.

Encapsulated Miniature Yoke.
Syntronic Instruments, Inc., 170
Industrial Road, Addison, Ill. Dimensional drawings, photo, design features, tables, electrical
and mechanical data and complete
technical description are given of
new miniature epoxy encapsulated
push-pull magnetic deflection yoke
with deflection angle up to 70 deg
and which fits all standard A -in.
neck diameter c -r tubes. The yoke
is ideal for use with transistors.
Circle L49 inside back cover.
Bimetal

Thermostats. Stevens
Mfg. Co., Inc., Lexington and
Mansfield, Ohio. Bulletin 3000, describing the company's new line
of Stemco type A bimetal disk
type thermostats for electronic
and industrial applications, is announced.
Punched for insertion in standard three-ring binders, the bulletin covers the operating principle and illustrates it with a
schematic diagram, giving performance data, ratings, dimensions and construction details.
Various mounting arrangements
are illustrated with photographs.
Both hermetically sealed and
semi -enclosed styles are covered.
Circle L50 inside back cover.
Magnetic Amplifier. Magnetic Amplifiers, Inc., 632 Tinton Ave., New
York 55, N. Y. Form S765 is a

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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single -sheet mailing piece covering a magnetic amplifier suitable
for controlling low -power-output
devices such as hydraulic servo
valves. The amplifier discussed is
supplied with dual input windings
to facilitate signal mixing. Additional control windings can be

furnished.
The illustrated mailing piece
gives tentative data, dimensional
drawing and information on two
of the company's other products.
Circle L51 inside back cover.
Environmental Temperature Cabinets. Webber Corp., P. O. Box
217, Indianapolis 6, Ind. Bulletin
2-57 is a four -page folder illustrating six different models of
standard, mechanically operated,
subzero industrial freezers. Units
discussed are available from -225
F to +350 F in sizes from 1 cu ft
to 45 cu ft, front or top opening.
A complete itemization of standard and optional features is listed
as well as model numbers, temperature ranges, capacities, inside
and outside dimensions. Circle
L52 inside back cover.
Flexible Actuator Switch. Micro
Switch, A Div. of Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co., Freeport, Ill. Catalog listing BAF12RU18, a flexible actuator switch
which can be operated from any
angle except direct pull, is described in data sheet 113. Discussed are the coil -spring actuator, sealed construction, characteristics, contact arrangement,
electrical rating, two mounting designs and prices. Circle L53 inside back cover.

Electronic Assembly Facilities.
P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., 3029 E.
Washington St., Indianapolis 6,
Ind., has published a new bulletin
describing its extensive facilities
for development and manufacture
of complete electronic assemblies
and subassemblies, including those
of the type used in missile guidance systems. The completely separate operation discussed specializes in precision manufacturing on
a contract basis. A fully equipped
and well-staffed design -engineering group is also maintained for
research and development work in
ELECTRONICS

- June
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RIBBONS STRIPS
*
*

of
PURE TUNGSTEN

MOLYBDENUM

*
*

THORIATED TUNGSTEN
SPECIAL ALLOYS

and OTHER METALS
IN

ULTRA THIN SIZES
to
COMMERCIAL STANDARDS
THAN
TOLERANCES CLOSER

by

OUR SPECIAL ROLLING TECHNIQUE
Note: for highly engineered applications-strips of TUNGSTEN
and some other metals can be supplied

.0003 THICKNESS

ROLLED DOWN TO

Finish: Roll Finish-Black or Cleaned
Ribbons may be supplied in Mg. weights if required

For HIGHLY ENGINEERED APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED BY

H.0 ROSS CO
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WHITE ALICE EQUIPMENT
MUST BE RELIABLE

Unitized

Rectifiers

R

Modulation Transformers

Filter Reactors

Reactors

Amplifiers
GNA

-*

Rectifiers

RAN°

Filament Transformers

Rectifier Plate Transformers.

MAGNATRAN
P.O. Box 211

KEARNY, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.
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electronics and solid state physics
problems. Circle L54 inside back
cover.

Engineering

Bulletins. Phillips
Control Corp., 59 W. Washington
St., Joliet, Ill. A durable threering loose-leaf binder is offered in
connection with the distribution
of the company's new series of

IN STAMPING AND DRAWING

KOVAR
COMPLETE FACILITIES FOR PRECISION
PRODUCTION OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Our facilities are geared to meet your production
and engineering needs for components of any desrription. Unusually Complete Tool Room Press
ShopHydrogen Annealing, Machining and Polishing Operations Glass-to -Metal Hermetic Sealing.
Production of completed parts ready for assembly
in your own plant.

A complete service in our plant
means prompt service to your plant.

THERLO

RODAR
FERNICO

Other IRON -NICKEL-COBALT Alloys

CUT TOOLING COSTS!
Over 3,000 high precision tools and
dies available to reduce your initial
tooling time and costs.

Call on us for free consultation and quotations.

ZELL PRODUCTS CORP.
279 Main Street, Norwalk, Conn.

AIR

For the engineer who wants to set precedents-

Armament Control Development
Your job will be original thinking from research
through manufacture ... to analyze and evaluate
AUTONETICS' armament control systems for advanced, new weapons systems... to begin with the
tactical problems, then find out exactly what armament control functions are needed, and develop and
produce them. To qualify, you need a BSEE, MSEE,
ME or Physics degree, plus four or five years experience in armament control or bombing navigation
systems. Write: Mr. A. N. Benning, Administrative
& Professional Personnel, Dept. 358 EL-62, 9150
E.
Imperial Highway, Downey, California.
DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS MAN HAS NEVER BUILT BEFORE
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Wire Wound Resistors. International Resistance Co., 401 North
Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa. The
12 -page bulletin C -lb describes a
line of tubular and flat power
wire -wound resistors. It contains
comprehensive data on construction, characteristics, coating, winding, insulation identification, mechanical strength, terminals and
brackets. Detailed charts and
graphs are shown. Circle L56 inside back cover.

Radiography on Subminiature
Tubes. Philips Electronics, Inc.,
750 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon,
N. Y. A new six -page bulletin
titled "Radiography in Production
Control and Inspection of Subminiature Tubes" that describes
techniques used by Raytheon Mfg.
Co., is now available.
The bulletin shows radiographs
made of subminiature electron
tubes with the new method. Drawings give details for the film
holder, the electron tube holder
and the production inspection installation. Circle L57 inside back
cover.

Electronic Relays. Essex Wire
Corp., Logansport, Ind. Electronic
relays, open and hermetically
sealed, are described in a new
eight -page engineering bulletin.
Complete information on application, construction and engineering
specifications is presented in concise outline form. Data included
are coil voltage, resistance and
wattage, contact forms available
and approximate weight. Detailed

Autonetics
A

product engineering bulletins.
The new engineering bulletins
provide detailed descriptions, tables and dimensional drawings on
Phillips standard, enclosed and
hermetically sealed relays. Circle
L55 inside back cover.
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dimensional drawings and circuit
diagrams are shown for the eight
groups of relays featured. Circle
L58 inside back cover.

Instrumentation. Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc., 760 Bloomfield
Ave., Clifton, N. J., have available
the first issue of Instrument Journal, a publication devoted to electronic instrumentation and related
fields, providing the latest information on developments in equipment, applications and techniques.
The booklet will be published
quarterly. Circle L59 inside back
cover.

Power Positioner. Globe Industries, Inc., 1784 Stanley Ave., Dayton 4, Ohio. Bulletin No. 2500
covers the power-positioner, a new
type of servo system featuring
high speed, high torque and high
accuracy. Chief features and information on performance, controls and applications are given.
Dimensional diagrams are included. Circle L60 inside back
cover.

HERMETIC
SEALS

-

RODAR

Write

us

Addison St., Chicago
The 32 -page catalog
CT3-57 covers some 20 types of
MIL -T -27A hermetically sealed
transformers and reactors. Also
included are a wide line of
new -equipment commercial -grade
transformers and reactors, as well
as control and power circuit transformers. A classified index is included. Circle L61 inside back
cover.
18,

for

FREE
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For

weldability and solderability.

tons).

Double stage annealing.Iusing furnaces.
Advanced plating facilities for Nickel, Gold, Tin, Cad.
mium Copper, Silver, etc.
Complete glass facilities.
Mass Spectrometer leak testing.
ZELL engineers control every process every step of the
way, assuring uniform quality and performance.

REPRESENTATIVES: Your Inquiries

invited!

ZELL PRODUCTS CORP.

279 Main Street, Norwalk, Conn.
assures

the

completeness

of your

satisfaction!

AD E L ,.
SUPPORTS

designed for eurr,v application
CLAMPS
for military

BLOCKS
cF

HARNESS STRAPS

industrial systems & equipments

They cut maintenance and replacement costs

performance and reliability far beyond
specifications of any other Line Support.
CLAMPS provide cushioned, vibration
absorbing support for cables, tubing
and piping.
BLOCKS provide resilient support for
multiple grouping of lines to eliminate
failures.
.

HARNESS STRAPS embody heat and cold

resistant material for temperatures far
above +550°F to well below -90°F.

flexibility, durability and economy SPECIFY
certain of getting the best possible service
from products that are the result of advanced engineering design and the most modern production techniques:
For safety,

ADEL and be

A

COMPLETE LINE

... SERVICE -FITTED,

TESTED AND

APPROVED. SPECIFICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO AIRCRAFT, MISSILE AND ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACi
WHAT ARE YOUR REQUIREMENTS?
TURERS

...

1

- June

Easy

65 Power Presses (to 50

_::

facilities

j

ELECTRONICS

x

shock.

Tight dimensional tolerances.

ALL FACILITIES UNDER ONE ROOF
Complete tool room facilities.

-

side back cover.

Resistors and Rheostats. Tru-Ohm
Products, Div. of Model Engineer -

**

Technical Consultation and Information.

completeness

The

W.

Electric Co., Laminated Products
Dept., Coshocton, Ohio. A fourpage folder deals with Textolite
cold punch 11572, a high quality
paper -base laminate recommended
for electronic applications using
high voltage at radio frequencies.
Designed for standard punching
or printed circuitry, the material
described is ideal for automatic
assembly techniques. Technical
data are included. Circle L62 in-

MOST STRINGENT TRANSISTOR ETCH TESTS DEVISED.

IN STAMPING AND DRAWING KOVAR
FERNICO AND OTHER ALLOYS

THERLO

.3=

Ill.

Cold Punch Laminate. General

-

stable finish that protects seals against corrosive
atmospheres. ZELL'S GOLD PLATE WITHSTANDS THE
A

resistance to mechanical and thermal
** High
Excellent electrical properties.

Meeting the ever-increasing standards of perfection
established by the electronics industry is a challenge admirably met by Zell's highly skilled engineers. They are able to exercise unusually rigid
quality controls because all production operations
are carried out in Zell's own completely equipped,
ultra modern plant.

Transformers and Reactors. Chicago Standard Transformer Corp.,
3501

*

"The Seal of Excellence"

SPECIALISTS

ZELL Hermetic Seals Enjoy
These Desirable Characteristics:

`;

PRECISIC

E

PRCaUCT

o!.!va,

DISTRICT OFFICES:..
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EISLER VERTICAL

SPOT WELDERS
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MADE
WITH OR
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Sent io Any Radio Tube Manufacturer
in U.S A. on a 30 Day Free trial 3csis.
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ing & Mfg. Inc., 2800 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 18, Ill., has
available a catalog listing: resistor selection data; complete information on fixed enameled resistors; adjustable enameled resistors; oval resistors, vitreous
axial resistors; Tru-Rib resistors,
plus complete data on the new
Tru-Ohm caged resistors; the new
printed circular resistors and the
new Blue X-60 series resistors.
The complete line of power rheostats is included in the catalog,
with a page illustrating samples
and giving information on dustproof rheostats, caged rheostats
and 360-deg rheostats. Circle L63
inside back cover.
Count Limiter. Abrams Instrument Corp., Lansing, Mich. Bulletin AIC 1008 illustrates and describes the model CN -1A1 count
limiter, a predetermining pulse
counter and stop control designed
for 28 v d -c use. A large detented
knob and dial scale permit easy
setting of any number from 1 to
120. General specifications and a
functional diagram are included.
Circle L64 inside back cover.

No,93-V1

WITH
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MKING

EOUAFM NT

DIODE MACHINERY
AUTOMATIC OR
SEMI -AUTOMATIC
FOR TRANSISTORS and DIODES
SPINDLES

8 STATION INDEXING 40 TURNIo

Transformers. Laboratory for
Electronics, Inc., 75 Pitts St., Boston 14, Mass. A new four-page
brochure describing a line of military and special commercial transformers has just been released.
The components described are
manufactured to customer specifications. High power pulse,
hermetically sealed military and
open type military, subminiture
binary and toroids are some of the
types described. Facilities of the
manufacturing company are discussed. Circle L65 inside back

diagrams and special equipment
data are included. Circle L66 inside back cover.

Metal Film Precision Resistors.
International Resistance Co., 401
N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa.
Catalog data bulletin B-3 illustrates and describes types MEC
and MEF metal film precision resistors. Specifications and characteristics are given. Information
on the company's complete line of
fixed and variable resistors, including over 140 different types,
is also included. Circle L67 inside
back cover.

Miniature Magnetic Counters.
Abrams Instrument Corp., 606
East Shiawassee St., Lansing 1,
Mich. A recent bulletin contains
illustrations and general specifications for a line of high-speed
miniature magnetic counters. A
dimensional diagram is included.
Circle L68 inside back cover.
Bridge -Balance and Calibrating
Units. B & F Instruments, Inc.,
4732 N. Broad St., Philadelphia
41, Pa. Illustrations, outstanding
features and specifications of à
complete line of bridge -balance
and calibrating units are presented in bulletin BBU 2-57. The
units discussed provide the means
to balance, calibrate, control and
match strain gages and resistance
type transducers to oscillograph
galvanometers. They provide for
the direct recording, without amplifiers, of strains, loads, accelerations, pressures, positions and
other measurements required to
evaluate military and industrial
products. Circle L69 inside back
cover.

cover.

Send

for CotaJoa Dr. Chas. Eisler, M.
CHAS. EISLER, JR.,

EISLER ENGINEERI NG
751 So. 13th St.

E.

founder

PRES.

CO., INC.

NEWARK 3, N. J.
Want more information? Use post card en last page.

Magnetic Amplifers. Litton InTest Equipment. Telonic Indus- dustries, Maryland Division, 4910
tries, Inc., 73 N. Second Ave., Calvert Road, College Park, Md.
Beech Grove, Ind. Colorful, and A 16 -page product catalog prouniquely designed, this new cat- vides data and specifications for
alog makes all material easy to 400 and 60 -cycle magnetic ampread and easily accessible to the lifiers. Circle L70 inside back
user. Catalog 7A features com- cover.
prehensive sales and ordering information in addition to complete Lead Wire. Philadelphia Insulated
product listings, illustrations and Wire Co., 200 N. Third St., Philadescriptions. Complete basic spec- delphia 6, Pa., has available a leafifications of all units are presented let describing the series 120 lead
in easy-to -read
form. Graphs, wire (600 v, 200 C-MIL-W-16878,
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type E). The wire discussed features a silver-plated copper conductor, cross lapped Teflon tape
construction and Teflon coated
glass braid. Specifications and
performance requirements are included. Circle L71 inside back
cover.
Coaxial Turret Attenuators. Microlab, 71 Okner Parkway, Livingston, N. J. Memo No. 8 is a
four-page mailing piece dealing
with the type AV variable step
attenuators with low vswr and zero
insertion loss. Mechanical and
electrical design are discussed
and applications and attenuation
values are given. Circle L72 inside
back cover.

Chip -proof

PLASTIC
LEGEND PLATES
engraved in your own plant

ue

,

-.

Tough GRAVOFLEX blanks are laminated in
sharp contrast colors. No need to keep large inventory-all sizes, varied colors available on short
notice. Low-cost GRAVOFLEX legend plates

stand up better, stand out better

Use the portable ENGRAVOGRAPH to mark
legend plates to your specifications, on the
spot, when you need them-with
unskilled labor, because it's tracer -guided.
Big savings on short runs and "oneshot" jobs. Eliminates costly delays.
17,000

Transformers. Hindle
Transformer Co. Inc., Woods
Church Road, Flemington, N. J.
Catalog 956 illustrates and describes control transformers of the
normal reactance type. Uses and
dimensional data are given. Also
included are data on high reactance type control transformers
and warp stop transformers.
Circle L73 inside back cover.

!

ar.eemmer

Engravographs in use.

Control

Custom Molding of Electronic
Products. Epoxy Products, Inc.,
a division of Joseph Waldman &
Sons, 137 Coit St., Irvington, N. J.,
announces the availability of complete catalog information on their
new custom molding service. This
literature covers the compression
and transfer techniques available
for custom molding of electronic
and chemical resistant products.
Circle L74 inside back cover.

Sendfor Booklet ZL-1 and sample plate.
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military

this renowned engineering quality experience is offered in the

NEW

uses!

CO -THERM'
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HIGH

TEMPERATURE

CAPACITORS

Pulse Burst Generators. Electro Pulse, Inc., 11861 Teale St., Culver
City, Calif., has available a two page bulletin on models 2130A
and 215ÒA pulse burst generators
featuring 5 -pulse coded output, 10
cps to 10 kc, 0 to 100-µsec delay,
0.1 to 2 -µsec width, 0.03 -µsec rise
time and 50-v output from less
than 93 ohms. The units described
are designed for beacon simulation, word generation, f -m/f -m
telemetry, transmission line test,
data reduction system design and
the like. Circle L75 inside back
cover.

ENGRAVING MACHINE CORP.

UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

FOR INDUSTRIAL USES!
Ó

e
ACTUAL
SIZE

Special units designed

for specific requirements! Write, phone
or wire, TODAY!

Highest quality paper and foil sub -miniature
capacitors, encased in highly dense Steatite
tube. Outstanding for TV, radio and other
compact circuitry requirements. No voltage
derating necessary over temperature range of
-55°C to +125°C. Noted for exceptional
capacitance stability. Also available in new
plastic film dielectrics. Co -Therm capacitors in
all standard values and tolerances. Prompt
delivery!

Send for Literature!
12900 Foothill Blvd.

Offices

EMpire 1.8693
San Fernando, Calif.
in Washington, D.C. and San Francisco

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Electronics manufacturers expand plants and facilities by acquisition, leases or new construction. Top engineers and executives in the industry are promoted and move to new
responsibilities. Scientists receive Navy Civilian Service Awards

American Bosch Arma Elects V -P's, Takes Over New Plant
Foss, formerly vicepresident and division manager,
Arma Division, was recently elected
a vice-president of American Bosch
Arma Corp. and will be responsible
for defense product planning. Foss
has been with Arma since 1933
when he became a research and development engineer there. He was
successively head of research and
development, assistant chief engineer, and vice-president in charge
of engineering before his previous
position. He has a long and varied
experience in the design, development and production of electronic
and gyroscopic devices and missile
guidance systems. American Bosch
Arma will produce its inertial guidance system for the Titan intercontinental ballistic missile.
E. D. Gittens, vice president -engineering, Arma Division, will replace Foss as vice president and
division manager of Arma. Gittens
has been with Arma since 1935.
He rose from his starting position
of junior engineer through several
positions in design engineering until he was appointed chief engineer
CLIFTON T.

American Bosch Arma Corporation's new Chicago Division

in 1951. He held that position until
he was named vice president and
chief engineer in 1955.

ft of

Simultaneous with these elections
came the announcement that American Bosch Arma Corp. has been
awarded a USAF facilities contract
to operate a government-owned
plant located adjacent to Chicago's
Midway Airport. It covers more
than three-quarters of a million sq

floor space.

Specialized lab-

oratory facilities including rooms
having controlled atmospheric conditions, facilities for astronomical"
calibration, and equipment to simulate upper air conditions will be
provided in the modified interior.
Other divisions of the corporation are at Garden City, N. Y.,.
Springfield, Mass., and Columbus,.

Miss.

Two New Managers Named at Hughes Aircraft
GEORGE

H.

McKAIG was

named

manager of production planning
and James T. Jones has been named
manager of production engineering
at Hughes Aircraft. McKaig
formerly was chief, test equipment
engineering, and Jones was manager, inspection and test. Both men
are employed at El Segundo where
the Hughes airborne electronic control system for all-weather jet interceptors is manufactured.
In his new position, McKaig is

responsible for electronic and
mechanical production planning
including the administration of machine planning, sheet metal planning, assembly planning and other
related activities. In addition, he
is responsible for developing improved methods and quality of

manufacturing.
Jones has the responsibility of
administering and coordinating all
production engineering activities
in the electronic manufacturing

324

division of Hughes, including design and development of all special
factory test equipment, tooling and
process engineering.

Rototest Announces
Two Appointments
president of Roto -test Laboratories, Inc., Lynwood,.
Calif., announces the appointment
of Albert J. Romano, as general
JOE DAVIDSON,

June
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manager, and Marty Noorland as
technical director.
Romano has been a liaison and
field engineer associated with the
development of Rototest for the
past two years. Prior to this, he
was employed at Northrop Aircraft
for over three years as a test en-

gineer in the environmental test
laboratory, and subsequently as a
reliability engineer actively engaged in the study and correction
of malfunctions in the Snark guidance system.
Noorland comes from Hoffman
Laboratories, Inc., where for the

past five years he was assistant department head of the test equipment design section, and section
manager in charge of the Quality
Control Test Section, Environmental Test Lab and Components Qualification and Acceptance Test
Group.

Navy's Highest Civilian Awards Presented to Scientists

James H. Trexler
JAMES H. TREXLER,

tist at the

Bernard E alzberg

electronic scien-

tinguished Civilian Service Award,
the Navy's highest civilian award.
The award was granted to Trexler

U. S. Naval Research

Laboratory, has been given the Dis -

for "exceptionally outstanding service in the field of basic research in
countermeasures." He is also holder
of the Meritorious Civilian Service
Award.
Dr. Bernard Salzberg, formerly
with NRL and now the chief scientist of Airborne Instruments Laboratory, Inc., Mineola, Long Island,
N. Y., has been presented the
Navy's Meritorious Civilian Service Award, the second highest
award given to a civilian employee.
The award was granted in recognition of his many contributions to
the Laboratory's programs and to
the field of electronics. Salzberg
holds over 30 patents in the field of
radio and electronics, and is the author and coauthor of approximately
25 papers in technical journals.

Herrick Joins Production Research as Vice -President
GEORGE Q. HERRICK has

been named
vice-president for research and development at the Production Research Corp.
Herrick was manager of the industrial products research division
of General Precision Laboratory
before joining Production Research
Corp. In that capacity he was directly responsible for GPL's research and development work in the
fields of industrial and military
television, microwave propagation,
applications of microwave ferrites,
tape recording, optics, infra -red,
and acoustics.
He was technical director of the
office of international broadcasting
of the U. S. State Department from
1945 to 1953.
He was government director of
MIT's project Troy. Herrick was

low, medium and high frequencies;

of the USCGC Courier, America's

George Q. Herrick

responsible for the development of
current forward scatter communications theories and techniques; of
1,000 -kilowatt a -m transmitters for

326

floating broadcast station; of back
scatter propagation measurement
techniques and of 1,000-kilowatt
broadband curtain antennas.
From Project Troy has evolved
the present-day Lincoln Laboratory
at MIT.
Also authorized by Herrick was
the Ring project, the plan to encircle the USSR with a communications and broadcast network.
Costing more than $100 million, the
project employs more than 66
transmitters, ranging from 50 kilowatts to 1,000 kilowatts, and a staff
of 700 persons to penetrate the
Iron Curtain.
During the war years, he was
chief of the bureau of communications facilities for the Office of War
June
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Sylvania ...your only source for
both semiconductor materials
IF YOU NEED

For growing doped crystals horizontally,

products are available; spectrographically pure
germanium dioxide; polycrystalline as -reduced
ingots; polycrystalline purified ingots; and
undoped single crystals. All Sylvania germanium is n -type, and-in the purified ingot or
single crystal form-has a resistivity greater
than 40 ohm cm.
Diode and transistor manufacturers report
that Sylvania germanium makes it possible
for them to use the same doping schedule from
shipment to shipment. They report higher
yield in the growth of doped single crystals.

Tungsten and Chemical Div., Towanda, Penn.

MATERIALS for transistors, diodes,
or other semiconductor devices ... Sylvania is
your only dependable source of both germanium and silicon.
The following forms of Sylvania germanium

TUNGSTEN

MOLYBDENUM

Sylvania germanium ingots are purified in five
standard shapes, or to your specification. Cut
pieces, which require no further cutting or
etching, are supplied to fit your crucible for
vertical crystal growing.
Sylvania silicon is available in the form of
polycrystalline stalagmitic rod; average density is 2.2 Wee. The standard diameter for
stalagmitic rod is 11/2 in., and it is available in
pieces or crucible charges to your specification.
If you have special requirements, our engineering department will gladly consult with
you. Send for technical literature on Sylvania
germanium and silicon. Write to:
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

CHEMICALS

PHOSPHORS

SEMICONDUCTORS

e SYLVANIA
LIGHTING
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STROMBERG-CARLSON

Special -Purpose
TELEPHONE HANDSET

(continued)

Information, responsible for broadcast facilities for psychological
warfare and communications networks for the OWI.

Project Sage
Engineer Named
APPOINTMENT of Gerald R.

You can mount this special-purpose hang

telephone almost anywhere: on desk.
wall or piece of equipment. The handset
shown is only one of many standard and
special -application types you may order.
The right-angle bracket provides 6 different mounting positions.
up

HOOKSWITCH

Sauer

as Project "Sage" engineer for
RCA at Topsham, Maine, has been
announced. The Maine facility is
one of many forming a chain of
radar defense systems across North
America. SAGE means Semi -Automatic Ground Environment. Each
site contains electronic computers
handling data reported by Texas
towers, picket ships and aircraft of
the Air Defense Command.
In his new position, Sauer will
direct staffing of the Topsham site
with supervisory, technical and
clerical personnel responsible for
maintenance of the site's power
building. In addition, he will
formulate and institute training
programs for civil service and Air
Force personnel who may be assigned to the project.

GPL Reorganizes Research
vice-president and
director of the Avionic- Engineering Division, General Precision Laboratory Inc., Pleasantville,
N. Y., has announced the appointment of Dr. France B. Berger as
director of research planning, a
new post. At the same time, Ivan
A. Greenwood assumes the position
of assistant director of research
planning under the realignment of
divisional responsibility.
Dr. George R. Gamertsfelder continues as director of research.
Three named as department heads
are: G. Stavis, radar research; A.
Block, systems analysis; and J. W.
Gray, computer research.
The research reorganization will
enable GPL to deal more effectively
with its expanding activities in
Doppler navigation and related aviRICHARD W. LEE,

onic fields.
Dr. Berger was formerly head of

the research department and Ivan
Greenwood, associate department
head. Both joined GPL after wartime research at the MIT Radiation
Laboratory.

Allies Tour Military Electronics Plant
Ordnance officers, representing 13 Allied countries and
U. S. forces, recently toured the
Sperry Gyroscope Co. plant at Great
Neck, N. Y. Part of the advanced
SIXTY-TWO

personnel training course, which
the officers are attending at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., the visit
included orientation talks by company officers. The officers were

You can get hookswitches with any spring

combination you need. Illustrated are
two of many possible arrangements.

BRACKET
special bracket
gives you a choice of
12 different mounting
positions. You may order it separately or with any combination
of components you need. You'll find
complete details in Booklet T-5005. To
get your free copy, write to
illThis

S-C
41%

eite

STROMBERG-CARLSON
A

DIVISION

OF

GENERAL

DYNAMICS CORPORATION

Telecommunication Industrial Sales
Carlson Road, Rochester 3, New York
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
114

Army officers, including
Neck. N. Y.

13

from Allied countries at Sperry Gyroscope plant at Great
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shown production of precision electronic and electromechanical military devices.

Lewis and Kaufman Ltd.
Selects General Manager

Ruggedized, Precision Potentiometer
New construction...
environment -proof
performance

r

Constantly increasing environFrank Mansur

was recently
MANSUR
named general manager at the
Lewis and Kaufman Ltd., Division
of International Glass Corp., manufacturers of Los Gatos brand
electron tubes for industry and
communications. He was formerly
associated with Eitel -McCullough,
Inc., and prior to that was manager
of the government and commercial
department of the Hazeltine Electronics Division, Hazeltine Corp.,
New York.
FRANK

mental problems create a demand
for precision potentiometers that
combine the ability to produce
high-level intelligence signals with
construction rugged enough to
meet the most severe conditions.

Micro spot weld tap connections
(guaranteed single turn connections).
MIN NMI

has been broken for the
construction of a new 142,000 sq ft
plant for Heath Co., manufacturer
of electronic equipment in kit form.
The modern one-story building will
house all of the company's operations, and will be located on a 16 acre tract in St. Joseph, Mich. The
company presently operates in six
different locations in the Benton
Harbor area.
GROUND

NNW

MINN

Humphrey high - temperature
rectilinear pots meet this challenge
with unique design features.
Bonded construction has simplified and ruggedized internal connections. Resistance elements and
rail are bonded integrally to the
frame. Made with high temperature glass insulated terminals for

Bonded construction of the resistance element to frame gives new
ruggedness.

-

internal lead connections and

Heath Begins New
Plant Construction

MINN

hard soldered connections to connector pins for reliability.
New design for the brush carriage holds brush pressure accurately throughout the length of the
resistance element. Withstands
vibration at 25G from 20 to 2000
cps without discontinuity or excessive noise.
All standard models are guaranteed to operate continuously at
350e F; special models at 400° F
and up to 500° F. intermittent.

Linear motions can be measured
with an output signal level of more
than 100 v/" and resolution to less
than 0.001".

VIM NINE MINN

MN

MINI

111111111

Double -leaf brush straddle

r.e,.......'

mounted on trunnion pin, fitted
into brush carriage.

ilumphreq

Inc. 1
1

Dept. E-6

2805 CANON ST.

SAN DIEGO 6, CALIF

Send full information on pot line.

'

NAME

General Atronics Expands

COMPANY
ADDRESS

GENERAL ATRONICS CORP., a con-

sulting, research and development
ELECTRONICS
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ORO

ANNOUNCES

Challenging
Openings in

OPERATIONS

(continued)

firm specializing in electronics and

applied mathematics, has expanded
into new quarters at One Bala
Ave., Bala -Cynwyd, Pa.
This company, formed in 1955,
is engaged in a variety of industrial and military projects, including the development of new tech-

niques in radar, communication and

data processing; instrumentation
for automation; product development; and system and operational
analysis.
The move was made to provide
additional laboratory facilities for
scheduled development activity.

RESEARCH
Operations research is a
fast growing and practical
science attracting some of the
best brains in the country. Its
future is unlimited. If you
want to join a group of pioneers in this exciting field, we
invite you to investigate the
openings on our staff.
ON OUR PART WE OFFER:

J. A record of experience in
operations research, out -distanced by perhaps no other

organization.
2. A scrupulously maintained
professional approach and
atmosphere.
3. The team approach to
problem solving. On each
team are representatives of
varied disciplines-sometimes
three, occasionally as many
as a dozen.
4. Fully equipped digital and
analog computing facilities.
5.

ORO occupies several

buildings in Chevy Chase,
Maryland, one of America's
most attractive suburbs. Pleasant homes and apartments in
all price ranges are available.
Schools are excellent. Downtown Washington, D. C., with
its many cultural and recreational advantages is but a
20 -minute drive.
6.

Favorably competitive

salaries and benefits, extensive educational programs,
unexcelled leave policy.

Beckman Sets Up New Department
THROUGH its Helipot Div. of Newport Beach, Calif., Beckman Instruments, Inc., announces the formation of a new unit, the contract
engineering department, which will
specialize in the design and production of electromechanical subsystems for aircraft, guided missiles and industrial plant control
equipment.
The new department, under supervision of technical director O. C.
Bixler, will design basic system
units around the division's com-

ponents.

Frederick Marsh, formerly chief
customer engineer for Helipot, will
manage the contract engineering
department, having previously been
employed by General Electric in
the development of radar, automatic pilot and aerial fire control
systems.
Kenneth Goodman, former engineering manager for the Pacific
Coast Division of Aerovox Corp.,
replaces Marsh as chief customer
engineer, responsible for the application of Helipot services to specific
component requirements.

Bowers Named By Borg-Warner
was appointed
chief engineer of Borg-Warner's
BJ Electronics. The California
firm is engaged in the development
and manufacture of digital data
systems, r -f test equipment and
nuclear instruments.
Bowers, most recently projects
manager of the electronic instrumentation division for Ramo-Wooldridge Company, has been connected with national defense projects since 1942. He was previously
chief engineer, technical products
division for Packard-Bell Co. At
BJ Electronics he will head the engineering and laboratory groups
now occupying new facilities in the
ORRIN C. BOWERS

Orrin C. Bowers

recently completed 85,000 sq ft
plant.

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION.
WRITE:
Dr. L. F. Hanson

General Transistor Promotes Engineers

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

JEROME FISHEL

OFFICE

ORO

The Johns Hopkins

University
7100 Connecticut Avenue
Chevy Chose, Maryland

was recently promoted to chief engineer, Electronic
Section, of General Transistor
Corp., Jamaica, N. Y. He had previously been chief computer applications engineer. Prior to that he
worked at transistor circuit design

for Sperry Gyroscope Corp.
Charles Prawdzik has been promoted to chief engineer, Device
Development Section. Previously he
has held positions as a consultant
engineer chief engineer, Crystal
Products Division, Tung -Sol Elec;

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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trie Co.; and senior physicist in
charge of the selenium laboratory,
Federal Telecommunications Lab.,
Division of IT&T.

smallfig/oil eoiihoÁ+i»s

Guiton Organizes
Instrumentation Division
MONITORING instruments for geophysical equipment, high frequency
telemetering systems and nuclear
reactor control and monitoring circuits will be produced by a new
division of the Gulton Industries.
To be known as the nuclear instrumentation division in Albuquerque, N. M., it will specialize in
instrumentation for communications links, instruments and readout meters.
Division head will be Burt J.
Bittner, formerly of the Sandia
Corp. He has worked in the fields
of telemetry antenna work and
nuclear energy.

5

Wide range of
shapes and sizes

1 -pc.
Nylon molding
speeds winding

g

IDIVsi'iI/aI/e from stocfr
NOW Gies offers a wide variety of nylon coil
bobbins from stock. Automatically mass produced at
low cost-ready for use. Stock sizes from 1/4" diameter
x 1/4" long minimum up to 1/e" diameter
x 7/e" lang-round, square, rectangular, oval shapes.
I
Check Dries for your bobbin needs-either from
stock-or to your size, shape and material
specifications on special order.

/
/

Irregular shapes
and special materials
to ord

,:ady

foruseform,

WRITE TODAY FOR
SPECIFICATION
SHEETS

/

/
/

e

DRIES REPRODUCER CORP.

Beckman Instruments
Appoints Donner

151 Beachwood Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

NEw Rochelle 3-8600

/

¡

World's Foremost Producer
of Small Die Castings

Walter Donner
DONNER has been appointed assistant director of research and engineering for laboratory instrumentation for the
scientific instruments division of
Beckman Instruments.
Under Dr. Wilbur I. Kaye, research director for laboratory instrumentation, Donner will be re -

FOR HIGH ACCURACY DISPLAY SYSTEMS

WALTER

ELECTRONICS

- June
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We specialize in the design and manufacture of precision deflection Yokes for military and commercial applications. Phone
or write for immediate engineering evaluation of your critical display problems
Phone DAvis 7-1123. MAHWAH, N. J.

L

eaataat/,ee Ercgl cee,uíscg 4a6azatauea e4,
MAHWAH,

L

NEW JERSEY
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DC -AC
NOLD

CHOPPERS

ON,M

Twenty-two types,
both single and
double pole.
Long life.

sponsible for the development of a
variety of electronic instruments
for industrial and scientific research laboratories and will continue as chief project engineer for
the division's gas analyzer group.
In addition, he will be acting chief
project engineer for ultraviolet
spectroscopy.
Donner joined Beckman Instruments 11 years ago as an electronics technician.

McCoubrey Joins
National Company

Low noise level.

Extreme reliability.

Write for Catalog.

STEVENS

INCORPORATED

7 ELKINS STREET
SOUTH BOSTON 27, MASS.

Eliminate

Arthur O. McCoubrey
ARTHUR O. MCCOUBREY has been
appointed head of National Com-

Rhodium

Plate

Rejects!

RHODEX

pany's physics department.
Dr. McCoubrey has been associated with Westinghouse research
laboratories since 1943 where he
was active in microwave tube development, the atomic bomb project
including participation in the tests
at Bikini Atoll in 1946, and fundamental research in physics.
At the National Company, he will
head the physics group which is
currently developing an airborne
model of the national atomichronthe first practical atomic primary
frequency standard.

produces compressively stressed deposits
assuring crack-free, peel -free service. Here's proof! The photograph demonstrates the high tensile stress of conventional rhodium electroplate and the
CS of RHODEX. Dissolving the basic metal caused the conventional rhodium
electroplate to disintegrate into small crystalline flakes. The Sel -Rex
RHODEX electroplate remained unimpaired, and in a continuous film.
RHODEX does not peel or crack regardless of thickness! Write for details.

Precious Metals Division

®

%

REX
SEL-Dept.
CORPORATION
E-6
Nutley 10, New Jersey
Offices: Detroit
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IRC Appoints

Division Head
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. appointed Frank G. Daveler division

manager of the computer components division. He joined IRC in
1950 and has held the positions of
chief design engineer and chief
June 1, 1957
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177 SHAKER SYSTEMS

N

Frank G. Daveler

mechanical engineer. He has also
served as division manager of the
data processing division of Fischer
and Porter Co.

Telecomputing Elects
New President

The Model 177 is one of a new
series of !`wide -band" shakers designed
for higher frequency operation and lower
input requirements. It is the Basic Unit for five

P. BRUBAKER has been
named president of Telecomputing
Corp., manufacturers of electronic
and instrumentation equipment.
Brubaker is founder and will
also remain as president of Brubaker Electronics, acquired by
Telecomputing Corp. As president,
he will coordinate all divisions and
Telecomputing
of
subsidiaries
Corp., including Whitaker Gyro,
telecomputing division, Brubaker
Electronics, Inc. and Enterprise
Development Co.
GEORGE

completely integrated CALIDYNE Vibration Test
Systems. Oscillatory linear forces up to 5000 lbs. are generated
and precisely controlled over wide ranges for vibration research and test
of products up to 411 lbs. maximum load. Any of these five Vibration Test
Systems using this New Model CALIDYNE 177 Shaker will enable you to:
1. Discover effects of "brute force" shaking on your assemblies and determine their ability to withstand vibrations far beyond those of
normal operation.
2. Provide factual vibration data essential in determining mode shape,
frequency and damping characteristics.
3. Determine results of fatigue testing at extremely high stresses and
deflections.
CALIDYNE VIBRATION TEST SYSTEMS USING NEW MODEL 177 SHAKER
Type of

Force

Vibration

Output

Power
Supply

Maximum Load

Frequency
Range

Sinusoidal

3500 lbs. Electronic

5-2500 cps.

261 lbs.

86 lbs.

2

177/180

Sinusoidal

5000 lbs. Rotary

5-2000 cps.

411 lbs.

161 lbs.

3

177/186

Sinusoidal

5000 lbs. Electronic

5-2500 cps.

411 lbs.

161 lbs.

4

177/190

Sinusoidalt

5000 lbs. Electronic

5-2500 cps.

411 lbs.

161 lbs.

5

177/190

Randomt

5000 lbs. Electronic

5-2500 cps.

411 lbs.

161 lbs.

Random or

U. S. SEMI -CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS,
INC., of Glendale, Calif., has begun

20 g.

10 g.

177/80

1

California Company
Builds in Arizona

System

Number

f This system will perform with Random, Sinusoidal, Tape or Mixed Inputs
A separate Bulletin 17700 details the specifications, performance data, basic
components and accessories of the new Model 177 CALIDYNE Shaker and
its five Shaker Systems. For engineering counsel in applying Controlled

construction of a 20,000 sq ft electronics plant at Phoenix, Arizona,
with completion targeted for July

Vibration to your research and testing, call us here at CALIDYNE
Winchester (Boston) 6-3810.

1.

A work force of 150 will be employed at the start with 500 contemplated within five years. The
plant will manufacture transistors.

-

THE

CALI DYN E
COMPANY

120 CROSS STREET, WINCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

Motorola Advances Jones
was appointed director of engineering of
Motorola's National Defense Department last year, has been advanced to manager of the company's
ARTHUR H. JONES, who
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SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Pittsburgh, Pa. (Fremont 1.12311
Detroit, Michigan (Broadway 3.53991

redereal Inrhum.ni., fns.
Wellborn, Moss. (Twinbrook 3-1400)
Syr000.., N. Y. ISyrom.e 3-7870)

F. R. Peden, Inc.

G. Curtin Repel II Au..ia'«
Ridgewood, N. 1. (Gilbert 4-1400)
Syo..et, L. I., N. Y. (Walnut 1.50951

Specialised Equipment Corp.
Cocoa Read, Flo. (Como Beech 3328)

Philadelphia, Pa. (Walnut 2-32701

M.

Odell Company
Westlake, Ohio (Trinity 1.8000)
Dayton, Ohio (Oregon 4441)
P.

Washington,

D. C.

(Oliver 2.4406)

Nuah Menaced and Co.
Chicago, Ill. IAmbas.ndor 2.1555)
Indlonapolb, Ind. IGlendab 3803)
Minneopoli., Minn. (Colt,. 7949)

GeraldB. Miller Co.
Hollywood, Cohl. (Hollywood 21195)
San Diego, Cool. (Academy 2.1121)
Belmont, cool. (Lylel 1.0365)
John A. Grew. Ce.

Dallas, Texas (Riverside 1.32661
Royston, Texas (Jackson 6-2959)
Tulsa, Oklahoma (Riverside 2.4657)
Tucson, Arizona (East 6.12661
Denver, Colorado IAwmq 2-9276)
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Seattle, Wash. (Lander 3320)
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Arnprior, Ont. (Phone 400)
Burlington, Om. (Nelson 4.5686)
EXPORT
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40th Sneer, N. Y. 16, N. Y.
(Mornay Hill 9-02001
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Chicago area Military Electronics

Center.
Before his association with Motorola, Jones was vice-president for
engineering of Frank C. Brown and
Co. of New York and Hartford. At

the same time, he held posts as
consultant to the Research and Development Board of the Office of
the Secretary of Defense and to
the Operation Research Office of
Johns Hopkins University.

FTL Appoints Systems Engineer

Specialists in designing and manufacturing of all
purpose fasteners and wire fo ms. Tooled to pro
duce over 1000 styles in any crew size, material
finish, quantity, to your specifi ations.
Serving Industry for Thirty -Five Years

-

S

OTHER PRODUCTS

customer applications and sales
engineering in Western U.S.A. and
Canada for that company. From
1952 to 1954 he was associated with
Lenkurt Electric Company in design and engineering activities relating to telegraph- and radio multiplexing equipment as well as
open -wire, radio, and cable carrier.

-

Spencer Promoted by Wheeler

o

WIRE STRIPPERS & CUTTERS

WHEELER LABORATORIES, INC.,

TOOLS

Neck, N. Y., announces that Ned.
A. Spencer has been appointed engineer -in -charge of its new Smithtown Laboratory. Spencer joined
the staff of Wheeler Laboratories
in 1948 where he has been associated with the development of many
microwave components such as an-

DIES

STAMPINGS
Bulletins on complete line on request

WENCO MANUFACTURING CO.
1173

GEORGE L. CURTIS was appointed
systems planning engineer in the
Palo Alto research and development
facility of IT&T's Federal Telecommunication Laboratories. Prior
to joining FTL, he was a member
of the application -engineering division of Lynch Carrier Systems in
San Francisco and responsible for

W. Hubbard St., Chicago 22, III., U.S. A.

HERE'S HOW
THE LAMPKIN 205-A
FM MODULATION METER

Reads Instantaneous Peaks

0

o

POO

ro«o.Ea

Great

tennas, rotary joints, oscillators
and tunable filters.
In his new position, he will supervise the consultation and development activities of the new microwave antenna facility located near
Smithtown, L. I., New York.

Ned A. Spencer

2;-c.

The Lampkin 205-A FM Modulation Meter is

unique among monitors or the mobile -radio
communication services. It has a true peak reading AC voltmeter fed by a cathode -follower pulse stretcher-this in turn is driven
directly out of the FM discriminator. The
PEAK KC indicating meter checks oscilloscope
observations accurately. The 205-A permits
you to set up a transmitter for maximum
voice power and still be sure you do not exceed FCC modulation limits.

205-A FM Modulation Meter. 14 lbs.,
12" wide. Reads deviation x-25 kc.,
25 to S00 mc. $240.00. Send today
for free Engineering Data sheets!

your radio knowledge into
extra money. Write for free booklet "HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN
MOBILE -RADIO MAINTENANCE."
Easy monthly payment plan available)
Turn

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Instruments Div., Bradenton, Fla.
Want more information?

Use post card on

Ampex Forms Audio Subsidiary
CORP. of Redwood City,
California, manufacturers of magnetic tape recorders, plans to form
a new firm which will be known
as Ampex Audio, Incorporated. It
will be under the presidency of
Phillip L. Gundy who is a vicepresident of the parent company,
and has been serving as manager
of the audio division. Herbert L.
Brown, previously administration
manager of Ampex audio division,
will join the new corporation as
vice-president and general manager. Others who will associate
with the new concern in positions
of leadership will include Austin

AMPEX

Ellmore, chief engineer, Arthur
Stoefen, manufacturing manager
and Bernard Quinn, Manager of
Finance.
Employing approximately 250
persons, Ampex Audio, Inc. has set
July 1, 1957, as a target date to
occupy the initial plant which will
be a 40,000 sq ft building located
on an 18 acre industrial site. The
manufacturing plant will occupy
32,000 sq ft of the building while
office space will take the remaining
8,000 sq ft.

The new subsidiary corporation
will have its own engineering,

manufacturing, marketing and

fi -

last page.
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Designed especially for

structures, with a product
line designed for the consumer
market.
Hance

Filtors Appoints
Research Head

panel -mounting, new model
109-1 reads down to

20 microvolts on its

low-level BUILD -IN AC VTVM
with BUILT-IN ISOLATION

1

MV

range with 2% full-scale

accuracy, 10 megs input

impedance, response
20-80,000 cps

... features

signal & power circuits
and mounting

panel all isolated from each

other... extreme stability

- wide line variations

affect

do not

... calibration

accuracy

of gain

and frequency response without

removal from panel

...

feedback and printed circuitry for

exceptional reliability and
simple maintenance ...
size

51/4"hx91 "wx93/a"dfits standard modular -type

panel

consoles. Price $199.50

Write for

Alfred H. Grebe

has been appointed chief research and development engineer for Filtors, Inc.,
manufacturers of sub -miniature
hermetically sealed relays for airborne equipment. He joined the
firm in 1953, when he discontinued
his own television service company.
Prior to starting his own business, Grebe was assistant project
engineer for the Sperry Gyroscope
Company of Great Neck, N. Y.
ALFRED H. GREBE

WORK ON a new $1.8 million plant,

designed to boost production 50
percent, will be started in July by
The Foxboro Co. The one-story,
175,000 sq-ft structure will mark
the firm's 50th anniversary.
The firm plans to open the manufacturing-office building in mid 1958 in Foxboro, Mass. About 2,000
are employed there now by Foxboro. In all, the firm has four U. S.
and three foreign plants.

Consultant Appointed at
Lockheed Missiles
W. MUEHLNER, devel-

oper of several advanced missile
electronic instrumentation systems,
ELECTRONICS

-June

1,

line to Dept. E-6,

"how-to"

Trio Laboratories, Inc.,

.

..

FREE

Trio's complete
Seaford, N. Y.

the leader in panel -mounting

electronic instruments

eal!

VC

Steel, chromium plated, or carbide

precision pivots to .013" diameter.
I
RMS or finer surface finish. Diameter tolerance to .000010". Chamfers,
radii, lapped ends, etc.
Also volume production lapping of
flat or round production parts.

Foxboro Plans
Plant, Fete

DR. JOACHIM

ßìo

when ordinary instruments are
too big or inadequate ..

ENGINEERING GUIDE on

1957

Send us your specifications.

The "spike" in the center is a common pin.
The others are VK precision pivots.

'the VAN KEUREN COMPANY
WATERTOWN, MASS.

176-D WALTHAM ST.

PRECISION
PLASTIC
CAPACITORS

AT
COMPETITIVE
PRICES!

POLYSTYRENE and MYLAR*

Capacitance
Voltage

From .001 mfd to any value
From 50 V.D.C. to 30 KV

Tolerance

Polystyrene From ±0.1% to ±5%
From ±1% to ±10%
Mylar*
SMALLEST CASE SIZES

TUBULAR-BATHTUB-RECTANGULAR
Very Good Deliveries

PRECISION CAPACITORS, INC.
150 W, Cypress Ave.

Want more information?
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2400_

SERIES

PLUGS & SOCKETS
Socket

Improved
Contacts
ual

-

surfaces.

Positive ccntact

practically
tire length

en-

distance, IN-

CREASING
VOLTAGE
RATING.

S-2406 -SB

Interchcmgeable
with 400 Series.
Send for complete Catalog No. 21. Plugs, Sockets,

Terminal Strips.

WM

Previous to that he was, from
July 1950 to Nov. 1952, chief consultant in electronics in the instrumentation section of Holloman
AFB. As an associate of Dr. Wernher von Braun, he was chief of the
h-f and telemetering laboratory in
the research and development division, Army Ordnance, at Ft. Bliss,
Texas, from November 1945 to July

Mexico.

1950.

Dalmo Victor Promotes Walters

over

their

Cadmium plated
Plug and Socket, Contacts mounted in recessed pockets, greatly increasing leakage

t

has been appointed a consulting
scientist in Lockheed Missile Systems division's research and development branch at Palo Alto,
Calif. Muehlner joined Lockheed's
missile division after more than five
years as technical director of the
range instrumentation development
division, Army Ordnance, at White
Sands Proving Ground, in New

individ-

4

flexing

(continued)

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION
CINCN MANUFACTURING COIrOIAiION

CHICAGO

24,

ILLINOIS

SUISIDIAIY OF UNITED-CARR

FASTENER CORP.

GLENN A. WALTERS, director of research at Dalmo Victor Co., has
been named a vice-president of the
firm.
He will continue his present
duties in the company's engineering division where he heads the
research laboratory staff of 75 employees.
His efforts have been largely responsible for bringing many advanced features to the company's
products and helping to maintain
Dalmo Victor's position as one of

the nation's largest manufacturer
of airborne radar antennas.
Walters joined Dalmo Victor Co.
in 1947 as an electrical design engineer and was appointed director
of research in 1950. Before joining DV he was a research associate

Glenn A. Walters

at Stanford University where he
climaxed his study of networks
with construction of a wave guide
simulator.

ERA Appoints Chief Engineer
MODEL 65-B

appointed chief engineer at Electronic Research Associates, Inc.,
Nutley, N. J., manufacturers of
tubeless and transistorized apparatus. In this capacity he will be
responsible for direction of engineering design and development,
quality control, test and customer
service.

D SIGNAL
STANDARATOR

GENE
75

Kc

to 30 Mc

for the
Provides test signals sensithe
measurement of overload,
tivity, selectivity,
and stage
distortion, noise
It meets
gain characteristics.
the exacting requirements
and profor laboratory use
duction testing.

Philco Makes
Executive Changes

156
Write for Bulletin

Walter J. Weiss

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION
BOONTON

NEW JERSEY

WALTER J. WEISS, formerly chief

engineer for Industrial Instruments, Cedar Grove, N. J., has been

LARRY F. HARDY, vice-president, has
assumed a new position as vicepresident in charge of consumer
products divisions of Philco Corp.
In this capacity, he will have general responsibility for the operations of the television, radio, appli-

Want more information? Use post card on last pa9t.
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ance and automotive divisions of
the company.
He joined Philco in 1932 and has
held executive positions of increasing responsibility. In 1954 he was
named vice-president in charge of
product development. Chester C.
Pond has been appointed manager
of product planning of Philco's government and industrial division.
He joined the company in 1935 at
Detroit where he became associated

with the automobile radio group.
He served successively as manager of subcontract department and
business manager of the research
division after World War II. In
1951 he returned to Philco after
having served as president of The
International Electronics Co. and
became administrative assistant to
the vice-president-director of research and engineering. He later
became project administrator for
the government and industrial division's Navy fire control systems.
Cyrus H. Warshaw, manager of
semi -conductor sales, has been appointed general sales manager of
Philco's Lansdale Tube Co.
He joined Lansdale as tube development engineer in 1947. He
served as sales engineer on microwave communication products for
the company's government & industrial division. In 1955, he was appointed manager of semi -conductor
sales for the Lansdale Tube Co. division.

We're looking for a man who can wear a new title ...

Numerical Control Engineer
He may be you-a seasoned electro -mechanical engineer who is strong on hydro -electric servo theory,
transistor electronics, and digital techniques. He will
join a select group that is working on advanced and

imaginative numerical control projects-such as
AUTONETICS' Numill. This all -transistor, tape directed control system for machine tools turns out
complex tools and prototypes 3 to 20 times faster
than standard methods. If you are qualified, you owe
it to your career to inquire about a position in
numerical control engineering at AuTONETICS.
Write: Mr. A. N. Benning, Dept. 358 EL -61, 9150
E. Imperial Highway, Downey, California.

Autonetics
A

DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS MAN HAS NEVER BUILT BEFORE

Now... Modernize
high power electrical and electronic

equipment with

NEW ELECTROSEAL TRANSFORMERS

Porter Acquires
Federal Wire & Cable
H. K. PORTER CO., INC., has announced acquisition of Federal Wire
& Cable Co., Ltd., Guelph, Ontario.
Federal products include cable
for various industries. Wire is
manufactured for the radio and
telephonic industries among others.
Among other products are automotive and special harness assemblies to customer requirements.

Babcock Moves
Radio Engineering, Inc.,
and its associated companies, have
moved into their facility in Costa
Mesa. The new 25,000-sq-ft plant
is located at 1640 Monrovia Ave.,
Costa Mesa, Calif.
BABCOCK

ELECTRONICS-lune

1,

1957

NEAT APPEARANCE

Unique sealed construction exclusive with Electroseal transformers allows new
applications for an open -type unit. Whether you want 1 or 100 KVA, Electro seal gives drastic size reduction along with a neat and clean appearance.
Actual weight per KVA as much as two-thirds less, dimensions as much as
one-half competitive transformers. New sealing compound protects coils
against dirt and moisture, and permits high temperature operation (Class B or
C). Electro builds in the reliability you need ... plus high overload capacity.
Electroseal transformers are built to your specifications. Write for literature.

ELECTRO ENGINEERING WORKS, INC.
401 Preda

Street,

San Leandro,

California

/

In the

Metropolitan Oakland area

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Radio Telemetry
BY MYRON H. NICHOLS and LAWRENCE L. RAUCH. Second edition. John

ELECTRONICS

Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1956, 461 p,

$12.00.

Top

administrative post

in

Engineering Department of
rapidly growing Division of a
major Corporation concerned
with development and manufacturer of electronic, ultrasonic and electro -mechanical
products. Located in suburban
northern New Jersey.
This position calls for a man
with well -developed administrative and technical abilities.
His education should be at the

MS or PhD level. Experience

should include significant accomplishments in the field of
engineering -physics with a
demonstrated ability to organize and direct varied engineering projects involving research,

development and product design.

Salary

is flexible and commensurate with experience. Excellent executive benefits.

Send resume giving details of

education, experience, publications, special interests, and
salary requirements to

P-5056,

Multiplexing Systems-The vari-

ELECTRONICS

ous methods of multiplexing are

Classified Advertising Div.
P.

0. Box 12, New York 36, N.

and more especially
radio telemetry, has been increasingly important in our new scientific world during the past 12 years.
The principles and major uses of
remote metering have been known
for some time, but it has only been
since World War II that the requirements for information handling capacity of radio and wire
data links have become multiplied
to such tremendous magnitudes.
Myron H. Nichols and Lawrence
L. Rauch have coauthored a new
book which deals with this new and
important field in electronics and
communications. For the first time
this subject has been organized in
one book which gives a comprehensive discussion of the major aspects, including methods, theory
and influence of noise and other
errors, detail systems of multiplexing, data interpretation and
applications of auxiliary instruments.
The authors present the foundations of mathematical analysis for
signal multiplexing and frequency
domain analysis. Various techniques for the instrumentation of
telemetering systems for both frequency division and time division,
including the problems of data
reduction, are given. Appendices
are included with solutions to a
wide variety of special problems
related to the field of telemetering
systems.
Part 1, 12 chapters, presents the
several methods of radio telemetry
beginning with an introduction and
historical background. Each system
or method is discussed in relation
to the information capacity considering bandwidth, impulse and
fluctuation noise errors.
TELEMETRY,

ULTRASONICS

Y.

divided into the generally familiar
categories such as frequency division multiplexing, time division
multiplexing and the combinations
known as double multiplexing. Each

338

general system is subdivided in the
text into the practical methods such
as a-m/a-m, f-m/a-m, etc. The problems and advantages of each are
discussed and compared with each
other, giving the reader a wellrounded concept enabling him to
apply a technique of telemetering
most suitable to his needs. The requirements for data interpretation
of each method are also given.

-

Theoretical Analysis
Part 2,
chapters 13 and 14, presents the
fundamental theoretical analysis of
modulation and multiplexing systems. This chapter reviews the
reader in the concepts of information theory and analysis in the f requency domain. This information
includes the transfer functions, impulse response of second order systems and ideal sharp cut-off filters,
intermodulation problems due to
nonlinearity and bandwidth requirements.

Practical Aspects-Part 3 consisting of four chapters presents
in a very practical discussion the
techniques which are presently used
in many radio telemetering systems. Numerous illustrations of
simplified circuits and photographs
of equipment make this part of the
book one which appeals to the practical engineer seeking advice in the
design of hardware. The four chapters are divided into the frequency
division and time division systems
and include the problems of data
reduction as well as examples of
several current data reduction systems.
The application of telemetry
techniques to remote control and
radio command links is treated in
the last chapter of this section.
This chapter does not cover the full
scope of these applications but
merely suggests some of the uses
in this area and deals briefly with
the problems.
The last part of the book is
organized into 14 appendices devoted to the detailed mathematical
analysis of various problems such
as the comparison of several systems to the a -m link and the analysis of pam/a-m and pam/f-m systems. Other discussions involve the
June 1, 1957 -ELECTRONICS
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crosstalk problems in frequency division multiplex radio links. It is
impossible in this review to give a
complete picture of this important
part of the book but suffice it to
say that the reader has available
here a ready reference to the treatment of the various aspects of the
previous chapters.
In reviewing this new book, one
will be impressed with the organization and broad scope of material
covered. A useful bibliography is
appended. This provides a rather
complete list of additional books
and papers which may be used for
the further study of any particular
facet of telemetry problems and
systems which might be desired.H. B. RIBLET, The John Hopkins
University, Applied Physics Laboratory, Silver Spring, Md.

A

o

AL -300

The SUPERIOR: LOW LOSS

°VACUUM TIGHT° ALUMINA

BODY

This high purity, high alumina (97.6 AI,O3) body
is noted for its high strength, low electrical loss,

Mathematics and
Computers
BY G. R. STIBITZ and J. A. LARRIVEE

McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,
1957, 228 p, $5.00.

IT is encouraging to witness the
tendency of late to find competent

absolutely dense "non -gassing" qualities and
high operating temperatures (1600 C).

Particularly suitable for high power tube
envelopes, insulators, and

RF

"windows".

Molded and/or machined to your exacting
specifications.

scientists writing for scientists in
other fields as well as for the layman. The esoteric quality of many
technical fields brought about by
extreme specialization obscures
from even the scientist working in
a related field many techniques and
theories which may be valuable to
his work if understood and correctly applied.
The motivation for writing this
book is, as stated by the authors in
the preface, the hope of helping the
layman to acquire an understanding of the basic concepts of scientific effort and a sympathy with its
spirit.
Applied Mathematics-The book
covers in a very informal and
readable style the field of modern
applied mathematics, with particular emphasis placed upon the use
of automatic digital computers. The
technical level is somewhat variable
throughout the book, but this reviewer feels that the intelligent layman will have little if any difficulty
with the work. The volume offers
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

1957

WESTERN GOLD
& PLATINUM COMPANY
525 Harbor Boulevard

Belmont, California

Phone LYtell 3-3121
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(continued)

very little new material for the
applied mathematician or engineer
already working in the digital computer field. However, mathematicians or engineers in other fields
should find the work enlightening,
easy to read and very possibly
valuable in that it may stimulate
their thinking relative to the application of digital computers in
their work.
The book opens with an introduction to some of the basic concepts
of applied mathematics. Next, the
authors relate applied mathematics
to numerical methods and computing aids and emphasize the importance of high-speed computing
devices in creating a fundamental
change in applied mathematics.
A brief account of some of the
sources of problems which are being solved on digital computers is
followed by a discussion of the history of computing devices and the
evolution of the high-speed computers of today. The fundamentals
of numerical analysis, or the
branch of mathematics which treats
the transformation of problems
into a form so that they may be
solved by purely arithmetic means,
are treated in Chapter Five with
stress upon the important subject
of solutions through successive approximations. A glance at some of
the more important digital computer components with a discussion
of coding methods is the subject of
Chapter Six.
Some design philosophy for
digital computers is discussed next
from the point of view of the cornputist; the engineering viewpoint
is not considered to any extent.

Random Numbers-The authors

LEPEL

Electronic Tube

GENERATORS-1 KW;

2', KW;

5 KW; 10 KW; 20 KW; 30 KW; 50 KW;

75 KW; 100 KW.
LEPEL

Spark Gap Converters

2 KW; 4 KW;
WRITE

FOR THE NEW

!MI

packed w.16

T4 KW;

15 KW; 30 KW.

.. 36 illustrated pages
information.

CATALOG

roluable

All Leel equipment
me t ìs certified to comply with the
requirements of the federel Communications Commission.

LEPEL HIGH FREQUENCY
55th

LABORATORIES, INC.

STREET

and 37th AVENUE, W00DSIDE 77,

NEW YORK CITY, N

Y.

Wont more information? Use post card on last page.

devote a chapter to analog devices
and then return to digital devices
with a discussion of computing
with random numbers, that it, the
application of some principles from
the field of probability and statistics. These "Monte Carlo" methods

are finding more and more application because of the availability of
high-speed computers and deserve
the emphasis which the authors
have accorded them.
A rather superficial treatment of
computer errors and some examples
of our latest computers at work

340

and at play complete this book
which almost belongs in the category of bedtime reading.- D. E.
ROSENHEIM, IBM Watson Laboratory at Columbia University, New
York, N. Y.

An Introduction to Junc-

tion Transistor Theory
BY R. D. MIDDLEBROOK
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,
1957, 296 p, $8.50.

are witnessing an enormous
increase in the application of electronic devices. Transistors are maturing every day; consequently, the
understanding of basic principles
of operation of solid state devices
has become mandatory for practiced engineers who desire to use
transistors intelligently.
From this point of view, Dr. Middlebrook's book, which aids primarily the electronic engineers and
students, should be welcomed. The
book discusses the theory of semiconductors and is aimed at the engineer or student not majoring in
physics.
WE

Contents-The book is divided
into three parts. Part one deals
with the qualitative and quantitative semiconductor physics in which
the current flow in semiconductors
and boundary values for a forward biased pn junction are treated in
a very straight -forward and clearly
understandable form. This part
also contains a useful introduction
which describes briefly how transistors are manufactured. This
type of start gives an important
feeling of the subject to the readers
who are just entering the field of
semiconductors.
The second part of the book is
devoted basically to pnp transistors. Included are such topics as:
general discussion of pnp transistors, high -frequency and feedback
effects, the generalized solution of
the pnp transistor, approximations
for the diffusion admittances and
finally the small -signal a -c equivalent circuit using admittance representation. Some typical numerical
values are given together with
other equivalent circuit representations such as the T and hybrid IT
June 1, 1957
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ONE MAN
IN THREE

HIGH CALIBER MISSILE ENGINEERING places Raytheon in a unique position among elec-

tronics companies-with prime contracts for both Navy's Sparrow III and Army's Hawk. Contracts include complete systems responsibility for these air-to-air and surface-to-air missiles.

To the one man in three who will qualify as a Raytheon engineer:
quite frankly, we're not looking for the average engineer. Our unu-

sually complex engineering assignments require men with abilities
much above the average. You work in project groups small enough
to insure individual recognition-with maximum opportunity for promotion and professional growth. For details, see the following pages.
Raytheon areas open to you include missiles, radar, countermeasures, sonar, communications, semiconductors, microwave
tubes and electron tubes. For full information, please write to
L. B. Landall at the address below or directly to the division
of your choice, as listed on the following pages.

Are you the
ONE MAN IN THREE?

Excellence in Electronics

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Waltham 54, Massachusetts
www.americanradiohistory.com
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POTTER
RECORD/
PLAYBACK HEADS

(2 to 16 channels)

t
An important reason for the outstanding
performance of the Potter Model 905 Digital Magnetic Tape Handler

Precision designed to meet highest standards of performance and reliability...
machined bronze ... solidly constructed to close tolerances ... high dimensional
stability ... full shielding between channels ... precisely aligned gaps.
Track width: .020" to .031" ± .001"
Track spacing: .078" to .050" ± .001"
Gap width:
.0005"
Gap alignment: Within .0001"
Impedance:
Nominal 10 mhy for tube record amplifiers
Nominal 1 mhy for transistor record amplifiers
(Available with both high and low impedance
windings on each channel)
Record Current:l0 mhy: 10 ma.
1 mhy: 30 ma.
Rise time: 1 is sec
Signal level:
Nominal 10 mv. for 10 mhy winding at 30 ips
Signal/noise: Full shielding gives playback S/N 40 db or better
Gap, track width, track spacing and nominal inductance can be varied within
reasonable limits for custom applications.

For more information, prices and delivery schedules on heads and tape handlers,
write, wire or phone your Potter representative or the factory.

ZPOTTER INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC.
115 Cutter
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Mill Road

Great Neck,

L.

I., N. Y.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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equivalent circuits. It is the opinion of the reviewer that this chapter could be truly benefited if the
author had not excluded h -parameter representation, which is presently widely used, from the description of "other equivalent
circuits."
The third part of the book is
rather short. It contains a modified a -c equivalent circuit for practical application and some modifications to the basic theory of the
junction transistor. This part also
includes two appendixes: "Justification of Approximation Made in
Obtaining Boundary Conditions for
Injected Minority Carriers" and
"Properties of Germanium and
Silicon," the latter given in the
form of a one page reference table.
Part III has a limited value to a
practical circuit engineer, who will
find more through treatment of this
portion of the book in other basic
books on this subject such as
"Transistor Circuit Engineering"
edited by R. F. Shea and "Transistor Electronics" by A. W. Lo et al.
The book is well organized. The
proper references are given at the
end of each chapter. Illustrations
are adequate and well reproduced.
On a whole the book provides to
electronic engineers the basic information necessary to become intelligently acquainted with the
problems of semiconductors and
therefore is worthy of recommendation.-E. KEONJIAN, Syracuse,
N. Y.

Les Antennes
BY L. THOUREL. Dunod, Paris, 1956,
440 p, 4,800 Fr.
A USEFUL work on antennas has ar-

rived from France. The book is an
up-to-date synthesis of practical
knowledge on antennas containing
a review and description of numerous types of antennas and the necessary theory for their understanding. There are also results shown
of data taken on many actual antennas.
The author, a professor at
L'Ecole Nationale de L'Aviation
Civile, has neatly managed to present the material, with limited description and theory and has covJune

1,
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ENGINEER OPPORTUNITIES
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RAYTHEON

Bred the field in a little over 400

pages including graphs, sketches
and bibliography.

Context-The book opens with a
review of general antenna theory
and definitions such as gain, radiation pattern and radiation resistance. This is followed by a chapter
on the optics of electromagnetic
waves.
Vertical antennas are
treated with particular application
to long and medium wavelengths.
The chapters that follow present
the theory and application of
stacked arrays and directive antennas for the medium wavelengths,
and half -wave antennas and the
theory of directive antennas for the
short waves.
An individual chapter is given to
the subject of antennas of longitudinal radiation such as the helical
and the dielectric antenna.
Omnidirection and wide -band antennas for vhf and uhf, such as the
biconnical and discone types, as
well as examples of asymetrical designs are covered. In later chapters, material is presented on radiation from orifices, electromagnetic
horns and parabolas. Specialized
designs such as antennas shaped
large in one plane and small in the
other, slot antennas, electromagnetic lenses and loops are discussed.
The appendix contains some
transmission line functions and the
derivation of the Smith impedance
chart.
The book represents a highly
competent treatment of the subject
matter. In presenting a comprehensive survey of the field of antennas the author has covered the
material with particular emphasis
on contemporary antenna types.
Data taken on particular antennas
is presented at times for a verification of the theory. The treatment
is supported with mathematical
statements whenever desirable to
supplement the text. The level of
presentation is for the practising
engineer or senior student.
Comparative Merits-The reader
cannot help but compare this new
book with "Antennas" by John D.
Kraus. Both works cover much of
the same material and are developed at the same comprehension
level. Fortunately the emphasis in
ELECTRONICS
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EXTENDING THE RANGE u( radar is a constant challenge to Raytheon engineers. This 40 -foot high -gain L -band antenna was designed to increase the
range of existing radar and for use with new radar under development.

At Wayland-newest military projects
plus country living you'll enjoy
Here's a laboratory with over 5 acres of ultra -modern working
area devoted exclusively to the development and design of
advanced electronic equipment.
There are four independent creative departments:
COMMUNICATIONS-scatter, radio relay, T.V. terminal and message circuit multiplex equipment.

COUNTERMEASURES-radar countermeasures equipment,
advanced countermeasures systems and techniques study.

-

pulse radar equipment including ground -based, airborne, long range search, air traffic control, weather and comRADAR

mercial marine.
SONAR

- submarine,

ship and airborne sonar equipment.

participate in any part of this advanced development
work and enjoy New England living, please contact Donald
B. Stillman, Staff Asst. to Mgr., Box 6E, Wayland Laboratory, Wayland, Mass.
7'o

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Wayland Laboratory
Wayland, Massachusetts
Are you the
ONE MAN IN THREE?
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LIAD 2 -in -1

NEW BOOKS

Control Instrument
Analog -todigital converter.

Multi -contact
meter -relay permitting control
action at up to
64 points.

4"x2"x4"
approx.

Applications for the LIAD (Low -CurrentAnalog -Digital) include telemetering, automatic testing, sorting, reading of maximum
values, and accumulating quality control data.
It has a D'Arsonval movement, operating
from any sensing element. A printed circuit
scale replaces the normal dial. Read-out
takes place when contacts under the pointer
are clamped to the scale.

The LIAD converts low-level signals for
transmission over great distances. Accuracy
with a six -band scale is I part in 64. Fastest
operation is about two times a second.

ASSEMBLY PRODUCTS, INC.
Chesterland 4, Ohio
Phone (Cleveland, O.) HAmilton 3-4436
West Coast: Box XX Palm Springs 4,
Phone DHS 4-3133

California

EXTRA CURRENT FOR TESTING NEEDS

KATO

VARIABLE
FREQUENCY

MOTOR GENERATOR SETS

-

AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT MODEL

amplifier automatic voltage regulator.

MANUAL ADJUSTMENT MODEL
Easliy adjusted by simple hand wheel controlling
variable pitch pulley V -belt arrangement. This
Motor Generator Set gives 45
,,,.
to 60 CPS output. Unit holds
speed accurately. Frequency
meter indicates

-'

output.

WANTED!

Mr. Thourel's book is different
from Kraus' work. For example,
Mr. Thourel devotes an entire chapter to the parabolic antenna including primary sources and construction of reflectors as contrasted
with a briefer treatment by Kraus.
Mr. Thourel on the other hand has
a simplified treatment of Helical
Antennas and references Kraus in

We're looking for engineers whose
prime responsibility is to seek ways
and means to make products or parts
better, more efficient and at lower
cost. To you, we recommend French town Engineered Ceramics.
Very possibly you can profit from
the many valuable properties of Frenchtown Engineered Ceramics to give
you resistance to high temperatures
and low thermal expansion; excellent
mechanical strength and wear resistance; superior dielectric strength at
both high and low frequencies.
This helpful 4 -page bulletin contains
complete data on electrical and mechanical

his bibliography for the subject.
There are no exercise problems
presented in the new book.
The advanced antenna worker
will find adequate treatment given
to the consideration of input impedance and bandwith. A discussion of latest antenna types includes the design of a longitudinal
antenna with artificial dielectric.
The reader who is unfamiliar
with technical French and is trying
to obtain an introductory background in antennas may find the
language a difficulty. However, lack
of a reading knowledge of technical
French should not be a barrier to
the engineer already familiar with
antenna theory and terminology. It
is to this latter group that this
book should have its greatest appeal as it complements existing
texts and presents a reference of
contemporary designs and bibliography.-LEON HILLMAN, Director of Enginering, Automation Dynamics Corp., Englewood, N. J.

characteristics

of

Frenchtown highperformance bodies.

Send for a free copy

today.

frenchtown
PORCELAIN COMPANY
Trenton 9, N.J.

86 Muirhead Ave.

NEW ProgramerMPR-13
Extremely small and rugged...
For Missile, Instrumentation
and Automation Application

MODEL 45EPOT

Fully automatic variable frequency motor generator
set adjusts 360 to 440 CPS. Generator mounted
controls include reset buttons, limit switch. Motor
and generator remain stationary. Vari -drive pulley
adjustment controlled by small motor. Remote
control panels available. Units can be equipped
with synchronous motor starter and magnetic

Single

phase generator
speed varies
from 1350 to
1950 rpm.
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MODEL
28XA08
WRITE FOR FOLDER!'

Builders of One Electrical Machinery Since

1928

KATOtweeektilevewty
105 MAXFIELD AVENUE, MANKATO, MINN.
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Transistor List. Derivation and Tabulation Associates, Inc., 67 Lawrence
Ave., West Orange, N. J., July 1956,
Compilation of specifications of 282 transistors of domestic
manufacturers including a few from
England, West Germany and Japan.
Starting with the second edition, a
quarterly subscription will be available for $12.00 per year.
18 p, $2.50.

NEW OSCILLOTRON
Extremely Compact
Camera Recording

System-Model K-5
Complete System for
Oscilloscope Recording
...from Single Frame
to Continuous Motion,
plus Polaroid -Land
A

Proceedings of the Second RETMA
Conference on Reliable Electrical ConEngineering Publishers,
nections.
GPO Box 1151, New York 1, N. Y.,
1957, 103 p, $5.00. Papers on techniques, tools, materials and measurements used for electrical connections
presented at Philadelphia on Sept. 11
and 12, 1956.
Womanpower. By the staff of the
National Manpower Council, Columbia
University Press, New York, 1957, 371

4
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rod., is Inc.
1000 No. Olive Street
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p, $5.00. Role of women in paid employment in the United States and its
significance in the labor force from

the viewpoint of the country's total
manpower resources.
Symposium on Corona. American Society for Testing Materials, 1916 Race
St., Phildelphia, 1957, 132 p, $1.25.
Effects of corona on plastic laminates
and methods of testing corona resistance, corona detection and measurement at 60 cps, methods of measuring energy in gas discharge and
pulse method of measuring ionization.

Inventors and Inventions. By C. D.
Tuska, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,

New York, 1957, 135 p, $3.75. Case
histories of outstanding inventions to
familiarize reader with the psychology
and methods of invention and to help
him protect, patent and market his
inventions.
Solid State Physics:

Advances and
Research Applications-Vol. 3. Edited
by F. Seitz and D. Turnbull, Academic
Press, Inc., New York, 1957, 588 p,
$12.00. Articles on semiconductor
compounds and ferromagnetic domain
theory are important and useful
sources for those concerned with materials for electronic devices. The
remainder of the articles, of which
two are concerned with phase changes
of various kinds and two with lattice
defects, concern primarily the solidstate physicist or chemist.
Tubes for Computers. Philips Technical Library, Eindhoven, Holland,
1956, 52 p, $1.50. Technical data on
the manufacturer's tubes for high
and low -speed computers. Introductory portions cover multivibrator and
gate -circuit operation. May be ordered
directly from publisher.
Engineering Enrollment in the United
States. Edited by Norman N. Barish.
New York University Press, New
York, 1957, 226 p, $7.50. Basic statistics on enrollment trends in various
branches of engineering, includinm
rapidity of training in past, growth
rate of enrollments and graduations,
kinds of engineers being trained, attrition of engineering students, etc.

Establishing an Integrated Data -Processing System. Blueprint for a Company Program. American Management Association, New York, 1956,
183 p, $4.50 (paper). How to apply
computors to business and industry
data processing.
Tube Selection Guide 1956-1957. Compiled by T. J. Kroes, Philips Technical
Library, Eindhoven, Holland, 1956, 124
p, $1.50. Enables determination of
tube types for use in new apparatus,
existing apparatus and for replacement of obsolete types. May be
ordered directly from publisher.
Optics. By Bruno Rossi, Addison
Wesley Publishing Co., Reading,
Mass., 1957, 510 p, $8.50. An amalgamation of geometrical optics and
physical or wave optics, this book is
planned in the modern mode. It begins with waves and derives the
geometrical relationships, it then proceeds from simple to more complicated optics, concluding with a
chapter on light quanta.
ELECTRONICS-June

1,
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FLIGHT TEST READY TO START as Raytheon engineer conducts
He works with some of our country's top design engineers on aircraft navi-

gational and guidance systems.

Help design new coherent radar systems
for aircraft navigation and guidance
Small project groups with full systems responsibility, working on
the most interesting and advanced radar and navigational problems of the day this is the atmosphere at Raytheon's Maynard

-

Laboratory.
A company with many engineer-managers-experienced executives with young ideas-tends to create an exceptional environment
for your professional development. Other Raytheon benefits:
excellent starting salaries, regular reviews for merit increases;
town or country living in beautiful New England.
We now have opportunities for men at all experience levels in:
ELECTRONIC PRODUCT DESIGN

MICROWAVE DESIGN
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

TEST

CIRCUIT DESIGN

MAGNETIC COMPONENT DESIGN

EQUIPMENT DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS WRITING

For more information on any of the above or other related
fields, contact John J. Oliver, P.O. Box 87E, Raytheon Maynard Laboratory, Maynard, Mass.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Maynard Laboratory
Maynard, Massachusetts
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WHEN ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTION CALLS

Backtalk

DANO COILS
ANSWER!
Day after day, year after year, Dano
has been continuously answering production's call for coils to customer
specifications;
.

..

"Can you make a series of specially treated coils to these specifications

.

.

.

"

"We need a quantity of vacuum
impregnated coils to our detailed
specifications enclosed .
. "
"Enclosed is our order for 10,000
coils to be made to our high tem-

perature specifications
.
. "
"Our production department must
have encapsulated coils for a new
electrical device . . Please quote
per enclosed blueprint."
.

.

..

Each a different coil requirement
.
and each answered by Dano with the
exact type of coil needed.

If you need coils, try Dano for Bobbin,

Form Wound, Paper Interleave, High
Temp
and Encapsulated Coils.
Also, Transformers Made To Order.

THE DAAD ELECTRIC CO.)
6 MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN.

You Get Things Done With

Boardrnaster Visual Control

Discussion of Oscillator Stability
DEAR SIRS:

it is a little late I wish
to comment on the article "VFO
With Near Crystal Stability" by
J. M. Shulman which appeared in
ELECTRONICS for September 1956,
page 230. Mr. Shulman is in error
when he states that the frequency
change due to phase shifts caused
ALTHOUGH

by the presence of harmonics are
less when L is made as large as
possible. Mr. Clapp has admitted
that he was in error in this matter.'
As stated by Edson, there is no difference between oscillator circuits
which have equal Q's and offer
equal impedances to the tube elements.
From the practical standpoint a
lower L and higher C offer considerable advantages To state the
points briefly, the lower L can be
wound with heavier wire which has
greater thermal stability thus reducing short-term frequency variations. The higher C makes the
tank circuit much less sensitive to
small movements of components.
The high C circuit can as easily
have the tank remotely located from
the rest of the oscillator circuit
if it is tapped to give the same impedances to the tube as the Clapp

circuit.

(1) Lea, Clapp, Bernard, Correspondence IRE Proceedings, Aug. 1955.
(2) Bernard, W. B., CQ Sept. 1955.
W. B. BERNARD
Commander, USN
Arlington, Va.
DEAR COMMANDER BERNARD:
Gives Graphic Picture of Your OperationsSpotlighted by Color
Facts at a glance
Saves Time, Saves
Money, Prevents Errors
r Simple to operate
Type or Write on
Cards, Snap in Grooves
r Ideal for Production, Traffic, Inventory,
Scheduling, Sales, Etc.
} Made of Metal. Compact and Attractive.
Over 150,000 in Use

*

-

Complete price

FREE

$4950

including cards

24 -PAGE BOOKLET NO.

C-10

Without Obligation
Write for Your Copy Today

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
55 West 42nd Street
Want more information?

New York 36, N.
Use post card on
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I APPRECIATE your calling to my
attention the correspondence on the
subject of frequency stable LC oscillators in IRE Proceedings, August, 1955, pages 1012-1013, and
that in July, 1955, pages 875-876.
It seems to me that you and Dr.
Clapp are basically in agreement
and much of your "tilting" is over
differences in arbitrary definitions
and differences in the manner of
expressing yourselves. It is agreed
that stability is proportional to Q

of the tuned circuit and inversely
proportional to the tube coupling

reactances. The controversy seems
to stem from considerations of how
much Q can be obtained in the different circuits, and whether the
different circuits will oscillate with
the same minimum values of tube
coupling reactances.
Comparing the circuit of Fig. 1
in Clapp's article (August, 1954)
with that of Fig. 2, if capacitors
C, and C2 are the same in both figures, and C, of Fig. 1 is equal to
C2 of Fig. 2, and the Q of the tuned
circuits in both figures is the same,
the stability of both circuits would
be the same. The question is : Can
all these conditions obtain at the
same frequency and with a tube of
the same mutual conductance in
both circuits?
You say that in the circuit of
Fig. 2 you used value of L 1/20 as
great as that required at the same
frequency in Fig. 1. If C, in Fig. 2
was the same as C, in Fig. 1, and
if C1 and C, were the same as in
Fig. 1, you had to have a tuning
capacitor in Fig. 2 about 20 times
that of C, in Fig. 1. If the circuit
of Fig. 2 oscillated under these
conditions, then its Q was at least
as high as Fig. 1, and it should
have been as stable.
Insofar as the problems concerned with practical construction
of stable oscillators, as I see it, the
advantage of the circuit of Fig. 1
over that of Fig. 2 is exactly as
stated by Clapp and Edson, namely
that Fig. 1 lends itself better to
using reasonable values of tuning
capacitance to obtain both high Q
and low tube coupling reactances,
in the frequency range of 1 to 10
megacycles.
The experimental work I did and
the material I wrote was done

shortly after the appearance of
Clapp's paper in August, 1954. I
have noted only one reference to
actual stability test results other
than those I gave. That was in the
correspondence in IRE Proceedings
of October, 1948, pages 1261-1262.
I would be interested in knowing
the results of your experimental

last page.
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work and also that of Dr. Clapp, in
terms of parts per million stability
achieved.
The attempt to approach a practical ultimate in stability of a variable frequency oscillator remains
a matter of great interest to me
for reasons which I am at somewhat of a loss to define, since I am
not directly connected with this
kind of work.
J. M.

a

yeoxO. L. (Roy) Dewey

Ashley A. Farrar

Gordon S. Humphrey

W1CLS
Asst. V.P. and Manager

W1BBO
Asst. V.P. and Manager

Govt. Relations Div.

Govt. Equipment Div.

Clark C. Rodimon

Edward K. Doherr

W. Raymond Burrows

w1sz

WiEEE
Asst. Manager
Govt. Service Dept.

W1PAW

W1CMU

Supervisor, Tech. Section
Govt. Service Dept.

Supv., Field Eng. Section
Govt. Service Dept.

SHULMAN

Sunnyvale, Calif.

W1GWD

Manager
Govt. Service Dept.

DEAR MR. SHULMAN:

THE IMPORTANT point in all the
"tilting" that went on between Mr.

Clapp and me is the admission that
the stability of an oscillator is independent of the LC ratio when the
impedances offered to the tube and
the circuit Q are equal.
Once this concession is made it
can be seen that the circuit in
Fig. 1 of Mr. Clapp's August 1954
paper has no theoretical advantage
over other circuits. It has one theoretical (and practical) disadvantage. As stated by Mr. Clapp on
page 1297 the G,,, necessary to
maintain oscillation increases with
the cube of the frequency. If the
oscillator is to cover any appreciable frequency range the tube is
much too tightly coupled into the
tuned circuit at the low -frequency
end of the circuit. It should be
kept in mind that Mr. Clapp's 1948
paper and the part of his 1954
paper covering equations 30 to 40
are invalid.
The objection that I make to
your article in ELECTRONICS is that
on the bottom of page 233 and the
top of page 234 you are perpetuating the principles that Mr. Clapp
has admitted are in error.
From the practical standpoint
the only possible advantage of the
circuit in Fig. 1 is that it can use
a smaller tuning capacitor than the
circuit in Fig. 2. Against this must
be considered the disadvantages
that you need a coil of greater inductance and that one end of the
coil and the lead to the coil have a
very low capacitance to ground and
are therefore very susceptible to
frequency change due to mechanical movement.
The value of capacitance I used
ELECTRONICS-June

1,

Manager
Gcvt. Requirements Dept.

G.

Edward Dodge

FIELD ENGINEERING
WITH A FUTURE -AT RAYTHEON
Looking for a real chance to upgrade your future? Field experience
has helped many Raytheon engineers to become executives.
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and countermeasures radar, the new CAA Airport Surveillance
radar, and the radars for the Air Force's B-52 and B-58 Hustler.

We're looking for men who have previous field experience plus an
EE degree or the equivalent in practical experience with radar,
missiles or other associated areas.
Your Raytheon future includes an attractive salary; assistance
in relocating; insurance; educational programs, etc. Interviews in
most U.S. cities and overseas. Write E. K. Doherr for details.
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equipment
A complete line of
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(continued)

in my experiments are given in my
article in CQ. These values give
approximately equal products Z'Z',
which therefore require equal tube
Gm's for oscillation.
The long-term stability of these
two oscillators was very much the
same and the temperature effects
were much greater than anything
else. The temperature drift was
about -50ppm per deg C which is
about the amount expected considering the temperature coefficients
of the type of parts used. I did not
have the opportunity to use a temperature oven to remove the temperature effects.
In the case of short-term variations, the oscillator of Fig. 2 showed
up to be considerably better. The
lower thermal inertia of the fine
wire necessary for the coil for the
circuit of Fig. 1 caused it to have
short-term variations several times
as great as that of Fig. 2.

Both oscillators were allowed to

stand with heater voltage on and
plate voltage off, then plate voltage
was applied. In a period of 5 minutes the Fig. 1 oscillator had decreased frequency 20 ppm and the
other had decreased 4 ppm.
In the quest for high stability
through the mistaken idea that
high L will help, many constructors
have made the error of going to
plastic strip -supported coils. These
have a very bad temperature characteristic and what is worse they
have very bad retrace characteristics. This bad retrace characteristic
makes it almost impossible to compensate for the temperature characteristic.
In the case of the oscillator that
you described in ELECTRONICS you
did not take advantage of the only
reason for using the Clapp oscillator, that is the use of a smaller
tuning capacitor, since you used a
1,000-µµf variable in series with
this small variable.
I suggest that you use this large
capacitor as the tuning capacitor
in the circuit of Fig. 2. If the
temperature characteristic of this
large capacitor is good you will
have an oscillator which is more
stable and more rugged than the
one which you have described.

DEMORNAY-9ONARDI
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
The BOSTICK

BRIGGS ASSOCIATES, INC.
Engineering Services
ELECTRONICS
MECHANICAL
Development
Manufacturing
Consulting
Special Machines
Instrumentation Automation
Electron Tube Design, Materials, Reliability
10 DeKalb St.
Broadway 9-2120 Norristown, Pa.
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CROSBY LABORATORIES, INC.
Murray G. Crosby & Staff
Radio - Electronics
Research Development & Manufacturing
Communications, FM & TV
Robbins Lane. Hicksville, N. Y.
WElls 1-3191

DELAWARE PRODUCTS CO.
Analog Voltage to Digital Conversion
Digital Voltage Recording Systems

Design -Development-Manufacturing
300

ERCO RADIO
LABORATORIES, INC.
Radio Communications Equipment

LABORATORY, INC.

Pulse Transformers-Inductors
Complete Service-Consulting,
Design, Development;
Also Production Orders
Main Plant
Business 0ftice
Tyngsboro,
P. 0. Box 167
Mass.
Chester. N. J.

Broadway

Camden 3, N. J.

Engineering - Design - Development - Production
Our 27th Year in Air to Ground
Communications and Radio Beacons
Garden City Long Island e New York

NUtley 2-5410

Nutley, N. J.

JUniper 5-6307

TELECHROME MFG. CORP.

Design and Development of Test Equipment
tor Synchros, Potentiometers, Gyms, Etc.
Redesign of Products-Trouble Shooting
Production-,Automatic Machinery.
Special Machines with Sequence, Form
Recognition, Dimension Decision and
Special Environment Features.
9210 So. Vermont
Los Angeles 44. Calif.

COLOR TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
Flying Spot Scanners, Color Synthesizers. Keyers,
Monitors. Oscilloscopes and Related Apparatus,
Telemetering for Guided Missiles.
J. R. Popkin-Clurman Pres. & Dir, of Eng.
Amityville, L. I., N. Y.
28 Renick Dr.

Measurements Corporation
Research & Manufacturing Engineers
HAnRr W. HOrox

MARTIAL A. HONNILL

Specialists in the Design and
Development of Electronic Test Instruments
Boonton, New Jersey

NIAGARA ELECTRON LABORATORIES

Electronic Design Specialists

TRANSISTOR CONSULTANTS,

INC.

TRANSISTOR ENGINEERING

Consultant; cost analysis; training programs.
Engineering systems and Design Studies.
Instrumentation; Prototype Construction.
New Processes and Component Designs for Transistorized Computers; Servos; Radios.
Laboratory Investigations;'Life-Test"; "Fringe
Area' Evaluations.
Morris Plains. N. J.
P. 0. Box 333

WHEELER LABORATORIES, INC.

CONSULTATION - DESIGN - C'ONSTRUCTION
MFG. THE THERMOCAP RELAY
Specializing in solution of problems of electronic
and electro -physical instrumentation for the research or analytical laboratory. Industrial plant
problems also invited.
Andover, New York Cable Address: NITRONLAL'

Radio and Electronics
Research Development
Consulting
Antennas
R -F Circuits Lines
Microwave Components
Test Equipment
Harold A. Wheeler and Engineering Staff
HUnter 2-7876
Great Neck, N. Y.

PICARD & BURNS, INC.
Consulting Electronic Engineers

YARDNEY LABORATORIES

ASSOCIATES, INC.
products and instrumentation.
67 East Centre Street

Consulting Engineer
Television, Pulse Techniques, Video
Amplifiers, Patent technical consultation.
616 St. Andrews Lane, Silver Spring, Maryland.

McCann Engineering Company
Consulting Mechanical Engineers

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
"TRANSISTORIZE" YOUR PRODUCT!
Complete Service in consulting. research, development, and production on Transistor circuitry.

ALBERT PREISMAN

Analysis and Evaluation
of Radio Systems
Research Development and Production
ut Special Electronic Equipment
240 Highland Ave.
Needham 94, Mass.

- - --

Research -Design -Development
Electro -Chemical Generators of Energy
40-48 Leonard Street
Nex York 13. N. Y.

WOrth 6-3100

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
IN THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY

CONTACTS'

NORMAN
ASSOC IATES, INC.
2017 "S" STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON 9, D. C.

SERVING
DELAWARE, MARYLAND,
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,
ARLINGTON AND FAIRFAX
COUNTIES IN VIRGINIA

REPRESENTING

BETA ELECTRIC CORP.
ELECTRO-MEASUREMENTS INC.
GERTSCH PRODUCTS INC.

-

SENSITIVE RESEARCH INST. CORP.
SANBORN COMPANY
KINTEL (formerly KAY LAB)
JOHN FLUKE MANUFACTURING CO.
BUDD STANLEY COMPANY, INC.
WEINSCHEL ENGINEERING CO.

Complete Recalibration Laboratory

SAMUEL K. MACDONALD, INC.
manufacturers representatives over 25 years
1531 SPRUCE STREET, PHILA. 2, PA.
Terri/err
014, Officer:
Pittsburgh
PMesylvewie New Jers.y
Delew.r. M.rylend
amities'.,*
Virginia West Virginie
W.shln1ton, D.C.
District of Columbia

ELECTRON ICS

TELETYPE NO. WA -559

DECATUR 2-5705
HEWETT-PACKARD CO.
SORENSON 8 COMPANY INC.
VARIAN ASSOCIATES

FOR THE FIELD OF

160,000 prospects!

Inductive
Rheostats

Non -Inductive

Resistors

Toroidal Coil Winding Mach.
Nvirf

II,I

//\A'

In Electronics

magazine the advertiser talks
to 46,000 paid subscribers, plus 3 or 4
interested potential customers receiving each
copy for pass -along reading . . . approximately 160,000 prospects

&
&
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Winding Madsines

i

REX RHEOSTAT CO.
June
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- ELECTRONICS

OPPORTUNITIES
EMPLOYMENT -RATESUNDISPLAYED

DISPLAYED

NATIONAì

average words as a line.
Box Numbers-counts as I line.
Discount of 10% if full payment is made In advance for
4 consecutive insertions.
3 columns -30 inches to a page.
Not subject to Agency Commission.
Subject. to Agency Commission.
Send NEW ADS to ELECTRONICS, 330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36, for July issue closing May 31st.

COVERAGE

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTION ENGINEERS
Salary $11,000 Plus
Electronical engineering degree with a minimum
of five years related electronic production experience.
Should have outstanding technical and
leadership ability, this engineer will assume n
position of heavy responsibility in leading a program to produce new gyro, instrument platform,
missile control or air craft computer designs. Co.
client assumes expenses. Contact In confidence.
MONARCH PERSONNEL
28 E. Jackson
Chicago, Illinois

of

ELECTRONICS

ENGINEER
$14 to $18,000 Yr.
Well known company seeks Supervisory Engineers
with experience in Computer & Analytical devices.
Should have Executive ability, & Technical background.
For Confidential & Prompt Service
Send resume to:
J. COOPER
202 S. State-Suite 1116 Phone: Harrison 7.6337
Chicago, Illinois

ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT
$10,000 TO $12,000
Prominent Chicago electrical machinery and electronic controls manufacturer needs assistant, strong
on administration as well as design, able to become
director of engineering. Company pays all fees.
Replies held confidential.
Herbert Halbrecht
Cornell Personnel, Inc.
Chirac° 4, Illinois
14 E. Jackson Blvd.
Wabash 2-7580

Engineers-Teaching
All rank appointments-depending upon back.
grounds-needed at undergraduate college located
in small resort area city.
Electric Power and

Electronics options are offered. M.S. or higher
degrees preferred. Will assist B.S. degree men In
financing advanced degrees. Investigate better than
average salary offers.

P-4713, Electronics,
Michigan Ave., Chicago

11,

5

MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS

Technical Recruitment and RELIABILITY OF INFORMATION concerning positions, why not communicate with us at once! ALL POSITIONS FEE
PAID.
FIDELITY PERSONNEL SERVICE
1218 Chestnut St.
Phila. 7. Pa.
Speoialists in Aviation end Blegtrondos

count

ELECTRICAL

If you have been looking for an Employment Agency

that Is skilled In the STATE OF THE ART

520 N.

$2.40 per line, minimum 3 lines. To figure advance payment

Tito advertising rate is $25.25 per inch for all advertising
appearing on other than a contract basis. Contract rates
quoted on request.
An ad.ertismg inch is measured t/s" vertically on a column-

aLl
.1!S

..

Inertial
Guidance
System

Program

Enjoy Challenging Opportunities in the further development
and systems testing of Inertial Guidance Systems and their
Servo Loops in the most versatile laboratories in the country.
Work with the top men in the field and with the finest
test, research and development facilities. New plant being
added in suburban Milwaukee as a part of Major, Permanent,

Expansion Program.
AC will provide financial assistance towards your Master's
Degree. A Graduate Program is available evenings at the
Recent EE, ME
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
GM's long-standing policy of decentralization creates inGraduate
dividual opportunity and recognition for each Engineer hired.
Inquiries
Milwaukee offers ideal family living combining small town hospitalAlso
Invited
ity with every metropolitan shopping
and cultural advantage.
For personal, confidential interview in your locality send complete
THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION
resume to
Mr. Cecil E. Sundeen
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
MILWAUKEE 2, WIS.
FLINT 2, MICH.
Supervisor of Technical Employment

V

Ill.

REPLIES (Box No.): Address to office nearest
e/n This publication Classified Adv. Div.
NEW YORK: P. 0. Box 12 (36)
CHICAGO: 520 N. Michigan Ave. (11)
SAN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St. (4)

vote

POSITION VACANT

Electronic engineer to teach lecture and laboratory courses. Up-to-date knowledge of the
field required. Working and living conditions
excellent; salary and opportunity very attractive. Write to Dean of Engineering,
California State Polytechnic College, San
Luis, Obispo, California.
POSITION WANTED

Experienced

ELECTRONIC

TUBE

Welcome To

Connecticut

Electronic engineer, Ph.D, 10 years business

administrative experience, at present in
charge of electronic dept. of well-known
producer of industrial controls, seeks connection
with medium sized manufacturer of instruments or controls. Some investment capital
available. Reply: PW-5081, Electronics.
&

jive .

. .

Met: ...

ENINEE'

Mechanical & Electrical
Expansion program has resulted in unusual growth opportunities for tube engineers
with experience in X-ray,
microwave, oxide cathode, display tubes, and photosensitive devices.
Write, drop in, or call

in this delightful Connecticut com-

EMPLOYMENT
PROBLEM?
When you are in need of specialized men for specialized jobs, contact them through an employment
ad in this publication.

munity, just minutes away from
L. I. Sound and its superb boating
facilities. Public golf courses, smart
shops, modern schools, housing
accommodations are all available.
Only 30 miles from N. Y. City.
..£.......,.

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,
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ACHLETT
Laboratories, Inc.
1063 Hope St., Stamford, Conn.
Fireside 8-7511
.:t.
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ENGINEERING and
from Me Chat!...
DETAILS DESCRIBING SOME OF THE

PROFESSIONALLY SIGNIFICANT POSITIONS
MICROWAVE SYSTEMS MANAGER

Salary to $16,000

DISPLAY STORAGE TUBES

MACHINE DESIGNER

DESIGN ENGINEER

(Semiconductor devices)

Salary to $11,400

Salary to $12,000

You will contribute to the product
development of the latest members of a growing family of NOVEL
radar. TV, and computer output
display devices. Such tubes as the

Develop and design automatic precision equipment and intricate

Display Storage Tube, the Graphechon, the Radechon, and the Compositron have recently been developed by this highly skillied group
of professions. engineers -A degree
in EE or experimental physics is
necessary plus several years' experience in vacuum tube design.
The location is in Lancaster Pa.,
the heart of the beautiful Pennsylvania Dutch country: just a short
ride from Philadelphia.

mechanisms for the fabriication of
parts and the assembly of semiconductbr devices.. Heavy experience in the mechanization of manufacturing processes through the
development of automatic machinery. ME degree required. Some
background in liaison with equipment manufacturers desirable.
Position available at RCA's new
Semiconductor Headquarters in
suburban Somerville, New Jersey.
Convenient to New York.. City and
New Jersey shore points.

SENIOR MECHANICAL

ENGINEERING MANAGER

PRELIMINARY SYSTEMS

DESIGN ENGINEER

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

DESIGN ENGINEER

Supervise engineers in the design
and development of military micro-

communications systems.
Considerable experience is necessary in the product design of multichannel radio relay equipment,
including military equipment packaging, problems of tactical and
fixed plant equipment and in the
management of engineering projects and scientific personnel. Degree in EE or Engineering Physics
required. Positions will include
technical liaison with customer
represertatives. Location at Camden, New Jersey, adjacent to
Philadelphia.
wave

Sallary to $12,000

Salary to $14,000

Assume the responsibility for development and design of advanced

Salary to $12,000
Join a small group of engineers
whose objectives are to coordinate
technically the work between advanced systems analysis, operational research, and sub -system
development groups. This position
requirement would involve (1)
Preparation of detailed block dia-

transistorized airborne electronic
equipment. Should have ME degree and several years' experience
in the packaging of modern airborne electronic equipment which
must meet rigorous vibration,
shock and heat transfer requirements. Must be capable of supervising engineers to see that schedules are maintained in both design
and fabrication of preproduction
models. An excellent opportunity
for the engineer who qualifies.
Location-Camden, N, J.

Exceptional opportunity fora qualified engineer to direct a young,
progressive engineering teem in
the development and design of
Information Handling Systems and
Digital Data Processing Equipment.
Yogi should have an engineering
degree plus considerable design
and development experience. You
must have the ability to counsel
and guide young engineers lacking
broad technical experience. The
position is located 'n pleasant,
suburban Moorestown, New Jersey,
adjacent to Philadelphia.

MECHANICAL TESTING

COMPUTER ENGINEER

TRANSMITTER DESIGN

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER

MACHINE LOGIC

SUPERVISOR

Salary to $13,000

Salary to $14,000

The development and design of
logical circuitry for a large scale
digital computer is the assignment
to this position. You should have
at least 2 to 3 years' experience in
thés area plus a broad background
in transistor, pulse, relay and
switching circuits. The position is
located in the Machine Logic Group
of our BIZMAC Computer Laboratory at Camden, N. J., convenient

This position requires a BSEE and
eight to ten years' experience in
High Power UHF or VHF television
transmitter design. You should be
capable of supervising a small
group of design engineers and providing technical and administrative
direction for the group. If you possess this experience and are looking for an opportunity to advance,
you are invited to visit RCA, in
suburban Moorestown, New Jersey.

Salary to $10,000
Assume project -level responsibility
for mechanical environmental testing of receiving tubes. Supervise
engineers and technicians developing mechanical testing equipment,
methods and specifications, with
emphasis on vibration testing. Opportunity to make and elicit origina
contributions to a dynamic mechanical testing program. Apply
mechanical test results to basic
tube design and construction techniques. BSEE, BSME or BS in
Physics required, along with five
years' experience in mechanical
testing techniques in electron tube
field. Harrison, N. J., half hour
from Manhattan.

I

to PhiaJeiphia.

Modern benefit program

grams of advanced airborne fire
control systems. (2) Specification
of equipment characteristics. An
advanced degree or equivalent in
MATH, PHYSICS, or engineering
is necessary. Position at Airborne
Systems Laboratory, Waltham,
Mass., less than 10 miles from
Boston.

... Interview and relocation expenses paid .. .
www.americanradiohistory.com

SCIENCE a
STARTING SALARIES: NON -MANAGERIAL TO $15,000

...

MANAGERIAL OPEN

TYPE OF DEGREE AND YEARS OF EXPERIENCE PREFERRED

M

A

FIELDS OF ENGINEERING ACTIVITY

Ceramics

Physical
Science

Mechanical
Engineers

Electrical
Engineers

A

GlaMetallurgygY

LIEBEBILIBEEI®MEI®®1:1EI®®MEI
w

w

P

C
P

M

M

M

C

C

C

P

P

M

M

X

X

C

C

w
CONTROLS

AVIATION ELECTRONICS

DIGITAL DATA HANDLING DEVICES

SYSTEMS

P

P

M

(Integration of theory,
egtipmenfs and
ernironment to create
and optimize major
ele:lronic concepts.)

MISSILE WEAPONS SYSTEMS

RADAR

INERTIAL NAVIGATION

DESIGN

DEVELOPMENT

MISSILE WEAPONS SYSTEMS-Planning and Design-Radar-Fire

Control-Servomechanisms-Computers

-

-

-

Servomechanisms
Radar
Computers
AVIATION ELECTRONICS
-Shock and Vibration-Circuitry-Remote Control-Heat TransferSub-Miniaturization-Automatic Flight-Automation-TransistorizationInfrared-Airborne TV
P A.DAR-Circuitry-Antenna

Intricate Mechanisms

-

Fire

Design-Servo Systems-Gear TrainsControl-Information Handling-Displays

"

-

-

-

KINESCOPES (B & W and Color),

OSCILLOSCOPES-Electron

Optics-Instrumental Analysis-Solid States (Phosphors, High Temperatyre Phenomena, Photosensitive Materials and Glass to Metal Sealing)
GAS, POWER AND PHOTO TUBES-Photosensitive Devices-Ceramic
to Metal Sealing-UHF and VHF-Super Power
RECEIVING TUBES-Tube Design-Test and Application EngineeringChemical and Physical Development-Methods and Process Engineering
MICROWAVE TUBES-Tube Development and Manufacture (Traveling

Wave-Backward Wave-Magnetron)
SEMICONDUCTORS-Materials research (surface studies-crystallography)-device design-circuitry-process engineering -automation.
Mobile
Microwave
Specialized Systems
COMMUNICATIONS

-Aviation-Audio-Propagation Studies-Acoustics-Transducers

P

P

W

W

P

N

M

C

C
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COMMUNICATIONS -Radio -- HF -VHF-UHF-Microwave -Telephone-Teletype-Telegraph Terminal Equipment-Wave Propagation
Mechanical and Electrical-Automatic

M

WWW WW WWW

Z

RADAR-Airborne-Surface-Shipboard-Sonar-Fire Control

PT

W

Development-Modification-Specification)

-

N

CC

(Evaluation and Planning-Design and

-

C

WWWWWWWWWW

RELIABILITY & COMPONENT ENGINEERING

MACHINE DESIGN

, ,

P

W

Ccmeras-Monitors-High Power Transmitters

MISSILE TEST INSTRUMENTATION (Data Acquisition and Processing)
-Radar- Telemetry- Timing Communications- Optics Conputers

w

WWW WWW
CCCCCCCCCC

BROADCAST AND TV-Monochrome and Color Studio Equipment-

SYSTEMS
APPLICATION

w

PPPPP
C

'PWW

M

COMPUTERS-Systems-Advanced Development-Circuitry-Assembly
Digital Data Handling Devices
Programming
Methanisms
Design

w

C

WWWWWWWWWW

CC

COMMUNICATIONS

w w

w

F

F

S

S

L

L

H

S

Z

L

N. J. F-Cocoa Beach, Fla. H-Harrison, N. J. L-Lancaster, Pa. M-Moorestown N. J N-New York, N. Y.
P-Princeton, N. J. 5-RCA Service Company (Cherry Hill, N. 1.; Alexandria, Va.; Dayton, Ohio; San Francisco, Calif.)
N.M.
T-Tucson, Ariz. V-Somerville, N.J. W-Waltham, Mass. X-West Los Angeles, Calif. Y-Marion, Ind. Z-White Sands,

LOCATIONS: C-Camden,

Please send resume of education and experience, with location preferred, to:

Mr. John R. Weld, Employment Manager
Dept. A -16F, Radio Corporation of America
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
Copyright 1957 Radio Corporation of America
Turks.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS

&

PHYSICISTS

Electronics

APPLICATION

PARTS

The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory

ANNOUNCES
... important openings on our guided missile research and

development staff for men who wish to identify themselves
with an organization whose prime purpose is scientific
advancement.
Because the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) exists
to make rapid strides in science and technology, staff
members require and receive freedom to inquire, to experiment, to pursue tangential paths of thought. Such freedoms
are responsible for findings that frequently touch off a
chain reaction of creativity throughout the organization.
As a staff member of APL you will be encouraged to
determine your own goals and to set your own working
schedule. You will associate with leaders in many fields,
all bent on solving problems of exceptional scope and
complexity. The resources of our 350,000 sq. ft. laboratory
are complemented by those of the 18 universities and
industrial organizations who are working under our technical direction on prime contracts.

Equidistant between Baltimore, Md., and Washington,
D. C., our new laboratory allows staff members to enjoy
suburban or urban living and the rich cultural, educational
and research facilities offered by both cities.

Openings Exist In These Fields:
ANALYSIS: Dynamic analysis of closed-loop control systems;
analysis and synthesis of guidance systems; counter -countermeasures systems; electrical noise and interference.
DESIGN: Control and guidance circuitry; telemetering and dataprocessing equipment; microwave components, antennas, and
radomes; transistor and magamp applications; external missile
systems.
TEST:

Prototype engineering and field test evaluation.

(Reliability)
or EE degree with design experience and/or application experience. Job will be to recommend types of parts to be used
and how these parts shall be used.
ME

Qualified men will become a vital
part of a Reliability Group.

GM
INERTIAL GUIDANCE
SYSTEM PROGRAM

ELECTRONICS DIV.,
Milwaukee 2, Wis.
Flint 2, Mich.
Enjoy Challenging Opportunities in- the
most versatile Laboratories in the country.
Work with the top men in the field and
with the finest test, research and development facilities. We are in the process of a
Major, Permanent, Expansion Program.
New Plant facilities being added in suburban Milwaukee area.
To aid you in your professional advancement AC will provide financial assistance
toward your Master's degree. A Graduate
Program is available evenings at the Uriversity of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
GM's Electronics Division aggressive position in the field of manufacture and GM's
long-standing policy of decentralization
creates individual opportunity and recognition for each Engineer hired.

Recent EE,ME

Graduate Inquiries
Also Invited
Milwaukee offers ideal family living in a
progressive neighborly community in cool,
southern Wisconsin where swimming, boating, big league baseball and every shopping
and cultural advantage is yours for the
taking.
To arrange personal, confidential interview
in your locality send full facts about yourself today to
Mr. Cecil E. Sundeen
Supervisor of Technical Employment

SEND NOW FOR OUR NEW 30 -PAGE PUBLICATION DESCRIBING IN DETAIL THE SCOPE OF THE LABORATORY'S PROGRAMS
AND THE UNIQUE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH STAFF MEMBERS
WORK AND LIVE.

WRITE:

.Professional Staff .Appointments

The Johns Hopkins University
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY
8609 Georgia Avenue

Silver Spring, Maryland

Electronics Div.
General Motors Corp.
FLINT 2, MICHIGAN

MILWAUKEE 2, WISCONSIN

354
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- ELECTRONICS

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

WHICH OF THESE JOBS
CAN YOU FILL?
MISSILE GUIDANCE

COMPUTER
AND CONTROL
ENGINEERING

ELECTRICAL
AND

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
with

2

or

more years

experience

in:

ENGINEERING

Gyro Development
Servo -mechanisms and

Gyro Development
Servo -mechanisms and

Feedback Systems
Analog Computers

Feedback Systems
Analog Computers

Military Specifications
Electronic Circuitry
Magnetic and Transistor
Amplifiers

Military Specifications
Electronic Circuitry
Magnetic and Transistor
Amplifiers

Network Design
Inverters
AC and DC Servo Motors
Electronic Research
Fire Control Systems
Microwaves and Radar

Network Design
Inverters
AC and DC Servo Motors
Electronic Research
Missile Control Systems

Antennas
Beacons
Receivers
Transmitters
Pulse Circuits

Digital Computers and
Data Processing

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS
with

2 or

more years

experience

in:

NUCLEAR
ENGINEERS
AND
PHYSICISTS
with
experience
in:

Inertial Guidance Systems
Gyro Development

Military Specifications
Servo -mechanisms
Product Design and Packaging

of Electro -Mechanical Devices
Fire Control Systems

NUCLEAR REACTORS

Control
Metallurgy
Physics
Instrumentation

Do you dare tackle tough problems? At Ford
Instrument Co., finding the answer to problems
is the engineer's prime responsibility. As a
result, the engineer who meets this challenge
receives the professional and financial rewards
his work merits. Our qualifications are high, and
we want to be sure you can match the high

ag FORD
DIVISION

standards of our present engineering staff. Our
projects are too important and too complicated
to trust to most engineers. What will you do at
FICo? That depends on your specific abilities
and experience. For details about the challenge,
environment, and opportunity at FICo, write
Philip F. McCaffrey at below address.

INSTRUMENT CO.
OF

SPERRY

RAND

31-10 Thomson Avenue
E-ECTRONICS

- June

1,

Inertial Guidance Systems
Gyro Development
Military Specifications
Servo -mechanisms
Product Design and Packaging
of Electro -Mechanical Devices

CORPORATION
Long Island City 1, N. Y.
355
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

11

11
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Door to
OPPORTUNITY
at

Westinghouse
ELECTRONIC TUBE DIV.
ELMIRA, N. Y.

Are you advancing to the full limit

your training, experience and
ability? Have you received recognition for your achievements?
of

offers you an
OPPORTUNITY to join the staff of
our rapidly -expanding Electronic
Tube Division.

Westinghouse

Challenging new assignments are
Electronic

now available for engineers and
physicists in RESEARCH, DESIGN,

En-

gineering

in
te le mete ring,
guidance, radar and parti-

cularly circuit
designing.

Hydraulic and

Servo

Engi-

DEVELOPMENT and MANUFACTURE of electronic tubes. In -plant
training enables you to progress
into special fields. Regular salary

neering in control and autopilots.

increases and merit awards insure
a growing income.

Mechanical

Delightful suburban living with
city conveniences. Scenic country
near famous Finger Lakes vacation -land for swimming, boating,
fishing, hunting.

En-

gineering

in
packaging and

structures.

ENGINEERS & PHYSICISTS

.

.

.

Get more FACTS on these opportunities:
(Previous experience desirable)
TUBE DESIGN ENGINEERS
MICROWAVE TUBES: (Magnetrons, traveling
wave tubes, klystron',, reference cavities and
other devices.

PICKUP DEVICES: Image orthicon, vidicon,
infra -red
POWER TUBES: High power, neutron count-

tui

er, or gas tubes.

CATHODE
and while.

RAY TUBES:

Color and black

MACHINE DESIGN ENGINEERS
Automatic tube manufacturing equipment from
specifications to operation, or related experience on special purpose machines.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT DESIGNERS
For factory manufacturing and test equipment,
from original specifications to operating units.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
Experience

electronics,e. tubes.

in

industries desirabl
W. C. Walker, Engineering Employment Mgr.

Pacific Division, Bendix Aviation Corp.
11608 Sherman Way, North Hollywood, Calif.
I
I

this engineering field
_degree.
graduate engineer with

am Interested in
am a

not a graduate engineer but have
I am
years experience.
Name

City
_

TOOL DESIGN ENGINEERS

Microwave tube 'lesion and fabrication. magnetron fabrication, pewee tube and cathode ray
tube manufacturing.

DRAFTSMEN

related

For detail layout and design.

_

Write or send resume to Mr. W. Kacala, P. O. Box 284,
Dept. M -3P, Elmira, N. Y., or phone collect Elmira 9-3611.
Evenings or weekends, phone 2-2139.

Westinghouse

Address

Zone

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS

or

_State

ELECTRONIC

WBE

DIVISIONELMIRA,

NEW YORK

June
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Towers of strength
for America's defense
-Another challenge, another opportunity
for Goodyear engineers

...s..r\Ú,llt.
1/r<rEftqV
i/rRrrRa
E1ei Pilgil111R;:

. `iiiiA.
1lIIiÌ11/,p11ly¡

11.:iÌ:v`11r
_
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Wherever the American flag flies, you'll find radar
structures like these-on 24 -hour alert-ready to warn
of an enemy's approach by air or sea.
Built by Goodyear Aircraft for the industry's leaders,
radar structures require the utmost in engineering skill
and training. They require a specialized knowledge as
rare as it is vital. And they're typical of the opportunities that fire the imagination of our engineers at
Goodyear Aircraft.
Here you'll find exciting challenges in airship design,
electronics, missile components, metals engineering,
radomes-the list is broad, the possibilities for achievement almost limitless.
At your disposal are the most modern engineering and
research laboratories, including a large computer laboratory. And, needless to add, an environment in which
individual expression can flourish, and ideas take wing.
Our continued growth and diversification have required
expansion of our engineering staffs in all specialties
at both Akron, Ohio, and Litchfield Park, Arizona. If
you have faith in your ideas and in your ability to
make them work, a rewarding career can be yours at
Goodyear Aircraft.
Salaries and benefits are, of course, liberal. And if
you wish to continue your academic studies, companypaid tuition courses leading to advanced degrees are
available at nearby colleges.
For further information on your career opportunities
at Goodyear Aircraft, write: Mr. C. G. Jones, Personnel
Dept., Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron 15, Ohio.

7her"te doing ,6<.9, things at

\\/\,,,/
I

GOODjYEIR% \
Al RCR/#FT \
i

ELECTRONICS

- June

1,
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Openings as of June

1

A Real Home

WHICH OF THESE

18 CAREER POSITIONS at ARMA

for ELECTRONIC

INTERESTS YOU MOST?
New long range projects assure not only challenging, highlevel creative work, but security and job stability as well.
Excellent starting salaries plus all the resort and cultural
advantages of suburban Long Island living. Moving allowances arranged.

partial listing follows. Further information on these and
many more positions may be obtained by calling Robert
Burchell COLLECT at Pioneer 2-0242.
A

QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEER

TEST SPECIFICATION

Require experience in gyroscopic trouble
shooting. Design knowledge of stable ele-

PROCEDURES ENGINEER

ments and some background regarding

reliability and failure association for complex guidance systems to be used in missile field. Must have complete knowledge
of statistical methods.
TEST ENGINEER

Performs and assists in testing complex
inertial equipment and in particular the
inertial platform. Must be capable in directing the duties of test technicians and
maintaining rigid production schedules.
Must have experience in gyroscopic and
basic gyroscopic test techniques.
TEST ENGINEER

AND

Assess adequacy of test procedures, methtest equipment in the major assemblies and complete fire control systems.
Revise existing test procedures so that automated procedures and automated equipment may be utilized.
ods and

PROJECT

ENGINEER-AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT

Guide and assist engineers in technical
problems in field of electrical and electronic design, servo systems, missile guidance systems. Responsible for major product improvement program and test programs. Provide technical liaison with
quality control. Heavy servo background
desired.

Performs and assists in testing activities of
complex computers for fire control and
guidance systems. Must be capable of directing the duties of test technicians and
maintaining rigid production schedules.
Experience should include a background
in basic test techniques in the above field.

High degree of technical and administrative responsibility on complex projects involving the design and development of
production test and field test equipment
for gyroscopic systems and digital computers.

OPERATIONAL EVALUATION ENGINEER

PRODUCTION TEST EQUIPMENT

Conduct operational checks on electronic
and electromechanical systems, locate and
evaluate deficiencies and report on specific
phases of the environmental test program.
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER

-CIRCUITRY

Research and development engineering
work in radar pulse circuits, sweep and indicator circuits, intermediate frequency
amplifier circuits, and feed back amplifiers. Must have post graduate experience
in circuit development engineering with
applications in both radar and countermeasures fields.

GROUND EQUIPMENT

PROJECT

ENGINEER-AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT

home where Engineering talent and
teams combine research and knowledge
plus experience into productive electronics
a real home of modern facilities and
A

...

suburban living of your choice: On the
Ocean Shore, among Orange Groves, or
lofty hilltop residences as well as urban
homes in local communities-all offering
advanced
schools,
churches,
shopping
centers, and UNLIMITED recreational opportunities.

NUCLEAR & TRANSDUCER
ENGINEERS

...

DEPARTMENT HEAD LEVEL
Development and Application of Nuclear Instru-

ments and Transducers.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
PROJECT ENGINEERS

ENGINEER

ELECTRONIC

SR.

ELECTRO -MECHANICAL

QUALITY

Products
Microwave
Evaluation Testing
RF

Test Design
Cavity Design
Transducer Design

SYSTEMS EVALUATION (MISSILE GUIDANCE)

Perform functional engineering studies
and design of inertial guidance systems.
determine system and component requirements and performance, conduct system
and component dynamic studies and simulation, perform error analysis.

PHYSICISTS
Development of Radiation level Instru-

GYRO DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER

Develop precision gyro systems including
mechanical problems such as lubrication.
temperature controls, hydrostatics, and
vibration and electronic work on accelerometers, amplifiers, torquing circuits and
electrical pickups.

ments in Nuclear Field.

Application Engineers
TECHNICIANS

PLATFORM ENGINEER

Project engineering of computers, pro and
anti submarine fire control equipment, airborne navigation plotting equipment and
similar equipment. Preparation and proposals on equipment of such types.

Conduct investigation of a theoretical
nature relating to gyros or inertial platforms including design of closed loop control equipment pertaining to the above.

RELIABILITY ENGINEER

Develop methods for evaluation of accuracy, reliability and operational suitability of missile guidance systems.

Conduct investigation on special electromagnetic and electromechanical devices
including evaluation and/or design of transducers, servo systems and related devices.

OPERATIONAL EVALUATION ENGINEER

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER

Perform engineering studies and analysis
of techniques for evaluating performance
of missile guidance systems and its components including gyros, accelerometers,
digital computers.

Perform mechanical design of airborne instrumentation and transducers required
for field evaluation of missile guidance
systems. Responsible for packaging and
mounting equipments.

ENGINEER

Engineering
Testing
These are IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Filled By Qualified
Personnel NOW!

To Be

Liberal Moving Allowance
May be Arranged!
FOR

Or, clip the job (or jobs) you're interested in
and mail, with your confidential resume. No reference contact without your permission. You'll receive a prompt reply,
and copies of "Your Engineering Career with Arma" and
"Long Island," full of detailed information about this company and its community.

INFORMATION WRITE or SEND RESUME to

CALL COLLECT.

AIMAK40111

Robert Burchell, Pioneer 2-0242
Technical Personnel Dept. E-674

Division American Bosch Arma Corp., Roosevelt Field, Gorden City,

CONTROL

for these fields:

To administer and technically direct the
design, development and manufacture of
test equipment for production use in the
manufacture, inspection and test of highly
complex electronic equipment.

ELECTRO -MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS

DESIGN-TEST

DESIGN ENGINEER

PRODUCT ENGINEER

Initiate, compile and maintain design standards on electrical, electronic and mechanical design subjects pertinent to fire control
equipment and inertial guidance components. Must have considerable responsible
experience on product design standards
covering areas indicated in job studies.

ENGINEERING!

L.

Rogers

R. H.

B J

ELECTRONICS

BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
3300 NEWPORT BOULEVARD
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
P.

O. Box 1679

I., N. Y.
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COMPUTER ENGINEERS

.ete.4Äfflw

ANALOG

DIGITAL

AC The Electronics Division of General Motors Corporation has specific

career opportunities for engineers experienced in analog or digital computer
design, development, and application engineering.

Experience in the following areas is desirable:
ANALOG COMPUTERS
1. Electro -mechanical analog
computer Instrumentation

1.

2. Electro -mechanical

3.

4.

computer design and
Mechanization

high
priority
missile
program

3.

2.

5.

Airborne computer systems

DIGITAL COMPUTERS
Logic design of special purpose
computers
Pulse circuit design
Airborne digital computers
Memory design using Magnetic
cores
Analog to Digital and Digital
to Analog Conversion.

Work with the top men in the field and with the finest test, research
and development facilities. New plant being added in suburban
Milwaukee as a part of Major, Permanent, Expansion Program.
GM's long-standing policy of decentralization creates individual
opportunity and recognition for each Engineer hired.
You will enjoy, as will your family, Milwaukee's "small town"

friendliness and metropolitan shopping and cultural advantages.
For immediate confidential interview in your area or an invitation to

visit Milwaukee-see our plant, talk with our engineering heads and
discuss your possibilities, contact:

'Mr.

Cecil

E.

Sundeen

Supervisor of Technical Employment

ELECTRONICS DIVISION
GENERAL MOTORS Corporation
THE

Flint 2, Mich.

ELECTRONICS

-June

*Milwaukee 2, Wis.
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PHOENIX
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ENGINEERS GROW FASTER

-

I

X

GO FARTHER

WITH
At

the crossroads of opportunity
for men with vision in
Electronic Engineering

'Moe/

GOODYEAR

AIRCRAFT
Prime Contractor for

CORPORATION

TALOS GUIDED MISSILE

ELECTRONIC

It just makes good sense-your opportunities are
always bigger and better when you play in the
big leagues.

LABORATORY

Arizona Division
Litchfield Park, Arizona
A Subsidiary of the

Here at Bendix Guided Missiles our entire
operation is definitely "big league". With Bendix,
prime contractor for the important and successful
Talos Missile, there is literally an open field for
advancement for an ambitious engineer who can
accept the responsibilities that go with opportunity.
The range of technical job opportunities is far
wider than in companies where guided missile
work is a secondary project. Everyone you will be
associated with at Bendix Guided Missiles is first
and foremost a missile engineer-many of the
engineers are ranked with the outstanding authorities in the entire industry.
If you want to enjoy the advantages available
in the rapidly growing guided missile industry, you
can make no better start than by completing and
returning to us the coupon for the booklet "Your
Future in Guided Missiles".

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO

WE HAVE OPENINGS

IN OUR MODERN
LABORATORIES FOR
ADVANCED ENGINEERS
IN ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
Long range research and

development projects
University

Arizona graduate
under company
financed evening courses.
of

studies available

Leisure Living At Its Best
"In the Valley of the Sun"
Modern Inexpensive Housing
Send resume to: A.

E.

Manning

Engineering and Scientific Personnel

1

IBendix Products Division-Missiles

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT

403 M, Bendix Drive, South Bend, Indiana

Gentlemen: I would like more information concerning opportunities in guided
missiles. Please send me the booklet "Your Future In Guided Missiles."

LITCHFIELD PARK

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
NAME

Similar opportunities available in
our
Akron, Ohio Laboratory

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

360
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SCIENTISTS

ENGINEERS

EVER TRY TO ADD
TWO 22 -DIGIT NUMBERS
IN 5 MICROSECONDS?
Or multiply them

in 10 microseconds?

-

Well, that's exactly what Sylvania is doing or to be more accurate,
Sylvania is building a large-scale digital computer to do just that. It
seems there is no existing computer that operates fast enough to simulate the flight of today's supersonic jets.

Lt4ii

ride4ekgei

V+

These special speeds call for a number of other important engineering
developments. For example, into this new computer must be built a
magnetic core memory system with a 5 microsecond repetitive random access time!
Two avenues of advancement open to Systems Engineers are
Systems Management or Scientific Systems Specialties with

parallel salary scales for both.

Check ;.the list of current openings. Decide which interests you most, and then let us hear from you.
SYSTEM ANALYSTS,
ENGINEERS, MATHEMATICIANS,
AND PHYSICISTS

ELECTRONIC DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

RESEARCH ENGINEERS

& PHYSICISTS

Interested in the analysis and block diagram design of systems. Interests in such subjects
as radar analysis and design, antenna design, error analysis, statistics, communication theory,
network theory, real-time computation, time varying and non-linear control systems, logistics,
operations research, data transmission and missile analysis including aerodynamics, structures and heat transfer are desired.
Openings at all levels in ECM systems and other circuitry. Work involves video, pulse and
timing circuits, radar, digital radar processing equipment, advanced receiver and special
transmission line techniques, with utilization of new as well as orthodox component types.

Primarily interested in conducting research of new techniques which will lead to new electronic systems of the future. Experience in communications theory, automatic controls, airborne interceptor radar, infra -red systems, radar simulators, missile electronics, data processing, applied mathematics, or related fields is desirable.

PROJECT ENGINEERS

General responsibility for ECM, large scale general purpose digital computers, and other
electronic systems including internal projects coordination and technical relations with
contracting agencies.

DIGITAL COMPUTER

Responsible for all phases of development on several large scale computer and data processing projects; systems analysis and logical design; advanced circuit work on transistorized
switching circuits, unusually high-speed core memory systems and input-output equipment;
breadboard design and test prototype design and systems evaluation and testing.

DESIGN ENGINEERS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING,
PACKAGING & PHYSICAL
TEST ENGINEERS

ANTENNA ENGINEERS

Group supervisors responsible for mechanical engineering, design and product development
of advanced airborne, missile borne, and ground electronic and electro -mechanical equipments. Responsible engineers for design of test facilities, equipment and instrumentation for
complex physical and environmental testing of electronic equipment and antenna and
radar components.
Design of array elements, power dividers, RF linkages, and other general transmission
problems.
APPLIED RESEARCH LABORATORY! AVIONICS LABORATORY! MISSILE SYSTEMS LABORATORY

WALTHAM LABORATORIES

Electronic Systems Division

If you are interested in any of these positions, please
send your resume immediately (in strict confidence) to:
ERLING MOSTUE

100-J 13 First Avenue

Waltham, Massachusetts
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

SYLVANIA NrSYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
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SALES

ENGINEERS

f

Unusual

opportunities
with one of America's
fastest growing
electronic

90 MINUTES"

The big show of 1958 will be watched
by more people throughout the world

than any other single event in history.

For the coming Martin satellite program
is the most dramatic engineering

development of our time, and many
of its most important supporting roles

are in the basic field of
servo engineering and instrumentation.

If this is your kind of show, and you're
interested in one of the great

4,

companies

An exceptional opportunity is

available to electronic engineers
interested in the field of
component sales. Previous sales
experience is not essential.
The position is al our home
office in Wakefield.

-

Our products are semi -conductor
transistors,
components including
rectifiers, and diodes. As one
of the largest manufacturers
in this young and rapidly
growing field, there are unlimited
opportunities for advancement.
Here is your chance to work with
stimulating, congenial associates
in a company atmosphere that
is informal and free of red tape.
You will be located in pleasant,
suburban Boston, where
cultural, educational and
recreational advantages are found
for you and your family.

engineering opportunities of today and

In a

tomorrow, act fast ... The

has carved out a leading position
in the field of semi -conductors.

count down has begun.

Today approximately 1500 people
are employed in two plants
having over 300,000 square feet.

Contact J. J. Holley, Dept. E-6, The

Write or Call

Martin Company, Baltimore

3,

Maryland.

few short years Transitron

Transitron
electronic corporation
Wakefield, Mass.
CRystal 9-4500

BA L

T/

n//

p

R
June
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IBM GROWTH promoted these men

Computer Logical Design Engineer: Before his recent promotion, this
man was responsible for determining the broad systems outline of
an electronic computer and its interconnection with external equipment. "In this job," he says, "you tailor such characteristics as computer speed, memory, size and arithmetic structure to the require..
ments of the computer system." He maintained close liaison with
mathematical support, circuit designers, packaging and test engineers.

Quality Control Engineer: Also promoted recently, this man worked in
Manufacturing Engineering. He was responsible for the performance
of IBM electronic computers and other business machines. "The
problems of Quality Control in this company are endless and fascinating," he says. "You may be concerned with transistors and cores
... gaseous electronics ... diffraction of alloys ... reliability studies.
There's always something new-in this new and progressive field!"

-

Could you handle their responsibilities?
Jobs like these continually open up at IBM-due to
rapid expansion. If you are an engineer or scientistor have equivalent experience-you may qualify for
such a position. Innumerable opportunities exist in:
Computer systems planning
Computer systems testing
Electronic circuit design
and packaging
Electrostatic phenomena
Manufacturing process control
Numericol analysis and
programming

Photo and magnetic device

memory

fast-growing field, have doubled, on the average, every
five years since 1930. Engineering laboratory personnel has quintupled in the past five years. IBM's excellent salaries and employee-benefit programs are instrumental in achieving an employee turnover rate far
below the national average.

Real time systems engineering
Semi -conductor research,

development
and manufacturing

For the facts about an engineering career with IBM,
just write, outlining background and interests, to:

Test equipment design

Mr. R. A. Whitehorne
Mgr. of Engineering Recruitment, Department 906
International Business Machines Corporation
590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

The electronic computer field offers one of the best
ground -floor opportunities today. Economic experts
rank it with automation and nucleonics in growth
potential. Sales at IBM, the recognized leader in this

IBM

DATA

PROCESSING

DATA PROCESSING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MILITARY PRODUCTS
SPECIAL ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
TIME EQUIPMENT

Plants and laboratories: Endicott, Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.; Lexington, Ky.; Rochester, Minn.; San Jose, Calif.

ELECTRONICS -June 1, 1957
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BURROUGHS RESEARCH CENTER NEEDS 6ocd ENGINEERS

ALL THINGS
ARE BORN
IN THE MIND
\OF MAN

t

. . it is the responsibility
of the engineer to develop
these thoughts for practical, profi'able use.

All ideas are b_t a result of what
has gone before and man's ability
to adap- his va:t store of acquired
fact to reason His mind, when
used effcient!y, is the most prolific
it can think,
of all computers
remember, reason and store information better t -an any man-made
machine. This deep reservoir of
conscious and unconscious knowledge residing within the thinking
individual is r scarcely tapped
source of a whole torrent of ideas.
As these new `leas unfold, it will
be the resp- nsibility of the
engineer and scientist to apply his
practical experience and trained
reasoning to 'lese new concepts
to develop them for the most
.
practical and beneficial use.
That is just what we are doing at
the Burroughs Research Center. If
you want -a be a part of these exciting discoveries in the field of
why not look
corn
electronic zorrizsuting,
into the Burroughs story today?

-

Inquiries are invited
from +hose qualified as
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

ENGINEERS

BENEFITS OF

GET THE

BALANCED
YOUR

IN
We

PLACEMENT"

NEXT

POSITION

don't believe in square pegs

Our 33 -year reputation as personnel placement specialists was earned through painstaking attention to "balanced
placement" that gives mutual
benefits and maximum results to
both employee and employer. As
a result, today we represent many
of America's top companies and
offer you a selection of outstanding professional jobs throughout
in round holes.

the country.

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS-Microwave tubes
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS-Radar

circuitry development

PHYSICISTS-Electronic and missile systems
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING ENGINEERS
TEST

ENGINEERS-Physical

and

environmental

SEMI -CONDUCTOR
MENT MANAGER

- DEVELOPAdvanced

research and development

ADMINISTRATOR-PhysicsFlight systems analysis

LAB

Salaries $10,000 to $15,000
Of course, your reply will be
held strictly confidential, and our
client companies will assume all
expenses and our service charges.
Please send 3 copies of your resume to Mr. George S. Sandel,
Director.

EMPLOYMENT SPECIALISTS
Boston 8, Mass.

333 Washington St.

>::.... :::: :.:::::::.:.ï:::::::..;:;. ;%':.iY4.+++ii
>:.:C:,:.;.'+ï{ ::":

fi:h:`:`:
: ,<:`':.1:.::.k7%.

Wanted
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEER
With some experience in long distance telephone.
telegraph or VHF radio systems and equipment for
responsible position. Location New York City.
Salary $8,000 year. Send resume to: Sept. of
Communications, New York Central Railroad, 466
Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

ELECTROMECHANICAL ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS

MATHEMATICIANS

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

NEED ENGINEERS
Place an "Engineers Wanted" ad-

vertisement in this EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES section.

It's

an

inexpensive, time saving method of
selecting competent personnel for

M.

E.

Write or Telephone
PAOLI 4
JENKINS, PLACEMENT MANAGER
For Interview at Your Convenience

BURROUGHS CORPORATION

Rome

ceetien

every engineering job in the Elec-

tronics industry. The selective circulation of ELECTRONICS offers you
an opportunity to choose the best

qualified men available throughout
the industry.

PAOLI, PA. eOn Philadelphia's Main Line Near Historic Valley Forge
June 1, 1957-ELECTRONICS
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Silently and dependably, Crosley RADAR stands guard against
hostile action "watching" in every direction, every moment.
Here are new and challenging projects for Engineers. Crosley
Division, AVCO Manufacturing Corporation, is contributing
electronic know-how of a high order in this field.
\Vhy not investigate your professional growth with AVCO? Find
out how you can fit into our continuing expansion programs.
HERE ARE FIELDS OF CURRENT ACTIVITY:
1.

Ground Radar

2.

Airborne Defense Systems

3.

Antenna and Micro -Wave
Equipment

6.

Airborne Fire Control

Computer and Analytical

7.

Servo -Mechanisms

Services
(Design and Development)
(Programming and

8.

Transistorized Equipment

Application)

9.

Guided Missiles

4.

5.

Communications
(Airborne Transmitters
and

Receivers)

Write us for complete details. We'll send
you literature and we'll tell you about tie
advantages of family living in Cincinnati
"Queen City of the West, Closest to the
Heart of America". There are numerous

-

company benefits and you will be paid'
generous relocation expenses.

VCO

Send a Resume to:

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Crosley Division

Mr. Nick M. Pagan
Technical and Professiona
Employment Office, Dept. E,D

ELECTRONICS

- lune

7,

1329 ARLINGTON

1957

STREET

CINCINNATI 25, OHIO
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ENGINEERS...PHYSICISTS

ÑL&) opportunities
Mo+ornla in Chicago

Electronic Engineers

lechanical Engineers

...»,rowde
Professional

give yourself and your family
all the big city advantages at a
relaxed midwest pace, while you
ADVANCE YOUR CAREER

POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN: two-way communications radio & TV (color)
weapons systems transistor research & application microwave sysfield engineering
communications sales
tems
servo -mechanisms
engineering military electronics field service engineering.

write

Mr.

L. B.

Wrenn, Dept. A, 4501 Augusta Blvd., Chicago 51, III.

WAVE DEVELOPMENT and DESIGN.

all employee benefits, ideal
suburban living conditions. Whether you
be a Department Chief or a Junior
Engineer with less than one year's ex.
perience, we have the opening and the
shoes for you to fill.
Address: Chief Engineer Dept.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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l

AVIATION CORPORATION

York

DIVISION
York, Penna.

ABVOLT

York 47-2611

means one one -hundred -

millionth of a volt. It's the electromagnetic unit of potential.
Incidentally, ASCOP
important thing:

means

one

OPPORTUNITY for elec-

tronic

engineers

with

something to offer.

/

Contact

our

technical

personnel manager
about some unusual
offerings.
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

Skilled In
Data Acquisition
Data Handling
RF Techniques
Circuit Design
Transistor Applications
Technical Writing

-ASCOP

L

APPLIED SCIENCE CORP.
OF PRINCETON
16 Wallace Rd., Princeton, N.J.

Phone PLainsboro 3-4141

Dept. H, 15551 Cabrito Rd.
Van Nuys, Calif., State 2-7030

June

366

Good

salaries,

L^

MOTOROLA

all

steadily expanding Division of Bendix
Aviation Corporation. It's your chance to
get specific assignments at the peak of
the art in ELECTRONICS and MICRO.

Outstanding career opportunities are
waiting at the many Motorola research
and development laboratories in the
Chicago area. This is your opportunity
to advance your career with a swiftly
expanding company, working in the most
modern and well instrumented laboratories ... with liberal employee benefits,
including an attractive profit sharing
plan and association with men of the
highest technical competence.
You'll like living in one of the beautiful
suburbs of the playground of the mid west, where there are endless social,
cultural, and educational activities to
choose from the year-round. Exciting life
or quiet life-Chicago offers either.

personnel needed al

fill responsible openings at this

levels to

1,

7957

-
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COMMUNICATIONS

r,;

SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS

The expanding scope of advanced
communications projects has
created several unique positions
in fields related to VHF, UHF,
microwave transmission and
reception, forward scatter and
single sideband applications
at Hoffman. Electronics engineers
with appropriate backgrounds will
find these new assignments professionally stimulating and financially
rewarding. Please address Vice
President of Engineering:

,lJxl,, ;

({.4 ta_e 4.1p
t,

A SUBSIDIARY OF

HOFFMAN ELECTRONICS CORP.

South Hill Street
Los Angeles 7, California

3761

Telephone: RIchmond 9-4831.
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ENGINEERS:

1'Ìrrlïunir c' .1/rt']inu7rit

Ì,

PHYSICISTS

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER
With

specialized experience
and training in electrical components, automation, control
and measurements. Will be
responsible for all aspects of
planning, designing, and construction of special electronic
equipment for all divisions of
company. Apply: Mr. H. A.
Pilkey.
THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY

Niagara Falls, New York

COMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERS and TECHNICIANS
EXCELLENT SALARIES

MINIMUM PREREQUISITES
Melpar's work on the earth satellite is one of many diversified projects.

Melpar's more than 90 projects give

wider scope to

ENGINEER

TECHNICIAN

EE Graduates with 3 years
experience
2 years technical school in
communications and 3
years experience

Require installation adjustment and maintenance
experience with communication receivers and associated terminal equipment. Also, men with similar
experience with high-powered transmitters, antennas, transmission Linea.
Must be willing to traced to United State* and

Overton.
Page Communication Engineers, Inc.
710 Fourteenth St., N.W., Washington 5, D.C.

men of talent
At Melpar the problems posed by our more than 90 current projects
allow you to work in the area of your choice and make contributions
on advanced levels.

Our dynamic growth (we've doubled in size every 24 months for
the past II years) constantly creates new middle and top level openings; our policy of individual recognition allows you to compete for
them strictly on merit, and to receive financial compensation limited
only by your ability.
As a member of a Melpar project group you'll enjoy freedom and a
team spirit found only in a young organization of our size. Each
project group is charged with responsibility for solving problems from
conception to prototype. This means that you gain invaluable experience in inter -related spheres, essential to eventual directorship
responsibility.
Living is relaxed and good in the Washington, D. C. area with its
mellow climate and spacious suburbs. Our new air-conditioned
laboratory is well -instrumented with an eye to future needs and is
situated on a wooded 44 -acre tract.
DUE TO OUR DIVERSIFICATION, OPENINGS EXIST IN PRACTICALLY
EVERY PHASE OF ELECTRONIC RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

Qualified engineers will be invited to visit Melpar et company expense.
For detailed information on openings, the laboratory, and
the industry -free area in which we're located, write:

Technical Personnel Representative

IVI

E L PA R Incorporated

i .subsidiary of if"e.4inyhouse

YOUR

ORGANIZATION
Is is

complete?
Are you expanding it?

Making Replacements?

Naturally, you are anxious
to secure the most suitable
man or men available. You
want men with the special
training that will make them
an asset to your organization. You can contact such
men through an advertisement in this Employment
Opportunities Section of
ELECTRONICS.
Classified Advertising Division

Air Brake Company

ELECTRONICS

3122 Arlington Boulevard
Falls Church, Virginia

P.

O. BOX 12

New York 36, N. Y.
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ENGINEERS-SCIENTISTS

GENERAL ELECTRIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP GUIDANCE AND
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR NEW NAYS MIS$ILE,POLARIS
New Group Forming as Missile & Ordnance Systems Department
of G.E. Adds Navy Project to Nose Cone Development Program.
is the most challenging development undertaken by industry for the Navy since the
nuclear propulsion program. It is an Intermediate
Range Ballistic Missile, whose specifications call
for launching capability from both surface vessels
POLARIS

and submarines.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERS
WITH EXPERIENCE IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF GUIDANCE & FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS

A new group is now being formed to work on Polaris Missile
Sub -Systems at MOSD. It will be located at Pittsfield, Mass.

in the heart of the Berkshire resort and vacation area.
Openings are at all levels for men with experience in:
GUIDANCE & ELECTRO -MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

PROBLEMS UNIQUE IN MISSILE TECHNOLOGY

Design, evaluation of guidance and fire control equipment
Design, development of electro -mechanical components and
servomechanisms
Design, development, evaluation of inertial components, synchros.
pick -offs, accelerometers, stable platforms, platform gimbals,
verticals, etc.
Design, development, fabrication of analog computers for guidance
and fire control systems

SHIPBOARD LAUNCHING: INITIAL CONDITIONS
YAW

ROLL

p1RECt10N

SURGE
STABLE PLATFORM

G

o`

N',P

SWAY
PITCH
r'

`Q,s
S

GUIDANCE & CONTROL SYSTEMS

Mathematical analysis, feasibility study of control systems and
techniques
Synthesis, design, evaluation of guidance and fire control systems
Laboratory development, testing, modification of control systems
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

TARGET BEARING

Development of amplifiers and associated circuitry
Development, packing of electronic, magnetic, transistor servo type
circuits and components
Reliability, evaluation, analysis of electronic circuits and
components
Design, development of fire control consoles
Systems integration, design of electrical and electronic components
Development of electronic and solid state devices, semi -conductors.
new transistor applications
OPPORTUNITIES OPEN ON OTHER MISSILE PROGRAMS

The diagram above presents the primary parameters involved in shipboard launching of a ballistic missile in its
simplest form.
For Polaris, MOSD must not only surmount these initial
conditions but solve fire control problems more complex than
heretofore encountered. Pinpoint accuracy in missile guidance is an impressive accomplishment under the most favorable conditions. But how do you achieve it with a missile
hurled from a moving platform and aimed at an object
approximately 1,500 nautical miles away?
In addition, the Polaris guidance and fire control systems
must also operate effectively under the difficult conditions
created by submarine launching.

Engineers and Scientists with experience in other areas of
Electrical Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering. Aerodynamics, Mechanical Engineering, Physics or Mathematics
should inquire about positions on other missile programs at
Missile and Ordnance Systems Department.
AN INVITATION
If you would like to contribute to any of the advanced missile
development programa at MOSD, you are invited to send a resume
of your education and experience. Or write us for a convenient
application form. All resumes will be carefully reviewed by the

of our various technical components. You will be invited to visit our offices and discuss work we are doing directly with
the Manager with whom you will be working. Communications
will be entirely confidential.
MANAGERS

e
Please send resume to Mr. John Watt, Room 595-3

HOW

IS

MOSD EQUIPPED TO SOLVE THESE PROBLEMS?

As prime contractor for IRBM and ICBM Nose Cone Development, MOSD can draw on a reservoir of top level experience and skill. This G -E department also has a backlog of
significant experience in the development and manufacture
of Naval Fire Control Equipment, such as range-finders,
computers and radar antennas.
ELECTRONICS

-June

MISSILE & ORDNANCE SYSTEMS

GENERAL
1617 Pennsylvania

DEPARTMENT

ELECTRIC
Blvd., Philadelphia 3, Penna.
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EMPLOYMENT
PROBLEM?
When you are in need of
specialized men for specialized jobs, contact them
through an employment
ad in a McGraw-Hill Publication.
Management, Engineering, Production, Maintenance, Selling .. these
represent broadly the principal functions in business and industry. And
it is principally to the men and
executives who fill key jobs in these
important divisions that McGrawHill publications are directed.
.

drift zero
One of the remarkable achievements
of the revolutionary GPL Doppler air
navigation systems is that they reduce
drift to zero. We believe that GPL can
reduce your personal "career drift" to
zero, too.
GPL was formed in 1945 with a
nucleus of 25 engineers from MIT's
famed wartime Radiation Laboratory.
Today GPL employs 2,000 people, most
of whom work at our beautiful 69 -acre

fields of electronics and research going
on into many new ones, the future of
GPL is extremely bright.
Besides the top pay and beautiful suburban environment, GPL engineers enjoy many other benefits: a professional
atmosphere, small working groups that
ensure individual recognition, and the

finest facilities that money can buy.
They benefit, too, from GPL membership
in the nationwide GPE Group.
estate at Pleasantville, just 35 miles
If you are interested in a "drift -free"
north of New York City.
career
career that keeps moving
With two new engineering buildings ahead along a straight line of accomunder construction, a hefty backlog of plishment-why not call or write to us
orders, recognized leadership in several today?

-a

We have openings in the following categories:
re: DOPPLER & INERTIAL Air Navigation and Guidance Systems

Radar:
Project Engineering,
Research, Design
Field Engineering
at Military Sites and
Airframe Mfrs' Plants

i

Research Design Development Applications
Systems Analysis Systems Test
Mechanical Design Test Engineering
Microwave Techniques Servos
Magnetic Amplifiers IF Amplifiers
Pulse Circuitry Transistorization

For interviews call Mr. Richard E. Hoffman,
ROgers 9-5000 (ext. 435)
or write:

McGraw-Hill Domestic
Publications
AMERICAN MACHINIST
AVIATION WEEK
BUSINESS WEEK

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL WEEK
COAL AGE
CONTROL ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION METHODS AND
EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION AND

MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICAL MERCHANDISING
ELECTRICAL WHOLESALING
ELECTRICAL WORLD
ELECTRONICS

ENGINEERING AND MINING
JOURNAL
ENGINEERING NEWS -RECORD
FACTORY MANAGEMENT AND

MAINTENANCE
OWNER
FOOD ENGINEERING
FLEET

NATIONAL PETROLEUM NEWS
NUCLEONICS
PETROLEUM PROCESSING
PETROLEUM WEEK
POWER
PRODUCT ENGINEERING
TEXTILE WORLD

THE MEN YOU NEED ARE
THE MEN

kJ'
General Precision Laboratory Incorporated

WHO READ THE

IMcGRAW-11111

PUBLICATIONS

330 West 42nd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.

63 Bedford Road, Pleasantville, New York
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CHALLENGING
OPPORTUNITIES
Inertial Systems
Avionics
Missile Guidance
Computers
Jet Engine Fuel Controls

IN

WITH

THE ELECTRONICS

DIVISION OF

ALL GRADUATE ENGINEERS are offered permanent job

opportunities. We extend a cordial invitation to every deserving Engineer and Designer
to write us their wants. We may be able to supply the square hole for the square peg!
YOUR FUTURE depends on your making the right connection with the right firm as
quickly as possible.
The men hired will enjoy working with some of the top men in the field and with the
finest test, research and development facilities. GM's long-standing policy of decentralization creates individual opportunity and recognition.

r-.
4"»

.

ELECTRONICS

- June

Why not send

us

full facts about your education, work background, etc.

We will do all we can to treat your application with the fullest confidence.

AC SPARK PLUG

DIVISION

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
MILWAUKEE 2, WIS.

1,

THE ELECTRONICS

FLINT 2, MICH.
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PERSONNEL MANAGERS

LOOKING FOR

...

ENGINEERS

TECHNICIANS?
Write
for free
copy of

"RESERVOIR

of ENGINEERS and
ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS

WE CAN OFFER YOU

THREE THINGS:
HARD WORK
GOOD PAY
NATIONAL'S REPUTATION

TECHNICAL MEN"
The engineers and technicians
you want to reach are gathered in
convenient, compact groups-as
this 16 -page booklet points out.
It keys the job titles these men

hold to the McGraw-Hill publicaThat the work is hard, the record shows. It's difficult enough to develop
a workable concept of harnessing atomic resonance for frequency control,
but it's harder still to engineer the concept into a practical, reliable apparatus like the Atomichron
unit with a stability of 1 in 1012.

tions they read for on-the-job in-

That the pay is good, the record shows, too. For one doesn't keep
some of the best minds in electronics with promises. Men who develop
high information density receivers of the sort that are used in astrophysics
and geodesy find very tangible rewards at National.

centrate your employment advertising to just the men with the job

-a

As for reputation, National has maintained one for good engineering

and fine craftsmanship in electronics since 1914. And anyone familiar
with scatter systems and signal processing equipment knows that National
isn't content simply to rest on laurels.

you're one of the rare ones,

whom

to
such things are sufficient reward
- if you're interested more in the solidity
of good work than in a parklike
11

atmosphere or walnut desks

-

and if you have the courage and the ability
to tackle some of the most difficult and intriguing problems in modern
physics and electronics, then you owe it to yourself to contact National.

Send your resume today to John Bigelo u'. It will be read
by engineers and you will get a reply from an engineer.

Fiallonal
fSI.

1911

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC.
61 Sherman

Street

formation. It explains how you can
make contact
channel, con.

.

.

qualifications you want

.

..

without

wasting

advertising
money for
higher -priced space in publications
with general circulation, in which
you pay for perhaps 999 unqualified readers for every 1 who may
meet your job requirements.

Write for your free copy to
Classified Advertising Division
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.

Malden, Mass.
P. 0. Box

372
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ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS...
Planning to travel in upstate New York
this summer? BE OUR GUEST!
If you're planning a vacation in upstate
New York-or if you'll pass through
on your way-please stop and pay us
a visit. It may be the most important
stopover of your life
We'd like to meet you and show you
and your family our facilities-and a
bit of Rochester hospitality. We'll show
outstanding opportunities for your future as a professional engineer at
Stromberg-Carlson.
When you think of your future, consider carefully these advantages offered
by Stromberg -.Carlson.

Here you'll find ..
professional recognition

rapid personal growth in a fast -

expanding company
excellent starting salary and quick
advancement
fully subsidized graduate study
ideal living conditions in a beautiful
medium-sized city that offers fine
homes, outstanding schools, and vast
cultural and recreational facilities.
The list at the right shows you where
your future lies. Check it carefully.
Then phone or write-

ARTHUR N. PAUL, Director of Technical Personnel

STROMBERG-CARLSON GD
A

ELECTRONICS

DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
Rochester 3, N.V.
151 Carlson Road

- June

Electronic Communication
Systems
Telecommunications
Switching Circuits
Carrier Circuits
Equipment Engineering
Equipment Design
Apparatus Design

Data Processing

Solid State Digital Computer
Systems

Electroacoustics

Mathematicians-Operations
Research
Physical Chemistry

Electromechanical Design
Radar and Countermeasures

Missile Guidance Systems

Production
Microwave Circuits
Navigation Systems
Systems Test Equipment
Technical Writers
Test Equipment Design
Quality Control

Industrial Engineers
Sales Engineers
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C,

We Know

'IIIIIIII

You'd Jump At
This Chance
To Build A Group
In Applied Research
AT SYLVANIA'S

BUFFALO ENGINEERING LABORATORY

...if we could
tell you
all about it
But beyond saying that it

means supervising a group in
analysis and synthesis of communications systems as diverse
as radar, voice, pulse, teletypy
and sonar, we can't tell you
much. The advanced nature of
the work puts a sharp limit on
how much we may say.

If you have advanced training
in mathematics, electronics and
physics-if you have at least 10
years in communications and a
record fitting a man of senior
ability-then it would pay you

COLOR

TELEVISION STANDARDS
States the underlying factors relating to the choice
of color television standards, and the effect of the
standards on practical broadcasting and receiving
equipment. Covers NTSC color TV standards and terminology, compatibility, performance, and FCC
and regulations. Selected Papers and Records ofrules
the
National Television System Committee. Edited by
Donald G. Fink, Vice-chairman NTSC 1950-S2), Dime tor of Research, Phlleo Corporation, 320 pp., 290

illus., $8.50

. INTRODUCTION TO

ELECTRONIC ANALOGUE
COMPUTERS

Covers principles, operation, and design of analog
computers. Gives descriptions of components, computing elements, and procedures for arranging problems
for analog computation. Emphasizes the effects of imperfections in computing elements, and means for reducing these factors. By C. A. A. Wass,
of the
Dynamic Analysis Division, Royal AircraftSupt.
Establishment, Farnborough, England. 237 pp., 149 Illus.,
$6.50

TRANSMISSION -LINE
THEORY
ttystematic. rigorous, and thorough treatment of theory
transmission lines of various types. Proceeds from
basic electromagnetic principles and
the conventional transmission -line equations derives
together with the
fin ulules for line constants and all approximations
Inolve,l. Formulation is sufficiently general to
analarls of end effects and discontinuities as well permit
the
more usually treated properties. By R. W. P. aeKing,
Gordon McKay Prof. of Applied Physics, Harvard Univ.
525 pp.. 629 illus., $12.00
or

QUESTIONS

PROFESSIONAL

E

AND

NGINEER'S

ANSWERS

EXAMINATION

anOver 500 questions and completestate

swers to help engineers pass
mechanilicense examinations. Covers
cal, electrical, civil, and chemical engi-

to find out more about this

engineering
neering, and includes
surveying. Latest

economics and land
states. Auquestions-suitable for allJersey
examithor has worked on New 19
for
years. By
preparation
nation
462
PD.. 234
William S. LaLonde, Jr.,
illus., S6.50.

position.

The salary, as well as the work,
is senior.
Send your resume today in full
confidence to:
E. F.

V`

Culverhouse

SYLVANIA
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

Great Arrow Avenue
Buffalo, New York

175

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., Dept. FL
327 West 41st St., New York 36, N. Y.-6-I
Send me book(s) checked below for 10 days'
amination on approval. In 10 days I will remit exfor
book(s) I keep, plus few cents for delivery costs,
and return unwanted book(s) postpaid. (We pay
delivery costs if you remit with this coupon-same
return privilege.)

Fink-Color

TV

Standards-$5.50

D Ways-Elec. Analogue Cemputers-$6.50
D King-Transmission-Line Theory-$12.00
LaLonde-Prof. Eegr. Ques. & Ans.-$6.50

(Print)
Name
Address
City

Zone

State

Company

Position
For price and terms outside U. S.
Write McGraw-Hill Intl., N.Y.C.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS: EE's, ME's, Physicists

GENERAL ELECTRIC'S
HEAVY MILITARY ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT

anyone can
make claims,
but here's
proof

has variety in
available positions
It's one thing to talk about "variety" in career opportunities. But it's quite another
matter to actually have a variety of positions to offer-and to be able to prove it.

HMEE HAS IT
in such work

areas as:

HMEE HAS IT

areas; offering
assignments in the design
and development of:
-within these

SEARCH SYSTEMS TRACKING SYSTEMS UNDERWATER WARFARE
AIR
MISSILE GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.
TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
ORDNANCE RADAR SYSTEMS FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS PASSIVE
INFORMATION HANDLING SYSTEMS
DEFENSE SYSTEMS

RECEIVERS GEAR TRAINS COMPUTER LOGIC SERVOS TRANSMITTERS ANTENNA PEDESTALS ANTENNAS PULSE CIRCUIT
TECHNIQUES POWER SUPPLIES CHASSIS AND CABINETS TRANRF COMPONENTS
SISTORIZED CIRCUITS

HUMAN ENGINEERING SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND INTEGRATION
FIELD TEST PLANNING AND PROCEDURES DATA REDUCTION AND
ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAMMING STANDARDS ENGINEERING

What's more,

HMEE HAS IT
in such additional
assignments as:

Anti this still isn't the complete story!

There is a wide range of mechanical engineering openings. The packaging of our
systems for ground -based, marine, or airborne environments imposes intriguing
problems in serviceability, accessibility,
mobility, and durability. These positions
require basic theoretical knowledge of
machine design, stress analysis, shock and
vibration, gearing, and heat transfer.
So there you have it! No idle claims, no

fancy words! Just specific areas in which
you can work now-or grow into later, as
your interests and abilities lead you.

And remember, variety is only one advantage we have to offer. Along with this
growth opportunity, there's the proven,
long-range stability to be found here (after
all, we're a part of General Electric!) ...
the educational opportunities of our 100%
Tuition Refund Plan for advanced study
at Syracuse University... and many family

benefits as well.

So, if it's variety you want-and all the
other advantages to be found at HMEE,
do something about it! Take a few moments to write us about your education,
experience, and most important, your interests. We'll respond promptly.

complete confidence to: 111r. George B. Calleml, r, Dept. 27F
HEAVY MILITARY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DEPT.

Writ('

i.r

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Court Street, Syracuse, New York
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We're next door
to a Great
Educational Institution

DO

E[D

YOU

ENGINEERS

RITO

EXPERI[CE IN:

The rapidly expanding Bendix Systems Division
of Bendix Aviation Corporation was formed
to integrate Bendix skills and facilities and serve as
a focal point for systems planning, development
and management.
After very careful study of many locations,
it was decided that 56 acres adjacent to the new
North Campus of the University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor offered the best combination of optimum
living conditions and professional
environment. Our staff members are
encouraged and assisted in advancing
their education, and because of our
proximity to the University our
people are able to attend
daytime classes.

Research

Development
Design

Instrumentation
Servomechanisms
Missiles

Audio Systems
Control Systems
Radar
Computers
Transistors
Place an "ENGINEERS WANTED"
advertisement in this EMPLOYMENT
SECTION of ELECTRONICS. It's an

inexpensive,

time

saving method
of selecting competent personnel
for every engineering job in the

In addition, of course, Ann Arbor
West Engineering Arch-University of Mithigar,
is noted for its world -famed
University of Michigan Medical Center. Its new
$7,500,000 high school is regarded as one of
the most elaborate and modern in this country.
Our current needs are for experienced men in:
SURVEILLANCE & RECONNAISSANCE: radar, infrared, acoustics
WEAPONS: missiles, aircraft subsystems, guidance and control
DATA PROCESSING: analog and digital computers, displays
NUCLEAR: reactors, propulsion, special weapons
COMMUNICATIONS: radio, digital, data links
NAVIGATION: radio, inertial, ground -controlled
COUNTERMEASURES: ECM, electronic warfare
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS.

electronics industry.

The

selective

circulation of ELECTRONICS offers
you an opportunity to choose the
best qualified

men

available

throughout the industry.

For Rates and Information

Write:

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

DIVISION

For an interview, write, or call NOrmandy 5-6111.
IMCGRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS

Bendix Systems Division 47Ienoe/
ANN
MICHIGAN
ARBOR,

P.

0. Box

12

New York 36, N. Y.

AVIATION CORPORATION
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THE

YARDSTICK'S
LONGER

when we hire a man
at Honeywell, Brown Instruments
it has to be.
Division
Our projects in the field of
instrumentation are the biggest
and most important in the world.
The men to handle them must
be of like stature.
Never mind how old or how
young he is ... what's his capacity?
but does he
Experienced? Fine
have the ability to keep on growing?
How would you measure up, on
these? In your turn, you can apply
the yardstick of security and
opportunity to Brown Instruments
... and you will find that this
company ranks with the highest
on all the counts that appeal to a
superior engineer.
If you are interested, no need to
make out a resume. Just give us
your name, address and home
telephone number ... just address
we'll get
Mr. Dan Garvey
in touch with you.

...

...

...

Oood Company-at Brown,

you'll work with such men
as Allen H. Keyser, Drexel
Institute,'41, B.S. in Ch. E.Now
on his way towards an M.S.
in Business Administration,
in 12 years Allen has advanced
to Section Supervisor in the
Development Section.

H Honeywell BROWN INSTRUMENTS DIVISIONPa.Pt
Wayne

ELECTRONICS-June

dc

Windrim Avenues Philadelphia. 44,

tee.
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For your immediate use

the 6 most vital assets
to insure your

WILL YOU REACH

EXECUTIVE

YOUR MAXIMUM POTENTIAL?

SUCCESS
SUCCESSFUL esecutivee will tell
you this simple
fact: certain key

doesn't have to be

born with these

proven executive
qualities-they can be self -developed to
a degree you may never have thought
possible-easily, and without long
years of study. You can help yourself
acquire them with this specially selected Library of practical executive
techniques.

Investigate the Environment created at AC for its Advanced Development
Programs on Missile Guidance and Aircraft Fire Control Systems.

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY
of the most versatile laboratories in the
country and we are in the process of a Major,
Permanent Expansion. 225,000 square feet plant
being added in suburban Milwaukee.
Our men enjoy working with the finest of test
equipment and lab facilities and with the top men
in the field.
We are currently engaged in the following types

of Test Activities.

-

prising this Library
have been selected
by successful exec utive as the ones
most useful in de veloping the six
qualities of execufive success.

abilities practically
allow a man to
write his own paycheck. And one

No matter what your ability, you MUST HAVE the job opportunity and
the BEST of TOOLS and FACILITIES to develop your talents to the fullest.

is one

The six books cor

VIBRATION TESTING

Helps you develop these 6
success

qualities:

Handling People
Managing
Yourself
Speaking Forcefully
Writing Clearly
Work.
ing Efficiently
Think

COMPLEX WAVE ANALYSIS

LOW TEMPERATURE-ALTITUDE

ing Straight

HIGH TEMPERATURE
RELIABILITY EVALUATION
INSTRUMENTATION

Mr. Cecil
E

E.

Sundeen, Supervisor of Technical Employment

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

THE

LIBRARY of

Facts on Careers
in Electronics
with
Otis Elevator Co.

these books:

PRACTICAL
EXECUTIVE

Managing Yourself by Wright

TECHNIQUES

Library
contains

The

Tech-

nique of
Getting Things Done
by the Lairds
How to Develop
Your Thinking
Ability by Keyes
.

The

1. The full resources of the 105 -year -old Otis Elevator Company are
available for expansion of its new Electronic Division.

nique

Electronic and Mechanical Engineering Knowhow is required in Servomechanisms, Analog
Computers, Pulse & Sweep Generators, Micro-

waves

.

Tech-

of Clear
Writing by Gun-

ning
How
to Talk Well by
Bender
. and
The Technique of
Handling People
by the Lairds

2. Current prime contracts are on basic development work in the
most advanced areas of bombing navigation systems, radar systems
and missile launching test equipment. And Otis expects to fully
explore the potential for commercial developments as well.
3. This means, to the engineer, around floor opportunity now .
with unlimited future in an interesting and rapidly broadening field.

.

$20.00

...

You'll find here the best thinking
on a variety of important executive techniques .
.
like getting
the best out of your associates.
putting you thoughts down clearly
and forcefully on paper, speaking
with authority in front of people,
thinking a job through logically,
and getting it done most efficiently. All in all, you have a storehouse of information on doing best
every lob the successful executive
must know how to handle.

35

.

SAVE $4.00. Bought one at a time, the total
price of these books would be $29.00. Under thin
special offer, the complete Library is available
for only $20.00-a cash saving of $4.00. And you
also have the privilege of paying for the books
on easy terms, while you use them.

a

10 DAYS FREE

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept.

FL -6-1
327 W. 41st St., N. Y. C. 36
Send me the Library of Practical Executive Techniques for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10
days I will send $4, then $4 monthly until $20 Is
paid. Otherwise I will return books postpaid.

PRINT

Electronic Division
OTIS ELEVATOR

1633 pages

payable $4.00
in 10 days, then $4.00 a
month

SEE THIS LIBRARY

you are interested in a high level career in electronics
with
promotions waiting to be earned . . . send your resume now to
William B. De Francis. All inquiries in strict confidence.
If

-

6 volumes

COMPANY

Ryerson St., Brooklyn

5, N. Y.
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ELECTRONICS

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Electronics...
Packaging

Engineer
.

with unusual
advancement
potential

Your Future Limited?

The Missile & Ordnance Systems Department

Not

of General Electric, prime contractor for
the ICBM and IRBM nose cones; has a
responsible position in the Instrumentation
Engineering Operation.

in

missile testing

RCA ENGINEER
at PATRICK
AIR FORCE BASE
in FLORIDA
as an

Duties include: Solving unique packaging
problems for airborne electronic equipment.
used in instrumentation transducer

systems; developing testing techniques
for laboratory evaluation under simulated
conditions; acting as a consultant
to design and development engineers.

Position requirements: Degree in
Mechanical or Electrical Engineering plus
several years' experience in packaging
small electronic assemblies.
Desired: Experience or knowledge of military
specifications, potting methods, and
printed circuit techniques for transistor,
semi -conductor, and sub -miniature
vacuum tube circuits.
We are

a

research and development laboratory

affiliated with one of the world's largest,
most diversified and progressive industrial

Today, RCA electronic and optical engineers are creating and
constantly improving systems to acquire and analyze flight test
data on missiles of all capabilities. They provide similar support
for the earth satellite, soon to be launched as a feature of
International Geophysical Year.
You will find permanent positions in systems development, application and analysis in radar and optical tracking devices, telemetry,
communications and data processing equipment.
These are long-range programs . . . filled with opportunity for
professional growth with RCA . . . all taking place in Florida's
climate that's so appealing year 'round.
Send for our brochure "You and MTP." Our engineering managers
will arrange a confidential interview ... at your convenience. Write to:

organizations. The environment is completely
technical and professional. We hold prime
contracts of a long-term nature with all of the
armed services. Salary and benefits are
liberal. Excellent facilities and equipment.
Our Manager of Airborne Instrumentation

Engineering will be pleased to review
your confidential resume. He will invite you
to Philadelphia for a personal interview
if your qualifications are appropriate. If you
prefer, you need not reveal the name of
your present employer.

Please send resume to:

Mr. H. N. Ashby
Employment Manager, Dept. N -10F
RCA Service Company, Inc.
P. O. Box 1226, Melbourne, Fla.

MR. JOHN WATT

Technical Recruiting, Room 572-4

.MISSILE & ORDNANCE SYSTEMS DEPT....

:

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

:

RCA SERVICE COMPANY, INC.

3198 Chestnut Street

ELECTRONICS

Philadelphia

4, Pa.

- June

1957

1,
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TOP LEVEL, SCIENTIFIC

STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE
with

Electronic Communications Inc.
(Formerly Air Associates)

RELIABILITY FACTORS
FOR GROUND
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Lei

Methods and working data to help designers build greater

reliability into military electronic equipment. Pinpoints
reliability. Discusses electrical and mechan-

For Staff Physicist

causes of poor

Research Physicist-Research Engineers

ical factors, human engineering, and components. Gives
results of failed-parts studies. Edited by Keith Kenney.
Illus., $7.50

200 PP.. 196

PHD Degree is An Essential Requisite

ELECTRONIC

Location Is Temporarily Orange, N. J., Through This Summer,
And Then Permanent Relocation At Our New Facilities In St.

ENGINEERING

Petersburg, Florida.

These Are Permanent Positions With Outstanding Growth Opportunities With Our Young, But Well Established & Fast Growing
Organization.

of circuit analysis for radar, television.
electronic control, instrumentation, and computers. Gives
alternate methods for many circuits, and provides means
for combining circuits of different types. Examples relate
techniques to practice. Discusses solid state theory, and
transistors as circuit elements. By Samuel Seely, Prof.
& Chrmn., Dept. of Elec. Engrg., Syracuse U. 525 PP..
Techn quel

782

illus., $8.00

RANDOM PROCESSES
IN AUTOMATIC CONTROL

For Interview Appointment, Or Further Information
Phone, Wire or Write Collect, Mr. James Moss, Engineering Personnel Manager

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS INC.
(Formerly Air Associates)
511 JOYCE STREET, ORANGE, NEW JERSEY

Presents theory and practical techniques for analyzing
linear control systems subjected to random Inputs. Treats
concepts of probability and random time functions In detaiL Develops techniques for designing systems containing constant and time -varying components. Provides
computational methods for use on computers. By J. H.
Laning. Jr., and R. H. Baffin, Instrument. Lab., Mass.
Inst. of Tech. 429 pp., illus., $10.00

;;WIII11111111V11111IIII1111WIIIIVIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

AN INTRODUCTION TO
REACTOR PHYSICS
Covers elementary nuclear physics and theory of thermal

Your engineering ability deserves a

future...

reactors, giving background for reactor design. Calculations, shielding, instrumentation, and radiation are treatEvaluates a gas-cooled, graphite moderated, natural
uranium reactor. Sufficient theory developed for understanding problems in designing all types of thermal
reactors. By D. J. Littler and J. F. Raffle, British Atomic
Energy Res. Estab. 196 pp.. Illus., 24.50
ed.

AND HERE'S

FORCE
THE MIGHTY
OF RESEARCH

',

WHERE YOU WILL FIND

IT!

Look ahead to tomorrow and beyond ... as engineers always do,
always will. Use your ability to the utmost with a world -acclaimed
pioneer and leader in commercial electronics. You'll work with and
for creative-minded engineers in small groups. You'll know recognized ability is rewarded financially, professionally.
As one of us, you enjoy the best view of electronic frontiers, for
they're all around you. Among today's altogether new and stimulating design and development projects, there are these very desirable openings in:
Advanced Circuit Design
Electron Microscopes & Diffraction Cameras

Transistors & Magnetics
Computer Logic
Automatic Control & Inspection Techniques
Electronic Test Equipment
Broadcast Transmitters & Antennas

If you are opposed to applying your energies and ability on work

beneath your fullest capacity ... if you have Senior or Junior
qualifications in electrical or mechanical engineering or physics...
send complete resume to
P-5061, Electronics,
Class Adv. Div.. P. 0. Box 12, N. Y. 26, N. Y.

4 billin
editors tell how
business
opening new
FORTUNE Magazine
research is who does research, who
for
dollars
Reveals
s
aeEditors
what
out,
nP
opportunities. is
BY
paya, how what ifmaous to pou.$4.90
ands
Illus.,
21
308 PP..
of FORTUNE.
T

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

FL-6-1
327 West 41st St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Send me book(s) checked below for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will remit for
book(s) I keep, plus few cents for delivery costs,
and return unwanted bookie) postpaid. (We pay
delivery cost if you remit with this coupoa-same
return privilege.)

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., Dept.

tronic50
Eors

or Ground ElecelÉpúlity
to
$enn
Seely-Electronics Engineering-$8.00
Processes in Autonma&tio Control-$10.00
Littler & Raffle-An Introduction to Reactor
Physics-$4.50
FORTUNE-The Mighty Force of Research$4.00

(PRINT)

Name

Address

Company

Position
For price and terms outside U.S..
write McGraw-Hill Int'l., N.Y.C.
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TITANIUM METALS
CORPORATION
OF

America
Openings for RESEARCH ENGINEERS at company's facilities in
Henderson, Nevada, (located 11
miles east of Las Vegas, Nevada).
BS or MS in ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING or PHYSICS.
Positions open in Melting Research Division of Technical Department, for fundamental and applied research on melting

arc characteristics and CONTROL SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS. Previous experience desirable but not necessary.

Match your

interests to this check list of

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Salary commensurate with ability, experience and education.

Send resumes to:
Industrial Relations Department
TITANIUM METALS CORPORATION
OF

AMERICA

P. O. Box

2128

Henderson, Nevada

Research and development projects, now in
progress, have gained for Admiral a commanding lead in certain broad
areas of military and civilian electronics. A number of challenging
opportunities exist, and one of them may closely match your special
interests and past experience. Examine the following check list.

RADAR-L band radar, beacon coding and decoding, pulse
INTERESTED IN

TECHNICAL WRITING?
TEKTRONIX, INC., oscillo.

scope manufacturer, needs electronics engineers or high-level
technicians for field information
engineering. We need men with

strong interest in technical
writing, with ability to write
clearly, in consistent style.
If you can write specifications,
operating instructions, circuit
descriptions, maintenance information, we are interested in you
now. We are especially interested in those with experience
writing instruction manuals, or
who have published technical
a

papers.
MAIL

Personnel Department
TEKTRONIX, INC.
P. O. Box 831E
Portland 7, Oregon

COUPON

TODAY

(Check points below that interest you)
Send me additional and more specific
information on the opportunities in field

ri
Li

information engineering.
Yes, f would be interested in hearing about
the Tektronix Employee Relations Program.

Name

Address_
R

City__-

I-

ELECTRONICS

-

train generating and processing circuits. Airborne radar in
X band range.
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES-Analysis, development and design, employing advance radar techniques.
MILITARY TV-Airborne and ground systems, including
receivers, transmitters, cameras, antennas, sync generating
systems and displays.
TELEVISION, VHF AND UHF-Tuner design, deflection
circuitry, design of low noise wide band front ends and
I.F. circuits.
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING-Evaluation of nuclear radiation
damage to electronic components. Work involves experimentation with reactors and 20,000 curie cobalt source. Development
of radiac techniques and instrumentation.
PALO ALTO RESEARCH-Development of new technologies opens door on a program of advanced research in
aeronautical electronics. Experienced and intermediate level
engineers send resume and salary requirements to R. M. Jones,
Admiral Corporation, 901 California Ave., Palo Alto, Cal.... for
California openings only.

Zone

- June

State

Current openings offer excellent income and opportunity for rapid
advancement. Complete employee benefit program includes retirement plan, paid group insurance, college tuition refund plan and
ideal working conditions. On-the-job training for junior and intermediate engineers. Write, summarizing your education and experience
to W. A. Wecker, Personnel Division.

Admiral Corporation
3801 W. ARMITAGE AVENUE, CHICAGO 47, ILL.

381
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electronic engineers
DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
TECHNICAL WRITING

HELD ENGINEERING

STAVID is engaged in design, development,
modification,
installation,
testing and evaluation of military
electronic and electro -mechanical

Opportunities arailahle in the
fo/lortn tt fields for those per .sons with tig or MF, degree
with ni ininuuti of 3 years'
experience or %niralrnt:

equipment.

Fire Control Radar

STAVID ENGINEERS possess an enviable reputation and are noted for
their competence and diversification.
You can fulfill your professional
ambitions at STAVID.
(New Plant now under construction
65,000 square feet)

Missile Electronics
Coils, Transformers

Filter Networks
Instrumentation
Microwave

-

Servos

ON OUR STAFF

Antennas
Computers
Simulators
Transistors
Telemetering
Navigation Systems

STAVID offers challenging permanent field
assignments in New Jersey, the Boston,

Mass. area, and other desirable locations
throughout the U. S.

If you need effective, highly
readable, smartly illustrated
company literature (booklets,

Call for interview arrangement or send complete resume to: Personnel Dept.

A

STAV I D

ENGINEERING,
Route 22, Plainfield, N. J.

INC.

PLainfield 71600

pamphlets, manuals) to display
your products, inform the public
of your operations, attract key
personnel to your plant, and perform any of the other communicative functions vital to your
ÿ business, let TECHNICAL WRITING SERVICE do the job for you.

,i--""_
i

sr -

nth

ENGINEERS

&

I ititldrhhlnnm/

WRITING

Ifnntnttpnm:uolm

EDITING

ILLUSTRATING

SCIENTISTS

't

If Your Goal Is

PRINTING

Professional Maturity & Technical Excellence Consider Magnavox

We produce your publications, to
your specifications. We give complete service-from research and
planning through writing, design,
and printing. Let our staff be
your staff. It will save you time
and money.

When uncompromising excellence is required in the design and development of radar. communications and navigation systems, computers, and
electro -mechanical devices, you'll hear the name of Magnavox ...because

Magnavox has built its reputation on quality, integrity, originality, for
forty-six years. Engineers who share this devotion are now offered important opportunities at all levels in the following areas:

COMMUNICATIONS & NAVIGATION-airborne,
and ground equipments.

-

shipboard

RADAR -airborne equipments and fire -control systems.
COMPUTERS analog and digital techniques.
ELECTRO-MECHANICS-synchros, speakers, and components

-

Choice of three locations: home office and headquarters R & D Laboratory
in Fort Wayne. Indiana, described by Look Magazine as the happiest city
in the United States; our brand-new electronics laboratory in Urbana, home
of the University of Illinois; or our laboratory in Los Angeles, California.

Mr. Robert

B.

We Prepare

HANDBOOKS
PRODUCT
TRAINING AIDS
PAMPHLETS
REPORTS
BROCHURES
COMPANY
BULLETINS

ul

HISTORIES

PARTS LISTS
and other such special material,

Please send resume to:
Wright, Technical Personnel Director

Write

THE

-

EQUIPMENT MANUALS

MAGNAVOX co.
FORT WAYNE 4. INDIANA

382
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TECHNICAL WRITING SERVICE
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS

ABBOTT'S HAS BEEN
OPENING IMPORTANT
DOORS FOR
FOR MORE
A

ENGINEERS
THAN

GENERATION

Yes, we've been serving industry for 33 years. During that time,

we've observed with deep satisfaction the mutual benefits accruing to employer and employee .
through "balanced placement", the
Abbott nay of assuring you a
"custom -fit" in job selection.
GYRO
ENGINEER-Research, design and development
CONTROL SYSTEMS ENGINEERNuclear reactor systems and

MISSILES...

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER-Micro-

WHITE SANDS...

CHIEF

feedback theory

wove packaging

-

CIRCUITRY ENGINEER
Nuclear
controls and systems
CHIEF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS

-Research and development
LAB ADMINISTRATOR
Servos,
components, design and development
CHIEF ENGINEER-Fractional motors and generators

-

SALARIES TO $25,000

course, your reply will be
held strictly confidential, and our
client companies will assume all
expenses and our service charges.
Please send 3 copies of your resume to Mr. George R. Sandel,
Director.
Of

EMPLOYMENT SPECIALISTS
Boston 8, Mass.

333 Washington St.

E. E. WRITER
Immediate opening on expanding advertising staff for experienced writer to
handle ground communication sales brochures and ads. E.E. degree required.
Limited travel, unlimited opportunity.
Write to:
M.

RCA...

Schinkel, Advertising Manager
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

E.

TRY TOPPING THAT COMBINATION FOR A
FUTURE IN ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING!
Here's everything an RCA missile position at White Sands
means to an engineer with prime ability. You will probe outer
edges of missile technology, working on our nation's most
complete guided missile weapon system. You will share with
top engineers in the field RCA assignments in ground support systems, missile guidance and complex launching systems. You must, of course, have your EE, ME or Physics
degree, several years' electronic design experience ... and
must be familiar with one of these fields:
System and sub-system analysis
Reliability data control
Evaluation of new components

Internal instrumentation
Equipment control
Data analysis

Projects will be related to sub -systems such as:
Data processing equipment

Precision radars
Digital devices
Analog devices

Fire control
Data simulation

Start at an excellent salary ... A full program of liberal benefits
gives your income added security. RCA's Tuition Refund Plan will
provide for advanced studies. RCA pays relocation expenses.

ARRANGE A CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW

EMPLUYERS
Increasingly use us as a constant
source of access to good talent.
Inquire confidentially. NO FEE

WITH

ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Send complete resume to

TO JOB APPLICANTS.
SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS
& EXECUTIVES, INC.

:

Mr. D. D. Brown
Manager Engineering Employment, Dept. 10F
Radio Corporation of America
Moorestown, N. J.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
DEFENSE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

1026 Seventeenth St., N. W.

Washington 6,

D.

C.
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Over 400 electronic
control circuits

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
Aircraft Radio Corp., the industry's leader in
avionics for over 30 years, has openings on
its staff for forward thinking engineers in the
following fields:

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
PROJECT ENGINEER

now available
for quick, easy

reference
Here are the circuit.
need for sorting,
timing, measuring, and
counting; for sweep
control, triggering.
temperature and motor
control, and hundreds of other industrial uses-each
with concise description. performance characteristics, component values, and practical applications.
Save hours, even days, of search and preliminary
work to find basic circuit ideas for a particular application-consult this big, handy collection of
selected from recent issues of
tested circuits
Electronics and classified and indexed for quick use.
you

SERVO AND INSTRUMENT ENGINEER
TECHNICAL WRITER

CHIEF ENGINEER TO HEAD SERVO AND
INSTRUMENT DEPT.

-

Just Out!

Handbook of
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC

WRITE OR CALL COLLECT: Personnel Manager

e

AIRCRAFT RADIO CORPORATION
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY

Deerfield 4-1800 Ext. 238

CONTROL CIRCUITS
By John MARKUS and Vin ZELUFF
Electronics Magazine
352 pages, 412 diagrams, $8.75
Following each description is a reference to the
original source where you can get more details on
related mechanical problem. or study graphs of performance characteristics. In the index, each circuit
is cross-indexed as many as a dozen times, to permit
locating specific circuits quickly when they are
known by a variety of names.

a

companion volume

.

.

Your Inquiry Will Be Acknowledged!
Handbook of

P1111(0 seeks
TUBE ENGINEER
Important development program of Photo Multiplier tubes. Requires tube engineer with technical
background and experience in preparation and processing of Photo Cathodes.
Unexcelled employee benefits and salary commensurate with background and qualifications.
Local interview will be arranged. Please submit
complete resume in confidence to
:

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS
By Markus and Zelafir
Contains 433 different industrial electronic circuits for immediate practical
use. For each circuit there is a clearly drawn diagram along with a brief yet
comprehensive description. 272 pages.
433 diagrams $7.50.

M..

10 DAYS'

FREE

£

hv'
iLA4{

TRIAL

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. Dept. FL -6.1
327 W. 41st St.. N. Y. 36.
Send me book(s) checked below for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will remit for
book(s) I keep, plus few cents for delivery costa,
and return unwanted book(s) postpaid. (We pay
delivery costs if you remit with this coupon-same
return privilege.)
D Markus & Zeluff-Indust. Elect. Control Clre.$0.75

Markus

RICHARD ZENDT

&

Zeluff-Indust. Elect. Ciro.-$7.50

(PRINT)

PERSONNEL MANAGER

Name

LANSDALE TUBE COMPANY

Address

DIVISION OF PHILCO CORPORATION

City

LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA

Zone

Position
For price and terms outside U.S
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
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INSTRUMENT CORPORRTION

REAC® FIELD SERVICE
ENGINE ERS
GRADUATES OR EQUIVALENT EXPERIENCE
Electronic Technicians or Engineers, preferably
with some experience in analog computers, military or commercial, who have a real interest in
Field Service, including the 'ravel aspects, are
needed for Computer Field Service.
Here is an opportunity to join an expanding organization with an exceptional reputation in the
Electronic Field.

The REAC (Reeves Electronic Analog Computer) is

the foremost general purpose computer widely
used by industry and military installations.
Free Hospitalization and Surgical benefits for you

and your dependents.

Excellent starting salary-opportunity to advance.
No Overseas travel required.

Interviews can be arranged Daily until 6
Telephone or write Mr. Tom Waters

P.

M.

REEVES INSTRUMENT CORP.
Subsidiary of Dynamics Corp. of America
N. Y., Pioneer 6-8100
East Gate Boulevard, Roosevelt Field, Garden City, L. I.,

GOODYEAR ATOMIC

ENGINEERS

CORPORATION

for
GUIDANCE

ENGINEERS and PHYSICISTS

and
NAVIGATION

M.S. - Ph.D.
Several engineers and physicists with extensive background in the fundamentals of
analytical and laboratory research and
development ore needed for activities
involving:

SYSTEMS

Computers, automatic controls,
electromechanical designs.
Electronic circuit design and
analysis.
Development and application of
transistor circuitry.
Servomechanism and control
system analyses.
Instrument design-electronic and
pneumatic.
development.
spectrometer
Mass

a level of enjoyment reached
in the

professional life of engineers

participating

in

Sanders'

forward -thinking environment.

indicating
comprehensive resume
qualifications, minimum salary requirement and availability for interview. All replies held in strict confidence.
Send

Please address inquiries to D. H. Johnson

SANDERS ASSOCIATES,

EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT B

NASHUA

GOODYEAR ATOMIC CORPORATION

BOX

628, PORTSMOUTH,

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

OHIO

i
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For your immediate use

The MASTER reference in

the 6 most vital assets

television technology

to insure your

to speed your work
answer your questions
help you get better results

EXECUTIVE
SUCCESS

Edited by DON FINK

UCCESSFUL executives will tell

The six books comprising this Library
have been selected
by successful executives as the ones
most useful in de-

you this simple
fact:
certain key
abilities

practically

allow a man to write
his own paycheck.
And one doesn't have
to be born with these
proven executive

veloping

the

TELEVISION ENGINEERING HANDBOOK

six

qualities of executive success.

qualities-they can be

Prepared by a staff

self -developed to a degree you may never have
thought possible-easily, and Without long
years of study. You can help yourself acquire
them with this specially selected Library
of
practical executive technques.

of 33 Specialists

Helps you develop these

1483 pages, 6 x 9

success

qualities:

6

Handling People

Yourself

Managing
Speaking Forcefully

Writing Cleary

ing Efficiently
ing Straight

Work

Think-

-

Hundreds of charts,
circuits, tables, and
illustrations

$18.00
Full 10 days' examination
before you decide to purchase. See coupon.

THE

LIBRARY of
Library
contains
these books:
Managing Yourself by Wright
The Tech-

nique of Getting Things Done
by the Lairds ...
How to Develop
Your Thinking
Ability by Keyes
The Tech-

nique of Clear
Writing by Gunning
How
to Talk Well by
Bender
and

...

TheTechnique of

HandlingPeople
by the Lairds

Look to this handbook for quick help on the countless questions arising in your daily work-on television
standards for scanning, modulation, synchronizationon band and channel designations-on camera and
picture tubes-on circuit functions and design-on
transmission lines and radiators-and many other
topics, covered in the 20 big, authoritative sections of
this new working tool.

CONTROL CIRCUITS

HANDBOOK OF
SEMICONDUCTOR
ELECTRONICS

HANDBOOK OF

P.

6 volumes

1633 pages
$20.00 payable $4.00
in 10 days, then $4.00 a
month

-

You'll find here the best thinking

on a variety of important execu-

tive techniques
. like getting
the best out of your associates,
Putting your thoughts down clearly
and forcefully on paper, speaking
with authority in front of people,
thinking a job through logically,
and getting it done most efficiently. All in all, you have a storehouse of information on doing best
every job the successful executive
must know how to handle.

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC
CONTROL CIRCUITS

HUNTER

Senior Physicist, International Business
Machines Corporation, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
604 pages, 6 x 9, 484 illustrations, $12.00
This book gives you a rounded view of
semiconductor devices-all the help you
need to prepare for practical circuit design
and engineering of applications utilizing
transistors, diodes, or photocells. Emphasis is on actual circuit design. The
extensive section on this subject covers
the use of semiconductor devices in bandpass and video amplifiers, computers,
measuring instruments, industrial control
equipment, oscillators, etc. In addition,
theory of semiconductor devices, important aspects of how they are made, and
background of analysis and measurement
is given, to provide engineers with an
intensive one -volume treatment of this
growing new field.

TECHNIQUES

SAVE $4.00. Bought one at a time, the total
price of these books would be $24.00. Under
this special offer, the complete Library is available for only $20.00-a cash saving of $4.00.
And you also have the privilege of paying for
the books on easy terms, while you use them.

is made easier and faster with
the help of this comprehensive guidebook. It covers the entire field of television technology, including
not only the basic fundamentals, but practical design
data for transmitters, receivers, and networks. Monochrome and color television are treated in equal detail,
and there is coverage of the related topics of vision,
photometry, illumination, optics, and colorimetry.

TRANSISTORS

Edited by LLOYD

PRACTICAL
EXECUTIVE

All your design work

By

JOHN MARKUS and VIN

ZELUFF

Electronic
352 pages, 84 x 11, illustrated, $8.75
Here are the circuits you need for sorting, timing, measuring, and counting;
for sweep control, triggering, temperature
and motor control, and hundreds of other
industrial uses-each with concise description, performance characteristics, component values, and practical applications.
Save hours of search and preliminary work
to find basic circuit ideas for particular
applications-consult this big, handy collection of tested circuits-selected from
recent issues of Electronics and classified
and indexed for quick use.

10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION
'

JUST MAIL THIS COUPON

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
E Send me the Library of Practical ExDept. FL -4
ecutive Techniques for 10 days' examina327 West 41st St., New York 36, N. Y.
tion on approval. In 10 days I will send
Send me book(s) checked below for 10
days' examination on approval. In 10 days
(check one)
$20.00 in full payment, or
I will remit for book(s) I keep, plus few
$4.00 and' $4.00 monthly until the full
cents for delivery costs, and return unwanted book(s) postpaid. (We pay deprice is paid. Otherwise I will return
livery costs if you remit with this coupon;
sanie return privilege.)
books postpaid.
Fink-Television Engineering Handbook, $15.00
E Hunter-Handbook of Semiconductor Electronics, $12.00
Markus & Zeluff-Handbook of Industrial Electronic Control Circuits, $8.75
For prices and terms outside U. S., write McGraw-Hill Intl., N. Y. C.
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ELECTRONICS

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

RCA

Opportunities
in Design and
Engineering for

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
has immediate openings

for

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
DESIGN

PHYSICISTS

ENGINEERS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

ELECTRICAL

In Design and Development and Manu-

ENGINEERS

facturing of Superpower, Pick-up Photo,
Storage, and Receiving Tubes.

or SYSTEMS

PROJECT

Live and work in beautiful Lancaster
County with its suburban atmosphere, excellent schools and transportation. Interview and relocation

ENGINEERS

ELECTRONIC

expenses paid. Liberal employe

benefits for you and your family.
Modern and complete laboratory
and manufacturing facilities.

ENGINEERS

Kollsman's expansion in the airborne equipment field has created
openings for additional engineers
and electrochemical designers, and
offers unusual scope to alert, capable and enthusiastic professional
men. For engineers, a degree in
Mechanical Engineering, Electronic
Engineering or Physics is necessary, plus experience or a strong
interest in airborne instrumentation
or allied fields.
The congeniality at Kollsman, plus
the modern facilities and top professional men provide an atmosphere conducive to creative effort
and achievement. Here are designed America's finest aircraft in-

struments.
Please submit resume to
T. A. DeLuca.
Confidential interviews arranged.

FIELD

ARRANGE CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW

ENGINEERS

Please wire or write:
Mr. J. S. Aitkens
Technical Employment, Dept. G-12
Radio Corporation of America
New Holland Pike
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

F

ko I I s m a n

RADIO CORPORATION
j
of AMERICA

ENGINEERS

Find out
the

full scope
of
opportunities
in
Electronics

at
ELECTRONICS

- June

1,

8009 45th

AVENUE, EamoURST, NEW YORK

Practically any professional interest an
electronics engineer may have will find a
creative outlet at General Electric's Electronics Park, as you will see by the fields
in the coupon on the right. But no mere
listing can give you a complete picture of
the scope of work at our operation here.
Electronics Park is a birthplace of new
concepts and ideas in electronics. Engineers here are continually working on new
problems ... creating new components, systems, equipment ... from which whole new
product lines are developed. And as new
lines are created, new independent G -E
departments are formed. The nucleus of
such new departments are often drawn
from the development staff at Electronics
Park ... and the engineer may either follow his "brain -child" or begin anew on the
spark of another idea.
Why not check your special professional
interest on the coupon and send it to us
at Electronics Park. A bachelor's or advanced degree in Electrical or Mechanical Engineering or Physics, and/or experience in electronics is necessary to qualify
for current openings here.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

_,

Sid

SUBSIDIARY 0F

COIL PRODUCTS CS.

int.

TO GENERAL ELECTRIC
Electronics Park
Syracuse, N. Y.
ATT.: Technical Personnel Dept.
I

AM INTERESTED IN

... Advanced
...

Development
Design
Field Service

...Technical Writing
Sales

IN THE FIELD

OF...

...Military

Radio & Radar
.. Multiplex Microwave
... Mobile Communications

...Semiconductors
...Electronic Components
...Computers
...Tubes
...Television Receivers
Industrial Tel..'.i;io1

...Antennae
FROM:
NAME
1,DDRE ,S

DEGREE
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CLASSIFIED

SEARCHLIGHT S

ADVERTISING

EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
UNDISPLAYED RATE

DISPLAYED RATE

advertising rate is $21.75 per inch for all advertising appearing on
other than a contract basis. Contract rates quoted on request.
AN ADVERTISING INCH is measured 7/8 inch vertically on one column, 3
BOX NUMBERS count as one line additional in undisplayed ads.
columns -30 inches
a page.
DISCOUNT of 10% if full payment is made in advance for four consecutive
EQUIPMENT WANTED or FOR SALE ADVERTISEMENTS acceptable only In
insertions of undisplayed ads (not including proposals.)
Displayed Style.
Send NEW ADS or inquiries to Classified Adv. Div. of Electronics P. O. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y., for July 1st issue closing May 31st.
The publisher cannot accept advertising in the Searchlight Section, which lists the names of the manufacturers of resistors, capacitors, rheostats, and potentiometers or other names designed to describe such products
$2.40 a line, minimum 3 lines. To figure advance payment count
words as a line.

The

average

5

-to

.,III11111111111I11111111h1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111N1111111111111111Illli_.

CONSISTENTLY HIGH QUALITY

COMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRON TUBES

& TEST EQUIPMENT

AT SENSIBLE PRICES!
SPECIALISTS IN JAN, W.E., SUBMINIATURE, 5000/6000 SERIES AND RECEIVING TYPES

GUARANTEED

UNUSED

1AD4
1824
1B24A
1832
1835
1840
1B63A

Ist QUALITY

BOXED

$1.24 3C24/24G
1.70
5.50 3C45.
7.00
15.00 3E29
8.50
2.00 3J30
25.00
3.35 3K20000LK. . Write
2.00 4-65A (Surp) 15.00
19.00 4-125A
30.25
1 N21
.22 4-250A
35.00
1N23B
.90 4B24/EL3C
4.50
1N34
.45 4C35
13.50
1N65
.85 4J21
75.00
1N70
1.50 4J36
70.00
1P23
1.75 4J37
70.00
1P37
3.50 4PR60A
30.00
1P41
2.50 4X150A (surp)19.00
1 Z2
1.50 4X500A (surp)75.00
CE2C
2.00 4X500F
45.00
CL -2
10.00 5BP4
3.95
2C39A
11.00 EL5B/4822
5.50
2C43
8.00 5C22
27.00
2C51/396A
2.25 SCPIA
7.00
2C53
9.75 5D21
6.25
2D21 W/5727
.95 5D23/RK65
7.50
2E24
2.35 5JP2
5.00
2E25
2.75 5JP5
6.00
2E26
3.20 5J30/Z666
5.00
2E35
1.95 5R4WGY
3.00
2J21A
4.00 5Y3WGT
1.50
2J22
4.00 6AK5W
1.40
2J37
10.00 6BA6W/5749 1.25
2J54
25.00 6BM6
30.00
2K25
13.50 6C4W
4.00
2K30/410R
90.00 C6L/5528
5.00
2K45
35.00 6C21/450TL . 13.50
2V3G
.80 6SN7 WGT. . .
1.75
3824
1.50 8D21
175.00
3824WA
10.50 12AT7WA/
31325
5.00
6201
3.00
3826
3.95 15E
1.20
3828
4.00 FG-27A
10.00
3B29
4.75 FG-32
4.35
3C23
3.95 35TG (surp)
2.00

V C50/32 (cap.)8.00

OK60

. .

3.25

404A/5847...12.50

20.00
21.50

OK61

WRITE FOR

4038/5591 .
408A

2.20

RK65/5D23 .. 7.50 412A
3.50
FG -81A
3.25 4168
39.00
100TH (surp). 5.00 417A/5842...12.00

421A/5998...

100TL(surp)..11.69
FG -105

11.00
F -123A
3.95
F -128A
10.00
VXR-130
1.50
FG -166
13.50
FG -172
17.50
QK-181
12.50
OK -185
90.00
OK -202
195.00
2498
3.50
HK253
5.00
HK-257B/4E27 7.50

4.95.

GL434A
UE578
KU610

5.00
7.00
3.50
Z666/5J30... 5.00
GL -673
12.50
726A
5.00
726B
14.00
726C
13.00
750TL surp).. 32.50
800
.90
805
4.00
807W/5933... 1.75
262A
6.00 809
2.50
FG -271/5551.37.50 814
2.50
287A
2.20 826
.60
304TL
10.50 829B
8.50
307A
.60 832A
6.75
311A
5.50 833A
36.00
313C
2.70 837
1.25
313CC
1.70 8698
22.00
313CD
4.00 872-A
1.00
WE315A(575A)15.00 872-A (GE)
2.75
QK319
100.00 902P1
2.50
328A
3.50 918
1.10
338A
3.75 927
1.00
3508
2.00 954
.40
354A
2.50 958/958A...-. .35
355A
11.00 CK1007
.45
371B/VT166.. .75 CK1026
2.35
375A
10.00 R113013
11.50
393A
4.50 R161 (5C22)..35.00
396A/2C51
2.25 HY-1269
3.35
401A/5590... 2.75 1622
1.75
.25
403A /OAKS
1626
(WE)

1.20

1629

.15

Top quality ceommautn

eans,d

COMPLETE

..

Here are a few leaders ,
.
APR -4 -Laboratory receiver w/TN-

LIST

1635
1.60
1654
2.25
1850A (U-1)..39.50

10, 17 & 18

ARC -1 & ARC-27-Transmitter-reccivere
ARV -6 & 14-Radio compass reedy -

1850A (N-1)
RCA
5517

150.00
1.35
5.00

5528/C6L

erg

ART -13-100 W Transmitter Airborne or ground w/or W/O LFO

5559/FG57...10.00
5636A

2.95
5638/SD828A 3.00
5639
8.50
5642
1.00
5721
140.00
5726/6AL5W
.75
WL5736
110.00
5744
1.25

BC-375-IInased surplus, original
packing, transmitters and tuning
unite

1 -208

5787WA
5802
5812
5814
5819
5829
5840A
5876
5879

1.00
1.00
25.00
1.00
5.50
8.00
1.40
5998/421A... 4.95
6096
1.40
6100/6C4WA. 2.00
6130/3C45... 6.00
6187
4.00
6211
1.40
6264
10.00

8008/872A...

3.25
1.00

Signal Generator
Vehicular push-button

cy coverage 20-450 Mc. Accuracy
.01.

TS-155A/IIP-Signal Generators
Band

S

Prices on request only
Immediate Dellvery

We buy clean communications

and

test equipment unmodified.

Top prices.

6278,/C5F14..15.00
GL6283
90.00
6292
(Dumont).. 30.00
1.30

-

transmitter -receiver
TS-147D/IIP-X band test equipment
TS -323/1312-Frequency meters w/
crystal calibration book. Frequen-

6.50
4.50

6485
8005

-FM

SCR -50S

.

8020

teat

cawt iponsc

MONTGOMERY EQUIPMENT CO.
14315 Bessemer St.
Van Nuys, California

5.95

Telephone: STate 6-4657
Telegraph Station YHV
Cable Address MONTEQUIP

me-

AX9903/5894 17.50

AND MANY OTHERS. OVER 1500 TYPES IN STOCK!
"ullllllllllllllIlllllll

TUBE CARTONS

STACKERS

Super gloss red & black, or plain glossy white. Both typos with new safety partition
S. government specifications!
Specify white or colored when ordering.
FOR TUBE TYPE

Miniature red & black
6AÚ6, 6AL5, etc.
Miniature glossy white
GT red & black 1 ; r l tjj' x 3W
6SN7GT, 6W4GT, etc.
GT glossy white
Large GT red & black 13§rzl 3$x4 W
IB3, 6BQ6GT, etc.
Large GT white
G red & black 2' n 210'
51.14G, 6BG6G, etc.
G white
Small Jumbo, white 3' a3" s 7W
809, R66Á, etc.
Large Jumbo, white 4' a 4' z 30'
813, 872A, etc.
Minietackere, white (hold. 10 mintuhee)
GT stackers. white (holds 10 GT tubes)

Quantity
per case

(Under and Postgraduate)
E. E. Option Electronics

3000
3000
2000
2000
1500
15110

1000
10110

550
300

loto
1000

Carton

Lot

Lead sheaths for crystal diodes

PRICES

Per

Per

case

100

$27 00

$1.00

27.00
22.50
22.50
20.25
20.25
18.00
18.00
41.25
27.00
13.50
18.00
Per

Carton
12.90

144

NYC

Fax,

Tent:
NYI.3731-U

WAlker 5-7000

-

PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

5719.6 Santa Monica Blvd.

7.50

Anything you want

10.00

1.50
2 00

Each

.10

24 Hour Phone Service

BARRY

Earned Through HOME STUDY
RESIDENCE CLASSES ALSO AVAILABLE

1.00
1.25
1.25
1.50
1.50
2.00
2.00

TERMS: 25% Deposit with Order, Balance C.O.D.-or Send Full Remittance with Order. Well Rated (D&B)
Firms, Net 10.
All Items Subject to Stock Depletion and Price Variation Without Prior Notice. All
Merchandise Fully Guaranteed for Cost of Merchandise Only. Minimum Order $10.00.
Cable:
ryleot,
Ba
NY
Telegrama:

1h11111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111''1'

ENGINEERING DEGREES

that meets U.

SIZE

l

ELECTRONICS CORP.
512 IROADWAY N.Y. 12, N.Y.
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IF THERE IS

that other readers of this paper can
supply

OR

-

Something you

don't want
that other

readers

can

use,

adver-

tise it in the

Searchlight Section
June
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- ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

SIMPLE DIFFERENTIAL

ELECTRONIC
WAR

TERMINATION

COMPLETE

LINE

SALES

ON OUR

INFORMATION
SURPLUS ELECTRDNIC
ALL PRICES NET F.O.B.

FOR

WRITE OR WIRE

OF

COMPONENTS.

2176-E East Colorado St.
Pasadena 8, California
Ryan 1.7393

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

10042.1-A Bendix

Input 14 volts;
output: 115 volts;
DC

$35.00
400 cycles. 1 -phase; 50 watt
12116-2-A Bendix
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cyc; single phase; 45
$35.00
amp. Input: 24 VDC, 5 amps.
1217 Bendix
Output: 26 volts; 400 cycles, 6 volt amperes,
1 phase.
Input: 24 VDC; 1 amp.
$15.00
12121 Bendix
Input: 24 volt D.C. 18 amp. 12000 r.p.m.
Output: 115 volts, 400 cycle, 3 -phase, 250
volt amp, 7 pf.
$49.50
12123 Bendix
Output: 115 V; 3 phase; 400 cycle; amps.
$49.50
.5; Input: 24 VDC; 12 amp.
12126-2-A Bendix
10
400
cycle;
Output: 26 volts; 3 phase;
VA; 6 PF. Input: 27.5 volts DC; 1.25 amps.
$24.50
12130-3-B Bendix
Output: 125.5 VAC; 1.5 amps. 400 cycles
single phase, 141 VA. Input: 20-30 VDC.
18-12 amps. Voltage and frequency regu$49.50
lated.
12137 Bendix
Output 250 VA, 115 volts, 3 phase, 400
cycle, 1.25 amp., 0.8 pf. Input 27.5 volt
$59.50
DC, 20 amp.
12142-1-A Bendix
400
cycle,
250
volts,
3
phase,
115
Output:
VA. Input: 27.5 VDC, 22 amps. Voltage
$99.50
and frequency regulated.
12147-1 Pioneer
Output: 115 VAC 400 cycles; single phase.
Input: 24-30 VDC; 8 amps.
Price $39.50 each
778 Bendix
Output: 115 volt 400 cycle; 190 VA; single
cycle, 60 VA,single
volt,
phase and
$37.50
phase. Input: 24 VDC.
10285 Leland
Output: 115 volts AC; 750 VA, 3 phase, 400
cycle, .90 pf and 26 volts. 50 VA single
phase, 400 cycle, .40 pf. Input: 27.5 VDC
60 amps. cont. duty, 6000 rpm. Voltage and
$59.50
frequency regulated.
10339 Leland
Output: 115 volts; 190 VA; single phase;
400 cycle, .90 pf and 26 volts; 60 VA; 400
cycle, .40 pf. Input: 27.5 volts DC, 18
amps. cont. duty, voltage and freq. regu$49.50
lated.
10486 Leland
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycles; 3 -phase; 175
VA; .80 pf. Input: 27.5 DC; 12.5 amps.;
$70.04
cont. duty.
10563 Leland
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycle; 3 -phase; 115
VA; 75 pf. Input: 28.5 VAC; 12 amps.
$35.00
PE109 Leland
Output: 115 VAC, 400 cyc.; single phase,
1.53 amp.; 8000 rpm. Input: 13.5 VDC; 29
$50.00
amp.
PE218 Leland
Output: 115

VAC; single phase pf. 90;
380/500 cycle; 1500 VA. Input: 25-28 VDC;
92 amps.; 8000 rpms.; Exc. Volts 27.5.

$30.00

BRAND NEW

MG149F Holtzer-Cabot
Output: 26 VAC @ 250 VA; 115 V. @ 500
VA; single phase; 400 cycle. Input: 24 VDC
$40.00
@ 36 amps.

MG153 Holtzer-Cabot
Input: 24 VDC; 52 amps. Output: 115 volts
-400 cycles, 3-phase, 750 VA. Voltage and
$95.00
frequency regulated.
DMF2506M Continental Electric
24-30 volts input; 5.5-45 amps.; cont. duty.
Output: 115 volts; .44 amps.; 400 cyc.;
$39.50
phase; pf. 1.0; 50 watts
AN 3499 E1cor, Class "A"
Input: 27.5 volts at 9.2 amps. AC. Output:
115 volts 400 cycles; 3 phase 100 voltamp;
Price $39.50 each
continuous duty.
1

- June

$3.95 ea.
Stock No. 106

DIFFERENTIAL

VORIABLE SPEED BALL
DISC INTEGRATORS

INVERTERS

ELECTRONICS

1:1 reverse ratio, 60
teeth on large gear;
Size: 3"
1/4" shaft.
long with 1-15/16"
dia.

C&H
CO.

INVENTORIES

1,

Forward & Reverse 4-0-4. Input shaft 5/16" dia. x 3/4"
lorg. Output shaft 15/64"
die. x 9/16" long. Control
shaft 11/64" dia. x 11/16"
lorg. Cast aluminum consfrtction approx. size 41/2" x

412" x 4".

2-11/16" long
1-11/16" dia. 1-1 re-

Size

verse ratio. 1/4" shaft
on each end; one shaft
25/32" long, one shaft

long.

15/32"

No. 146
$17.50 ea.

Input

gear
output
53
dia.
1-23/32"

and

teeth.

$3.50 ea.
-ward & Reverse 21/4-0-21/4.
Input shaft spline gear 12
teeth 9/32" dia. 3/e" long.
Output shaft 15/64" dia. x
15132" long. Control shaft
11/32" x 3/e" long. Cast alumioum construction. Approx.
size 3" x 3" x 23/4".
Fo

No. 145
$17.50 ea.

',All Shafts on Both Ball Bearing Supported)

SELSYNS-

SIMPLE
DIFFERENTIAL
reverse ratio; 48
to
teeth on input and output gear, 1-1/32 inch diameter.
Total outside diameter 1-25/32
inches. Shaft size is 1/4 inch.
One shaft is 9/16" long; other
$5.00
Stork No. 151 shaft is 3/16" long.
1

SYNCHROS
12T Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
1)G Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
1= Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 60 cy.

13 Gen. 115V 60 cy.
15F Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 400 cy.
2J1Fl Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1F3 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1FA1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2J G1 57.5/57.5V 400 cy.
211H1 Diff. Gen. 57 5V 400 cy.
215D1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
215F1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
215H1 Gen. 115/105V 60 cy.
1

3800 CYCLE INVERTER
$37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
12.50
7.50
10.00
7.50
5.00
7.50
17.50
17.50
17.50
17.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
42.50
12.50
25.00
34.50
42.50

2115M1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
5-T Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
5) Diff. Mtr. 90/90V 60 cy.
5)DG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
5= Syn. Mtr. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
53 Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
5-ICT Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
530G Diff. Gen. 90/90V 400 cy.
6)G Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
63 Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
73 Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
RI10-2A Kearfott Cont. Mtr.
115V 400 cy.
R200 -A Kearfott Cont. Trans.
26/11.8V 400 cy.
R210 -1-A Kearfott Trans.
26/11 8V 400 cy.
R220 -T-A Kearfott Receiver
26/11.8V 400 cy.
R235 -1A Kearfott Resolver
26/11 8V 400 cy.
C56701 Type 11-4 Rep. 115V 60 cy.
G69405-2 Type 1-1 Transm.
115V 60 cy.
C69406 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C69406-1 Type 11-2 Rep. 115V 60 cy.
C'6166 Volt. Rec. 115V 60 cy.
C'8248 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C'8249 Syn. Diff. 115V 60 cy.
C'8863 Repeater 115V 60 cy.
C'9331 Transm. Type 1-4 115V 60 cy.
831 Bendix Autosyn Mtr. 22V 60 cy.
403 Kollsman Autosyn. Mtr. 32V 60 cy.
F'E-25-11 Diehl Servo Mfr.
75/115V 60 cy.
PE -43-1 Resolver 400 cy.
F.E-43-9 Resolver 115V 400 cy.

999-0411 Kollsman 26V 400 cy.
13770410 Kollsman 26V 400 cy.
1615B-0410 Kollsman 26V 400 cy.
10047-2A Bendix 26V 400 cy.
2900 Transicoil 115V 400 cy.
1iCX4a Synchro Transmitter MK
22 MOD

1

1

Mfgd. by Eclipse -Pioneer #12144-1-A. Input:
24-30 volts DC, 10 amps AC. Output: 115 volts,
.95 amps, 3800 cycle single phase. Approx.
Priced at $39.95
weight 21/2 lbs.

VARIABLE AUTO TRANSFORMER
380-1600 CYCLE
Input: 115 volts, singe phase. Output: 0-130
volts, at 500 volt amps. Adjusting knob for easy
voltage variation. Completely housed in metal
case with ventilating louvres. With four -prong
amphenol connector.
H.

Dim; 41/2

X

51/2 X

21/4"
$10.00

SMALL DC
MOTORS

17.50
15.00

20.00

20.00
22.50
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
12.50

7.50
20.00
7.50
7.50
19.50

25.00
19.50
10.00
20.00
12.50
15.00

15.00 ea.

(approx. size overall 31á" x 11/4" dia.:)
5067126 Delco PM, 27 VDC, 125 RPM,
$15.00 ea.
Governor Controlled
12.50
5069600 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 250 rpm
15.00
VDC
145
rpm
PM
27.5
5069230 Delco
5068750 Delco 27.5 VDC 160 rpm w. brake 6.50
rpm
10,000
5068571 Delco PM 27.5 VDC
(1x1x2")
5.00
5069625 Delco 27.5 VCC
15.00
120 rpm w/governor
5069790 Delco PM, 27 VDC, 100 RPM,
15.00 ea.
Governor Controlled
10.00
5BAIOA118 GE 24 VDC 110 rpm
5BAIOAJ37 GE 27 VDC 250 rpm reversible 10.00
12.50
5BA10AJ52 27 VDC 145 rpm reversible
15.00
5BAIOA150, G.E., 12 VDC, 140 R.P.M.,
PM Planetary Gear Reduced
206-1001
Motor with Magnetic Brake. Mfgd. by
Air Equipment 26 volts 600 ma 145
17.50
rpm
5BA10FJ33, G.E., 12 VDC, 56 R.P.M.,
15.00
reversible
806069 Oster series reversible 1/50 h.p.
5.00
31/2"
15"
x
VCC
rpm.
27.5
10,000
1/100 h.p. 7,000 rpm 3.00
C -28P -1A 27 VDC
7.50
VDC
rpm
160
24
Hansen
7100 -B -PM
SSFD-6-1 Diehl PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm 4.00
rpm
5,000
Hansen
by
mfgd.
motor
6 -volt PM
4.00
11/4" in dia., 2" long overall

389
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TUBES
* *
*
*
1108 Venice Boulevard

0A2

OA2WA

0A5
0B2

OB2WA
0C3 VR105.

003

ELC1B
C1K B
1AD4
1622
1623
1624
1624A
1625
1B26
1B27

1629
1632
1635
1836
1640
1642
1B44

1645
1B47
18351

1658
1662
11363A

1N21B
1N23B
1N23BM
1125
1N26

.

.

6.00
1.75
8.75
.60
8.00
.40

11463

1.40

1N69
1P21
1P22
1P24
1P25
1P28
1P30

.40
30.00
5.00
1.50
45.00
7.50
1.35
40.00
.75
2.50
2.00

'

1W5

122
2AP1
2A515
26P1
2622
2624
2C33
2C
2C36/846B
2C39A
2C40
2C42
2C43
2C46
2C50
2C51
2C52
2C53
2E22
2E24
2E25
3E26
2E27
2E32

2H21
2122
2131
2132
2134
2136
2139
2148
2149
2150
2151
2154
2156
2161

2J61A

2162
2162A
21(22
21(23
21(25
21(26

2K50
2K54

20(56

2X2A
VR3B

4.75

.

3AP1

3622

31324

3B24W....
3624WA
3826
3629
3C22
3C23
3C24
3C31

3C33
3C45

30P1-52
3DP11A
3021A
3E29
3FP7A
3JP1
3130

3K22
3K23
3K30
4-65A

.40

iQ22

2021W
2029

20(48

.80
2.50
2.00
3.50

1N28
1N31
1N32
1N38A
1N42
1N46
1N52

I

2K42
2K43
2K44
2K45
2K46
2K47

.50

1.00
7.50
.90
1.10
1.00
6.00
12.50
1.25
1.25
10.00
2.50
1.00
3.35
3.75
2.00
12.00
15.00
22.50
4.00
6.75
60.00
4.00
16.50
1.00

4-125A
4A1
41323

4626
4632

,

4C27
4C28
4E27
4J22
4J26
4J27
4128
4129
4J30
4J32
4134
4J42
4150
4152

3.25
1.90
.80
.75
2.0
25.00
10.00 4J63
6.75 4164
8.00 4PR60A
7.75 4X1505
5.00 4X1500
6.00 4X250M
3.00 5ABP1
2.75 5ADP1
9.75 C5B
1.00 5BP2A
.80 5CP1
2.25 5C PIA
2.25 5CP7
3.75 5CP7A
3.25 5CP11A
.60 5C22
1.00 51P1
1.50 5JP1A
49.50
5JP2
4.25 5J P4
12.25
5JP5
9.50 51P11A

10.00
29.50
25.00
25.00
32.50
32.50
150.00
25.00
40.00
12.50
40.00
5.00

530.00 6AS7G
100.00 6AU6WA
50.00 6BF7W
85.00 6BL6
100.00 6C21
.100.00 604
110.00 6F4
110.00 6J4
110.00 6J4WA
30.00 6JSWGT
175.00 616W
75.00 16 0(4
50.00 6L6WGA
125.00 6L6WGB
5.00 6L6Y
50.00 6SK7W
.85 65L7W
25.00 6SU7GTY
1.25 6V6GTY
1.45 6X4W
1.00
... 4.50 6X4WA
6X5W
8.09 6X5WGT
2.75 7UP7
5.50
7YP2
57.50 SRC -12
3.50 12A Y7
2.00 12DP7
1.00 12GP7
6.00 125P7B
5.00 X-13. ..
5.00
BL -15
6.00 BL -16
3.00 FG17
8.00 PJ22
2.50 HK24
7.50 26A7GT
25.00 26E6WG
.150.00 RK -28A
150.00 2307W
100.00 RK290
14.50 VR33
19.50 D-42
2.00 RK47
4.00 V-50
7.50 V-50XR
8.00 HK-54
7.25 FG -57
19.75 QK-57
7.00
QK-59
35.00
QK-60........
45.00 RK -60/1641...
50.00 QK61
50.00 RK -61
50.00 QK-62
50.00 HY-65
45.00 RK -65/5023...
25.00 FG -67
25.00 ii y_69
90.00 RKR-72
50.00 RKR-73
40.00

40.00
30.00
18.00
20.00
35.00
20.00
20.00
1.00
2.95
1.95
7.50
6.00
8.00
9.50
20.00
8.00
22.50
5.00
3.50
6.50

7.50
2.95
2.00
1.25
4.00
2.50

5MP1
SN P1

5R4GY
5R4WGA
5R4WGY
55P1

45.00

5Y3WGT

45.00
1.40
3.75

5SP7

5Y3WGTA....
5ZP16
6AC7A

60.00

.80

64C7W
40.00 6AKSW
13.50 6AN5
12.50 6AN5WA
10.00
35.00

OARS

.

.

.

.

.

. . . .

6AS6Wi5725...

.80
1.00
2.25
5.00
1.35
2.70

FG -95
ML -100

52.50
2.00
2.50
24.50
.15.00
1.75
2.25
1.75
2.00
3.50
.85
2.00
3.50
3.00
2.00
.85
1.25
2.25
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.25
20.00
75.00
150.00
1.70
15.00
15.00
25.00
150.00

FG -105
F -123A
F -128A
FG -154

VT158
FG-166
FG-172
QK172
QK-181
HF -200
WL -200
QK202

207

75.00

2.50
6.00

RX233A
QK-243
0K249
WE245A
249B
249C
250-R

250TH

250 -TL

WE -251A
WE -252A
Q K253

WE -254A

.40
15.00
4.00
150.00
.75
40.00
150.00
6.45
2.50
2.50
4.50

21.00
12.00
45.00
7.50
150.00
2.25

8. 50

583

2.00
3.50
7.50
7.50
20.00
15.00
20.00

KU -610
KU -627
KU -628
WL -652
H K-654
GL -672

WE -701A
WE -703A
W E -704A
WE -705A

706AY-GY.

1.50
1.25

.60
.75
10.00
2.00
.75
1.50
7.50
1.75
2.50
10.00
.50
35.00
.50
7.00
.75

.

707B

WE -708A
WE -709A
714A
715A
715B
715C
717A

3.50
3.75 720AY-EY
1.50 721A
10.00 721B
100.00 1722A

QUAL GUN

891
891R

5125.00

892R

175.00
3.00
1.50
1.50

905
917
919
927
935

958A

.35

1.15

991

CK-1005

CK-1006
C K-1007
K1253P7.
H Y1269

_

.

1614
1620
1622

50 mmfd. 32
75 mmfd. 20
100 mmfd. 20

KV...

1623
1624
1625
1626
1631
1636
1641
1850A
1945
2050
2051

Also Other Values

WE-336A
WE-337A
WE-338A
WE-348A
WE -349A
WE -350A
WE -350B......

5551 "FG 271.
5553 FG258A
5559 FG57
5560
5561
586
5588
5606
5611

.

354C

WE -355A
WE -356B
WE -359A
368AS
385A

WE -388A

WE -393A

WE -394A
WE -396A
FP -400

WE -403A

WE4036/5591..

4.75
4.00
4.50
5.00
2.50
2.00
5.00
9.95
3.50
1.25
1.00

26C

30A

50TL
03
04
05

07

07W
09

Q

11
12A
13

1.20
3.50

2.50
3.00
20.00

14
15
28
29

1.50

2.50

29B
306
32A
33A

WE404A/5847.. 15.00

WE-407A

WE -408A
WE -412A
GL -414
WE -416B
417A

WE -417A
WE -418A
WE -421A
WE -422A
WE -423A

WE -428A......
GL -434A

WE -438A

4468

2.75

2.00
3.75
63.00
27.50

34
36
37
38

2.50

12.50
15.00
4.75
10.00
5.75

845
849
851
852
858
861
865

40.00

5.00

40.00

WL -456
64A59

1.00
59.50
250.00

X-4810

50.00

7.00
2.50
4.50
10.00
15.00
7.50
32.00
2.00
7.50
3.50
1.10
1.75
2.00
2.90
3.50
8.50
1.25
1.50
8.00

872A
884

GL -889
GL -889A
889RA

5.00

8.00
.50
5.00
33.00
5.00

1.25
1.25
.70
2.75
17.50
6.50
4.00
130.00
15.00
.90
1.20
.95
35.00
50.00
100.00

5840

5840A

60.00
6.75

5842/417A

5853
79

58

5899
5902
5902A

65.00

5915
5916
5932

5.00
25.00
25.00
75.00
8.00
15.00
29.50

5.50

6.50
4.75

5902*(CLi
5g04

S948/1754

ggg7

9.50
5992
9.00
5993 TE -10
9.00
6005 6AQ5W..
1.70
6019
300.00
6021
3.00
6021-A
4.50
6029/408A
2.00

6037/QK243... 49.00
6044
6046
C K-6050
6073
6080

6088

57.50

6096
8097
609g

1.35

135
2.75
4.50
300.00
1.20
35.00

5663
5665

5667

125.00

1.00

5670

5670WA

1'.55'

5672
5676
5683
5686
5687

.85
1.T5
2.30

5687WA

4.25

5693

4.00

57025702

1.50

4.90
4.00
1.255

5703WA
5703WA
5704
5718

1.75
2.00

12521:007005

5719A
RK -5721

5725/6A56W...
5725/6AS6W/
6187...
..
5726/6AL5 W..
5726/6*LSW, !
....

CK-5787

4.00

.

.70
3.00

5749/6BA6W...
5750
5751
5755 420A
5763
5779
5780
5783

2.75

..

5727/20.21W...
5744

2500

1.25
1.00
1.20
2.00
2.00
6.50
1.15
70.00
135.00
3.95
5.25
7.00
1.50
4.40

8.50
15.00
.75

6038

2.00

1.50
3.25

6080WA

6081; ATR407.

5.50I 6082

647

1.50
135.00

5962/B5301.... 4.50
5964
5965
1.00
5977A
3.00
5981
57.50
5982
149.50

4.00

5785

8.503.50

5933/807W....

5646

5783WB
5784WÁ.

8.50
60
.50

6

4.50

6097.

50

5907

5643
5644
5645

6.00

1.25
9.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
5.50
2.50
8.50

5893

1.25
1.15
.30
.25
1.00
.75
1.35
50.00

75.00
125.00
40.00
6.00
2.75

5656
5657

50.00

5876

100.00

5650/5981
5651

.150.00

5852TES

1.00

5545

.

5844
5851

200.00

5544

.85

.

2.50
.45

29.50
4.00
3.50

9.00
9.00
5.50

5654/6A0(5W/

25A
26A
269

6.00

5930 'FG 41.
5837

4.50
4.25

99. Q

5654

23A/B

8.50
4.00

125.00

5829

12.50
1.25
3.50
6.00

1:55....00000500

6096

WE -323A

5320
5825

5841

1.00
.65
100.00

5641

KV...10.00
KV...12.50

.50
3.00
27.50

5819

15101.1..":0000370550

5634
5636
5639
5639A

8.00

$300.00

5814WA
!

.35
.35

1.50
3.50
1.50

5516
5517
5531

VACUUM CAPACITORS

.

1603...,......

R-4340

$11.95

5795

9593.25
.75

4.00
.35

4210
R-4330

TUBE

1

175.0015814

555556866618

THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING
Thousands of other types in stock. RECEIVING TUBES! We carry a complete line. Standard brands only.

17.800

C U E578
579B

Fully
Guaranteed

Q

25.00

WL -53055

Long persistency face, P7 screen.
Value at $200.00. This tube has
been rejected for military use.

3.00
75.00
75.00
2.00
8.00

203A
204A
205F

CEP220
00(221

5"

40.00

10.00
50.00
165.00

sú.úe
150.00
25.00

SPECIAL

2.00
3.00
2.50
2.50
5.00
5.00
30.00

.50
.50

RH5507X
508/6246

HK3054
Z63200

Q

12.50

211/VT4C
WL -218

WE -310A
WE-311B
WE-312A
WE -315A
QK-319

3.95

15.00
50.00
6.50
3.00
3.00
11.00
2.50
7.00
9.00
9.50
6.75
15.00
200.00

100TH
WE1010
WE101F

WE -269A..6.00
FG -271
22.00
WE -271A
5.00
W E -274B
.75
FG -280
35.00
WE -282A
2.25
WE -2826
4.00
WE283A
3.25
00(283A
150.00
0K284A
150.00
WE -285A
4.50
W E -286A
3.50
WE -287A
2.00
WE -290A
7.00
293A
9.00
GB -302
5.00
304TL
15.00
W E -305A
2.50
307A/RK75
.75
WE -308B
12.50

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

527

V -262...125.A00
FP 265 ... 20.00

QQ

20.00
20.00
1.25
20.00
2.50
20.00
1.00
7.50
8.00
2.25

*

LOW PRICES

V260/VA6310

Telegraph: FAX

$0.60 12K28
2.50 3K33
3.50 2K 33A
.60 2K34
2.50 2K39
.50 2K41

NAME BRANDS

FG
WE -258B S5.00
259A.... 12.50

Los Angeles 15, California
Richmond 9-7644

Cable Address: JASHELEC

NEW

6.00
.

22.50
3.00
1.50

23 0

10

6100/6C4WA...
6101/6J6WA...

1.50
1.40
2.00
1.75

6106

8.50

6110

5.50
3.90

6111

6112

4.50

6115

80.00
00

6117

6130/3C45
6136
6147
6159
6161
6169
6177
6186

6 5.00

2.50
3.00
3.00

42.50
Q

75.00
9.00
6186/6AG5WA 2.00
6189/12AU7WA 2.50
6199
27.50
6201/12AT7WA 3.00
6203
2.75
6205
4.50
6211
1.00
6263
10.00
10.
6280/416B
27.50
VA -6310/V260. 75.00
6339
20.00
6406/QK428
200.00
533
10.00
6788
8.50
0012

8014A
g025A
g001
9002
9003
D178461

1.00

55.00
2.00
.70
.50
.90
50.00

CHECK WITH US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS

gel

Dept. C-6
Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles 15

1108

elSA LES CO.

California

393

All

prices F.O.B. Los Angeles, subject to
change without notice. Minimum order $10.00.
Check with us for items not listed.

June 1, 7957

www.americanradiohistory.com

- ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

RADALAB INC.

RADAR
P.P.I. REMOTE REPEATERS
VD 7" Upright
V E-7" Table Type
VF -5" "B" Scope "5- P.P.I.
VG -24" Plotting Table

87-17 124th St., Richmond Hill 18, New York, N. Y.
Phone Virginia 9-8181-2-3

vi -i2"

Upright
K-12" Upright
VL-12" Upright R.H.1. IND.
All indicators are 110v 60 cyc.

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CALL US DIRECTLY BY TELEX OVERSEAS
TELETYPE TWX N. Y. '4-4361

V

AN/GSQ-1 SPEECH SCRAMBLER

AN/APR-4

a unit designed to be attached to either a radio
or telephone circuit to scramble speech or code. This
equipment utilizes coded cards in each terminal equipment. Unless the properly numbered card is inserted
on the receiving end the speech can not be unscrambled.
This provides an excellent privacy system. 24 VDC in
put. Mfg. Western Electric.

This is

38-4000 MC RECEIVER

AN/TPS-1B

MAR
POINT TO POINT RADIO SET

200 MILE AIR SEARCH RADAR
The TPS-IB is a very late type L -band mobile or
portable air search radar. This set will detect aircraft
up to 200 miles and up to 40.000 ft. The set is composed of small portable carrying cases that are bolted
together te make up the set. A 7" P.P.I. and a 5e "A"
scope are provided. This set is in use by the Air Force
and Marine Corps. Complete sets available. P.O.R.

GROUND INSTRUMENT LANDING
SYSTEM

RDO
NAVY SEARCH RECEIVER
t
The RDO is a very elaborate radar
search receiver greatly improved
The set uses
over the APR -4.
APR -4 tuning units, but is much
D.B. output
more versatile, having input metering.
meter, automatic noise limiter and greater selectivity
and sensitivity. The RDO is recommended when only
I10v
60
cyc.
will
do.
Input
very
best
the
.

AN/ASQ-1 AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER
This is an airborne chart recording magnetometer. The
set consists of an amplifier, oscillator, detector head,
chart profile recorder, power supply. The equipment
has a sensitivity of 2 gamma. The AN/ASQ-I records
on an Esterline angus recorder disturbance In the
earth's magnetic field. An Indicator is provided that
Input Is
gives a bearing on a magnetio disturbance.
28v DC. Weight about 130 lbs.

SHORAN
AN/APN-3-AN/CPN-2
The AN/APN3 and AN-CPN-2 are Precision distance

measuring installations. This equipment operates on
225 mc. The range is 250 miles with an accuracy of 25
feet. This equipment is widely used by geological comPower Input Is
panies for prospecting and mapping.
110v 400cyc and 28v DC.

This net consists of a AN/CRN10 localizer and a
AN/CRN-2 glide path ground station. This equipment
can be set up at an airport to provide a complete I.L.S.
that will operate with the AN/ARN-5 and RC -103
airborne I.L.S. system to provide blind approach facilities. This system can be installed permanently or
transported. Each station has complete monitoring

tacit.

Input power

5

sec. steps to 40 sec. max., KS8708 LI

110

adj.

v. 60 cy

$6.95

Polarized relays, Sigma 6HX2A2A, 10,00011, 1,00062,
7.102 3,50011 prices on request.

Counter,

impulse counter Mercury type

117e 60 cy.

MEA-N5-115AP,

5

digit

$3.95

Rectifier GE avRS22PX8, F. W. bridge new 45 v.
$3.95
plates 135 e ac input .7 A, 15'0x1,/ x3"
Wore relays, Jones barrier strips & connectors, fuses,
fuseholder.º, oil and bathtub capacitors, mina, Biker
trimmers etc. Money back guarantee.

EMPIRE
74

ELECTRONICS COMPANY

Cortlandt St.,

N.

Y.

7, N.

Y.

WOrth 2-5272

I

AN/APR-5 1,000.3, 100 mc receiver
AN/ARC-I 100.156 radio set
A N/GRC-9 field radio
AN/TXC-1 page printing facsimile
AN/TRC 7 100.156 mc walkie talkie

The 602A receiver is a fixed freq crystal controlled
communication receiver. This rec. can be tuned to any
freq. in the range of 30-200 MC by simply changing the
crystal' and retuning the front end. There are no coils
to change. The 30-200 MC range is covered in one
band. Sensitivity is 5 microvolts. A squelch and automatic noise limiter is provided. Mounts in a 19" rack
panel. Input 110V 60 cyc 80 watts.

RELAY CORP.
C.

Noise and field strength measuring equipment
Test sets TS -I THRU 800

THE LARGEST STOCK OF
RELAYS IN THE WORLD

niversa

$2.95

Herm. sealed

AN/APA-I pulse analyzer
AN/APA 17 300-10,000 direction finder

WILCOX 602A
30-200 MC CRYS. CONT. RECEIVER

1

vdc 3pdt Clare

SCR -193 1.5-18 mc field radio
SCR29I-A 1.5-20 mc direction finder
SCR -399 1.5 mc -I8 mc mobile radio
SCR -499 1.5 sec -18 mc field radio
SCR -508-528 28 mc. FM field radio
SCR -608.628 30 mc FM field radio
SCR -505-A field radio
SCR -694 field radio

110v 60 cys.

in .25 ma. out SPOT
$4.95
production quantities available
10.0009 Sigma 5RJ hermet. sealed SPOT...34.95
12.00011 Sigma 22RJC spdt sealed miniature $6.95
$6.95
2,50012 Sigma 22RJCC, sealed. dpdt
$4.95
4,5009 Allied LI(HX sealed 2n.o., I n.c
nc, I edt,
3.0009 Allied SKHX-265 sealed, 2 no,
$4.95
or connect as 2 pdt
$6.95
10.0009 Allied plug-in 4pdt #LKHX-86
$3.95
II.30012 Clare C. 4pdt
$1.95
12 vdc 70 ehm 4pdt miniature
6

MISC. EQUIP.

is 110V 60 cyc.

AN/TRC-1-3-4

16.000)) Sigma 5F. 4 ma.

over a

vatings.

HIGH SPEED: Give consistent performance
at speeds up to 60 operations per second.
HIGH CURRENT -and voltage -handling capacity (u
to 5 amperes, and up to 500 volts).
CHATTER -FREE: Mercury dampens armature vibration and bridges mechanical chatter between metal contact surfaces.
C P CLARE. HGPI010: SPDT, Double Break(1W) 2
coils-I020 and 970 ohms: high pressure; hydrogen sealed
octal plug base. Operates with 15 ma on either coil
magnetic bias for operation between narrow limits

10.00"

1.-R1026

ALL MERCHANDISE IS GUARANTEED AND
MAY BE RETURNED FOR FULL CREDIT
'Prices listed with asterisk (*) are subject to
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
as quoted

1.9
10-49

10%

2
2

E22
E24

5R4GY JAN
(116W

6SN7WGT
6X4W
408A W

E

605

5636A JAN
5639A

.

$2.50
2.25
1.10

.50

1.35
1.00

5641

5642
5644
5647
5651

5678

2.25 5691 RCA
4.00 5693
.. 3.50 5696
4.00 5702

1.15

.75

4.50
4.25
.90
1.65

5726/6AL5W
5783 WB
5829 WA
5840A
5851

5854

5896A
5899A
5915

...

4.25

.75

4.50
3.75
4.50
3.25

5932/6L6WGA
5933/807W
5977

5998/421 A

.

3.50

20%

1.50

6021A
6038

75

6073

.70

6099

6111

1.50

fí130/3CÁ5

3.00
4.50

6136
6189

3.50
4.00
4.50
1.75

6201

6310
6485

`

4.75
2.00
2.25

3.25
90.00

9001
9002

1.25

.60
.50

3.50

are subject to change without notice. This is a
This offer is subject to withdrawal from sale and prices
the above offering is subject to prior sale. Terms:
special offering and immediate action is suggested asorder.
Open acr'nunt to well rated 418&B firms.
Shipments prepaid In USA when check accompanies

ELECTRONIC TUBE SALES INC.
ELECTRONICS

- June

W.

E. ,ß$D150734:

Sig. Corp. Stock

2C 6996-

1053A/C2. Variable, air
to
coupling between 4 plates equal 0.75dia.
2.75 mmf ; air gap 0.156"; 15" x 2 5"
with
use
For
x
Ig
5".
overall shaft 5"
SCR BC -1053-A; SCR545A ; BC3 71
784 ; Mark 34 and other Radar equipment. W. E. Co. Drawing No's ESC, ESA695412 and 7414822-1
688147
825.00* ea.
Send for latest Circular.
;

;

;

;

niversa

15%

50-99
over 100

6005/6AQ5W/6095

4.50
4

CAPACITORS

billion operations when operated within

TUBE

5702WA

PHASE SHIFT

P. CLARE MERCURY WETTED
CONTACT RELAYS
LONG LIFE: Conservative life expectancy of

ALL TUBES ARE JAN LATE PRODUCTION AND
ARE FULLY GU.A.RANTEED. Manufactured by
the foremost tube manufacturers in the U. S. A.
such as RCA, GE, Sylvania, CBS, etc. Only
for
quantity
are
purchases. This is only a minimum listing of
below
Prices
quoted
brands.
advertised
nationaly
be quoted immediately upon receipt of your request
will
and
prices
stock
the thousands of different types of tubes in
for quotation.
4.25
3.50
.75
4.50
4.00

sed.

1

100 MC RADIO -RELAY EQUIPMENT
The AN/TRC series is a mobile portable set for duplex
or simplex radio telephone point to point communication. This set will operate with the CF series carrier
systems to provide multi channel operation. The TRC
operates on 100 MC with an output of 10 50 watts. The
Input
set is crystal controlled. Complete sets avail.

SENSITIVE RELAYS

TIME DELAY relay Hayden,

Portable 225-398 me point to point 10 chan. crystal
controlled voice and mew radio set. This is a very
late radio set used for point to point and groundis
to air communication. The transmitter output
channels
8 watts on 10 pre-set crystal controlled
The RFC Is
instantly selected by a band switch. freq.
The set
also crys. controlled on the trans.
is inclosed in 3 water proof shock proof cabinets
that may be set up in a few minutes on location.
This equipment is ideal where a reliable radio
ut Is
transported
link
e sets
Comower plete
115 230V AC or DC. Cmplet
V
either 24DC
avail. Write

RELAY CORP.

Formerly Universal General Corp.
WAI er 5.9642
NEW YORK 13, N Y.
42 WHITE ST
,

1

REFERENCE & PRICE GUIDE
FOR INDUSTRIAL TUBES
Cross reference of old and
current tube types. Gives

approx.

distributor cosh

Also approx. resale Price
consumer.
to ultimate
Full list of cross reference
and complete interchange
of types of industrial
Send
classifications.
$3.00 book sent postpaid
anywhere in U. S. A.

74 Courtlandt St., N. Y. 7,

Barclay 7-5839

391

1, 1957

www.americanradiohistory.com

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

..TUBES

ALL FAMOUS ADVERTISED BRANDS ONLY

RMA GUARANTEE-From 10% to 95% Below Manufacturers Price

TUBES

-Look and Compare

Special Prices to Quantity Buyers. Most of Our Tubes are Jan. -95% are Original boxed -Brands such as
R.G.A., G.E., Ken -Rad, Sylvania, TungSol
Type
Prices Type
Prices Type
Prices Type
Prices Typs
Prices Type
Prices Type
Prices Type
Prices
A8/150
VR -150
5 .89
.69 2K22
14.50 ¡BPI
2.49
7BP7
6.25
15 GL -072A..... 2.49
6.35 0A2
.74 2K23
16.50 SEPIA.
8.99 9LP7
5.00 3540
14.95 7248
C9B
1.45 872A
002
K25
.69
15.75 5BP4..
1.29
2.99
.39
388A
1.49
725A
1822
K28
3.99 874
1.69 2
29.50 SC22...
25.00 12X31111/
1.25
3944
2.99
KÉ451
876
.99
5 99 2K33A....49.00
1.99
1 AX/
799 1824
274 7208
25.00
189
72.50
2.39 21(41

C99

.49

72

EC1
EF-SO
E1148

1.24

EM-3GA

.2º

1.89

FG172.,..24.95
7.49
3.69

H Y -6S

3.99
1.45

KU -610

59
2.48.

HY-114B

1.90

2AP1A.... 6.44
3822

F123A.... 5.29
FG17
4.50
FG -105...14.99
F0-154...13.95
HK -54

1.99

2Á4/G

.68

39.50

HF -100
H K-24.

36.34q

2K54

8cP7

19.99

n1Á'

9.95

2X2/G

1,34

51PP
5J32

2C21Á

2C39
2039
2C42

9.49

2C44
2C46

3827

3.99
3.49

6415

301.1

2.99
6.35

SANS

3

1.35

325

3BP2A.

8 25

099
100TH

65.55

203A

13.99
6.99
3.19
19.95

207

211
215A

12
1.49

6ÁR6

.15
6.95
5.99
1.99
3.99
49.50
72

3.25
2.99

217A
217C
221A
2334
242C
2498
249C

119
.64
135

6AKSW

...

2058
205D

1.55
1.10

SAKE

2665

/51323..14.95

16.99

3APL

9.49

2C43

'69

3A52X24

7.25

QK62
RK65

6 .99

2.50 53
.29
SLP1
5N1
49 3AP11A... 4.95 SR4WGY
4.99 36 23::...... 3.25 6021
3821
....2.99 SAC
A
W
1 95 3B24W.... 4.99 6A07

2C26

35TG

14.9951921

19.50

22K55

49
:29

2C2112C22

34.95

21545

4 99

3.99
1.19
8.00
2.99
3.99

4464

4A.

1.49

4468
1.79
WL -460... 8.99
WL -464A.. 4.25
4714
1.25

CK-5084X
CK.521AX
527

1.10

1.10
14.50

WL-530...19.50
WL-531
6.25
5324
9!
700A/B/C/
D/E
10.99

726ÁY/BY/

14.50

CY/DY/

795

730A Gr
8014

1.62
2:89

802

803....

2.15

1.99

954

19

5379

75

5933
5963
5964

1.10

6080

69

2.99

919
927

931A...

807

1.25
3.23
1.79

959

12.95
3.19

7044

1.59

814

7064.

675 815

2.49
1.99

1

1.25

3.75

835
811

3.1.190

751
5768
6763
5814
5851

8Öá
807W

5703
5725

5749

5.00
1.10

9-3
902P1.

957

2.25

Prices

5702WA.....
055077;54241469

884

885.......

2.69

7A
02Á

Type

1.99
1.90
.29

74

CRP RK-

and Raytheon.

9504

.39

66

CÑ1005
CK1006
1500T

1.97
94.50
2.99

1608
1613
1614

.95
1.49
,59

1616

6726

2.95
1.29
1.35
3.2e

1.15
2.99

1.9

.741

3.89
2.99
3.90

5977......

6000W

6186....

1.05
18.50

0012R
8012

1.85

8013*.......

3.49
2.99

8020

Manufacturers, exporters, and large quantity users -Inquire on your letterhead for our inventory listing
of receiving tubes, special purpose tubes, resistors, condensers, and other radio and television parts.

K-34.29

REL-21
.00
R
1
RK -59
1.88
RK -60.... 1.99
RK-61.... 3.50
RK-65/8D23 12.50
RK -73
.49

RX-233A...
/109.

V50

.69
.49

VT254/1

39

V T67/305pec.

VT-158
V183/832A

.26
17.50
.99

OK-59....29.50
OK-61....32.00
OO.

VR

8 -75

S9

VR -90
VR -105

,09
.69

2C51

2.75

3C21
3C22
3C23

2E253.

2.49

4

2E27

2021
2G221Y.

,...

2.21.9

2.99
3.95
4.99
2.50
5.99

2.121

21Á
2122
2J26

927

14.50
13.50
13.50
13.50
39.50
16.40

9.60

2.162

3C46
3CP1

5.75
2.25

30P1

1.88
10.25

6AS6

13.95
4.99
3.39
6.99

35

2694
2714

13.50
12.99

61(4

3.99

2748

781Y

179 71449...
7154

9.95

49.50

6F4
614
6.14W

299

6J6W

1.29

3J21

2.95
49.94

12477

4C27
4C28

1.69
8.95
35.50

SAP1

3.95

95

25071

250R
253A
2594

7C22

49

280TH.......24.95

1.19
.49

6AS7%G....
6BM6

2.95

4411
4830

11.00

2149
2161

8.99

3HP2

1400

2J39

3C33

3E29
3EP1
3FP7

14

2131
2132
2J33
2134
2138

3C28

1.29
64.95
5.99
1.50
5.95

3C2/

.95
.79

2.50

2764
2824

49.95

1246

286.

.39
.85
10.95
.76

12DP7A
12ÁU7
12GP7

304TH.

12.95

15E

1.25
.39
1.19
.89

15R

26C6

2807

3 90

706C

17.50
35.00
3.55

706DY
707A

7078
788*

3.95
2.99
9

1!6

7134

.

6.49

7158

7.59

718AY/CY/
/DY

715C

7.95

30426

11.95

307A

1.85

79CY/DY/

310A
316A
329A
347A

3.99
.69
4.69
3.88

7214
721B
722

719A

24.95
2.65
6.45
14.50
.49

14.65

816
820

05

1619

92

8298

9.95

.29
.29

8334..

2.99
7.49
31.50

1626
1629
1630
1632
1641

1.08
.39

1

0308
8324
836
837
838
041

1 99

1.99
3.50
.59

49

843
045
051
860
861
864
865

6.49

3.4950

19.00
-.23

EY..

29.75
1.49
8.45

866*

7234/B

8.99

8699

199

1.19

866JR/

2826....

FAY -BILL

CO DEPT.

E 1

418 Broome St., N. Y. 13, N. Y.
Telephone CAnal 6-8404

12 VDC
12
12
12

12
12
14

220
225
625
230
540
230
220

14
14
14
14

OUTPUT
VOLTS MA

VDC

14
14
24
12

24
28

1030
515
425
330
250
1000
230
250
250
250
1000

STOCK
No.
DM -34

80
100
225
90
450
100

PRICES:
NEW

USED
52.95
5.95
9.95
4.95

D-402

DM -35
PE -133
DA -12
DA -14

70
260

0M-24

215
163
150

4.95
WE -377
5.95
BD -87
3.95
15M-25
6.95
BD-77
14.95
13M-21
6.95
DM -32
2.95
12V.r DM -32
PE -86
PE -73
8.95

50

350
90

60
60

60
350

4.95

DM -42

54.95
8.95
6.95

14.95
8.95
7.95

deposit with order or if paid in advance
save C.O.D. charges.
Rated firms net IO
days.
Prices subject to change without
notice. For fast service ask for Sy.

New

112
2

of 3

.

.

2.25
.79
.19

9006

.19

4.99

26056P1

2050W

2.40
.76

7051

295

..711
5636

5651........
5654
5656
5670

5697
5702

2.75
1.39
1.40
3.25
2.20
1.79
2.69
1.49

M359A

24¢

15¢

831R

831 AD

DUMONT
HIGH VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPLIES

$2.95
$4.95
$1.50

5.95
8.95

115 V. 60 CYCLE BLOWERS:
At Left: 115 VAC 60 Cycle
SINGLE TYPE -100 CFM212" intake: 2" outlet. Complete size: 5" x 6"
No. 10939
15 VAC 60 Cycle DUAL TYPE
-100 CFM-4" intake; 2" Dis.

-$9.95

5.95
4.95
8.95

$4.95

Each

81x6"

Side.

Complete

Just Out -Including many other
Motors, Blowers. IFynomotors, etc.
Free-Write for copy today!

size:

$14.95

No. 1C880
115 VAC 60 cycle FLANGE TYPE -140
intake; 21/2" Dis. Complete size; 71/2"
W x 71/0" H x 61/4" D
1C807
115 VAC 60 cycle FLANGE TWIN -275
intake; 31/2" x 3" Dix. Complete size:
27{," H x 8-1!16"
Vu. 2C1189

-No.

New List-

Asst

& 1 lb.

.

9001

9.95

12 to 24 VDC PM Dynamotor-Supplies 24 VDC 2 A,
from 12 VDC, also 500 V 50 MA, @ 6 VDC will SupVDC & 250 V 50 MA.

ply

MAGNETS:
MAGNETRON MAGNETS-Cinaudagraph Cat.
#42-4850, Type 63C485-Approx. 4800 Gauss $14.95
Cinaudagraph Cat. #20-1825, Type 15.3185Approx. 1800 Gauss
$12.95
HORSESHOE TYPE MAGNETS -As used with Mag-

12"

1642
1644

S0239

..

netron Tubes:
25 lb. Lift-Size: 21" x 21/2" x
75 lb. Lift -Size: 4" x 334" x 3"
Speaker Alnico Magnets-1/4, 1/2.

.79

8025A.
9064

COAX CONNECTORS

same type. Minimum order $10.00. Thou.
sands of other types in stock
Send us
your requirements. F.D.B. New York 25%

DYNAMOTORS & GENERATORS
INPUT
VOLTS

1.40
39.00

All boxed and fully guaranteed. Special
quantity discount -10% on 100 or more of

DISTRIBUTING

.75

D-

CFM;

31/2"

$14.95

CFM; 4W'

110"

W x

$22.95

132 SOUTH

FAIR RADIO SALES

I

A, OHIO

Delivers 23 kv. fully regulated and adjustable
S

S
'

RADAR
o SNOOPERSCOPES
COLOR AND PROJECTION TV
HIGH VOLTAGE TESTING, ETC.
Made by Dumont for RA119, 30 inch TV. Pulse
Type H.V. generator and voltage-doubler with 3

LowH

tube voltage -regulator. Contains sweep protection
circuits to disable theH.V.
upon
failure.
voltage
regulated by use sweep
of Sola Power
Transrmer also
with matching
(cost over
$30). Contains 13 tubes and capacitor
3 relays. Input 117
V. AC CO cycles. Schematic diagrams included.
Original cost over $150.

NEW

$49.95 ea F.O.B. BROOKLYN

T

WE HAVE LARGE QUANTITIES:

a TERRIFIC BARGAIN in a

GLASS TUBING
PYREX

SOLA CONSTANTVOLTAGE
TRANSFORMER
Ends fluctuating line
voltage!

Big Discount Off

-

NONEX

-

URANIUM

BULB 8 CYLINDERS
WRITE FOR FREE MONTHLY LIST
HOUDE SUPPLY COMPANY
M. R.

..

the factory price at a 1 input 2,000 VA unit! And
here's another bonus) This Air Forces 2,000 VA ove
stock, Sola Cat. No. 30768, has 4 inputs! 90-125 V..
190-230 V., 60 cy. or 50 cy. Isolated secondary is
ronstant 115.0 V. ±10/ from no-load to full -load of
17.4 amp. So, if you choose, use it as a 220:115 V.
step-down. And slash $97.50 off the factory 1 -input

#1

PHONE KEYPORT 7-1286
Box 86X
Keyport, N. J.

-

Brand new
original wood box.
cu. H. Shur.
i
wt. 254 lbs.
F.O.B. Pasco, Wash. Only...
4

P.

0.

s147 J5 0

THE M. R. COMPANY

Box 1220-B

Beverly Hills, Calif.

APR -4 RECEIVERS
Tuning units covering 38 to 4,000 MC.

ALLTRONICS-HOWARD CO.
Box 19, Boson 1, Mass.

Richmond 2-0048

392

9AF4A
634

WA
6J6 WA
6.14

5639
5718
5719
5840

5899
5902

5977
6021

WE NEED:

R-30-U
W.E. 187 A
W.E. 251 A
W.E. 111 C
W.E. 94 E
2X13
2X7

Ear Phones
Capacitors
Retard Coils
Inductors
Repeat Coils

Crystals --Fl

"

-FT

241
243

SEG ELECTRONICS CO. INC.
1778 Flatbush Ave.

Brooklyn 10, N. Y.

CL 2-8333

Terms: Check with order. Well -rated firms net
10 days

June 1, 1957

www.americanradiohistory.com

6101
6111
6112

- ELECTRONICS

.;;...
SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES

CONDENSERS

0A2.

OA2WA

mfd.-600 V ....$1.19

10

0A3/VR-75

V
mfd.-600Silicone

$ 35

OC3W

Mfd Volts Pilet Mfd Volts Pries Mfd Volts Pries
10KV 74.50
1.19 4
2000
.001 50KV 24.95 .5
15KV PUR
1.29 4
2500
.005 15KV 9.75 .5
.005 25KV 20.95
.005 50KV 29.50
.65
.01
1500
.012 25KV 12.95
.015 16KV 14.50
4.75
.02 8000
.02 10KV 5.25
.02 20KV 10.95
.025 50K V 32 95
4.25
.03 7500
.03 16KV 6.95
.04 17KV 8.95
4.25
.05 7500
.05 100KV 95.00
.05-.05 12KV 9.95
.05-.05 50 KV 60.00
.08 12.5KV 8.95
1250
1500
2000
2500
3000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7500
7500

.1

.1
.1
.1

.1
.1
.1
.1

.1
.1

.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

.29
.39
.58

.79
.69
1.19
1.39
3.25
2.25

220AC 1.19
330AC 1.39
1.89
1000
2.45
1500
5000 27.50

2.39 5
3.20 5
3.05 5
5.75 5
12.5KV 37.50 5
25KV 39.95 2a5
30KV PUR
3000
4000V
5000
7500

.5

.5
.5
.5
.5
.5
.5

2000
2x.5 600

.391

1.5-.1

400
2.5 600
600
6
330AC
6
1000
6
6
1500
2000
6

.69
9.25
2x.5 9000
1
115VAC .32
.35
1
500
.441 6
600
11
.69 7
1000
1
1500
2000
2500
3000
4000
5000

1
1
1
1
1

1

6000
6000

1
1

7500
7500

11
1

89

1.19
1.69
1.69
1.95
2.95
3.50
63.50

7500
110AC

.99

.59i

1.35
600
1.85 7
1.55
800
2.20 7
1.29
600
2.95 8
4.95 8 330VAC 1.50
2.15
1000
6.25 8
6.50 8
1.391
1000
8.95
3.65
8
1500
6.95
2000
7.50) 8
9.50
2500
14.75 8

.951 1
10KV 2595
15KV 32.50
4.25 1
25KV 65.00
12KV 6.95 1
25KV 75.00
12.5KV 12.50 1
30KV PUR
15KV 15.95 1
7500 20.00
20KV 19.50
1.2525330VAC .49
mfd.20KV7.101 1 5 15KV 49.50
.55
600
25KV 24.50 2

600

12x8

1.891

3.85
600
10KV PURI
2.2.5-5 600 1.75
400
.65
10
.1
.1
600
.75
10
600
1.50
1000
.791 10
2
.125x.1 27.5KV 27 50
1000
3.75
10
.89 2 1000TLA 1.29 10
4.25
2000
1500
1.15 10
1500
2.29 2
2x.1 6000
2000
6.75
2.80 10
2000
10KV 8.50 2
.2
2500 10.95
3.45
2500
13KV 10.50 2
.2
4000 PUR
10
7.50 10
4000
15KV 13.90 2
.2
5000 PUR
5000 12.50 12
.2
50KV 69.50 2
3.50
1000
6000 24.50 12
7.75
.25 50KV 69.50 2
2000
2.85
3x.2 4000
13.5 10KV PUR
23.251
7500
.25 1500
.88 2
12
660AC 3.95
10KV 59.95 14
.98 2
.25 2000
660AC 4.25
15KV 65.00 15
1.45 2
.25 3000
440AC 3.85
1000
.98 15
1.98 3
.25 4000
600
2.65
2.50 15
2000
4.10
1000
1.25 6000
.891 3
4000
8.50 15
1500
6.35
8000 29.50 20
.25
15KV 15.95 3
330AC 3.25
.25 20KV 19.95
4000
PUR
20
.751
4
600
25
25KV 40.00
1000
5.95
28
2500 13.50
I s
.491 4 600TLA .95 30
2100
2..25 2000
.98 4 600TLAD .98 32 600
3.851
1.0
1000
4
10KV.5K10.9044
5.85
600
2.65 40
1500
37
PUR
4.10
100
3.75 59
2000
2.x.4 4450000 5.25 4
330AC 6.50
4
3000
6.99 50
.55
600
4000 39.50
4000 17.50 60
39 44
4000 45.50
5000 24.95 80
1500
.59 4
15
7500 59.50 100 4000 PUR
4x8
9

PILLAR TYPE MICAS
Mfd

Mfd

Kv Price
.00045 35 119.50
6
9.95
.0005
.0005 10 16.95
.0005 20 34.50
.0006
6
9.95
8.95
.00075 6
.0006 30 110.00
65.00
.00068 30
.0008 20 40.00
6
11.95
.001
10 22.50
.001
15 37.50
.001
20 42.50
.001
25 57.50
.001
.0011 35 135.00
.00124 15 37.50
.0013 15 38.50
6 12.50
.002
8
29.95
.002
10 29.95
.002
15 38.50
.002

Kv Priee
3
4.00
6
9.75
6
9.95
10
15.50
20 35.50
35 99.50
6
6.75
10
9.25
20 34.50
6
9.95
8
9.95
6
9.95
10 15.95
20 34.50
30 47.50
10 16.25
20 34.50
30 50.25
6
9.75
20 35.50
30 119.50

.00005
.00005
.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001

.00015
.00015
.00015
.00024
.00024
.00025
.00025
.00025
-00025
.0003
.00035
.00039
.11004

.0004
.0004

TYPE

"J"

Ohms

t
100Lt

.004
.004
.004
.01
.01

.01
.02
.08

Ohms

0 000 L

t* t*

1000 f} Switch
1500 t
2000 L t
2580
5000 L
L = Locking Shaft

t

100 000 L
150 000 t
200 000 L
*

e

%SD

"JJ"

TYPE
1500
15 000

:

50 000

'

3

1.5
1.5
2

4
.1-.1 250V
.115 2000

10.95
47.50
63.50
8.95
8.95
8.95
39.95
69.50
3.95
5.151

Other type transmitting mica condensera available.

t'
L

t*

*

t

Ohms

250 000 L

t*

500000Lt
600 000 t
S Megy L t*
1.5 Meg t
2

Meg L t

2.2 Meg L t
2.5 Meg t

4

t

Meg

t - 5e Shaft

Ohms

EL

-IC

1683
1P21
1P22

1P25
1P28
1Y2

2AC15

2AP1..
2AP1A
2AS15
2BP1

2C36.
2C39
2C39A
2C398..
2C40
2C40A
2C12
2C43
2C44
2C46
2C50
2C51
2C52
2D21

325
2.75
-

2D21W
2E22
2E24
2E26
2J51
2.152
2.154

2J59
2J61
2.162
2.164

2K25
2K26.
2X28
2K29.
2K30
2K33A
2K34
2K35
2K41
2K45
2K48
2V3G
2X2A
3ABP1
3AP1

3AP11A
3824
3824W.
3824WA
3825
3626
3828
3829
38P1
EL -3C

EL-C3JA
3C23
3C24
3C33
3C45
3D22
3E22
3E29

30P1
3.121..
3J31

2.00
6.50
3.25
7.50
3.50
1.25
7.50
29.50
5.00
25.00
7.50
5.00
4.50
2.00
4.00
4.50
3.00
35.00
5.00
10.00
29.00
6.50
26.00
8.00
8 00
.25
5 00
6.00

..

311.1

3JP7.
3JP12
3KP1

.75

.85
2.00
2.00
3.25
150.00
50.00
25.00
50.00
8.50
3.00
75.00
10.00
32.50
30.00
30.00
75.00
50.00
100.00
150.00
85.00
30.00
50.00
1.00

.75
50.00
2.00

5.00
.75

4.50
7.50
3.50
2.75
4.00
5.00
2.00
4.00
12.50
3.00
2.00
6.00
5.00
9.50
4.00
10.00
2.00

35TG

7 00

FP -54

100.00
13.00

23.75

700

25.00
50.00
50.00
.150.00
27.50
17.50
42.50
2.00
5.00
4.00
7.50
3.00
20.00
2.00
7.50
8.00
10.00
5.00
7.50
7.50
5.00

4PR60A
4X150A
4X500F
5A6
5AP1
EL -5B
5BP1A
58P2A
5C22
5CP1.
5CP1A
5CP7A
5CP12
5FP14
5HP1A
5JP1

5JP2A

3.50

5JP4

7.50
7.50
12.50
7.50
1.25
2.50
17.50
75.00
40.00
40.00
12.50
2.00
50.00
50.00
10.00
5.00
.75

5JP5A..
5JP11A
5LP1

5LP2A
SR4GY
5R4WGY

5RP1A
5RP11A
55P1
5SP7

5UP7
5X3
5XP1
5XP11
EL -C6.1

EL-C6L

6AC7W
WE-6AK5
6AK5W
6AL5W
6AN5

1.25
1.25
.75

2.25
2.25
1.35
6.00

6A05W
6AR6

6AR6WA
6AS6
6AS6W

1.25

2.00
2.50
2.25

6AS7G

6AU6WA
6BA6W

1.25

2.50
22.50
4.00
14.00

68E6W
6BL6

6C4W ..
6C21
6F4
614

2.25
1.25
2.00
.85
2.00

6J4WA
6J6W
6K4

6K4A
6L4

6L6WGA
6L6WGB

605G

6S7JWGT

.

...

.

.85

6SK7W
6SK7WA

2.00
1.25
1.00

6SL7WGT
6SN7WGT
651.17G7Y
6X4WA
6X5WGT
7F8W.

2.00
2.00
1.00
1.50

15.00
15.00
4.00
2.85
2.85
25.00
4.00

7MP7
9.11,1

VX-10

12AT7WA
12AU7WA
12DP7A
FG-17
HK -24
HK -24G...
26A7GT
26C6
50.00 26D6
35.00 26E6WG
7.50 26Z5W
10.00 FG -27A
10.00 FG -32
7.50 FG -33

2.50
2.50
3.25
3.50
2.25
2.00

...

2.00
2.00
3.00

1.10
1.50
2.25
3.00
15.00
5.50
15.00
5.00
2.75

VX-41

2.53
5.00
50.00

..

2.00
6.00
7.50
6.50
7.50
2.00
8.53

HK -54

VX-55
FG

-57... ...

RK -65/5D23
FG-67

HY-69
FG-81A
FG-95

14.00
5.00
1.50
1.50
2.50
3.53
2.00
15.00
10.00
5.03
2.53
5.00
55.00
10.03
40.00
5.00
6.03
3.00

100TH.
WE -121A
WE -122A
WE -123A
WE -124A

VT -127A
FG-172
FG-190
CE -203

203A.
CE -235A
FG-235A
WE -242C

0K-243

WE -244A
WE -245A
WE -249B
WE -249C

.50
7.50
7.00
2.50
4.00
9.50
7.50
30.00
2.50
7 00
3.50
1.10
1 25

721A
721B

723A/B
WE -725A.
726A.
7268
726C
750TL
802
834
805
807.
807W

8077A

5.0D
2 25
10.00
3 25
2.50
10.00
1 25

809
810
811
812

813.
814
815
816
826
828
829B

1
1

.75
8.03
8

10.00
10.00
3.50
3.50

...

WE -310A..
WE -311A
WE -313C
WE -316A
WE -323A
WE -323B
WE -328A
WE -336A
WE -338A

2.50
.50
7.50
5.00
3.50
3.50
3.50
9.50
2.50
4.50
2.50
2.00
15.00

WE -339A
WE -347A
WE -348A
WE -350A
WE -350!
WE -352,
WE -354A

8.50
8.50
1.25
3.50
2.50
3.25

WE -355A
WE -388A
WE -393A

394A
WE -396A
WE -403A
WE -403B
WE -404A
WE -407A
WE -408A
WE -409A
WE -417A
WE-418A
WE-420A

.

.

.

.

.

WE-421A
WE-429A

835..

1.20
1.25
2.75
7.50
1.25
1.35
1.50
50.00
1.00
.75
.95
.65

836

446A
4466
450TH
464A
GL -575A
631-P1

WE -701A

707B
715C

719A..

.

5610.
5633.
5634.
5635.

5636.

1.75
2.00

10.00
10.00

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5.50
3.00
2.50
1.50
.50
3.75
1.25
50.00
1.00
3.00
75.00
5.00
30.00
55.00

75.00
10.00
4.00
5.50
7.50
14.00

300
.2.75
1.00
5.00

...... ..5.00
.........5.00
........ 2.50

5636A..
5638

10.00
5.00

2.25

5591

5637.

1.75

.......

2050.
2050W.
Z8-3200
5528.
5550.
5552. .
5553.
5556.
5557.
5558.
5559
5560
5584.

1.35

38.50
38.50

450TL..

1.40
1.50
2.00
1.75
1.25
1.00
1.00
4.00
1.15

1624.
1846.

2.75
12.00
3.50
2.00
4.25
12.00
15.00
6.50
4.75
8.00
.50

1.00

17.5)

1620.........

3.00
3.50
3.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
4.50
.90
4.00
5.75
5.00
3.00
4.03
50.00

5639.
5639A
5640
5641

5642.
5643.
5644.
5645.
5646
5647.

50

4.85
2.50

832A

2.50 837;
4.03 845
250R
42.50 850
WE -251A
866A
7.50
WE -252A
2.00 866JR
WE -253A
2.25 868/PJ-23..
WE -254A
869B
10.03
WE -257A
75.03 872A..
FG -258A
874
10.00
WE -259A
5.00 884.
WE -262B
885.
18.53
FP -265
913.
3.50
WE -2678
917.
5.03
WE -268A
918.
5.00
WE -271A
920.
6.03
WE -272A
922
.75
WE -2748
923...
3.50
WE -275A.....
927
10.03
WE -276A
929.
150.00
WE -279A
931A..
2.00
WE -282A
959
3.75
WE -282B
CK-1006
3.25
WE -283A
1257.
4.50
WE -285A
HY-1269
3.25
WE -286A
1274.
3.00
WE -287A
1614.
8.00
WE -293A
1619.
5.00
WE -300B
304TH
304TL

35
35

....

.

5650.
5651.
5651WA.
5654.
5656.
5663.
5667.
5670.
5672.
5675.

......

1.25
3.00
1.25

4.00
.95
100.00
.

2.00
1.00
6.85

.75
.75
10.00

5676.
5678

5685.
5686.
5687.
5687WA
5691.

1.75

2.35
4.00
4.25
4.50
3.75
1.00
1.40
.85
1.15
1.35
15.00
2.00

5692
5693

5696.
5702
5703
5704:
5719.
5720.
5725
5726.
5727.
5728.
5734.
5740.
5749.
5750
5751.
5755
5763
5771.
5783WB
5784

.75

1.25
7.50
12.00
50.00
1.15

2.25
2.00
6.50
1.00

.... -...

253.00
5.00

4.50
6.00

5787WA.
5796.

10.00
15.00

5798

5.00
5.00
.75

5801

5803.

5814
5814A
5814WA.

1.50

3.00
25.00
4.00
6.00
.85

5819.
5827.
5828.
5829
5830
5836
5840

5842
5847
5054.
5876.

85.00
93.00

3.00
12.00

.

5881

5886
5894
5899
5902
5915
5932
5933
5933WA

12.00
1.00

6.50
.

.

,.

3.00

2.75
15.00
3.50
4.00
.50
3.25
1.25

5.00

5948/1754...150.00
5962
5963
5964
5975

5977.
5979
5980

5981/5650.
5998
6005.
6021

6021A..
6028
6037
6038
6073

6080.
6087
6098
6100
6130
6134
6136
6137
6146.
6189.
6199
6201
6236
6263
6264
6322
6328
6655
8005
8012A

8013A'
8020

4.00
1.25
1.00
3.00
2.50
7.50
6.50
50.00
4.75
2.25
3.75
4.50
2.00
50 00
7.50
1.25
4.00
4.00
6.00
2.00
5.00
3.50
2.25
2.00
4.40
2.85
30.00
2.85
185.00
10.00
10.00
8.50
4.85
35.00
4.50
3.50
4.50
1.00

9001

.85

9002
9003

1.00

9305

.50

2.00

ALL TUBES ARE NEW, INDIVIDUALLY CARTONED, FULLY GUARANTEED

i

750-75 K
1 Meg t
4 Meg t

K

t

MONMOUTH
RADIO LABS
Oakhurst,
Capital 2-0121
Art Hankins, Owner

ELECTRONICS

1824
1835
1635A
VG -1A/3

.90
1.00
2.50.

3X2500A3....150.00 VX-33A
15.00 35T
4-65A

Plus

500 000

100 000
150 C00

Box 159

2.50
6.00

OD3W
EL-C1A
1AD4

20.00
7.50

POT $1.50
Ohms

Ohms

4
10
15

.1
.1

250001.1-*
S0 000 L t *
75 000 t

t*

20

.09

15000Lt

200 t
500
1000 L

75-750

.002
.002
.0025

Kv Price
20 57.50
30 85.00
25 49.50
5 11.95
6 13.95
19.95

POTS $.65

10 000 L

50 L

Mfd

OD3/VR-150

1AE4
1AF4
LAGS

4B32
4C27

.75
3.50
.60

0A5
002
OB2WA..
0B3/VR-90
0C3/VR-105

Qua. disc.

Ins.

Side Tam. bathtub.

4831

4C33
4C35
4D32
2.50 4E27
.80 4J46
.50 4,151
2.50 4.152
.50 4J61

OA4G

Pyranol-Brackets included.

5

.60
2.50
.90

- June

1,

Prices are.? 0 B
ahipping point
N. J.

western engineers
ELK GROVE,

CALIFORNIA

Ordere for less than
$10 cannot be
processed

SUPPLIERS OF TUBES SINCE 1932

393

1957

www.americanradiohistory.com

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
11.1111111.41.411141.11.4.41.41.11.113141.41.41.41.131411,
VHF CHECKER WITH SCOPE DISPLAY
150.240 MC

50 MICROAMPERE WONDER RELAY
Sigma 80030 is sealed octal plug-in
rated 900 uA sensitivity but actually
420-600 uA. However if you remove
the can you find that contacts are
screw -in adjustable and can be
screwed up for stable, dependable
50
uA sensitivity which withstands normal vibration, or for 20 uA if no vibration will be encountered. 5000 ohm
coil. Large contacts rated for 2 A and
28 VDC will handle much more current
at AC. This is a fast acting polarized
SPDT. Direction of current through
coil determines which contact will
make. Contacts hold by magnetic attraction, so coil need be
only
momentarily, Reversingenergized
coil polarity

Brand new unit made for Air Forces, so you know
that it is made right. Signal generator, feeds pulsed
RF to your receiver.
Output of your receiver is
displayed and measured accurately.
Built in AC
power supply 115 V, any frequency
50 to 1200
cy. Also use the scope to analyze from
HI-FI amplifiers
by pulsing its sweep from your square
-wave generator. Each sweep will present one complete
pulse
from your amplifier's output.
Shpg ivt 70 Ibs
A $1200 set.
BRAND NEW. with all
tubes and Instruction book. TS -182. Only
$42.50

SIGNAL GENERATOR-WAVEMETER
155.235 MC
460-570 MC
ANY: UPM-1 "a, designed and built as o
R.le
.lyxer of Shoran, beacon, and transponder 1np
e ni,pent AN/APX-( ), MIt-III, -IV, Rebecca, Eureka,
meta

pulls the moving contact away from
one of the stationary contacts and over
to the other. But if one of the contacts
is screwed in and the other screwed
out, the relay becomes a nonlatching
SPDT. Upon request with your purchase we will furnish our own tech.
bulletin giving design equations for
using polarized relays in Wheatstone
Bridge control circuits. This relay is
brand new. It cost Uncle $11.36 in lots
of 100,000. Do not muff this
opportunity to steal em! -Industrial
users
write for still lower quantity
prices, Cat. 306RY14E. Only
$2.95
GET NEW FREE RF,T.AY CATALOG

o
o

i

MARINE PLEASURE TIME

MX138/A is cheap
life raft or dinghy.

Lilo insurance.
ins

Enables searchers to find

Has

...a

115 V. 60 ey power s,Ply
esories. Excellent condition
-

THE FOLLOWING AVAILABLE EITHER
COMPLETE OR AS
COMPONENTS.
WHAT DO YOU NEED?

AN/ASQ Magnetometer
AN/AIC-10 Interphone System
AN/ARA-25 VHF D. F. & Homing
MN-42 & MN -58 Dual Indicators
11-46/AR Boom Mike & Headset
11S-33 Headsets, NEW!
T -17-D Microphones, NEW!
Price Determined By Quantity
FRONT TEND FOR

$4.95

you....

,

01111,,,,.

$49.50

WIDE RANGE RECEIVER: 80-3,000 MC!
-'.n
,. ,o i.lt
h'
ads,
l iv
We quote
..
i. designed
to drUe'i

HARMONIC AND NOISE ANALYZER
ì. Io,,;n l-I,:ind inner 38-S0
output
lle.0dres loge c u -I ds t 6.31 V AC and
250 V B plus. Individually ehand-calibrated
curve
supplements
direct-read ing vet ier dial when
greater accnracv is desired. Brand new in storage
dcontainer CY-57/APR-i.
$24.50
sh :,I m nuly
AN APR -1
's 311 ire.

a

1

,

i

radar
radar signal.sl beyond the

11

eRcctivo

range of the

to measure carrier
frequencies from 80-3,000 nand
pulse repetition
rates from 50-8.000 cps.' tc n addition
It is a
direction finder, A special antenna installation
is
included for this purpose.
Also
includes
its own
power supply (115 V. 60-2400 cy.l, a test oscillator
for frequency calibration, audio amplifier with
cathode follower output, visual indicator for tuning
sharply. metered pulse amplifier and counterand
an elaborate antenna and RF detector
Brand
new and complete with Instruction unit.
and Maintenance Manual.
A real steal
$ 95.00
at °Ny

All

T5-3 AP"
TS -3A AP
TS -92 AP
TS

NEW ARRIVALS
unused Excellent condition

667A: AP, for APA-44

1.203-A RF WATTMETER
l'e' SCR -720

:1d MANY

595.00
125.00
24.50
72.50
79.50

What do YOU Need?

WIDE RANGE RECEIVER
WITH PANADAPTER

PAY LESS THAN $18.00 FOR
$800.00 FREQ METER!
Brand
original packing with instruction b
av}, ng
containing
hem. and operating inste.

i

$99.50
-.-,+..

HERE

IS

o

ä0t -......

sto,

REMOTE COMPASS SYSTEM.
brand
stalmtion for I.cVP12 soIt,
or yourowe ,tall. Eclipse -Pioneer.

I

and

SEARCHLIGHT

R-111/APR-5A. Radiir countermeasures superheterodyne has two bands; 1,000-3,000 or 3,000-6.000
Large vernier dial is calibrated
frequency.
The IF amplifier in the reeve is 30in me
Crystal-calib. with harmonica past 470 mc.
a
10 me band width) Built -In power supply is with
Is
Het. freq. meter and Sig Gen. Output
115 v.
of
10
mw
(1111-2000
Cy. Front panel has constant -Z coax antenna
either CW or 90% AM
with 30 kc sine wave or
input and SO fittings for
100% AM with 10 u -sec
video output to en oscilpuse at 1 kc. The AF
loscope and for output
to a panadapter. 2" 0-1
Pulse also available at
50 & 6,000 ohms. RF.
ma meter for tuning. IF
OFFICE AND MAIN WAREHOUSE:
either CD or AM, is at
and AF gain controls.
SO fitting, 50 ohms, or
EXCELLENT
7460
VARNA
CONDIAVE.,
NO.
HOLLYWOOD,
CAL.
radiated from antenna
TION: With this receiver
supplied.
you also get the Navy
Input
Moil
to:
BOX 3007-E, NO. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
80
or
115 V. 50 to 800 ey.
Shipboard
Panadapter
Phones: STonley 7-0406
This power supply alone
POplar 5-1810
RESB also0 has bu ilt-in
is worth more than our
Telegraph: WUX, NO. HOLLYWOOD
ey
GIVE supply, made for 30 me
Coble: ARROWSALES, NO. HOLLYWOOD
With headset, cordds,,ICE!
Input to match the reattenuator, plus comceiver,
and
also in
CENTRAL WAREHOUSE & SALES SHOWROOM
plete tech manual.
EXCELLENT condition.
LU
BOTH for $159.50
me.
2441 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 16, ILL.
Cat. Ne.42806TY2, Shpg
only.
set 65 lbs.
OTHER WAREHOUSES IN:
t6
NEwl
ONLY
,$17.95 Atlanta,.Go., Son Antonio, Tex., Pasco, Wash.,
AU prices F.O.B. subj.
í.U- 3:485-498.5 mc. Cat,
Sacramento,
Cal., Burbank, Cal.,
to change without notice.
N0
BRA1
wt
áFw s. saYrro$19.95
Los Angeles, Col.
Items subj, to prior tale.

Equipment

Spotting
Service

o
This service is aimed at helping you,
the reader of "SEARCHLIGHT", to
locate Surplus new and used electronic equipment and components
not currently advertised. (This service is for USER -BUYERS only). No
charge or obligation.

How to use: Check the dealer ads
to see if what you want is not currently advertised. If not, send us
the specifications of the equipment
and/or components wanted on the
coupon below, or on your own
company letterhead to:

Searchlight Equipment
Spotting Service
c

ARROW SALES, Inc.'

330 W. 42nd St.
N. Y. 36, N. Y.

11ower

o

-70-493.5

N411NNIN

r

'o ELECTRONICS,

Your requirements will be brought
promptly to the attention of the
equipment dealers advertising in
this section. You will receive replies
directly from them.

Searchlight Equipment
Spotting Service

FOR MORE QUALITY -PER -DOLLAR, BUY RECONDITIONED

TEST EQUIPMENT

c/o

WE WILL QUOTE ON NEW AND USED TOP-QUALITY COMMERCIAL
BRANDS AND
SELECT MILITARY SURPLUS ITEMS IN OUR CHOICE STOCK,
TO YOUR NEEDS.

ELECTRONICS,

330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
help us locate the following
equipment compose.,
Please

AN/APR-4 LABORATORY RECEIVERS
Complete with all five Tuning Units, covering the range 38 to
4,000 Mc; wideband discone and other antennas, wavetraps,
mobile accessories, 100 page technical manual, etc. Versatile,
accurate, compact-the aristocrat of lab receivers in this
range. Write for data sheet and quotations.

SIGNAL GENERATORS IN STOCK INCLUDE:
SG-47/USM-16, 10-440 Mc., (see "BJ-75A", p. 578,
BUYER'S GUIDE)
TS -403/U AN/URM-61 1800-4,000 Mc. (Hewlett-Packard 616A)
TS-497A/URR 2-400 Mc. (Measurements Model 80)
TS -600 (XA)/U 400-1,000 Mc. (Allen D. Cardwell)
TS601 (XA)/U 975-2,000 Mc. (Allen D. Cardwell)
18.602 (XA)/U 4.200-10,300 Mc. (Polytechnic Rea. & Dee.)
Model
TS -437

í6C 50

Kc.-28

Mc.

1956

(Forrls)-and many, many more.

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY
STREET

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
434 PATTERSON ROAD

DAYTON 9, OHIO

394
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1_

MI

ta

MI

IIM

'`Ni!

IIINI

MI RD

MOI

MII

lit

:¡
* Brand New! Guaranteed!
now!
* Gigantic savings! Actquotes! ,
* Lowest open -market

ALVARADIO

is back! With
bigger bargains ever!"
INDUSTRIAL CONDENSERS

,

mfd. 4,000 volts.
Cat. 1F204
1 'i) 100 mfd. 4,000 volts.
Cat. P15902
c'1 120 mfd. 3,000 volts.
Cat. 18F268
(All Famous Makes)
80

$45.00

,
,

$65.00
$55.00

3C33
3E29

15.00
8.25
7.00

4-400A

44.00
41-1000A... 150.00
5D23/RK65. 7.00
6C21
15.00
1.20
2.00

15E
24G
H K24
53A
H Y65

1-222 SIGNAL GENERATOR-MICROVOLTER
Fc,.q. rang . 8-ill 31C & 150-'l 91 31C. Complete unit
ill tubes and L MC. Calibrating Crystals. Self -con aired 110 V. and 00 cycle potter supply. With
C-1 .taati,. Cost the Govt. approx.
95
II

2.00
5.00
1.40
5.00

100TH
VT127
VT -127A
F -128A

$49

S-iio. no Brand New

550.00

2H21
4E27

,

1.50
2.50
7.25

VT-158

250TH
250TL
450TH
471A
575A
H K /654

100's SOLD!
Only few left
1 at this price!

750TL
811A

labs, industry.
1 Ideal for TV
$197.50 1
technicians,
unisons,
"vim pools, medic-"mechanical eye" for closed
circuit TV. 1846 Iconoscope, 6 -stage video ampli lar and clipper. THE REAL THING! Send for
note, free, complete technical data:
197 SO
1 SOLD AT FRACTION OF REAL
VALUE! Only

'

Test Equipment
AN/UPM-1, -7, -8, -10,
-11

AN/GPM-14
LAE-1, -4
TS -10C
TS -13, -15, -16
TS -19
TS -24
TS -28
TS -32, -33, -34, -35

-39, -45
-56, -59
-67, -74
1 T5-89, -92
T5-110, -111
1 UHF Micro -Volter
Model 10
TS -125, -143
TS -182, -184
TS -204, -218
TS -234, -235
T5-251, -261, -277
TS -268, -294C
TS -488
TS -3G,
TS -47,
TS -62,

TSX-4SE

Radar Equipment
APA, -6, -10, -11
APS-4, -6, -15
ART -26

APT -5A

2.50

829B
830B
832A
838
ß38W

.35

3.00
4.00
.25
1.00
.90

AIRCRAFT
ELECTRONICS
ARC -27
ARC -1
MN -62
ARC -3
MN -55
ARC -4
ARC -5
ARC -12

LP -21
LP -31

ARN-6
APN-9

AS313-B
RTAIB

FORCED

AIR COOLED

F1298....
220B
508
858
880

1AD4
1D8GT
106

6BA7

2A3

6.14

611C7

6K8GT

6CL6

1

,

6AG7
6AK6

6L6

6L6GA

UM

,

65.17

6Y6G

6X5GT

7A(í
6SK7GT 7C7
6SK7GTY 7F8
12A6
6SK7Y

6SL7GT
6SN7GT

12AH7GT
12AT7

THYRATRONS
FG -271....522.00
$7.50

1C

1.00
.70

2D21W

.90
5.75
7.50
.75

2D21
3C45

4825
C5B

5.00

ELSB

25.00
66M/5528.. 7.00
4.00
FG -32.. .
11.00
FG105
9.00
5G154
9.00
VT -158
5C22

.

FG172

1.20
1.00
4.25
1.25
5.00
1.00
1.70
2.40
4.75
4.75
5.00
4.25
1.00
1.50
5.85
4.00
1.50
1.75
4.00

5670WA...
5672
5677
5678
5686
5687
5691
5692
5693
5696
5702

5703WA....
57184

$35

1

I

DC -788C
R-5/ARN-7
ART-13
All Types of Military, Test, and Communs-'
ration Equip.: TS, I, AN, AN/UP31-11,
TS- I 171). TS -148, etc.

ALVARADIO INDUSTRIES
Established 1947. All items guarantoed.
1
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 151-E, No. Hollywood, Calif.
Office -Warehouse:
No. Hollywood, Calif.
15523 Satsuma Ave.,

,
I

5784WA...
5787

5829

5829WA...
5840
5840A
5844

5845
5851
5854
5876
5886
5896
5898
5899

4.75
7.00
4.50
5.50
5.00
.50

6111

3.50

6147
6152
6159
6161

1.50
3.00
1.00
6.50

1.40
2.00
2.00
8.50
5.50
3.95
4.50
3.00
6.00
3.00
45.00

6099.
6100.
6101.
6106
6110

.

6112..

4.75

6201/

1.40
5.00
3.50
1.30

6211
6263.

1.75
3.00
7.50

6386.
7193
8012

11

2
Y

é

12AT7WA 3.50

1.50
11.50

.

6279/5C22. 27.00
7.00 6280/416B.. 35.00

4.00
5.75
4.00

5899A
5902

5931 5U4WG 4.75

5932
5933
5967
5969

3.50
1.50
10.00
10.00

5.00
.20
1.00

1.75
.75
.50
1.00
.75
2.25
.20

8025A
9001
9002
9003
9004
9005
9006

/

RECTIFIERS & REGULATORS
0B2
0B3

.60
.75
.60
.55
2.00
1.95
.90
12.50
.25
1.00
1.35
$

SB
SC
1V
2C53

2X2
2X2A.
3824

3624W ....
3828

6.75
4.00

3B29

5.95

2AP1
2BP1
3AP1
3CP1

52.75
5.95

2.75
1.75
3DP1S2.... 4.75
2.50
3FP7
2.00
3GP1.
7.50
3JP1
3 W 2P1.... 50.00

.

393A

KU -627....
677

715C

885
2050

2050W
2051

3.35
7.00
30.00
10.00
.75
1.00
3.50

K015XA/X481
B,C.D. .. 540.00
SRX16.. .. 100.00
1

21454

12.00
24.00
100.00
32.50
50.00
14.00

2C39A
2C40
2C42
2C43
2C46

$10.00
7.00
8.75
7.75
5.00

1824
1824A
1835

$5.50
12.50
3.50
8.00

21425
21428
21443
21445

21(48

5R4GY.

$1.25
2.75
1.50
2.20
1.00
6-4
1.00
6-7
1.00
6-11.
1.00
7H40
.
15R
.30
RX21...... 5.00
100R/8020. 1.75
3.00
249B
3.00
49C
.

5R4WGY..
5Y3WGT..
5X3

250R
2678

4.95
4.95

314A
$80.00
1.00
371A
2.50
371B
515A RCA. 13.50
12.50
575A
.65
705A
1.40
816
1.20
836
1.20
866A
32.50
869B
1.15
872A
.75
876
.50
878
5931/5U4WG 4.00
3.00
8013

iìi

3EP1

5BP1A.....

$1.25
8.50

2.25
1.75
7.00
7.00
8.50
2.50

5BP4
5CP1

SCP1A....
5CP11
SCP11A

5FP7A

5JP1A.....$25.00

2.00
15.00
4.99
10.00
9LP7
12DP7..... 12.00
51UCP11... 25.00
2.25
902P1

5NP1

7BP1A.....
7CP1

8.75

5J P1

5559/FG57.

9.00
5560,/FG95. 16.00
5948/1754. 250.00
5956, E36... 33.50
6130

2J21A
2J22
2J26
2J27
2J31
2J32
2J33
2J34
2J37
2138.
2J49
2J50

4.00

15.00

2.155
2.156.

2J61
2J62.
4.121.

4.13L
4J42.
4.126

$4.75
4.50
4.50
4.50
32.50
9.50
28.50
13.00
28.50
28.50
32.50
32.50
45.00
45.00
9.95
5.50
100.00
125.00
25.00
45.00

$14.00
95.00
24.00
6B M6
.. 29.50
6BM6A... 32.50
21455

31(30

6131.6

.

V45.... ..P.O.R.
80.00

V50

V62..
.. P.O.R.
723Ar B ... 7.00

726A
$4.75
14.00
726B
13.00
726C
40.00
5611
135.00
5721
59811/5650.. 60.09
90.00
6116
160.00

6236

.65

LIGHTHOUSE TUBES
560.00 464A.. ..
3C22

MAGNETRONS

,

5763
5783
5784

5977A

KLYSTRONS

C1K.. ...

1

6V6Y

651(7

6J5

6AB7

5751WA.

53.00
3.00

5977

9.75
3.25 5995
12.00
2.00 5992
9.00
.70 5993
4.60
5995.
1.75
3.00 6005..
3.85
6021
1.00
2.95
5.50 6045
1.50
1.20 6073
4.75
2.25 6080
2.00 6080WA... 6.50
4.00
.
3.50 6087
1.30
1.10 6096
4.25 6098CT..., 1.90

SCOPE TUBES

6L6Y
6N7

6C5

1G4GT/G 6F6

,

-----

5663
5670

OD3

Non -Rugged ized

Type IC/VRW-7. Manufactured by CBS
for the U. S. Navy. Requires only 24-28
DC at 70 W. for complete operation.
Ideal for recording conversations between
I volts
pilot and tower. Has two inputs for mike
and radio receiver, and two outputs for
headphones. U. S. Navy ACQ approximately $350.00. (Can be
'used on 6 and 12 V cars,
00 1
boats, etc. with small available inverters)
WE NEED & PAY TOP MONEY FOR:
BC -224
BC -348
APN-9

2.40
3.75

.

5749
5750
5751

1.00 5787WÁ
5794
5814
5654/6A 1(5 W/
6096...., 2.95 58144
5658
6.75 5814WA...

5718

$2.25
.90
1.50
6J6WA
.90
65147W
1.50
6SN7WGT.
1.35
6X4W
3.75
7F8W
12AT7WA. 3.00
1.25
125X7....
.50
5915

5744WA.

5654....

5704

145.00
55.00
190.00
140.00
200.00

64L5W..

5744

3.25

5702WA...

WATER
COOLED

5726/6097/

6.25
5.75
4.50
4.50
1.40

130.00
110.00

5680
5736

2.75

5722
5725
5726

1.00
5.75
6.00
2.85
3.75
5.75
5.85
4.75
1.00
4.50

5651WA

51.50

5719A

75.00

5687WA...

4X150D.... 20.00
4X150G.... 28.50
4X2506.... 38.00

5719

51.00

3X2500A3.. 150.00
3X2500F3..150.00
4X1504. .. 18.50

Write for new low prices
65R7
6L6G
6BA6

1A3

SCR 718C

-2A
Pioneer 12117
Pioneer 12123
Pioneer 12133
DY -11, -12, -17
PE -206
5D2INJ3A

$2.75
1.40
1.00
1.20
.70

6AC7 W
6A K5 W
6A L5 W
6A S6
6 B F7 W
6C4W

RECORDER

-June

45.00
4.95
$7.25
272A
5.00
3006
2.75
305A
3.50
310A
3.75
311B
1.75
313C
.40
316A
3.50
327A
5.00
3286
7.50
331A
4.75
337A
4.75
348A
5.00
349A
19.00
354AWE
3.25
356B
1.50
359A
1.00
371A
2.10
372A
3.25
381A ... .. 5.00

2678

6.16W

54RWGY.
5Y3WGT

SAVE 90%
PORTABLE
WIRE

ELECTRONICS

5.75
.70
4.00

W. E. TUBES
251A

RECEIVING TUBES
RUGGEDIZED
6J4WA

BC -314

PIONEER 12132-1A,

i,

.45

1625.......

5517
5588
5610
5633
5635
5636
5637
5639
5640
5641.
5642
5643
5644
5645
5646.
5647
5651

OC3

1

I

8.50
2.00
1.25
8.00
3.50
8.00

5.30
3.50
.30

1619
1620

GROUND
ELECTRONICS
ARB
BC -342
ART -13
BC -344
BC -348
BC -191
BC -222
BC -375
CRT -3
BC -224
BC -312
TCS-12

-2A

II' 000's of other items
Tell us your needs!

803
813
814
815
828
829

843
845
852
864
1611
1613

1

SCR -717, -720
SL APQ-13

INVERTERS
PIONEER 12142-1A
PIONEER 12143-1A,

-56
-122, -166
-177, -208
-222
E-12
E-19
E-35, -36

1

.40
3.75
21.00
12.00
40.00
4.00
12.00
15.00
30.00
.35

227A

NEW Surplus

1

9.50

211

RCA TV CAMERA

5.000 SERIES & UP

BROADCAST TUBES

AIR COOLED

5100.00
35.00
90.00
4J51
75.00
4.158
90.00
145.00
4J61
4J64
45.00
5J23
75.00
19.50
01460
K62
19.59
Q
QK284..... 95.00
706AY-GY. 14.00
706CY..... 15.00
9.50
714A
714AY
50.00
2.75
725A
5586
.105.00
105.00
5657
5780
175.00
6177
85.00
4.150

4468

51.90
.40
1.00
60.00

559

8011

8014A......

TR. AND ATR. TUBES

4.133

4J34

7.00
.50
1.24

4C27
446A

1835A.....
1837
1840

7.00

1847
1863A
1058
1Q22

2.00

1Q23
GA4

.45

1H25

57.00
18.50
45.00
40.00

532A

7095......
724B
6232

5.25

.50
.65
17.00

50.00

4.00

DIODES
1N21
1N21C
1N23B
1N23C

12G21
6AN5

$

2.00
.80
2.25

$2.00
2.75

1N38A
6006

.65
.90
.60
P 0 R

COMPUTER TUBES
6AN5WA.. $4.75 6211

$1.10

1N32
1N34A
1H38

5965

$2.15

8.75
.45
.50

10144

S

CK705.....

1.20

All items F.O.B. Los Angeles, subjec to prior sale and change of price without notice.
Cable VHRADELECT. Bell Teletype:
Write for unlisted items or call REpublic 5-0215
See our ad in current issue of Electronic Advertiser
TWX LA 1460

V & H RADIO
2029-2047 W

and

VENICE BLVD.

ELECTRONICS
LOS ANGELES

6, CALIF.

11115
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NEW YORK TUBE & TEST EQUIPMENT

EXCHANGE

NEW UNUSED SURPLUS

STANDARD LABORATORY RECEIVERS
AN/APR4 complete with five tuning units
38 to 4000 m.c.
AN/APR5A, 3000-6000 m.c.
AN/APR10, 2000-4400 m.c.

Special! TS45

GENERATOR-$9900

X BAND

SPECIAL! 5,000 V. POWER SUPPLY
For IP25 Infrared Image Converter from
NEW, Complete with RCA 1654 Tube

3 V.

9

$

Battery Source

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
NEW T5148/UP
ST147UP SIGNAL GENERATOR

OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT USED CHECKED OUT SURPLUS
T35 AP
TS36 AP
1-96A
TS-45
TS47 APR
TS69/AP
T5100
TS102A;'AP

RF4!AP
TS12, AP
TA13,'AP
TS14 AP

TS33,'AP
T534 ,'AP

TS108

T5226
TS239A-T5239C

TS110'AP
T5125,'AP
TS126/AP
T5147

SURPLUS EQUIP.
APA10
APA38
APS3 'APS4
APR4
APR5A

T5251
TS258

T5270

TS174 AP
T5175, 'AP
TS182

TS418

TF890

APT2-APTS
and many others

1

834

SPECIAL

WHOLESALE and EXPORT ONLY
Minimum tube order $25

Thousands of tubes available at
special prices
PARTIAL LIST

Phone: ORegon 4-7070

2AP1
4C21
4C28
5A6
58P4
4J52
2A4G

6H6
6K8G

307A
274A
274B
262B
328A
357A

6A R6

5R4WGY
5W4GT
OZ4A
6AC7
28D7

6C21

6J5GT

89

450TH

450TL

5691
5692
5693
5639
5814
9001
9002
9003

TY ELECTRONICS, INC.
119 PRINCE ST.
NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

Cable: TELESERUP

ANY OTHER TYPES

SUBMINIATURE

RELAYS

'DIAMOND H' Relays
Mfg. By

HART MANUFACTURING C11,
The "Diamond II" series R
hermetically sealed Relays will
match or surpass USAF Spec.
MIL -11-5757B.
26.5 V.D.C. Coil Res. 150 ohms
4PDT (4C) Contacts rated 2A
@ 30 V.D.C.
Hart aR115BIP-I Plug-in type
Dim. 1.1/16" dia. x
Hermetically
13/a"High. R115BIP-I
Sealed
15 Pin SOCKET for above Relay. RISI PS Each 25f

operate on 18v. D.C. Hermetically Sealed
. Size
21/2" x 1t/" x 2s/4". Contacts
10 amp, at 30v. D.C. or 115v.
A.C. nun-ind.
#182 DXX102

$1.75
STRUTHERS-DUNN Sub -Miniature RELAYS
Size 11/4" dia. X 11/4" high. Mounting centers
11/,," except fig. #3%" mtg. Studs. 26.5 V.D.C.
150

ohms.

Fig.

1

Fig.

2

Fig.

1

3

Dnnco #220XCX310 3PDT (3C) R103
Dune° #220XDX310 4PDT (4C) R104
Dune° #220XDX301 4PDT (4C) RIOS

Net each

$1.75

K1097 -P19 (7ACP-19) THREE BEAM CATHODE RAY TUBE
The Type 7ACP19 is a 6%" diagonal, rectangular face, three
beam, post accelerator, electrostatic deflection and focus Cathode
Ray Tube. Each beam Is independently controlled except for
Heater, Cathode and Accelerating voltages. The Deflection
Electrodes of each beam are electrostatically shielded front each
other. The Gun Structures are designed so as to give no appreciable Focus Voltage Current.

SPECIAL PRICE $35.00
Special Discounts on Quantity Purchases. Production Quantities
Write for P3tgineering Data Bulletin
C

& B ELECTRONICS

1949 W. ERIE ST.

Are you one of the readers
of ELECTRONICS seeking
employment in any of the
above capacities?

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES?
Are you looking for or of-

fering a business opportunity of special interest to
men in the field served by
this publication?

KI097-P19
(IACP -19)

CHICAGO 22, ILL.

Do you need

equipment-

Read the "SEARCHLIGHT
SECTION," and the "EM-

Struthers -Dunn

2
3

you need competent
men for your staff? Do you
need men to fill executive,
sales or technical posiDo

Used or Surplus new? Do
you have any to offer?

4PST Norm, open (4A) 21v,
D.C. Coil 280 ohm, Will

Pig,
Fig.
Fig.

PERSONNEL?

EQUIPMENT?
HERMETICALLY -SEALED

STRUTHERS-DUNN RELAYS

$1.75

PROBLEM?

EMPLOYMENT?

carrying cases.

TS3A, AP

YOUR

tions?

Field Type X -Band Spectrum Analyzer. Band 8430-9580 Megacycles.
Will Check Frequency and Operation of various X Band equipment such as Radar Magnetrons, Klystrons, FR Boxes. It will
also measure pulse width, c -w spectrum width and Q. or resonant cavities. Will also check frequency of signed generators in
the X band. Can also be used as frequency modulated Signal
Generator etc. Available new complete with ad accessories, in

TSKl/SE

WHAT IS

PLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES" Section found in every
issue of ELECTRONICS for
the solution of these problems. Or bring your problem directly to the attention
of other readers. You can
get their attention-and action-at a relatively low
cost by placing your ad in

ELECTRONICS
TA. 9-8580

396
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

SAVE UP TO 70%
OF
WHOLESALE COST

ALL COMPONENTS

WE INVITE FOUR

FROM ONE OF THE

1ST QUALITY AND

IN UIRIES FOR ALL YOUR

LARGEST INVENTORIES

100% GUARANTEED

'ELECTRONIC NEEDS

IN THE U.S.A.

FREQUENCY METER
125KC to 20MC-Heterodyne Freq. Meter

$22.50
12.50
29.50
29.50
34.50

Battery Oper.-w/Calibration Books-Exc.

OCT

1DG

$37.50
37.50

5N

37.50
37.50

5SG
6G

42.50

1HCT
1F
1G
3D

3HCT
511

5CT. .....
5HCT

..

62.50
62.50
22.50
34.50
42.50
34.50
34.50

5SDG
5SF

Coed.-checked

7G

Ea. $79.50

Case -Brand New

$129.50

HEWLETT-PACKARD
WAVE GUIDE TEST EQUIP'T.
G-3708 Fixed Attenuator 1"x2"
$45.00
(Ant
G-3700 Fixed Attenuator-1"x2"45.00
201)13
J -370C Fixed Attenuator
45.90
10DR
J -3700D Fixed Attenuator 44x13'-20DB
45.00
S-3706 Fixed Attenuator 13Jx3'52.50
6DB
S-3700 Fixed Attenuator 13.dx3"52.50
20UB
G -870A Slide Screw Tuner 152"95.00
1.95 to 5.85 KMC
J -870A Slide Screw Tuner %xlA"95.00
5.85 to 8.20 KMC

-

POLYSTYRENE CAPACITORS
1% Tolerance

Hermetically Sealed-200VDCW-500VDCT
$7.50 Ea.
0.5 MFD
$12.10 Ea.
I MFD
Brand New
MFD. by Western Electric

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
TEFLON and KEL-F
INSULATED HOOK-UP WIRE
Immediate Delivery

KOLLSMAN SERVO MOTORS
WITH TACH GENERATOR

VARIOUS COLORS and SIZES
Inquire For Complete Listing
At Money Saving Prices

TYPE 890-0160640-MOTOR-115V-60Cy:
2 Ph. 3350 RPM -5 Watts Oaitput
S59.50 Ea.
GEN. 6.5V/1000 RPM
TYPE 16236 -0410120-Motor-26V-400 Cy. 2 Ph..6500 RPM .045 Watts Output.
RPM
$42.50 Ea.
<.'EN. 0.34V/1000

In Stock For

TYPE

"1" POTENTIOMETERS
2

Watt Carbon

BUTTERFLY
CONDENSERS
YOUR CHOICE

`c

$495

TIE C
24í'

ITS" Dis.
0-1" ef K

TYPE 0

r
Ir,<

-

These units make
the finest tuners

for Ultra -high

TYPE D
tronsfr
OW,
mitters, receivers,
Die.
frequency m
nn s -lev MOP and oscillators.
,'",'-2;',17`
0an
HERSHEL RADIO CO.

5247 Grand River

Z

TYler 8-9400
Detroit

BEARINGS

8,

Michigan

-

milation

1

Note

C. 2, N.

35

ton 895 Power Level Meter
Weeton 785 Iaduetrial Circuit Tester

-75.00

95:50
"345.00
27.50
"225.00
250.00
275.00
89.50
160.00
85.00
.105.00
15.00

20.00

'475.00
170.00
75.00
"75.00
180.00
'170.00
155.00
57.50

89.50

'375.00
320 00

3O.0Ó
95.00

Weston 798 Megohmeter 0-20/200
x42.00
AN/UPM-25Wavameterr 802.1122Ó hic
'97.50
Aeon,1 MC
9.95
AT-48/UP 3 CM Pickup Born Antenna
AT-105/AP'K' Band Pickup Horn Ant. 32.95
BC-221 Frequency Meter 125 KC 115.00
20.000 KC-Aeeur..05%
I-128 Signal Generator 15-25 MC &
115.00
-In Mod
2700I-13 A22510CMC
'120.00
2900 MC
LAE-0 UHF Signal Generator 510220.00
1LAP

VHF

Bignal

Generator 90-600

LAGO Microwave Signal Generator
1200-4000 MC. Aoour. 1%
LAC Audio Oscillator -20-20.000 ey.
by
l Ge eratord0.5 KC -50
LT Std.
MC.-2V. Output
TS-33/AP 311 CM Frequency Meter
UU MC Aeon, Ud
TS 34 A9P Oaoilloesope 30% cps-TMs
Portable
TS-48/AP Wave Meter 3000 MC
TS-100/AP Oecilloscepe-A. J. R & X
Indication-Freq. video to 3 MC
TS-174/0 Freq. Meter 20-200 MC
Aeon, .05%
TS-311A/UP Preoieioa Echo Be. 8730
to 8010 MC-Measures frequency,
Incl.
aalyefe.
power, spectrum

x125.00

'370.00
s85.00
'375.00
x80,00
x145.00

'195.00

49.50
89.00

385.00

'225.00
Crystal miser teeters
STODDART TS -587/U Noise and
1200.00
Field Intensity Meter 15-400 MC
TS -588A/15 Std. Signal Generator
390.00
5KC-50MC 2V. output

Excellent Used-Cheoked out &

new except where noted

Guaranteed.

WRITE FOR
A COMPLETE

LIST OF SURPLUS

EQUIPMENT

LECTRONIC
RESEARCH LABORATORIES
715-19 Arch St., Phila. 6, Pa. MArket 7-6771
Cable Address: LECTRONIC, Philadelphia

WILL BUY ALL
New or Used

Receivers
Transmitters
Radar
Special Purpose Tubes
Relays
Meters
Switches
Connectors
Rectifiers
Transformers
Motors & Generators
Wiring Cable
Instruments
and
All Electronic Components

Leach Relay #5059-R
#5058
#5055
#5053 -SM
e5053

Price Bros. Relay #10
Relay
#5586
#5587
Antenna Switching Relay
Box

#
#
#

CBY 23049
BG-AN -198
-408
BC

Tubes #53A

VT -127A
35T
WL -530

VT -227A
VT -327A
15E

Highest prices paid for most all types of aircraft sparkplugs any condition
& ELECTRONIC SURPLUS
14000 BRUSH STREET
Detroit 3, Mich. TO 9-3403

RADIO

Wholesale Only

RAWAY BEARING CO.
4-8 Forsythe St. Walker 5.8150 N. Y.

-All items

SELLING

Miniatures: Precision; Stainless Steel;
Special Sizes, Tolerance & Construction.

1

Weeee

'220.00
r
Hewlett-Packard 3378 FM Monitor
25-175 MC
"200.00
Kay Megmweep 50KC-1000MC
"850.00
Lavoie LA -239A Oscilloscope
99.50
Measurements 62 VTVM
Measurement. 78E Std. Signal Gen. 115.00
50-75110
165.00
Meaear, lrxnte 79B Pulse Gen
85.00
Rubicon 1188 Reels. Std..001 ohms...
Rubicon 1171 Resin. Std..0001 ohms.. 150.00
247 AY
Vi
Metern(i-2.5/25/250/2500 m tiroenç
115.00
gene/hr

without not!ce.
Special Discounts on Quantity
Purchases

HERSHEL SPECIALS

A41/4- Dic.

.

Terms: 20% cash with order, bal. C.O.U.
unless rated. All prices net F.O.B. our
warehouse Phila., Pa.. subject to change

Full Range of Values Available From Stock
for Immediate Delivery
S .95 Ea.
Single Type J Units
2.95 Ea.
1Mal Type JJ Units
3.95 Ea.
Triple Type JJJ Unito
SI'ND FOR COMPLETE LISTING

TYPE

OR 4105 Wavemeter 20-300 Me
GR 434E Audio Freq. Meter
GR 5720 IKC Hummer
GR 820A Het. Freq. Meter
GR 700Pí Voltage Divider
GR 71313 Beat Freq. Oec
GR 715Á6 DC Amplifier
GR 720k Het. Freq. Meter
GR 723G VT Fork INC
GR 72413 Preoieioa w aveweter
GR 728A VTVM
GR 727A VTVM (Battery Oper.)
GR 814-P2 Filter
GR 830A Low Pass Filter with
GR 11105 Freq. Standard
GR1110P1 Multivibrator
GR 11785 Freq. Meter 25-80.000 cy
GR 15368 Contactor...
GR 18815 Megobmmeter
Boonton 307A Uniwerter
Boonton 110A QX Checker
20-28
Boonton 152A FM Signal Gen.Supply
MC & t-5 MC w/15011 Pwr
Dumont 185 Electronic Switch
Dumont 108 Oscilloscope
Dumont 148 Oscilloscope.....
Esterline Angus -20 Pen Operation Recoder Portable type
Hewlett-Packard 3258 Distortion Ana-

MEGGER
Winslow 5G -1000 -Insulation Resistance
Teat Set -Range 0-1000 Megohms at
500VDC-complete with Leads & Carrying

7DG
23CX6
211FI
3.95
2J1G1
5G
MANY OTHER TYPES IN STOCK
QUOTATIONS ON REQUEST
5F

out-Gtd

kscope
Waterman 0-12-13 3'
5325.00
Weston Model DirectaReading Ohm120.00
eter 0-2.5/25/50 ohms i4%
Weeton 45 DC Voltmeter 0-15V-3§%

GENERAL RADIO
OR I053-"-1 Hy. Std. Inductance.... 532.0'
"Men
GR 1071x -Variable Inductor
65.09
GR 210M Decade Condenser

.02% to

Accur.
Crystal Calibrated
2MC; .01% from 2-20 MC

27.50
42.50
42.50
47.50
45.00
4.95

6DG
6HG

- - -Modulated

-

EQUIPMENT

TEST

SYNCHROS
COMPLETE LINE OF COMMERCIAL
ARMY AND NAVY TYPES

Wholesale Only

/WNW

Y.

AN CONNIEC TORS
FAST DELIVERY
All comply with government specifications
ELECTRONICS

- June

FROM STOCK

Let us quote

ors

`1

L,c,;lg,ee,

your requirements.

,irtätrie

99 MURRAY ST.. NEW YORK 7. N. Y.
WOrth 4-2490-1-2

LOW PRICES
Cadmium or olive
drab finish.
397
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
IBM

MINIATURE 60 MC IF STRIP uses 6 ea. 6AK5
tubes, with synchronous single tuned interstage
coupling networks realizing an overall gain of 100db
for a band width of 2mc. Weight 9 ounces, $12.50.

1

1

1

'

GUIDED MISSILE BEACON.
$37.50.

COMPLETE RADAR PLUMBING

1

COAX MIXER ASSEMBLY IN2I type crystal de
estor
18.50.

11E.

N"

0CM

.5THRMSTR

coax input. New

COMPLETE SURFACE SEARCH RADAR U. S.
Navy type "SO" Raytheon 275kw nominal pulsed output 3000mc. S" band. Rotating yoke plan position
ndicator with 2, 4, 20, 80 mile range selection. InPut 115vdc. 32vdc. or 28vde. Lightweight. Delivered
ompiete with installation accessories, set of drawings, instruction books, export cased. Write, phone.

RADIO -RESEARCH
550

,ar111--a
(

-

Ave.. N.

5

Y.

PAUL

INSTRUMENT

36, N. Y.
1.

Tel.

cted

Co.

CF -I

RIER

ZC51.

PLISHNER

nightlighter

-

- 250 to

595

6

I

RPM reversible
RPM

BLAN

N.

ELECTRONICS
is

DIEHL-DELCO
P.M. motors.

Dey St.

Made for

New York 7,

EST. 1923

$0.50

1.00
60 cy 1 RPM
1.00
HANSEN Synchron 4 rpm $4.24
CRAMER 4 rpm
$4.65

PLEASE INCLUDE POSTAGE
P

a al m a a ti ti m F

230v 52 RPM

2Hr. 2.80

RPM ... 2.90 I R.P.I2Hr. 3.25
3.6 RPM
3.15 60 RPM .. 4.85
I
RPM -SO Cycles, $1.85
Laboratory Special I of Each Motor $25

64

$10.00

HAYDON TIMING MOTORS
110v 60 cycle 30 RPM..$2.60
119v 60 cycle 1 RPM... 2.60

1

4

ta

Section of

110v 60 Cy

fi

R P.

ELECTRIC TELEPHONE CARchannel carrier bay. Brand new and complete.
Exc Cond. Write -?hone.

this Searchlight

Watt Most POWERFUL
TELECHRON MOTOR

TELECHRON Motors
... 52.901 RPM ... 3.95

RPM

me

WESTERN
4

HAND WOUND 10 Sec. to 24
Min. TIMER SWITCH $1.35

1500 K.C.

Automatic $1
ightswitch. Darkness throws
he switch- turns lights on
s dusk . . off at dawn. Fools
burglars who watch for signs
o an empty house. Same as
your city buys for $45 on top
o' street lamp posts.
2

General Radio VARIACS in stock,
Special Sale on a few 200-B (1 amp.)
removed from equip't
$8.95

GONIOMETER

More Left
TYPE CFT -47372

1

1100 New $5.50.

i /APirtr/ r!/ '

Only a Few

$15.00
Range
Dial direct

BOX.

transformer). Output electronically regulated.
Perfect waveform. Built to rigid U. S. Navy
spec. Drive motor easily swapped for any other
input you wish. A perfect source of pure 115 volt
400 cycle. Excellent condition $385.0 each.
LORAN. RCA current type LE -8802. Complete coy
erage of S. I. R. rate stations. Built in digital corn
puter.
t
Binary and decade
by stable100
crystal e 5v 60 cycl
input. Total 67 tubes incl. 32 type.
PRESSURIZED WINDOW 1 a 1/2" guide Varian V

64691

JU

ECHO

3KW 400 CYCLE SOURCE
Complete generator set.
115VDC 3RP speed
regulated, compound motor. Generator output
115 volts, 400 cycle, single phase 17.4 amp.
oonttnuous duty (easily converted to 3 phase by

a1

KOILED KORDS 3 wires $126
22 inches long stretches to 9 ft

MI

8730-8910mc.
reading. Accuracy plus minus
5mo.
Rtngtime 400 yarda
nominal. Mfg. Western Electric. Used exc. condition.
$225.00 each.

TS46/AP FREQUENCY METER complete 3000mc
band coverage with accuracy of 5mc relative, abso
lute plus and minus 3mc. 200 microamp. meter
Micrometer adjust. Equal to TS -117. New $35.00

RF to IF, 'N' fittings, matching slug, duplex

EIOM OUT

TS -311

CRYSTAL MOUNT p/o AN/APN-19 and 60.
10cm. Low level converter matching RF line to
crystal. New $19.50.
RADAR BEACON RECEIVER R-149/AP'N-19.
Comprises a microwave RF crystal detector, video
amplifier stages and duty cycle limiter and
blocking oscillator, plus control circuits. Operates on 2 channels in the 2400 to 3600mc. region
with a band width of 300mc, when filter F-28/APN-19 (above) is not used. Used excellent
condition
$125.00 ea.
POWER SUPPLY DY-30/APN-19 (for above)
19.5vdc input. Regulated output 360v60ma &
100vlonta. Rendbi dynamotor DA31A
$44.50

FRONT END.
c/o 2K25 local ose. mount, 2K25 beacon
type N adapter, crystal mount with tuningmount,
slug,
variable attenuator, beacon xtal mt. beacon
N
adapter. Also matching duplexer assy. Latest
type Navy Radar. Ideal for radar front end or
as a complete laboratory bench set up. Price
incl. duplexer $52.50. Less duplexer $42.50.
Brand new electrical and mech. tested.

,

-1

Klystron mount.
Type N output. Tuneable over range. For
Shepard tube le, 726 etc.
Complete. Brand new.

FILTER CAVITY F-28/APN-I9 2700'2900 mc.
1.5 db max. loss at ctr. freq. over band, 3db
at 15 me band ends. JAN spec. Brand new

Broad band. BNC
teflon connector. Airtron. VSWR less than
1.0. Brand new $24.50

,

11M-

MI
10cm.

3em. Crystal Mount.

1

® a al al

Used and Surplus Equipment now

volts.

24

Will work at

lower speed at 12v, or 6v. Battery or Rectifier. Size 1"x1"x2"

Y.

an index of reliable sources for

available. Consult the Searchlight
Section in regular monthly issues

$375

for later offerings.
COMPLETE

SNOOPERSCOPES!!!
FORMER 'TOP
SrCRET'
NESS,

ARE

AVAILABLE

WANTED

NOW
FOR

CIVILIAN USES!'
Army
Mad
oerscope.

By BELL A HOWELL
Co.
Uses RCA Type
1P25-A Image Tube.

Priced from $50.00 to $125.00.

Descriptive Bulletins listing industrial Write for
Information.
LIMITED QUANTITIES$ and Price

NEW
INFRARED
IMAGE
TUBES
P25 -A ...519.95

6032

If you don't see what you want

-

INFRARED
VIEWERS FOR SEEING IN TOTAL DARK-

$29.95

CASH

ask for it. Ask the advertisers. They

are constantly adding to their stocks

and may have acquired just what

PAIDIec.
ell.your surplus
ironic tubes.

you need. And, when you

l

unused, clean transmitting, special purpose,
receiving, TV types, magnetrons, Klystrons,
Broadcast, etc. Also want military & commercial lab test and communications gear. We
swap too, for tubes or choice equipment.
Send epeciflo details In first letter. For a fair deal
write, wire or telephone: WAlker 5.7000
Barry, 512 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.

Searchlight Section of Electronics
to help you locate buyers
a list

IMAGE TUBE POWER SUPPLY
Snoc7ersco6e Part =1.750A. -Power -

Pack for 1P25 -A Tube (will also supply
'Y-147 Tube).
Input 6 V.D.C., output 1.2511 V.D.C. and additional
`ocusing voltages. Checked -out, comtam
plme, and operating with 1654 Tube.
416s a 3 x 8". Diagram inrhided.
.oa $60.00. Used. NEW CONDITION --$7.95 Gov't
Ppd.
McNEAL ELECTRIC & EQUIPMENT CO.
-)736 Olive St.
Dept. E -fi. St. Louis 8. Mo.
Tr
Prirr., /nrludr l'or,tou, f n,lr Ifith Il rirr...

Y-

11.'11 17,,1r,1

l'rrr'rrri.

.

11)

A'

Hr

\,1

10 ll,rr,fi

R5/ARN7 Radio Corn

R C -

1

as to

space and rates.

ters

A

... Send

of your equipment and we will

gladly give full information

WANTED
ART-13/T47A
TransBC -348 Ree'r Unmodlmitters
$175.00
fled Q and R Modela
ART -13/747 Transmit850.00
$125.00
BC -788C Alt
$175.00
A R C - 3 Transceiver
Complete
$325.00

have

special items to dispose of, use the

INFRARED LIGHT SOURCE

Snooperscope Part =1364 -A. -Input 6
rolls, 3 amps. Has special 5%" dia.
=:1-1529 glass filter & goldplated reIwror. Projects a powerful beam of
invisible infrared radiation (free of an
i>-iblr light) that illuminates objects
for infrared viewing (or photographer
l°
up to a distance of 4110 feet. For any
Infrared system. Complete with bulb.
STK =L -5459. -NEW, ONLY
$7.95 Ppd.

-

Transceiver

BC -342 Ree'r

$225.00
50.00

..$

$160 00

Ship via Expresss C.O.D.C
O.D.
H.

FIN

N E G A N,

3ubfect2to lnspeetlon
49 W ash I n gton Ave. Little Ferry. N.1.

Classified Advertising Division
d

Used Vibration

Fatigue Testing
Equipment Wanted

ELECTRONICS
P. O.

Box 12

New York 36, N. Y.

Write: W-5162, Electronics
Class. Adv. Div., P. O. Box 12, N. Y. 38, N. Y.
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- ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO.
150-C- 150V/65MA.6.3V/2.5A.6.3V0.6A
$1.79
900V/25MA PK. 5V/2A, 2V/7.5A
2.79
350-O.350V/120MA, 5VCT/3A, 2.5VCT
/12.5A, 2.5VCT/3.5A
2.25
CT -965 78V/0.6A, 6.3V/2A
1.95
CT -004 350 0.350V/90MA, 5VCT/3A, 2.5VCT/
12.5A

CT -403
CT -931

PT- 07

PLATE -115V/60 -INPUT
400VCT/4.0 AMPS For RA43

CT -479
CT -013

FT -157
FT -I01
FT -924
FT -824

FT -463
FT -55-2
FT -38A
FT -650
FT -025

TYPE

1.28H/I30 MA/75 ohms
1.5H/145MA/1200V Test
20H/300 MA
15HY/15 MA-400 ohms DCR
0.5HY/200 MA, 32.2 ohms, 3000 V.T
2x0.5H/380 MA. 25 ohms
13.5H, 1.0 AMP DC, 13.5 KVINS

íP22
íP41
2AS15A
2C33
2037
2C46
2D21
2J36A
2J51

2J55
2K25
2K26
2K28
2K29
2K33
2K35
2K40
2K41
2K45
2K48

$20.00
11.50
2.00
5.50

9.4

275
500

-3A.

28
28

19

93

28

t

Less

300

3.95

5

Output:

24 vdc, 62A.

95

V, 800 ny. 7A.

115

$18.75
I
phase. Used, excellent
PE -218H: Input: 25/38 vdc, 92 amp. Output I15V 300/
$32.50
500 cy. 1500 Volt-ampere. NEW
PE208: Input: 28 vdc, 36 amps. Output: 80 V 800 cy.
$22.50
500 volt -amp. Dim. 13 x Sys x 101/2. New
18.4A,
Output:
V:
13.75
Input:
EICOR-ML 3011-5.
$37.50
115V/400.-, 5m. 0.95 PF. 100 VA. New

8.95
5.49
8.95

2.79

7.50
6.95

H-616 10KV, 2.2 uses., 375 PPS, 50 ohms imp 522.50
H-615 10KV, 0.85 user., 750 PPS, 50 ohms imp 522.50
H-605: 25 KV, "E" CKT. 1.5 uses. 400 PPS. 50 Ohms

Price
$3.25
11.50

Impedance. 5 sections
7-5E3-I.200.97P. 7.5 KV "E" Circuit,
PPS, 67 ohms impedance 3 sections

4.25
5.25

562.50

microsec. 200
$7.50
7-5E4-16-60, 67P, 7.5 KV "E" Circuit, 4 sections 16
$15.00
microsec. 60 PPS. 67 ohms impedance
Circuit, 3 microsec.
7 -5E3 -3-200.67P, 7.5 KV. "E"
$12.50
200 PPS, ohms imp. 3 sections
G.E. 6E3-.5-2000 50 P2T: 6 KV., "E" Circuit 0 5 uses
$6.00
/2000 PPS/50 ohms/2 sections
G.E. :3E 13-84-810) 8-2.24-405) 50P4T: 3KV 'E"
CFT Dual Unit; Unit 1, 3 sections, 0.84 Microsec.
810 1`l'R. 50 ohms imp.; Unit 2, 8 Sections 2.24
$6.50
drr,:.e,. or, PPS, 50 ohms Imp

12.50

2.75
3.50
2.35
2.25
2.35
6.95
1.95
1.39

2.79
29.95

per microsec.*
TS 28/UPM Synchroscope. Uses 5CPI tube, and
may be used as a regular scope with repetitive
sweeps. Signal gain Is 100 with a bandwidth of
to 6 micro Smc. Triggered sweeps range from
*

sec per inch.*
used, excellent.

guide1.5

10 CM.-RG48/U Waveguide
waverigid`íwax. Compes lete with
44/Uapter.
WidiotoRGmatch
$15.00
"T"

flanges.

INVERTERS
800-IB input

amplifier. Writing speeds 0.04/0.166/0.5/2 in.

1

10.50
5.350
10005
2.50
450
.06
6.95
.150
375
* Replacement for PE 94.

3.2
3.25

18

Filter.

$8.95
3.95
5.50

.250
.110
.050
.260
.010

150
14.

2.95
.79
14.95

343 Canal St.,NewYork

1860

12

Price

PULSE NETWORKS

Description
CH -914 I2HY/250 MA 2500 V. Test
CH -CEC 9-60H/.05-400 MA, 10 KV Test
CH -113 2.5H/700 MA, 2.5 KV Test 18 Ohms
CG -044 8.5H/350MA, 3.5 KV Test 50 Ohms
CH -291 0-IH/12 A, DCR: 0.3 Ohms
CH -322 .35H/350 MA-10 Ohms DCR
CH -141 Dual 7H/75 MA, IIH/60 MA
CH -69-1 Dual 120H/I7 MA

CH -999
CH -445
CH -170
CH -533

28

PE 73 CM
DAG -33A

BOAR

FILTER CHOKES

CH.366

.08

PE 94, Brand New

FILAMENT -115V/60 -INPUT
4V/16A, 2.5V/2.75A
6V/.25A
5.25A/21A, 2x7.75V/6.5A
2x26V/2.5A, 16V/IA, I.2V/7A, 6.4V/
10A, 6.4V/2A
6.3VCT/IA, 5VCT/3A, 5VCT//33A
7.2V/2I.5A, 6.5V/6.85A, 5V/6A. 5V/3A
6.3V/2.5A, 2x2.5V/7A 5KV Test
2.5V/IOA-3KV TEST LO -CAP
2.5VCT-10A, 10KV TEST

Stock

CH -776
CH -344

.150

220
540

10

DA

32.50
4.95
2.15

375
2.8
7

14
14

mc
Generator.
$70.00
Kay Maka-Sweop. Model RF8P560TV alignment
generator, channels 1-12, plus LF freq. Markers
at pix and audio. Output 0.5v across 70 ohms.*.$125.00
P4E Synchroscope: 4 mc. bandwidth with a gain
of 100. 5 -inch display. Includes 2 -stage video

RCA

OUTPUT
INPUT
AMPS VOLTS AMPS
VOLTS

3DAR83
POSX-15
DM33A
B-19

17.50
1.15

I25V/45MÁ (For Proem))
7500V/.06A. Half Wave
2500V12 MA H'SLD
37.5/40V AT 750 MA

PT 034
PT 521
PT 913
PT -38.2

DYNAMOTORS

1.95

350-0350V/50MA, 5VCT/2A, 2.5VCT/
7.5A
2.50
7000V/.018V, 2.5V/5A/17,800 V. Test
17.50
450-0450V @ 200/MA, I0/1.5A, 2.5,
3.5A, 5V/3A
4.35
305VCT .026A 5V/3A
2.75
585VCT .086A 5V/3A, 6.3V/6A
4.25

CT -002

00/800/1600/ 00ar 0 ePPS.ibOperatessfrome115v,
$95.00
60-1600 cy. Used. ow
RCA WR 39A TV Callihrator: 20.240mc, with
$65.00
crystal on 2.5 or .25 mc. Used, exc
RCA WR 53A. FM Sweep Generator covers 88
$49.00
108 mc and 8.5-10.7 mc*
RCA WR 67A. Test oscillator, 100kc-30 me, In- $43.00
ternal or external mod.*

Tunes 2700 to 3400 mc with a loaded
Q of 3000 50 -ohm, type N input.
Video output from 1N27 crystal. May
17.550
be used at quarter ware
(1.1 to 1.4 lire)

CT -133
CT -127
CT -006

e

TS

Receiver front end cavity resonator:

COMBINATION -115V/60 -INPUT

EQUIPMENT

TEST

MICROWAVE CAVITY

POWER TRANSFORMERS

1

ECHO BOX: Tunable from 3200-3333 Mc. For
analychecking out radar transmitters, for spectrumcoupling
sis, etc. Complete with pickup antenna and

I0CM

$17.50

devices

POWER SPLITTER for use with type 726 or any 10 CAI
anShepherd Klystron. Energy is fed from Klystron
tenna through dual pick-up system to 2 type$ 12.50
"N"
connectors
of RT39
LHTR, LIGHTHOUSE ASSEMBLY. Parts
AI'G 5 & APG 15, Receiver and Trans. Cavities w/

assoc. Tr. avity andble
APE 2400-2700 MCS. Sil2C40, 2C43, 1B27, Tun
$15.00
ver Plated
BEACON LIGHTHOUSE cavity p/o UPN-2 Beacon 10
$27.50
em. 311g. Bernard Rice, each
721-A
MAGNETRON TO WAVEGUIDE Coupler with 531.50
Duplexer Cavity. gold plated
721A TR BOX complete with tube and tuning Plung50
ers

I. F.

AMPLIFIER STRIPS

Mc
Model 15: 30 AIc center frequency. Bandwidth 25D.C.
gain figure: 65 db. Uses 5 stages of 6AC7's. Has

Restorer and Video Detector. A.F.C. Strip included.
$17.50
tubes
Input impedance: 50 Ohms. Less using
6AK5's 60 Mc
Miniature IF strip,
Me.
center Frei. Gain: 45,Ió at Bandwidth of 2.7$15.50

Model APS.4:

New, less n ii,>

I3,N.Y. Dept. E-6 Chas.Rosen Phone:CAnal6-4881

RELIABLE TUBES
2K50
2K55

$175.00 5LP2A

$17.50
10.00
2K56/397A
6AJ5
1.50
3B26
6BL6
30.00
.75 3B29
68M6
38.00
30.00 3C45
6BM6A
50.00
8.00 3D22
6L6GA
1.50
1.00 3J31
1.00
6SK7W
90.00 3KP1
10.50 6X5WGT
1.25
200.00 KC4/5625
100.00 7F8W
2.75
60.00 4-250A
35.00 SRC12
160.00
20.00 4-1000A
445.00
90.00 V45
45.00 4C33
250.00
110.00 V57
35.00 4J52
75.00 RK71/6D21. .135.00
40.00 4X150A
25.00 83V
1.00
140.00 4X250B
40.00 QK103
100.00
130.00 5C22
75.00
20.00 QK181
125.00 5FP5...,.... 15.00 QK185
105.00
110.00 5FP14
22.50 FG190
1.50
50.00 5J26
200.00
200.00 QK2t2
60.00 5LP1
20.00 217C
2.50
10.00
55.00
6.50
5.00
6.00
13.00
125.00

$22.50 832A

250TH

aK278

275.00
15.00
304TL
50.00
QK404
404A/5847... 14.00
40.00
416B/6280...
417A/5842.. 14.00
30.00
UE576
20.00
707B
.

$8.00
35.00

833A

872A
CK1026
R1111..

1.10

....

R1131C
1629
1636
R4340
5528 C6L....

1.95
3.00

6.00
.75
.50
10.00
4.25
10.00

5725/6A56W.. $2.00
5727/2021W.. 1.50
.75
1.75

5744
5751

6.50
50.00

5787

4.00

6115A
6116
6152

1.75

6161

30.00
450.00
1.00
35.00
90.00
8.00

6167
6177
6229
6326
6383
6485
6524

5.50
55.00
35,00
150.00
210.00
250.00
90.00
.75
8.50

10.00

6587

37.50

5777/ Q K201 .165.00
5814A
5819
5820

45.00
20.00
3.00

5557/FG17...

2.50

5563

804
807

10.00

808
809

1.75
2.50

5607
5647
5654
5657

813

12.50

5675

6.505937

75.00

4.00

5676
5687

2.00

50.00
65.00

1.25

814
815
829B

2.75
9.00

4.50
32.50
200.00
5.50
1.50

2.00

150.00
6037/QK243 175.00
4.50
6111

5764

5755/420A.

725A
726C
802
803

5556'PJ8

$3.75

6012
6029
6032

5830/FG41...195.00
5854
5857
5865
5876

150.005906

.8515949/1907....100.00
5976

5721/QK205..140.00 5981/5650....

80.00

... 120.00

6588/315.
6655
6816
8014A

35.00
38.00
52.50
100.00

24 -hour telephones take your orders any time for prompt servicing. Material subject to prior sale.

ALL mdse guaranteed.

136 Liberty Street

C6J

PAGE ELECTRONICS
COrtlandt 7-4245

New York 6, N. Y.

How do you sell to the electronic market?
Engineers specify products on the drawing board.
goes into full speed, the specified products are,

in

to get mass sales in the electronic industry, advertise in

ELECTRONICS

.

approved, and mass production
Therefore,
most instances, bought in quantity.
the magazine that is read by working engineers ...

When design

.

.

.

is

of course!

A McGraw-Hill Publication, 330 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS
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1957
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

"TAB"
THAT'S

NEW "TEKSEL"® SELENIUM RECTIFIERS*

Buv

A

New Variable Voltage X-fmrs
Immediate Delivery From Stock

SUPERIOR-GR-STACO
0 -132v -1.25A
0-135V/34..
Cased 0-1350/7.5*
U ncased/0-1350/7.5A
Cased/0-2700/3A
U ncased/0-270 0/3A..
.

Cased/0-135V/15Á
Cased/0-270/9A
U ncased 0-27V/7.5A.

.

.

Amp

TPP075/75W

Specs.
1-pheee &

3 -phase

53.00
3.75
4.80
7.50
8.85
12.60
15.90
25.50
32.40
37.80
48.45
63.75

4:50
6.60
8.10
13.20
16.15
19.80
24.90
33.45

42VDC

56VDC

53.90
5.70
6.30
11.70
12.90
21.90
24.00
39.90
48.45
61.95
72.45
121.50

55.30
6.45
9.60
16.15
19.30
27.90
32.7$
52.50
63.60
78.75
95.70
135.75

New Five Way

)ìì

"Tekap" Binding Posts

lugs. w
1/18 to
panel. Red & Black.
BP3O' , 30 Amp, 29c @...12/93, 50/111, 100/519
aP10', 10 Amp, 18c @,...12/52. 50/56, 100/511
BP60', 60 Amp. 75c (4
60/530
BP100, 100 Amp, $1 @
24/518

NEW "REGOVAC"® 450VDC Pckg
Regulated 250t.r450VDC @ 200mn'; REGULATION 1% MIN TO MAX CURRENT RIPPLE
LESS THAN 5MV, IMPED 2 OHMS AND
.ALSO NON REGULATED 125VDC @ IOOMA.

S.

230 TO 115 V AUTOFORMERS

6.39/12A. COMPLETE CONTROLS FRONT
PANEL SWITCHES. PILOT LIGHT BINDING
POSTS, FUSES. 4' VOLT AND S1ILI.IAMETER (2% ACCY) 11Á(:K 8.3/4 1013019'% or
CABINET.
R200R BACK MOUNTING
$135

TPA200/2006/ 1
TP625(1/2506/I.

TPA500/56/ W t...

R200C CABINET

$150

"TEI(AP"

k
10/400 cgs/115v/1500 watt
Regulated Power Supply Pckg
Operntee 115 or
2300/00
y/10 input 28VDC @ 100ample
Filtered to inbuilt Regulated Inverter
.90 Pf
bon Pile Voltage Regulator. Free Adj & Radio
Noise Filter All in one Cabinet
T415008 Basic Non-Metered Supply
$650
T41500M DC & AC & Free Metered
$738
1'

Ohms

Obus O1me

0.118 000
0.200 510
0.420 527
0.425 550
1.005

560
580
588
600
620
025

2.50
4.0
5.13
5.18
7.9
13.52 640
15

16.37
19.5

20.
25.
26

641

649
650
855
667
673
875

31.6
50.
080
51.78 680
55
63
74
75

81.4
88
100
105
107
120

125
148
150
165
175
179
180
182

200
220
225
230
240

246.4
260
280
270
271

275
280
289
299
300
310

311.5
320
325
330
350
360
375
380
389
390
400

414.3
425

426.9
437
430
440
450
452
470
475
478

897

700
711

2463
2485
2600
2700
2750
2860

2900
3000
3100
3163

3259
3270
3290
3300
3884
3600
3600
3700
3760
3900
4000
4200

4280

743
750
800
806
820
854
899

450(1

900
910
917

5000
5100

940
1000
1030
1056
1007

5235
6500
5600

1100
1166
1032
1300
1225
1250
1260
1280
1300
1355
1409
1496
1500
1618
1660
1578
1000
1848
1870
1740
1770
1800
1818
1830
1960
1925
1960
1980
2000
2045
2080
2006

2142
2145
2150
2195
2200
2400
2450

4360
4314
4444

4700
4860
4000

5210
5730
80011

6100
6140
8190
6495
6500
6800

8990

7000
7320
7500
7675
7700

7920
7930
7950
8900
8394

8200
8500
8700
9000
9100
9445
9500
9800
8900
9902

10K

10450
10936

11K

11403
11500
11690

12K

12678
12600

13K

Ohm.

13350
13500

14K
14250
14500
14550
14600

68K

68500

69K
70K
76K
80K
17K
82K
17500 84K
17950 85K
17977 85750
18K
88K
18380 90K
18500
18800

K
93330

19500

100K
110K

20441
21 K

21500
22K

22500
22780
22990

23K
24K

450K
458K
470K
978K

67600

16800

19K

Ohms

80800

15K

20K

Gommo

Ohms

65K

91

97K

115K
116667

120K
125K
130K
135K
140K
145K
147K

500 K

510K
520K
52IK
525K
550K
560K
575K
600K
620K
650K
654K

1M

25833

28K

24400

180800

27K

185K
190K
198K
200K
205K

28700

210K
215K

26500
27500
28600

29K
29500
30K
31

K

32K
33K

2211K

1.351

5i
551

2.7M

245K

3M

250K
260K
270K
275K
294K
300K

3.3M
3.5M
3.6M

43K
45K
47K

307500

311K
314 K

325K

2.855M

3.673M
3.75M

3.9M

4M
4. 23M

4.5M
4.7M

47500
48660

330K
333K

5M

51700
52300

346K
350K
353500
380K
375K
380K
390K

6M
0 5M

49K
50K
51K
55K
56K

56200
57065

58240
58333
60K

62K
64K

333500

399K
400K
402K
422K

425K
430K
433K

5.5M
5.6M
6

8M

K

13100

64900

0B2...
063....
0C3....

_

1AE4...
1AG4...
1AH4..,

521.45
24.90
27.60
31.15
48.45
63.60
69.75
124.15
149.70
189.60
225.75
297.90

Q

.80'

1.45
.72
.82
.84

- -Write

.98
1.12
1.14
1.02

.

,

2021...
2029...

2E5....
2E24....
2E25....
2E26....
2E27....

ite33-36

Volts

TR4001
TR4002

/8

1
2

@

í/8e

Dual Pri 115 S 220V

ea/see/w 55.70

2350....49.00

ey.

154
ISO
1V

11,15

..

...

25122.13.00

.60 2K23...11.00
.89 25125...13.00
.68 2K28...27.00
.88 2K30..125.00

X24...
1Y2....10.00 25133A..27.00
1

122....
243....

1.40 21(39.. 187.00
1.10 21(41.. 125.00

12.5M

watt with voltage adjustment. Operates
v/80 cy/10 input 28 VDC @ 80 amps
Filtered toi built Inverter V/ adj & Fret/adj&

;
;

:12/536

1

1

1

115 VDC
115 VI)C

@

Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp

539
52
120
234
Amp/1% Rip 169
5 Amp/1% Rip 333
10 Amp/I% Rip 275
10 Amp/1% RIP 460
I

@ 1.5
@ 5
@ 5
@ 5

115 VDU
220 VDC ®®
B115V1OACC 115 VDU O.
B220V1OACC' 220 VDC @
VAC/6Ocy/10

B 220VSACC'

5475
$563

Input

115 & 230

MALLORY Inductuner

NEW "DIODES"

(fang UHF 'IV k HAM Continuous tuner Low -loss HiQ for
RCVR or XMTTR & Experiter. Cost 918 SPECIAL .79 /8,
MILLEN
ESC

d

5

Boxed and Lead Jacketed

5

Delay 3t/line

Mier.,swed Delay Liao

.59
.79

1800

6464...

6ÁB7...
6AC5...
6AC7...

.59
1.29

.

.

"TAB"

.

"

Liberty St., New York

1231T6..

12A6...

.

6S C 7

65FS

.

.

.

65G7

.

65L7...

2.00 ó5N1...
2.00 6607...
1.19 65 7...
1.11

1.19 1206...
.89 12 X4 .
.89
.79 FG17...
.

.

.89
.70
1.29
.85
.99
.95
.59
.59
.59
.99

.

Y.,

400

S.

A.

PH.

4/1.00
5.00
1.19
.85

2.40
9.40
2.50

.

3.30

7ST...f15.50 3238...13.25 832A
.69 339A... 9.85 831;'
2.39 349A... 4.95 837
1.25 350A... 2.45 845
1.05 35011... 1.75 866*

1.00 80
1.00 EM81...
1.45 ECM ..,
.75 EZ81.. .
.89 EC82...
.89 83
.79 83V....
.69 EC83...
.89 EF86..
.89 EB91.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.72 2196
7.00 249C

RECTOR

8.00

1.20
1.35
3.50
1.20
.95
1.15
75.00

1.05 351/1...12.75 872A
.95 35713. _43.50 884
.89 368AS. 4.59 889A
1.19 387A... 3.95 891R..170.00
.

1.29
.81

.75 EC90. .. 1.28
.75 EF9l...
.90
.79 EK90...
.99
.89 EZ90... .79
.69 E B 92 .. .81
.89 FG9S...18.00
.79 FG98...14.75
0.39
.55 10014
1001.. 11.29
3.49 G104...20.00

3.30
4.25

2-6245

CABLE: "TABPARTS"

June

www.americanradiohistory.com

1.49
2.50
18.00
12.00

.

THAT'S

U

$2.00

HK54... 3.85 304H...1:..50 813
8.00
T55. .. 9.00 3041.... 16.50 814
2.35
RK60... 1.17 3106... 8.50 815
1.85
RK61... 2.50 313C... 0.60 826
2/1.00
HY65... 2.90 316A...4/I.00 82710..100.00
KT66... 3.45 3224...57.50 8298
8.00

BL

6, N.

Tubes & Diodes
From All Mura!

2575...0 .72 250H ..819.45 548
2526.... .75 250L... .19.45 571
26A7... 3.09 232A...14.35 725A
F027... 8.28 14254... 9.35 7266
2807... .89 254A... 2.35 726C
Fß33... 15.00 2576... 7.40 110131
G234... 1.54 2$9A...21.75 605
EL34... 3.49 27431... 4.75
35T.... 4.49 275A... 3.40 807
808
3525.... .57 276A...19.76 809
EL37... 2.49 3006.
4.90 810
TZ40... 2.00 /4300...19.45 811
SOL6.... .89 303A... 8.45 812

0105. .11.00
1978... 1.16 11717... 2.39
.72 T20.... 5.00 117N7. . 1.98
.89 RK20... 8.00 11723... .09
.72 24G.... 2.00 1521......32.00
.74 25316... 1.19 F200....10.25
.79 25A7... 2.19 242
12.50
14.76
255Q6.. 1.39 245

25T....

B"

.59
.49
.59
.89
.63

52

We Stock

.89 19BG6.. 2.15

2516....

1.19
1.25

.

.
.

.89125 7..

597

.39

.49
696.... .89
7C29...69.00
10Y.... 1.00

125 L7

.79 SH7...
.72
.99 65 K7...

B 36...
B K7...
B L6. .57.00
.

8X4,...6
6X5....

@

®512

Ail Types of

GUARANTEED!!!

1.59 125N7.
.69 1257.

1

8,®wo fo9 $3

TESTED

.99 125 J 7..
.99 125517..

6N7.

193N

INSPECTED

.

6R8
654
6SA7

MA408 Spei

5203.3/85

.

61_7

1N2311 each 89e @. Ten for SS
1821 @ 20c. IN22 @ 81, 1N21B

5$2@,3/55

.

.99
BCS... .89
B C7... 1.10
B D4... 7.00
B DS... 1.89
13D6... .89
B EG...
.59
B FS... 1.08
B F6...
.69
B OO... 1.49

BL7...
B N7...
B 96...
B X7...
B YS...
B Z7...

53

2/8,3/55

floe...

32A76..
124T7..
12AU6..
.79 DB:... .99 .2AU7..
.58
2A X7..
.99 F4.... 2.49 2AY7..
1.95
28A6..
.99
2BA7..
1.49
284.
3.49 6F6.... 1.39 2BD6..
.49
2BE6..
1.29 61
18.00 28F6..
.69 634
1.72 2BH7..
.69 638
.59 12BY7..
.79 636
.59 12817.
.99 637
.9912CU6..
1.39 6.111
1.39 12H6...
.99 6K4
2.15 12J7....
.89
12K8...
1.29 6K7
.79 1216....
1.36
125 A7 .
.99 6L6
1.19 125G7..
.59 6L6Y
1.49 125117.

B A7...

B H6...

for

SYLVANIA, M.A., CLEVITE, KEMTRON
IN2IC each 55 W. 2 for 18

52@,3/55

3t/line

nw Seed Delay

/2200/0.4/0.4

CTC 1muSecd Delay 4terre

5.00
8.00 6A

4A00

220 VDC

3

.

.68
.88

VDC

100

81151/5Á
9220V5A'
B115V5ACC

111101114106111110001161141611

112//51106

:
;

350
439
600

INDUSTRIAL DC SUPPLIES
1310001*

6115V1.54

115 & 230

Radio Noise Filter All in One Cabinet
T4750B Basic Non -Metered
T4750M DC A AC & Fret Metered

50 Amp (1% Ripple)

28V/100A
0-28 VDU at 100 Amp
828V/100ACC 100 Amp -(1 % Ripple)
B

& 26 e

250

@

BUY

Dept.

B28V/SOACC

$100.00

TEKAP"® 30/400cye/115v/750 watt

.88
1.00
1.00
.79
3X2500 80:00 6Á104... 3.00
CADS... 1.89
JAIL .2/1.00 6ÁD6... 1.29
4025
15.00 6407... 1.39
4826
7.50 6AES.. 1.89
4827
4.70 6AE6.. 1.89
4832
8.00 6AF6... .99
4C35
10.00 SAGS... .89

A

deliver constant
1 yr- Gtd.
Stock
Continuous
Nu
Rating
Basle
1328V/SA
0-28 WVDC at 5 Amp
$45
8280/SACC
5 Amp (I% Ripple)
69
B28V 12A
0-28 VDC at 12 Amp
90
B28V 12ACC 12 Amp (I% Ripple)
135
028V/24A
0-28 VDU at 24 Amp
139
B28V/24ACC 24 Amp (1% Ripple)
189
628V/504
0-28 VDC at 50 Amp
225

'Amp. EQUAL TO NEW BATTERY
PERFORMANCE WITH ADDED HI
POWER
RESERVE TO 1000 MA. NON -ERRATIC AT
HI & LOW VOLTAGES.
PURE DC: TWO
SECTION CHOKE INPUT FILTER:RIPPLE
LESS THAN 0.1%. FRONT PANEL CONTROLLED, MULTIRANGE 4' 2% ACCY

.

!HAT'S

1551

Basic Supplies

III POWER AT TRANSISTOR VOLTAGES
00060V @

VOLT & MILLIAMMETER
T6OV 1 ACC

$33.00

Consisting of Transformer & Full Wave Bridge
Rectifier mid and wired. fused, outlet. pilot light
& ventilated Brill & chassis or cabinet.
Ready to
DC Power.

NEW DC "TEKPAK"® POWER
SUPPLY T6OVIACC

3331....35.00 6J
18.00
1K23,,180.00 6A5
3.00
3K27, 150.00
3K30,.200.00 6A8.... 1.00

.78 2355. .50.00 304
.68 2J56....35.00 3V4

7012012ÁC Spacial

New! Low Priced High Current

Selenium F.W. Bridge Extra!

3136.....48 574....
3D21A.. 3.00 573....

395....

Marine or any DC has. Extra
!Ivy Duty Selenium Rectifier.
2 Mete "r V. & A. Decnd for Cont.
and up to 20 Amp.
Interkteat
a load.
New Model

All Primaries 115 A 230VAC/60cy/10 Input
Secondary 0-125. 150, 160, 165,' Nema Spoon
TR4009 @ 5 Amp Conti
Duty. ...950
TR4020' @ 10 Amp Centinuou Duty
$72
Specs
TRI011tr14 5 Amp°Continuous Duty..
TR4012t /8 10 Amp Continuous Duty. ...5105

SR/W

3Q4....

New Variable 0 to 6 8 12 Volt
12 Amp DC Power Supply
B
Eliminator. C
Model RR, Plater Aircraft,

120* or 230Vf DC
Full Wave Bridge
AC -Rectifier Transformer (Only)

.

3D23...
3E29...

2'

12
24

60

With

Continuous

Rating
Meters
0-28 WVDC at5 Amp
$57
T28V5ACC
84
5 Amp (1% Ripple)
T28VA2CC
5 .Amp 0.01% Ripple
155
728V124
0-28 VDU at 12 Amp
138
T28V12ACC
12 Amp (1% Ringle)
168
T28V12A2CC 12 Amp 0.1% Ripple
250
T28V24At
0-28 VDC at 24 Amp
175
T28V24ACCt 24 Amp 1% Ripple
250
T28V24A2CC1 24 Amp 0.01% Ripple
345
T28V50AT
0-28 VDC at 50 Amp
T28V5OACCt 50 Amp (I% Ripple)
450
T28V100At
0-28 VDC t 100 Amp
550
T28V100ACCt ISO Amp (1 % Ripple)
750
T35V16ACC
0-35V 61 16 Amp/.5% Ripple 210
T35V25 ACC
0-35V /8 25 Amp (.1% Ripple) 370
T35V50ACC
0-35V 850 Amp (.1% Ripple) 639
Variable 0-130 VDC Completely built. Ready to
go.
Includes F. W. Selenium Bride Rectifier 4'
Rectangular Volt & Ammeter. Specify fur 115 or
230VAC 1 phase 60 eye input
T130V5AC
0-130 VDC at 5 Amp
$225
T130VSACC
5 Amp (1% Ripple)
275
T130V1OAC
0-130 VDC at 10 Amp
275
T1301/10ACC 10 Amp I% Ripple
369
; All others 40 M
% Aey.

545.90
58.80
73.95
84.15
99.90
139.50
159.60
195.90
299.70
396.90
444.40
690.90

for latest prices.

Anet

phasease))

Stock

Number
T26VSA

Ampt ea/sec/w 7.20
Ampt as/sec/two 18 60
@
Ampt ea/see/w 39.00
TR4007 @ 50 Ampt' per ea see wnd,.. 66.00
TR4008 @ 100 Ampt per ea see sonde. .117.00
18 Volt 2 Amp.....
...81.98; 2 for 3.50
t Wndss in Series at Ratings shown: Parallel
2X Current Voltage 0-9-15--18.
Tß4óó5
7R4006

9.50 2X2...3/1.00 4-125...32.00 6AQ5...
.68 3A4.... .60 4X160..19.00 6Á96...
3.00 3A5.... .b0 4-250...36.00 GARS...
.90 384.... .88 «250..40.00 6AR6...
2.00 387.... 2.00 471500..45.00 6455...
2.25 3922... 1.25 A-1000..70.00 6A56...
7.00 3823... 3.00 SAW4... 1.10 PAST...
3.00 3624. . 1.60 513.. .. 4.00 CATO...
.70 31324W . 4.00 5C22...25.00 6AU4...
2.00 3627, , . 3.00 51121. .. 5.00 6AU6...
2.00 3B28... 3.50 5023... 7.00 6A0ó...
1.22 3C22...57.00 5129.... 4.00 6AX4...
2.00 3C23... 3.95 5333.... 5.00 6AX6...
2.00 3C24... 1.72 5R4.... 1.26 8040...
1.64 3C31... 1.00
3.50 605....
2.26 3C33.., 8.00
666....
4.00 3C34... 6.00
6B7....
3.70 3C37...10.00 571.... 1.25 688....
9.29 3C39...80.00 SW4.... .99 6BAS...
4.00 3C45... 7.00 5Y3.... .69 6BA6...

.

(3

-phase

240VAC
300VDC

539.75
47.90
63.30
69.75
81.90
117.75
137.90
165.75
279.90
363.75
399.60
591.75

2C 22... 5/1.00 2K43..125.00

2CO3.
.79
.74

3

208VAC
256VDC

TUBES

2E30...
1B21... 3.78 2E31....
1022A.. 5.00 2E32....
1823... 5.00 2E35....
1024... 5.00 2E34....
1626... 1.00 2E43....
1827... 9.00 2G21...
1829... 2.42 2321A..
1935... 3.00 2322....
1637...12.00 2326....
1838...41.00 2327....
11341 ..48.00 2331.... 9.00
11342... 4.00 2332.... 9.00
1846... 1.88 2333... 19.00
1853...25.00 2334....14.00
1963...19.00 2336.... 24.00
IC
139 2337.... 9.00
1021... 4.70 2138....24.00
2339....50.00
184.... .75 2348.... 9.00

1U4.

I8M
= thousands
M = me5ohms
SPECIAL ALL VALUES each 184
TEN OF ONE VALUE each ISc
100 OF ONE VALUE
Meg/I Wait/W.W 01.25 /8.10/510
480

$27.90
33.60
42.90
49.80
63.90
89.70
111.45
177.90
210.60
256.15
326.70
415.90

-phase

3

25142.5125.00 4-125..632.00 "G7...$0.97 6C1; ...80.49
4E27... 7.50 6ÁN4...
GCS..., .89
2C26...5/1.00 2K44..125.00 4E27A..10.00 6AH6... .09
.99 6C0.... 1.08
2C33... .85 25145.. .34.00 4322....90.00 BAJO... 1.00
6C8.... 1.08
2C39A.. 11.00 2K47..110.00 4J31....60.00 6AKS... .89 óC21...14.00
2C40... 8.00 25148...55.00 4350....96.00 SAKS... .89 6 CA7... 3.49
2C43... 7.00 2K50..109.00 4351...215.00 GALS... .59 6CBS... .80
024.... .50 2C44... .25 25155...15.00 4J52....43.00 6AL7... 1.29 6CD6....1.45
CIA.. .. 10.50 2C53... 2.00 2K56...80.00 41.960..39.00 CANS... 3.39 6 D4,... 2.39
CIB.. .. 2.88 2C52... 2.00 2V3.... .Bb 4-65..,.15.00 6AN8... 1.00
$

0A4.

8M
8.261

8.5M
9.05M
IOM
11.55M

53.50 ®

FACILITIES
WRITE!

0Á2..

1

Std

-phase

Switch.

H -y

Fuse.

120VAC
150VDC

Varil" Volt & Amp
Terminals &
Duty Steel Cabinet
o Input or 220V1
to ::rd rr.

mPBat
Pilot Light
'Light

Meters.

12/510

12/516
12/516
12/516
12 016
S2 8 ; 12/520
$1.50 @ : 12/516
02 @ :12/520
52.50
12/525

CERTIFIED

7M

7.5M

51.50 0/
$1.50 @
$1.50 8
51.50 @
$1.50 @

TUBE TESTING
AGEING &
PRESELECT

14X2...

2

.

/8 :

1945

I. 6551
1951

1.57951

35K
38K
37K

39500
40K

SINCE

1A134... 1.12 2E22.

2. 75M

39K

Mao/10w/15KV' MVP

1.4M
1.5M

238K

38500

700

1A4....
1A5....

33600
34200
34350

240 K

SO

I.35M

1.3051

229E
235500

MVO"

Meo/30 /SOKV

20

1.1M
1.2M
1.25M

2351,

230K

Meg/10w/1óK0 ..MVP'
Mea/10w/15KV "MVP"
Mes/10w/ISKV "MVP"
10 Me4/4w/SKV MVG
10 Mes/lOw/15KV MVP"
12 Mae/10w/10KV
7

878300
900K

175K
180K

180750

Si

6

800K
820K
850K

155K

MVG"

S

750K
761300

25400

.90 /8 : 12/ $9
90
.90 ® 512// 599

Meó/2Ów/25KKVMVA

2.55

680K
690K

25K

25200

Meg/
Meg/4w/SKV

660 K

150K

24800

2

1358K

910K
950K
070K

HI-MEG HI-VOLT
NEW RESISTORS

.2 Mes/lOw/10KV
.75
1SKV MVP
y10ww/10KV

ou

I

Sec'd Volts (DUALt 0-9-15-18-8-0-9-15-18
Series Sei ds 0-3-6-9-12-15-18-21-24-27-30-

Similar to Superior D F30'. takes plugs. tips,
0t

For 220v/60e0 Input. To 110-120V or Step up.
t With Cord Plug & Receptacle.
TP 3050/50W
52.55
T1',6075/75W0
3.65
TPA100/100WT
4.00

Year Guarantee Variable
0-28 VDC.
Completely built.
Randy to e0. Full Waco seicoOne

"TABTRAN" Rectifier Xfmrs
6.45
9.45
18.00
33.00
60.00

CE156M 6000MFD 15V
$2/8; 2/83; 10/812
CE502M 2000NFD 50V,
54 ea, 10 for $30
CE2005M SOOMFD @ 200V 5660, 4/522. 10/545
BRACKET FOR CAPACITORS @ 25c

Booster Transformers.

1% ACCURACY GTD
Corbofilse & W.W. typeslMnny &
ibises No Mtge Cheire- We ship
types in Meek

58.40
10.50
14.70
27.75
32.85
42.50
45.90
87.75
96.15
120.75
147.60
192.75

..63.60

FILTER CAPACITORS

Discounts to Quantity Users.

PRECISION RESISTORS

3

266VAC
217VDC

100VDC

"TABTRAN" Rectifier Chokes
CR6001/ I Amp/0.1 119/l.4 Ohm......
CR6002/ 2 Amp/0.1 HY/.87 Ohm
CR6003/ 5 Amp/.07 14Y/.6 Ohm
CR6004/12 Amu/.01 50Y/ 1 Ohm
CR6005/24 Amp/.0111 HY/.025 Ohm
CR6006/50 Amp /.001 HY/.001 Ohm

$12

5.75
6.75
8.25
T PÁ750/750 W i
11.79
Model 1'PA 1000 Watts: l kwt...
16.95
1'Á1b00/1500% 922.50; 7PÁ2000/2RW.534
Lese "oed Plug & Iteceptarle.

28VDC

WRITE FOR DC POWER CATALOG

Kvn/029

Ale.,

3.90

SO

GO ems

NEMA

4

6

TPPI50/I50W,
$14
l'PP500/500 W
$25
.532
PP P1000/1 KW...
TPP2000/2KW.. 059 TPP30000/3KW.. 539
581
AIRCO DITIONING BOOSTEP Transformers
104 to 1169 rP1321/IKva $15. TPB22/ Kva $20
208 to 2309 TP1323/1Kva 516. TPB24/1.5 Kvu
519. TP025/2Kva sec. PTB26/2.3Kva $25. TPO
3

3

51.95
2.40
3.45

10
12
20
24
30
36

Isolation and Control Transformers
Indoor Power Circuit Type NEMA CASED
Primary 280/560V & Secondary 115/230V
hp

14VDC

1
2

Discounts to Labs, Schools, Colleges, Univs,
Gaeta & Industrial Users

510
TPPI0100W...
0/
$13
FPP250/250W .....517
TPP750/750W...

DATED 8 ONE YEAR GTD

18VAC' 36VAC 54VAC 72VAC 130VAC

Mao

$7.23
10.63
19.55
15.30
22.10
17.00
39.10
39.10
51.64
81.60
107.10
124.95
154.70

Cased 0-2700/9*...
Cased 0-270V/12A.
Cased 0-270V/15A
Cased 0-270V/130A
100BU3-3 0 @ 240/out 0-240/5200/1,2A ....$36
30013413-3 0 60 230/05,6 0-230/1.2K VA/3A
50
50013U3-3 0 @ 230/out 0-270/3.6KVA/7.5A
57
1500B3-3 0 @ 230/out 0-270/7KV.A/I5A
132
3000133-3 0 @ 230/out 0-270/14 KV A'30A
164
300066-1
230/out 0-270/28 K V A/60A
354
al' 3 R460/outputs 0-540 I
God. exiled
d GR VARIAC 0-1:15149ó7.5A
510
Gtd. used GR VARIAC 0-230V @ 3A
$10

TPP050/SOW......

*FULL WAVE BRIDGE

I

TEKAP-TABPAK®
Current Power Supplies

High

ENGINEERED FOR AUTOMATION & INDUSTRY
"Technical Apparatus Builders" mfors. Power Rectifiers to your
specs. From one amp up to and above 1000 amps.

1,

394A. .. 3.45 892.
434.11... 2.00 931A

237.00
4.00

/5014...44.00 954...1o/.1.00

450L...44.00 155
3/1.00
460
11.00 957....8/1.00
473

185.00
1.50 1850A...35.00
1.00 2050.... 1.26
2.00 5654.... 1.20
2.00 5691.... 4.70
2.00 5692.... 5.00
2.00 5693..
5.00

502X
503X
512X
522X
525X

531X

.

532X
533X
534X
536X
538X
539X

541X...
543X...
544X...
547X...

.

2.00 5BP1. .. 1.50
2.00 5BP4
3.50
2.00
W RITEI
1.49
FOR
1.45 LOWEST
2.00
PRICES
2.00
C "TAB"
2.00
B4UBUY1
1.45 GET OUR
2.00 TUBE LIST

Money Back Guarantee
(Cost of Mdse. Only)
$5 Mim
Order FOB
N. Y. C. Add sh g.
charges or for COD
25% Dep. Prices Subject to Change Without
Notice.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
285
Ace Electronics Associates
72
Adams & Westlake Co
321
Adel Precision Products
Aeronautical Communications Equip- 60
ment, Inc.
81
Airpax Products Co.
Aladdin Electronics A Div. of Aladdin
51
Industries Inc.
46
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp
64
Allen-Bradley Co.
103
Allied Control Company, Inc
317
Allies' Products Corp
301
American Electric Heater Co
71
American Lava Corporation
270
American Television & Radio Co
38
American Time Products Inc.
123
Ampex Corp.
219
AMP, Incorporated
64A, 64B
Amperex Electronic Corp.
202
Amphenol Electronics Corp.
67
Andrew Corporation
13
Arnold Engineering Co.
314
Arnold Magnetics Corp.
344
Assembly Products, Inc.
205
Astron Corp.
... 200
Automatic Metal Products Corp
Autonetics, Div of North American Avia320, 337, 406
tion Inc.

Baker & Co., Inc.
Ballantine Laboratories, Inc.
Barry Controls, Inc.
Beede Electrical Instrument Co., Inc. ..
Bekey Electric Co., Inc.
Bell Aircraft Corp.
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Bendix Aviation Corp.
Red Bank Div.
Scintilla Div.
Bentley Harris Mfg. Co.
Berkeley Div., Beckman Instruments
Inc.
Bird Electronic Corp.
Boonton Radio Corp.
Bristol Co.
Burndy Corporation
Burnell & Co., Inc.
Bussmann Mfg. Co.

225
216
21
313
340

221
259
58
260
82

Collins Radio Company

3000

mc!

187
237

SINGLE

308
404
110, 111
229

Computer-Measurements Corp.
Consolidated Electrodynamics
Continental -Diamond Fibre Div. of the
Budd Company, Inc.
Cornell-Dubiiier Electric Corp.
Corning Glass Works
Cossor (Canada) Ltd.
Coto -Coil Co., Inc.
Cross Co., H.
Crucible Steel Company of America....
Curtiss-Wright Corporation

to

406

91

"in -the-line"

ATTENUATOR PADS

and 50 ohm COAXIAL
TERMINATIONS

88
249
114

236
348
319
77
292

37
Dale Products, Inc.
346
Dano Electric Co.
3rd Cover
Haven Company
Daystrom Pacific Corp., A Subsidiary of 307
Daystrom Inc.
132
Delco Radio, Div. of General Motors
348
DeMornay-Bonardi
84
Designers for Industry Inc.
230
Dialight Corporation
198
Donner Scientific Co.
239
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
106
Dow Chemical Company
255
Dow Corning Corp.
311
Drakenfeld & Co., Inc., B. F.
117
Driver -Harris Company
Dumont Laboratories Inc., Allen B..193, 253
210
Dynamics Research Associates

PROTECTED UNDER STODDART PATENTS

This new group of pads and terminations features the popular Types C
and N connectors, and permits any
conceivable combination of the two
styles.

66

9

76

79
tener Corp.
201
CBS-Hytron
Celco-Constantine Engineering Labora262, 331
tories Co.
Centralia)). a div. of Globe Union Inc 96A 96B
Century Electronics & Instruments Inc.. 257
126, 127
Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc.

-

Coil Winding Equipment Co.

242
105

308
122
284
231

Caledonia Electronics and Transformer 310
Corp.
333
Calidyne Company, The
42
Cambridge Thermionic Corp.
Carr Fastener Co. Div. United -Carr Fast-

ELECTRONICS

Chicago Standard Transformer Corp.
Chicago Telephone Supply Corp.
Christie Electric Corp.
Cinch Mfg. Corp.
Clare & Co., C. P.
Clevite Transistor Products, a division
of Clevite Corp.
Cohn Corp., Sigmund

PRECISION
ATTENUATION

Eastern Industries, Inc.
Eisler Engineering Co., Inc.
113,
Eitel-McCullough, Inc.
Electrical Industries
Electro Engineering Works, Inc.
Electro -Pulse, Inc.
Electra Tee Corporation
Electronic Associates Inc.
Electronic Engineering Co. of California
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. (RICO)
Electronics Division, Elgin National
Watch Co.
Electronics Tube Div. of Burroughs
Corp.

Ellis & Watts Products, Inc.
Epseo Inc.
Erie Electronics Division, Erie Resistor
Corp.

Esterline-Angus Co., Inc.

245
322
134
85
337
129
251
271
403
300

243
89
135

208
315

PROTECTED UNDER STODDART PATENri

six -position
TURRET ATTENUATOR
Frequency Range: dc to 3000 mc.
Characteristic Impedance: 50 ohms.
Available Attenuation: Any value
from 1 db to 60 db.
Accuracy: ±0.5 db.
Power Rating: One watt sine wave
power dissipation.

STODDART
Aircraft Radio Co.,

Inc.

6644-A SANTA MONICA BLVD.
HO 4-9294
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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Fairchild Controls Corp.
Federated Metals Div. of American
Smelting & Refining Co.

304
62, 63, 318
325

Fenwal, Inc.
Filtors, Inc.
Ford Radio & Mica Corp.
Freed Transformer Co., Inc.
Frenchtown Porcelain Co.

permanent
dependability in

312
408
344

Controls Inc.
Gamewell Company
Gardner -Denver
Garrett Corporation
General Electric Co.
Apparatus Dept.
Miniature Lamp Dept.
Semiconductor Products Dept.
General Electrodynamics Corp.
General Radio Co.
Good -all Electric Mfg. Co.
Graphic Systems
Gries Reproducer Corp.
G -V

from 600 to 50,000 volts

\IVZ1

ev\tv

well

Hewlett-Packard Company
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co
Homelite, a Div. of Textron Inc.

A proven line of hermetically sealed -in -glass,
HIGH VOLTAGE capacitors ... custom made with
a variety of plastic film dielectrics to meet your
requirements precisely. U. S. Edcor's exacting quality
control, functioning through newly developed techniques and equipment, assures you of exceptionally
reliable plastic film capacitors. Where your operational
requirements are critical, you will find U. S. Edcor's
"glass-kase" Capacitors

OUTSTANDING FOR USE IN

..

_.

.L

Our field Engineering Representatives welcome
the opportunity to consult with you on standard
or special capacitor requirements. For address
of office nearest you or for complete technical
data
WRITE TODAY to Sales Engineering
Dept., U. S. Electronics Development Corp.,
1.723 Airway, Gtendnle 1, California, U.S.A.

-

402

-

Want more information? Use post card on last page.

57
298
121
49
17

101
346

331

98
43, 133
280, 281
276
323
350

craft Co.
87, 120
Hughes Research & Development Laboratories
S6
Humphrey, Inc.
329
Hunt Company, Philip A.
274
Hycor Div. of International Resistance
Co.

.

U.S. Electronics Development Corporation
1323 Airway, Glendale

56,

Hopkins Engineering Co.
normal' Associates, Inc.
Hughes Products, a Div. of Hughes Air-

Electronic Computers
Differential Analyzers
RF and Pulse Circuits
Audio Coupling Bypass
Integrating Circuits
Electrometer Circuits
Oscilloscope Circuits
Geiger Counters

edcor
--

31

212
241
226, 227

Hallicrafters Company, The
204
Handy & Harmon
100
Hart Manufacturing Co.
293
Heath Company
283
Heiland, a Div. of Minneapolis -Honey

"glass-kase" capacitors

--r--

30,

'e

u.s.eticor

I

99

272

Indiana Steel Products Co.
Indium Corp. of America
Industrial Timer Corporation
Institute of Radio Engineers
Instrument Development Laboratories
Inc.

International Rectifier Corp.
International Resistance Co.

74

288
52

95

303
124, L25
273

1
j

I, California

J
Jeffers Electronics Div. of Speer Carbon
Co.

Jennings Radio Mfg. Corp.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

June

1,

1957

-

244
405

108

ELECTRONICS

Johns Hopkins University, Operations
330
Research Office
298
Johnson Company. E. F.
336
Jones Div., Howard B. Cinch Mfg.

TO ENGINEERS
LOST IN A

..

,

SEA OF DESKS

Kahle Engineering Co.
Kato Engineering Co.
Kay Electric Co.
Kepeo Laboratories, Inc.
Rester Solder Co.
Kintel (Kay Lab)
Kraeuter d Co., Inc.

t.

e;!

15

344
29
191

54,

223
55
318

238
Laboratory for Electronics, Inc.
334
Lampkin Laboratories, Inc.
291
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
69
Leach Corporation
47
Leeds & Northrup
Lepel High Frequency Laboratories, Inc. 340
Lockheed. Missile Systems Div. Lockheed
265
Aircraft Corp.
247
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

IO

-

Are you one of them the engineers,
lined up ten deep and fifteen abreast,
who are left to sink or swim in a sea
of desks?
Fortunately we've never had that
problem here at Electronic Engineering Company of California. You see,
our management is composed entirely
of professional engineers-men who
experienced the sinking feeling of
being stranded in a sea of desks before
EECO was ever conceived. That's why,
when they organized EECO, they
resolved it would never happen here.
And it hasn't.

So, if you're tired of squeezing your
way between desks and stopping up
your ears to hear yourself think, look
no farther! You'll find the best possible
working conditions, facilities, and
atmosphere for creative engineering
here at our new, prizewinning home in
smog -free Santa Ana.
We have immediate opportunities for
qualified engineers in the transistor,
amplifier, data handling, pulse, timing,
and systems design fields.
Send a resume of your qualifications to
R. F.

Lander, Dept.

Electronic En8i neeri n3 Company
1601 EAST CHESTNUT STREET

SANTA ANA

FR.

o/Col forma
CALIFORNIA

GOES DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
M B Manufacturing Company, A Division

264
of Textron Inc.
350
MacDonald, Inc., Samuel K.
319
Magnatran, Inc.
203, 233
Magnetics, Inc.
136, 189
Mallory and Co., Inc., P. R
90
Marconi Instruments, Ltd.
112
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd
Marion Electrical Instrument Co..128A, 128B
267
Martin Company, Glenn L.
311
Maxson Corp., W. L.
407
McCoy Electronics Company
336
Measurements Corp.
Metals & Controls Corp., General Plate

Div.

Micromech Manufacturing Co.
Millen Mfg. Co., Inc., James
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
Davies Laboratories Div.
Industrial Division
Moloney Electric Co.
Muirhead & Co., Ltd.
Mallard Overseas, Ltd.

(Up to 2,500 VRMS* as required by
MIL Specs-even up to 3,000 VRMS*)

GOES INTERNAL TEMP. RISE
(25% cooler internal hot spot)
50 WATT

.0.3 to 60,000 ohms

NEW

(Metal -clad)

Resistors Give You BOTH!

48
196
209
70
36
75

25 WATT
0.1 to 16,0000 ohms

5

92
Tolerances
from 3%
to .05%

Meet all requirements of applicable military specifications in existence or in
prospect.
*GUARANTEED (AT SLIGHT PREMIUMS)

National Lead Company
Nems-Clarke, Inc.
New Hermes Engraving Machine Corp
Non Linear Systems, Inc.
North Electric Co.
Northeastern Engineering

ELECTRONICS-June

1,

1957

80
246
323
33
268
299

Type "M"
SAGE
"Silicohm"

SAGE

If you have been stumped because miniature,
chassis -mounted resistors in the past offered
only 1,000 VRMS dielectric, then here's good
news. Thanks to a superior, new type of filling
material and new production techniques, SAGE
now offers this new, improved, precision wirewound resistor with a standard rating of 1,500
VRMS dielectric strength-and up to 3,000
VRMS on special order. And the cooler hotspot means longer life, improved stability and
greater all-around reliability.
Complete data available on request

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
302 North Goodman St., Rochester 7, N.Y.

Want more information?

www.americanradiohistory.com

Use post card on last page.
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TEEREX LABORATORIES

Oak Mfg. Co.
Offner Electronics
Ohmite Mfg. Co.

35
228

32A. 32B

Designers and Manufacturers of

COMMERCIAL SERVICE
"BEAMED -POWER" ARRAYS

Telrex is equipped
to design and supply
to our specifications
or yours, Broadband or single
frequency, fixed or
rotary arrays for
communications,

Model Illustrated
No. CX-13-14

Calibrated
for the commercial

13to14
mc. band.

scatterpropagation, etc.
FM, TV,

Other

frequencies
available.

Consultants and
suppliers to
communication
firms, universities,
propagation
laboratories and the

II

Precision Tuned, Matched and Calibrated for easy
assembly and repetition of our Specifications at your
site, providing optimum gain per element and hi -signalto-noise, hi -signal -to -interference "Balanced Pattern."
Electrical

Specifications: Gain 8 db, F/B ratio 28 db,

Armed Forces.

V/S/W/R 1.2/1 or better! Impedance, 52 ohm thru
coaxial halfwave "Balun" (supplied). Power capacity
5 KW

- Higher power

models available at extra cost.

Mechanical Specifications: Wt. 60 lbs.,

ft.

3"

OD x

Pace Electrical Instruments Co., Inc
Pacific Automation Products, Inc.
Panoramic Radio Products, Inc
Perkin Engineering Corp.
Phalo Plastics Corp.
Phelps -Dodge Copper Products Corp ,
Inc., Mfg. Div.
40,
Philamon Laboratories, Inc.
Philco Corporation
Photographic Products, Inc.
Plastoid Corporation
Plymouth Rubber Co., Inc
Polorad Electronics Corporation
Potter & Brumfield, Inc.
Potter Instrument Co.. Inc
Precision Capacitors, Inc.

344
286
313
131
128
342
335

R B M Division Essex Wire Corp.

130

348
115
309
25

53
41
73
83

26

boom, taper swaged elements, tapering from

13/e" OD to 1/2" OD, incorporating stainless steel

hardware, "Borg-Warner" Cycolac moldings,
i4-20 S.S. junction terminals and heavily cadmium plated mounting plate. Wind surface
area:

7

sq.

ft.

Wind load at 100 mph: 210 lbs.

.,

COMMUNICATION & TV
ANTENNAS SINCE 1921

Price $338.00 f.o.b. Asbury Park, New Jersey
Available three (31 days after receipt of order.
Descriptive literature on request.

ASBURY PARK 25
NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.
Tel. PRospect 5-7252

/Jedi4a41e

aid !heIae'ia4Ie

TANTALYTIC

E

CAPACITORS

Radiation, Inc.
214
RCA Electron Tube Division... .23, 4th Cover
Radio Engineering Laboratories, Ino
30
Radio Engineering Products
278
Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc.
289
Radio Materials Corp.
94
Radio Receptor Co., Inc.
102
Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc.
82
Raytheon Mfg. Company
18, 19, 341
343, 345, 347, 349

Reeves Instrument Corp.
97
Remington Rand Univac Div, of Sperry
Rand Corp.
277
Rex Rheostat Co.
350
Royal Metal Mfg. Co.
290

Over 250 Types in Stock in 85 and 125 degree
Send for complete Inventory and Bulletin E-657
PIONEER

6-6520

..

Seh weber
122 HERRICKS ROAD

ELECTRONICS

-

MINEOLA, L.1., N.

Y.

for complete
selection of Basic Requirements
for your Coil Winding needs it's ...

j)

eod eütet2e9 Emizoteete
write for complete
technical literature

Sage Electronics Corporal'
Schweber Electronics
Sel -Rex Corporation
Sierra Electronic Corp.
Sigma Instruments Inc.
Sola Electric Co.
Somers Brass Company, Inc.
Sorensen & Co., Inc.
South Chester Corporation
Southern Electronic Corp.

403
404
332
190
279
116
306
4

104
211

Spectral Electronics. Div. of Carrier Corporation
Sperry Gyroscope Company, Division of
Sperry Rand Corp.
Sprague Electric Co.
11.
Stackpole Carbon Co
Staedtler, Inc., J. S.
Stevens Arnold, Inc.
Stoddart Aircraft Radio Co., Inc
Stromberg -Carlson Company
Yc I,
Stupakoff Div. of Carborundum Co.
Superior Electric Company
Superior Tube Co.
.

.

_

COIL WINDING
404

EQUIPMENT CO., Oyster Bay, New York

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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107
119
275
109
287
332
401
328
240
207
68

- ELECTRONICS

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc....44, 45, 327
314
Syntronic Instruments, Inc.

HIGH POWER SSB LINEAR AMPLIFIER

-

SIMPLER, SMALLER, AND MORE EFFECTIVE

WITH JENNINGS VACUUM COMPONENTS
Taylor Fibre Co.
Technitrol Engineering Co.
Technology Instrument Corp.
Tektronix, Inc.
Teirex Laboratories
Texas Instruments Incorporated
Thermal American Fused Quartz Ce.,
Thompson Products, Inc.
Transco Products, Inc.
Transitron Electronic Corp.
Triad Transformer Corp.
Trio Laboratories, Inc.
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
Tung-Sol Electric, Inc.

27

297, 315
295

Jennings capacitors have been the standard for years in high power transmitter
design. Now engineers are finding that,
Jennings vacuum relays are an extremely
flexible tool for switching all levels of dc,
rf, and 60 cycle power, making possible
new concepts of transmitter design.

65

404
215, 252
Inc. 294
256
258
195
254
335
269
234, 235
POWER
CUBICLE
TYPE MS

CONTROL

RF

CUBICLE

CUBICLE

resetability of small variable vacuum

WESTINGHOUSE LINEAR AMPLIFIER

ftlfl!/1.4
RIìIO
,o.,a..,,

U.S.

Electronics Development Corp

402

78
Ucinite Co.
Union Switch & Signal Div. of Westing232
house Air Brake Company
2nd Cover
.United Transformer Co.

Westinghouse engineers have skillfully
used both vacuum capacitors and vacuum
relays in this new Type MS 30 KW Linear
Amplifier designed for single sideband
communications. They have utilized the
low minimum capacities and the accurate

Tank and output tuning capacitors and relays

capacitors to tune the pi network tank
circuit and for input and output tuning.
Jennings Type R5C vacuum relays have
also been used in the tank circuit to switch
load connections so that the tuning range
could be extended without using any tap
switches or sliding contacts carrying circulating tank currents.
The ingenious use of these modern vacuum
components has thus helped to reduce

Van Reuren Co., The
Varian Associates
Veeder-Root, Inc.
Vitro Corp. of America
'Vulcan Electric Co.

both the comp,'exity and size of this high
performance amplifier while permitting it
to be automatically or manually tuned
over the entire frequency range of 4.0 to
26.5 mc.

335
197
50
282
266

Our 1957 catalog summary contains many new vacuum components to help simplify transmitter
design. Please send for your copy.

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc.
213
Wales Strippit Company
93
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
59
Waterman Products Co., Inc
206
Waters Manufacturing, Inc.
218
Wenco Manufacturing Co.
334
Western Electric Co.
118
Western Gold & Platinum Company
339
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
96, 263, 305
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., a
Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.
61
Wheelock Signals, Inc.
317
White Dental Mfg. Co., S. S
34

JEN1INCS RIDIO MHIFACTIIRINC CORP.

:Zell

Products Corp.

ELECTRONICS

- June

910 McLAUCNLIN AVE. P.O.

BOX 1278

SAN JOSE 8, CALIF.

320, 321
1, 1957

Want more information?
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405

For the engineer who wants

a 360°

MANUFACTURERS
REPRESENTATIVES

350

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

350

view-

Automatic Checkout Equipment
Every phase of AuTof-iETICs' work in this field keeps
you in constant touci with all aspects of control
system development. Special openings now for toplevel engineers to develop digital computer -type
circuits...logic circuit, digital comparators, Analog to -Digital and Digital -to -Analog converters, high gain feedback amplifiers, etc. Key positions also open
for systems engineer: to analyze, evaluate, and synthesize automatic checkout methods for fire, flight
and guidance control systems. Further details on
request. Write: Mr. A. N. Benning, Administrative
& Professional Personnel, Dept. 358 EL -6, 9150 E.
Imperial Highway, Dpwney, California.

Autonetics
A

DIVISION CF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS MAN HAS NEVER BUILT BEFORE

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
F. J. Eberle, Business Mgr.

NEW11=11
McGRAW-HILL

TECHNICAL WRITING SERVICE

WRITES EDITS
ILLUSTRATES
PRINTS

SILICON
POWER RECTIFIERS

WANTED

...

PAMPHLETS-

COMPANY HISTORIES

-

--

REPORTS

150

BROCHURES
PARTS LISTS

-

WRITERS
EDITORS
ARTISTS
ARE AT YOUR SERVICE
WRITE:

Project Consultant

TWS-McGraw-Hill
330 W. 42 st. NYC 36
Phone: LOngacre 4-3000

406

388

(Used or Surplus New)
For Sale

388-400

Equipment

398

a

TWS relieves you of all or
any of the many problems
encountered in the production of your .. .

-

EDUCATIONAL

EQUIPMENT

YOUR publications
to YOUR specifications

EQUIPMENT MANUALS
HANDBOOKS
PRODUCT CATALOGS-TRAINING AIDS

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES..351-387

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
ADVERTISERS INDEX

For Top Reliability
A standard line from 30 to 1000 amps
Closely regulated by magnetic control

Voltages: 8-16-32-36
Stationary or Mobile Types
For Missile,

Abbott's Employment Specialists
AC
Electronics Div., General
Corp

364, 383

Motors

351, 354, 359, 371, 378

Admiral Corp.

381
384

Aircraft Radio Corp

Applied Science Corp. of Princeton
366
Arma, Div. of American Bosch Arma Corp. 358
Avco Manufacturing Corp., Crosley Div
365

Aircraft, lab & Factory

Write for latest Bulletins on
Silicon & Selenium Power Rectifiers

CHRISTIE ELECTRIC CORP.
Dept. EL, 3410 W. 67th St., Los Angeles 43

Over o Quarter Century of
Rectifier Manufacturing

Bendix Aviation Corp.
Pacific Division
Products Division -Missiles
Systems Division
York Division

BJ Electronics, Borg-Warner Corp
Burroughs Corp., Research Center

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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356
360
376
366
358
364
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Carborundum Co., The

368
383

Collins Radio Co
Cooper, J. J
Cornell Personnel

;i1
;51

Electronic Communications Inc

«IC Co'1 fa4491"
meet
,-1

380

important
requirements
Fidelity Personnel Service
;51
Ford Instrument Corp., Div. Sperry Rand
Corp.

355

General Electric Co.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
General Precision Laboratory, Inc
Goodyear Aircraft Corp.
Akron, Ohio
Litchfield Park, Ariz.
Goodyear Atomic Corp.

1

... Less than " wide; please note
t

dimensions below.

WEIGHT..

;75, 387
;69, 379

..

LL

One twenty-fifth (1/25)
of an ounce.

370

`-

41/\vi
...

Withstands from

10 to 2000 c.p.s.

Hoffman Electronics Corp
Honeywell Brown Instruments

..
Division....

International Business Machines Corp

367
377

SOCt

... Withstands from 0 to 30 g.

STABILITY

;63

stabilities of

_

.0025% over

M-20
Johns
Lab

Hopkins University Applied Physics
;34

.166

.010

-55°

C

to

Frequency

90°

C

possble.

M-21

1"..918

.010

.418

:

010i

.166 :.010

JI

41110
i

.515

.515

x.010

-

.010

Kollsman Instrument Corp

McCoy McMite lightweight quartz
crystals extend the limit, of electronic design. These little, hermetically sealed units are built rugged
to pack regular size performance
into minimum space
with no
sacrifice of stability or dependability! Produced in frequencies from
3 me to 125 me to meet government
specifications or made to your own
.

.

040

017_
1.50 --.03

.o001oa

FLEXIBLE
LEADS

OR AS DESIRED

Machlett Laboratories, Inc.
Magnavox Co.
Martin Co., Glenn L. (Baltimore Div.)
Melpar, Inc.
Monarch Personnel
Motorola Inc.

351

382
362

;68

Iva-.008

BOTH

.

specifications.

SHOWN
ACTUAL
SIZE
FREE ILLUSTRATED

351
366

CATALOG.

Send for your copy today.

ELECTRONICS COMPANY
MT. HOLLY SPRINGS,

PENNA.

DEPT. E-6

PHONE 376-377

National Co., Inc
New York Central System
ELECTRONICS

- June

3:

ì

364
1,

1957
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Otis Elevator Co

FREED

378

392
392
398

Fair Radio, Sales
Fay -Bill Distributing Co
Finnegan, H.

MAGNETIC
AMPLIFIERS

Page Communications Engineers, Inc

368

Philco Corp., Lansdale Tube Div

384

Hershel Radio Co
Houde Supply Co

397
392

JSH Sales

390

aad
Radio Corp. of America
RCA Service Co., Inc
Reeves Instrument Co

SATURABLE TRANSFORMERS

FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Sanders Associates, Inc
Scientists, Engineers & Executives Inc
Stavid Engineering, Inc
Stromberg -Carlson Co.

FAST RESPONSE

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

Phase reversible

2n, response
Cat.
No.

Supply
Freq.
C.P.S.

Power
Out.
Watts

MAF-1

60

13

MAF-6

400

5

400

400

MAF-7

AC or DC signal
voltage req'd for

Volt.
Out.
V. AC

full output.

110

1.0

-

57.5

1.2

0.4

10

57.5

1.6

0.6

15

57.5

2.5

1.0

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS
Load
Supply Power Sig. req'd Total res
contr. wdg. res.
for full
Freq. Out.
ohms
K Sl
C.P.S. Watts outp. MA-DC

60

MA0.2

60

20

MAO-4

60

400

MA0.5

60

575

1.2

3800

1.8

1.3

700

9.0

10.0

25

6.0

10.0

25

3.0

4.5

MAO-1

385
383
382

A Div. of General Dynamics Corp.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Buffalo, N. Y
Waltham, Mass.

361

McNeal Electric & Equipment Co
M. R. Co., The
Monmouth Radio Labs
Montgomery Equipment Co

No.

60

AP -1

MAP -2

60

Volt.

Sig. req'd

392398

393
388

381
381

Titanium Metals Corp. of America
Transitron Electronics Corp
Westinghouse Electronic Tube Div

362
356

Phase reversible

Cat.

397
395

Lectronic Research Laboratories
Liberty Electronics, Inc

374

PUSH-PULL
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS
Supply Power
Freq. Out.
C.P.S. Watts

Co

373

Tektronix, Inc.

SINGLE ENDED

Cat.
No.

352, 353, 383, 387
379
385

Pacific International University
Page Electronics

388
399

Radalab, Inc.
Radio & Electronics Surplus
Radio Research Instrument Co
Raway Bearing Co

391

Seg Electronics Co., Inc

392

"TAB"

400

397
398
397

Total res.

contr. wdg.

Out.

for full

V. AC

outp. MA -DC

5

115

1.2

1.2

15

115

1.6

2.4

2.0

0.5

K2

MAP -3

60

50

115

MAP -3-A

60

50

115

7.0

2.9

MAP -4

60

175

115

8.0

6.0

MAP -7

400

15

115

0.6

2.8

MAP -8

400

50

110

1.75

0.6

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
ADVERTISERS INDEX
392
395
394

Alltronics-Howard Co.
Alvaradio Industries
Arrow Sales Inc

SATURABLE TRANSFORMERS
Phase

Cat.
No.
MAS -1

Supply Power
Freq. in Out.
C.P.S. Watts
60

MAS -2

400

MAS -5

400

reve cible
Volt.
Out.

Sig. req'd

for full

V. AC outp. MA -DC

K2

15

115

6.0

27

6

115

4.0

10

26

4.0

3.2

115

4.0

8.0

115

5.5

8.0

2.7

MAS -6

400

30

MAS -7

400

40

All units designed for 115V -AC operation
Write for detailed listing, or special
requirements, and copies of complete
Transformer and Laboratory Test Instrument Catalogs.

TRANSFORMER CO., INC.
Weirfield Street
Brooklyn (Ridgewood) 27. New York
1722

Want more information?

393
397

Western Engineers
Wilgreen Industries

Total res.
contr. wdg.

Barry Electronics Corp
Blan

388, 398
398

Universal Relay Corp.
(formerly Universal General Corp.)

C & B Electronics
C & H Sales Co.

396

Communications Equipment Co

399

Electronic Tube Sales
Empire Electronics Co
Engineering Associates

389

391
391

is taken
This Index is published as a service. Every care
no
to make it accurate, but ELECTRONICS assumes
ommissions.
or
errors
for
responsibility

394

June 1, 1957
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V & H Radio Electronics
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make

unusual
switches
like these...
''lcu

...

DAVEN either makes i`, or can make
and
This has been proven time and time again
in the process DAVEN has produced some of :he most
complex swi- thes and switching devi as ever made.
Switches with any number of positions-any nimber of
poles-available in almost any type of material: ceramic,
phenolic, glass base epoxy (GSG), melamine, mica
-and-operated units-or low or high speed
in the millions of ojeraticrs when

name it

...

it."

..

s

.

switch assemblies-solenoid
wired or cEbled w,th comwhere required. And,

.rrper- Proof Knee
fits,

www.americanradiohistory.com

Operating Reliability
... extended to new levels of performance
To pace the demands for higher quality tubes in critical applications, RCA "Premium

Tubes and Computer Tubes have opened new possibilities for sustained reliability
that exceeds previous levels of tube performance. Here are two important ways in
which RCA insures that it builds QUALITY into these tubes:

1 RCA has developed a precision -type quality -control system that provides
never-ending vigilance over the quality of "Premium" Tubes and Computer
Tubes-throughout every phase of tube manufacture.

2

RCA backs up this quality -control system with 100% microscopic monitoring of 24 differen` - ' Kn*-ies of tube workmanship. By this method, each
manufac+
under surveillance, and prompt corretive

Precisio-

big
www.americanradiohistory.com

Your RCA Field Representative will welcome an opportunity to discuss the u
usual advantages of RCA "Premit
Tubes and Computer T.,11-+r

specific appflcat:
the RCA Fielr+

East
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